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For the Children

WE ARE NOT sure of the future. But we do have the present.

At least while we build for the best future we can we know that the

children must be kept happy. Bread and a bed are not enough. There

must be singing and dancing and games and laughter
—for children cannot be chil-

dren in a world without joy and happiness.

Now is no time to be yourself if your natural self is dull and drab and list-

less. Rather it is the time to act, to act as if one were alive, as if one were light-

hearted because homes and cities are full of little children.

Now is the time for color. Now is the time for pageantry.

Not to keep our lakes cleared for ice skating, not to secure the maximum use

of our beaches for swimming, not to keep playgrounds open, not to provide lead-

ership for our glee clubs, our orchestras, our drama groups,
—is to show that we

are not thoroughbreds, that we are lacking in the fundamentals, that the stuff is

not in us, that as people we cannot keep a stiif upper lip in adversity
—for always

and everywhere men who were men have placed their children first and have done

their best to keep children free from care, gay and joyous.

Land we have in plenty for play, and of time for leadership there is no

scarcity except as we create it. The cost of music and laughter for children is

largely, though not altogether, in thoughtfulness, in taking pains, in really caring.

Children, however, cannot be happy in an idle world nor in a world of glum

grown-ups. We must provide for activity for ourselves and all grown-ups if we
are truly to keep our children happy.

If we are not willing or able to provide work for all—then we must give all

a chance to be active in sport, in art, in making things, in make believe, in music,

in living, so that life does not stagnate and make our children old before their time.

Now is the time to keep life enriched—not to make it more barren—^because—
Thank God—there are the children !

Howard Braucher.

APRIL, 1934
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Volunteer Opportunities

in the

Public Recreation Program

REALLY
intelligent service in

health, family, child or

community welfare can

be rendered only by those who

have some understanding and

appreciation of the entire field

of social work. A most zeal-

ous service in one organiza-

tion, performed in ignorance

of or indifference toward an-

other, defeats even the pur-

poses of the organization in whose name it is

rendered. All are working toward a healthier,

happier, nobler race, but none will accomplish his

purpose unless each sees his place in the common

plan.

With this creed as our fundamental principle,

I shall now for the sake of brevity and clarity

confine what I have to say to the field of public

recreation, although much that I shall say is

directly applicable to the Y.M.C.A., Y.W.C.A.,

(iirl Scouts, Boy Scouts and Settlements, and

could even be applied to other human welfare

services.

The Philosophy of Public Recreation

Public recreation programs now being con-

ducted in i,oi2 cities in the United States are

based upon a simple and sound philosophy which

may be stated briefly :

The child whose life is filled with wholesome,

happy, enriching and ennobling experiences will

form the habit of right thinking, feeling and

doing.

Youth, eager for adventure, will take it—good
or bad—as his community oflfers.

A normal boy will throw stones or balls with

equal zest. If his community offers him balls, he

may become the hero of the college stadium; if

stones, he may fall into crime.

By CORINNE FONDE

At the district conference of the

Junior League held January the

twenty-fifth, in Oklahoma City.,

Miss Fonde, the Superintendent
of the Recreation Department,
Houston, Texas, suggested a num-
ber of channels of service for the

volunteer.

The normal girl desires admira-

tion, beauty, companionship,

romance. She will respond in

kind to nice parties, artistic

surroundings and chivalry, or

to the temptations of the com-

mercial dance hall or road

house.

Family life is healthy if it

kicks its heels ;
the family that

plays together stays together.

Young people are safer in their own circle of

friends, in their own neighborhood where they

are known, than they are where they are not

known. (We all do things among strangers that

we would not do among friends.)

Our common quest as human beings is for

happiness. Happiness makes us healthy, sane,

kind, thoughtful, ambitious, energetic, good

citizens.

All of us—the girl in Shrimp Alley and you

and I—need more than food, shelter, raiment, or

even health. These we must have to live, but we

find our happiness in the wonders and beauties

of our world, in satisfying human relationships,

in wholesome physical exercise, in the expression

of the God-given talents of language, music, art,

drama, and in civic and religious service.

Ninety percent of us must do a great deal of

plain hard work to earn our three meals and a

bed, but the man who tends a machine and the

girl who measures and sells ribbons all day, in

so doing exercise only an infinitesimal part of

themselves, and they become damaged human be-

ings unless their community ofTers them the op-

portunity to express other talents and interests in

their leisure hours.

Dr. L. P. Jacks, the eminent English philoso-

pher and author, who last year toured our coun-

try in the interests of public recreation, says this

3
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damaged class represents 60 per cent of our popu-

lation; that they breed faster than the rest of us

and that therefore our neglect of them threatens

to bankrupt our civilization. He goes so far as

to say :

"If Christ should come today, He would soon

be finding His way to the children's playgrounds
and community centers where He would have an

encouraging word to say to the men and women

(of like mind with His own) who are helping

young people to recover the best radiance of His

religion in the joys of creative activity. I think

He would busy Himself first and last with re-

creation."

Dr. Jacks defines recreation as "the re-creation

of something that gets damaged in human beings—the repair of human damage where it is repair-

able—and the prevention of it in the rising gen-

eration." He believes, with great health, crime

and mental hygiene authorities, that if cities will

spend more for carefully planned, manned and

equipped re-creation programs, they will spend
far less for corrective clinics, probation work,

jails, criminal courts, hospitals and asylums ;
that

when we have learned wisdom public recreation

will be as universal as public education, not for

sentimental reasons or as somebody's fad, but be-

cause it is necessary

to the preservation ,^
of the human race.

have and hold a recreation board of high-minded,

public-spirited citizens if he is to have and hold

an adequate program and budget.

H. S. Braucher, Secretary of the National

Recreation .Association, stresses the value of such

a group when he says: "There is distinct need

for volunteer associations and committees to

stand back of the municipal body to help in safe-

guarding budgets and in interpreting the recrea-

tion movement to the public. Such groups, gen-

erally known as recreation councils, are function-

ing in a number of cities and are giving invalua-

ble service in the present crisis."

And here is one of the places where I can see

the Junior League in the picture. As I see it, you
of the privileged group in our cities have the

background and the power to help organize such

councils and make them effective, althougli their

membership should be representative of all inter-

ests of the city. If this idea appeals to you, I

would advise you to discuss it with your local

recreation executive. Being human we recreation

executives each have our own ideas of organiza-

tion, but we also welcome the persjiective of the

lay person, especially when that person is ready
to roll up her sleeves and help.

The second volunteer opportunity that I would

ttA/0» CHINE GUN JOE
Volunteer Service

A program of pub-

lic recreation should

have trained, skilled

leadership with high

gifts of intelligence,

of imagination, hu-

man sympathy and

understanding —
"
aristocrats of the

human mind, and

hand and soul."

But the more gift-

ed the professional

recreation leader, the

better he knows the

necessity and im-

portance of wise,

strong citizen back-

ing, the more he

realizes that he must

Why
do (onia

. You'^9 p*o<

pU tpcnd to

muck time •( HtO

moving pichirot .
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offer you is that of serving as board or committee

member. I think your Leagues can make no

greater civic and social contribution than that of

training your members for intelligent, responsible

board and committee service.

Some recreation departments make use of com-

mittees to sponsor particular branches of their

work such as playgrounds, community centers,

community music, drama, athletics and other ac-

tivities. One of the most effective pieces of com-

mittee work in our Houston Recreation Depart-

ment is that of the Public Relations Committee

whose members assume the simple obligation of

going to see and of taking others to see what is

being done in playgrounds and recreation centers,

and to talk with their friends about it if they find

it worth while.

The third volunteer opportunity I would sug-

gest is that of personal leadership of any group

activity for which you are prepared
—

girls' clubs,

boys' clubs, choruses, glee clubs, athletics, dra-

matics, crafts, story hours, nature hikes. For any

special skill you may have there is a volunteer

leadership opportunity

awaiting you on the

playground
— a chance

Where is there to be found a richer field of activ-

ity for the volunteer than that offered by drama?

and

others

get so much

enjoyment out

of the production
of their own plays?

Courtesy The Parents' Magazine, New York

to broaden your own horizon and to become a

cherished influence in the lives of young people

in the formative period, who are usually less

privileged than you have been.

Special Junior League Services

An outstanding Junior League contribution to

public recreation is being made by your Chil-

dren's Theater in Houston, and I understand that

other cities are benefiting in the same way. All

dramatic efforts hold tremendous opportunities

for public recreation service, and in the field of

music and art there are similar possibilities. Many
of our musicians find satisfactory audiences in

our community centers. Our Houston artists

hang pictures in our recreation club house, and

one of them has had a very wonderful response

to the creative art class for which she has vol-

unteered. Under C.W.A. we have been able to

employ one of her outstanding pupils who is re-

cruiting for her in neighborhood centers, and she

is now looking forward to the day when she may
have "'a municipal art sanctum sanctorum," as

she calls it, where

the only price of

admission to any

boy, girl, man or

woman, will be the

desire to create

through the medi-

um of art.

You have artists

and musicians, as

well as dramatic

talent in your

group.
This brings me

to another type of

service which is the

sponsorship of

special public rec-

reation ])
r

j
e c t s

which the munici-

pality is not ready

to undertake.
Think of what it

would mean to a

city for its Junior

League to build a

municipal "sanc-

tum sanctorum"
for creative art!

(Continued on page 39)



A Model Aeroplane

Association

and

How It Grew

By Charles H. English
Executive Secretary

Playgrounds and Recreation Association

Philadelphia, Pa.

ARE
THERE any questions which should be an-

^
swered by an executive before he considers

launching a community-wide project ? Most

assuredly! And if preliminary investigations and

planning are sound, needed confidence is created

that the undertaking can be develojied into a work-
able service.

The methods which certain chain stores use in

determining where they shall locate branch stores

are noteworthy. Nothing is taken for granted.

Sujierficial evidence of nearby comjjetition of ap-

parent concentration of crowds or the influence of

otiicr business houses in the vicinity are not recog-
nized until proved through rigid tests. Some of

their studies seem almost unrelated to the objec-
tive sought, yet when all elements are considered

they can chart the business volume and forecast

trade expectancy for inrlefinite periods of time.

Since the methods of these commercial groups
have proved successful, might not the same spirit

of research be a<lopte<l in the planning done by
recreation workers so that we may be more sure

of our foundation before building a project ? We
have all of us been guilty of starting activities

from an impulse ; of venturing into the promotion
of projects from emotional urges. We rightfully

covet the spirit of adventure, and we need to re-

spond to human impulses, iioth are often the

genesi.<i of excellent ideas for projects. Instead of

assuring ourselves that ideas formulated in this

manner can be relied upon it is wiser to temper

Courtesy Philadelphia Model Arroplane Associalicn

"It's thus men climb the stars"

them, before final decisions are made, with in-

vestigation and practical soundness. Forecasting
human behavior responses and activities in the

recreation held are much less certain than in the

business world. Consequently we need to develop

a better technique.

In contemplating the promotion of projects the

following questions may well be asked :

1. Will the project render a genuine service to the

community? Make sure that your premise as to the

need for this service has been indicated by the com-

munity from reliable sources.

2. Is the community ready for its reception? Discover

the direct or allied interests that may Iw recruited

for the project. Will these groups be large enough
to launch the movement or does the project require

quantity participation in order to \ie considered suc-

cessful? H in the beginning the percentage of par-

ticipation is necessarily small, has the project ele-

mrnts that would insure continuous growth and

(lopularity ?

3. I* the project essentially edtKattnnal in character?

If it does not measure up to the more recent con-

cept of educational practices is it likely to gain re-

spect and support from the community?
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4. Will the project appeal to the general community or
to a restricted population? In case of the latter,

can you justify the higher ratio of per capita ex-

penditure of funds or leadership services?

5. Will the project require a budget and the services

of executive leadership which would be in proper
balance to the general program already in operation?

6. Will the project provide publicity material which
will be helpful to the local recreation movement?

7. Will the project require volunteer leadership in ad-
dition to paid staff? If so, have you developed
methods of recruiting and training?

8. How about facility requirements ? Are the facilities

readily accessible to your interested public and may
they be used without burdensome fees ?

9. Does the project require personal equipment or sup-

plies that are prohibitive to a majority interested?
If so, can a plan be evolved that would lower the
cost to a level within reach of everyone?

10. Will the project reflect genuine credit to your or-

ganization ?

11. If you are in need of strengthening your department,
will this project serve that purpose better than
another ?

If the proposed project meets the requirements
of the.se eleven questions and you have educated

the authorities to whom you are responsible so

that they are friendly to the general idea and have

given their sanction to the plan, then you have

laid a pretty good foundation upon which to build

a successful activity.

In the development of the Philadelphia Model

Aeroplane .'Association we applied these questions

as a preliminary test in determining the advisa-

bilit\- of inaugurating the movement. The steps

taken in chronological order were as follows :

The Analysis

The youth of America did as much to develop

the radio as the scientific inventors. Since the suc-

cessful flight of the Wright Brothers at Kitty

Hawk, youth has been as anxious as adults, or

perhaps more so, to fly in aeroplanes. Youth finds

in model building the opportunity of experimen-
tation in the fascinating science of aeronautics.

Every boy secretly cherishes the hope he is pre-

paring himself for the time when he can "sit in

the cockpit" and use the "joy
stick" in a man-carrying ship.

Model building is difficult

enough mechanically to chal-

lenge boys to achieve success

and it satisfies those with

mechanistic aptitudes. Another

very important element in this

craft project is that after a

boy has s;?ent hours of study

and workinan,ship he can "do

something with the product."

The Recreation Board of Lincoln,

Nebraska, employs a young man
who has been in commercial avia-

tion to teach model airplane build-

ing in the homes of boys in all

parts of the city. Any group of

boys over twelve years of age may
meet with him regularly in one of

the shops or in their homes. An
advantage of this plan is the con-

tact with the homes which it af-

fords the Recreation Board.

Experimentally, model building seems to have no

limitations. .As long as aeroplanes are flying the

skies, as long as adults manifest such tremendous

interest, as long as boys are told that the "game"
has great possibilities for them, youth will be

genuinely enthusiastic in model aeroplane build-

ing and will accept it as its special field in the

most fascinating s"?ort of the present day
—

pro-

\ ided it has the opportunity to participate in a

well-organized model aeroplane movement.

The project has an impressive array of elements

that make for a successful activity
—educational

features, the satisfaction of mechanical urges and

of the experimental and inventive spirit, continued

growth, as the goals are always ahead, sustained

interest without regard to age, occupation of an

amazing number of leisure hours (some models

have taken 1500 hours to complete) and the op-

portunity to test one's skill in flying models

at tournaments or at non-flying Scale Alodel

Contests.

Considering that this does not exhaust the list,

will you agree with me that there are few, if any,

projects that have a better chance to develop a fol-

lowing than model aeroplane building.

The Investigation

Detennined that our Association should add

model aeroplane building to its services, we sur-

veyed the situation through the following pro-

cedure :

1. We took steps to learn whether there was an interest

in this field and if the youth in our city was or-

ganized into workable units. A commercial concern

had developed a loose organization. Only one high

school was teaching model building. Boys by the hun-

dreds were experimenting in their homes and the sale

of model aeroplane literature was revealing.

2. School authorities agreed to a plan to permit demon-

strations in Junior and Senior High Schools at as-

sembly periods and to encourage teachers to act as

adult leaders for interested students.

3. We surveyed possible facilities for holding mdoor

contests and finally gained permission to use the larg-

est Armory in the city on Saturday
afternoons. For outdoor meets we
decided to use an 80 acre tract of

land free from buildings and trees,

located within a reasonable dis-

tance to city transportation fa-

cilities.

4. The next step was to find a

technically trained leader. Should
we select an aviator of reputation,

who would be free to work on a

part-time basis? Should we at-

tempt to secure a leader on a full-

time basis? Full-time employment
was found to be financially pro-
hibitive. The Director of the In-

dustrial Arts Department of the
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i
WHEE! TMIS SAVSTME FRANICLIN INSriTUTE

IS GOING TO ASK US KIDS TO MAKE SOME MORE
MODELS FOI? EXHIBITION [y

Philadelphia schools recommended the only high

school teacher who was teaching model building as

an extra curriculum subject. That teacher repre-

sented just what we wanted, a man who knew how
to instruct, one who was very enthusiastic, and in

addition was a licensed pilot. He was willing to in-

struct and demonstrate to groups during after-school

periods and to accept evening assignments. He was

to be paid for services on a per assignment basis.

We found that the materials used in building models

were very expensive, in fact prohibitive, for a ma-

jority of boys. We determined to overcome this

handicap by establishing a model aeroplane store for

members only. By pricing materials at 20 to 25%
above wholesale lists we were able to pay the rental

of the small store room and employ a storekeeper.

The storekeeper selected was a young man in senior

high school who was the outstanding model builder

in the city. He would give valuable advice as well

as functioning as the storekeeper.

The next step was to secure a medium of stimulation

and public information. We approached the news-

paper that had the largest circulation, whose ideas on

promotion were conservative and whose policy seem-

ed to be educationally constructive. The promotional
department was receptive but only after a most care-

ful plan had been presented. The newspaper agreed
to assign a reporter, offer daily space and on Sat-

days, in conjunction with an aviation page, to present

drawings and extensive feature articles on the work.

Tlie ncwipaper further agreed not to take credit for

their part in the project. They were willing to be

known as one of the sponsors of the movement but

the usual blatant credit line in the daily stories was
to be taboo.

The members of the Aero Club of Pennsylvania
were requested to organize a special committee to be

responsible for the conduct of all contests of the

Model Association. Since the Club was a unit of the

National Aeronautical Association, the tie-up was im-

pressive. They agreed to be one of the sponsor* of
the project and elected their vice-president to be the

chairman of the tournament committee.

With this preliminary set-up, the next step was to

secure approval of the plan from the Board of

Directors of the Playgrounds and Recreation Asso-

ciation, suggesting that they become one of the spon-
sors, assuming the responsibility of organization and
direction of tlje project. It would involve assigning
its executive secretory to direct the Model Associa-

tion, of the office secretary to do the clerical work, to

operate the memberihip store and, in general, be re*

spofuible for the development of the entire movement.
The plan was adopted.

9. .Achievements to date : Three important or-

ganizations had agreed to be co-sponsors ot

the project, each assuming definite respon-
sibilities as follows : publicity, direction of
all contests and general organization and
direction of the movement. The schools had

agreed to jjermit demonstrations and organi-
zation of groups. We had selected a tech-

nical director to be known as Field Di-

rector. Facilities for indoor and outdoor
contests had been secured. A membership
supply store had been planned. And we had
determined there was a genuine need for

such a service.

Then came the problem of finance. The

Playgrounds and Recreation Association

of Philadelphia was lending the services

of its executive secretary and office secre-

tat^ and could do no more. The Aero Club mem-
l)ers were unable to provide a budget. The news-

l^aper, the third sponsor, had already shown an

unusually generous attitude. Would it come to the

rescue? Its officials provided the needed budget

and have continued to do so for the past five years.

The Organization of the Philadelphia Model

Aeroplane Association

The Association is organized into units known

as chapters with a minimum of ten and not more

than fifteen luembers. Each chapter must have an

adult leader over twenty-one years of age known

as the sponsor. A sponsor can, of course, hL\c

more than one chapter under his jurisdictiot! ; in

fact, he can have as many as it -takes to accomnto-

date his entire group. The chapters are encour-

aged to have officers and junior leaders similar to

Hoy Scout troops. The age classification is as fol-

lows : Junior club members who are twelve years

of age and have not yet attained their sixteenth

birthday, and senior club meml)ers. older \mys

from sixteen to twenty-one years of age.

Expense. The P. M. A. A. requires no fees

from its chapters. The only cxpen.sc involved is

that which the chaj)tcr itself may require.

Service to the Chapters. The P.M.A.A. em-

ploys directors who are exi)crt teachers in the con-

struction and fl>ing of nuxlel aeniplanes. These

leaders arc available to meet with chapters when

organizetl giving instructions and a demonstra-

tion. The siTvices of these directors are without

cost to the chapter.

Tlie Association, in addition, conducts demon-

strations in school assemblies, operates a store,

awards pins and memberships, arranges monthly

contests and promotes major tournaments in the

spring (indoor and outdoor) to declare champion-
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ships. Further, the Association offers suit-

able awards, acts as a clearing house for

the activities of the chapters, aiding them

in every possible way, maintains an in-

struction class for sponsors each Monday

evening from 7 :30 to 9 :30, and holds a

training school at the armory. All spon-

sors are invited to attend the instruction

classes, particularly those who have had

no previous experience in model building.

Membership Classifications. There are

three classifications for which a member

may strive and for which he may receive

pins without cost.

1. Student Pin—nicknamed "Grease Monkey." This

bronze pin, a Wright whirlwind motor and propeller

—is awarded by the sponsor after the following tests

have been passed :

Specifications
—R. O. G. Class A.

Requirements—R. O. G. IS seconds reaching 6 feet

in height
H. L. 30 seconds

Written test—70%

2. Aviator Pin—nicknamed "Pilot"—a silver pin of the

same design. This is awarded by the field director

for successful performance in the following:

A. Indoor endurance pusher
—Class B, C or D

Flight of not less than two minutes duration

B. Fuselage—Class B, C or D
Flight of 30 seconds from take oflt

C. R. O. G.—Class A
Flight of 1^ minutes

D. Hydro-aeroplane
—Class A or B

Flight of 1 minute

An R. O.G. model may be used by addingNote:
floats

E.

These
sessions.

3. Ace

Glider—Class A. Correct as to general detail

Glide SO feet from hand launching
tests are given twice a month at the training

Pin—nicknamed "Ace"—a gold pin. This is

given after the following tests have been passed:

In this third and highest award of merit, the in-

tention is to stimulate an enduring interest in the

science of aviation. To this end the member is ex-

pected to read such matter on the subject as will in-

form him of the latest accomplishments in this field.

He is also expected to give a short outline account of

the history of aviation, touching on names famous in

early days of aviation, outstanding events and

achievements in this and other countries to the present

time, types of planes, etc.

The model requirements for this grade, for which
the pin is awarded, are :

A. Indoor flight record of 9}4 minutes. Class A,

B, C or D.

B. Outdoor flight record of 4 minutes. Class D,
E or F.

C. Miniature model biplane and monoplane.

Flying scale model—variations permitted
—diameter

propeller with compensating landing gear and 10%
increased area empennage surface. The ship must
ascend to a reasonable height, fly smoothly, and glide
downward to a proper landing. Straight flight reach-

ing S feet in altitude. Circular flight to the right a

360° turn. Circular flight to the left a 360° turn.

fWow* SIX OR Seven kips
SVJNCHED FOR THE JUNIO/?

-4/^^ I MODEL- PLANE L'tA^i I

SOmE DAY YOUR NAME>
\W1LI BE lAl THE PA?€R

^Sr:^

Present the field director with a drawing and repro-
duced photograph of the ship. Drawing should con-
tain sufficient dimensions to check the scale.

This test is purposely made very difiicult so that
when the member qualifies, it represents the highest
achievement of the Association. It would correspond
to the "Eagle" of the Scouts. Only three "ACE"
pins have thus far been awarded.

Note : Class A, B, C, etc., are those of the National
Aeronautical Association classifications.

Adult Sponsors' Class. Model building is quite
technical. Many of the volunteer sponsors are in-

terested in leading Chapters but lack the knowl-

edge that is helpful in properly developing the

members. A class was instituted, which meets

weekly, and under the guidance' of the field di-

rector sponsors build and Hy all of the models re-

quired. Organization problems are discussed as

are the newest devices and methods in both build-

ing and flying.

Solid Scale Models. The Scale Model Division

was organized last October, when the world

famous Franklin Institute recognized the P.M.A.
A. and invited its members to make accurate scale

models for exhibition in the Institute's Aeronau-

tical Section. The director of this section has re-

quested the members to build 89 (absolutely to

scale) ships covering the first successfully flown

aeroplane down to the present day types. For
each model accepted, the builder will receive a

medal from the Institute and have his name placed
on the Honor Roll.

The Scale Model Division offers a challenge to

members to continue in the model work after they
have tired of building flying models, have won

enough honors to satisfy them, or have reached

the age where they consider flying beneath their

dignity. In addition there are always groups of

boys whose interest is in scale model building

(non-flying) and nothing else. Therefore the

Franklin Institute's request was a most happy
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solution to these problems. Other cities may find

it helpful to set up a permanent exhibition in some

nmseum or other public institution as a stimula-

tion and recognition to those members skilled in

building scale models.

In the Aeronautical Section of the Franklin

Institute is a section devoted exclusively to P.M.

A.A. activities. There is a case showing all ma-

terials used in building models and progressive

steps are illustrated in the building of primarj'

ships. Two cases are full of this year's contest

record ships.

Tournaments and Meets

A contest for Junior members and one for Sen-

ior members are held once a month during the in-

door season. The two groups are combined at the

outdoor contest. The indoor season starts in

November and ends in May. The outdoor season

is Septemlier and October and May and June. In

Philadel])hia we find the fall outdoor season to be

the best flying weather. The Junior and Senior

classifications have each two divisions known as

Division i and Division 2, as follows :

Division 1—advanced fliers ; Division 2—the others.

To advance from #2 to #1 members must make

flights in three different events equal to minimum
flight time Division #1.

Organization of Meets. Members are per-

mitted to register for the meets one hour in ad-

vance of the time set for the meet. The registrar

examines the ships to see that they are up to regu-

lations. The center of the .\rmory is rojx-d off

and no one is i)emiitted in this space until he has

launched his ship. Judges are seated around the

edge of the enclosure. The regis-

trar assigns memlxjrs to the of-

ficials who are judging certain

type ships. The afternoon is di-

vided into three 50 minute peri-

ods. A gong is used to announce

the en<l of such i)eriods. Each

contestant is alk)wc<l three flights

during the meet but he must make

them during the stated time. This

distributes the flijjhts over the

Philadelphia'* •xp*ri«nc« thowi

youth willing to accept modol aero-

plane construction at itt special

field in the most fascinating of

pretent>doy sport*.

entire afternoon. Gas balloons attached to spools
of thread are available to dislodge ships caught in

girders.

At outdoor meets, the difficulty of following
the ships to determine time of flights has been

solved in a fairly successful manner by using a

set of army field phones. The starter signals the

outpost official several hundred yards away when
a ship is launched. The outpost watches the ship

as long as he can see it and then announces. "Out

of sight" or "Down."

With the exception of the scale model contests,

we follow the rules and regulations of the Na-

tional Aeronautical Association.

Awards. At each meet the winners are award-

ed ribbons for the first, second, third and fourth

place. A larger ribbon is awarded the Cliapter

which has won the greatest number of points. A
plaque is awarded the Chapter which has won the

greatest number of points for the season. .\t the

indoor and outdoor championships held in June,

gold, silver and bronze medals are awarded. This

fall the ribbons to be awarded will have unusual

significance. The original cloth on the wings of a

1912 Wright Model B aeroplane has been given to

the P.M.A.A. for such purpose. Many famous

pilots and passengers took flights in this ship 22

years ago.

Training Sessions

.At least two Saturday afternoons each month a

training session for novices is held at the .\rniory.

This i)lan was inaugurated to overcome two very
serious handicaps : ( i ) To give members a chance

to test their ships in a space large enough, since
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the ordinary Chapter does not have such facili-

ties; (2) To receive expert criticism and help in

their construction and flying problems. Often

sponsors are unable to render such service and the

novice becomes easily discouraged. With this plan

they are encouraged to greater effort and, in addi-

tion, may do some flying without thought of com-

petition. In the latter part of the afternoon ad-

vanced fliers may also use the armory for tests

and experimental flying.

A very important factor in the success of this

plan is the type of instruction given. We selected

thirty of the most skilled Senior members of the

Association to serve as an Instructors' Corps. All

thirty are record holders and as such have the re-

spect of the entire membership. These boys feel

it an honor to be selected and they know how to

teach and do a better job

than do most adults! Each

member is given his car fare

for each session attended.

The corps is divided into

two squads. One squad re-

ports on a certain given Sat-

urday of the month and the

other at another training

session. The field director

is in general charge of the

sessions and uses this op-

portunity to give demon-

strations. He also gives

tests to candidates for Avi-

ator and Ace classifications. This rather simple
.scheme is one of the best educational projects we
have discovered.

Advisory Council

In any volunteer leadership organization it is

sound practice to seek the advice of the men and

women who are directing the work. They right-

fully feel that they should have an opportunity to

make suggestions to the management, or, at least,

have a medium through which they can express

their dissatisfaction or offer helpful criticism.

Our first advisory group was comprised of four

sponsors and four leaders among the boys, to-

gether with the administration officers. The idea

in having the boys in the council was to secure

their point of view. This scheme did not work

out because in the presence of the adult leaders

the boys were not so free to express their real

thoughts, moreover, the differences of opinion

among the adults often gave them an impression

So great has been the demand for entire

sets of the plans issued in the sponsor-
ing newspaper that a 60-page booklet
was published containing 126 scale

drawings with full instructions for

building sixteen ships
—

elementary in-

door planes, advanced indoor planes,
and outdoor planes. In addition it con-

tains other practical information on

construction, and the national flying
records. The fifth edition of this book
will be available about May first from
the Playgrounds and Recreation Asso-

ciation, 1427 Spruce St., Philadelphia.

of a division among the leaders that was salutary.

Therefore we reorganized, and the boys now have

an advisory group of eight members who meet

with the director and field director. Their recom-

mendations are presented to the sponsors' advis-

ory group of eight members, who in turn present

their findings to the Executive Committee. The
latter is made up of the director, the two field

directors, the scale model director and the con-

test registrar. The Executive Committee is the

final court of appeal in all matters of controversy
and in the formulation of the policies of the As-

sociation. Such a plan acts as a balancing wheel.

It has worked splendidly.

Educational Demonstrations

Recruiting of the membership is largely focused

on the demonstrations given

at school assemblies. The

associate field director, a

successful sponsor and a

supervisor of one of the

largest recreation centers of

the city, is available for

school assembly addresses

up to 2 :30 P. M. daily. A
typical demonstration is as

follows :

A few minutes is devoted

to the subject of what the

P.M.A.A. is, how it serves

members and when and
how the students may join. During the talk the

director is unpacking his kit of ships. Next he

shows the various materials used in building
models. This is followed by the actual flying in

the auditorium of the primary ships, i.e., R.O.G.,

Tractor, Fuselage and Gliders. The flying of the

ships is always enthusiastically received. Then a

demonstration of a compressed air motor is given,^

followed by the famous Brown-Bassett gasoline

motor. The climax of enthusiasm is reached when
this midget motor, weighing only 7 ounces and

which turns a 9^^ inch propeller over 2,500 times

a minute, is tuned up. (The international record

of 28.18 minutes was made with this motor.) At

the end of the demonstration there is invariably a

strong demand to join the P.M.A.A. In fact,

nearly all of our Junior and Senior High Schools,

and some grade schools, have Chapters, some as

many as ten. Each year new stunts are developed
so that principals have no hesitation in scheduling

(Continued on page 41)



Achieving Satisfactory Companionship

A plan for helping the Individual to

attain a more satisfying social life.

NOT
long ago an item appeared in a New York

newspaper headed "Would Banish Lone-
liness, Organizes Young People's Club

to Offer Chance for Friendship." The pro-
moter explained his purpose thus:

"Since the cify is made up so largely of people who
have come from other places to pursue careers, loneliness
seems to have been the inevitable lot of many fine girls
and men who at the end of the day's work have found
themselves too often without friends and acquaintances."

To relieve this situation he had a .scheme that

offered membership in a social club with a pro-

gram of regular dances at which new members
would be introduced to old members and a
20 per cent surplus of men would always en-
sure a stag line and a consequent absence of

wallflowers. A social paradise!

A later newspaper account described the

first dance. There was a good attendance but
it included so many odd personalities that the

reporter had a perfectly enjoyable time poking
fun at the whole affair. Needless to say noth-

ing more has been heard of the venture.

Just after the War a similar project was

tried out in New York City. Candidates for

membership filled out application forms giving
data upon schooling, occupation and the lo-

cality applicant came from as well as the

names of three character references. If corre-

spondence with the latter

brought evidence of nominal

respectability, the candidate

was admitted, ufKin paying
the membership fee.

The main activity of the

Club was a weekly dance in

a central, well-appointed ho-

tel. In the ballroom, accord-

ing to a special rule of the

organization, invitations to

dance could be extended

12

In thin article Mr. Perry ofTer* a

plan which recreation workers and
all leader* who are seeking a

n-nipdy for the illn of loneliness so

prevalent in our large cities will

find stiniiilaling. Mr. Perry will be

glad to reeeive roninipnis on his

suggested plan. Have you had ex-

perience which would throw light

on the practicability of the plan?
Here is an opportunity for worth-

while discussion on a vital prob-
lem. Let us hear from vou.

By Clarence Arthur Perry
Russell Sage Foundation

without introductions. Names could then be
exchanged voluntarily and any girl desiring
to know more about her floor partner could
obtain it by resorting to an indexed drawer
wherein the personal data supplied by the
members were filed. It looked like a promising
scheme and it actually ran for a couple of
seasons.

The difficulties, however, began with the
efforts to recruit members. The men, especially,
wanted to "look the bunch over" before sign-

ing up. .Accordingly a system of guest invita-

tions was devised which enabled certain young
men to obtain a preliminary taste of the club's

program. What happened was that "many
were called" but comparatively few elected to

become members, and those who did were not

of the most attractive type. Girls were easier

to get, but again those who sought the club's

privileges included many whose loneliness was

obviously due to personality defects rather

than a lack of social opportunity. As time

went on the socially handicapped of both sexes

liegan to predominate in the membership. They
most needed the Club. Naturally they flocked

to it. But in doing so they gradually destroyed

its drawing power for any other class. Finally

they themselves began to stay away. The Club

did for a time produce an

income suflScient for current

expenses but it never brought
in enough to carry the re-

quisite overhead staff.

Problems Involved

The Fundamental Difficulty.

.'\ny c 1 u 1) or organiz.ition

devoted specifically to the

cure of loneliness is bound

eventually to acquire, from
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its very clientele, an unprepossessing reputa-

tion. True—not every solitary individual is

odd. Some lonely persons are merely unac-

quainted, but of those who are isolated be-

cause of some personal unattractiveness or

lack of significance, the number is woefully

large. To any institution set up to increase

social opportunity, they are sure to swarm in

multitudes. This class, rather than the merely

strange, will determine its reputation. They
themselves will finally flee from it. Manifestly,

organized help for the lonely must employ

some indirect method.

When we look at the causes of loneliness

more closely, it is fairly evident that it may
result from either one or both of two condi-

tions :

(1) Lack of acquaintances due to recent

arrival in a particular locality. This deficiency

of social contacts is easily corrected by arrang-

ing gatherings at which introductions can take

place.

(2) Personality shortcomings which pre-

vent appreciation and response by other in-

divuals. This is the more frequent cause of

loneliness and the most difficult to remove.

People in this class may have many acquain-

tances but they actually have few real friends

or close companions. For them the remedy

is some process which will enrich, or increase

the signifiance of, their personalities.

Of course there are many cases of compara-

tive isolation in which

both causes are opera-

tive. Such persons enjoy

a superficial social life

but have no intimate or

deep relationships. Oft-

entimes these individu-

als have latent qualities

which, to be b r o u g h t

out, need only contact

with complementary per-

sonalities. For them aid

may come from any

scheme that either ex-

tends their acquaintance-

shi])s or sharpens and

develops their social as-

sets.

a place for you !" This is a good slogan but it

does not tell how to do the trick. Essentially
the process of becoming "somebody" is that of

developing an asset or ability that gives sat-

isfaction to others. A person might be a veri-

table dumb-bell and yet become an object of

interest to his associates merely by learning
to play the mouth organ. Then he would have

something to give them. Ability to entertain,

of any sort, is sound currency in society the

world over.

Personality Defects. What are some of the

commonest shortcomings that affect an indi-

vidual's popularity? Obviously the first to be

mentioned are those related to personal ap-

pearance such as uncleanliness of body or

clothing, a faulty complexion, squinting eyes,

an ungainly gait, or unsuitable clothes.

Manners show the whole personality in ac-

tion. They can be as repelling as a foul breath

or dirty ears. Similarly a person's speech ex-

hibits his mind in action. The sentiments ex-

pressed may reflect a warm heart but if they

are wrapped in slovenly diction their winsome

effect may be lost. "Nothing to say" when

the situation requires conversation is another

shortcoming that holds many individuals back

socially.

A more subtle effect upon social opportunity

is exercised by a person's bearing. By his mien

a man discloses the success or the failure of

his life's purposes. Through the gait, the pos-

"Become somebody
and the world will make

Courtcsv Boston Y. W. C. A.
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ture, the expression of the countenance, the

glint in the eye, or some combination of these,

an individual's spirit looks out and reveals to

the observant person secrets of the most fun-

damental import. By the "look" of a man we
reach instantly conclusions as to what he

really is.

Applying Remedies

Here and there one sees an individual who
effects a cure apparently unaided. I remember

a girl who brought happiness into her rather

humdrum life by simple but deliberate means.

She was once a rather stiflf, pallid creature who
had little to say and seldom "went out." Then

she formed a plan. She joined a "gym" class

for women. Gradually she became supple, her

carriage improved, and color came into her

cheeks. Next she entered a dancing class.

Then she began to look for ideas about dress.

Presently she was attending many parties run

by a set of which she was a member by virtue

of the social qualities she had acquired.

What inspired her plan? Where did she get

the ideas she carried out? Some people have

the good fortune to receive a training for so-

cial life from their parents. They are born into

an atmosphere redolent with chat about dress

and the latest doings of society. But this girl,

like the majority of us, came from humble

circumstances, and in addition she had re-

ceived the kind of upbringing that frowns upon

"worldly pleasures." When she went out to

work, however, Fate was kind to her. She

happened to enter an organization whose staff

members were keen about leisure-time activi-

ties and frf)m them she received both inspira-

tion and ideas.

The problem is, what organized effort can

be made to afford to the many that competence

in social adjustment which is generally the

heritage of the few?

It is evident that the first need is a new kind

of individual counsel service. If a person is ill,

his nerves apprise him of the fact and he .seeks

a physician. But he may be entirely uncon-

scious of his personality defects and have no

relative or acquaintance with the ability or the

courage to bring them to his attention. I re-

member a young woman who had a rather con-

spicuous separation between two front upper

teeth. The)' gave her countenance an odd,

somewhat comic aspect. It was remarked of

her that "she parted her teeth in the middle."

Many years, vitally important to her marital

destiny, passed before she realized the injury
to her social opportunities being wrought by
this dental defect and had it corrected.

Few people, especially in the cities, exhibit

the grosser forms of uncieanliness nowadays.
The purveyors of soaps, toilet preparations and

cosmetics, with the help of advertising, have

done much to make human bodies clean. The
care of women's hair and skin has apparently

become an elaborate commercial technique.

There are, however, in both sexes, many in-

dividuals whose companionship would become

much more enjoyable if they could have, and

would follow, some individual advice about

their finger nails, fresh collars, and other

phases of a refined toilet. But where can the

average individual get that kind of intimate

advice—especially when he may not suspect

that he needs it?

Generally each personality defect requires a

particular remedy For unsightly teeth one

goes to the dentist. For a bad complexion you

may need either medicine, hygienic counsel or

special forms of exercise. To secure the kind

of suit pattern that best sets off the figure, you

need an elementary knowledge of color and

the effects of lines and masses. If your diction

is bad, a course in public speaking or acting is

indicated. It is only through a diagnosis of

his particular case that the average individual

can discover just which remedies he should

apply. In a word, a social guidance service

must be established.

After the individual has been given the "once-

over" by an expert in personality development

and a prescription has been written to meet

his peculiar needs, then treatment can begin.

Many of the surface failings can be taken care

of by the dentist, the doctor and the various

commercial services. But for the deeper and

more fundamental defects the only adequate

remedy will consist of courses of formal in-

struction.

Through instruction and practice in dancing,

ungainliness in carriage can be corrected and

body weight reduced. Conversational ability

will be increased by the study of literature,

history and current events. Girls with slender

means will be able to choose their gowns more
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The roc io oppor-
tun ties inherent
in play hours and

various forms of

mixed recreation

are very real.

Courtesy Cedar Rapids, Iowa, Recreation Commission

intelligfently after a course in dress designing.

Probably the most fundamental matter for

any human being is the solution of his voca-

tional problem. When he finds the work that

affords an outlet for his particular abilities or

capacities, then his whole outlook upon life

improves. He acquires a self-confidence that

is reflected in his mien, his conversation and

his relations with others. It means the attain-

ment of one of life's great objectives.

The extent of the aid to a satisfactory occu-

pation that is available in the extension courses

offered by colleges and universities needs no

elaboration here. Thousands of young men
and women have already proved their value

and the same door is open to thousands more.

A Three-Fold Program
Our program for helping the lonely then

consists of three things :

1. Opportunities to make new acquain-

tances.

2. A social guidance service offering indi-

vidual counsel about personality defects and

the ways of removing them.

3. Courses of instruction designed to help

the individual (a) overcome his personality de-

fects, (b) increase his ability to entertain and

give pleasure to others and (c) strengthen his

capacities as a worker and as a member of

society.

These measures, it will be readily observed,

are in the main of an educational character, a

fact which immediately suggests that they
should be carried out by an educational insti-

tution. Fortunately most of our cities now
possess municipal colleges, many of which have

large extension departments. The opportuni-
ties they are now offering do much to extend

and deepen the social relationships of their

students but, it is believed, this important

phase of college life could be strengthened and

it could be made available to larger numbers

of young men and women. The plan now to

be presented has been aimed at precisely those

objectives.

Main Features of the Plan. At the o u t s e t it

should be emphasized that extreme care should

be taken in the presentation of this plan to the

public. If it became labeled "for the lonely

ones" the plan would be instantly killed. As a

matter of policy, the social motive might well

be kept under cover and the motive of bring-

ing in new students be the announced objective

whenever public reference is necessary.

Externally, the scheme involves the setting

up of a weekly (or bi-weekly) occasion in a

large gymnasium or hall of a college or univer-

sity to which might be given the name "Week-

ly Assembly." To these occasions two classes

of persons would be invited: (1) enrolled stu-

dents and (2) selected lists of outsiders. The

admission to these affairs would be free, but

upon the basis of invitation. They would not

be "public" occasions.

At each assembly the program would con-

sist of two parts : (1) an entertainment and (2)

a play period. The first part would be com-

posed of various numbers put on by different
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classes or groups connected with the univer-

sity. These might include the college glee

club, orchestra, banjo club, little theatre group,
the class in interpretative dancing, a calis-

thenic drill, a skit or an act by the little theatre

group, a reading by a student from the public

speaking department or from the class in dic-

tion, or a fashion show put on by the millinery
or dressmaking class. Any form of presenta-
tion which would entertainingly display an ac-

tivity of the university would be in order. The

components of this program would not need to

be finished or of a high artistic quality. Need-

less to say, they should be interesting.

This would be an especially good occasion for

original vaudeville skits. They

might be definitely promoted

by the dramatic and English

departments and deal with triv-

ial college doings or live ques-

tions of the day. The cartoon

has come to be recognized as

an effective instrument of dis-

cussion. Why should not the

university deliberately encour-

age the student body to use

the skit in the same way? It

is a method of treating con-

troversial subjects that exhibits tolerance and ur-

banity. It shows ever so much more culture than

a hat-smashing melee on the library steps.

The play hour would follow the entertainment

and would be conducted by a skilled leader,

accustomed to handling large groups in indoor

games. For occasions of this sort, there is now
a special repertory of "ice-breaker" games.
(The George H. Doran Company, 244 Madi-
son Avenue, New York City, publish a series

of books by Edna Geister, giving full informa-

tion about games of this sort. Another helpful

book is "Games and Game Leadership" by Charles

F. Smith, published by Dodd. Mead & Com-

pany, New York City. The National Recrea-

tion Association has a number of booklets and

bulletins.) By means of these "mixing" games
large crowds of men and women can be

brought into active exercise and exhilarating^

pursuits without change of costume or physi-

cal discomfort. Sometimes such games can be

interlarded with simple folk dancing. They
might en<l with brief periods of social dancing.

Play hours of this sort have been for several

Readers of Recreation concerned
with the problem which Mr. Perry
outlines will welcome the an-

nouncement of a forthcoming pub-
lication "Partners in Play" which

suggests the activities which young
men and women can enjoy together
in their leisure time, and tells what
is being done in a number of cities

to meet the need. This booklet will

be ready for di.itribution about

April 15th. Price $.75.

years a regular feature of the Recreation Con-

gress held under the auspices of the National

Recreation Association.

The social opportunities connected with

these mixed games are very real. A couple
who have been chance partners in a folk dance,

in a free game, or in a Paul Jones, and who
have mutually enjoyed the brief contact, can,

if they so desire, continue to associate after

the games are over. If there was no mutual

attraction, the momentarj- contact need not re-

sult in an acquaintanceship.

Following the games or the dancing, there

might be a short period for conversation or

general sociability when those so inclined

could purchase light refresh-

ments througha cafeteria

service.

Controlling the Attendance.
All persons would be admit-

ted to the assemblies upon
the presentation of a card

bearing the holders name.
Students would have a card

of one color, the invited
guests a card of another

ciolor.

The guests from the out-

side should constitute about one half of those

present and could be selected in several ways.
For example, lists of clerks in a department
store or a bank or an insurance company
could be obtained and invitations sent out to

a determined number. .An effort would be

made to include mainly the newer and young-
er employees.
The invitations would announce that the

university was holding a weekly "at home" to

which it was inviting its friends. Mention

might be made of the kind of program which

would be oflfered. With the invitation there

might be two cards, one of which would be-

come the bearer's admission card, once it had

been filled in by him with his name and been

stamped by way of atithentication at a vesti-

bule office of the hall at the time of his first

attendance at an assembly. The second card

would also be filled out by the guest, giving

his name, address and any other bits of infor-

mation about him which might be desired, and

would be turned in by him at the time his

bearer's card was authenticated.

(Continued on pagf 4J)



An Orthopedic Playground

FOR
A NUMBER of years sum-

mer playgrounds operated as

a unit of the public school

system have constituted a large part of the recre-

ational facilities of St. Louis. In the summer of

1933, the Board of Education, assisted by private

philanthropy, established at its two orthopedic

schools health and recreational centers to provide

for the needs of those children who, because of

their crippled condition, could not walk to and

from the district playgrounds, or who might by

unrestricted play at those places undo the results

of the surgical treatment and corrective exercise

they had been given during the winter term. Ar-

rangements were made for bus transportation, the

use of the equipment of the buildings and yards

of the St. Louis orthopedic schools, the services

of attendants for children who needed them, and

supervision in health and guidance in play by peo-

ple experienced in handling crippled children. In

both instances, the personnel was composed of

members of the staffs of the respective schools

who had, during the winter session, devoted con-

siderable attention to recreational and creative

aspects of the work.

As soon as a decision to

attempt the project was
reached, the principals of

the Michael School, which

cares for the crippled white

children of the city, and of

the Turner School, which

cares for the crippled col-

ored children of the city,

were called to assist in

launching the experiment.

Two weeks were spent in

formulating the general aim

of the centers, perfecting

the details of organization

and drafting a tentative

prospectus of activities. All

concerned recognized, how-

ever, the desirability of elas-

ticity in the program and

the necessity for constant

revision as new interests

By James A. Scott

This article was prepared by a young
Negro, James A. Scott, who is principal
of the Turner School for Handicapped
Children in St. Louis. Great credit is

due the Board of Education, especially
one of its members, Mrs. Elias Michael,

together with Mr. Gerling, Superintend-
ent of Schools., for providing the means
for trying out the experiment. It is in-

teresting to note that Mr. Scott was

graduated from the Univerfity of Kan-
sas with Phi Beta Kappa honors, has his

Master's degree from Harvard, and has

done post-graduate work at the Uni-

versity of Minnesota and Ohio State

University.
It is our opinion that Turner School

offers a unique experiment in the special
education of several types of physical

handicaps in one group which points
the wav quite definitely for communi-
ties of 100,000 or less.

Alberta Chase, Executive Secretary,
Missouri Society for Crippled Children.

and possibilities revealed them-

selves.

To the Turner Playground first

were assigned one leader experienced in dramatics

and handwork with older children, one experienc-

ed in music and handwork with smaller children,

one equipped as a manual training teacher, a

physiotherapist and supervisor of health, a chauf-

feur, an attendant to prepare the children for the

physiotherapist and care for their physical needs,

and a director. As their contribution to the experi-

ment these workers served at salaries much below

those of the winter term. Among the children with

whom they worked were fifteen crippled by in-

fantile paralysis, nine by spastic paralysis, six by

severe forms of rickets, five by accidents, two by

arthritis, two by tuberculosis of the bone, one by

congenital deformity of the feet, and one by

chronic infection of the left foot. Medical author-

ities felt that it was to the health interests of all

of these children to play under the supervision of

those who understood their physical'limitations.

Objectives

The Turner School staff, after a careful analy-

sis of their situation, agreed

upon ten objectives which

they felt should serve as

ideals of attainment. These

were as follows :

1. That every child enjoy
himself throughout the day, un-

embarrassed by the conscious-

ness of handicap which results

from attempts at feats beyond
his physical prowess or from a

social environment the attention

of which is focused almost ex-

clusively upon his weakness.

2. That the ideal of health he

so firmly established on the

grounds that children will at

any time cheerfully leave any
recreative activity in which they
are engaged to go to rest, to

corrective exercise, tank exer-

cise, shower, or clinic, and will

in like spirit follow the sugges-
tions of the supervisor of

health in regard to diet.

3. That information in regard
to the medical history and pres-
ent physical condition of each

child be secured by the leader

17
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from the supervisor of health, and the play program be

unoiitrusively superivsed with due regard to the facts

thus obtained.

4. That the play program of each child be modified
from time to time in accordance with variations in his

physical condition as reported by the supervisor of

health.

5. That daily periods be allotted to applications of the

principles of musical therapy as a measure of mental

hygiene.

6. That every effort be made to give each child inter-

ests and skills in desirable modes of recreation now
present in his out-of-school environment and commen-
surate with his physical and mental capacities.

7. That recreational skills and interests which will con-
tinue throughout life be initiated and developed.

8. That a number of forms of recreation possessing
possibilities of incorporation into the program of the

regular school term be tried out on the playground.
9. That each child be givenMaily the therapeutic thrill

of success—a thrill productive of the sort of assurance
in his ability to achieve which gives one the social courage
to enter self-confidently group activities of community
life.

10. That the exploration of the child's potentialities
for self-expression and the development of individual
abilities through creative art be a fundamental aim of the
project.

The Program
After these objectives had been accepted as

basic to the summer's work, a tentative program

embodying as far as possible the principles in-

volved was prepared. On the first day of the ses-

sion a meeting of all the children was called and

the program submitted to them for criticism and

suggestion. This was done ( i ) because the chil-

dren were already somewhat experienced in

school government, having participated largely in

the administration of the institution during the

regular term, and could, therefore, give valuable

advice; and (2) because the staff realized that if

the project was to succeed the initial program
must be expressive of the present interests of the

particular boys and girls with whom they were to

deal. At this assembly were voiced some frank

expressions of the points of view of childhood. Of

particular interest was the insistence of the larger

boys upon two daily periods of modified indoor

baseball rather than the one period proposed by
the staff. In the light of the criticisms thus re-

ceived the schedule was then re-written so that in

its second stage it was composite of the thought

and experience of the superintendent's office and

the staff and the interests of the children. When

put into operation, it was as follows :

Turner Playground Schedule of Activities

LtADtt 1

Leaou 2

LSAOtll i

Pb r»io-

TBUArUT'

Attindant

CHAOmVB

9—10
Music and mU'
•ical games for
smaller chil

drenn. Junior
Orchestra
practice.

J_ 10—11

Handwork for

larger girls:

sewing and
clay modelling.

Modified in-

door baseball
for larger
boys.

Music—^roup
and individual—^or larger
children. Sen
ior Orchestra

practice.

Dramatics for

larger children.

( Somet imes
combined with

group in

music.)

Art and wood-
work for small
er boys and
girls.

11—11:30 11:30—12

Handwork for smaller chil-

Iren: clay-modcIling, vase
making, weaving, art.

Games (indoor and out-of
doors) for larger girls.

Recreational reading for

larger children.

Water exercises in tank.

.Asnstance with children in tank.

Supervision of showers.
Supenrision of
rest for spe-
cific individ.
tuts.

Assistance with larger boys in tank. Making and
repairing crutches ukI wheel-chairs.

12—12:30

Lunch

12:30—1

Supervision
of rest

for all

children

1—2:15

Story-telling
for smaller
children.

Handwork.
Nature-study
club.

Manual train-

ing art for

larger boys.

2:15—3 I
3—3:15

Games for Quiet games
smaller chil- and prepara-
dren. tion for bus.

Games for

larger girls.

Quiet games
and prepara-
tion for bus.

Indoor base- Quiet games
ball for larger and prcpara-
boys. tion tor bu*.

Muvrle training in orthopedic gymnasium.

.\ssistance with children in orthopedic
gymnasium. Supervision of •bower*.

Assistance with larger boys in ortho-

pedic gymnasium. Repairing crutches and
wheel-ctiairs.

* Each child received from the physiotherapist, who was also supervisor of health, assiiinment of periods for water exercise, correctiv*
t««rcii« in the ortbopcdie gynnaaiun, ahowcr, or extra rest.

Attaining the Objectives
As soon as the schedule liad been tentatively

adopted, the i)roblem became one of attempting to

realize the ten fundamental objectives of the term

through the activities outlined. No rigid a.ssign-

mcnts were made. While opportunity for partici-

pation in every activity listed was available, the

children were at all times given freedom in de-

ciding what they wished to do. For instance, dur-

ing the primary story-telling period the child

might cither join the group in the front of the

room and listen to a story, or tell one, or he might

play checkers, paint, draw, weave, work a jig-

.saw puzzle or do any one of a numl)er of other

things for which material was distributed about

the room. The only restriction was that he play

within supervisory distance of his leader. The

aim, of course, was to have the story-telling suf-

ficiently attractive to make him anxious to par-

ticipate ; but unless it was so, he was not pressed
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I

to join. The same principle applied to other parts

of the program. If a leader felt that one activity

was receiving too much of a child's time and an-

other too little, the procedure was to find and in-

ject into the neglected activity elements of interest

which would divert the energies of the child into

the desired channels—and wait. Such intense in-

terest in manual training, for example, developed

among the larger boys during the fourth and fifth

weeks of the session that they preferred spending

the afternoon in the shop to going out for base-

ball. They were, of course, permitted to remain.

Its was the consensus of opinion among group
leaders that the objectives of the playground were

realized to a very great degree through simple

games which occupied a large portion of each day.

In the course of the session forty-two games were

played, all of them taken from forms of recreation

popular in the adult and child life of the outside

community. This selection was based on the fun-

damental thesis that the home and playground ex-

periences of the child should be a continuum of

living, that educators should work for a coales-

cence of life in the two institutions which would

prevent the all-too-prevalent compartmentaliza-

tion so disintegrating to personality. The play

leaders felt that one of the most important phases

of the work was to take the recreationally malad-

justed child temporarily out of the normal en-

vironment in order to return him adjusted to it.

The children were not to be prepared to play with

other physically handicapped children but with

normal ones. They were to be so guided at the

Turner Center that they could fit more happily

into the regular pastimes of their brothers and

sisters at home so that the latter would have to

make the least possible number of concessions to

the incapacities of their handicapped playfellows.

Game Leadership

With this purpose in mind, the playground

corps approached the leadership of games. It

was their hope to achieve three very specific re-

sults. In the first place, a number of children

whose medical prognoses indicated they could

never compete with normal children in the play-

ing of certain games, were nevertheless given the

experience of playing those games in modified

form in order that they might later have the vicar-

ious pleasure of witnessing them or of hearing or

reading about them. For some of the children

baseball and tennis fell in this category. Consid-

ering the fact, however, that even the physically

normal American generally enjoys his baseball

from the bleachers, or in front of the radio, or

behind the newspaper, the crippled child is under

little handicap here. The only essential is that he

be given a chance to participate to the extent that

he gets a "feel" of the game as a background for

future appreciation. The intense desire of the

children to play baseball and tennis was, of course,

an additional reason for allotting modified forms

of those games a prominent place on the schedule.

Perhaps a word as to the method used in

adapting the more strenuous sports to the capaci-

ties of the children would be appropos at this

point. Early in its experience the stafif discovered

that stereotyped modifications of games "for

crippled children" were on the whole unsatis-

factory. The procedure of each leader was, there-

fore, to adjust the game to the limitations of the

particular group under his guidance rather than

to crippled children in general. Knowing the

physical condition of each child as revealed by

records in the office of the supervisor of health,

and knowing thoroughly the game to be played,

the leader proceeded to change the rules in such a

way as to conserve fully the essence of the game
and at the same time to give the boys and girls

opportunity for competition at the maximum of

their abilities. In this matter, too, the children

helped. It was their part to consult the supervisor

of health at frequent intervals, to receive from

her advice as to the amount and kind of physical

activity desirable at their stage of improvement,

and to follow that advice. The leader, of course,

knew what advice had been given and inconspicu-

ously checked the responses of the children. This

technique, it was felt, provided training in a nat-

ural life situation.

Besides trying to make the play a basis for

future appreciation as well as present fun, the

staff concentrated its energies upon achieving a

second specific aim. This was to study the abili-

ties of individual children as they manifested

themselves from day to day and to stimulate

wherever possible the development of talents

which, while they would not enable the children

to enter unreservedly into certain common forms

of recreation of present day life, would neverthe-

less fit them to participate in special capacities.

For example, one boy with withered legs but keen

eye and clear judgment acquired considerable

skill as an umpire. Another with a penchant for

the piano was encouraged to play dance music.

The feeling was that these children would be
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welcomed in such specialized capacities of the out-

side environment not because they were crippled

and could do nothing else, but because they could

function extremely well in a necessary part of a

pleasurable activity. The exjjerience of the Tur-

ner School has been that normal children—par-

ticularly those of high school age
—will cordially

receive into their groups crippled children of

pleasing disposition and specific abilities. Boys
and girls of this type would thus become "insid-

ers" where hitherto they had wistfully lingered on

the outskirts of their comrades' good times.

The third specific result which the staff mem-
bers strove to realize during the periods of sport

was to have the children develop skill and initia-

tive in a number of games in which they could

compete on comparatively equal terms with other

children. Work on this jxjint was of necessity

with the individual. It was f^und that certain

children had never participated in certain games
because at the time they tried to learn them, their

liandicap had placed them at a disheartening dis-

advantage, but that with not too great exj>enditure

of energy they could, on a special playground, be

brought up to a level of proficiency which would

eliminate this period of initial awkwardness.

Another practice in this connection was to teach

the child a number of interesting games not known
in his neigh'jorhood and to encourage him to in-

troduce them. Considerable headway, it was felt,

was thus made in helping him overcome the social

barriers of his out-of-school environnment. As a

matter of fact, the enthusiasms of the grounds
overflowed into the homes. Physically normal

children, having heard through their crippled

friends of all the fun that was being had, pre-

sented themselves on more than one occasion as

unexpected guests. And more than one parent

called to inquire if she might "send the other

children, too." The outcome was a happier orien-

tation of the handicapi)cd child in his natural

social groui>

From thcM- r.\iH.riences in successful play came

unmistakable improvement in mental health.

There was, for one thing, in-

creased self-confidence bom
of self-discovery. The chil-

dren surprised them-selves.

The most common cxprcs-

.sion heard u\^m the grounds
was the delighted exclama-

tion, "I didn't know I could

do that !" One little girl, her

"WholeBomr play and recreation are

mo't iniporlani in maintaining the

spirit of niuragi- and lii>|)ffulne<>ft. the

nelf-relianre, rnlliUKiaf>in and rxulirr-

ant life and jollity thrix* rhildrcn ex-

hibit, and ill developing further the

initiative, independt-nrr and fcK help
that will inoiirr their future happi-
nen*."—Caro Ltuw.

eyes blazing with elation, rushed up to the di-

rector and cried, "Just look at me sweat !" Never

before had she felt the joy of perspiration from

strenuous uninhibited childhood play. More than

tliat, the children knew that their parents and

friends were learning of their newiy disclosed

abilities and were therefore looking for a higher

level of performance from them. It is of course,

a socio-psychic truism that the individual tends to

live up or down to the expectations of those about

him. One of the most pernicious influences in

paralyzing the initiative of the average cripple is

.society's belief that he can accomplish little.

Through revealing to the child hitherto unrealized

potentialities and at the same time making those

about him conscious of the fact that he had been

previously underestimated, the games possessed

high thera{)eutic value from the standpoint of

mental hygiene.

Play Attitudes

Furthennore, carefully planned conditions of

the grounds made it practicable to subject the

child to certain desirable character- forming stim-

uli invariably present in the play of the physically

end mentally sound, but frequently absent from

that of the handicapped. There are three possible

social attitudes to which the cripple at play may
be exposed. The first is the maudlin sentimentality

which condones his failure to exercise the powers
he has because of unintelligent pity for his weak-

ness. This results in a softening of jiersonality

fibre which renders unbearably painful the sliarp

criticisms which life inevitably brings, and causes

him to shrink from natural human contacts. The
second attitude is that of brutal exclusion from

the group—an attitude particularly characteristic

of small children and one which, by its embit-

tering eflPects, likewise unfits the cripple for sub-

setjuent happy social intercourse. The third social

exjx)sure is that which does not expect of him the

physically impossible but which measures him by
standards applicable to the normal child in all

activities for which he has nonnal capacities and

subjects him to the same

sharpness of critici.sm by his

|)eers for failure to achieve

in accordance with his abili-

ties. It was this third atti-

tude which the Turner staflF

attempted to make part of

the atmosphere of the center.

(
)nly through it, they felt,
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can the rough give-and-take

of normal childhood sports

be made part of the educa-

tion of the handicapped.

And on this hypothesis the

staff checked carefully to

note significant differences

between the play attitudes of

the children under its super-

vision and those on surround-

ing playgrounds. The pro-

cedure was to tabulate and classify the expressions

of physically normal children at play and to com-

pare this classification with a similar one of the

expressions of Turner children. The conclusion

reached was that there was nothing pathological

in the responses of the latter. In the game of

baseball, as an illustration, it was found that for

both the handicapped and normal groups the ex-

pressions used fell under the headings of direc-

tions to each other, comments on the umpire's de-

cisions, teasing of the other side when it is los-

ing, defiance to the other side, encouragement to

teammates, and criticism of teammates' bad plays.

There were individual but not group differences.

Responses to ridicule, condemnation, encourage-

ment, defiance and teasing were in general of the

same character and of approximately equal in-

tensity. The atmosphere of the grounds was

throughout the season normal. The only effect of

the crippling conditions was that each child was

fitted into a position in which he could creditably

function and that he knew the limitations of his

fellows. There was, of course, no ridicule or

criticism of awkwardness resultant from handi-

cap. The basis of condemnation was what one

could do but did not.

Varied Activities Conducted

The same principles which underlay the staff's

approach to the problem of games guided them in

the teaching of various forms of handwork.

Through projects in clay, drawing, making of

scrapbooks, furniture-making, tin work, copper

work, toy-making, sewing, weaving, vase-making,
and basketry, an opportunity was afforded each

child for the joyous expression of creative pow-
ers—the satisfaction of the keen desire to "make

things." During the course of the experiment

forty-nine distinct projects were undertaken and

more than three hundred articles completed. (Of
particular note was the deep interest of the

smaller girls in manual training work.) Here as

"Crippled children, both boys and

girls, desire above all else to do the

things which normal children do, and
if they can in even a small measure

approximate the skill necessary for

the game they are quite happy.
Modern care for crippled children

recognizes this desire and the fact

that the last thing these children

want is sympathy."—Charles J. Storey
in The Survey.

in the other activities, an im-

portant ideal was to establish

and maintain a continuity of

home and school environ-

ments. The child's decision

as to what he would make

was motivated in each case

by the purpose of making his

out-of-school relationships

more satisfying
— of supply-

ing a need felt in the family

life. Furniture, games, toys, jewel-boxes, doll

clothes, and other such articles went from the

grounds to the homes, where they remained as

tangible proofs of the cripple's power to do.

These, together with others placed on exhibit at

the close of the season, increased the public's re-

spect for his abilities and likewise enhanced his

self-esteem.

Thus the staff members felt their way irom aay
to day, constantly mindful that the Turner Play-

ground existed only on the justification that it was

making a contribution to the solution of life prou-

lems peculiar to crippled boys and girls. And as

the children worked in clay and tin and copper,

the leaders were alert to note the emergence of

hitherto unsuspected talents which might consti-

tute the basis of subsequent vocational guidance.

This by-product of the manumental activities will

prove eventually, it was felt, by no means its

smallest value. Care was also taken to ascertain

what forms of manual activity were most in keep-

ing with the physical characteristics of individual

children, and some attempt was made to correlate

this type of work with the corrective exercise.

Two other features of the daily program em-

phasized were music and dramatics. During the

season a total of ninety-two different songs were

used for group or individual singing or by the

playground orchestra, and five plays based on

familiar stories or the children's own experiences

were written and presented. Of the songs, twenty-
two were popular modern music and eighteen

were Negro spirituals. This material was chosen

because it appealed to the tastes of the children

and because it was easier to get them to lose them-

selves in song and drama of the type they already

liked than to try to develop in them at the same

time new appreciations. The way in which the

boys and girls did throw themselves into these

activities was surprisingly gratifying. Girls who
had previously retreated from public notice came

out of their shells to sing solos; almost each day
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a beautiful voice the musical leader had not known
about before broke on her astonished ears ; and the

orchestra, inspired by a recent visit of Cab Callo-

way, surrendered itself in wild abandon to the

ecstacies of popular tunes. At their closing exer-

cises the children presented to the public an

original musical drama telling the whole story of

the origin and development of the Turner Play-

ground.

It was felt that the work done in this field was

productive of some of the most worthwhile results

of the project. To begin with, by giving the chil-

dren a consciousness of new abilities and pleasure
in their exercise and by increasing their knowl-

edge and appreciation of the sort of music which

people in their normal environments played and

sang, the making of happier everyday recreational

contacts was rendered less dif-

ficult for them. Moreover, the

increased assurance which
comes from successful appear-

ance in public resulted in

greater social ease. Then, too,

since every song is expressive

of a mood, it was believed that

certain dis|K>sitional changes
were affected by guiding cer-

tain children to lose themselves

in certain types of song. On this point, of course,

no authoritative statement can be made. The Tur-

ner corps, however, has decided to study further

the possibilities of bringing about specific changes

in emotional outlook through the selection of par-

ticular types of music for individual children.

In recreational reading, story-telling, and nature

study, the leaders were single-minded in their de-

termination to spare no jiains to achieve the joyous-

ness of atmosphere, mindfulness of health, buttres-

sing of .self-confidence, and increased adaptability

which resulted from the child's other exj^eriences

of the day. Full discussions of how the play-

ground news sheet evolved from the receational

reading of the larger boys, how the larger girls

were drawn closer to nature by their little after-

noon club, and how the story-telling period for

smaller children became one of the most popular

features of the grounds would be stories in them-

selves. In these iieriods, as elsewhere, were ob-

servable the same flowering of personality, out-

burst of latent talent, miraculous transformations

of character and closer understanding between

leader and child that made the project seem worth

while. And through them all the staff members

"It is very important in modem
educational practice that the handi-

capped should be treated the same
as any other person. The award of

recreation time is a call to th<' au-

tonomous man. A healthy attitude

toward the education of the crip-

ple admits the rights of the handi-

capped."
—Hans Wuertz.

were alert to see that the formal attitudes of

"school" were completely discarded and the spirit

of play prevailed.

The record of this venture would be incomplete

without a final word concerning the work of the

physiotherapist and supervisor of health. Hers

was an assignment which required something ap-

proaching ubiquity. Assisted by the attendant and

bus driver, she assumed charge of the shower

baths, corrective exercise in the orthopedic gym-
nasium and swimming tank on the prescription of

attending surgeons, and daily inspection and ad-

justment of braces and casts. Besides, she saw

that the children brought properly balanced

lunches and that each child was assigned the

amount of rest he needed. It was also her func-

tion to check on clinic attendance, to confer with

leaders and children on mat-

ters pertaining to health, and

to safeguard the grounds
against contagion. In addition

to this multiplicity of duties,

she found time to watch the

various groups at play in order

to be able to check excesses of

individual children. Had this

part of the work been inef-

fectively done, the project

would, of course have proved a failure. Tliat the

health interests of the children were, at every

point, vigilantly protected was a triumph of con-

scientious, cooperative industry'.

Such, in brief outline, is the story of life at

the Turner Health and Recreational Center. The

experiment was felt to be worth while. From the

l)eginning the staff members were allowed con-

siderable freedom by the Superintendent's Oflice,

and they utilized their opjKirtunity, not to accumu-

late a number of pedagogical tricks, but to apply

the principles of modern education to the problem
of orthopedic recreation; not to master new de-

vices, but to acquire fundamental techniques.

Moreover, in the course of play from day to day
came numerous by-products which in their sum

may prove of deeper significance than the values

directly sought. Time and again situations de-

veloped which brought forth the finest impulses

of human nature. And every leader felt he knew

the children better by having lived closer to them

than ever before. Finally, not the least important

result of the cxjieriences of these six short weeks

was the glimpse they gave of possibilities for

future work.
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IF

YOU LOOK about you at places where human

beings collect and cling
—on trains or ships, at

street corners, in clubs or homes—you will

see how little they know about enjoying them-

selves. They are for the most part merely killing

time and killing it with stereotyped weapons—a

newspaper, a cigarette, or more often patient en-

durance. They remind one of the old farmer who

said, "Sometimes I sets and thinks and sometimes

I just sets." These people have what they con-

sider amusements elsewhere— some are on the

way to them—but they have nothing they can

pack up and take with them, no inward resources,

none of the ingredients for compounding a recipe

on the spot.

All people are bored some of the time, and some

people are bored all of the time. They are badly

equipped for self-entertainment. They must have

some one to talk to, or play with, something to

look at or listen to—entertainment furnished from

the outside without exertion, even mental, on their

part. Few are qualified to make the most of the

increasing leisure about to fall like Portia's cele-

brated quality of mercy on the ready and the un-

ready alike. Here and there are wise ones who
know what they want to do, who are prepared and

eager to go, but it is safe to say that the mass of

mankind has as yet no need for further leisure,

nor does it know what to do with the leisure it

already has.

And so it is perhaps just as well the world has

not been unduly blessed with leisure since Adam
got his walking papers, or at least since a more
or less ordered civilization based upon the gospel
of work began to prevail. Work was something
that did not make great demands on the imagina-
tion of the rank and file of workers. It was there

and they did it, and for centuries it left few hours

unfilled to be disposed of otherwise. But leisure

requires a certain initiative, a good deal of that

rugged individualism we are hearing so much

about in this regimented age. It is a good thing

that for the last two thousand years man has had

something else to think about besides amusing
himself. Work and religion between them have

held him down pretty close to the ground. Before

we can tell whether more leisure will be asset

or liability to the human race we must get some

idea of how it will be employed.

Work Ordained As a Curse

Isn't it curious—the sancity in which work has

been held all these years, with moralists and phi-

losophers all on its side, when we recall that God

plainly imposed it as curse? Not only was man
told that hereafter he earn his bread by the sweat

of his brow, but God announced that he would

create weeds just to make it harder, implying
that work was not in itself essential but was cre-

ated for the occasion as a punishment, a rather

disproportionate one it seems for Adam's one

slip. However, curse or blessing, work has so

far been a benefit to the human race. Long hoUrs

of labor have exhausted its energies. The time

required to earn its living accounted for all the

hours not used in eating and sleeping. If there

was any time left over, the church grabbed that.

In fact, the only church that has shown real un-

derstanding of human nature provided much of

such entertainment as people had for centuries.

Few professional exhibitions achieve the pagean-

try and drama of one of the spectacles of St.

Peter's—a canonization, for instance. The Cath-

olic church took its cue from imperial Rome and

kept the people quiet with bread and circuses.

Work, then, was ordained as a curse. The

church, actuated by shrewd policy, created a tra-

dition of its sanctity. Generations of children

were brought up on the precept, "Satan finds

some mischief still for idle hands to do." In my
boyhood there were actually wall mottoes which

read, "Blessed be Drudgery." And the church and
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the moralists and the politicians were right. No
one then could have faced the problem of what to

do with millions of people if they had not been

bound by the stem necessity of earning a liveli-

hood. There are even now political economists

who doubt that more leisure will be a blessing.

They feel that human nature is much the same,

and that the problem of finding safe outlets for

the tremendous energies to be let loose is a seri-

ous one. It is. But for more than three years we

have had millions of idle both here and abroad,

and they have been on the whole orderly and dis-

ciplined. Indeed the docility of the unemployed is

almost miraculous, for they have had to contend

with not only leisure but want. There is a vast

difference between a leisure earned by a few

hours' work and idleness from lack of employ-
ment. Nor should it be forgotten that what gives

zest to leisure is the work that must be done

before it.

If work is a curse, then its opposite, leisure,

must be a blessing, and that is how it has been

regarded by the workers for centuries. They have

longed for leisure, not so much to do other and

better things with their lives as to be free from

work. Freedom from work is still all that leisure

means to millions. Their state of mind is summed

up in tliat of the Irishman who said that if he

had a million dollars he would take a room at

a hotel, leave a call for five o'clock, and when

the boy awakened him, tell him to go to hell

and turn over and go to sleep again.

Circumventing the Primal Curse

And now mankind has found a way to cir-

cumvent the primal curse. He has invented

machinery which has already greatly shortened

the hours of labor, and the end is not yet in

sight. The working day that already prevails

would have seemed unadulterated leisure to a

craftsman of Queen Elizabeth's day. All la-

borers worked then from sun to sun or longer,

as many fanners do yet for part of the year.

But we now have it in our power to do all

necessary work for most occupations within

the compass of two old-fashioned working

days a week, and when this is organized, other

lines of gainful endeavor will accept the pre-

vailing schedule and there will be more hours

of leisure, excluding eating and sleeping, than

hours of work.

The New York Times points out that sur-

prisingly little attention is being given to one

of the most important by-products of the various

NRA codes—the increased leisure the pacts give
to a vast army of consumers. This makes the

problem of wise use of spare time an immediate

one. What are these millions going to do with

their additional hours? It is an amazing oppor-

tunity, but an opportunity for which the majority
is ill prepared. Most people are skeptical, if not

actually scornful, of the type of recreation, al-

most the only type, that really satisfies, namely,
the expression and exercise of one's own physical
and mental powers, the kind of satisfaction a few
fortunate individuals find in their profession or

business, and fewer still in their amusements and

recreation, but which from the nature of our ma-
chine industrialism is denied to the millions—the

pleasure, it might be said, of "seeing the chips

fly."

Leisure, of course, is merely opportunity. It is

not an end in itself. Its value for both society and
the individual depends on the use to which it is

put. Most people would prefer routine work to

sheer idleness, whether they realize it or not. They
may be irked by the daily task, but they would be

bored with nothing to do. As working hours

shorten, how are people going to spend the addi-

tional time? That is the big question. Let us

Ctmrtety Stertmtnlt City Httrttitm Dtfarfmnt
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consider for a moment the standardized recrea-

tions to which people naturally turn now in such

leisure as they already have.

An Indictment of Our Amusements

The amusements that occupy the leisure hours

of most people are, briefly, the motor car, the mo-

tion picture, the radio and the big athletic spec-

tacles—commercialized exhibitions of football and

baseball, tennis and prize fighting
—as spectators,

not as participators. All these, even the motor

car, are anodynes, entertainrrient for tired people

whose energies have been exhausted by the day's

work until they are merely receptive. Even when,

as now, they have no work, they turn to the

amusements they know best, which in the past

they found sufficient. It was not so very long ago

that a girl-and-leg show was somewhat cynically

known as "entertainment for the tired business

man."

It is not so much with the quality of these

popular amusements that we are concerned, though
that is open to grave question, as with their char-

acter. They are all vicarious, non-participating.

Even the motor car falls in this class, owing to a

curious custom which has arisen in the last three

years. Since the beginning of the depression mil-

lions of people have taken to their cars, which

apparently are the last things surrendered, and

have wandered aimlessly over the continent, drunk

with mere motion, from camp to camp. Other

millions, no longer blessed with cars, have taken

to hiking, traveling on the good nature of passing
cars. These nomads have created a new industry,

for three hundred thousand shacks have been

erected in groups, or "overnite" camps, to take

care of this strange pilgrimage. These cabins, by
the way, present a new problem to those con-

cerned with preserving the natural charm of the

highways, along with advertising bulletins, hot

dog stands and filling stations. It is distressing

that so few in search of recreation are concerned

with mere beauty.

The point is that such amusements will not suf-

fice for a greater leisure. They cannot be spread

over more time without palling. They do not af-

ford the satisfaction that comes from doing, from

using the mind or the body—making, creating
—-

in contact with realities such as the earth or tools.

They oflfer nothing to the spirit. They ignore not

only the vast store of resources within, but the

equally great possibilities in the world without.

The movie, the radio and even the motor car, pre-

sent an unreal world, mere escape. And human

nature being what it is, the time will come

when it will demand something to satisfy a

wider range of desires.

What it may turn to is or should be the im-

mediate concern of social economists. With

their present standards and inclinations, their

long servitude to the idea of being idly and

mildly entertained without much eflfort on their

own part, people will continue along the lines

of least resistance, and by their lack of initia-

tive create a new host of ready-made, unin-

spiring entertainments similar to those they

have, passively accepted by millions who have

never learned to use their own powers for pur-

poses of enjoyment. More than that, they are

apt to mistake excitement for recreation, and

in pursuit of the former turn in greater num-

bers to the oldest diversions of the human race

—alcohol, gambling and sex. They have yet

Drama is one of the leisure-time

interests most deeply rooted in

personal desire and preference.
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to learn there is no continuing

satisfaction in self-indulgence,

that the only recreations that

are worth while are those that

do not pall and sate, but con-

tinually open new vistas, which

not only recreate but also re-

create.

At present we find millions

absorbed in predigested amusements, movies,

radio, car and vicarious sport ; the more exclusive

thousands filling the time with bridge and golf,

and only a few hundreds occupied with individual,

personal pursuits, doing surprising and interest-

ing things
—making accurate pictures of the birds

in America, creating beautiful books, collecting

unusual and at present inexpensive tokens of

earlier ages, fathoming the mystery of tools, re-

discovering the immemorial appeal of gardens,

turning to forgotten games such as badminton and

cribbage
—recreations whose merit is that they are

not yet standardized popular amusement. They
reflect on the practitioner a touch of individu-

ality, originality, uniqueness, that ministers to his

pride and satisfaction.

The Problem—to Make Leisure a Blessing

Among the avocations of these clear-eyed pio-

neers we must look for the formula which will

make leisure a blessing to the millions who must

still be taught not to "kill" time but to make it a

living, vital thing.

The millions to which this appeal is addressed

might retort that such things demand special gifts,

si)ecial training. They do. But the gifts are far

more widely distributed than you would think,

and the training is easily acquired. Surely people

who have become adept in manipulating a car,

familiar with the interior workings of wireless,

who have mastered such complicated and techni-

cal mental and physical skills as are required for

bridge or golf, can learn to handle almost any

tool, understand the "points" tliat make a book

or pewter pot or glass bottle a collector's item,

can, in short, learn enough of any craft, art,

science or hobby to enjoy it and widen their con-

tacts with the world, add new interests and make

themselves more nearly well rounded, complete

human beings. Every person has atleast one in-

teresting side. There are few fields of higher ac-

tivities in which large numbers of people could

not function with satisfaction to thcmseves. All

that is needed is the urge. Not all can reach pro-

"
Play is an alternative for those

lazy entertainments which find us

idle and leave us passive, since it

gives us something we can do or

make to exercise our faculties and
cause us to experience that glorious
sense of achievement." •—• Earnest
Elmo Calkins in "The Lost Art of

Play," Atlantic Monthly.

fessional standards, but that is

not necessary. The meaning of

"amateur" is "lover." One
does not do such things to add

to the stores of the world's

(xjssessions or knowledge or

beauty so much as to develop

one's own powers, to taste the

very real satisfactions that

come from making, doing, creating. Play is some-

thing one does for the game's sake, never from a

sense of duty, or for any material gain. And of

course skill comes with practice, and that is one

of the fascinations, the way doors open on wider

vistas as one advances. It is not necessary to

carve well enough to compete with the Swiss ex-

perts who make souvenirs for tourists, but merely
well enough to taste the tonic quality that comes

from the feel of tool against wood. The formula

is for an occupation that grows with use, develops
some faculty of body or mind, or both, and adds

to taste, skill and knowledge.
There is really no doubt about the public and

private good that would ensue if people put their

leisure to the best possible use. The mere con-

certed effort of thousands to do with all their

might things that make them better human beings

would foster the common good. Many desirable

recreations are coof)erative, call for community
spirit, doing things together

—
group movements,

neighborhood activities, games, folk dances, play

acting, pageants; beautifying towns, villages and

roads; preserving and creating scenery, re-es-

tabishing interesting backgrounds of historical

spots, making environment more interesting.

These could be by-products of a better concep-
tion of what leisure means, but meanwhile if each

individual should seek an occupation that pene-

trated to the innermost core of his being, in which

he could attain enough proficiency or preeminence
to set him apart from his fellows, develops his in-

dividuality, the sum total would be a more inter-

esting world. It would also furnish an antidote

for what is stereotyjied and standardized in our

present civilization.

The President's inspired idea oi i>iittiiig some

35o,cxx> young men at work in the forests is big

with promise. Who can foresee the ultimate ef-

fect of such contacts? Here arc thousands of

young men who have never in their lives before

looked comprehendingly at a tree, never realized

its usefulness or its beauty. For them to learn

some of the methods by which forests are
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preserved and developed is a distinct gain. They
cannot be the same afterward. Much of the charm

of Europe is due to the centuries of care given to

trees. Of course, the forest primeval has beauty

as well as the cared for one, but between the two,

the inevitable result of contact with man's igno-

rance and greed, there is chaos, unsightliness,

waste. If every citizen learned but this one thing,

to love a tree, the physical aspect of the country

would be enhanced.

The question is not, however, as to the advan-

tages or benefits to the community, or even to

the individual, of more rational and satisfying

recreations. Nor is it one of finding amuse-

ments and recreations for the newly liberated. On
the contrary, the list of available, amusing and

satisfying occupations open to all, irrespective of

financial resources or mental equipment, is long

enough to fill this magazine from cover to cover.

Nor would the catalogue be complete, for avo-

cations are as varied as the minds that originate

them, and new ones are being created every day.

It is enough that they are things that someone is

interested in doing. A manufacturer of shoe-

blacking has just died. His grove of nut trees

contained four hundred varieties of nuts, more

than were ever gathered into one nut orchard

before. When he retired from the blacking busi-

ness he went in for nuts, grew them, crossed

them, produced new specimens, corresponded

with other "nuts," was president of a nut grow-
ers' society. Probably no one in the world ever

thought of growing nuts as a hobby before, but

what of it? That fact gives the idea its charm.

The point is that if nuts interested Mr. Bixby
more than anything else, then nuts was the inter-

est for him to follow, no matter what his friends

and associates did—or said. He might have rid-

den to hounds, or raced a yacht, or collected

trophies, or raised orchids, or become a champion

pistol shot, or subsidized an orchestra, or any one

of a thousand things men with some means do

when they give up work for leisure. But he knew
what he wanted to do and did it.

How Are People to Learn?

The real problem is, how are people to find this

out ? How are they to be taught, exposed to inocu-

lation ? It is easy for such things as backgfammon
or jigsaw puzzles to spread like an epidemic.

They are fads. They flourish in popular favor

and wither as soon as the craze passes. They
have no roots in personal desire. For every one

who takes them up through preference and in-

terest, thousands adopt them imitatively and with-

out thought. A real interest is the exact opposite

of a fad. Its essence is its individuality. It ex-

presses a need, not of the mass mind, but of one

isolated human mind. Something is required to

(Continued on page 44)
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Fletcher Farm Invites You!

F,ETCHKR

Farm, an informal By AbbIE
adult education center locat-

ed at Proctorsville in South-

ern \'ermont, extends to persons who have sum-

mer leisure a two-fold invitation: first, that they

come to the Farm to enjoy a vacation in this

Green Mountain section of New England ;
sec-

ond, tliat they engage in study courses and discus-

sions offered by the Farm.

The Farm itself has for about one hundred and

fifty years been the property of the Fletcher fam-

ily. It consists of two white farmhouses, bams,

meadows, hills and streams, 530 acres in all. It

has been given to a board of trustees of thirty-

six men and women who will conduct here a series

of study courses and conferences along lines of

interest to men and women. Arts and crafts,

drama, music, economics, group leadership, social

problems, and many other allied subjects will

make up the program of the summer.

The 1934 Summer Calendar

May 18-20—College Week-end—for students of Vermont
and New Hampshire to discuss the student's adjust-

ment to the after-college community.

May 27-June 1—Camp Leadership Course—for directors

and counselors of girls' camps, conducted by Abbie

Graham, author of The Girls' Camp.
June 4-(>—Seminar on the Town and Country Church—

for ministers and religious work directors. Con-
ducted by Benson Y. Landis of the Federal Council

of Churches, and Julia Hogan Fenner, specialist in

religious drama.

June 10-16—farm Women Week—ioT Vermont farm

women. A week of recreation and study. Directed

by Mariorie Luce, State Home Demonstration

Agent of Vermont, Julia Hogan Fenner, and Abbie

Graham.

June lii-22—Institute on Social Problems—directed by L.

Josephine Webster, Director of Social Work Super-
vision, State of Vermont. Of interest to overseers

of the poor, church workers, and other groups con-

cerned with social problems in Vermont.

June 23-24—Conference of Rural Trof/i/rj—directed by

John Holden and assisted by Elsie R. Gapp, rural

school specialists. To conskler how best to stimulate

creative teaching in the rural school.

June 24-July 14—Arts and Crafts Course—directed by
Ruth Perkin.*. A course of special interest to rural

school teachers, librarians, community craft teach-

ers, and to individuals working for their own pleas-

ure. Pottery of all kinds, design, book-making,

block-printing, weaving and other crafts will be

taught. During the first ten days of this courM
special discussions on the rural school will b« led

Iqr Mr. Holden and Miss Clapp.
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Graham J"'y '5-28— Clut Leadership Course—
directed by the National Y. W. C. A.

and open to officers and leaders of

business and industrial girls clubs of
of Y. W. C. A. and to Girl Reserve advisers.

July 29-August 4—Afusic Leadership Institute—directed

by A. D. Zanzig of the National Recreation Asso-
ciation. Of interest to leaders of music in com-
munity, church and school, and to individuals who
enjoy music. The program will concern itself not

only with music but also with drama and recreation,

especially American and English country dancing,

pipe-making and the appreciation of radio music.

Julia Hogan Fenner will direct the drama work of
the Institute.

August 4-5—Conference on the National Recovery Pro-
gram—led by Benson Y. Landis. .\ seminar to re-

view and analyze the main aspects of the agricultural
and industrial program, public reactions to the pro-
grams, the social and ethical aspects.

August 6-19—Experimental Drama. A course on drama,
the writing, acting and directing of plays, will be
conducted by Julia Hogan Fenner. Registrations
should be in by May 1st.

August 19-September I. — Leadership in Organised
Groups—directed by Grace L. Coyle and A. D. Shef-
field. This will be of interest to those who are con-
cerned with the development of the programs of
organized groups in the educational and social work
field. This course will consist of the program mak-
ing of groups, techniques of leadership, and under-

lying sociological concepts.

Those who desire information on these courses

and conferences are invited to write to Miss Ab-
bie Graham, Director of Fletcher Farm, .\ddress

until May 15th, 10 Miller Place, Bronxville, New
York; after that date, Fletcher Farm, Proctors-

ville, \'ermont. Registration for a course is usually

$1.00; tuition, $5.00 per week; board and room,

$15 per week.

Music Institute Week

The program for Music Institute Week as out-

lined by Mr. Zanzig will be of interest to recrea-

tion workers. The Institute program, which will be

open to "men and women who are interested in

music for their personal enjoyment, or who de-

sire to increase their skill in the leadership of

musical groups," will include the following:

I . The learning of good songs and simple part

music suitable to whatever groups of children or

adults and whatever occasions arc of interest to

persons attending the Institute.

(Continued on page 45)



How to Produce a Play

By Jack Stuart Knapp
National Recreation Association

LIGHTING

is undoubtedly the most neglected, by

^ amateur producing groups, of all the arts

and crafts of the stage. The average play

is lit by the simple expedient of turning on all

the lights that happen to be available, and on

with the show !

The experienced director realizes that light,

next to the actor, is his most subtle and mobile

medium for the creation of atmosphere and mood.

With it he can not only arouse feeling and create

a state of mind, but he can suggest the time and

place of the action, tell something about the

weather, and enhance, change or kill the color of

costume and scene. He knows that he can paint

his setting with light as well as paint, and that it

is a magic wand which allows him to use inex-

pensive material in the creation of rich and

lustrous illusions.

The usual amateur stage is underlit through
lack of lighting equipment. The stage must be

illuminated strongly enough for the audience to

see not only the actor but any expression that

may be registered upon his face. The first con-

sideration in stage lighting, then, is visability.

Usually most of the light comes from over

head, either from border lights or from baby

spotlights and small floodlights clamped in over-

head battons. Light may also be thrown on the

stage from spotlights in the house. These spot-

lights are usually placed in the front edge of the

balcony or behind a beam which conceals them

from the audience and which extends across the

ceiling of the house ten or more feet in front of

the proscenium arch.

Light may also be thrown upon the stage from
the sides, through the wings, or setting doors,

windows and other exits. Olivettes or bunch-

lights are usually used for this

purpose.

The purpose of foodights is to TUprp jc

kill the shadows that otherwise . r

form beneath the brows, nose ^

and chin of the actor, interfering with expres-

sion and, if the overhead lighting is strong, giv-

ing the illusion that all actresses as well as actors

are wearing chin beards. The footlights should

throw the light up on to the stage at an angle of

about forty-five degrees. They should be strong

enough to kill the shadows mentioned, but no

stronger. Usually thirty or forty watt lamps
are used in the foots.

The second consideration in stage lighting

might be termed interpretation. Light is used to

suggest mood, atmosphere, weather, time and

place.

Comedies should be brilliantly lighted ; trage-

dies may be more somberly lighted. Comedy
played on a dim stage is seldom funny. In a

mystery or "spooky" scene the lights may be dim,

or if the situation in the play will allow it, of a

color to arouse that atmosphere, such as blue or

green. Again, the lights may be so placed and

regulated as to throw weird shadows upon the

walls or ceiling.

Shadows add greatly to the mood of a scene,

provided they are used skillfully. They make a

scene more plastic, give it depth and interest.

They should, however, always fall where they

belong. Shadows do not fall up on the sky or

upon a window, if that window is a source of

light. Shadows should always fall away from the

apparent source of light. If the scene appears
to be lit from a floor lamp on the right of the

stage, and an actor is in the center of the stage,

his shadow falls away from the lamp, not to-

wards it.

Lamps in "prop" lights (floor lamps, bridge

lamps, chandeliers, etc., which appear to light the

scene) should be very weak, ten or twenty watts.

more to lighting a play than just the turn-

any lights which may happen to be available!

29
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Otherwise they will blind or strain the eyes of

the audience. The effect of light coming from

them is obtained by an overhead spotlight or

small floodlight focused on the "prop" light.

The stage should always appear to be lit from

natural sources, such as doors, windows, sky, fire-

place or property lamps. This effect is secured

by having the portion of the stage nearest the

source of light a little brighter than the rest of

the stage. Spotlights or floodlights focused upon
the portion to be more brightly illuminated are

used to secure this effect.

The sky, if visible, should be more brilliantly

lit than the rest of the stage, not only to give the

illusion that the light is coming from it, but to

kill any sliadow that might be thrown upon it.

A stage evenly lit by means of borderlights and

footlights alone is usually flat and uninteresting.

Like a good picture, the stage has a "center of

interest." This center of interest is usually more

brilliantly lit than the rest of the stage. This is

generally done with overhead or house spots, the

edges of which have been ma.sked ; that is, a piece

of tin or cardboard with an irregular hole in the

center is placed before the spotlight len.se, so that

the spot of light thrown is irregular in shape and

blends in with the other lighted areas of the stage.

As the scene progresses the lights may be

gradually changed in intensity, or the color may
slowly change to another hue. This is done with

dimmers, a machine used to increase or decrease

gradually the amount of light thrown from the

lighting equipment. On a stage well equipped
with dimmers, spots and AockIs. light becomes

mobile and can move about, change in intensity

and color, and express moods almost as well as

the actor.

Steel blue light is used to suggest moonlight.

Magenta is used to suggest sunrise or sunset, and

is also used in fireplaces. A white light is usually

used for sunlight scenes. The white light may be

tinted with just a touch of

yellow or aml)er light.

The third consideration

in lighting is color. Colored

lights arc used in lighting

even an ordinary or "white

scene." A colored light

brings out its own color

and kills or changes any
other color. Therefore, in

order to bring out all the

Readers of Rkcrkation who are follow-

ing Mr. Knapp'o M>riei* of artirlefi will

he interedtrd in knowinfc that a rhapter
of Play Production MatU' Kaay isouol

by the Drama Service of the National

Rrrreation .Aonocialion ($..'>0l rontaino

information on homemade i>rener>' and

lighting. The l><M>klrt telU how to niakr

a bread tin light and a milk pail flood-

light, and offero general Miggextions on

prodiiring lighting eflTeclo.

colors that may be in the costumes and the set-

ting, all colors of light should be used in the

lighting scheme. This is obtained by using the

three primary colors in lighting red, blue and

green. These three mixed together in the air

produce a white light. All other colors in light

are made of these three primary colors. If they

are used in the lighting scheme, every color uf>on

the stage will be enhanced and gfiven its full value.

The footlights usually have a preponderance

of white, straw and amber lights. Mixed in,

however, are a sprinkling of blue and green lights

and a very few red lights. Beware of using too

much red in the footlights, otherwise your actors

will appear to have blotchy complexions.

The borderlights, or overhead spots and floods,

have a preponderance of white lamps, with a

sprinkling of red, blue and green lamps. Enough
white light is used to wash out the colored light.

In other words, the colored rays are invisible to

the audience, but they are still there, bringing out

all the colors in the setting.

Amber light is exceedingly popular with some

directors, due to its soft attractive hue, but Ijeware

of it ; it kills color, especially the blues, which

turn to a muddy brown, and may ruin attractive

costumes and setting.

Colored light in spotlights and floodlights is

secured by using a gelatine medium in front of

the lens or mouth of the equipment. This may
be secured from any stage or motion picture sup-

ply house. /\ tougher and more durable material

which is highly recommended is "transolene."

Every stage should be equipped with the fol-

lowing lighting equipment : a set of dimmers,

footlights, borderlights or better, overhead bat-

tons with a numl)er of baby .spotlights and small

floo<llights clamped to them, a number of olivettes

and bunchlights on standards to be used from the

sides of the stage, and a g(Kxl switch Ixiard. Com-

mercial lighting e<iuipment, however, is ex|)ensive

and a great deal of it is out

of reach of the amateur

group. .Ml of this material,

and much other equipment

can be made very easily

and very inexpensively.

Remarkably interesting.

beautiful, and effective

lighting may Ix" secured by

using homemade lighting

(CoHlintifd on page 4f)
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An outdoor singing group at camp

THE
SUMMER CAMP has be-

come a fixture in modern

life. At the first sign of

spring parents begin to cast about

with a view of finding places in the great out-of-

doors where their children can spend a part of

their summer vacation in wholesome recreation,

accompanied by special instruction with able lead-

ership. The companionship and genial contacts of

camp life, together with the adventures of a pro-

gram which fosters health and happiness amid

nature lore, are ever engaging to the boys and

girls.

The primary objective from a leadership point

of view is to give the campers the happiest and

most beneficial developmental opportunities pos-

sible. Every phase of camp life must be directed

with definite standards for the individual needs

of the child. Such standards include health-giving

energy, nature study acquaintance, wholesome fun

and social adjustment which develop self-reliance,

joy of achievement, altruistic tendencies and char-

acter building. Most campers have a keen sense

for evaluating camp life, and it is always well to

stress the purposeful way of living harmoniously

together and to encourage self-expression and in-

itiative in selecting activities for special interests

and talents.

Children arrive at camp with deep secrets hid-

den away in their minds as to just what they hope
to do or to gain from their camp experience. Many
revolt at a formal program with exact time

schedule for each activitv, and it is not well for

By Delite M. Mower
New York City

the staff to insist on rigidity or

compulsion in camp activities. In-

stead, a varied program should

include activities which challenge

worthy traditions, friendships, personal adjust-

ments, fair attitudes, capabilities, development of

skills and the appreciation of the finer things in

music, literature, art, nature and human person-

ality. With adequate counselor staff supervision

can be given so that special interests can be car-

ried on. The children can easily be exposed to the

various activities. I know of no better way of

adjusting children and integrating them into a

program or aiding them in adopting their hobbies

than through definite hobby hours.

Hobbies

Group division for program building proves

very satisfactory. This allows all campers the

same opportunities, though it is well to permit the

children to choose their activities as far as

possible.

There lies in every child the craving for self-

expression and the opportunity for recognition.

The idea of a hobby is not to do blindly what

every one else is doing, but to find a special means

of self-expression. In no place can hobbies be

developed as they can be in camp.
The fun begins after an introduction in assem-

bly when the director outlines the program, thus

giving the campers an opportunity of comparing
the activities and applying them to their needs and

interests. The special department counselors are
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then asked to speak and present the activities of

their departments. One dramatic counselor while

explaining her department said : "Today we are

all going to ride hobby horses around the camp.
Watch for a real masked knight on a real horse

who will bring you the news as to how we shall

play." Within an hour after the children had re-

turned to their houses they saw the knight dressed

in a bright red mantle come riding forth on a

white horse. He carried with him the hobby hour

sheet which he presented to the counselor who

placed it on the bulletin board. No sooner had

the knight galloped away than the children had

signed on the sheet which carried the following

caption :

"Hobby Hours are periods in which campers

may develop their special interests. Please

sign up for your hobby under department

counselor. The following hobbies offer a

range of choice" :

NATURE LORE
Outdoor Cooking
Camp Craft

Forestry
Trees, Bird Lore
Fern Boxes
Astronomy
Gardening
Trapping
Flower Boxes
Star Charts

Labeling Trees
Totum Poles
Knots

Sparder Prints

WATERFRONT
Swimming
Diving
Life Saving
Canoeing
Rowing
Water Pageantry
Water Carnival

MUSIC
Group Singing
Piano

Operettas
Toy Orchestras

ATHLETICS-
Corrective Gym
Baseball

BaskettMll

Volley Ball

Tennis

MISCELLANEOUS
Camp Fires (various types of

fires)

Photography
Library
Map Making
Newspaper
Picnic*

The following instructions

were issued for liobby hour;

Archery
Hiking
Track Meets
Hare and Hound
Tumbling
Ping Pong
Paddle Tennis

DRAMATICS
Story-Telling

Pageantry
Circus

Plays
Pantomime
Masquerades
Shadow Graf

Costuming

DANCING
Folk
Social

Interpretive

ARTS AND CRAFTS
Art Sketching
Leather Craft

Paper Craft
Wood Carving
Kite Making
Pottery (outdoor firing)

Weaving
Decorating Indian Tepee
Rock (jardcn

Bird Houses

F'uppets
Marionettes

Jewelry

Mis* Mower, Director of Girl/ Work
at Henry Street Sptllenipnl. writei*

here of iwme of the activitie* ron-

dacteH at the taumtner ramp main-

tained hy the Settlement, and tell* of

the valufK i>he helievrn there aetivitirn

and the expcrirnrex of ramp life have
for the development of the rhild.

First day campers may move from one activity

to another.

Second day campers may remain at least three

days in chosen hobbies.

Those especially interested may remain in the

hobby hour a longer period to complete project

or craft. Counselors who are in cliarge of each

department will see that children sign up, and

will assist in stimulating the creative powers of

each child as much as possible.

From an administration standpoint it is always

interesting to observe the groups becoming or-

ganized and adjusted. Some are large in number

while others at times are very few, depending on

the project. An adequate number of counselors

is necessary to assist and guide the campers.

One nature study group in our camp called

themselves Scouts of Adirtiturc and decided to

explore the camp, first of all to enjoy its scenic

and historic beauty. The spirit of adventure was

symbolized by pitching a tent in the form of an

Indian tepee which the Craft Department dec-

orated with Indian designs. During hobby hour

the Dramatic Department assisted with the In-

dian ceremonial at the dedication. This tent was

used by the Scouts of Adventure as headquarters

for a nature study museum from which the Scouts

went forth with eager ears and open eyes to dis-

cover specimens such as rocks, leaves, flowers,

nuts, seeds, moss, butterflies, cocoons and various

insects, which they studied and placed in the mu-

seum. They also held outdoor cooking groups,

special camp fire parties, jxjwwows, ceremonials

and overnight hikes with astronomy talks and

observations.

First aid and health talks were sixinsored by

this group. All campers interested were invited

to join when a member from the medical staff

spoke on first aid. Handaging was demonstrated

and the children learned how to make a stretcher

by folding a blanket which could l)c used to carry

an injured comrade in case of emergency.

Arts and Crafts

Arts and crafts play a large jart in a camp

program. Many worthwhile

projects of high educational

and cultural value leave last-

ing impressions on the minds

of the campers of various

ages. Of utmost importance

is the good comradeship

which is gained by working
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and playing together. It

is only by doing the thing

that is liked, the thing

that is an expression of

their own individual and

creative power, that the

campers gain an appre-

ciation of their own

strength. It is through

this that enduring friend-

ships are made. Skill is

acquired as curiosity and

interest develop, and one

triumph always leads to

the next. Many times

crafts open new worlds

to the campers.

Little Mary, making
her first mar i o n e 1 1 e,

achieved much as she

labored long and serious-

ly making the clay head,

cloth-jointed body and

dress of well-chosen col-

ors, and finally strung the

little character and wrote the plot for the play.

Mary was not always aware of the many prob-

lems which she solved nor the perseverance re-

quired. She was only absorbed in making the

marionette "so it will talk and act." Extremely

opposite in artistic temperament is her little

friend, Sadie, who when asked by her counselor

if she would not like to make a pottery bowl for

her mother, replied : "Aw, I should spend my
time making a pottery bowl for my ma, when I

can buy one on the pushcart for a nickel. Come

on, let's join up with the water carnival group. I

like to swim." The little boy who builds a radio

set or repairs the car toils with zest and energy,

unaware of time or worries. The fun lies not in

possession but in pursuit.

Art Metal Craft. Boys and girls, especially

those with a degree of patience, find an inexhaus-

tible field for exploration in creating pieces of

jewelry and useful articles from German silver

and pewter. In the better equipped camps, brass,

copper, gold and sterling are used. Simple articles

such as bracelets, letter openers and ash trays can

be made from German silver and pewter. Chil-

dren can make these items in two or three hobby

periods, and they always show considerable pride

in their accomplishments.

Can anyone doubt this camper's pleasure in

mask-making? And he is only one of many!

Costumes. The mak-

ing of costumes, when
the campers let their

imagination take wings,

is always most engaging.

Because they are worn

only once or twice, cos-

tumes can be inexpen-

sive but at the same time

smart and colorful. The

main thing is line, color

and effect. Crepe paper
and cotton fabrics are

most useful.

An interesting camp

project is preparation for

International Evening
when different groups

dress, act and depict the

festive life of people in

other countries. The pro-

gram begins at dinner

when the campers come
dressed in their costumes

and each nationality is

grouped at its own table. International songs,

stunts, dances and skits carry out their costumes

and table decorations. Such an evening is a beau-

tiful example of the satisfactory correlation of

.subjects in the dramatics, music and crafts de-

partments. Flags of other nations always fly high
about the gay dining room, and the joyous laugh-
ter of campers and staff tell a story of worth-

while endeavor.

Boys find no end of interest in mask-making,
when they are to utilize their efforts for a gala

party or even for decoration purposes. I remem-
ber one group of little boys who worked for days

making grotesque masks to be used in an act at

a birthday camp party.

Mask-Making. Every one loves to masquerade
and to live, if only for a little while, in another

role. The ability to paint and model helps one

considerably in mask-making. Imagination is also

necessary. There are a number of methods em-

ployed, but the easiest and least expensive is that of

utilizing clay or old paper, or even paper toweling

soaked in water to make a papier-mache solution.

This, with glue, paint and varnish, can be masked

on to the model and within a short time any num-
ber of clever masks may be made.
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L«alh«r Proi«cl«. These are always interest-

ing projects in the art program. Boys and girls

enjoy making bookmarks, purses, cases for vari-

ous purposes, lanyards, moccasins and notebook

covers. Quite often an entire camp party will re-

turn home with presents for members of their

families created in hobby periods.

Olh«T Handcraftf. One group of little girls

showed remarkable ability in weaving beautiful

mats and belts on hand loom frames. The design

and colors were jarticularly interesting. Several

of the group made purses from raffia ; some made

attractive needlework bags from yarn and fabrics.

I recall one group of boys which made most fas-

cinating toys from corks and another which cre-

ated musical instruments from cigar boxes.

Rock Gardening

All young campers, but especially those in the

adolescent age, show great interest in camp gar-

dens. Some prefer the formal garden where beds

of vegetables, berries and hardy perennials grow,
but as a camp project which is to continue year

after year, the rock garden ranks high. Why not

let the children who come to camp from over-

crowded city tenements and apartments enjoy the

beauty and the adventure of building and caring

for a camp rock garden ?

The most suitable place for such an undertak-

ing is a site a short distance away from the camp

building on a slight slope with the south and east

exposed to the morning sun. Fertile soil is a

necessity. Informality must exist everywhere to

be in keeping with Mother Nature and to produce
a natural effect. Before the materials are brought

to the location grading and drainage should be

considered. Next come the plans for the \aXhs

leading to and within the garden. They should be

narrow and made to ramble among the rocks in

such a way as to allow the children to cultivate

and care for the plants.

The carrying of nKks from a distance can be

made an interesting game to the children. While

building a rock garden at camp we used the fol-

lowing .stunt : First we apixiinted a captain who

selected a marker within range of a grxKlly sup-

ply of stones. Then we had the children take

turns throwing the stones at the marker, which

was moved nearer the garden plot. The fun con-

tinued until the pile of stones reached the garden.

This was much more fun than just lugging stones

from one place to another !

In placing the rocks in the garden avoid too

great repetition and regularity. Only a portion of

the rock should be exposed. Rocks stand for sta-

bility and permanence, so try to produce that ef-

fect. E)ach one should be firm enough to permit

stepping on it without fear of slipping. Limestone

or sandstone weather well. Best of all are field

stones or stones from old stone fences.

A great deal of planting can be done by the dif-

ferent g[roups as the work progresses, since the

different children will have various tasks. Sone

will want to build the garden, while others prefer

to plant and cultivate. It is well to have a variety

of flowers, such as columbines, pinks, alyssums,

saxifrages, sedums, rock cresses, portulaca, bell

flowers, violets, candytuft, rock roses and nastur-

tiums. A portion of the garden area might con-

tain some varieties of biennials which require two

years to complete their life and bloom the second

year. Perennials live more than two years and

produce flowers and seeds over many seasons.

In planning the garden, children like to arrange

for special features as, for example, one or two

stone sun dials, a central place for astronomy ob-

servations of the stars or jierhaps a very favorite

and sacred spot for special council meetings.

The rock garden has a double value aside from

providing a project for one season or one group

of children
;

it can be carried on by many succes-

sors. The children may l)egin in the early spring

in the clubs, classes or homes by making hot beds

or small flower boxes where see<ls are planted for

transplanting at camp. This provides nature study

material as a club project and carries on as a camp
interest. Even in the late fall the flowers can be

used for decorations for important entertainment

parties or iKjnqucts.

Social Music and Dramatics

Music plays an imjH)rtant [wrt in a camp pro-

gram. Cann)ers always look forward to assemblies

when old .songs arc reviewed and jKJSsibly new

ones learned. These usually include folk songs of

various countries, Negro spirituals and camp

songs, lairing the s|jecial group music periods

operettas, choruses or just "singing together" are

always a joy to the camper.

Drama is easily correlated with music, and the

plays, skits and oi^crettas often need close co-

oi)erati()n from tijc music department.

(Continutd on l>age 46)



A Circulating Picture Club

Sixce
THE DAYS of Benjamin Franklin there

have been circulating libraries for Philadel-

phia to be proud of. And now the city has

a Circulating Picture Club which enlarges upon
the book loan idea and issues art works to bor-

rowers, thus giving the Quaker City prominence
in a fine altruistic movement. The result also has

been the establishment of a unique and popular
institution which is one of the first of its kind in

the country.

The club maintains a lending library of original

paintings by American artists. Those who love

beautiful pictures may borrow them as easily as

books are taken from a library. These loan

pictures are chosen from the viewpoint of being
"livable"

; they oflfer innumerable opportunities

to decorate and transform a home. New and

larger leisure has sharpened public consciousness

to the need for beauty. Requests for the loan

pictures are becoming more frequent. For a nomi-

nal fee they are issued under a set of rules and

regulations such as are maintained ])y a library.

The sponsoring

organization is the

Philadelphia Art
Alliance, which
some years ago
evolved the plan of

sending pictures
out to annual sub-

scribers. In less
than ten years this

circulating gallery

of five hundred

portable pictures
has been transship-

ped to club mem-
bers over a wide

"Mackerel Boats," by

Hayley Lever-one of

the pictures hung in

the annual exhibition

of the Philadelphia
Art Alliance.

area, as far west as Indiana and as far east as

Springfield, Massachusetts.

Those who dreamed vaguely of some day own-

ing a fine original painting may now, through

their annual membership in the circulating collec-

tion, look daily upon sunny landscapes or the

rioting colors of midsummer bloom
; may be com-

panioned by delightful portraits or enjoy the stir-

ring drama of the sea; may tranquilize the spirit

with a glimpse of quiet countryside, or the ma-

jestic peace of mountains and silver lakes.

Circulation of the pictures has been intensified,

especially in an area within a seventy-five mile

radius of Philadelphia. The recipients include

schools, clubs, libraries, recreation centers, insti-

tutions of every character, settlement houses, busi-

ness offices and numerous individuals.

It costs ten dollars for an organization or indi-

vidual to join the Circulating Picture Club for

one year. Eight paintings or sixteen etchings

may be borrowed during that period with a single

canvas or two etchings, if preferred, to be re-
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tained for one month. In

such an easy, convenient way
does the organization open
the door to full enjoyment
of beauty where it may be

savored with the joy of lei-

surely contemplation
—in the

setting of one's home. For

the majority of subscribers

there is a i)articular satisfaction in browsing in

the Art .Alliance galleries housed in the aristo-

cratic building on Rittenhouse Square. But for

those members living at some distance who are

unable to come personally and select their picture,

special arrangements are made. Shipments are

facilitated; the selection of the paintings each

month is done with due regard to the needs of

the member. A full risk insurance policy is car-

ried by the Art Alliance on every picture in the

club collection so that the paintings are fully cov-

ered at all times.

At the end of the month meml)ers may return

the painting or etching to exchange it for another.

Or if intimate association has heightened the

picture's appeal so that it is completely satisfying

from the esthetic point of view, a special plan of

purchase will be arranged. Because of the almost

universal impression that really fine art is beyond
the means of the average American, it is empha-
sized particularly that the paintings are available

at prices as low as $25. Equally emphatic is the

assurance that to borrow a picture implies no

obligation to buy.

The outstanding fact in connection with the

club is that a ten dollar investment in a member-

ship will bring paintings by the best American

artists into a home. More than t,6oo canvases

have been accepted for lending since the club was

established, representing the work of 500 artists.

There are such distinguished names among them

as F. C. Fricscke. John F. Follinsbee, .Arthur B.

Davies, Hayley I^ver, George Pcarse F-nnis.

(fustav Cimiotti, John E. Costigan, John R. Gra-

bach, Fred Wagner, Paul Gill, Sue May Gill,

Yarnall Ablxrtt, Bernard Badura. Gertrude Mer-

shcy, VV. lister Stevens and Frank Swartzlandcr.

It is estimated that each picture is circulate<l

three times and that the collection is viewed

monthly by some 50,000 people. The present col-

lection consists of 400 canvases representing the

work of 250 artists.

"The inspiration and recreative value
of public and private collectiong of

painting, sculpture, prints and ob-

jects of the decorative arts is only

part of the story the arts have to tell,

though such inspiration and recrea-

tion were never more valuable than

they are today." The American
Federation of Arts.

Yamall Abbott, chairman

of the club, confidently fore-

sees a time when through-

out the United States paint-

ings by living American art-

ists will be circulated just as

books are widely circulated

by private and public libra-

ries. "In other words, we are

on the verge of an era when appreciation and un-

derstanding of good painting will be just as uni-

versal as the present appreciation and understand-

ing of good books," Mr. Abbott says. "This will

constitute a great boon to cultural America." He
points out further that the inauguration of a cir-

culating library of pictures offers encouragement
to artists in days of depression—the artist who is

pretty generally forgotten and whose product is

regarded as a luxury.

Each year the club purchases a half dozen or

more of the paintings displayed in its annual ex-

hibition to add to the nucleus of the first perma-
nent circulating picture library of living -American

artists. Those purchases are made possible by
contributions from the trustees of the Christine

Wetherill Stevenson Memorial Fund, which was

established in honor of the Philadelphia woman
who founded the .Art .Alliance.

Occasionally club members have special thrills

such as occurred when the Whitney Museum of

American Art purchased a picture by .Adolphe

I'orie. Many residents of small communities were

gratified to learn that New York chose the very
canvas they had selected themselves to grace

their own walls.

Practically the entire community of Blooms-

burg, Pennsylvania, visits the library each month

to see the new picture. In clubs, especially in

smaller towns, it is an event when the picture

arrives. Sometimes there is an unveiling. Women's

organizations with no |>ermancnt headquarters

u.se a picture with its attached description and

biography of the artist for di.scussion. Then it is

passed on to the public .schools where the students

after careful observation write out their indi-

vidual impressions of each picture. Class forums

on art are organized. School children arc lieing

taken to the .Art .Alliance and the club galleries

as a reward for good work by teachers in several

schools.

(Cnnlinufd on pcgt 46)
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Hockey In

Brooklyn

~ H O C K E Y has in-

creased greatly in

popularity with girls

playing on the facili-

ties provided by the Department of Parks of

Brooklyn, New York, according to J. J. Down-

ing, Supervisor of Recreation. There are now
seven hockey fields used by eighteen high
schools, private schools and clubs. The picture
shows the New York Field Hockey Associa-

tion playing on October 15th against the All-

Philadelphia team.

Marble Tournaments
in Salt Lake City

EACH spring the

City Recreation De-

partment of Salt
Lake City conducts

a community-wide marble tournament which
is popular and at the same time inexpensive.

Boys who enter the tournament are divided

into age groups. The first round is played off

within each group at the school building with

former students of the school as referees. The
winners of the first round meet in districts

comprising five or six schools where the sec-

ond round is played. The winners of these

semi-finals meet at Liberty Park during the

spring vacation and there the championship
for each group is determined.

The only expense to the Recreation Depart-
ment is the printing of rules which are placed
in every school and the provision of badges for

the winners. Local newspapers are helpful in

giving publicity.

T-v • Ti*-! 1 , THERE are overDrama m Milwaukee s
,- , ,

o •
, ^ ^ twenty-five local

Social Centers , , , ,

drama clubs fostered

by the Extension

Department of the Milwaukee Public Schools

with a total membership of over 500. Each
club in turn entertains at a monthly drama tea,

arranging the refreshments, decorations and

programs and usually a good speaker. Over
150 young people are generally in attendance

at these teas. Every year at the drama tourna-

ment one outstanding player is selected from

each cast who becomes a member of the Plonor

City-Wide Drama Club, which now has 61

members. This group each year does a special

piece of work. Last year it presented "A Win-
ter's Tale," and this year will give "King
Lear." The group also serves as a research

training group as the members retain their

membership in the local organization.

A Hiking Club

Reports

THE Minnehikers,
the municipal hiking
club fostered by the

Park Department of

Minneapolis, Minnesota, in its 1933 Year Book

reports that 5,052 people tramped 742 miles on

the club's 124 scheduled hikes, while 1,951

folks attended 32 other scheduled events such

as camping trips, dances, house parties, skat-

ing parties and tours. The Minnehikers have

won an enviable place for themselves in the

roster of hiking clubs.
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At last - SAFETY-
ill a S>ving Seat!

Everwear Scores A^aiii!

No more serious dan-

ger from a swing seat

IF it is the new, Ever-

Wear

Sprinjii - Rubber

Safety Seat

No. SR-205
All exposed and con-

tact surfaces of the

seat are soft, springy,

tubular, corrugated,

fabric-reinforced rub-

ber. The five tubular

rubber sections are in-

leriorally reinforced

by spring steeL

The suspension
derises are re-

versible, doubl-

ing the life of

the seat.

The scat is venti-

lated and all sur-

faces are non-slip.

R e • e q n i p all old

swing outfits and

specify this seat for

all new twinga.

A compUt* I'm* of approvtd Playground Appcratui, Boacli

and Pool Equipmont. WrHo for naw Catalog No. 24.

The EverWear Manufacturing Co.
SPRINGFIELD. OHIO

Emergency Nursery Schools— The Federal

Emergency Relief Administration, in coopera-
tion with the United States Office of Educa-

tion, is establishing emergency nursery schools

for children of pre-school age whose parents
are needy or unemployed. The schools, which
are financed by emergency education funds and
direct relief funds, are being housed in vacant

schoolrooms, settlement houses and similar

quarters. Dr. Mary Dabney Davis of the

United Stales Office of Education is in charge
of the program. Thirty-one states either have
schools in operation or have submitted plans
for their establishment, v

Mothers and Babies First— "Mothers and
Babies First" is the slogan selected for May
Day, Child Health Day 1934. It is suggested

by the American Child Health Association,

which is promoting the movement, that unof-

ficial and lay organizations consult with of-

ficial health and emergency relief agencies to

determine in what part of the city-wide child

health program they can assist most effectively.

The association states that it has a limited number
of copies of the 1933 May Day booklet of sug-

gestions available at 10 cents a copy and also

some free material. The address of the asso-

ciation is 450 Seventh Avenue, New York

City.

In Oswego, New York—One thousand and

eighty-seven people, or one out of every fifteen

residents in Oswego, New York, played tennis

last season on the seven courts provided. The
summer recreation program in this community
was highly successful. .Xttendance at the play-

grounds increased greatly over last year, and

activities were many and varied.

New Developments In Norfolk County,
Massachusetts— In 1932, in connection with

the (icorgc Washington Hicentennial, a num-

ber of municipalities in Massachusetts initiated

a game plan whereby pupils of the high

schcMils were given the oi)portunity to partici-

pate in city planning. So successful was the

plan in Norfolk County that an appeal has

been made ti> the teachers of the high schools

tr> make a course in town planning a part of

the community civics course for 1934-1935. It

is suggested that teachers create their own
lourse of study by the process of expcrimenta-
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tion. By the end of the school year it is be-

lieved they will have worked out a satisfactory
and practical course of study. The plan has the

approval of the State Commissioner of Educa-

tion and of leading town and city planners.
The trustees of the Moses Kimball Fund for

the Promotion of Good Citizenship will pro-
vide $1,000 in awards for the plan. This will

be divided into five awards of $200 each which
will be given the five teachers who submit the

best course of study based on actual classroom

experience.

The Journal of Physical Education— The
Journal of Physical Education, published by the

Physical Directors Society of the Young Men's
Christian Associations of North America, is now

being issued in new form. It is proposed to pub-
lish five numbers of sixteen pages each which will

appear in September, November, January, March
and June. Members of the Physical Directors

Society will receive the Journal free. Member-

ship in the association, which also includes mem-
bership in the Employed Officers Association, is

$2.oo.

Louisville Goes Gardening— Last summer
rock gardens proved new ways of learning leaves

and plants, a bit of corner landscaping and some

very good discipline for the 645 Louisville, Ken-

tucky, playground children who piled up rocks

for the fourteen gardens. They transplanted
wood flowers and pilfered plants from Mother's

flower boxes. They wrote poems and essays about

"rocks and rills and daiTodils" and made a ritual

of watering the gardens. They cherished the flow-

ers and they never threw the rocks at one an-

other, contrary to general expectations when the

experiment was begun.

Proposed Tennis Center in Stadium for Grif-

fith Playground, Los Angeles—Construction of

a municipal tennis stadium and a battery of

modern cement tennis courts at the Griffith Mu-
nicipal Playground is contemplated in a request
for Federal public work funds made by the Los

Angeles, California, Playground and Recreation

Commission and on file with the Public Works

Advisory Committee. According to plans sub-

mitted to the committee, the project calls for the

erection of a horseshoe shaped stadium structure

with a seating capacity of 5,500 people. The

^T"A CENTURY OF PROGRESS'

I
OUDEN Playground Equipment will again thrill

^~ thousands of happy young visitors in 1934.

Sturdily built, it gives extra years of cost-free serv-

ice. Correct design insures absolute safety. These

were some of the things responsible for the selec-

tion of Louden Equipment at the World's Fair, and
for hundreds of other recreational centers every-
where. Write today for new free book on the full

line of Playground, Gym. and Pool equipment. No
obligation.

LOUDEN
PLAYGROUND
EQUIPMENT

J. E. PORTER CORPORATION
120 Broadway, Ottawo, Illinois

Stadium would surround a tournament court on

which important Pacific Coast matches could be

played. Adjoining the stadium would be a battery
of nine playing courts of standard dimensions

brighdy lighted for night play. These courts,

added to existing batteries, would make a total

of twenty-three cement courts in one large group.

Parking facilities for 675 automobiles would be

provided. According to estimates prepared by the

department, the project would be completed at a

cost of $217,600, this amount to be made self-

liquidating through revenues produced by the

tennis center.

Volunteer Opportunities in the

Public Recreation Program
(Continued from page 5)

Our Houston Pan Hellenic has just made a con-

tribution for materials, and we hope C.W.A is

going to furnish the labor to convert a makeshift

recreation building into a combination municipal
children's theater and social recreation hall.

We have a limited service bureau in our de-
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Clean
SUNSHINE
FRESH AIR

Keep playgrounds free from dust

with Soivay Calcium Chloride . . .

PROTECTING
children at play is the aim

of the modern playground. How im-

portant to protect them from the dan-

gers and dirt in dusti It's so easy and
it costs next to nothing.

An application of Soivay Flake Calcium

Chloride on gravel or earth surfaces

efFectively ends the dust nuisance. And

Soivay Calcium Chloride kills germs.
The photomicrographs pictured here

show you the results. 347cultures in the
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treated with Soivay Calcium Chloride.
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partment through which we attempt to offer

|)lans for parties and picnics and home play-

grounds, give advice in the selection of plays,

skits, minstrels and operettas, lend party and pic-

nic kits, costumes and stage properties to schools,

churches, lodges and other groups from all parts

of the city. A volunteer group could assume

sponsorship of this service, and by concentrating

upon it as we cannot, immeasurably increase its

value to the city at large.

Our recreation library could be made a great

instrument for good through volunteer siwnsor-

ship. It must now serve in "hit or miss" fashion,

although at the moment we are indebted to

C.W.A. for an efficient librarian.

\'olunteer sponsorship of any single playground

or community center gives it an individuality it

cannot otherwise have, and is a source of great

encouragement to its director.

The "faith department" in a California city

demonstrated a municipal camp where any family

could have a self-respecting vacation in the moun-

tains at cost. Faith was confirmed, and that city

now has three such self-supporting camps, but

think of the suspense of those who braved the

demonstration and what it would have meant to

have had a group like yours underwrite it !

Yours is the privilege to demonstrate forward-

looking municipal functions, pass them over to

the community as proven assets, and pioneer

again as only volunteers can.

Your natural associations give you the oppor-

tunity, by word and by deed, to inspire great

public recreation memorials—a motlel j)layground

after which others may be patterned in your city,

an adequate playground field house, a beautiful

outdoor swimming pool, or a great recreation

park to go down into the centuries.

Yours is the leisure to study these things as

you would bridge or golf. They will bring you a

satisfaction deeper than strictly personal recrea-

tion can ever give.

In Conclusion

.Any talent, privilege or advantage is an oppor-

tunity for service.

In your youth you took for granted rich ano

l)eautiful experiences that every human heart —
especially the young human heart— craves, but

that come only to the privileged few regardless of

merit.

In your maturity as Junior League mcmljcrs

you look for opportunities to sliare, and great joy
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is in store for you in the public recreation field,

for your background of lovely homes, good

schools, beautiful parties, charming apparel, great

operas, concerts and plays, travel, visits to great

art centers, has peculiarly fitted you to be the

answer to the dreams of less fortunate youth, in

their and your leisure hours.

Frequently the professional worker has not her-

self experienced life's choicest gifts; her purse is

very limited as are her leisure hours. She lives

under the pressure of public demand. She be-

longs to the many; she must travel the proven

way. Public money cannot be spent for things

that come slowly. She cannot fan the divine spark

in the few ; yet the finer things are not accom-

plished in herds.

You are free—in such time as you have to give—to pioneer for higher standards, for the culture

of the mind, hand and soul. Your social prestige

and financial security give you the power to safe-

guard, interpret and promote any program for

public good to which you may care to commit

yourself.

The bread you cast upon the waters "comes

back cake," for in promoting creative leisure for

the masses you are at the same time guarding and

insuring your own child's happiness and culture.

In rendering fine human services, you gain the

spiritual satisfaction of "passing out of the moon-

less narrows of life into its illuminated high

seas."

L

A Model Aeroplane Association

and How It Grew
(Continued from page 11)

our demonstrations. Next year the new events

will be a wind tunnel and a smoke screen demon-

stration.

The field director gives instructions and demon-

strations to Chapters which meet in the evenings
Our policy is to give a demonstration to any

group that is interested.

Other Facts

Soon after the opening of school in September
we request a re-registration of all Chapters. As
a result each year we have only those member":

who are interested. February ist of this year we
had a total of 2667 members in 217 Chapters.

Before the end of the season (June) it is ex-

pected the membership will be well over 3500.

The territory covered by the P.M.A.A., in ad-

The AMERICAN
CASTLE TOWER

JL HE new American Castle Tower which is illus-

trated above is one of the most rugged and strong
outdoor playground devices obtainable anywhere.
It will stand the wear and tear of vigorous youth.
The Castle Tower is commendable for any play-

ground .... plenty of capacity, thrills, adapta-

bility and absolutely safe. Kansas City installed

seventy-eight American Castle Towers on their city

school playgrounds in the fall of 1933. Write to-

day for complete description of this interesting

device.

Increasing Preference

Among Recreation Directors
The American line is complete and includes every
device for practical use in parks and playgrounds.
, . . . Whether it is north, south, east or west, the

recreation directors will tell you that the American
line of play equipment will give better satisfaction.

Write today for complete catalogue, No-R-18,
showing our complete line.

AME RICAN
PLAYGROUND DEVICE CO.

ANDERSON. INDIANA U. S. A.

AMERICAN
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A Better Position
You can get it

Hundreds of teachers will earn two hundred dollars or more this

summer. SO CAN YOU. Hundreds of others will secure a better

position and a larger salary for next year. YOU CAN BE ONE
OE THEM. Complete information and helpful suggestions will be

mailed on receipt of a three cent stamp. Good positions are available

now in every State. They will soon be filled.

Continental Teachers Agency, Inc.
1850 Downing Street Denver, Colo.

Covers the ENTIRE United States

School Officials! You may wire us your vacancies at our ex-

pense, if speed is urgent. You will receive complete, free confidential

reports by air mail within 36 hours.

clition to Philadelphia, is Eastern Pennsylvania;
New Jersey, south of Trenton, the state of Dela-

ware and the Eastern shore of Maryland.
This question has been asked of us from other

cities. Our reply has always been, "Most cities

of any size have among their citizens an aviator

or a man interested in the science of aeronautics.

Seek him out and you have the nucleus of your
technical leadership."

The director of our Scale Model Division was

the first boy to win a prize for nuxlel flying in

America, in 191 2. Since that time he has built

over 1500 models, several man-carrying sail

planes and was an instructor in the .\viation

Corps during the war. There is absolutely no

dearth of leadership for this project. A story in

the nfws;)a|)cr will bring in the volunteers.

We have prophesied that some day one of our

boys will make an outstanding contribution to the

science of aeronautics. Indeed we have evidence

that gives us confidence in the assertion. One of

our boys is pi.it the initial stage of developing a

model that a|)i)arcnfly has solved the principle of

st.ibilization. The dcvelo; ment of the midget gas

motor has opened up new fields of experimenta-

tion. Two of our boys are now working on radio

control of their gas ship. They declare that it is

jx)ssible for their ship to carry mail and other

small articles when their planes are perfected.

One boy has developed a retractible landing gear
on his rubber powered model. .Another designed

a new ship, which he has called tlie auto-giro

military hydro-plane. This model is now in the

Franklin Institute. It took him over 1400 hours

to complete it.

Through our .stimulation three boys have en-

tered universities and are majoring in aeronau-

tics. We hear that several others are planning to

do likewi.se.

Our ex|KTience has at least justified the asser-

tion that model aeroplane building as a recreation

I)roject is one of great promise. It has most of

the elements wc de.sire in projects. We feel that

it is best to promote it during the indoor season

rather than in the summer. Ilaygrounds without

suitable r<x)ms, without lockers and similar equip-

ment are too great a handica]). The ty|K of work

requires a longer |>eriod of time tlian a .short sum-

mer season. The project offers a wonderful ac-

tivity for those executives who desire to promote
a winter program.
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Achieving Satisfactory Companionship

(Continued from page 16)

Thus, in the process of issuing admission

cards, the university could build up a card in-

dex containing data about its guests. The out-
side element could be systematically increased

by additional invitations, whenever the actual

attendance fell off and revealed room in the
hall for additional guests. Certain co-operat-

ing institutions such as churches, social settle-

ments, and other organizations devoted to the

welfare of young people, could also be given
the privilege of nominating persons to receive

invitations to these assemblies. In this way the

opportunity could be more definitely opened
to individuals who had a special need of it.

This element should, however, never be al-

lowed to become large enough to "queer" the

occasion in the eyes of the students or the

other outside guests.

Dealing with the Outside Guests. Two lines

of treatment could be followed: (1) floor ob-

servation and suggestions, and (2) corre-

spondence. On the floor, during the games,
members of a staff assigned to this service

could be on the lookout for young people who
seemed to be "wallflowers" or out of things.

Staff members could engage such persons in

conversation, and introduce them to other
backward individuals or make simple sugges-
tions regarding obvious difficulties. These per-
sons could be orally informed of the various

instructional opportunities offered by the uni-

versity. Especially, their attention could be di-

rected to a special personal counseling service

that had been set up and was available for a

small fee.

In addition, circular letters could be sent

out to the guests, "putting over" the philo-

so]jhy of a successful social life and pointing
out the wide opportunities for personality de-

velopment which the university affords. An
ofifer could be made to start a new class in any
particular subject that was desired if a suffi-

cient number asked for such instruction. The

guests might be further informed about the

personal counseling service, the kinds of prob-
lems covered and the fees required. The effect

of these letters would be to bring young peo-

DIAMOND OFFICIAL COURTS
FOR INDOORS OR OUT

t) I A. Ai C N D
Pitching Horseshoes of special appeal fo

professionals. Excellent for amateurs. Just
what's needed on a playground. Will
stand up under severest treatment. Dia-
mond Officials made straight or curved toe

calk, hard oi soft (dead falling). Junior
model for ladies and children.

DIAMOND CALK HORSESHOE CO.
4610 Grand Avenue, Duluth, Minn.

pie into the classes of the university, and the

responses from them would be a guide in de-

veloping those courses which would be of

greatest help in solving their individual and
social problems.

General Effect. The series of assemblies

would have a fine effect upon student morale
and esprit de corps. Especially would they be

beneficial in those colleges ha\'ing many ex-

tension courses and many students not mem-
bers of the regular classes. The programs
would be an excellent way of displaying the

products of university work to prospective stu-

dents. Properly conducted, this new feature

of university life would be of great value to

both the young people attending and to the

institution which pla^'ed host to them.

Administration. This work would need to

be placed in competent, specially trained
hands. It should have a director of professor-

ial calibre and rank who was an expert in so-

cial work, the conduct of recreational activities
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College Degrees foe

Students and Teachers of

Ilpaltli, PhyKicul Hdiication
and Athletic Coachiiii^

PENN STATE SUMMER SESSION
June 11 to June 29 July 2 to August 10

August 13 to August 31

Graduate courses in Health and Physical Educa-
tion leading to standard degrees. Undergraduate
courses leading to baccalaureate degree. Special
courses in Athletic Coaching for men and women.

Rfdaccd room, board and railroad raut,

Fot SpttimI BolUtin additti Dittttof ot Summtr Sriaion

The Pennsylvania State Cullei^e
Statp ('ollpiip. I»«.

and was besides something of a "showman."
The music and the programs should be by-
products of university work and should occa-

sion no expense. There would be simply the

cost of such staff as was engaged -specially
for this work, the correspondence and print-

ing, and the slight additional cost of building
administration. These costs should be more
than covered by the new students brought in

by this activity.

The New Leisure—
A Curse or a Blessing?

(Continued from page 27)

make people let themselves go, follow their own

bent, do something they really like to do, some-

thing which grows by what it feeds upon, and

does not need the stimulus of popular favor.

Notice how quickly the popular amusements dry

up soon as the fad phase passes. The country is

blistered with rotting Tom Thumb golf courses.

The only organization we have that has the

equipment and the vision to wean us from amuse-

ments that take so much and give so little is the

National Recreation Association. For years it

has worked at helping people play. Like all pub-

lic-good enterprises supported by private benefac-

tions, it lacks money. But more than that, it lacks

vogue, public acceptance, popular leadership. It

would be timely if at this moment it could receive

the stimulus of new funds, to make it one of the

major activities for recovery, receive the ballyhoo
now being lavished on NR.A, and turn the na-

tional mind toward excited interest in what we
are going to do with the new leisure when we get

it. For second only to recovery itself is this tre-

Three Distinctive Books!

Order direct from
Dr. H. W. Hurt

The Collsce Blub Book
17th Floor 2 Park Ave.

\pw York Cily

The College Blue Book, III Edition

Standard Reference Book of Higher Education

in one place— instantly accessible — you have

the Basic Facts and Ratings of

1034 Technical and Professional Colleges
1 250 Universities and Colleges

Indispensable for vocational guidance.

II The Influencing of Character

Bears directly on home, school, recreation. Result

of Research under Rockefeller Grant.

Ready Now — price $1.15, postpaid.

Ill Year Boole of Aviation for Young Men
Ready Early 1934

Remarkably illustrated

I'rlcp $2.00

^ NEW,
•Year Book of Aviation

^Of> rOUNO MtM
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mendous matter of turning the natural recreation

urge into new channels, teaching people how to

live to the full extent of their beings.

Another force that can be counted on to con-

tribute is business itself. People freed so many
additional hours from work are consumers, and

they will become consumers of the equipment of

leisure. And business will teach them new tricks

for the reward of selling them the parapher-

nalia. Already a house manufacturing woodwork-

ing tools for amateurs is carrying on a promo-

tional movement that has opened workshops in

the homes, barns, garages, woodsheds, cellars and

attics of thousands of professional and business

men who hasten to their ateliers after hours with

all the eagerness of boys let out of school.

Government may be interested and ought to be

interested. Play is going to be as important as

work and may have greater and farther reaching

effects on society. It is significant that the ad-

ministration of the Civilian Conservation Camps
has included games and sports as part of its pro-

gram, and that the NRA is giving some attention

to the leisure occupations of the many its pacts

will release to more spare time. There is danger

in this of too much regimentation. We do not

want mass recreation—the whole nation doing the

same thing, a few enthusiasts following their

bend, and the crowd following the enthusiasts.

We do not want every one to take up gardening,

or to play football, or to collect postage stamps,

but some doing each, according to their natures

and what appeals to them most. There will always
be enough of the same mind to create a commun-

ity of interest. Besides, there are always the

social pursuits which require cooperation, which

will draw the socially inclined together in their

leisure moods.

It should not be forgotten that play is the end

of life—is life. Work is a means to an end ; the

end is play ; that is, living. What we do with our

lives in our own time is what matters. Play should

never appear as a duty, but as something pursued

joyously, spontaneously, with enthusiasm, to give

color and richness and meaning to life.

Fletcher Farm Invites You!
(Continued from tooc 2S)

2. Discussions and demonstrations of the fol-

lowing subjects and activities :

a. Methods of leading various kinds of groups
in singing or in playing, with special re-

gard for ways of developing rhythm, tone

Be Sure to Get Details on

NEW "Free Glide" Shuffleboard
Free-Glide Shuffleboard equipment has in-

creased the already popular appeal of Shuf-
fleboard. Will not warp or break and is

amazingly low in cost. Write today for

complete information, instructions how to

install and extremely low prices.

Ttie H. G. Cress Co.
Box NR-S3 Troy, Ohio

quality, etc., and a real grasp and love of

the music.

b. Making more of the Church's great oppor-
tunities in congregational and choir sing-

ing and in week-day musical activities.

c. Music in the home.

d. Music in granges, 4-H clubs, county and

state fairs, as well as in urban groups.

e. The possible relationships between school

music and life ouside of schools.

/. Organization of community musical groups.

3. The making and playing of really musical

flageolets and flutes made of bamboo.

4. Singing games and English and American

country dances. If time permits, a study will be

made of at least one great orchestral composition
to see how valuable preparation for listening to

fine radio and other concerts can be.

Note : Persons attending the Institute may select

whatever activities are of most interest to them.

How to Produce a Play

(ContinuedPfrom page 30)

equipment. The writer, in this brief series of

articles, has neither time nor space to describe

the making of lighting equipment.

Whether using homemade or commercial equip-

ment the producer is warned of fire hazards.

Lighting equipment should be kept away from

inflammable material. The stage should have

plenty of outlets, so as to avoid loose cable back

stage. Wires should be heavy enough to carry the

load required of them. Fuses should be heavy,

so as not to be blown out. Fire extinguishers, or

pails of water and sand, should be at convenient

points back stage. The stage manager enforces

the rule of nearly all theaters, "no smoking back

stage."

Doors and exits in the house are marked by a

dim red light.

Careful and effective lighting plays a great part
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SWIMMING POOL DATA
AND REFERENCE ANNUAL

1934 Edition

(totmtrt^ Notable Swimming Pool* and Gaid* tu

Btjuipmrnt and SuppUn)

Price $2.00

WATER GAMES, WATER STUNTS,

LEGAL DECISIONS, LIABILITY, IN-

SURANCE, POOL DESIGN, POOL SAN-

ITATION, POOL MANAGEMENT. ETC.

Hoffman-Harris, Inc.

114 East 32nd St. New York City

in the success of any pnxluction, and poor liglit-

ing will ruin otherwise skillfully produced plays.

Wise groups study and experiment, improving
their lighting with each succeeding performance.

Note : Directions for making homemade light equip-
ment are to be found in a book published by Mr. Knapp.
"Lighting the Stage with Homemade Equipment." Walter
Baker Publishing Company, Boston.

Camping As a Factor in the

Child's Development
(Continued from pnye .^4)

On the Athletic Field

Of great im|>ortance to the camp is a live, tech-

nically weli-l)alanccd and stimulating athletic pro-

gram. This, of course, means that one should

have a well-cc|uipi)e<l athletic field with ample

space for active and quiet games. Tennis, volley

ball, l»seball ami even Itasketball mean much to

the older Iwys atul girls, while the smaller ones

prefer toys, swings, circle and running games.
Children enjoy training in individual stunts which

stittiulate their ability to meet cliallcnges and over-

come obstacles. Pyramid stunts and tricks of skill

are interesting. Specially planned tournaments

and field days in which large numbers participate

are most popular. N'arious kinds of hikes are

planned.

Swimming
Water front practice is one of the very favored

activities in the camp, and is far-reaching in its

values. Safety is first consideration, and the in-

structor should be a licensed life saver. Swim-

ming is great exercise, developing long flexible

muscles, body symmetry, vigor and balance. Fear

complexes are easily overcome with the right

training. Campers enjoy developing different

skills, such as learning to dive and to master the

art of life-saving. From swimming one can lead

out into many water front activities, such as car-

nivals, pageants, various meets, row boating,

canoeing and sail boating.

To spend a portion of summer at camp is one

of the greatest experiences that can come into the

life of a boy or girl. Memories of the fellowships

developed are sustaining influences which persist

throughout life.

The summer camp should be run for adventure-

seeking, forward-looking and imaginative youth,
with the highest possible standards ever in the

foreground, and with the development of indi-

vidual qualities paramount. When this is the goal,

organized camping fulfills a worthwhile purpose.

A Circulating Picture Club
(Continued from page 36)

A woman's club at Moorestown, New Jersey,

rejwrted the sale of twenty-six works of art after

interest had been aroused locally in the Circulat-

ing Picture Club.

The desire for more pictures stimulated the

groups in one section of Pennsylvania to

their own system of interchange. The Franklin

and Marshall Academy, the Y.W.C.A. of Lan-

caster, Pennsylvania, and the State Normal

School at Millersvillc, Pennsylvania, all belong to

the club. Following the selection of their re-

spective pictures each month there is a three-

way exchange so that each {uinting affords triple

enjoyment.
There are now more than a hundred organiza-

tions in F'ennsylvania, Delaware. New Jersey and

New York State in the membership of the Cir-

culating Picture Qub. Hospitals and nursing
homes are included this year for the first time.

ITiysicians are enthusiastically recommending the

vital charm of color to offset lassitude and pain.



New Books in the Leisure Time Field

Hand Book on the Use of Crafts

Bv Ruth Perkins. The Womans Press, New York.

$.75,

"This h.and book," states Miss Perkins in her fore-

word, "is to a large extent a record of a series of

discoveries of how art is inescapably interwoven with

the whole of life." She mentions the women's institutes

of England working out important life values through

their groups in drama, music and the crafts
;
of arts in

different parts of the country whose practice is making
life richer, and of experiments which are resulting in the

creation of beauty and the appreciation of art which adds

worth to life. While the author has given us a booklet

practical and definite in its suggestions for programs and

types of crafts, the publication is even more valuable as

an interpreter of the values of art to the individual and

the community.

Adult Educotion for Social Needs
Edited by Thomas H. Nelson. Association Press, New

York. $1.00.

This occasional study grew out of the meeting of the

Educational Council held in New Haven in June,

1933, at which the need for further adult education was

discussed in relation to the program of the Young Men's

Christian Associations. All of the relevant papers pre-

sented there have been included, at least in part, in this

booklet, though other recent sources have Ix:en drawn

upon for helpful materials. The addresses and discus-

sions have been grouped under four general headings :

(1) Learning to Think and Act on Social Issues; (2)

Methods of Developing Adult Education Programs;

(3) Adult Education in the Young Men's Christian As-

sociations, and (4) Appendices. Under this heading are

to be found a Report of the Committee on Next Steps

and a bibliography and list of source material.

Guide to Play Selection
By Milton Smith. D. Appleton-Century Company, New
York. $1.25.

This publication of the National Council of Teachers

of English presents a descriptive index of full length

and short plays for production by schools, colleges and

little theaters. The list is divided into two main sections,

the first containing an index and descriptions of full

length plays, while the second deals similarly with one

act plays. The list of full length plays is divided into

four sections—Greek and Roman, Medieval and Eliza-

bethan, 1650-1870 Plays, and Modern Plays. The list is

indexed in a way which makes it exceedingly usable.

k

The Story-Telling Hour
Edited for the New York Story League by Carolvn S.

Bailey. Dodd, Mead & Company, New York. $2.00.

A COMPLETE GUIDE illustrated with specific examples of

all types of stories, their uses and how to tell them.

It contains chapters on story-telling and the drama, on

puppetry and costuming, folk lore, legends and ghost

.stories, fairy tales and stories for holidays, poetry for

the story hour, the story in nature teaching, in religious

education, art appreciation and adult education. A valu-

able feature of the book is an exhaustive bibliography

of stories and books made up of seven hundred tested

and readily available references.

Planning and National Recovery
Published by National Conference on Citv Planning, 130

East 22nd Strefet, New York. $3.00

This volume contains the proceedings of the twenty-

fifth National Conferences on City Planning held

jointly with the American Civic Association at Balti-

more, Maryland, October 9 to 11, 1933. The addresses

are classified under the following general headings :

Planning and National Recovery ; Large-Scale Regional

and Rural Land Planning, and Slum Clearance and City

Planning.

Alfred Bettman in his presidential address, "City and

Regional Planning in Depression and Recovery," said :

"A period of depression is a period of challenges of

values, demands for justification of that which the com-

munities have built or propose to build. A depression

period is, consequently, one which peculiarly needs to

nurture and apply the principles and techniques of what

we call planning. . . . Where there is understanding of

planning, belief in it, consciousness of its significance,

theoretically depression should result in the preservation

and increase of appropriations for city and regional

planning rather than their destruction or decrease."

The Appalachian Trail
Issued by the Appalachian Trail Conference, 901 Union
Trust Building, Washington, D. C. $.25.

^NuTDOOR enthusiasts and hikers, especially those in
^^ eastern states, will welcome this booklet telling of

the Appalachian Trail project described as "a mammoth
amateur recreational project almost entirely the result of

voluntary eflforts of outdoor organizations and interested

individuals." In addition to a detailed description of the

trail, which now extends over 2,000 miles through four-

teen states from Maine to Georgia, the booklet gives a

history of the trail, its route, guide book date, and a

bibliography.
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48 NEW BOOKS IN THE LEISURE TIME FIELD

Athletic Handbook of Woman's Games— 1933-1934.

Prepared by Subcommittee on Athletic Games of the

Women's Rules and Editorial Committee of the A.
P.E.A. American Sports Publishing Company, New
York. $25.

The revised .\thletic Handbook contains many games
for fall and winter use in the g>-mnasium and recreation

room, as well as out-of-doors. There are descriptions
of team games of proved popularity and easy organiza-
tion which are in themselves satisfying as well as usable

in elementary and high schools in learning skills for

some of the more difficult team games. .-Xmong these

games are long ball, soccer, basel)all and Newcomb. For
those not fitted for or interested in vigorous team games
are directions for playing games of an individual type
which may be use<l as recreation in after school years,

such as table tennis. Badminton, deck tennis and Ameri-
can handball.

"Kit" 36.

Edited hy Lynn and Katherine Rohrbough. Church
Recreation Service, Delaware, Ohio. $.25.

"Kit" 36 contains directions for making equipment for

Hexa. indoor box hockey, indoor tether ball and table

shinny. In addition, there are directions for twenty-five

group games and a numlier of rhythmic activities. In

this issue of the Kit Mr. Rohrbough makes the announce-

ment that on account of the demand for models of games
and puzzles for use in game shop projects arrangements
have been made with various mountain schools and un-

employed craftsmen to construct a number of games at

littk; cost. Further information regarding this may be

secured from Mr. Rohrbough.

Play Readings.

Selected and edited by Louise M. Frankenstein.

Samuel French, New York. $1 50.

The scenes and speeches from well-known and for the

most part modern playwrights brought together in this

collection may be used not only for practice in dramatic

classes but for radio auditions and .screen tests. The
table of contents is arranged by character to simplify the

ktcation of just the scene which fits the individual case.

This dc\ice makes the book readily usable. The selections

were made after consultation with drama school directors

and officials of both radio broadcasting and movinK
picture companies.

Growing Beauty.

By Nathalie Moulton Worden and Ernestine Perry.
Published by National Highway Beautification

Council, 60 Sherman Street, Springfield, Massa-
chusetts. $.50.

This school study and activity outline is organized
around its own theme—appreciation of outdoor beautv

and responsibility for its preservation and creation. It

is not offered as an additional subject hut presents a

wealth of resources in units of work to enrich the course*

in nature. English and social studies Activities which

may be undertaken by children from first grade through

junior high school are careftdly outlined to assure

actual achievement. Factual material appears in an ap-

pended statement which also includes rcla'cd poems and

music, stories of actual projects undertaken by l)oys and

girls, and a hihliography' of stories and informational

material. The outline offers unusual material in nature

appreciation which cannot (ail to be of interest to recre-

ation workers.

Happy Journeys to Yesterday.

By (Kx>rgc A. Hastings. G. P. Putnam's Son*, New
York. $200.

In these brief jrmmty* the airthor. who has been a

farm boy, teacher, newspaper writer, social worker and

member of a president's secretariat in the White House,

deftly recreates the setting and the pleasures of simpler

days. We revisit with him the circus and the county fair ;

we renew acquaintance with country hotels and town
halls ; we go fishing and "tap" the sugar-bush. Whether
we grew up in the country or the city, these leisurely

journeys along the road of recollection will have their

appeal.

Municipal Index and Atlas.

American City Magazine Corporation, 470 Fourth
Avenue, New York. $5.00,

The tenth annual edition of the Municipal Index, like

its predecessors, is a practical reference lx)ok for city,
town and county officials, engineers and others concerned
with local government. There are maps and city lists,

directories of municipal officials and data on the various
services of governmcn'. One section is devoted to parks,
playgrounds, swimming pools and airports.

Money Raising Parties.

By H. D. Edgren. George Williams College, 5315
Drexel Avenue, Chicago, Illinois. $.20.

Thirty-seven plans for raising money are outlined in

this mimeograjrfied bulletin which offers new ideas for col-

lecting money, foi sales and bazaars, entertainments, sell-

ing articles, and social programs and parties.

My Book of Parties.

By Madeline Snyder. Doubleday, Doran & Company,
Inc., Garden City, New York. $2.00.

For five years Miss Snyder, the author, has directed

the Children's Entertainment Bureau in New York City,
an actual "party factory" where parties are planned and

given. This book represents the "party factory" in print.

It is a workable guide to all kinds of entertainment for

children describing in detail games and parties which
have been tried and tested, among them a Mad March
Hare Party, a Silhouette Party, a Bird 1 ligration Party,
a Pirate and a Gypsy Trail Party, and impromptu and

rainy day parties.

OflSccrs and Directors of the National

Recreation Association

OFFICERS
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The Recreation Line Has Held

WITH
FOURTEEN million persons out of work, with national income reduced one-half from

the peak period—what of recreation, what of tax-supported opportunities for "more
abundant living" in the playgrounds and in the recreation centers; what of municipally

encouraged music, drama, craftsmanship, nature activities back in the home and throughout the

community in the Year of Our Lord 1933?

The President of the United States has repeatedly declared for the maintenance of the

"abundant life." So has Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt. So has Harry Hopkins who has carried

on so valiantly in the national relief work. So have labor leaders and industrial leaders. America

has not favored giving up living because again as in pioneer days she faced great difficulties locally

and nationally.

True, salaries have been cut, capital expenditures for recreation through regular tax funds

have practically ceased. Yet even from the regular tax funds there has been no substantial re-

duction in recreation leadership. From relief funds there have been tremendously increased ex-

penditures for recreation leadership to give work to the unemployed and at the same time render

a fundamentally important service to the communities' centers for "living." Tennis courts,

playgrounds, parks, swimming pools have been vastly improved by unemployed labor.

Volunteers have risen up to continue recreation centers that would otherwise have been

closed. A single year has shown a fifty per cent increase in volunteers for the country as a whole.

It is evident that as years go by many of the increased hours of leisure can be captured for a co-

operative plan under which one individual will freely give leadership in music, another in drama,

another in the use of tools, to help all in securing more "durable satisfactions in living," in mak-

ing the United States a land where there are more happy men and women, with only that kind

and that degree of discontent which is essential to progress.

Very natural has been the tremendous increase in attendance at the indoor recreation

centers in a time of unemployment, and the great increase in the use of the indoor swimming

pools.

America for another year has stood by her local recreation systems. The havoc of un-

employment has not disrupted the community recreation centers which Colonel Theodore

Roosevelt, when he was President, declared to be one of the most significant achievements of

American life.

With all the disaster of the four years past, right now there is greater recognition that

the purpose of our world is not the earning of just food, clothing, shelter,—essential as that

is; that education and industry must be directed toward making possible abundant and satisfy-

ing living for all in the present here and now.

Howard Braucher.

MAY, 1934
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May Lures Us Out-of-Doors

Ctmrmy "Tkt Krlffm," Atril. lit*
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Ttie Service of the National Recreation Movement

in 1933

588 cities in 43 states were given personal service through the visits

of field workers.

116 cities were helped in conducting their recreation activities for

Negroes.

4,960 requests for advice and material on amateur drama problems
were submitted to the Drama Service.

48 cities in 16 states received service from the Katherine F. Barker

Field Secretary on Recreation for Girls and Women.

126 institutions for children and the aged were visited personally by
the field secretary on Play in Institutions. Additional service was given

through special communications and bulletins issued to more than 300
institutions.

21,605 boys and girls in 531 cities received badges or certificates

for passing the Association's athletic badge tests.

37 states were served through the Rural Recreation Service con-

ducted in cooperation with the Extension Service of the United States De-

partment of Agriculture. 6,558 people attended the 111 institutes which

were held.

21 states received visits from the representative of the National Phy-
sical Education Service. In addition, service was given through corre-

spondence, consultation and monthly News Letters.

5,122 different communities received help and advice on recreation

problems through the Correspondence and Consultation Bureau.

88 communities were served through social recreation institutes and

leadership training courses.

The Music Service issued bulletins, gave correspondence and consul-

tation service, and through personal visits helped a number of cities plan

programs and train volunteers for community music activities.

Through the Publications and Bulletin Service publications were

issued on various recreation subjects and a regular bulletin service was

maintained.

Recreation, the monthly magazine of the movement, was received by

1,109 cities and towns.
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A Summary of Community Recreation in 1933

Cities reporting play leadership or supervised facilities. 1,036

New play areas opened in 1933 for the first time 653*

Total number of separate play areas reported 15,038

Total number of play areas and special facilities reported :

Outdoor playgrounds 7,434

Recreation buildings 777

Indoor recreation centers 3,702

Athletic -fields 1,886

Baseball diamonds 4,224

Playground baseball diamonds 5,572

Bathing beaches 530

Golf courses 370

Ice skating areas 1 ,740

Ski jumps 66

Stadiums 106

Summer camps . 120

Swimming pools ..... 1 ,048

Wading pools 1,002

Tennis courts 9,921

Handball courts . . 912

Toboggan slides 265

Total number of employed recreation leaders . . 28,368'

Total number of leaders employed full time the year
round 3,751*

Total number of volunteer leaders 1 3,482

Bonds voted for recreation purposes $ 952,000.00

Total expenditures reported for public recreation $27,065,854.28*

(1) Recreation building^s and indoor centers open for first time are not included in

this nuiri)er.

(2) 7,283 of the total ntanber and 1,405 of the number employed year round were

paid from emergency funds.

(3) Of this total $5,991,303.57 was spent from emergency funds.
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May 1934

Community Recreation Leadership and Facilities

in 1,036 Cities

THE
Year Book of the National Recreation

Association is a report of the pubHc recrea-

tion facilities, leadership, expenditures, and

programs of American municipalities. It is pri-

marily a statement of community recreation ac-

tivities conducted under leadership and of facili-

ties used primarily for active recreation. In order

to be included in the Year Book, a city must re-

port one or more playgrounds or indoor recreation

centers conducted under leadership, or a major

recreation facility such as a golf course, swim-

ming pool, or bathing beach, the operation of

which requires regular supervision or leadership.

The Year Book contains reports of such recre-

ation facilities and activities provided by many

municipal and county park authorities, but does

not include all types of park service. Recreation

programs provided by industrial concerns and

other private agencies for the benefit of the entire

community and which are not restricted to special

groups are also reported. Similarly, reports of

many school playgrounds, recreation centers, and

other recreation service provided by school au-

thorities are published, but statements concerning

school physical education programs, music, drama,

and other similar activities conducted as a part

of the regular school curriculum are not included

in the Year Book.

A total of 1,036 cities are represented in the

Year Book for 1933. Reports from five cities and

one county* were received too late to be listed in

the statistical tables. With emergency funds

made available for recreation use, a special effort

was made in gathering facts for Year Book pub-

lication to secure those concerning expenditure of

such funds as well as those funds available

through regular sources of taxation and other-

wise. Nine hundred seventy-seven cities reported

recreation work financed from regular sources

while fifty-nine communities reported programs

entirely financed by emergency funds, making the

total of 1,036 communities represented in the

Year Book.

There is always some variation from year to

year in the individual communities sending re-

ports. Of those included in the 1932 Year Book,

one hundred sixty-five do not appear in this pub-

lication. On the other hand, a correspondingly

larger number was received, which more than

balance those not submitting reports for 1933.

Many of these communities sent reports for the

first time. A minor portion of those not included

this year reported discontinuance of their play-

ground and recreation programs for 1933, but the

larger number simply failed to respond to re-

quests for information concerning their recrea-

tion service.

In consulting the summary tables and com-

ments which are explanatory of the statistical

tables contained in the Year Book, it should at all

times be borne in mind that facts quoted, except

in certain exceptions, relate to all work on which

reports have been received, regardless of the way
in which the program is financed. These excep-

tions apply to facts regarding expenditures and

employed leadership, in which cases detailed in-

formation has been given.

Total expenditures reported by 795 cities reach-

ed $21,074,550.71 as compared with $28,092,263.09

by 914 cities in 1932. This does not, however,

give an accurate picture of expenditures made for

recreation purposes since emergency funds came

to the relief of curtailed budgets in many in-

stances. In addition to the above sum available

from regular sources, an additional expenditure

*
Reports from the following cities and county were re-

ceived too late to be listed in the statistical tables : Cros-

sett, Arkansas ; Pueblo, Colorado ; Waterbury, Connecti-

cut; Pensacola, Florida; Hopedale, Massachusetts, and
Hudson County, N. J.
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of $5,991,303.57 was made from emergency funds

as reported by 222 cities. Therefore, the total ex-

penditure for recreation as reported for 1933 was

$27,065,854.28, less than 4% decrease from the

amount spent the previous year. It is entirely pos-

sible that expenditures during 1933 would have

been found to equal those of the preceding year
had it been possible to secure complete informa-

tion regarding emergency fund expenditures. In

addition to the 222 cities reporting the amount

given above, eighty-eight cities indicated the ex-

tensive use of emergency funds for leadership or

in connection with facilities, or both, but were

unable to state the amount expended.
It should further be kept in mind that the

greatest use of emergency funds for recreation

purposes followed the inauguration of the CW.-\

program, which did not go into effect until No-

vember, 1933, and was not in full force until

after January i, 1934. For this reason the bulk

of CWA funds used for recreation purposes does

not appear in this publication since the Year Book

covers only the calendar year for 1933.

It is impossible to estimate the full benefit

which cities have derived from emergency fund

sources. Many have been enabled to make im-

provements to existing facilities or develop or

construct new areas or facilities which might have

been delayed for years under ordinary circum-

stances.

. In considering any statement of expenditures
in the Year Book, attention should be called to the

fact that only certain types of recreation service

are reported. While such services as museums,
art galleries, entertainments and celebrations, gen-

eral park services, and similar types of munici-

pal services are provided for recreational pur-

poses, only the facilities used for more active types

of recreation are included in the Year Book, as

previously explained.

The total number of recreation buildings re-

mains practically the same, showing only a slight

increase over the number reported in 1932. The
increase in participation, however, is very notice-

able, showing fully 75% increase in attendance.

This increase is due without doubt to the efforts

made by cities to provide more adequately for the

needs of the unemployed as well as for the in-

creased interest in others who are enjoying
shorter working hours and increased time and in-

clination for indulging in leisure time activities.

Another decided item of increase is noted in

indoor centers, both as to number reported and

participation. This increase is due both to the

wider scope given to types of centers reported
and to the same conditions increasing the use of

recreation buildings. This year an effort was
made to secure information regarding all indoor

centers provided by the agency reporting, whether

under leadership of this agency or under leader-

ship provided by individual groups using the cen-

ters. This naturally increased the number since

only centers under leadership provided by the re-

porting agency have previously been included. A
wider use of indoor facilities has also been made

possible by the availability of emergency paid
leaders. It has been found, however, that the

greatest effectiveness of such leadership has been

realized when under the general supervision of

trained and experienced staff workers. Indoor fa-

cilities such as indoor swimming pools, handball

courts, and such indoor activities as arts and

crafts and folk dancing have shown the greatest

relative increases in participation as would be ex-

pected under the circumstances.

The total number of centers reported by 323
cities was 3,702 as compared with 2,052 reported

by 269 cities in 1932.

Winter sfxirts facilities show a great increase

in participation as a result of the severe weather

of the past winter. The number of facilities re-

ported remains approximately the same in rela-

tion to the number of cities reporting them.

Golf course participation shows a decided in-

crease with not much variation in the number of

facilities reported. Water sports show the great-

est relative decrease except in connection with in-

door pools where approximately 45% increase ap-

pears. This is doubtless due to the increased use

of indoor center facilities.

The table on special recreation activities indi-

cates the wide range of recreational interests

served by recreation departments and the extent

to which opportunities for enjoyment of partici-

pation in athletic, social, dramatic, musical, nature,

and other activities are afforded to large numbers

of people. Viewed over a period of years, it is

interesting to note the growth in variety and num-
ber of activities offered by recreation departments.

Although the list given in this publication is by
no means an exhaustive catalogue of activities, it

does contain more than double the number of

special activities reported by recreation depart-

ments a decade ago. Fully as many more might
tie added to the present list if a complete picture

were to be given.
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The tables on recreation administration serve to

show from year to year the types of administra-

tive authorities reporting in the Year Book. On
the whole there is a rather consistent decrease in

privately supported recreation programs with the

trend toward tax supported commissions, boards,

and similar governmental units. This has been

especially true this past year with the inevitable

depletion of private funds and increased use of

tax supplied emergency funds. Full credit should

be given to those private agencies which have con-

tinued to function through the years of depression

and in many cases have carried the entire finan-

cial burden of recreation programs.
Never before has attention been so focused

upon the use of leisure time and the opportunities

for enrichment of living to be gained in leisure

hours. Scarcely a magazine or newspaper but

what refers in some way to the "new leisure," to

say nothing of the many books appearing on the

subject and the increasing interest being shown in

adequate preparation for its use. Significant

trends suggest an increased use of national in-

come for educational, recreational, and cultural

pursuits
—those concerned not with the produc-

tion of goods, but with the provision of oppor-
tunities for more abundant living. It is believed

that such a report of accomplishments in com-

munities throughout the country as is given in the

Year Book will provide data which will be of

value in expanding recreation service in these and

other communities. May it also provide inspira-

tion and encouragement for greater and more ef-

fective service in the coming year by reflecting

the results of courage and high endeavor of the

past year.

Leadership

During 1933 a total of 21,085 workers were en-

ployed by 761 cities out of the total of 1,036

cities represented in the Year Book. Of this num-

ber 11,164 were men and 9,991 were women
while 2,346 represents the number of men and

women employed full time throughout the year

for recreation service. The entire number of

workers mentioned above and listed in the follow-

ing table were employed by funds appropriated

through regular channels for recreation purposes.

The total number of communities benefitting

from the service of employed leaders was con-

siderably in excess of 761 cities since the recrea-

tion departments of various cities and counties ap-

pearing as units in the statistical table actually

served many nearby communities.

It is most heartening to note that in spite of

many financial difficulties the number of cities re-

porting workers employed year round has not de-

Recreation Workers Paid from Regular Funds

creased. While a few cities have found it neces-

sary to decrease their number of full time work-

ers, or in some cases to suspend their year round

programs, other cities have been added to the

year round list so that the gaps have been filled.

It is also encouraging to note an increase from

2,270 to 2,346 in the number of workers em-

ployed on a full time year round basis. This in-

crease may be due in part to some variation in

individual cities reporting, but on the whole there

is little change from year to year in the Year

Book representation of this group.
The decrease in the total number of workers

paid from regular funds from 23,037 in 1932 to

21,085 in 1933 is, therefore, to be. found in the

ranks of part time year round and seasonal work-

ers. The decrease, however, has been more than

balanced by the use of workers paid from emer-

gency funds a shown in the following statistics :

1031

Cities reporting employed recreation workers 834

Men workers employed 13,053

Women workers employed 12,455

Total workers employed 25,508

Cities reporting workers employed year round 258

Men workers employed full time year round i,359

Women workers employed full time year round i ,327

Total workers employed full time year round 2,686
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Recreation Workers Paid from Emergency Funds
1931 1932 193i

Cities reporting employed recreation workers ... ... 179
Men workers employed ... ... 4,236
Women workers employed ... ... 3,047

Total workers employed ... ... 7,283

Cities reporting workers employed year round ... ... 34
Workers employed full time year round ... ... 1,405

Recreation Workers Paid from Both Regular and Emergency Funds

Men workers employed 15,400

Women workers employed 12,968

Total workers employed full time year round 3,75 1

Volunteers

Three hundred thirty-five cities reported the en- recreation leadership is a strong indication of the

listment of 13482 volunteers in carrying on rec- widespread recognition of the need and value of

reation work during 1933. This means an in- leadership as well as the opportunity for service

crease of approximately 50% over the 9,280 vol- and the satisfaction to be gained from this type

unteers reported by 323 cities in 1932. The re- of leadership. Several instances were reported

sponse of volunteer workers to the call of recre- where practically the entire recreation program
ation departments unable to meet through their was made possible only because of the service of

paid staffs the increased demands and needs for volunteers.

Play Areas and Centers

A total of 15,038 play areas and centers un- The total number of outdoor playgrounds

der leadership are reported. Of this number increased from 6,990 in 1932 to 7,434 in 1933.

551 are reported open in 1933 for the first while the number of cities reporting play-

time. Separate statistics are given in connec- grounds showed a slight decrease from 736 to

tion with playground areas and recreation 723- A casual survey of reports would indicate

, .. , • r 11 that the loss m the number of cities reporting
buildings for white people and for colored

^^^,^ ^^j, ^.^^.^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ population brackets

people, but no such distinction is made in re-
. j^^^^ ^^ difficulties involved in financing sum-

cording athletic fields, bathing beaches, golf ^^^ programs, whereas the larger cities were

courses, play streets, summer camps, and in-
n,Qj.e successful in securing emergency funds and

door centers which appear in the following ^gre thus able in many cases to open additional

summaries. playgrounds.

Outdoor Playgrounds

Total number of outdoor playgrounds (721 cities) 7,082

Open year round ( 146 cities) 1,304

Open during the summer months only (598 cities) 4>390

Open during school year only (63 cities) 456

Open during summer and other seasons (125 cities) 932

Average daily summer attendance of participants (494 cities) 1,392,317*

Average daily summer attendance of spectators {308 cities) 408,116*

Total number of outdoor playgrounds open in 1933 for the first time

(138 cities) 489

* In addition to thia ntanber, 13 citiei reported an ayerage daily (ummer attendance of both participant* and apectator*

totaling 56,388.
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In addition to the foregoing, outdoor playgrounds for colored people are reported as follows :

Total number of playgrounds for colored people (122 cities) 352

Open year round (29 cities) 80

Open summer months only (89 cities) 197

Open school year only (11 cities) 24

Open summer and other seasons (22 cities) 51

Average daily summer attendance of participants (61 cities) 44,14^

Average daily summer attendance of spectators (41 cities) 12,807

Total number of playgrounds for colored people open in 1933 for the

first time (21 cities) 32
Total number of playgrounds for white and colored people (723 cities) 7.434

Total average daily summer attendance of participants and spectators,

white and colored (5,147 playgrounds) 1,913,776

Total yearly or seasonal attendance of participants and spectators at

playgrounds for white and colored people (5,966 playgrounds in

499 cities) 233,780,307

Recreation Buildings
The total number of recreation buildings re- these facilities. The number of buildings in-

ported remains about the same as in 1932 in creased very slightly over 770 reported in 1932,

proportion to the number of cities reporting while the number of cities reporting buildings

was only four less than reported in 1932.

Total number of recreation buildings (215 cities) 687
Total yearly or seasonal attendance of participants (388 buildings in

151 cities) 36,473.737

In addition, recreation buildings for colored people are reported as follows :

Total number of recreation buildings for colored people (47 cities) .... 90
Total yearly or seasonal attendance of participants (49 buildings in

34 cities) 1,364,922

Total number of recreation buildings for white and colored people

(231 cities) 777
Total yearly or seasonal participants at recreation buildings for white

and colored people (437 buildings in 161 cities) 37,838,659

Indoor Recreation Centers

As a result of the rapidly increasing need information regarding recreation centers pro-
for recreation programs offering opportunities vided by the agency reporting and operated
for adult recreation, a large number of indoor both under leadership provided by that agency
centers were opened, mainly for adult use dur- and under neighborhood or other leadership

ing 1933. Further impetus was given by the provided by the group using the center,

opportunity to secure the services of emer- The following table gives a detailed account

gency paid workers assigned for work with of the indoor centers listed under one heading
adults through boards of education and recre- in the statistical tables without reference to

ation boards. In order to gain as complete a type of leadership provided. The figures in

picture as possible of this type of program a parentheses refer to the number of cities re-

special effort has been made to secure detailed porting each item.

Centers Operated Under Leadership of Agency Reporting
Number of Centers Attendance

Open an average of 3 or more sessions weekly 1,820 (249) 14,947,344 (167)

Open an average of less than 3 sessions weekly 905 (131) 5,707,915 (102)

Centers Operated Under Neighborhood or Other Leadership:

Open an average of 3 or more sessions weekly 435 (40) 1,075,818 (17)

Open an average of less than 3 sessions weekly 542 (24) 677,116 (19)

Total number of indoor recreation centers 3,702 (323)
Total attendance 22,408,193 (226)
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Play Streets

Thirty-three cities report a total of 219
streets closed for play under leadership. Only
14 of these streets in 4 cities were open in 1933
for the first time. Although comparatively
few in number, these play streets serve large
numbers of people as indicated by the fact

that 15 cities report an average daily attend-

ance of 24,811 participants.

Other Recreation Facilities

The following list of several important rec-

reation facilities indicates the extent to which

they were provided and used during 1933. In

making comparisons with corresponding sta-

tistics submitted for 1932, the greatest varia-

tion is noted in connection with winter sports.

Facilities

Athletic Fields

Numbed

1.886 (549)

Baseball Diamonds, Playground. . . 5,572 (544)

Baseball Diamonds, Playgrounds.. 5,572 (544)

Bathing Beaches 530 (250)

Golf Courses (9-holes) 179 (132)

Golf Courses (18-holes) 191 (131)

Handball Courts 912 (146)

Ice Skating Areas 1,740 (282)

Ski Jumps 66 (38)

Stadiums 106 (93)

Summer Camps 120 (70)

Swimming Pools (indoor) 297 (124)

Swimming Pools (outdoor) 751 (329)

Tennis Courts 9,921 (640)

Toboggan Slides 265 (81 )

Wading Pools 1,002 (342)
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The reason for these increases is self-evident

when the severe weather of the past winter,

making winter sports possible, is recalled.

The greatest apparent decrease in compari-
son with 1932 occurred in the use of water

facilities and bathing beaches. In general the

number of recreation facilities reported as well

as numbers using these facilities show very
little variation in comparison with the previous

year. Throughout the following table the fig-

ures in parentheses indicate the number of

cities reporting in each particular case and the

figures in brackets indicate the number of fa-

cilities for which information relative to par-

ticipation is given.

Participants



Management
The following tables indicate the number of

public and private agencies of various types which

conducted recreation facilities and programs listed

in this report. Since two or more agencies sub-

mitted reports in a number of cities, each of these

cities has been recorded two or more times in the

tables. Comparable figures are given for 1933 and

1928.

Municipal
The forms of municipal administration in the cities reporting are summarized as follows:

Numbcf of Aqencics Reporting

Managing Authority

Pari: Commissions, Boards, Departments, and Committees

Playground and Recreation Commissions, Boards, and Departments 93 ft

Boards of Education and other School Authorities

Mayors, City Councils, City Managers, and Borough Authorities

Park and Recreation Commissions, Boards, and Departments
**

Municipal Playground Committees, Associations, and Advisory
Commissions

Departments of Public Works

Departments of Parks and Public Property or Buildings

Departments of Public Welfare

Chambers of Commerce , . .

Departments of Finance and Revenue

Water Departments

Departments of Public Safety

Swimming Pool Comrnissions

Other Departments
Golf Commissions

1923



Private

Private organizations maintaining playgrounds, recreation centers, or community recreation activi-

ties are reported as follows :
j^.„^^^^ ^f ^sr^^.V, Reporting
1923

IS6

Managing Authority
•

Playground and Recreation Associations, Committees, Councils, and

Leagues, Community Service Boards, Committees and Associations. . . .

Community House Organizations, Community and Social Center Boards,
and Memorial Building Associations 24

Civic and Community Leagues, Neighborhood, and Improvement
Associations 20

Women's Qubs and other organizations 23
Y. M. C. A.'s and Y. W. C. A.'s

Parent Teacher Associations

Kiwanis Clubs

Industrial Plants

Churches

Welfare Federations and Associations, Social Service Leagues, Settle-

ments, and Child Welfare Organizations
American Legion ....

Lions Qubs
Park and Playground Trustees

Rotary .Clubs ....

Universities and Colleges

Chambers of Commerce and Commercial Qubs
Athletic Associations, Outing Qubs, Winter Sports Qubs

Community Clubs ...
American Red Cross

Boys' Work Organizations
Miscellaneous

II

20

4

14

7

12

I

I

6

2

2

2

15

1928

137

29

21

16

9
12

4
10

12

5

2

9

5

2

3
2

18

Agencies Reporting Full Time Year Round Workers
Summarized in the following table are the

types of municipal and private agencies report-

ing one or more recreation workers employed
on a full time year round basis during 1933.

In a number of cities, two or more agencies

report year round workers. It should there-

fore be kept in mind that the information given
indicates agencies rather than cities.

As shown by analysis of types of reporting

agencies in previous years, it is noted that

again in 1933 a large percentage of cities ad-

ministering recreation through recreation

boards, commissions, or independent depart-
ments of bureaus employed at least one work-

er for full time recreation service throughout
the year.

On the other hand, relatively few other

types of administrative agencies employed
workers on a year round basis. Several of the

private agencies reporting such workers con-

trol few facilities but serve primarily to pro-

mote and supplement the work of municipal

agencies in the same cities.
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Municipal

1933

68

32

12

7

12

4
8

4
6

7

4

4

3
I

5

4
I

5

2

2

7

Number of

AgenciesManaging Authority

Playground and Recreation Commissions,

Boards, and Departments 131

Park Commissions, Boards, Bureaus, and

Departments 38*
Boards of Education and other School

Authorities 22

Park and Recreation Commissions and De-

partments II

Municipal Playgrounds Committees, Rec-

reation Associations, etc i

Departments of Public Welfare 5

Departments of Parks and Public Prop-

erty 4

Departments of Public Works 5

Municipal Golf Commissions i

City Councils 3

Combined municipal departments 7

Combined municipal and private agencies 2

* Eleven of these park authorities are in Chicago and
New York City.



Private
Number of

Managing Authority Agencies

Playground and Recreation Associations, 26

Committees, Community Service

Playground and Recreation Associations,

Community Building Associations, Com-

munity House Boards, and Recreation

Center Committees 20

Settlements and Neighborhood House As-

sociations, Welfare Federations, etc... 3

Industrial Plants 4

Park and Playground Trustees 3

Community Clubs 2

Miscellaneous 5

Finances
Expenditures totaling $21,074,550.71 sup- through the CWA program, which was not

plied from regular sources of appropriation or in full force until after January i, 1934.

allocation were reported by 795 cities for the _,, ^ ^ 1 x- j • j-^ -^ '^'' The greatest relative decrease in expendi-

„„ ., , , . , tures from regular funds is noticeable in ex-
While a general decrease is shown over ex- ..

<• 1 j 1. 'u- j *.

f ... . penditure for land, buildings, and permanent
penditures from hke sources in 1932, an accur- '

. ^ 1 -i ...i. n ^ 1 4.- j „„„'^
. . . , ,.^' equipment, while the smallest relative decrease

ate picture of actual expenditures for 1933 . ^, j-^ r 1
• a"^

. , , , , , occurs in the expenditure for salaries and
must include those made from emergency , ,, ,. -0 ^\. c ^i. •*.

. . , , , wages for leadership. Both of these items as
funds shown in detail in the statistical tables ,, ^, .^ , ,.,

, . , , „ , , . . . well as other items of expenditure were very
which follow the regular recreation statistics ^ , ^- n • j 1 •

i.- r „
, . ,,. -n. , substantially increased by appropriations from

in this Year Book. , ,

, ,. , ^ emergency funds.
A total expenditure of $5,991,303.57 was re-

*= -^

ported by 222 cities. This amount represented The following table presents a comparison

expenditure only to December 31, 1933, and between expenditures for the past three years.

therefore includes only a very small part of In each instance the figures in parentheses

funds made available for recreation purposes represent the number of cities reporting.

1931 1932 1933

Land, Buildings, Permanent Equipment $10,691,176.59 $ 6,104,051.33 $ 2,142,630.2^

(383 cities) (273 cities) (233 cities)

Upkeep, Supplies' and Incidentals $ 5,482,844.16 $ 5,486,540.05 $ 3,838,241.11

(693 cities) (658 cities) (602 cities)

Salaries and Wages for Leadership $ 7,943,879.82 $ 6,950,512.85 $ 6,253,415.64

(729 cities) (641 cities) (604 cities)

For Other Services $ 5,383,81 1.97 $ 5,628,192.66 $ 4,342,140.21

(447 cities) (466 cities) (388 cities)

Total Salaries and Wages $15,668,137.71 $14,092,568.98 $12,485,011.04

(793 cities) (723 cities) (682 cities)

Total Regular Expenditures $36,078,585.37 $28,092,263.09 $21,074,550.71

(917 cities) (914 cities) (795 cities)

Total Emergency Expenditures $ 5>99^>3'^3-57

Grand total of Expenditures for recreation in 1933 $27,065,854.28

Sources of Support and facilities are summarized in the following

The sources from which funds were secured table. Receipts from fees and charges supple-

for financing community recreation programs ment the sources in 232 cities.

Source of Support Number of cities

Municipal Funds 647

Municipal and Private Funds 141

Private Funds 140

County 105

Miscellaneous Public Funds 2

Miscellaneous Public and Private Funds 1
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The amounts reported spent from various

sources appear in the following table. Approx-
imately 8i% of the total amount, the source

of which was reported, was derived from taxa-

Municipal and County Funds.

Fees and Charges
Private Funds

tion. Of the balance approximately 14J0 was
secured from fees and charges and $% from

private sources.

Bond Issues

Four cities report bond issues passed dur-

ing 1933 for recreation purposes totaling

$952,000. thirteen cities report an expenditure
of bond issues to the amount of $682,525.89.



Cities

Activities Reporting

Tennis 615

Volley Ball 506

Dancing
Folk Dancing 304
Social Dancing , 214

Drama
Drama Tournaments 97
Festivals 120

Pageants 196

Plays 322

Puppetry 106

Music

Community Singing 230
Christmas Caroling 154

•

Harmonica BanSs 91
Orchestras 169

Rhythmic Bands 97

Nature Activities

Hiking 278

Gardening 194

Nature Lore 130

Water Sports

Swimming 544

Swimming Badge Tests (NRA) .... 92

Winter Sports

Ice Hockey 125

Skating 249

Skiing 65

Tobogganing '. . . 74

Miscellaneous Activities

Circuses 140

First Aid 170

Playground Newspaper 63

Safety Activities 193

Number of Different
Individuals Participating

359,826 (229)

123,070 (215)
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Vohtataer Coaimittae oir Cttiieaa !!!!!!

'

Sebool Board aad City of Feradala
I Department of Parka aad Raanalioa..

\ Ceoamnily Miaie Aanaiation"
Board of Edneatioa

Racrealioa Department
Board of Edaealion

n,4M Sahecl Board
11400 Na^UKirbood Oab
11400 VOatt OiiiiiBliili

1 nitiilmiil «< BeareaHon. Board of M»-

IMO Sebool Board..

l!^?&a"»SSiSkarp Board of TttaMi.
Board of Bdoaattoa

Departeani of neerwlioa

PniadiiiriMmaiHy Amedatlon. laa."

ftrkOvvtMl
M4lClly
10410 Board

muciiBMiiji

ll^lMBikarfl
U.4«7Cllr~
«41ICIDr
11471 Ma
84J18ni>irfiil

efliiiillin

adur OMira tat B«ar4 of Utm-

of Rearealiea
1

Clly of Uror RoMa and Sckori Bowl.

I

I

M
100
8
1
1

8
18
I

t
S
»

I.
s

I .

1
t

11

u

1.

10

m

40.800^)0

84M40

1400J)0

311.18

1475.00

S....

10

80

31

IS

101

10 18

248240
1,400X10

10.000.00
35X10

61340
340845

1,400X10
400X10

400X10
88047

108,036.15

2400X10
100.00

2,145.00

700X10

16444

440.00

2475X10

350X10

500X10

3400X10

1.700X10

100.00

ISOXIO
sooxn
08247

144445

8,62844
lOOXW

1.185.74
550XM
250X10
160X10

4S2.67

2470X10

576.12

613.43
400X10

4,888.45

70145

30040
188X10

802X15

2400X10
5,000.00

72.00

17,668431
2.000.00

2347647

2,400X10
360X10
603X10

300.00

7,gOOX)0

1848848
4,50040
2847647

7240

40040

24.075X10

3.200X10
SOOXW

240040

1483X10
400X10

1.1W.00
344240
14432.41

140040
37,480.88

45,70040

S140840 ia488XI0

1(040
141440
7(848

7441

80(47
60040

147840

8140 S48440
14(141

8040
844840

84I847

14.704.40
300.00

240(40
30040
85040
lOeXB
284.16

3,460.00
150.00

1.07542
140040
1.05040
387.40

6.27746

4.401.67

4.00040
15040

541040
14t.S3l.l(
1548040

21040
800X10

13481 X»
4.008.75
15040

8X110.00

443143

(483.11
140040
847140

7.11740
1,1(441

140040

8.7U.80
1,80040

80040

2.897X10
20040

4.74548
440040

looxn

7.41040

1,787.60

47.680.10
600.00

1,800.00
(5040

74040

3.450.00

41848
15040
11242

1743148

8.450X)0

44540

11841844
168,70040

1640

42402.70
147540

17,77140
1,(8840

10040
148040
8.78(47

1,1(044
45040

84U40

8,40040

840040 1841840 I84K40

8(040

44(441

N4S

1.08640
1040040

36040
3.50040
50040

40040
54*5.73
10.71048
7.70040
50040

140040

10.610.(7
5.aooxio

88.17647
10740

1,(0040
13.60645
645040
4.90040
3.10040
50040
80040

6.7(648
13(.131.71

1040040
80040

4.(4540

1.88340
40040

8.60040
344240
16.0041

62.46340
(0040

4.10940
145040

1,13842
284.16

6,(1040
150.00

1,(7542
141348
2,10040
490.92

2340944

12451.67

4.44540
15040

1,4(740

141040"
"0.78

11840

58,78847
840.78
18040

1141140
8411XB

1,00040
344040
8,7K.87

10,18348
l,48f

"

1841840
80040

1041740
1,6(0.48

1048041
1.80040
1.78040

7.08340
65040

(40040
448(41
17,(4446

426.75

80400.13
140040
5,734.74

1,80040
80040

1408.02
7(843

(48040
1(040

245144
2418.4(
140040
4VtM

28,1(8.68

1641841

4.74540
>H«5X»

4.41140

i.mtM
841040

107440.68
13148040

(8.74747
8,808.78
S0O4O

184(5.00
(41748

1.00040
341441
3,758.67

10,80143
148040

yi.ffflftjQO

1(44140
1,74148

8040
18.18340

j^flflpjQ 44)0Oj0O

17.18840
140040
1.10040
8(848

148048
7,47S4lj 1147447
88048 18040
71048 141140
41040 41040

M
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PLAYGROUND AND COMMUNITY
Footnottt folltm

STATE AND
CITY

Pl>pui»-
AntlMritr

FkidWoikm
Eiduanof
Cirauktn

Eipnditura LMt Ftoeil Ye)

Dent

Equipmmt

Suppbe*
mod
Inei-

Silwiee and W>tee

For

Leadenhip
OUnr

Tot*]

ToUl

NawHampthlr
Clanaiaot
CoMod

Dmr. .

Mtndieitar .

Nufaua
ntUfieU ....

ABcDhurat
BaToniw
BeOeriDe
BlounfieM .^.

Bridfeton
16 BurliDXtoa

(XftOB"
Dorer
EMtOm^...
BinbcUi

E^lewood
Eaez Couotjr* .

Fkir Lftwn
FrcehaU
GmrSeld

GlenRidfe
MB*ek«ieKk .

27 Ba<k«««taini. .

IIBwrimi
KBobokn

IrvingUm
JeneyOtj...

32 Kornir
33LeaBi>
MUdi

(Lone BnDch.

tTUiburs
MMi

Moontlowa. .

MlMorrieUxni

41 Moaat Tiber
42N*wvk

41
44
4(0eeu

New Bnuavkk
North FUinUd

Oty
OiiMe .

PkMie
Paaiie CoaMjr*'.
FklMHa.

rS3ssr
UFMkAabiqr
51

•

52
51
54
55
54

Rab«B7
lUkdUUPkrk
RatWford

8oa«kOni«i57
5*8ikod nMriH ef

T(M«)r.

tWaaCoaMjr".
W«l Onaae .

Dmmm.

1U77
as.2»

1M73
2,500

7,073

7M34
<1.4«3
2«I0

10,2a«

Flaygrouiid
FUnrtnod Committee of City Couacfl.
f nraa ind FUyjpound CommiHiaa. ..

\ Neiriifaorliood Bouee AaMxiatioo, Inc.

Spenduc Conuniltac, Colonel F. L. Towne
Home

Carter Community Buildipc Aaociatioo
V*A and Common Commiaioa
Recreation Commiaaion
Sehool Board
Sebool Board

573
88,»7«

1S,«74

38,077
16,gM
10J44
44375
10,031

58.020

114J88

17.805

mjmM»
6wtB4

2S,72«
7,355

I4,5<8
3,088
15,401

5«,3«1

55,733
315,715
40,715

5J50
11,54a

I8JW
2U2t
lOAXHShada

42,017

7,200

15.1*7

1.500

442.337

34.555

«.7ao

•«.02S
UM»
ttMt

30I.12»
i3S,5U
4MI5M
IIJ55
14.422
IJOOTba

15.011
~

10.754

14.815

U,5M>

14,555 Bnwtliw CnBaMiM
»M8 Bikod Board

I.7U

UMM
MMJtt
Mart

njm

txn
umott

Board of Coomiaaooera
Board of Education
Beoeatioa CommiMKHi
Recreation Commiaaion
Johoaon Reevea FUyground Aaociation
School Board
County o( Piiin Commiaion
Recreation Commiaioo
Board of Recreation CoomiHicaen ..

Recreation Commiwion
i Board of Education
1 Social SerrieeFederatioa
Ban County Park Cnmmiwinn
Recreation CommWon
Recreation Aaociation

Community Recreation Committee—
PUypound Committoc
Boaid dl Education
Board of Education
Board of Recreation Commiaiionen . .

De|)artiBent c( Parka and Public Property
Departmant of PuUic Recreation

Department of Pirki and Public Property
Racreation Commimion
Playground Committee.

BciVen County Council of Churohea and

Berien County Y. M. C. A.

Dapartment of PuUie Parka and Beachaa

Emiucei lag Department~ '

TreeComiBiaBtan.
I Board c( Education ..

\
Daaartment of Parka and PttbUe

townabfp Recreation Ciiriimimirin .

f City cf Marriatown.

\ Womaa'a Club
Camp MaaliiW Aameialion~ ' '

of Ricreatloa, Board of

naytround CoBfflittae.

Raenatioo Ccmmiaaion
Ctty of Ocean City . .

Dapartnaat of Parka and Fitfle n«p«lr
Raenatioa Dapartment
IH— In County Park

~

Board cf Raenatlcn
uaiainal Raereatio* Danartaaat. .

CUTornUUiiabvc
Raeraation
The Radbum Amodation ....

Board of Education

Department of PubUe Wcria
Parent Taaehar Aaodation Fbyfnmad
CommHtaaand LionaClub

Bonid of Kaenatton Cnmrniaalnnan

BoanI of Uaaatioa aiMl Mapiawoad

nStaaadI
DiTJdoab

l^lfalie I^upaity.
Daiaa Caaaly Park CommMan

Difartmaal of nrka and nanronadi.

Board af EdnanUan
\jm Natta^ lii

rSSt
Boifd CI PtVNfTtMvB

OUrrfl .~'
al Balsa

1 .

1 .

1

•
45
5
7

16
1

2
4

2
7

1

6
11

3

34
7

1

3.
7
I

24 22

57

4J00XIO

7I0j00

2,15433
mtM

•mat

'

'28.66

IJOOjOO
67.03

516.72

172.06

1030

1,460.47
58630

233833
3,74830

8030
1,05030

115 17530
• 333835

50.00

6,967.62

8.023.12
30030

1.74630

35030

55.43

14530
363.16

142

80030
2.80030
80030

12530030
134030

0030

10030

130030

12530
40030

230030
13231

122 87135

158

431233
531530

1830
10030

20.08731
27535
11033

45430
35030

130030

1.10030
73(538
5.473.78

430030

2(237
331530
150.18

t,T9U»
513(031

20030
2.4*130
S0030

230030
1386.70
3.00 1.M
325.00
15030

230030
10.66730

240.00
27030
20030
27530

12.17231
21.06436
2,000.00

4.1S230
7308.02
25030
24832
30030

2.01030
17530
50030

23300.00
538330

200,00030
2,00030
45030

7530
20030

1,400.00

4,05530
78030

3,566.15
72530
18530
12530

13131231
78030
S7S30

531U>
438030
80030

7,48130

40(30

i3>4Je

130030
816.15
20030

200.41

28030

50030

2030

10333.75
4,00832

54330
36,05237

530030

31230
50.00030
433030

8.00

10030
25.00

5.06030

4.(4738

5030

130030
500.00

330030

1.7S17S

8(030
(.1(030

1,70030
330(35
1,10030

230030
1.086.70

3301.40
58530
16030

2.000.00

10.65730
260.00
27030
20030
27530

3130(36
2537237
230030
4.73530
43,M1.4e

25030
24832
30030

231030
17530

5,70030
2330030
6,1«530

25030030
(33030
45830

17530
22530

1,40030
1131530

78030

8,(U.a
72530

17530

U13123I
78030
87130

830030
14354.40
531(32
7,75030
80030

(.18432

2.(8030
(.1(030

njmxt
11.IKI30

2.50030
5,461.18
630030
3,00030

23.130.40

430030
1,154.72

3317.12
782.06

17030

13,0(0.16

6,10030
15,00030

34030
132030
20030
82530

37,64838
37,933.75
230030
6,48130

43.061.40
60030
24832
3(6.43

2363.15
32030

(30030
2(30030
^99530

375.00030
737030
5r30

17530
45030

1.80030
1531530

(1231

230030
U3((.ll
734030
20(30
47530

16039(32
135535

tuntm
1034030
12,75030

80030
9,447.19

737530
480.18

13((y0D 130630 M

8.1(030
1330030

1133138
180.74(38
1430030

10O3O
I3I432

U
M
U
P

M
M
M
U
11

M
M
kl
M
P
U
c

M
U
M
P
C
M
P
P
P
U
H
M
M
M
M
II

MAP

P
P
H
ti
II

II

MAP
M
P
P

M
II
II

M
II

M
C
M
M
M
II

M
M
M

50 .

80
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STATE AND
CITY Authority
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PLAYGROUND AND COMMUNITY
FootnoUt ioUtm

STATE AND
CITY

FbDnb-
tWB Authority

FkidWoikn
EithaiT* of
OtMun

I

EipenditurM Last Tmai Ya

Und.
Building!,

Dent

EquipoMnt

Suppliea
mnd
Inei-

dantnk

SnluiM ud Wncat

Foe

Lcndcnhip
OUmt

Toul

TMd

South Dakota
1 AberdrcD
IiCtnlon
S Uitdwa
4 IVkw

Pierre

Wttertown
Y'loklon

Tacinoeaoo
Cbattanooffm—

9 Harrifflan.

lO'KDOiTille -

II 'Memphis
12 NuhvUle
13,P»ri«

I ToKaa
14 Amtin
15 Beaumont
1« Bryan
ITlDaBal

I8|eI
Pafo

I» Foet Worth
20 Oniham

I6.M5
2,270
10,M2
UOO

3.«M
10,314

llt,79g

4JSg
109,802
2S3,I43

1UM«
t.lM

Park Board
Chamber of Commerce
PirkBoaid
American Leoon, Kimaii Chib and CItir

of Parker

City of Pierre '. . .

Community Club
V*A DetairtmeKt

Department of Public Utilitiee, Ground!
and Buildings

aehoob. Scouts and Rotary Dub
City Bureau of Recreation
Recreation Department, Park Commimoo
Board of IVk Cocominionere

Community Senriee Club

21 HiMUton

22 Ijiredn

23 Ixtngview
24 Lulina
25 New Braunhh. ,

2e,I>aDhandle

27{nainview. —
28|Raafler
2»l8aa Antonio . .

30 Teiarkana
31 Waco
32 Winnibart}

Utah
CanyonS3

34
3» _
3«'Praira

37 Sah Lake City

Varment
3S;Barrr
3* Barton

4«'Mi<Hle»»ir)-
«I *.'

-
.

1

44 Handnjpii

a Rutland

S3.I20 City Recreation Department . .

57,732 Hamwell Community Center*'
7,814 City Park Board

Park Department

I
Cooamunity Center

\ Municipal Golf Coune
Public Recteatioa Board
Bom Work Committoe

Reerealion Department
Public Parka Department
stary Club

Park and Cemetery Departmaal.
CUyof LuUnc
fwtk rieiiiu'Miiiain

SiW Rtfent Teacher Aineiation

Rayground Aaociation
Liana Club
Racreatioo Department
Playgraiuid Aaoeiation
Reereatiati Comniiiion
aty of Wn

260,476

102,431

1<3,447

4,»8I

392,322

32,ftl8

i,ai«

<,no

(,04
M08

231,M3
27JM
S2.848
1,WS

3,248
5,0g3

40,272
14,7M

140,2«7

Kiwania Club and Jordan School Diatriet

Kindergarten Club
City Raereatioa CommiMioa
Reereatiao Department
Municipal Recreation Depaitment—

VIrfllnto
Aktaadria

47Ckar<oll«arifle

CBftoarargt

1 ^'^^7 Recreatioo Coaunieaion
• ^ lUage Truateea
iki (nmmuaity Bouae

r.'t.i; Swimmiac Pod Committee
2.5IS iVoetor Put No.«, Amerieoa L«in.
wo roauDuaity Cenlar, lac

i7jisr
"

34,14»
l(J4t

1.

«4^I7
CHyOooaca

I gyBiirtaa
of Rocnalioa

ti.m

mh

nayground Department
Oty Department of Rerreation

Boon) of Kdurmtion and City of CUfloa
For»».

floyvaaad aad Reereatiao Depofteal
DvartaoBt of PuUic Works

Park Board
10,170 IVfc Dmrtaenl
NO CHy of Daranport

MUOTpK Beard
ll,7M Pkrh Board
ti,ns

a
1

IY.^M._C.
A

IJM Park Board
1 Kiwania Club
I Board of Park C

IIUI4
tOMt7

IMTt

Pkrk Board
Raeroatioa DeportaMnt,

PkrkDialriol
V*A aad Chrtaa An. cluK

M^ N
t
a

23.101 Ptrk Board

''J

t

UO

7

32,923.00

17.403JO

S80JI

'4i<l»j66
'

9i3Sli4

S.OOOM

KOjOO

laxtM

800,00

ViM

Max
2.11SMI
11,239.76

18.714.M

lh445J8
3,237,04
333,94

4,177JO
3,000il0

7.789.09

lUUM
9.148.03

lOOJXI

1734.85
800.00

90.42
400.00

IJ»0.00
7.184.84

lOOJIO

3tj00

370X10

350.00

2.0SO.OO

ijooxn
108J0

3,717JO

2,750i)a

40334.63
14.695J 1

16.048.12

1.800,00

I3,916J0
S,000i)a

1,458.00

18,112.53

16.814.49

3aoj»
6,000A>
SOOJXI

woxn
283.00

1.900.00
209X0

msx)
70IIM

300X10

1.170X10

t.500X»

18.910.19

30334
7.075J1
9,621.41

7,757.91

566.50

2,000.00

6,442X10
13,777J7

3,7O9X)0

600X10

835X10

6000

4,48SXn
240X10

4,564X17

looxn

I.5<0il0
eoojoo

I.7WXI0
I.IMXIO
oooxn

U04J1

u

2*JO:

300X10

3IJ0

nxn

Moxn
'

iT4l«.M

1.470.')»

350X10

II.4MM
38040

liumxio

8.007Jt

849,00

S03X»
100X10

ISOM

IWMt
370X10

550X»
3.310X10

300X10

s.oooxn
IflOXM

33.6rM

3.053J4
47,40934
24J1675

33J06Xn
138000
56630

13.91630
7.000X10

7.900Xn
34.055.10

19333.49

830X10

800X10

75oxn
434730

50030
3.000XIO

13130

33.U1.61

5.16834
58.649.60

7535635
130030

67.65530
5XB7XH
137735
18XM431
14.60030
l5,6Su.t>»

54.fi-'

4.1'

39.(^

M
P
M

MAP
M
M
U

M
MiP
M
M
M
M

14

15

16

17

18

a
'9

')

i

3,»'

3300XM
80030

658X»
633530
50030

31030
38930

50030
16383.07

•3030

7530
80030
Tooxn

431.10

1,470X10
350.03

630030

31030
370.43

038530
330030
3S3S334

700X10
34030
10030
500.00

UI9X»

S.OIOXIOI 1.94733

549.03
10)30
3>I3*Mt3<

13130

33030

I0.I7IX»

34030

790X10

119.66433
31.13130

11.08039 U.S
370.00 .t i

70030
837.14

I3U37

Sj090<00

535030

1437130
3.4I01I0
I.S3030

3431130

1035130

54)X»
39900
315.18

MJiP 24

M 31

P |:t

MAP 34

M U
M .19

M "

MAP

I

M
U
M
M
M
r >

M .13

3ta30 ItlJO

703.00

143.67030
8t«>4 7.1

8.10030 MU' M

1
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STATE AND
CITY

Fepd»- Ma
Authoritjr

FbidWorbn
EielutiTe of
CwaUken

EipandituTM U«t Fteol Ymt

Lud.
BuUdiofi,
Pernu-
nent

EquipiDeni

SupniiM
mad
ind-

Sklarm uid Wa(M

For

LMdcnhip
OUur

StrrfaM Total

Total

I WMtVlrglnli
1 Charicaton

CUriaburi. .

Huntinftoa

4 Martiotburi

Mihimkn.

MOmokM Couaty"
Nteoah

OriikoA

tS9l«TM0 1Poist
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56. Includes 984,838.28 spent for golf which is nnclassifled.

57. The Allegheny County Bnrean of Parks maintains recreation facilities in McCardles, Snowden, and
Brongbton.

58. Forty-two of these volunteers were sent to 22 institutions, who conducted recreational activities under

leadership of reporting agency.
50. Includes playground attendance also.

60. Other expenditures of thi.s department not included in this amount.
61. In addition to this amount services to the estimated value of $51,000.00 were supplied by the Park Depart-

ment, Water Bureau, and School District.

62. This amount represents only expenditure for leadership.
68. This report covers playground and recreation service in the following communities: Wilkes Barre, Forty

Fort, Wyoming. Georgetown, Lee Park, Newtown, Sugar Notch, Warrior Run, Swoyersvllle, Luzerne, Larksvillo,

Edwardsville, Plymouth, and Pringle.
64. Other expenditures by Park Department for upkeep and maintenance of facilities not lnclude<l in this

amount.
65. The Neighborhood Guild serves Villages of Peace Dale, Wakefield, Kingston, West Kingston, Mantanuck.

Also reaches children and adults from Town of Narragansett.
66. These plnygroun<ls are open under part time supervision.
67. The Community Recreation Association serves as a clearing house for recreation In Richmond and is a

promoting, demonstrating organization.
68. This Committee continued the playground program following dissolution of city Board of Education.
09. Oglel)ay Institute in cooperation with the Wheeling Park Commission and West Virginia Universify

conducts an experimental program of recreation activities at Oglebay Park and serves a tri-state area with a pop-
ulation of 200,000.

70. This amount expended only for development of permanent facilities for School and Park Boards.
71. The Milwaukee County Park Commission maintains recreation facilities in South Milwaukee, West Allis,

Wauwatosa, Shorewood, Greenfield, North Milwaukee, and Brown Deer.
72. In addition to this number of paid leaders many volunteers were used.

78. This amount does not include expenditures of other organizations whose facilities are used by the report-

ing agency.
74. Director of recreation is assisted by Tolnateers In supervision of facilities.

75. These are portable wading pools.

WASHINGTON, D. C.

April 27, 1934

Development and perfection oi recreational resources and iacilities will

undoubtedly exercise a most beneficial influence towards the upbuilding of

sturdy community, state and notional life. It is a broad field with many ramifi-

cations but if properly explored will result not only in the providing of employ-

ment but in permanent social recreational health giving economic and cultural

oisets of ever increasing value. There is great need for vision and for careful

and intelligent planning in this regard as well as maximum cooperation. I take

advantage of this opportunity, therefore, to congratulate the members of your

organization upon the very fine unselfish, public spirit, energy and ability with

which they have attacked these fundamentally important problems. Your

present conference is a further manifestation of these qualities and I feel sure

that your sessions will result in marked additional progress. I regret that press-

ing duties prevent me from attending but the New England Recreation Con-

ference can be assured of our cooperation to the fullest possible extent.

H. L HOPKINS, Administrator,

Federal Emergency Relief Administration.

Copy of telegram sent by Horry L. Hopkins to the New England Recrea-

tion Conference, held imder the auspices of the National Recreation Associa-

tion, at Springfield, Massachusetts, April 26-28, 1934.

%



Emergency Work Program in Recreation

for 1933

Many cities throughout the country have de-

rived much benefit in their recreation programs
not only through the use of reHef labor, which
has resulted in the improvement of existing

play areas and in the construction of nevi?

facilities, but also through the leadership made
available through relief funds. With local

budgets cut to such an extent in many cities

that funds for paid leadership were reduced to

a minimum, the play program in some cities

would have been seriously threatened had it

not been for the services of these emergency
workers. Experience has shown, however, that

without the general supervision of an experi-
enced worker the effectiveness of the services

of the relief workers is never fully realized.

In connection with the following table giv-

ing statistical information regarding leadership
and other services through relief funds, the

fact should be kept in mind that the CWA pro-

gram, through which much more leadership
was available than under the previous plan,
was not initiated until November, 1933, almost

at the close of the period on which the Year
Book report is based. The figures quoted ac-

cordingly do not give a true picture of the sit-

uation at the end of 1933.

Except in a few cases where the entire

program was under the direction of an emer-

gency staff it has been impossible to differen-

tiate between facilities supervised by regular
or emergency personnel. For that reason the

following tables include facts regarding lead-

ership and expenditure only.

LEADERSHIP
Recreation Workers Paid from Emergency Funds

Cities reporting employed recreation

workers 179
Men workers employed 4,236
Women workers employed '-3.047

Total workers employed 7,283
Cities reporting workers employed
year round 34

Total workers employed year round. . . 1,405

FINANCES
Three hundred ten cities reported the use of

emergency funds for recreation purposes. Of
this total 222 reported amounts spent while the

remaining 88 reported expenditures but were
unable to state the amount expended up to the

time the report was made. Fifty-seven of this

number reported emergency paid leaders, while

practically all indicated expenditure for im-

provement of existing areas and facilities or

construction of new ones.

The figures in parentheses in the following
table represent the number of cities reporting
in each case.

FINANCIAL STATISTICS

Land, Buildings, Permanent Equipment $3,392,518.43 (66)

Upkeep, Supplies, and Incidentals 183,487.43 (33)

Salaries and Wages :

For Leadership 892,692.26 (144)

For Labor and Other Services 1,481,821.37 (61)

Total Salaries and Wages 2,393,685.71 (174)

Total Expenditures 5,991,303.57 (222)
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Expenditures Last Fiscal Year

Land,
Buildings,
Permanent

Equipment

Upkeep,
Supplies
and

Incidentals

Salaries and Wages

For Labor
and Other
Services

Total

New York—Cont.
Watervliet

Westchester County.

Westfield

White Plains.

Yonkers

North Carolina
Durham
High Point

Smithfield
''Wilson

Winston-Salem

North Dakota
Bismarck
Minot

Ohio

Akron

Canton
Celina

Chillicothe

Cincinnati

Cleveland Heights..

Columbus..

Dayton

Hamilton
Hamilton County .

Lakewood

Lima
NUes
Portsmouth . ,

Salem
Steubenville .

Toledo

Youngstown. .

Oklahoma
Oklahoma City. . .

Ponca City

Pennsylvania
Bethlehem
Coatesviile

Greenville

Lancaster

Philadelphia. .

Pittsburgh . . .

Reading

Wilkes-Barre and

Wyoming Valley.

York

Rhode Island
Central Falls

Providence

South Carolina
Charleston

Greenville

*Spartanburg

Tennessee
Knoxville
Nashville

Austin.

Bryan.
Dallas.

Texas

16.083

520,947

3,466

35,830

134,646

52,037

36,745

2,543

12,000

75,274

11,090

16,099

255,040

104,906

4,664

18,340

451,160
50,945

290,564

200,982

62,176
589,356

70,509

42,287

16,314

42,560

10,622

35,422

290,718

170,002

185,339

16,136

67,892
14,582

8,628

59,949

1,950,961

669,817
111,171

250,000

55,254

25,898

252,981

62,265

29,154

28.723

105,802

153,866

53,120
7,814

260,476

Board of Recreational Activities. .

School Board

City of WatervUet
^V'estchester County Recreation Corn-

Playground Board
Board of Education

Community Service Commission.

Recreation Commission
Park and Playground Commission
Woman's Club

City of Wilson

Department of Physical Education and
Recreation, School Board

Park Department
.
Board of Education.

Recreation Board, City School District.

.School Board and Business Men's Clubs
Board of Park Commissioners
Public Recreation Commission
Division of Public Recreation, Board of

Education
Division of PubUc Recreation
Bureau of Recreation, Division of Parks,

Department of Public Welfare

City Park Department
Department of Public Welfare, Recreation

Division

Department of PubUc Recreation, Board
of Education

Department of Recreation
Recreation Service

Park Conmiisaion
Memorial Building Association

Recreation Board

f
Division of Recreation, Department ot

I Welfare

I
Frederick Douglass Community Associa-

I tion

Park Department

Park Recreation Department and School

Board
Park Department

Boys' Club
Department of Parks and Public Property
Playground Association

Recreation and Playground Association.

i

Board of PubUc Education
Lillie G. Newton Foundation
ivision of Recreation

Department of Public Playgrounds and
Recreation

Playground and Recreation Association of

Wyoming Valley
Recreation Commission

Board of Recreation
Board of Recreation and Department of

Public Parks

Board of Parks and Playgrounds
PhiUis W'heatley Association

Recreation Department, Woman's Club,
and City Council

City Bureau of Recreation
Board of Park Commissioners.

City Recreation Department. .

City Park Board
Park Department

35

14,500.00

37,000.00

350.00

937,166.68

13,200.00

30,000.00
2,000.00

15,117.12

^6,351.75

384.00

250,000,00

3,975.23

1,104.00

2,340.00

3,989.00
40.00

8,762.25

4,925.00
600.00

200.00

4,250.00

3,717.10

255.10

784.00

5,453.78

110.00

400.00

60.00

21,639.31

3,000.00

4,950.00
440.00

288.00

2U64.50
1,913.00

3,592.30

1,328.00

8,000.00

1,485.00

11,575.00

2,340.00

3,989.00
40.00

8,762.25

5,200.00
600.00

200.00

1,550.00

747.20

99,825.19

979.20

196,350.00

311.75

5,000.00

27,000.00

56,900.00

800.00

12,146.00

8,000.00

1,890.00

11,575.00

2,340.00

3,989.00
40.00

8,762.25

5,200.00

15,100.00
200.00

747.20

99,825.19

979.20

196,350.00

4,250.00

4,028.85

6,255.10

27,000.00

17,280.00

784.00

56,900.00

6,453.78

110.00

1,200.00
50.00

21,639.31

3,000.00

4,950.00
440.00

288.00

1,028.38

21,364.50

14,059.00

3,592.30
35.25

1,328.00

1,550.00

700.00

50.00

45,000.00

1,890.00

12,679.00
350.00

747.20

1,036,991.87

979.20

209,550.00

4,250.00

4,028.85

5,255.10

30,000.00

2,000.00

27,000.00

17,280.00

784.00

56,900.00

6,453.78

15,117.12

110.00

1,200.00
60.00

21,639.31
"

46,351.76

3,000.00

4,950.00
440.00

384.00

250,000.00

288.00

1,02838

21,364.50

18,034.23

3,692.30
35.25

1,328.00
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National Recreation Association
Incorporated

FINANCIAL STATEMENT

January I, 1933 thru December 31, 1933

General Fund Balance December 31, 1932 $ 16,156.17

Income
Contributions $181,745.63

Contributions for Specific Work 3.937-56

Interest and Dividends on Endowment Funds 8,265.76

Bank Interest 55.79

Recreation Sales, Subscriptions and Advertising 5,149.62

Badge Sales 1,844.21

Special Publication Sales 7,464.56

Business Operations 672.37

Interest and Dividends—Frances Ross Foley Memorial

Fund 255.00 209,390.50

225,546.67

Expenditures

Community Recreation Field Service $132,032.99

Field Service to Colored Communities 5,565.29

National Physical Education Service 1 1
,
1 58.45

Correspondence and Consultation Bureau 27,661.84

Publications and Bulletin Service 1 1,663.42

Recreation 12,126.06

Play in Institutions 4,640.92

204,848.97

General Fund I'.alance December 31, 1933 20,697.70

Commitments December 31, 1933 $29,400.00

Katherine F. Barker Memorial Field Secretary on

Athletics and Recreation for Women and Girls

Balance December 31, 1932 . . . . $ 4,464.59

Receipts to December 31, 1933 6,500.00

10,964.59

Expenditures to December 31, 1933 5,483.55 5,481.04

AIassachusetts Project for Conserving Standards

OF Citizenship

Balance December 31, 1932 $ 404.81

Receipts to December 31, 1933 1,900.00

2,304.81

Expenditures to December 31, 1933 1,746.01 558.80

* Of this balance of $20,697.70, $16,156.17 is the balance that was carried over
December 31, 1932 from the $20,000.00 borrowed from the Emergency
Reserve Fund in June 1932.
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Endowment and Reserve Funds

Special Fund (Action of 1910) $ 25,000.00

Lucy Tudor Hillyer Fund 5,000.00

Emil C. Bondy Fund 1,000.00

George L. Sands Fund $12,546.37

Loss Through Liquidation 326.39

12,219.98

"In Memory of J. I. Lamprecht" 3,000.00

"In Memory of Barney May" 500.00

"In Memory of Waldo E. Forbes" 1,403.02

Frances Ross Foley Memorial Fund (x) 6,000.00

Ellen Mills Borne Fund 3,000.00

Other Gifts 17500
C. H. T. Endowment Fund 500.00

Frances Mooney Fund 1,000.00

Sarah Newlin Fund 500.00

"In Memory of William Simes" 2,000.00

"In Memory of J. R. Jr." 250.00

Frances R. Morse Fund 2,000.00

Emergency Reserve Fund $154,975.00

Transferred to General Fund 20,000.00

134,975.00

Loss and Gain on Sales of Securities 2,573.50

Ella Van Peyma Fund 500.00

Nettie G. Naumburg Fund 2,000.00

"In Memory of William J. Matheson" 5,000.00

Alice B. P. Hannahs Fund i ,400.00

"In Memory of Daniel Guggenheim" 1,000.00

"In Memory of Alfred W. Heinsheimer" 5,000.00

Nellie L. Coleman Fund 100.00

Elizabeth B. Kelsey Fund 500.00

Received in 1933

Sarah Fuller Smith Fund 3,000.00

Annie L. Sears F"und 2,000.00

John Markle Fund 50.000.00

$271,596.50

(x) Restricted.

I have audited the accounts of the National Recreation Association for the fiscal year ending De-

cember 31, 1933 and certify that in my opinion the above statement is a true and correct statement of the

financial transactions of the General, Special Study, and Endowinent Funds for the period.

(Signed) J. F. CALVERT.
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_ T, , . THE Recreation
Long Beach s ^ . . ^ .

_,
°

, _, , Commission of LongSketch Club „
,

„ ,.. .

Beach, Cahfornia,

sponsors a Sketch

Club with a membership of sixty-five and an

average attendance at meetings of about thirty.

Any person interested in art may join and

there are no membership dues. Meetings are

occasionally held at the homes of members.
For other meetings the members travel to se-

lected scenic spots where the natural beauty

suggests interesting subjects for sketching.
Prominent artists are sometimes invited to the

club meetings to point out some of the possi-

bilities of sketching. Club excursions are

planned to art galleries and exhibits of interest.

Another art activity of the Commission was
the holding of exhibits at the Recreation Park
Club House where they were viewed by resi-

dents and members of the art classes of the

schools. The paintings
—234 in number were

the work of artists of Long Beach and other

California cities. One event of the year was
a reception in honor of women artists of the

city.

A Golf Course

For Denver

I N February an-

nouncement was
made that the bulk

of the estate of Wil-

lis W. Case, Jr., estimated to be about $250,-

000, will be used to provide a municipal golf
course for Denver, Colorado, to be named for

Mr. Case and maintained by the city as a me-
morial to the Case familv.

„, , ^. T —
RECALLING the

Old Time Dances in
,

. , ,

r'v TX7-J 17 ^- 1 d^ys of bustles,
City-Wide Festival , . , ,

cherry trimmed hats,

gaiters and walrus

mustaches, old time dances were revived by
adult dance groups on Los Angeles, California,

playgrounds at the annual old-fashioned dance

festival held October 21st in the gymnasium
of the University of Southern California. Cou-

ples and dance groups garbed in costumes of

the period swayed to the tune of "Turkey in

the Straw" and other old numbers drawn from

violins by old time fiddlers. Six hundred peo-

ple whose ages ranged from 18 to 80 years

participated enthusiastically.

Recreation Projects
For New York City

SIXTY new play-

grounds which would

double the total area

of park land avail-

able for play in New York City are being

planned by the Department of Parks. All the

properties are large enough to include recrea-

tional facilities. Wading pools will be con-

structed in about half of them. Playground
apparatus will be installed by relief labor, and
trees are to be planted in each of the new
areas. Some of the playgrounds will be re-

stricted to the use of mothers and small chil-

dren. In all these new lands add more than

850 acres to the New York park system. Eight
of the new areas were purchased with the War
Memorial Fund and will be known as World
War Memorial Playgrounds. Fifty-two con-

sist of unused properties in the custody of the

commissioners of the city's Sinking Fund or

in the process of transfer from other city de-

partments through the city fund to the Depart-
ment of Parks. Seven of the projects in Man-
hattan are "sites of abandoned schools which

will be demolished. The Chrystie-Forsythe

Playground, consisting of seven city blocks, is

about 20 per cent completed.

High School

Athletics

" A STUDY of high
school athletics con-

ducted by the Office

of Education, Wash-

ington, D. C, according to the United States

Nezi's of February 26th, shows that in intra-

mural events in which teams from the same
schools play each other, much benefit is car-

ried over to later life. In the case of intra-

mural sports, contests between teams repre-

senting different schools, activity is confined

to only a few sports most of which have no
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Magazines and Pamphlets
\ R*c«ntly R*c«lv*d Containing Arficln \

( o( ln«*r»tt to th» Recreation Worker (

MAGAZINES

Th* Journal of Htalth and Phyiical Education,

March 1934

A Review of Recent Strength-Testing Literature, by
Frederick Rand Rogers

The School Circus—Its Place in Physical Education,

by C. O. Jackson

Lee Ball

Paddle Badminton

Child Wtlfatt, April 1934

Making the Best of Rainy Days, by M. Louise C.

Hastings

Parks and Rtcrtation, February 1934

Greenfield Park—A Unit of Milwaukee County Park

System Designed to Satisfy Modern Needs, by

Alfred L. Boemer

Charles River Basin—One of Boston's Great Parks,

by Arthur A. Shurcliflf

Park and Forest Conservation

Outdoor Recreation in Budapest, by Mrs. Elizabeth

Pongracz Jacobi

Th* AKord (Girls' Friendly Society), March 1934

Poetry As a Hobby, by Molly Anderson Haley

Gymkhana—An Indoor Track Meet

Th* Sportswoman, March 1934 -

Russia Learns to Play

PAMPHLETS

Annual Rtport of th* Bureau of Rtcrtation of PhUad*l-

phia. Pa., 1933•^ e

Annual Rtport of th* R*cr*ation D*partm*nt of Salt Lakt

City. Utah. 1933

Rtport of th* D*parlm*nt of Parks and Public Prop*rty
of Salt Lakt City. Utah, 1925-1933

Annual Rtport of th* Milwauk**, Wit., Municipal Ath-
t*tic Auociation. 1933

Annual Rtport of tf>* Park D*parln>*nt of Salim, Matt..

for the year ending Dcccmlwr 31, 1933

Yt>tk, Pa.—Annual R*port of Rtcrtation Dtpartnunt,
1933

Camp* and Camping: A S*l*ct*d Bibliograpfyy

Bulletin Number 123 of the Rujscll Sage Founda-

tion, New York City. $.10.

Informal RipotI— Maditon Squati Boyi' Club, New
York City, 1933

A N*w Day for tft* Mooin and for tin Childrtn

Motion Picture Research CouikiI, 366 Madison Ave
nue. New York City

New « PIPERS' MUSIC » New
PIPERS GUILD HANDBOOK, by Margaret James. $1.00

RHYTHMIC WORK FOR PIPES,

by Marion Anderson Large Siie... 1.00

Small Size ... .50

TWO BOOKS OF TUNES FOR THE PIPES

by Imogen Hoist each 1.00

cont. Country Dance Tunes and Madrigals

PIPERS' MUSIC IN 3 STAGES, by Margaret James
Book I and II, Large Size with Piano Ace. . .each 1.00

Book I and II, Small Siie (Melody Only) each .50

Book III. Small Size (Melody Only) each .50

EDWARD SCHUBERTH & CO., Inc.

11 Ecist 22nd Street New York, N. Y.

carry-over value for later life. Interschool

sports are limited primarily to five events—
basketball, football, track and field, baseball

and tennis. On the other hand, there are sixty-

five sports named by schools having intra-

mural programs.

Instruction in Sports Free—The Oakland,

California, Recreation Department early in the

winter of 1934 was enabled to offer free in-

struction in golf, tennis, canoeing and rhyth-

mics through the government's emergency
educational program and the cooperation of

the Oakland Board of Education. Groups were

limited to twelve individuals per class, and

opportunity was offered for beginners as well

as for those wishing to improve their skill in

these activities. Two hundred people took ad-

vantage of the opportunity. Approximately 50

per cent of those attending the classes were

married women. At the conclusion of the golf

lessons a lecture was given with slow motion

pictures demonstrating form and technique,

and there was a discussion of rules and golf

etiquette. Many people unfamiliar with the ac-

tivities of the Recreation Department attend-

ed the classes and learned of the work of the

department.

New Recreation Building— Rapid progress

is being made on the construction of the recre-

ation building at the new county park in Al-

tadena, California, and it is hoped that thirC.

W.A. project will be dedicated in July. The

building is 105 feet in length and 65 feet in

width, of steel and concrete construction with

cobblestone first story and brown shake ex-
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HAND KNITTING YARNS
Angorj. Boucle. Lustre Afghan. Worsted, Scotch Coat Yarn for

Knitting and Crocheting all fashions

HAND SPINNING WHEEL AND WOOL
YARN HANDICRAFT

Bags. Purses, Pocketbooks, Scarfs and Pictares

All at

FACTORY PRICES
Send foe Samples

PEPPERELL BRAIDING COMPANY, DEPT. R

Easf Peppered, Mass.

terior finish on the upper story. The audi-

torium, 45 feet by 65 feet, has a seating capa-

city of 400 people. At the west end of the audi-

torium will be a card room and kitchen. The
hall will be equipped with a full size stage for

little theater work. On the lower floor there

will be an assembly room, the same size as the

upper story auditorium, a kitchen, caretaker's

apartment, and storage rooms. The assembly

room will open on a terrace which will adjoin

an open air theater, now being built into the

park by the County Forestry Department The

dressing rooms of the recreation building will

be available for performances given out-of-

doors and will make a single unit of the build-

ing and the open air theater. The park, which

covers eight acres, is being landscaped with

lawns and trees and provided with picnic

tables and fireplaces, pergolas, tennis courts,

children's playgrounds, a baseball diamond,

and other facilities.

Statistics From Pontiac— The Recreation

Department of Pontiac, Michigan, after delv-

ing into statistics, has found that nearly 7,000

residents crammed into each six day week the

equivalent of more than two years and three

months of play on an hour individual basis.

Seventy-seven different activities are being

conducted in 28 centers. The F.E.R.A. is pro-

\iding 17 teachers, and the Recreation De-

partment is employing 22 part time workers.

Every school building in the city is being used

at least once a week.

A Community Playground for Athens,

Georgia— The first task undertaken by the

Citizens' Council organized last fall in Athens,

Georgia, an attractive town of 18,000 people
and the home of the State University, was to

arouse interest in a community center pro-

ject. This embodied plans for a community
l)layground, swimming pool and an auditorium

Have a Heart
MISTER!

Don't let this kid walk away with his head
down and his feet dragging

—left out! • We
know you're cramped for space . . . we know

your budget may be cut . . . but you can't let

this fellow down—or what's a playground for?
• If 16 can play where 4 played before, does

that help you on space?
• If the whole game—-

rackets, balls, net, tapes
— costs less than one

good tennis racket, does that help your budget?
• More can play

—at smaller cost—that's why
227 cities chose—

PADDLE TENNIS
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Summer Courses At Mills College— Mills

College, California, announces that in its sum-

mer sessions for men and women—June 18th to

July 28th—courses will be offered in art, cre-

ative writing, music and modern dance. There

will be courses in sports, including instruction

in recreational techniques and in camp leader-

ship. Further information may be secured from

the Secretary of the Summer Sessions, Mrs. E.

C. Lindsay, Mills College, California.

A Federation of Athletic Clubs and Associa-

tions—The Department of Public Playgrounds
and Recreation of Reading, Pennsylvania, has

organized a Federation of Athletic Clubs and

Associations of Greater Reading. The Feder-

ation, which will serve as an exchange for

ideas, will foster and promote amateur ath-

letics, will encourage clubs to participate in a

variety of activities such as checker matches,

hare and hound races, and will work to pro-

mote better sportsmanship on the part of play-

ers and spectators. No membership dues will

be charged.

Austin's Hiking Club—The Hiking Club of

Austin, Texas, is not a highly organized group
and there is no membership fee, but every Sun-

day from twenty-five to sixty hikers trek to a

selected destination, build a fire, make cofifee,

eat the lunches they have brought, and enjoy

group songs and frolics. The club is open to

every one and invitations are issued through
the press. The leader is a member of the Rec-

reation Department staflf.

From a Study of Arrests—At a meeting of

the park and recreation section of the League
of Wisconsin Municipalities, held on January

20th, Gerard M. Phelan, Director of Public

Recreation at Kenosha, Wisconsin, made a re-

port of his study of arrests. In the group of

men and boys from sixteen to thirty years of

age he found one arrest to every four; of the

same group, sixteen to thirty years, registered
in athletics at the registration office the ratio

was one arrest to twenty-two.

Seventh Annual Conference on Twentieth

Century Girlhood—On March 8th at the Uni-

versity of California, the Los Angeles, Girls'

Council held its seventh annual Conference on

Twentieth Century Girlhood. Mrs. Minnette

TWO OUTSTANDING

PLAYGROUND DEVICES

Junglegym

MADE EXCLUSIVELY BY LOUDEN

REMARKABLE

devices these . . . scientifically

designed and built to give full sway to the

natural play instincts of youth. The Jungle-

gym ... a supreme attraction at "A Century of

Progress" and wherever installed . . . gives full

opportunity to climb, swing, hang the weight of

the body from the arms and legs. The Buddy

Duplex Swing with thrilling delight gives a wide

range of vital physical development.

These unique devices are leaders of the big and

varied line of Louden better playground, gym,
and pool equipment. All are well and widely

known for durability, safety, correct design and

moderate cost. Endorsed and specified by many

leading Physical Training Directors.

NEW FREE BOOK

Send for the Interesting and helpful book just

published illustrating and describing the complete
line of Louden Playground, Gym and Pool Equip-

ment. A postcard will do. No obligation.

J. E. PORTER CORPORATION

LOUDEN
PLAYGROUND
EQUIPMENT

133 BROADWAY
Ottawa, Illinois
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PORTABLE BLEACHERS
Both to Rent and Sell

Easy to Erect

High (jucdity portable seating In all

sizes from 2 to 33 tiers high

"Write or Wire

UNIVERSAL BLEACHER CO
606 So. Neil St. Champaign, niinois

Brodke Specter of the staff of the Department
of Playground and Recreation, Los Angeles,

served as chairman of the Program Committee

which so arranged the program that the girl

herself had an opportunity to tell what she de-

mands of the new day. Following this presen-

tation on the part of the girls themselves came

the adult symposium which considered the

question, "What does the new day oflFer the

girl?" Among the speakers was Dr. Aurelia

WOODWORKING
By following the clear complete instruc-

tions brought to you through the pages of

our magazine, this hobby can be made en-

joyable as well as profitable.

It enables you to progress from simple

everyday handicraft to advanced work.

$1 mailed to the address below will

bring you 1 issues filled with new projects.

THE HOME CRAFTSMAN
63 Park Row Otpt. r New York City

H. Reinhart, President of Mills College. At the

closing session of the conference, which took

the form of a dinner, the way to human excel-

lence in the new day was pointed out by Dr.

Christine Galitzi, former member Rumanian

ministry. Welfare Division. The conference,

which was an outstanding success, was attend-

ed by 600 leaders in Southern California.

Miss Ellen Tower Celebrates Birthday—On
February 28th Miss Ellen Tower of Lexing-

ton, Massachusetts, celebrated her eighty-sixth

birthday. Miss Tower is the only surviving mem-
ber of the group of three women who carried on

sand-garden work for children in Boston in

1885 and who did so much to help in establish-

ing playgrounds. Some years ago Miss Tower

presented the Town of Lexington with a park

bearing her name.

Opera Comes to the Ozarks—On February
17th an operatic company sponsored by the

C.W.A. gave its fifth performance of the

"Gypsy Girl" in the community hall at Bois

d'Arc, a town of 300 population twelve miles

cast of Springfield, Missouri. Three other per-

formances have been scheduled and two addi-

tional towns have requested dates. The sing-

ers receive the C.W.A. wage of 30 cents an

hour and spend twenty-four hours a week in

rehearsal and production. A small admission

fee is charged, half of the proceeds being re-

turned to the C.W.A. fund of the community
and the other half to the county recreation

program.

Winter Sports in Concord— On February
3rd and 4th the Playground Committee of Con-

cord, New Hampshire, held its annual winter
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The Weaver
Scholastic Ball

With Patented
Fool-Proof Valve

continues as the standard equipment for elementary physical educa-

tion. Parks and Public Recreation Centers.

The athletic director heartily endorses this ball as it affords him

the maximum in practical equipment at a minimum cost.

The Weaver valve is airtight
— no parts to break or lose— and

the quality rubber casing withstands the rough usage which it will

encounter— on wet or dry surface.

Made in 6 sizes •

5" 6" 7" 8^" 10" lljA"

Can be purchased thru local dealer or

C. B. Webb Co. 200 FUth Ave. New York City

carnival. Saturday morning the sport.s for

children on the pond included potato races,

sack races for boys and girls and similar

events. In the afternoon came a sled dog race

and a costume parade. On Sunday, known as

Concord Day, came senior skating races and

hockey games. The evening closed with fire-

works.

Winter Use of Golf Courses— In March,
Ernst Hermann, Superintendent of Play-

grounds of Newton, Massachusetts, gave a talk

at the recreation conference held at Massachu-

setts State College, Amherst, on the subject of

winter use of golf courses. He stressed the

fact that unless golf clubs wish to continue

losing members they must solve the problem
of year-round sports for golf club members
and activities which will attract the families of

the members. He said that in his opinion there

will never be a whole family of golf fields, but if

the clubs will initiate activities which will

bring father, mother and children to the club

grounds, they will add greatly to happy family
life. Representatives of the golf association

present, including the president, passed the fol-

lowing resolution—the final paragraph in Mr.

Hermann's talk—to be forwarded to all golf
clubs : "Solve the problem of all the year-
round sports for club members and all their

families, and you will make one of the finest

contributions to America by strengthening the

home ties upon which the foundation of the

country rests."

Gardening in Berks County—The 1934 gar-
den program of Berks County, Pennsylvania,
will be more ambitious than any of the three

preceding. Initiated in 1931, when there were
600 gardens, the community garden program
of the Council of Social Agencies last summer
had grown to the point where there were 6,200

gardens on which produce estimated by relief

officials to be worth $116,000 was raised. Last

year garden space was provided by the com-
mittee for all who wished to garden, but free

seeds were available only to families receiving

unemployed relief.

At Two Rivers Community House— The
Hamilton Community House of Two Rivers,
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LEATHERCRAFT
I made it at the Recreation Center. Won't Dad
feel proud of this key case. Now I am going to

make something for Mother.

TEACHERS
Write for TOEBE
Special Project
Plan. Tells how
many more articles

of leather can be

made at very low
cost.

Send I5i for seventy samples of

Leather and illustrated catalogue

CHAS A. TOEBE LEATHER CO.
149 N. Third St. PhUadelphia, Pa.

L
Wisconsin, reports for the past year a wide use

by community groups of a varied program of

activities. While $5,CXX) was appropriated for

any deficit in the operation of the community
house, only abqtit $1,000 of this sum was need-

ed. This includes a reserve of three per cent

which is set aside each year for a sinking fund

and replacements.

Recreation Popular in Salt Lake City—The
annual report of the Recreation Department of

Salt Lake City, Utah, states that the city's rec-

reation centers drew 756,397 more participants

in 1933 than in 1932, though the number of

summer centers open remained at 13. So great
was the use made of them that the reduced

number of centers carried about 50 per cent

more load than the 17 in operation two years

ago.

Pageants in Louisville—On August 9th the

Division of Recreation of Louisville, Kentucky,

presented its fifth annual colored pageant, "The

Enchanted Isle." On the 15th and i6th "The

Adventures of Pinocchio," the sixth annual play-

ground pageant was given at Iroquois Park. The

pageant was written and directed by Marguerite
Farver from the storj' by C Collodi. Two casts

each of approximately 700 children representing

fourteen playgrounds and two additional dancing

classes, conducted by the Division of Recreation,

took part. The costumes were made by unem-

ployed women.

Playground Safety Material is Now
Available For Your Use

SAFETY EDUCATION MAGAZINE
brings you each month

Posters

Graded lesson plcms
Stories

Ploys
Informational articles

Safety club activities
i

One Year $1.00

Two Years $1.75

Special Safety Packet for Playground
Directors— $1.00

With Safety Education Magazine— $1.75

for which please tend SAFETY EDUCATION MAGAZINE beginning

SAFETY EDUCATION MAGAZINE
One Park Avenue, New York

Encloied find

wiib the iuuc.

Encloied find $1.75 for SAFETY EDUCATION MAGAZINE and th* Specul Playground Packet.

Name
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CiiT and State
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Among Our Folks

ARTHUR
E. CIkn'TER, who some months ago was

. reappointed Director of Recreation for the

City of Pontiac, Michigan, has been presented

with the annual Junior Chamber of Commerce

award for outstanding civic service. The choice

was made by a group of representative citizens;

the Mayor presented the award.

H. S. Kennedy, formerly a Y.M.C.A. worker,

has been appointed Director of Recreation at

Summit, New Jersey.

Mrs. R. L. Currier, formerly Superintendent of

Recreation at Lynchburg, Virginia, is now in

charge of recreation activities at Charlottesville,

Virginia.

Charlotte Stewart, formerly Superintendent of

Recreation in Salt Lake City, Utah, has been suc-

ceeded by Raymond T. Forsberg.

Russell Foval is now recreation executive at

Alton, Illinois, succeeeding Ray Myers, formerly

in charge of the ])rogram.

Young Men's Clubs in Youngstown — The

clubs for unemployed or partly unemployed

young men in Youngstown, Ohio, have had an

unusually successful development. Organized on

a neighborhood basis with an existing athletic

team or group using a nearby playground, serv

ing very often as a nucleus, they vary from

twenty-five to fifty in membership. There are

now thirty of these clubs and their members are

young men not over twenty-five years of age.

The great ambition of all these groups has been

from the beginning to have a club house or place

of their own. Some of the young men have

cleaned out unoccupied houses, painted them and

made them attractive. Others use rooms in set-

tlement houses, temporarily unused school build-

ings and park buildings. The rooms have been

furnished largely by gifts from people in the

vicinity, and in practically all cases they have a

radio, ping-pong table, quiet game equipment and

reading matter. During the summer the Park De-

partment furnished equipment for outdoor games.
The Y.M.C.A. has offered the use of a gym-
nasium every afternoon and two evenings a week.

The superintendent of the Playground Associa-

tion, the Y.M.C.A. secretary, the secretary of the

Big Brothers and other leaders are in touch with

the groups and are available for advice, but the

clubs are self-governing and self-supervising.

There is great interest in the clubs on the part of

ITCHEL
PlaygroundApparatus i

Schools— Homes— Parks

Mitchell Whirl

The Mitchell Whirl, shown above, is

just one number in the "Betterbilt"
line. Send for free illustrated catalog
and name of your state distributoi.

MITCHELL MFG. CO.
1540 Forest Home Ave. Milwaukee, Wis.

residents of the city and leadership has been vol-

unteered for the winter activities which are many
and varied.

A Leadership Training Course in Reading—
On Monday evenings from October 2nd to De-

cember nth the Girls' Work Committee of the

Council of Social Agencies of Reading, Pennsyl-

vania, conducted a leadership training course.

The subjects discussed and demonstrations given

had to do with music, games, handcraft, party

leadership and outdoor programs. Lectures were

given on community relationships and similar

subjects, and a number of periods were devoted

to group study.

College Degrees for

Students and Teachers of

Health, Physical Education
and Athletic Coaching

PENN STATE SUMMER SESSION
June 11 to June 29 July 2 to August 10

August 13 to August 31

Graduate courses in Health and Physical Educa-
tion leading to standard degrees. Undergraduate
courses leading to baccalaureate degree. Special
courses in Athletic Coaching for men and women.

Redaced room, board and railroad rates.

For Sptcial Bulletin addrett Director of Summer Seition

The Pennsylvania State College
State College, Pa.
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Table Tennis for All-A Racket for Every Hand

OFFICIALLY APPROVED TABLE TENNIS EQUIPMENT
AND TENNIS TABLES

"First to Start and Alwayt in the Lead"

We offer the most aathcntic and complete cqnipment featnring

variety of paddlei, handles, weights and faces. Also variety of ap-

proved nets and brackets. Complete line of sets consisting of

approved equipment for janiors and seniors at very moderate ptices.

(Research Laboratory and Exhibition and Toornament Department

at yonr service.)

ARTCRAFT MANUFACTURING CO.
Divilion of Harry C. Lee 8 Co. 10 WARREN ST., NEW YORK

At last - SAFETY-
in a Swing Seat!

Everw^ear Scores A^ain!

An Equestrian Club in Wilkes Barre—One
of the latest developments of the Playground and

Recreation Association of Wyoming Valley is the

organization of an Equestrian Club with a mem-

bership of I20 young men and women. Special

rates of 75 cents have been secured from two

local riding academies. This fee includes instruc-

tion and the privilege of riding on Sundays and

holidays. Such features as picnics are introduced

into the program.

Fourth Annual Coach Building Competition—Twenty-four university scholarships will be of-

fered young craftsmen in the fourth annual coach

building competition of the Fisher Body and

Craftsman Guild. The project for the competi-

tion will again be the building of a miniature

scale model of a Napoleonic coach. Age limits

are twelve to nineteen inclusive divided into junior

and senior groups, the former twelve to fifteen

inclusive and the latter sixteen to nineteen. A
new feature of the Guild is the organization of a

Guild Alumnae Association made up of young
men who have been awarded Guild scholarships.

Further information about the competition may
be secured from the Fisher Body Corporation,

Detroit, Michigan.

Recreation for Teachers—The Board of Edu-

cation of Grand Rapids, Michigan, in charge of

the winter recreation program, is planning a pro-

gram of recreation for teachers. Recently W.

Guy Morrison, Director of Recreation, sent the

following letter to the principals of the schools:

"We feel there is a great need for some or-

ganized recreational activity for the teachers of

our city and wish to include them in making plans

for the present year. We would be glad to or-

ganize separate classes for the women and men
teachers of the city and desire to learn the num-

No more serious dan-

ger from a swing seat

IF it is the new, Ever-

Wear

Spring - Rubber

Safety Seat

No. SR-205
All exposed and con-

tact surfaces of the

seat are soft, springy,

tubular, corrugated,
fabric-reinforced rub-

ber. The five tubular

rubber sections are in-

teriorally reinforced

by spring steel.

The suspension
clevises are re-

versible, doubl-

ing the life of

the seat.

The seat is venti-

lated and all sur-

faces are non-slip.

Re-equip all old

swing outfits and

specify this seat for

all new swings.

A complet* l!n* of approved Playground Apparatus, Beach

and Pool Equipment. Write for new Catalog No. 24,

The EverWear Manufacturing Co.
SPRINGFIELD. OHIO
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SWIMMING POOL DATA
AND REFERENCE ANNUAL

1934 Edition

(formMt^ SotabU Swimming PooU and Gaiit to

Equipmtnt and SuppUti)

Price $2.00

WATER GAMES, WATER STUNTS,

LEGAL DECISIONS, LIABILITY, IN-

SURANCE, POOL DESIGN, POOL SAN-

ITATION, POOL MANAGEMENT, ETC.

Hoffman -Harris, Inc.

114 East 32nd St. New York City

ber of teachers in your school who would be in-

terested in spending one evening per week (7:00
to 9:00 P.M.) in some wholesome games and

organized activities under efficient leadership.

"These activities might include :

"For Women—Folk Dancing, Tap Dancing,

Clog Dancing, Games and Relays, Gymnastics,

Golf."

"For Men—Volley Ball, Indoor Baseball, Bas-

ketball, Games and Relays, Tumbling, Stunts,

How Boys Spend Their Free Time— In a

study made in Nashville, Tennessee, to determine

what 676 boys in the junior and senior depart-

ments of the normal schools did in their free

time, it was found that up to fourteen years of

age practically every boy spent most of his time

at home. After reaching fourteen years of age

he spent 80 per cent of his time away from home,

at the moving pictures, with the local gangs, at

one of the stores, at the corner or at the river

front where he could go swimming, and at various

miscellaneous places.

The Los Angeles Girls' Council—The fifth

annual training course conducted last October by
the Los Angeles Girls' Council was unusually

successful with an attendance of nearly five hun-

Three Distinctive Books!

The College Blue Book, III Edition

Standard Reference Book of Higher Education

in one place
— instantly accessible— you have

the Basic Facts and Ratings of

1034 Technical and Professional Colleges
1250 Universities and Colleges

Indispensable for vocational guidance.

I>rice M.TS

Order direct from
Db. II. W. Hurt

The Coixsck Blub Book
I7th Floor • 2 Park Are.

New York City

II The Influencing of Character

Bears directly on home, school, recreation. Result

of Research under Rockefeller Grant.

Ready Now — price $1.15, postpaid.

III Year Book of Aviation for Young Men

Remarkably illustrated

IVlrc $a.oo

^ NEW,
Year Book of Aviation

roa rouNG MiN
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dred and a variety of organizations participating.

"The Leader of Today" was the general theme of

the institute. The first period devoted to "What
the Leader Must Be" was a general assembly

period with scheduled lectures. The second period,

"What the Leader Must Know," was an instruc-

tion period with three sessions going on simultan-

eously. In the last period, "What the Leader

Alust Do," came the demonstrations when the

entire group gathered to witness a variety of

demonstrations.

The Balls Were Returned! — A newspaper
clipping from St. Paul, Minnesota, reads:

"The small boy whose baseball rolls into a

neighbor's yard where he cannot retrieve it is

having his day in court today.

"Two sisters, Helena and Theresa Guthunz
are being sued for recovery of nine baseballs and
a football by Marcus J. Rogers. His son is the

owner of the balls they are keeping, he says, and
values them at $15."

Ernest W. Johnson, Superintendent of Play-

grounds of St. Paul, writes: "This case was

brought up in the Justice of Peace Court in St.

Paul. The balls were returned to the owner and
the case was dismissed. Occasionally we have
such instances as that, and in every case to my
knowledge it has been settled the same way."

Community Councils in Pittsburgh — Since

February, 1933, through the work of the Pitts-

burgh, Pennsylvania, Community Council, eigh-
teen community councils have been organized in

Allegheny County outside the city limits. These
councils function along the same lines as those in

the city and have their own health, garden, recre-

ation and other committees. Beginning March
22nd the Pittsburgh Community Council spon-
sored twenty garden educational programs to in-

struct the unemployed thrift gardeners in the cor-

rect methods of vegetable gardening. A bulletin

issued by the Pittsburgh Community Council

suggests that possibilities for committee projects
include "naborhood nites," community sings,

community movies, club houses for neighborhood
residents, reading rooms, game rooms, social

clubs, vocational classes and hobby hours. "The
problem of recreation should be one of real com-

munity concern, for this winter we will have with
us not only the unemployed but also the partially

employed who will appreciate guidance in their

choice of leisure-time activities. What can our
recreation committee do?"

Clean
SUNSHINE
FRESH AIR

Keep playgrounds free from dust

with Solvay Calcium Chloride . . .

PROTECTING
children at play is the aim

of the modern playground. How im-
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New Books in the Leisure Time Field

The Theory of Play
By Elmer D. Mitchell, A.M. and Bernard S. Mason,
Ph.D. A. S. Barnes & G)mpany, New York. $2m

WIOT A REVISION* of The Theory of Organised Play by
•^ Bowen and Mitchell is this new volume, but a com-

plete rewriting with an entire change of emphasis in re-

gard to the psychology of human motivation. In this

new treatment, play is considered as an integral and vital

part of the general social movement, and an effort has

been made to give students and teachers of play an un-

derstanding of modem theoretical interpretations of the

constructive value of play and at the same time carry an

interest and appeal to many individuals who are not

directly concerned with play activities. In general four

lines of thought have been followed and the authors have

given first, the historical background of the present play

movement ; second, the theoretical explanations of play ;

third, the need for play in modern life and its place in

education, and finally, the administration and organiza-

tion of play.

In this book Mr. Mitchell and Dr. Mason have made
an important contribution to the literature in the leisure

time field.

Guiding the Adolescent
By D. A. Thofu, M.D. Children's Bureau, U. S. Depart-
ment of Labor, Washington, D. C. |.10.

To BRIDGE tlie gulf between adolescents and adults and

help the parent in understanding the adolescent and

guiding him from childhood to happy adulthood are the

purposes of this booklet. The problems discussed are

those which are common to most growing boys and girls

and include physical growth and development, attitudes

toward sex, mental development, social conduct, and the

adolescent and his companions. One section is devoted to

learning to use leisure and in it emphasis is laid on the

importance of giving in childhood education in the use of

spare time.

The 1933 College Blue Book
Edited by Huber William Hurt. Ph.D. and Harriett-

Jeanne Hurt The College Blue Book, Hollywood-I^-
the-Se*. Florid*. $475.

^iiis IS THE third edition of the College Blue Book
'

prepared with the cooperation of the colleges to be "oi

UK to Others." It discusMS modern trends in college edu-

cation, college standards and college opporttmity by

states. There are lists of technological and professional

colleges and schools, accompanied by information re-

garding each college on fees and expenses, resources, en-

rotlmetit growth, faculty, and similar information. There

is also information regarding universities of the world

and an educational atlas. The book contains a wealth of

information which editcatioaal authorities should have.

How to Teach Swimming and Diving
By Thomas Kirk Cureton, Jr., B.S. (Volume I). Asso-

ciation Press, New York. $3.00.

The growth of professional courses in the pedagogy
of swimming and in methods of teaching swimming

has created a demand for scientific teaching material

which this book meets most successfully. The volume,

which is the first of a series of three, is the result of

many years of research and of practical experience in

teaching swimming. It is arranged for class work with

review questions, projects and references to the modern
literature of swimming. .\t the same time it is a book

for any one who wants to learn to swim and for any

parent who wants his children to learn. Almost a hun-

dred illustrations, a swimming and diving terminology

and a detailed index add to the value of the book.

The Book of Ceremonials
By May Fletcher. The Camp Fire Outfitting Company,
New York. $.50.

QooK Number Six of the Library of the Seven Crafts

of the Camp Fire Girls describes the various cere-

monies connected with the council fires, suggests a Sun-

day ceremonial, and outlines pageants and tableaux suit-

able for use at council fires. Not only Camp Fire Girl

leaders but recreation workers will find suggestions in

this attractive booklet.

Twelve Months of Drama for the

Average Church
By Dorothy Qarke Wilson. Walter H. Baker Company,

Boston. $1.75.

The tvi-e of religious drama which has seen such a
' notable revival in our churches has undoubtedly come

to stay. This book of one act plays, which call for a

minimum of stage accessories and which are simple to

produce, is a timely contribution to the literature in this

field. With the twelve plays, all of which are suited to

the church auditorium or the parish house, the author

has given an equal number of worship services offered

as a niggcstion of material which may be used if

desired.

Group Golf Instruction

By Helen B. Schlcman. A. S. Barnes & Company, Nerw
York. $1.00.

The fact that golf is being included in more and more
'

physical education programs for women and girls

gives added importance to this booklet containing care-

ful, clear directions for teaching golf. In addition to in-

structions for the \-arious kinds of shots and general

coaching hints, there are chapters having to do with

preliminary games and contests suitable for out-of-door

class work, indoor equi|Mnent, indoor program, and tour-

naments for camp or school program.
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Using Leisure For Government

YOUNGSTERS
come to playgrounds, athletic fields, community centers with increasing

leisure on their hands. Older men come looking about them for something to do to have

a good time. Many come to a recreation center because they want to spend part of

their time doing things with other people—preferably with people whom they like. Often

they care more for the comradeship in having an excuse for being together than they do for

the particular activity. Men like to be with other men. Not only is their satisfaction in activi-

ties—athletic, musical, dramatic—in the field of craftsmanship, nature, or in worship, or in

the common study of some problem. In various forms of service always for many there has

been pleasure in the comradeship and in the activities themselves. Men like to feel that they

count whether it be in helping to put out a fire, in digging out after a blizzard, or in serving as

volunteer leaders of boys' and girls' groups.

In times past many have wished they had the leisure for such activities, have envied

those who could so help. Now—soon—;no one need deny his longing to be a part of his gov-

ernment, his neighborhood in a real way—because of lack of time. There will be a distribu-

tion of free time that will mean leisure for all. Men can do that for which they have secretly

longed.

What is done in leisure time in government service will not in any large part be related

to the local recreation system—though there are large opportunities for government service in

volunteer recreation leadership. Rather recreation leaders as they think of their programs, as

they relate these programs to schools, libraries, churches and other groups, will remember

that many obtain great pleasure and happiness in government and community service and

that time enough ought to be free for such service; that the community recreation center can

create an atmosphere favorable to volunteer government service; that the community center

can help in developing leadership which will make government service more attractive and

more popular.

What recreation leaders have in the back of their minds is often just as important as

what is in front. One of the ideas which should always be in that background is the im-

portance of government service.

We are all a part of the government. Many of us can in the new era serve on local

government committees and be active jn securing proper consideration of government ques-

tions from the point of view of all the people.

New leisure means a new deepening of human activity. Volunteer work for one's local,

state or national government, though not classed as recreation, has great recreation and serv-

ice values, gives great satisfaction in the present and in retrospect—even when one's efforts

bring meager results. Recreation leaders can help greatly, even if somewhat indirectly, in

encouraging the use of much leisure for government service.

HOWARD BRAUCHER.

June, 1934
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-pi' Coming—Vacation Days!

Th«r» are countless delights ahead for

the children whom June releases from
school and who ore going to the coun-

try or to camp! Long rides in jolting
farm wagons, overnight camping trips,

sleeping under the sky, pets to play

with, trees to climb, swimming holes

to splash in
— these are a fow of the

joys awaiting thoutandi of children!

And for those who must spend
the summer at home there are

the playgrounds with all they
have to offer in good times,

companionship, opportunity to

make things, to toke port in

games, go on hikes and do the

thousand and one things dear
to the hearts of all children.

r:.i f,._i fmt.



When You Plan Your Summer Program

Your community will benefit from knowing what some

other cities are doing on their summer playgrounds

*'^^AN YOU suggest anything new for our play-

^^ ground program ?"

This is a question frequently asked. You

will, perhaps, find some suggestions which will

help you answer the question for your community
in the programs a number of cities conducted in

the summer of 1933.

Shows and Exhibits

There were last year many of the ever-popular

shows such as doll shows, pet shows and exhibits

of various kinds. In Dalton, Massachusetts, for

example, there were 197 dolls entered in the show

held at the Community House. Points were given

in a number of classifications—for the oldest doll,

ugliest, largest, smallest, best baby girl doll, best

baby boy doll, best nationality doll, best home-

made, best family group, best doll wardrobe, and

best animal and character doll.

Announcements. Announcements for shows of

this kind should be made as interesting as pos-

sible. Here are a few suggestions from the Read-

ing Department of Public Playgrounds and Recre-

ation for giving publicity to doll and pet shows.

Make posters attractive with illustrations cut

out of magazines and papers. How much more

interesting is this announcement : 'TIow old is

your doll ? Bring it to the doll show next Thurs-

day at 3:00 P. M.," than this one: "Doll Show-
Thursday—3 :oo P. M."

One of the first steps in preparing for a doll or

pet show is adequate publicity

through notices. Make your
show posters as appealing and

interesting as possible.

Ask parents of children,

members of the Association

or other interested adults to

act as judges for the various

classifications. Distribute them

evenly so that one set of judges

Just at this time when plans are

under way for the playground sea-

son, may we call your attention

to some publications which should

help you in planning the program.
There is the booklet "Conduct of

Playgrounds" ($.25) and its com-

panion piece "88 Successful Play
Activities ($.60) . Every leader

should have these two hand books.

does not have more classifications than another

set.

An announcement for a pet show might read

as follows:

"Come, bring bird, beast, fowl, fish, reptile, insect or pest
And awards will be given to the very best."

"Come, folks, grown and small

The playground pet show is for all."

And in a pet show, the department suggests,

awards may be made for the following:
1. Largest animal

Smallest animal
Most beautiful dog
Homliest dog
Cutest cat

Most beautiful pet bird

Oldest pet

Youngest pet
Best aquarium
Largest reptile (alligators, snakes)
Best rabbit

Largest two legged pet
Smallest two legged pet

Largest four legged pet
Smallest four legged pet
Most unique pet

Largest family of pets

Dog with most spots

Exhibits of handcraft are still in

order. The park playgrounds of Oklahoma City

last August held a handcraft exhibit at the fair

grounds. Each playground selected fifteen of its

best pieces of work for the exhibit, and a com-

mittee of judges passed on the points of merit in

each of the following group classes :

Required
Sailboats Oilcloth Cork
Vases Clay Soap carving

Tin can articles Inner tube articles

Wooden toys Embroidery
Book ends Doll dresses
Door stops

Optional
Leather craft Paper flowers
Bead work Toy furniture

Weaving Lanterns
Pen or pencil Puppets
drawing Cardboard work

Wax moulding

First, second and third place

ribbons were awarded to the

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

Exhibits.

Bird houses
Kites
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124 WHEN YOU PLAN YOUR SUMMER PROGRAM

three best articles from each playground entered.

In addition, awards were given to the three best

articles in each of the twenty-five groups or

classes of the city-wide exhibit.

If a program in the nature of a demonstration

is held in connection with exhibits, it adds inter-

est. Covina, California, held such an exhibit at

its playground fair and in connection with it a

program was offered, including a iiantomime, a

demonstration of wrestling, a pet show, and after

a picnic supi>er a grand finale in the form of a

lantern fete.

And They're Still Making Things!

To tell of all the handcraft projects which last

summer intrigued the children of America's play-

grounds would be an impossible task. P.ut here

is a special note from Lancaster.

As this city is universally known as a leading

linoleum manufacturing center, the Recreation

and Playground Association has felt it appropri-

ate to specialize in handcraft articles made from

this material. This plan has been facilitated by

gifts from the .Armstrong Linoleum and Cork

Company of a generous amount of linoleum and

cork scrai)s, most of it cut in squares running
from 5 inches to i2 and 15 inches. The children

were taught by the supervisors to wield their

tools skilfully
— for the most part ordinary knives

were used—and by the end of the season linoleum

far outnumbered other handcraft projects, being

popular with both boys and girls.

Some excellent pictures were made of ships,

birds, animals, various scenes and designs, and

clever doorstops, bookends and calendars were de-

signed. A number of especially attractive pictures

were carved from white linoleum, one of a Japan-

ese girl painted in black. A portrait of George

Washington cut in cork, the sliadows brought out

by the use of black paint, made a particularly ef-

fective picture. A number of inlays were also

done remarkably well. The playground awards

were made at the office with a linoleum block de-

signed by the handcraft instructor. The seal on

the swimming certificates was made in the same

way. At the time of the handcraft exhibit an en-

tire window was devoted to the linoleum articles.
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and the ingenuity and artistic workmanship shown

were widely commended.

Contests. There is always the fun of doing

something interesting with the thing you have

made, and so contests will ever be a universally

popular sport.

Sixty boats were entered in the second annual

regatta conducted by the playground children of

Denver, Colorado. Boats were divided into five

classes according to size as follows : Class A, boats

measuring 36" and up ; Class B, 24" to 36" ; Class

C, 12" to 24"; Class D, boats under 12", and

senior riggers. Awards were made on the basis of

workmanship and the appearance of the boats,

some of which were made on the summer play-

ground, some at school, and others at home.

Dalton's "Feast of Lanterns" provided the chil-

dren with an opportunity to display the lanterns

they had made, and they carried them lighted in

the procession which attracted a large number of

spectators. An Oriental touch was given the event

by a large Buddha figure decorated with paper

cherry blossoms. Awards were made for the most

original lantern, the handsomest, the most unique

and the funniest. Awards were also made for

costumes.

They Like to Read

Before their i)udgets were drastically cut, a

number of public libraries cooperated with recrea-

tion departments by conducting miniature branch

libraries at the playgrounds. The Public Library

of Salt Lake City did this last summer in connec-

tion with every play center which was not near a

public library branch, and reading hours were

scheduled each day.

The Hamilton, Ontario, library is one of those

which, because of lack of funds, was obliged to

discontinue this service except for one playground.

But this did not mean that the children were with-

out books, for a plan was devised whereby they

might build their own library. The fee for join-

ing this new library group was one book or five

cents. An entry in the day book of a member of

the staf? of tlie Playground and Recreation Com-

mission shows how successfully the plan was

worked out.

"At our playground all but two helped by

bringing books. The total number of books in the

library was 127. Books were issued weekly on

Thursdays and checked off on sheets listing the

name of the books, the name and address of the

owner and a blank space for successive borrow-

ers. We drew a line through the name when the

book was returned." It was found that asking

the children to contribute their own books in

order to borrow others acted as a splendid check

on keeping the books in good condition and in-

sured their prompt return. All books were re-

turned to their owners at the end of the season.

Drama and Music—Always With Us

Almost three hundred playground play makers

last summer wrote and produced their own plays

in the parks of Louisville, Kentucky, complete

with home-made scenery and costumes. Ladies

and beggars of the world's oldest stories walked

and talked again in the second annual one act play

contest held on each playground with three dis-

trict winners repeating their plays in the new

Play ^lakers' Theater at Central Park. Highland
Park won first place with "The Great Bell of

Peking," a presentation of a Chinese folk tale.

The play was repeated Mayor's night at the

state fair.

Louisville's playgrounds enjoyed music, too,

and community singing last summer reverted to

the old custom of caroling. On playgrounds

where no piano was available, singers visited

around the neighborhood serenading the com-

munity in return for the use of a piano. People

of all ages sang popular airs and folk songs.

Seven hundred and forty-seven individuals took

part in a singing bee.

Much interest was shown in the playground

drama tournament conducted by the Austin.

Texas, City Recreation Department. There were

three classifications'— intermediate, ten through

fourteen years; junior, fifteen through seventeen

years, and senior, eighteen years and over. One

hundred and twenty-two participants took part

and there were approximately 1,645 spectators.

The city library gave cordial cooperation in the

project, and many of the plays were presented in

the library's auditorium.

Wabash, Indiana, also had its tournament, con-

ducted in one of the parks. Twelve groups par-

ticipated in a series of one act plays which ran for

four nights, Sunday night being given over to the

presentation of religious plays. The tournament

was very successful and large audiences attended.

The Public Recreation Commission of Cincin-

nati believes heartily in music and drama as play-

ground activities. Last summer there were nine

playground groups in instrumental music made up
of children of the average age of fourteen who
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met for the most part in school buildings. The

Junior League aided by giving a one act play from

time to time at the traveling theater. The League
al.so gave a performance of a children's play,

tickets for which were distributed through the

Commission.

Baseball and Athletic Sports

La.st summer more than a thousand boys from

eleven to twenty-one years of age joined the Pon-

tiac, Michigan, Junior Baseball Association and

played the national game with great enthusiasm

throughout the season. The boys were organized
into sixty teams divided into three classifications

—Class B, under twenty-one years ; Class C, under

seventeen years, and Qass D, under fourteen

years. Each team played once a week in its regu-

lar league schedule, but it practiced several times

a week and played games with other teams not in-

cliKled in the schedule. Unemployed fathers,

older brothers, former Itaseltall players and busi-

ness men coached the teams, and many an adult

confessed to renewing his youth through the ac-

tivity. The leagues were financed by a donation

of 50 cents from each player in the senior Class A

amateur league, together with receipts from

several exhibition games played by the senior

league.

President Will Harridge of the American

League provided an incentive for f)articif)ation by

presenting three baseballs autographed by all of

the Star American team which played at the

World's Fair in Chicago. The balls were awarded

at the annual banquet of the three winning teams

by Detroit's famous member of the team.

The Pontiac Daily Press cooperated in arousing

interest by conducting a two day baseliall school at

the State Hospital Field. John Kobs, Michigan

State College coach, and Charlie Gehringer, De-

troit's "tiger"' second baseman, were in charge of

the school. There were classes in the fundamen-

tals of the games, such as throwing, batting, bunt-

ing, base running and fielding. More than a thou-

sand Iwys sat for an hour in the bleachers while

the fundamentals were being demonstrated. Bats,

l>alls and coaching equipment were provided by
the Recreation Division of Pontiac. The players

furnished their own clubs and such uniforms as

they had. The majority of the boys played in

overalls.
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Neighborhood baseball leagues in all parts of

the city were organized by the Park Department
of New Haven. Under this plan, teams in various

districts were enabled to engage in contests in the

parks in their own neighborhoods. At the close of

the regular schedule there was a play off for the

title of city champion in the several age groups.

This method proved very popular, the number of

teams increasing from 47 in 1932 to 98 in 1933.

Participants increased from 800 in 1923 to 1,395

in 1933- The same method has proved popular

used in connection with soft ball, horseshoes and

other activities.

Nor were the girls neglected in the athletic

program. There were 32 teams of girls and

women playing playground ball in Cincinnati—
twice the number playing a year ago. These teams

were organized on a neighborhood basis with a

volunteer official.

Outings and Camping
Have you thought of conducting a "day camp"

for stay-at-homes?

For a period of nine weeks beginning July 3rd,

the Recreation Commission of Mount Vernon,

New York, with the cooperation of the Boys' Club

which gave the use of its South Side Branch, con-

ducted a home day camp for boys. Under the

leadership of a camp instructor the boys took part

in basketball, wrestling, indoor baseball and other

floor games. These indoor activities were for the

most part conducted on days when the weather

was inclement. In favorable

weather the boys went on .

... . . Swimming holds an important place on the
nature hikes, enjoyed camo _ ji_-i. lll' ' ' ' summer program, and trips to nearbybeaches

and swimming pools should be encouraged.

fires, swimming at nearby beaches, and outdoor

sports of all kinds. They also visited industrial

plants. The total attendance was 1,710. This was

an emergency leisure-time activity made possible

by the use of state aid funds with the cooperation
of the Board of Education.

Last summer for the fourth consecutive year
the children of Wheeling, West Virginia, enjoyed

outings to Oglebay Park through the cooperation

of the park authorities and the City Recreation

Bureau. At 10:00 o'clock each morning, for five

days a week for ten weeks, a bus left the city

playgrounds carrying its load of forty children

twelve miles away to the 750 acres of nature's

varied beauty that is Oglebay Park. Here the

children stayed until 3 45 under the leadership

of two members of the city playground staff.

After a welcome and an opening ceremony the

children scattered to various activities—baseball,

volley ball, folk dancing, group games or a nature

hike, followed by a period of less active games.
Then came lunch which each child brought, sup-

plemented by milk provided by the Oglebay Insti-

tute Committee which raises the money for the

bus. After lunch and a rest the children waded in

the brook, rode ponies, hunted treasures, played

hare and hounds, toasted marshmallows, or en-

joyed some other special event. The day ended

around the camp fire with stories, stunts and

nature games. Children from seven to ten years

of age came one week and those from eleven to

fourteen the next.

For two days each week

a group of mothers with

children under six were

Cuufli.\:j uirl Scouts, Inc.
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Thar* are many grown-ups who still

ihriil ol the word "circus." What

wonder, then, that children are so

happy at the prospect of a circus

of their own on the playground!

given a day's vacation at the park

with transportation and lunch

furnished. .\ total of 639 moth-

ers from families referred by re-

lief agencies enjoyed a day of

rest or of outdoor activities as

they chose.

For $2.50, which covered the

cost of provisions, boys and girls

at Columbus enjoyed a five day

vacation at the camp maintained

by the Division of Public Recrea-

tion at a location on the river

about twelve miles out of the city. The camp ac-

commodated alwut 8d boys and girls. Equipment
consists of six cabins, a swimming pool, a council

ring, and a building containing a kitchen and

dining room.

Community Nights for Young and Old

During the depression community nights have

come to mean much to the adults who have had

little money to spend for recreation.

For si.x years the Recreation Department of

Austin, Texas, has conducted community nights

on the playground. During these years interest

has grown and j>articipation increased. The query
now is, "What are t<r going to put on for com-

munity night this week?" instead of the former

question, "What are you putting on for com-

munity night this week ?" At the end of the sum-

mer one community continued the program once a

week, later changing to two nights a week.

Community night takes many forms. No special

program is asked of the playground leaders, hut

they are urgc<l to see to it that the community
takes part in some interesting activities such as

musicals, doll shows, dancing, game nights, pic-

nics, picture shows, minstrels, square dances, ex-

hibits, ami one act plays. Many unique forms of

entertainment have resulted. Community singing

is almost universally a part of the prngram. and

several singing clulw have been organized on the

playgrounds. Square dancing is one of most pop-

ular activities of community night Not only peo-

Courlrtj Detroit Rtcreatiou Defartmnt

pie from the community around the playground
but residents from all parts of .Austin attend. In

the beginning only the older adults knew the

steps, but so popular has this form of dancing

become that boys and girls on the playgrounds

take part in every dance.

The city government of Richmond, Indiana,

with the help of the Palladium Publishing Cor-

poration presented during the past summer a

series of recreational events which did much to

keep morale at a high level. As the first step the

city government improved the natural amphithea-

ter in Miller Park to provide a spacious field for

the playing of soft ball games under flood lights

and for entertainments featuring local talent. The

season opened with a huge minstrel show with

123 people in the cast, and with "Singing Sam,"

well known radio favorite and resident of Rich-

mond, as the leading attraction. The show was

presented four nights and a total of 50.000 people

were entertained free of charge.

During the remainder of the season soft ball

games were played and stage entertainments given

twice and sometimes three times a week. People

in neighboring towns were extended the privilege

of using the stage facilities and a modern ampli-

fication system to present their own programs.

Seven such Sunday night entertainments were de-

cidedly successful, attracting thousands of the

jwrk for each entertainment. Two Iwrn dances

were given and an old-time orchestra, veteran

callers and capable quadrille dancers volunteered
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their services to make this old-fashioned program
successful. For these entertainments 16,000 peo-

ple were in the ampitheater each night. On one

occasion seven young people from Vienna gave a

program. Dressed in their native costumes, they
were immensely popular with the great audience.

The cost to the city was unusually low because of

the cooperation given by the Palladium Publish-

ing Corporation in giving the services of one of

its employees, Robert R. Reid, head of the Public

Relations Department, to assist the city and the

Civic Amphitheater Commission in arranging the

program.

During the operation of the amphitheater rec-

ords of the Police Department showed that ju-

venile misdemeanors were practically non-existent.

The result for the season was that thousands with

leisure time were able to participate in the activi-

ties and to enjoy the entertainment offered by
others at no cost whatsoever.

That Closing Festival !

The festival is still very much in evidence as a

way of climaxing the season's activity, though
the circus ranks high in popularity. Last sumuier

the Brooklyn Park Department held its eighteenth

annual playground festival in which 1,500 chil-

dren of thirty park playgrounds took part in a

series of twelve different dances. All the cos-

tumes were made by the children who were trans-

ported to the park by interested residents of the

neighborhood in which the playgrounds were

located.

Three thousand girls participated in the "Wish-

ing Fairy Ring," the sixteenth annual pageant pre-

sented by the Detroit Recreatiori Department and

financed last year by the Detroit News. During
the weeks preceding the pageant these girls made

models for stage settings, crepe paper costumes,

and rehearsed their songs and dances. Because of

its reduced budget, the department depended

largely on volunteers who gave efficient aid in

directing the dancing, handcraft and other arts

entering into the pageant.

A circus was the closing event for the children

of the Boston park playgrounds. And it was a

gala day for them, for they were transported in

busses to and from the Common where the circus

was staged and where a supper was served circus

style.

Very often the season's final event is based on

the theme which has motivated the program.

^'Homes of Other Lands," was the theme on which

each of the Denver playgrounds last summer built

its program through games, story-telling and other

activities. Each playground selected a foreign

country, studied the habits and customs of its peo-

ple and depicted them in the scene which it dis-

played. Almost thirty countries were represented.

Some Practical Considerations

"How are we going to finance the program?"
"What about facilities?" These are practical ques-
tions which must be answered if there is to be any
program. And in these days when municipal funds

are sometimes difficult to secure the problem of

finances looms large.

Securing Funds. When it became evident that

no funds would be forthcoming to support the

summer playgrounds of Springfield, Ohio, Chief

of Police Abeles called together some of his

friends in City Hall and in the business circles of

the city and told them that the Playground Asso-

ciation had disbanded and there would be no rec-

reation for children and young people during the

summer except a little sand lot baseball sponsored

by the American Legion. He made an earnest

plea that .something be done. At a Dutch luncheon

meeting which followed at a local hotel where the

group heard Chief Abeles' plea, $1,500 was sub-

scribed. Later an additional $500 was pledged by
the Parent-Teacher Association, and eight play-

grounds were conducted in charge of ten leaders.

Because of the reduced appropriation for play-

grounds in Hamilton, Ontario, Canada, it became

necesssary early last summer to announce the

closing of three playgrounds conducted by the

Playground and Recreation Commission. Im-

mediately a demand for the opening of these

grounds came from the public. The Hamilton

Olympic Club, the Chamber of Commerce and

special neighborhood committees began at once to

raise the thousand dollars required to open the

grounds. The amount was secured and turned

over to the Playground Commission. The grounds
were opened under leadership and the attendance

last summer was the largest ever recorded on

these playgrounds.

Lacking the usual appropriation from the Board

of Education, the playgrounds of Battle Creek,

Michigan, last summer were financed by a series

of weekly entertainments presented under the

auspices of a citizens' committee. The entertain-

ments included two band concerts, two movie

shows, a water carnival, a boxing and wrestling

(Continued on page 162)



An Important Need and Opportunity

THIS
MONTH over 700,000

young men and women
will be graduated from our

high schools. About 50 per

cent of them will be added to the hundreds of

thousands of young people already in our com-

munities who, without school, college or job, are

in great need of having interesting things to do

that will keep alert the priceless powers of mind

and body, the social vision, and the loves and

faiths that twelve years of school effort were

aimed to develop. Now is the time for every

leader in community recreation to attend especially

to the question of how provision can best be made

for a happy carry-over in community life of such

school activities as can be regarded as being in the

field of recreation. Of these, music is in many
places among the foremost in the number of

students participating in it and in the degree of

skill and the scope of expression that have been

developed in it. Anyone who has observed the

achievements ftf a good high school chorus,

orchestra, band or smaller group, in social living

and individual happiness as well as in musical

expressiveness and beauty, knows how tragically

wasteful it is to let these achievements count for

little or nothing in the life outside of schools.

How the Recreation Leader May Help

No matter how restricted the recreation leader

may be as to funds for community musical activi-

ties or as to his or his Board's interest in music

itself, now is the time for him to do whatever he

can to help bring about the provision needed. He
of all people knows most fully the need. He has

the insight and the vision without which such

values for living are likely to perish in a com-

munity, and it is up to him to start something.

Whether he can or cannot, through his own de-

partment's funds or his own abilities, provide for

one or more choruses, orchestras, bands or

smaller groups well suited to the graduates, he

can help in such ways as the following :

I. Visit the high schools with the school super-

visor of music for t\fc purposes of finding out just

what is being done in music there and of talking
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with the super\'isor about what

might be done to make the most

of it in the life outside the

schools.

2. This visit with the music supervisor might
well lead to a conference with musical students

who are going to graduate, as to what opportuni-
ties for continued amateur musical activity they
would like to have after they have left school.

To make this conference really effective, a list

should be at hand of the choirs, choruses, glee

clubs, orchestras, bands and smaller groups that

already exist in the churches, recreation centers,

clubs, and in the community at large, with infor-

mation as to the activities of each one, when and

where it meets, and what, if any, special skills,

fees or other conditions are required for entrance

into it. The students might be invited to attend a

rehearsal or concert of each group open to them

as graudates, for their enjojinent and further in-

formation. Perhaps there is now no group suited

to them, either as to age or as to musical stand-

ards. For graduates of many a modern high school

musical organization the typical choral or instru-

mental group of middle-aged folk would be to

them as a fumbling baseball team would be to a

well-trained player or as ping pong would be to a

lad who knows the keen fun of ver>' good tennis.

New musical organizations may be needed in the

community, and the recreation leader can be a

strong influence toward starting them, even if he

has no knowledge of music and no money to be

spent on music.

3. Such a conference as has just been described

might well be held with former graduates of the

schools, with or without the coming graduates.

4. Bring about a meeting of music leaders and

other persons whose influence might count in fit-

ting the community for survival of the musical

interests and skills developed in the schools the

various social agencies, the churches and the par-

ent teacher associations or other groups of home-

makers, as well as the school and community
musical organizations, should, if feasible, be rep-

resented at the meeting. The fine possibilities and

(Continutd on fagt 163)



That Ever Present Problem—Leadership!

KALAMAZOO,jMichigan, is one

of the cities
which last summer

successfully met the

problem of play lead-

ership through the

use of volunteers. It

became apparent during the winter that the bud-

get of the Recreation Department would be se-

verely cut. It was announced that instead of a

paid trained and responsible staff consisting of a

man and a woman at each playground, only one

director would be possible. In view of the fact

that there would be more children spending the

summer in the city than ever before this situation

presented a real problem.

An interested school principal and an active

Parent Teacher Association made plans well in

advance to meet the emergency. The situation

was considered at a meeting of the Child Study

group in March and later by the executive com-

mittee of the Parent Teacher Association. The

May meeting of the association took the form of

a panel discussion of a possible recreation pro-

gram for the district. The members of the panel

were the city superintendent of recreation, the

supervisor of physical education of the schools,

the visiting teacher, the president of the Parent

Teacher Council, the principal of the school, a

minister in the neighborhood, a parent and a

student. The meeting adopted the plan outlined

and authorized a committee to complete details

and put it in operation. Further plans involved the

sending of questionnaires to each of the associa-

tions regarding summer activities, a study by high

school boys of available vacant lots and play

spaces in the district, and the circularizing of for-

mer students who had been leaders in their school

activities and who were home or at college as to

their availability for volunteer

service. A study was made of

the plans and resources of

other community recreation

organizations. The result of

the summer's work was a

greatly increased
number of construc-

tive recreation activi-

ties in the district of

the Washington
Junior School play-

ground, selected be-

cause in the past it

had drawn such large numbers of children from

the immediate neighborhood. Activities included

a day camp for girls once a week under Girl Scout

leadership, a hiking club for boys, kodak clubs,

nature study and dramatic clubs, first aid and sew-

ing classes. Many of these activities were held at

homes, but the enrollment was at the playground
and all groups for hikes or camping met at the

grounds. Twice a week the children from nine to

fourteen had an hour of story-telling, rhythms
and songs in the basement room at a branch

library. Three churches in the neighborhood con-

ducted morning sessions of Vacation Bible

Schools. On four lots the department placed

croquet sets for which a nearby resident guaran-
teed care and which were open for the use of the

neighbors. Volunteers helped the playground
director in many of the regular activities on the

grounds and the whole movement has resulted in

greater attendance, more widespread activities,

and more general appreciation of recreation values

than ever before.

About twenty volunteers gave regular service

averaging two two-hour periods a week. Many
more helped from time to time. A Parent Teacher

Association committee, acting in close touch with

the playground director, took full responsbility.

The chairman of the committee was a principal of

the school teaching staflf. She assigned the volun-

teers who reported to her. Substitutes were fur-

nished if a regular volunteer was unable to attend.

The chairman made reports to the playground

Do you have the problem of providing for playground

leadership on reduced funds? This article will tell

you how some cities met the situation last summer.
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director and did the necessary joint planning. The

plan has brought into use material resources as

well as volunteer leadership that would never have
been discovered by the Recreation Department

working alone and that has helped this district

meet an emergency most successfully.

Other Cities Report Success

Last summer, as in the summer of 1932, New
Bedford, Massachusetts, conducted its play-

grounds chiefly under the leadership of volunteers

sujiervised by two ex()erienced paid workers. Nine
centers were in operation, one more than in 1932.
An average of 3,(XX) children and young people

ranging in age from one to twenty years attended

each day. and more than 250 men and women
served as volunteer leaders. A fund of between

$900 and $1,000 was raised to finance the work.

Where in 1932 many of the volunteers served only
two and a half days a week, last year they worked
five. Many worked through the entire season

'

missing scarcely a day. Nine of the leaders were

mothers, others were college and normal school

students and teachers home for the summer, high
school groups and a number of employed people
who gave their leisure hours. Chief of Police

McLeod was one of the most ardent supporters
of the playgrounds. He did much to secure con-

tributions to the fund collected through the Stand-

ard-Times and Mercury. Many individuals and

organizations coojierated in •

making the play-

ground sea.son a very successful one.

Each of the five members of the Chicopee
(Massachusetts) Park and Recreation Commis-
sion took active charge in a supervisory capacity
of a district and a.ssumed responsibility for the

summer's activities. There was one paid worker
on each playground with several college men serv-

ing as volunteers. The season was most success-

ful with nine playgrounds open all summer and
two smaller ones for little children established.

Last summer the lioard of Education of Buf-

falo, New York, maintained thirty- four play-

grounds. The staff consisted of one director, the

head of the Dciwrtmcnt of lliysical Education,
four supervisors each of whom was responsible
for eight playgrounds and the swimming pools in

a particular section of the city, a handcraft super-
viaoT, and a supply manager. In addition, sixty-

eight playground directors, thirty-five men and

thirty-three women, were .selected from the

"white collar" group of unemployed. These di-

rectors were assigned to the Board of Education

by the State Education Department and a three

day institute was held. The State Board of Edu-
cation also supplied thirty-five workers known as

"playground watchmen" one of whom was placed
on each playground. Their duties consisted of

protecting the school property from damage, keep-

ing the playground free from rubbish, resurfac-

ing grounds where necessary, filling in horseshoe

pitching pits, painting playground equipment,

opening and locking the gate, and assisting the

play leader wherever possible. This service was
found to be very helpful.

With the appropriation for the recreation cen-

ters conducted by the Park Commissioners of

Hartford. Connecticut, reduced about 20 per cent,

and that for "playgrounds not on park property"
decreased about 75 per cent, the Park Commis-
sioners faced a serious situation last year.

Through the cooperation of the Community
Chest which provided the dej)artment with forty

workers, and the Welfare Department which fur-

nished thirty additional workers, it was possible
to continue the work on the j)laygrounds. A
special effort was made to open the usual number
of playgrounds and to continue approximately the

same activities. Every section of the city was
served by the twenty-five playgrounds in opera-
tion. At the larger playgrounds a program was
offered for adults and in some instances gfroups
were organized which continued their activities

throughout the year.

In spite of the most careful ])lanning the Lan-

caster, Pennsylvania, Recreation and Playground
Association could do, its curtailed budget could

l)e made to cover only a six weeks full-time pro-

gram. Realizing that a volunteer staff alone could

not handle the situation, the association sent a

letter to all applicants for positions asking if they
would give back the equivalent of one week a

month during the summer season. The accept-
ance of this plan was so generous that the entire

staff for the season virtually became j)art-time

volunteers giving one week free service each

month, thus allowing the playgrounds to operate

eight weeks on a six weeks' budget. This meant

in effect the cutting of salaries by 25 per cent. It

made no appreciable difference in the type of

.service rendered, but from the standi)oint of the

community it was understood that the entire staff

including the su|x;rvi.sory force voluntarily gave
two weeks of their time in order that the city

playgrounds might operate for at least two

months.

(Cotilinued on t>ag* 163)



Our Children's Vacation-

Shall It Be Camping?

How camping helps io make leisure

time more interesting to children.

By Charles W. Carson

This year organized camping
will celebrate its fiftieth anni-

versary. The municipal recrea-

tion movement with its growing

participation in camping and in-

creasing appreciation of its

values, will join with private

groups in wishing for the camp-
ing movement continued success

and even greater usefulness. The
article presented here was pre-

pared by the director of Camp
Lawrence Cory, the bovs' camp
of the Rochester Y. M.'C. A.

AMILLION boys and girls will attend organized

camps this summer in the United States and

Canada. The figure sounds large until we

take into account the millions who will not go. If

camping is good for a million boys and girls, why
not for a much larger number?

One reason is obvious. Thousands of people

who would like to send their children to camp
cannot afford the fees. Another reason is that

many parents have not been convinced that there

are unique values for their children in a camping

experience. Any camp director or counselor who

has called on parents in order to interest them in

camp has heard such responses as these : "Oh, we

have a cottage at the lake, John doesn't need to

go to camp. He has all the advantages without

the added expense." Or, "we're taking an auto-

mobile trip for our vacation and Tom is going

with us."

In justice to their children every parent of boys

or girls between the ages of nine and seventeen

should investigate camps. Circumstances may not

permit attendance, but to investigate is an obliga-

tion. If you are a parent, and have an open mind,

here is some evidence.

Advantages of Camping

Camp offers to both parents and children a va-

cation away from one another. Constant contact

in the home leads to easy irritation and capricious

dispositions. A two months' respite restores per-

spective and creates a home atmosphere conducive

to calm judgment and intelligent affection. Fur-

thermore, if it be true that achieving independ-

ence of the home is one of the two major adjust-

ments of adolescence, a few weeks at camp pro-

vides an excellent beginning. Here, under the

guidance of trained counselors, boys and girls

learn to face a new environment and to make ad-

justments which otherwise may be postponed until

college days.

Parents must recognize, however, that they play

a large part in the success or failure of a camp-

ing experience. Limiting the number of visitors'

days is not merely a convenience to the camp

staff ;
it is an essential factor in the camper's ad-

justment. Homesick campers are usually less a

problem than child-sick parents. When parents

play the'ir part intelligently, camp offers boys and

girls the opportunity, perhaps for the first time,

to stand on their own feet.

A second advantage of camping is the unusual

opportunity to learn the arts of leisure. Few

places are as well equipped as a good camp, to fa-

cilitate the learning of ways to make leisure time

interesting and a source of real pleasure, and this

is a matter of discovering interests and develop-

ing skills. For children with a limited background

of experience, discovering interests is a process

of experimentation. They need to be exposed to

a wide variety of choices and to be guided in

selection. Camp programs of two decades ago

were generally planned in advance and highly

regimented. In the swing away from a regimented

program some camps have gone to an opposite

extreme which results only in confusion. Excel-

lence is not measured by the length of the list of

possible activities, but by the method with which

the activity is developed.
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Our present purpose, however, is not to discuss

methods, but to point out values. For example, a

boy in camp was attracted by the "Whit Is It?"

contest and found his way to the nature study

cabin. Although he came to identify a leaf, his

curiosity was aroused by an aquarium filled with

all manner of wiggling things. An alert counselor

asked if he would like to look at a specimen of the

aquarium water under a microscope. From that

day on this camper spent a large share of his time

at the nature study cabin. Before leaving camp
he had persuaded his parents to buy him a micro-

scope and had constructed his own aquarium. A
new world was opened to him.

Discovering Interests

One evening a group of campers sat on the

shore just after sunset watching the changing

lights on the hills across the lake. As the light

faded a star began to twinkle in the western sky.

A lively curiosity prompted a camper to ask the

name of the star. After waiting for several guesses

a counsellor identified the star and then began to

ask questions about the stars. The result was a

group of star gazers who were given permission

to explore the heavens on clear nights after

"taps."

Stimulated only by the vague desire "to make

something," a boy wandered into the handicraft

building. In the printing shop he saw some boys

digging gouges out of pieces of linoleum with

small curved tools. "Would you like to try it?"

asked the instructor. After a few trials the boy

began work on a linoleum block for the camp
paper. Later he did a Christmas card and a book

plate. Before he left camp he had learned how to

construct a hand press which would make it pos-

sible to continue his new interest at home. It is

quite possible to learn how to use a microscope,

to identify stars, and to make linoleum block

prints at home or in school. The unique advantage
of the camp environment is the unusual oppor-

tunity it offers to discover and develop spontan-
eous interests.

The opportunity to gain experience in working

cooperatively on group enterprises is as signifi-

cant as the development of individual interests.

To adapt ingenuity and new ideas to group needs

and a group objective is excellent training in citi-

zenship. Individual skills are essential, but most

life situations call for team play. The following

examples from a camp experience illustrate the

point :

Group Enterprises

.A^ group of ten and eleven year old campers
were playing on the lake shore. Someone sug-

gested, "Let's play pirate." "Aw, gee, you can't

play pirate without a ship." "How about build-

ing one?" With excitement at a high pitch they

ran to the counselor who supervised craft work.

The counselor thought it was a good idea, and the

planning began.

The first task was to find materials, because no

funds were available to buy them. \ pile of old

tent floors was discovered in which there was

It's impotsibU to

play pirat* without
a ihip but on th*

other hand there's

no reason why boys
shouldn'tmalce one.

And the campers at

Lawrence Cory dis-

covered they could!
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enough lumber for the body of the ship. Sta-

bility, however, would be lacking. A bright young
pirate suggested oil drums. Six drums were
secured from an oil station in town. A sapling
was located which would do for a mast, and an

old tent fly decorated with a gruesome skull and
crossbones supphed the sail. It took five weeks
of resourceful, patient, and persistent work to

build the ship, and the launching was a great
event. Ten lusty pirates, each properly attired

with a 'kerchief around his head and a black

patch over one eye, pulled strenuously on the oars

for an hour against a light wind (oil drums are

not built like racing yachts). Finally the sail was
hoisted and the pirate ship, steered by an old oar,

sailed to the dock.

A similar experience was the building of the

new council circle. The old council circle was in

a perfectly obvious location, a few yards in front

of the semi-circle of cabins. Across a field by the

side of a brook was a spot which was a favorite

rendezvous for campers. Bounded by the sloping
banks leading down to the brook, sheltered by
trees and bushes was a level spot about fifteen

yards across. One evening as a cabin group was

cooking their own supper over an open fire, a

camper remarked casually, "This would be a great

place for the council circle." The idea was greeted

with enthusiasm and the next day the project was

started.

Underbrush had to be cleared and logs hauled

and fashioned for seats. The circle was outlined

with stones and a path leading to it was widened.

After days of hard work the new council circle

was ready. A fire was built in the old circle.

When it had burned to embers, coals were scooped

up and carried with due ceremony to start the first

fire in the new circle.

Building the pirate ship and constructing the

new council circle were not mere stunts. The

campers learned how to plan, organize, carry out

and evaluate a group project.

Helping Him to Make Adjustments

Closely related to experience in working on

group enterprises is learning to make the adjust-
ments to other people and to new environments

essential to happy living. Few other experiences
have the opportunities in this connection which

are found in camp. A child who spends eight
weeks in camp is there for more hours, not count-

ing the hours of sleep, than he is in school during
an entire year. Furthermore, the variety of cir-

cumstances requiring adjustment to other people
is greater than in school.

The father of a camper said to a camp director

as he enrolled his boy, "Until I went to college at

the age of seventeen, I had never been away from

home longer than over night. For a whole year I

was utterly miserable because I didn't know how
to get along with poeple. When my boy goes to

college I want him to be more experienced than I

was." Unfortunately, all parents are not as far-

sighted as this father. In fact, it is frequently
the case that the child who needs camp most has

parents who do not or will not recognize the need.

And this was true

too, when it came
to building a new
council ring. It

meant days of hard

work but it taught
the campers how to

plan, organize and

complete a project.
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Consider the case of Franklin, an only child.

The following observations are from the coun-

selor's behavior record :

"Franklin's mother accompanied him to camp
and made his bed while he stood by. I offered to

assist, but the mother desired to do it herself.

When she had finished, she reported that the boy
was ill and should not eat anything all day except
malted milk which he was to get from the nurse

at two o'clock and six o'clock.

"During the afternoon Franklin made several

remarks of this sort, 'I wish I was to be here only
two weeks instead of four. Camp's all right, but

I wish I was home. My mother takes me to the

lake every afternoon. Do we have movies at

camp? My mother takes me to the movies every

Saturday and Sunday.'
"

Making adjustments to new people and new
situations was difficult for Franklin because a

doting mother had catered to his every whim and

shielded him from many hardships. Before the

camp jjeriod closed Franklin's father came to take

him home. An uncle had died and Franklin's

mother needed him !

Franklin's case illustrates the need ; other cases

are better examples of success. A visiting teacher

persuaded Sam's jiarents to send him to camp. He
had exhibited a variety of anti-social behavior at

school and his home situation complicated his dif-

ficulties. During his first season at camp he ran

away four times. He was negligent in performing
his camp duties and sulky when he was checked

up. Careful attention to his needs, however, re-

sulted in a fairly satisfactory experience and at

the end of the season he reported that he had en-

joyed camp. Profiting by the first year he came

to camp a second season and his relationships

with other campers were greatly improved. A
third season found him accepting his share of re-

sponsibility readily and taking his place in a tent

group without friction. Adequate records were

an important factor in Sam's case. A summary
of his case came from the visiting teacher when
he was first enrolled. His counselor kept a run-

ning record of his behavior in camp which was

pa»fed on to the visiting teacher at the end of the

•euon. Progress in his case is not a matter for

conjecture; the record speaks for itself.

Arthur was a shy boy who came to camp with

no skills and no confidence in himself. He could

not play ba.scball, he could not row a boat, he

could not swim. Some of his difficulties were

traceable to lack of opportunity ; many of them

were results of his timidity. His first achieve-

ment was learning to swim. When he was gradu-
ated from the non-swimmers' to the beginners'

class, his chin came up and his chest began to

expand. Soap carving, however, proved to be his

real forte. When his carving of an elephant was
exhibited on visitor's day, Arthur was, for one of

the first times in his life, really proud of himself.

During the early days at camp any camper could

make -Arthur cringe by a harsh word or a pug-
nacious gesture. At the end of the season he

could no longer be easily intimidated. From a po-
tential recessive personality type he developed into

a normal, happy boy.

Learning how to become independent, learning

to make leisure time contribute to happy living,

learning how to plan and carry out group pro-

jects, and learning how to get along with people
are important factors in character education. The

leadership, equipment, and program of the sum-

mer camp are organized to provide these oppor-
tunities.

For many years camp literature has quoted the

statement of a famous educator, "The summer

camp is America's greatest contribution to the

field of education." When education is conceived,

not as the formalized process of acquiring infor-

mation, but as a continuous undertaking of de-

veloping skills, attaining knowledge, and creating

attitudes, this statement assumes new significance.

It may turn out to have been a discerning

prophecy.

"Probably the greatest social contribution

which the camp vacation can make to any group
of campers is an experience of successful coopera-

tive life in a group diverse in interests, skills, abili-

ties, but all enjoying common activities. The par-

ticipation of all in the affairs of a day means more

than any play given, any concert produced, any

swimming meet, any discussion group. To real-

ize tliat everyone luis something to give and that

the best life is possible for all when every per-

son has opportunity to make his unique contribu-

tion, is to liave learned a cardinal principle of the

new social order. The process, not the final per-

formance, is the chief concern of the camp that

would lead a group into social living. The habits

and attitudes built up in such a group contribute

to the making of a more desirable sfK'ial whole

and the camp unit itself is an organic part of that

whole."—Abbic Graham in The Girls' Camp.



Volunteer Recreation Leadership

As evaluated by a member of

the physical education profession

WITH
THE close of the summer playground

season, the matter of volunteer leadership

again comes up for discussion and

evaluation.

A year ago, with municipal budgets depleted

and many playgrounds without leadership or par-

tially closed for lack of funds, the experiment of

volunteer leadership became a common one. In

many cases, experienced teachers served without

pay rather than be idle when this important social

service was being neglected, and. also because it

was felt advisable to carry on in this way tem-

porarily rather than to see the program lost.

While such professional loyalty is to be com-

mended, it is a question whether municipalities

should be encouraged to shirk their duty in this

manner.

There is another type of volunteer leadership,

however, which gives promise of growing into a

permanent part of the playground and community
recreation plan of administration. It is one which

does not dispense with the regular staff of play

leaders but which supplements their work. It

adds invaluable services not apt to be found in

the regular program. From this standpoint, there

is every reason to believe that there is a perma-
nent place for volunteer leadership in the special

activity phase of the summer recreation program,
for example, in music, handicraft, story telling,

nature trips, gardening, art work, and educational

trips to printing houses, telephone plants, auto-

mobile shops, etc.

Usually where the volunteer plan has been tried

it has been preceded by a number of meetings of

influential citizens who are strong backers of an

educational as well as recreational program of

summer activities. By having such a committee

or advisory council made up of such civic-minded

men and women, and from many walks of life,

excellent publicity is usually forthcoming. These

people carry weight in their respective communi-

ties and as a result of their presence, the news-

It will be interesting for recreation

workers to have the point of view of

some one outside the immediate rec-

reation field on the subject of the use
of volunteers on the playgrounds. We
are therefore presenting an editorial

from the September issue of The
Journal of Health and Physical
Education.

papers (especially if the local editor is an in-

terested member of the committee) are very apt

to sponsor the work with enthusiasm.

In addition to this possibility of extra interest

and enthusiasm on the part of influential com-

munity groups and the helpful backing of the

newspapers, there are other possibilities in the

volunteer plan. It gives opportunities to draw

upon other recreational facilities previously un-

available for the playground children. For ex-

ample, one of the members of the community
committee may be a college or industrial leader

who will offer the use of a swimming pool on

limited occasions, or a wealthy citizen may open

up private tennis courts at certain hours for

playground use under playground supervision.

Again, in conjunction with the volunteer service,

short-term recreation training courses are usually

offered. These serve an educational purpose in

enlightening the community on modern recrea-

tional needs.

The volunteer plan has additional merit in ty-

ing up the playground services with other social

service agencies of the community such as the

parent-teacher groups, service clubs, churches,

Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, Camp Fire Girls, Y. M.
C. A., Y. W. C. A., etc. Representatives from

these groups are apt to be found on the advisory

council. Leaders in these organizations have a

chance to enlarge upon the sphere of their activi-

ties. The playground director is the coordinating

director of this enlarged and cooperative pro-

gram. In a sense this program is using many
ideas from Scouting and "Y" work but in an en-

larged way and with children that might other-

wise not be reached.

(Continued on hatjc 164)
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Seeing Nature

in

Glacier National

Park

By
Carroll Lane Fenton

We offer you the rewards

of Ithe hiker who travels

along the trail on foot.

SEVENTY

or eighty people sit

alx)ut a crackling campfire.

Two of their number sing a

duet whose verses hold more joy
than sense; a third recites the

woes of a Swedish settler and his

broncho team. A man in olive-

green uniform speaks on wild

flowers and trees, and leads the

entire groups in favorite glee

club songs. Gosing, he invites

them to hike :

"Tomorrow we'll go to Dawson Pass, a round

trip of fourteen miles. On the trail will be forests

of lodgcpole and fir, a pretty lake among mo-

raines, and a glacier almost too small to be true.

Higher, well find stunted alpine plants, while the

Pass itself will show fossil \x<h formed in a very
ancient sea. There will be magnificent views, too ;

things to thrill you photographers and others who
like to draw. Well start from the bridge at a

qiurter to eight ; come— and don't forget your
lunch!"

This is a typical
campfire program, led

by a ranger naturalist.

He helps visitors enjoy

themselves, urges the timid to ride and walk.

Without teaching he tells them the story of nature,

adding to the store of knowledge with which they

view beautiful scenes. In spare moments, he

helps pitch tents, offers hints on where to fish, or

tells where herds of elk may be found by hikers

who go quietly.

The region seconds his varied efTorts. Though
less famous than the Yellowstone. Glacier Na-

tional Park peculiarly appeals to those who like

to live out of doors, and

Dr. Fenton in a rrnrarch worker. Icrturrr and
wrilrr who for righlecn yearx hax hunted for

rxlinel animalo and loot landorapeit. To him

hiking and camping are never ending delights.

to temper enjoyment
with learning. Its trails

are good and rarely

steep ; unobtrusive roads
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and boats care for those who can neither walk nor

ride. It offers much in three or four days—and it

welcomes those who will stay for weeks, or the

entire summer. Hotels and simpler cabins wait,

while for those to whom vacation means life in a

tent there are well equipped motor camps in

which real crowds are unknown. Though not the

unspoiled, primitive wild, they are never the com-

pact, dusty blocks found in more populous na-

tional parks.

, Books and essays have been based on the pleas-

ures of riding through Glacier Park : something
also should be said of the ease and even greater

rewards of hiking. For whatever the timid or

hasty may say, one may "do" every major horse

trail on foot without incurring discomfort or

danger
—and he will see and learn more by the

way than can those who only ride.

Let us take the item of comfort first. There are

three large hotels in the Park and eight cabin

groups or chalets. All welcome hikers, who also

may stay overnight at the four more remote tent

camps maintained chiefly for saddle horse parties.

A total, then, of fifteen shelters for those who go
on foot, with several others

available to those who fol-

low the trails into Alberta. P
Eight to eighteen miles

apart, they demand only

easy trips, often with time

left to detour on peaks or

to fish in clear, snow-fed

lakes. One need carry only

camera, spare clothing and

slicker, since camps provide

bed, shelter and food.

Safety is a matter of

course. Most trails are well

graded and wide : the

"greenest" tyro, keeping to

them, need not fear acci-

dent or over-exercise. This

latter point calls for em-

phasis, since it means that

children and those of poor

physique may take trail

trips on foot with confi-

dence. I have seen a twelve-

year-old city boy walk to

the crest of Dawson Pass,

while youngsters of four or

five will be happy on many
a lakeside trail. As for

A tent shall be our home. We pitch
it for a day, a week, a season. It

shelters us from sun, rain or snow.

some of the so-called strenuous climbs: a portly

tourist with asthma, a weak heart and poor
arches walked from Many Glaciers to Pifegan

Pass and back one day and still had time to loiter

in woods where birds and whortleberries were

abundant. Nor did she take dinner in bed— as

some are said to do who ride !

Freedom, beauty and knowledge are the re-

wards of those who travel the trails on foot. A
horse at best is a callous beast that is trained to

walk, trot or stop in line, not to humor its rider's

desires. That line itself is a formal affair that

starts, goes and halts as one, lest its body degen-

erate into chaos. In it, one may not loiter or dis-

mount at will ; nor may he force the whole party

to wait while he alone admires some mountain.

Yet unless the.se liberties are enjoyed, the trip may

yield small enjoyment and knowledge. Subjecting

one's objects to the routine of groups is not a

broad pathway to recreation.

Compare, then, the freedom of those who de-

pend upon their own hobnailed boots. They may

pause a minute, an hour or a week and still cause

no one else discomfort. Their schedule lies bet-

tween themselves and time;

they start of their own ac-

cord in the morning and ar-

rive when they are ready at

night. Nor do they waste

morning hours while guides

hunt horses lost during the

night :

I ate my dozen flapjacks and

was feeling fine.

But the horses may not show

up until half-past nine;

The guide rode out to find

them, but they must have

flown—
So I sit here at the corral, for-

saken and lone.

So hummed one "dude"

who had been promised an

early sight of mountain

sheep on the Continental

Divide. His companions
were less cheerful, for they

already had waited an hour.

If those infernal horses

only would come !

Hikers, meanwhile, were

on the trail. They saw

mountain sheep and goats;

watched a pica spread its
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Paths and peaks of the

Rookies are the scenes in

which the Indian hunter

Ah-ka-noosta sought and
found the secret of youth.
We visit them that we may-

recapture, not our own
youth but that of the earth

itself. Come with us

through flower-filled val-

leys, across wind-swept
passes, up the trails worn

by the mountain goat,
where inquisitive deer

pause in the pathway—
trails that lead into the

past, to the days when our
ancient earth was young.

Freedom, beauty and knowledge reward

those who travel the trails on foot.

liay out to dry on a sunny slab of dark green

shale. In that shale were crumpled, pinkish balls

that seemed to be primitive fossil plants, and the

geologically-minded jxiused to discuss their age

and habits of life. Others climbed to a chilly,

windswept slope where tiny alpine willows grew,

their catkins six inches from the ground. Our
rock-hunter hammered at beds on a cliff, in which

large gray fossils lay ; the other trained his camera

for the view that led to the western mountains of

the Park. Shadows in the foreground were too

strong, and while waiting for the light to change

he sketched a nearby alpine fir clinging to a pre-

cipitous wall. The whole day was his to use—and

with only eighteen miles to go, why should he

hurr)- and so spoil a film ?

Even greater leisure comes to those who camp
for a fortnight, a month, or even the whole short

mountain summer. Most of them come by motor

car, though those who prefer travel by train may

rely on buses to carry their goods from one pub-

lic camp to another. They themselves may ride

with their bedding and tents, or may hike from

one chalet to the next while their duffle is held

until they arrive.

Campers receive chief benefit from the ranger

naturalist service. Seventeen people took the trail

on that morning hike to liaw.son Pass, of whom
a few came from the chalets. Two were small

children whose parents turned back after two

miles beside the lake. One was a boy of twelve

who walked the seven miles to the pass and was

ready for another trip on the morrow, six were

girls of high school age, and the others were

young to middle-aged adults. Xeither athletes nor

mountaineers, they climbed twenty- four hundred

feet and returned, yet were ready for a camp-
fire that evening.

What did they gain from this typical trip?

First, good exercise and fresh air, in moderation

to fit their needs. Second, a series of beautiful

views of lakes, mountains, glaciers and trees, seen

twice and with time enough for enjoyment.

Third, an acquaintance with flowers, trees and

birds by the way ; with rocks, fossils and the ac-

tion of glaciers that deepened these valleys and

cut steep cliffs. Not a detailed acquaintance, I

grant ; the naturalist stressed principles that might

stay, not minor facts too easily forgotten. But as

far as two critical scientists could find, he ap-

|)ealed with almost equal success to children,

school girls and middle-aged parents.

The naturalists thus are important links in a

national ])ark's recreation program. At the least

(some are uninspired men) they give information

not to be found in compact official booklets; at

most, they become hosts, advi.sors, guides, teach-

ers and pleasant companions upon the trail.

Yet nature resources of a national park cannot

be exhaustetl by naturalists' programs. Many
visitors (chiefly those who hike) work out pro-

grams of their own. becoming amateurs in science

as they follow valley and mountain trails. Some

parents adopt similar methods: partly for their

own pleasure and knowledge, partly that their

children may gain full rewards from summers

H nnlinnril on fagr 164)



Like Spring— It's in the Air!

More about hobbies—that fascinating

pursuit sure to lead you far afield!

By Erna D. Bunke
National Recreation Association

B
iv HEAVENS, I love you! I care not who

knows it !"

This is not the beginning of an old-

fashioned proposal !

"Two A. M. in an almost empty sub*vay. Torn

newspapers blowing across the floor. A girl sleep-

ing with her head on her companion's shoulder;

the sleeper with her mouth open, the other at-

tempting wearily to close it."

This is not the opening paragraph of a current

story !

"Please hold this letter in yoUr hands a moment

and give it a warm welcome, for it comes many
miles to say, 'How do you do, Mr. Brown'."

This is not the note which a persistent reporter

found under the rug !

All three are interesting illustrations of a word

that has always stirred imaginative people, and

that, more recently, has swept the country with

its amazing potentialities. That word is hobbies.

The first illustration brings a valentine of long

ago
—

"By heavens I love you! I care not who knows itl

I cannot disguise it. Each act of mine shows it.

Be as kind, my dear Nan, and let the world see

That you don't care who knows how fond you're of mc."

This is from one of the many valentines owned

by Mr. Frank Baer of Cleveland, who has been

collecting valentines for more than 35 years and

has what he believes to be the finest collection in

the country. Mr. Baer is interested chiefly in col-

lecting early valentines and has found this a stim-

ulating and amusing hobby. Another from his

collection expresses a sentiment which might be

voiced even in these times,

"I love you and I love you not

And there a paradox you've got.

I love your person, not your mind
For there much ignorance I find.

Learn wisdom and I may inchne

To take you for my valentine."

"Have not the wise men of all

ages
— not excepting Solomon

himself— have they not had
their hobby horses and running
horses, their coins and cockle

shells, their drums and their

trumpets, their fiddles, their

pallets and maggots, and their

butterflies?"— Tristam Shandy.

The statement beginning, "Two A. M. in an

almost empty subway," is taken from the note

book of a girl whose hobby is seeking purple

patches in New York—an intriguing subject! She

watches ships come in, sings with the Commun-

ists, visits fish peddlers, rides horseback in Central

Park, feeds the squirrels at the Battery, goes to

lectures at Town Hall and Union Square and be-

cause she is intensely alive and has a fine sense of

appreciation of little things, she is accumulating a

bushel basket full of adventures.

"But why," this young lady wants to know,

"does the world feel that it is a very noble gesture

to rise at 4 130 to watch a sunrise, and a demoraliz-

ing one to stay up until 4:30 to watch that same

streak of silver and gold in the sky?"

The third illustration deals with the hobby of a

girl who likes to write letters—letters which she

attempts to make so interesting and unusual that

the recipient will not only answer immediately,

but will answer in a similar, responsive vein. She

writes to her friends who are ill or away, doing

her own amateurish but decidedly clever illustra-

tions. Her business letters are original enough to

receive more than casual consideration. Recently

she saved soap coupons and acquired, eventually,

six silver tea spoons. She wrote a "thank you"

letter and the astonished firm sent her some soup

spoons to go with her set.

Hobbies Come Into Their Own
The subject of hobbies is one which is deserv-

edly coming into its own. Every magazine, news-

paper and radio broadcast shouts the slogan,

"Have a hobby." Lecturers, regardless of their
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designated subject, wander into this alluring field.

The president's wife and the shoemaker's daugh-
ter are equally interested.

There is a difference of opinion as to the mean-

ing of the word hobby. Some think of it as any

occupation participated in when free to make a

choice. Others, and this is undoubtedly the more

acairate meaning, think of it as an activity vyith a

somewhat permanent interest. Tennis may be

merely a recreational activity or it may be a

hobby, depending upon the time and interest given.

"Have you ever gone into raptures over shav-

ing mugs, or sighed in despair over old cigar

bands?" asks one ardent collector. "That's hav-

ing a hobby."
"If you are just a bit crazy about some special

interest—then you have a hobby," adds another

collector.

"Yes, and a bit intolerant of the other fellow's

interest," says his friend, who is a pinochle en-

thusiast. "Now I wouldn't give you two cents for

all the bridge games in the world."

Whatever it's definition, having an extravagant

interest in almost anything is very pleasant and

men and women are finding gold mines in the in-

telligent pursuit of a worthwhile interest. A hobby

is a most useful adjunct of life, and one that often

helps to preserve life itself. It can bring a growth

of knowledge and

power, a sense of

growing with the

times, a constant as-

sociation with inter-

esting subjects.

There are many
people who have no

hobby and who

frankly confess they

do not want one.

There arc others who

seem to lack the mo-

tive that lies back of

the necessary effort

to start a hobby.
They say, not very

convincingly, "If I

How«v»T grov* ih* ills

of ,th« d«pr*»tion, il

hat given many p*opl«
opportunity todavalop
akill in thair hobbiat.

had more time"—or "Some day I am going to"—
then they go back to smug conversations and ef-

fortless recreation. But an amazing number of

people do have hobbies, and are finding life a

much richer gift.

Dr. George Pratt, a noted psychiatrist, takes a

psychological look and gives a warning. "People,"
he says, "too often ride hobbies because a normal

outlet in their lives has been frustrated, a well

directed diversion which the individual recog-
nizes as such is an excellent means of preserving
mental health, but there is a danger of becoming
fanatical about it."

This is unfortunately true. Hobbies are de-

veloped sometimes only because the pressure of

life becomes unbearable and something must be

taken up that will demand whole hearted interest.

Under such conditions hobbies are apt to become

too absorfiing and an abnormal situation is created.

But more often people do not take up hobbies,

but are themselves taken up by hobbies. To il-

lustrate this a girl writes, "I have an uncle who is

a doctor, and it is a quaint conceit of his to re-

mark laughingly, 'I am not a doctor, I am a

farmer.' Surely a doctor's life is one spent in a

harness of utmost rigor and compulsion and yet

my uncle has never found the pressure unbear-

able, and has felt no need for release. Then, why

C0mrttiy CtKffni* Parent TttcluTt AitotUliou
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must he have a garden wherever he is? For the

pure delight of growing things. Every one of

father's family must grow something and when

they get together it is like a meeting of the Horti-

cultural Society in full swing. I beHeve when we

were babies, and they came to see. my father and

mother, they did not ask first, 'How are the chil-

dred?' but 'How are the dahlias doing?'
"

There is a saying that "Hobby horses cost more

than drab steeds," but one of the best features of

a hobby is that it may be expensive or may cost

nothing. There are four definite types of hobbies

—doing things, learning things, creating things,

acquiring things, and frequently there is a general

overlapping.

The Four Types of Hobbies

The first deals largely with the world of sport

and game—fishing, hiking, horse racing, archery,

swimming, camping, tennis and the like. Not only

active, intensive participation in these activities is

demanded if they are hobbies, but also an intelli-

gent study of the history, technique, leaders of

each sport.

The second type of hobby—learning things
—

falls distinctly in the educational realm, for stu-

dents, philosophers, thinkers. A study of criminal

psychology, international amity, the Chinese lan-

guage, astronomy
—these are intellectual hobbies.

The art of conversation is receiving some serious

consideration these days. In many groups, talk

seldom soars above the boundaries of stocks,

sport, bridge, women, clothes. One girl said, "I'd

hate to have a husband who would always turn

first to the sporting page." An unemployed man

whose hobby is the study of ancient languages

says, "Despite our hurts, we still have the dignity

of the mental world."

The third type of hobby, creating things, is per-

haps the most satisfying, for it brings an oppor-

tunity to appease that vague inner craving to do

something inimitably one's own—to be able to

say, "I made this."

All the fine arts come under this heading
—

modeling, wood carving, sculpturing, painting,

etching, and some lesser arts; spinning, weaving,

knitting, sewing; Classes in appreciation of art

are flooded. Art museums everywhere these days

are making every effort to assist the layman to-

ward increased enjoyment of art through enlarged

understanding. "Today I learned something," a

young woman confided. "I had always thought

that an artist tries to reproduce an exact scene. It

seems that is not so. He tries to reproduce a sun-

set by expressing the mood induced in him by the

sunset, melancholy, joyous, exultant or any of

another dozen responses."

Gardening is a creative hobby to which more

and more people are turning, as something that

sweeps away the cobwebs of every day monotony.

Dr. WiUiam Manson of Granville, N. Y., broad-

cast, "Take one hoe, one rake, and apply vigor-

ously to the soil at least three times a week."

A stenographer has a small window box which

she watches anxiously for the first sign of some-

thing green; and in California, Mrs. H-erbert

Evans designed a garden so lovely it attracted na-

tional attention. There is lively gaiety in some

spots and quiet peace in others. Mrs. Evans once

dreamed of a blue hillside and so had planted iris,

blue Mexican daisies, mountain lilac, violets, and

other blue flowers. For two days each year, the

garden is open to anyone who wishes to see it,

from dawn until dark. She gives each guest a

poem. One year it was Lyman's "Come into the

garden, friend, for we adore it and wish to share

its treasures with thee."

The fourth type of hobby, collecting things,

seems to be the most general, and of course means

much more to the individual than the mere acqui-

sition of some material objects. One can scarcely

collect anything without adding to the store of

general knowledge.

Early in 1700, Browne Willis, an Englishman

began collecting. His eccentricities were so

original as to make him famous.

In America, collecting is said to have begun

with James Lenox, who in 1847 bought a copy

of the Gutenberg Bible for $2,500.

Collecting old things has a decided fascination,

perhaps because every old thing in some degree

has a story and so sets the imagination at work.

The list of things which people collect is in-

exhaustible ; some are more unusual than others—
original cartoons, penny dreadfuls, primitive airs

from the Indians, fleas, ancient drinking songs,

international dolls, inanimate things that do not

yelp or have to be fed, fireside screens, old tavern

signs, steins, sun dial verses. This last mentioned

hobby demands travel, for no verse may be copied

unless it has been seen on the sun dial. In the

Martha Washington garden at Mt. Vernon is one

which reads,

"I record none but the sunny hour."

(Continued on page 165)



Plays For The Little Actor

AT
THE ACE of nine most

^
children are ready to ap-

pear in formal drama.

Story dramatization and the in-

creasing use of drama as an aid to teaching in

the lower grades liave interested many children

in the fascinating art of acting by this time. It is

supposed that hitherto their little plays have been

presented before the classroom or for the sole

amusement of a very limited circle of friends

their own age. Now they may venture to take

part in the assembly program, the public play-

ground performance or perhaps the community's
children's theater.

When the little players go before an adult audi-

ence, too much care cannot be given to the selec-

tion of the play. The plays suggested in the fol-

lowing list have been tried and proved successful

through many productions. A number of collec-

tion.s are suggested because many of the plays for

children of this age are too

short to appear in any
other form. Since chil-

dren like to produce a

play quickly and go on to

By Mabel Foote Hobbs
National Recreation Association

"The First May Basket" given by the children of

the Betsey Head Playground, Brooklyn, N. Y.

A background of screens hung with strips of

green crepe paper made a satisfying forest.

their next production, the di-

rector will find the collections

an economical way of keeping a

supply of plays on hand.

For children taking part in formal drama for

the first time the following suggestions are made :

J he Dearest Wish by Pauline Oak. A story -telling fes-

tival in which a large number of children may partici-

pate. National Recreation Association. (Free.)

A Pageant of Play by May Pashley Harris. Especially

adapted to playground groups. National Recreation As-

sociation. $.15.

The Stolen Tarts by Mabel Foote Hobbs. Seven prin-

cipal characters and many extras. A dramatization of the

nursery rhyme in two short acts. National Recreation

Association. $.25.

Childaso, the Health Gypsy by Erna Bunke. .\ large

cast may be used in this play which emphasizes the need

of sleep, fresh air and proper diet. National Recreation

.Association. $.10.

Eleven Plays for Little Children by Edith Lombard

Squires. Short plays in verse. Very simple and fun to

give on a summer afternoon.

Playhouse Plays. Fitzgerald

Publishing Corp., New Vork.

$.•10.

Everyday Plays for Horn*,
School and Setlleiiu-nt by
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Virginia Olcott. Four of the six plays in this collection

are especially recommended— "Flowers in the Palace

Garden," "The Ruler of the Forest," "The Troll of the

Mountains" and "Little People of Autumn.." Dodd,
Mead & Company, New York. $2.00. Other excellent

collections by the same author are Patriotic
'

Plays for

Young Peoflc and Holiday Plays for Young People.

Plays for the Children's Hour by Carolyn Sherwin

Bailey. Twenty tested plays, especially adapted to school

room presentation, and several helpful chapters on pro-

duction. Milton Bradley Co., Springfield, Mass. $1.75.

Little Lost Aster by Virginia Olcott. About 20 char-

acter. A flower child who wanders away from her gar-
den and forgets her name and home is rescued by the

Bumble Bee Police. National Safety Council, New
York. $.25.

The plays in the following list are suitable for

children who have had some previous experience
with formal drama :

Silver Bells and Cockle Shells by Marion Holbrook.

Eight principal characters and many extras. The story

of Mistress Mary's garden in verse with songs and

dances introduced. An attractive outdoor play. National

Recreation Association. $.25.

Eight Little Plays 'by Rose Fyleman. Gay, sedate,

humorous or serious, these little plays are charming re-

flections of the moods of childhood. Doubleday, Doran,
New York. $1.25.

Let's Pretend by Lindsey Barbee. Six well-written

plays with enough substance to attract the practical as

well as the imaginative child. T. S. Denison & Co.

Chicago. $1.25.

Little Plays by Lena Dalkeith. Robin Hood, Sir Gar-

eth, Topsy and others from history and literature pro-
vide characters for five well-constructed plays. Drama
Book Shop. New York. $1.00.

The Crystal Slipper by Marion Holbrook. Seven char-

acters and many extras. Another glimpse of Cinderella

and the famous slipper. Children never tire of this sub-

ject. National Recreation Association. $.25.

Citizenship Plays by Eleanore Hubbard. A wide selec-

tion of scenes that make the development of the country
vivid and exciting. Benjamin H. Sanborn & Co., New
York. $1.00.

A Child's Book of Holiday Plays by Frances Gillespy

Wickes. A rich source of drama material for the days
children delight in celebrating. Macmillan Co., New
York. $.80.

Harper's Book of Little Plays "The Frog Fairy" is

especially recommended. The other five plays represent
an interesting variety of authors and subjects. Harpers
& Brothers. New York. $1.25.

The King Who Burned the Cakes by Marion Holbrook.
Four characters. The absentminded King Alfred is a

perennial favorite. Again his ears are boxed by the

good wife and again the thrilling news of victory is

brought to the exile. National Recreation Association.

$.25.

One-Act Plays for Young People Edited by M. A.

Jagendorf. Thirteen plays, many of them off the beaten

track of plays for children. Delightful, amusing and

popular. Brentano's, New York. $2.00.

A Book of Marionette PJays by Anne Stoddard and

Tony Sarg. Children have claimed these puppet plays for

their own. Red Riding Hood, Jack and the Beanstalk,

Hansel and Gretel and Rip Van Winkle are always in

demand, and here are plays about them. Greenburg,

New York. $2.00.

Indoor and Outdoor Plays for Children by John Far-

rar. These nine plays were written for children and

their parents to present informally during the summer
vacation. Noble & Noble, New York. $2.00.

Outdoor Plays for Boys and Girls Edited by A. P.

Sanford. Of the twenty-six plays in this collection, ten

are for boys between nine and twelve. Washington,

Lincoln, Chief Black Hawk, Robin Hood and Rip Van
Winkle are among the characters. Dodd, Mead & Co.

$2.50.

Hotc the Elm Tree Greiv by Marion Holbrook. Four

characters and many extras. A nature play based on the

fact that some of the large elm trees now growing in

New England were brought from England as seedlings

by early settlers. National Recreation Association. $.20.

The Enchanted Garden by Constance D'Arcy Mackay.
Ten characters and others. A June play for outdoor pro-

duction. Unusually charming and of literary value.

French, New York. $.30. Royalty $2.00.

The Treasurer Chest by Josephine Thorp. Twenty-
five characters or more as desired. A pageant-play in

which many dances are introduced. Delightful for out-

door production. Old Tower Press, Lockport, Illinois.

$.40.

A Garden Cinderella by Edith Burrows. Nine charac-

ters and extras. The flowers laugh at the little green

worm who wishes to go to the party. Then, like Cinder-

ella, the worm is the fairest guest—a luna moth. Penn

Publishing Co., Philadelphia. $.25.

Where Fairies Fail by Mary McKittrick. Seven char-

acters and extras. The kindness of two children ac-

complishes more than fairy charms. Old Tower Press.

$.40.

Bruin's Inn by Anne Townsend. Four characters and

extras. Joe and Betty learn from the forest animals what

harm they
• have caused by neglecting to put out their

camp fire. National Safety Council, New York. $.25.

The Lost Camping Place by Mary Foote. Nine char-

acters and extras. The favorite camping place of the

children is destroyed through their carelessness in leav-

ing their camp fire unguarded. Dances of fire spirits and

winds are introduced. National Safety Council. $.25.

The Cracker Conspir'acy by Anne Townsend. About

twenty characters. The Brown children learn that a safe

and sane Fourth of July has its advantages. The fire-

crackers themselves are members of the cast. National

Safety Council. $25.

Little Plays for Little People Edited by A. P. San-

ford. A collection of plays for holidays and special

weeks observed in the schools. Dood, Mead & Co. $2.50.

Note : All the plays listed other than those issued by
the N. R. .\., may be obtained from the Drama Book
Shop, 48 West 52nd Street, New York.



Nature for Leisure

By Settie Hirsch

MORE
AND MOKE in these days of

social reconstruction when more

leisure is anticipated, the individ-

ual must be referred to his inner self, that

self which, when all is said and done, is

the only satisfying security attainable.

The loss of money and material things

has created havoc with many of the super-

ficial enjo>-ments hitherto obtained from

extraneous pleasures. Most of us are no

longer able to spend hard earned cash for

recreations which are all the more needed

since life has become more complicated,

the means of livelihood more precarious

and leisure time greater. The NRA
through lengthening the hours of leisure

has intensified the problem of using non-

working hours in a way which will make
them recreational, satisfying and eco-

nomical.

There is one vital phase of the use of

leisure which should be stressed. It is the

recreation which comes from the- study and un-

derstanding of nature itself, the nature by which

we are surrounded and which to most of us is the

great unknown. Much stress has been laid, and

rightly so, upon the use of painting and sculpture

as emotional and recreational outlets for leisure

time, but there are innumerable people who can

never learn to draw, whose sense of color is non-

existent and who cannot use their hands suf-

ficiently well to arouse enthusiasm for the use of

leisure through manual arts.

Nature can be appreciated by every one. Who
does not love a flower, a bloom, a bird, a tree?

And they are within easy walking or riding reach

for ail to enjoy. While this enjoyment of nature

is pleasurable and desirable, the use of nature-in-

leisure which I would recommend goes deeper;

it is the study of nature's various phases not in

their most scientific form, but in a way which

will bring about a close and intimate acquaintance

with nature. This can be done by learning to
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Ability to r«cogniz* tr*«s ond flowers by nam*
adds to enjoyment of leisure spent in the open.

know the names and kinds of trees we see as we

walk, their bark and leaf arrangement, to know a

flower by its habitat, where and how it grows
when wild; to recognize a bush in spring by its

blossoms, in autumn by its fruit, and to get a

thrill when suddenly coming upon a variety you
know and to experience the feeling that you have

met a friend. These are the pleasures of leisure

that can be obtained in any park or woodland, but

knowledge alone is the open sesame to these joys.

In America the inculcation of this knowledge
has been sadly neglected, and we have not im-

bibed it, as the European has, from childhood on.

So slight is our acquaintance with nature that

even when walking through fields with people

brought up in the country, one may ask the com-

mon name of almost any ordinary tree, flower,

bird or bush and for the most part be met with

ignorance. Surely the ability to recognize by
name would bring the joys of nature nearer, and

in time would lead to a closer study and an un-
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derstanding which would mean much to the in-

dividual and his leisure. Things learned are liv-

ing things !

Studying Nature in the Open
One reason for this lack in America is that our

public schools fail to take cognizance of the prac-

tical value of studying nature in the open. Who
in his travels in Europe has not seen large groups

of children with botany boxes at hand roaming

the woods in charge of teachers ready to give in-

struction in detail about what is seen? This is to

a great degree responsible for the adult Euro-

pean's joy in his woods and the amount of time

he gives to them during his leisure hours. He is

also stimulated by his museums and universities

where curators and professors are constantly ask-

ing the public to join them in Sunday and holiday

hikes and helping to inspire and teach the indi-

vidual to appreciate the value of what he sees in

the out-of-doors the year round.

To stimulate children in their love of nature is

very simple. All children respond quickly to

plant and animal life, and childhood is the time to

inculcate a real and lasting love of nature to the

end that the child who will be the adult of the

future will develop the thrill of knowledge as part

of his joy in life.

To demonstrate how children can be directed to

the study of nature, let me tell you of a group of

youngsters whose only contact with the open had

come from a room in a school functioning in the

most congested part of the city, where a private

organization, the School Nature League, with

headquarters in the Museum of Natural His-

tory in New York, was operating in an effort to

bring nature to the school child. The room was

open to the street, and the children would come

in after school hours to browse about and learn to

know wild flowers, branches of trees, shrubs,

and even some live animals at close range. Many
of these children had never had the joy of seeing

a blade of grass grow ; yet when some of them

were taken to the country for the first time they

jubilantly recognized and named spontaneously

the different kinds of oaks, willows, and wild

flowers, such had been the impression made upon
their young minds by their acquaintance with

nature indoors. Surely such knowledge will mean

much to the leisure hours that are gradually in-

creasing in our changing world. Things learned

from the inside are valuable because they are felt

and become a part of us ;
nature learned from the

inside can become a constant stimulation and

recreation.

My plea is for classes of school children to be

taken to the open and taught there to know what

they see, so that each growing thing will have a

value of its own. I am also asking that it be made

possible, through work relief funds, for the many

college graduates who have specialized in botany

and kindred subjects and who are at the present

time unemployed, to take to the great out-of-

doors groups of men and women, and reveal to

them the secrets of nature, thereby giving to lei-

sure hours a fuller and richer meaning.

There is no reason why we should not stimu-

late interest in nature as we do in painting, sculp-

ture or short story-writing
—the more so as this

form of recreation with all its spiritual values is

easily accessible.

"There is a fundamental need for a closer in-

timacy between the child and the world of nature

than is ordinarily recognized in our educational

systems. It is true that unless one is to be a

navigator or an astronomer one has no real need

for knowledge of the stars. It is true that we

have provided against all- except the most violent

extremes of weather. It is true that we get most

of our flowers already cut, our beans already baked,

and that our food and fibre plants and animals

are ready to eat or wear without any need on our

part to know the conditions under which they lived

when they did live. Yet it is the absence of such

knowledge about the structure and workings of

our material world and of our organic environ-

ment that constitutes for the mass of people the

emptiness of ages into which are poured freak re-

ligions, health fads and perverted cults. The

young child who has the opportunity to learn the

stars and the weather, the birds and the bugs, the

soil and the water, through intimate contact, iden-

tifies himself with the universe in a way that

seems ahnost impossible for a child who has some-

how escaped such contacts. He may, perhaps, ac-

quire later as a part of formal study his knowl-

edge of the requirements of living things, of their

dependence upon air and light and water and

food, of their varied ways of responding to chang-

ing conditions, of their relations to one another

and to man, of their distinctive capacities. But

knowledge acquired at first hand through the early

years gives one a feeling for the essentials which

school processes can seldom assure."—Benjamin

C. Gruenberg, Child Study.



The Dawn of a New Era for Tennis

By Ian Eisenhardt

Supervisor, Playgrounds and Recreation

Board of Park Commissioners

Vancouver, B. C, Canada

IN

THE LAST two years tennis has increased

greatly in popularity, and the year 1933 saw

many exciting tournaments throughout the

world and many thrilling events by players of

all nationalities, including the capture of the

Davis cup by the British team. While the

world at large has heard of these major tour-

naments at Wimbledon and Forest Hills, many
other tournaments were played equally inter-

esting to their participants and spectators

which, however, were less well known and

were never given widespread publicity.

Vancouver, B. C, held its second public

courts tennis tournament sponsored by the Park

Board and the Vancouver Daily Prmince. It was

not a commercial undertaking, and there were

no entry fees, the expenses for balls and prizes

being met by the Daily Province. Just one con-

dition was made—namely, that players belonj,'-

ing to the big clubs should not be allowed to

play in order that the tournament might be

more interesting to the average player. The

number of entries received was record break-

ing. For the seven events there were 830 reg-

istered.

We had one week, Monday to Saturday in-

clusive, in which to run off the tournament

and at first it seemed an impossible task. It

took three nights to make the draws, and a

committee of six worked from 8KX) to 12:00

P. M. and sometimes later. When at last the

draw was made it was found that twenty-three

.score sheets had been used.

Park Commissioner R. Rnwe Holland opened

the tournament Monday morning. July 24th, at

8fl0 o'clock. On the first and the second

days more than 600 matches were run off and
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From all parts of the United

States come reports of increase

in tennis playing, of improved,
hut never adequate, facilities,

and of a growing list of tennis

fans. .\nd now from Canada
comes testimony to the great

popularity of the sport in the

])ublic recreation program.

19 courts were in constant use. At times four

additional courts situated nearby were brought

mto play.

In the "paddock," the space near the com-

mittee tent, draw sheets and the information

desk were placed. Around this space on bench-

es sat the waiting couples. As soon as one

match was over a signal was given to the next

couple on the waiting list to go on the court.

The committee worked indefatigably to make

everything run smoothly. The chief worry was

to arrange matches among those who had

marked their blanks "only in the morning" and

those who had indicated they were free only

in the evening. Several young men placed

themselves and their cars at our disposal and

j.articipants were sometimes called for and

brought back after the game. As soon as the

games weie over on one day the results and

draw for the next day were typed out. Lacking

other lighting facilities, we were forced to use

the headlights from an automobile.

When a player arrived he checked in and sat

down near the committee room. Immediately

upon the arrival of his opponent the names

were called and the two players went on a

court if one was vacant. The winner of the

match was responsible for reporting the result

and returning the three balls used. No score

was registered Iwfore the IkiIIs had been checked

in. In this way very few of the thousand balls

used were lost.

Young and old mingled on the courts and

there were many father and son combinations

in the men's doubles, as well as mother and

(Contintitd on page 165)



The Construction of Pedestrian Paths

Along the Highways

Courtesy Highway Engineer and Contractor

THE
MOVEMENT for

the construction of

paths for pedestri-

ans along highways, re-

ferred to in an article

appearing in the June

1932 issue of Recrea-

tion', has received an

impetus under the pro-

visions of the Public

Works and Civil Works
Administrations. This

type of project qualifies

for Federal aid from

these funds because it

meets a definite public need, provides much hand

labor and can be carried on to advantage over

large sections of the country providing emergency
relief labor for large numbers of people near

their homes. It has been pointed out that no other

type of construction so closely conforms to the

definitions of desirable projects, especially those

set down by the Civil Works Administration,

than do the grading and base preparation for

highway sidewalks. In addition to providing work

for large numbers of unemployed, they create a

much needed public improvement requiring little

maintenance expense and contributing greatly to

public safety.

Several individuals interested in hiking have

expressed the opinion that to attract hikers and

to be most suitable for recreational walking, foot-

paths should have a surface resembling as nearly

as possible natural soil conditions. Highway en-

gineers and others experienced in road construc-

tion believe, on the other hand, that unless walks

are smooth and equally satisfactory for walking

as the surface of the road along which they are

constructed, pedestrians will not be likely to use

them. Since periods of inclement weather and

seasons when the ground is in poor condition for

walking are the times when pedestrians are most

likely to walk on the paved highways, it is im-

portant that walks which

are constructed be in

condition for use at all

times.

According to the State

Highway Commission in

Wisconsin where a con-

siderable mileage of foot-

paths has been construct-

ed under both NRA and

the CWA programs, the

design of the paths is as

follows :

"Excavation to a depth of

S inches is made below

grade. This' excavation is

back filled with about 3 inches of loose gravel, cinders

or other coarse material. On top of this coarser material

is placed a 2 inch layer of finer aggregate with a pro-

portion of sand, and the top surface is bound together

with tar or asphaltic oil, and the whole rolled. The sur-

face is then seal coated and a small amount of torpedo

sand applied to the seal coat.

"These footpaths are being constructed not along the

shoulders of the road but along the fences and right of

way lines following the general contour of the ground

except where water is liable to accumulate where a fill

is made, and the footpath constructed above water level.

We have endeavored in our work to construct a smooth

walk because we realize that unless the walks are smooth,

they will not be used, and have endeavored to make them

as cheap a» possible in order to get the maximum mileage

with the funds available."

Because of the years of experience in the con-

struction and maintenance of footpaths along the

parkways of the Westchester County (N. Y).

Park Commission, the opinion of Mr. Herman W.

Merkel, the General Superintendent, is of special

value :

"I do not believe that the ordinary cinder path such as

we have built through most of our parks is sufficiently

durable for use along highways. In congested areas

along our parkways or where the walks are used to cross

to railroad stations or for other purposes than occasional

pleasure hiking during good weather, we have had to

place a bituminous top on all of them. The same is also

true where there is any slope on which the cinder path

would quickly wash away.

"I firmly believe that bituminous-paved walks are ideal

for the sidewalks along highways except where such

highways run through towns or villages. In these places

concrete sidewalks should be laid.
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"The specifications for the con-

struction of these paths will vary
greatly with their location, the

character of the soil on which

they are laid and the drainag^e

problem, and I do not believe

that any hard or fast specifica-
tions can be established, but I

would say that for bituminous

walks, a layer of from four to

six inches of coarse or gravel
well compacted with a three-inch

top of bitumen laid by either the

pentration or the pre-mixed pro-
cess woold be sufficient in the

rural areas."

No special specifications for walks along the

highways have been prepared by the highway de-

partments in New Jersey, Louisiana, New York

or Massachusetts, although their construction is

authorized by law. In the last named state, "Foot-

paths or sidewalks have not been constructed un-

less the city or town in which the sidewalk is

located has agreed to construct a hardened sur-

face after the grading has been done. No special

type of hardened surface is required, therefore,

we have no specifications which have been used

for the purpose."

Under the New York law, "A town may peti-

tion a county for the construction of sidewalks

along a state highway. If the county consents, it

must pay 65% of the cost and the town 35%.
The only way the State comes into it is that it

must approve the plans for the sidewalk— the

object being, of course, to see that the sidewalk

is so located that pedestrians will not be endan-

gered or that the sidewalks will not be destroyed

through future development of the road."

According to the Louisiana State Highway

Engineer, "No work of this nature had bpen done

by this Department prior to the Recovery Act

work and the work which is now being done is

located inside of municipalities where the re-

quirements are for a standard sidewalk."

Legislation passed in

1933 authorized town-

ships of both the first

and second class in the

State of Pennsylvania

to construct walks along

the highways. The law

relating to second class

townships specifies that

supervisors may con-

struct sidewalks of

board, plank or cement

or other suitable ma-

terial along the high- c^^ro /'.

The movement for the congtruction
of pedestrian paths received impetus
when a resolution was adopted by the

Special Board for Public Works
stipulating that after January 1. 1931,
all loans or grants to finance public
highway projects shall contain pro-
visions to ensure that the rights-of-

way for such highways shall be at

least 150 feet wide and that foot-

paths shall parallel them.

ways through towns and vil-

lages in such townships.

The importance of foot-

paths as a feature of high-

way design and roadside im-

provement is recognized by
the Bureau of Public Roads

of the U. S. Department of

Agriculture. In a series of

charts prepared by William

H. Simonson, Landscape
Architect with the Bureau, and published in The
American City for January 1934, footpaths are

among the features considered. Diagrams indi-

cating the approximate distribution of area in 100

feet and 200 feet right of way sections for two
and four lane highways, respectively, show :o%
reserved for footpaths. Illustrations of roadside

improvements for both urban and rural types of

highways show locations of walks for pedestrians.

In every instance these walks are at a considerable

distance from the paved highway, generally with

an intervening drainage ditch and landscaped
area.

Among the problems requiring study and discus-

sion by the Division of Subsistance Homesteads

of the Defiartment of the Interior are listed "the

character of roads and footpaths." This indi-

cates that provision for pedestrian travel is recog-

nized as a problem worthy of consideration by the

Federal Government.

In "Planning the Roadside," issued by the

L'nited States Department of Agriculture as

Farmers Bulletin, No. 1481, there appears a series

of diagrams illustrating suggested methods of de-

veloping and improving highways of different

widths and types. Each of these many diagrams
contains provision for a footpath bordering the

jtavcd section of the

highway, at least on one

side. In a number of in-

stances these footpaths

are at a considerable

distance from the pav-

ed section and in many
cases they wind along

l)etween plantings. It is

dear that the provision

of footpaths along
highways through rural

sections is recognired

as a desirable feature.



How to Produce a Play

By Jack Stuart Knapp
National Recreation Association

Suggestive and realistic

scenery each has a place.

The background of a play is a

very important factor in its suc-

cess, Mr. Knapp points out in

this article in which he discusses

various types of scenery, tells

how to make them and discloses

the secret of producing beauti-

ful effects at a minimum ex-

penditure of funds.

THE
TERMS "stage scenery" and "stage setting"

are not quite synonymous. "Scenery" is the

physical background of the stage against
which the actors are performing. "Stage setting,"

as the term is usually used, includes not only the

scenery but the furniture, properties, and other

visable accessories which complete the stage

picture.

Every play must have its background or scene.

There are many different kinds or styles of scenic

design. There are realism, futurism, plasticism,

cubism, stylism, constructivism, and many other

"isms." For simplification we can divide all scen-

ery into two classifications, "realistic" and

"suggestive."

The terms explain themselves. Realistic scen-

ery strives to create a "real" impression in the

minds of the audience. If the action of the play
takes place in a drug store, the scenic artists con-

struct, as far as the sight of the audience is con-

cerned, a drug store upon the stage as real in ap-

pearance as they can possibly make it. Suggestive

scenery makes no pretense at appearing real. It

merely suggests to the audience the place and at-

mosphere of the action. The drug store in a sug-

gestive setting might be designated by having

upon a gaily painted counter a large stylistic pestle

and mortar carved out of bristol or compo board

and painted. An apothecary scale made in a simi-

lar way might be placed upon the other side of

the stage for balance, and two large painted card-

board bottles might be placed up center against a

draped background. It suggests "drug store" to

the mind of the audience, although certainly it

does not look like one !

Each type of scenery has its place. The major-

ity of plays require a realistic setting, a few

(fantasies and allegorical plays) require a sug-

gestive setting, and some plays (historical and

geographic plays, satires and tragedies) may be

done in either manner.

Scenery is often neglected by amateur groups,
because of lack of funds, of knowledge, or of in-

terest in this phase of stagecraft. Attractive and
effective settings, however, can be made very in-

expensively and scenic design and construction

can be as fascinating as any other phase of stage-

craft.

Good stage scenery is seen only the first few

moments of the play. Then it is forgotten and

the audience watches the actor. Why, then, spend

time, effort and money to create only a momentary
impression? Simply because poor scenery is seen

all during the play. It may be so inappropriate as

to distract or confuse the minds of the audience,

so spectacular that the actor is lost against it, or

so cheap and tawdry that the illusion of perfec-

tion necessary for every good production is lost.

A good stage setting not only tells the time and

place of the action, but .suggests the atmosphere
and tone of the scene. Atmosphere is the mental

or emotional state to be aroused in the audience.

Tone might almost be referred to as physical

atmosphere. Every condition has a number of

tones. For instance, the scene is to suggest

poverty, but one tone of poverty lends itself to

simplicity, humbleness, contentment
;
another to

filth, squalor and vice. One tone of wealth may
be culture, beauty, refinement, while another may
be self-indulgence, egotism and wild revels.
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Perhaps tne most useful piece of scenery that

can be installed is a drapery setting. This consists

of curtains hanging in folds across the back of the

stage forming the back drop, and across each end

of the stage. Or the ends of the stage may be

masked with wings made of the draperies. The

drapes begin up in the flies, or at the ceiling, and

extend to the floor, hanging in full folds. Instead

of having the drajiery all in one large piece, it

should be in strips, each strip overlapping its

neighbor a few inches. This makes them much
more mobile. Entrances and exits may be made
at any place, short strips may be inserted for

doors, and strijjs with a window cut into them

may lie put in where desired. Drapes hang more

gracefully, and are easier to put up or take down.

If they have a tendency to pull apart, pin them

together. They may be hung from wires tightened

by tumbuckles, or from small light lead piping.

If only one set of draperies is available, gray
is to be preferred. It forms a soft neutral back-

ground, and can be made any color by throwing
a light of the desired color upon it. Black, white

and dark green drapes are also useful for various

settings.

Draperies can be made of any number of ma-

terials. The least expensive is misprint cretonne

which is purchased by the jwund. It is flimsy,

however, and too transparent if there is light be-

hind it. Heavier materials are more satisfactory.

Osneberg is verj* inexpensive, is quite heavy, and

dyes well. Flannels form attractive drapery set-

tings and arc beautiful under light. They have

one drawback, h(jwever ; they are inflammable and

care must be taken when using them. More dur-

able and satisfactory materials, (also more ex-

I)ensive) are rep, monks cloth and cotton duveteen.

The drajjery setting lielongs to the suggestive

classitication, and makes a formal and neutral

background. Practically any play may be pro-

duced with them. If the setting is supposed to be

a hovel, broken, battered furniture, a few boxes,

a kerosene lamp flickering upon a table, and the

stage lighte<l with dim lights create the effect. If

a palace is called for, a couple of ivory pillars

(made of painted building board or enameled

stove pi|)es ) may be set against the drajics, a gold

cliair placed upon a dra|>cd throne, the stage

lighted with rose and violet lights, and the palace

is complete t

Since drapes are so easily usc<l, however, there

i« a strong tendency to overdo a good thing and

use them for everything, until the audience be-

comes tired of them.

Flat scenery is easily made. The frames are con-

structed of seasoned wood and covered with can-

vas or osneberg. The cloth is then sized and

painted. The flats are lashed together with ropes
and cleats. Most play i)roduction books have a

chapter on scenery making. Flats may be painted
over and over again, and gain in richness and
tone with each painting.

For realistic living rooms or dining rooms, wall

paper may be used. It is tacked over an old set

of scenery and taken off after the performance.
This does not hurt the scenery in the least. Shades

of blue, gray and oatmeal >nay be obtained inex-

pensively. They take light beautifully and form

attractive and realistic backgrounds.
For log cabins and huts an old setting may be

covered with heavy brown wrapping paper, and

the logs or rocks sketched in boIcll\- with charcoal

and high lighted with white chalk. This, of course,

may also be removed after the performance is

over.

For oriental settings, palace walls, etc., a frame-

work of wooden strips may be erected about the

stage, building out balconies, gables, windows and

arched doorways as desired. The frame work is

then covered with stretched chicken wire. Xews-

pajiers are soaked in a solution of glue and water

and wadded into the chicken wire. After the set-

ting is dry it may be painted with calcimine, and

designs painted in as desired with other colors.

Beautiful and rich settings may be fashioned in

this manner with some lalwr but very small

exjjense.

Outdoor settings may be built easily and inex-

pensivly. First the stage should be equipped with

a cyclorama. This is a large piece of material,

either white or very pale blue or gray, stretched

about the back of the stage in the form of a half

circle. Canvas is generally used, although osne-

berg is also effective. It must be stretched tightly,

without a fold or wrinkle. It may be held in

place by two pieces of lead pi|)e bent into the half

circle desired, one fastened to the ceiling or

suspended from the flics, the other lying on the

floor, the doth lieing stretched lietween them.

The cyclorama when lit represents the sky, and

looks very airy and distant.

The horizon is made of a long length of build-

ing board or a framework coveretl with canvas.

It is about two feet high, long enough to reach

(ContinHfd oh fagf 165}
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IN

OUR LEISURE TIME, UnleSS

it is very limited, all of

us naturally turn away
from the city with its

noises and rush and nervous tension to conditions

such as prevailed when the world was young. For

the human nervous system has known the city for

only a few milleniums, while its association with

woods and streams and the open sky goes back

to the time of Neanderthal and beyond.
The city offers the movie, the dance, the night

club, and an intimate association with others, but

these have little to offer a tired brain or depleted

vitality. On the other hand the out-of-doors of-

fers to us the open sky, the sunshine, the grass,

the trees, the flowers, and all animate things.

Most of those activities that belong to the far off

history of the race, even though they may be la-

borious or even painful, are still restful.

It is surely more laborious to hunt for your
dinner in the forest than it is to buy it at the cor-

ner store, but what sportsman would not prefer

the former method, even though it involved many
miles of walking with climbing over logs and

rocks along difficult trails. Even the perils of the

wild, its savage beasts and savage men, the dan-

gers of the rushing stream, the thin air and bliz-

zards of the Alpine height give us a thrill that

stirs old racial memories and make us feel alive !

We gladly work hard to build our house in the

woods or make the bivouac and find it restful.

There is apparently at

our doors an opportunity

such as was never offered

to a great people before.

The White House study of

Social Trends states that

due to the new technical ef-

ficiency, our decreasing

birth rate, the dropping out

of immigration, and the loss

of our foreign markets, we
now have about 55,000,000
acres in cultivation more

than we need. Ever since

Secretary Wallace has been

By Henry S. Curtis, Ph. D.
Ann Arbor, Michigan

During the depression there have been

many helpful statements made by lead-

ers in many fields regarding the value
of recreation and the need for main-

taining governmental expenditures for

it in spite of the general need for

economy in local government. It is in-

teresting to recall that Dr. Curtis in his

book, "The Play Movement and Its Sig-

nificance," published in 1917, incorpo-
rated a very effective chapter on the
cost of playground and recreation serv-

ices in which he gave at that time as

justification for expenditures for recre-

ation many of the reasons now being
advanced by thoughtful people.

in office, he has been saying

we have too much farm land,

and in one way or another

we must get 40 or 50 milHon

acres out of cultivation. At the meeting of the

economists in Philadelphia a short time ago, Pro-

fessor Tugwell, Assistant Secretary of Agricul-

ture, announced that the government had set

aside several million to buy up land in four

states in order to take it out of agriculture. This

was to be marginal land, which is at present ruin-

ing the farmer who attempts to work it, and is

putting a surplus on the market, thereby .bringing

down the prices for all, often below the cost of

production. He said that if this experiment work-

ed in these states, the government planned to put

$350,000,000 into this project in order to buy up

50 million acres of land. This land to be used

largely for recreation as forests, game preserves,

and parks.

There are 3200 counties in the United States,

with perhaps 2000 agricultural counties. If 50

million acres of land were divided equally among
2000 counties it would give each county 25,000

acres of land, which would constitute a goodly

forest and game preserve. Distributed over the

county, it should secure most of its scenic and

historic locations for parks as well.

The land which the state and the United States

have bought in Michigan during the last decade,

amounting to more than a million acres, has cost

about three dollars and a

half an acre. It would seem

that the seven dollars per

acre allowed in the esti-

mate should be ample, for

much of the land that

should- be secured would be

eroded hillsides or aban-

doned farms, or marshes or

low lakes, which offer the

best possible havens for

waterfowl and fur bearers

but which are nearly worth-

less for other purposes.

Naturally as much wood-
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land as possible should be included. Most great

estates of England have their hunting forests, but

this plan would give a hunting forest to the peo-

ple of ever)' county. In a game preserve animals

and birds soon learn that they are protected and

become nearly as tame as domestic animals. Wild

geese in Golden Gate Park, San Francisco, will

verj' nearly, if not quite, eat out of your hand.

The forests of America at the time of settlement

were full of game. The forest and the game
refuge go admirably together, and a compara-

tively small protected area will supply game to a

large outlying country.

We are at present growing only about 25% of

the timber we are using. Every community ought
to have in its neighborhood a permanent supply
of the wood and timber which it needs. In the

long run, timber and game are the only profitable

crops that can be grown on this marginal land.

If every county has a county forest, it will have

also a camp site for the boy and girl scouts, the

4H clubs, the playgrounds, and any other groups
who wish to camp out. Every boy and girl ought
to have this opportunity for a time each summer,
and sooner or later I hope every high school, at

least, and perhaps many of the elementary schools

are going to provide
the opportunity for
their students as much Are we at the beginning
as they OiTer classes in door life when we, loo, shal

Geography or Latin. If we are seeking a use for

leisure time, the most wholesome use for the most

hours lies in a love of the out-of-doors. In this

time of increasing leisure, every county needs to

provide these leisure time opportunities as much
as it does a court house. The schools should en-

courage and develop a love of birds and trees and

flowers.

These park sites will also furnish opportunity
for tourist camps, for picnic groves, for bathing

beaches, for golf, tennis, and other forms of ath-

letics. With a 30 hour week, adults are going to

have much more time to hunt, fish, camp out, and

play outdoor games. The community must pre-

pare for it.

The time is peculiarly opportune to secure such

a system, because there is much farm land that

has ceased to have any value and which is going
back to the state from non-payment of taxes. The

farmer would really be better off to give his farm

away than to attempt to work one of these mar-

ginal areas under present conditions.

The country is looking for work for the unem-

I)loyed. The reforestation of these tracts, the

building of roads, the making of bathing beaches,

developing camp and picnic sites and athletic

fields would give work

to many,

of a new day in out- There are probably

I live closer to nature? •» the neighborhood of

Ctirttty D. Cmnl Lm»t Frmnn
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one hundred thousand rural schools in America.

Most of them have less than half an acre of

ground. They need at least two acres for a play-

ground alone; while if they are to have garden-

ing and nature study, as most of them should,

they need at least five acres. It would be much
better to buy or lease this ground for the schools

than to hire the farmers to let a portion of their

land lie idle and grow up to weeds. For the de-

partment to set aside a quarter million acres for

the schools would be only an incident in a 50 mil-

lion acre allotment.

A word regarding the expense involved. A few
of our state parks are already self-supporting, and

others are approaching the economic condition

through the sale of wood, the renting of camp sites

and the ordinary proceeds from their bathing
beaches and golf grounds. In the "process of the

years" the timber and game from these areas will

be far more valuable than any other crop they

might raise. The fur bearers and game offer a

large annual return in money and food as well as

in fun. Pennsylvania estimates the value of its

game alone at $7,500,000 a year which would be

3% on $224,000,000, nearly enough to buy the

whole system of parks, forests and game preserves

proposed. The tourist crop is dependent almost

wholly on the opportunities for recreation of-

fered. Michigan estimates that tourists bring more

money into the state than any of its industries

except the automobile. One of our leading citi-

zens and editors has recently said our annual re-

turn from this source to be $270,000,000, which
would be 3% on nine billion dollars.

Of course most of these financial estimates are

mere guesses. We are far more interested in the

social returns, and here we can be more accurate.

Such a system for each county would offer an op-

portunity for recreation to everyone, whether his

interest is in golf, or hiking or swimming or hunt-

ing or fishing or camping. Perhaps no other coun-

try is rich enough to provide in every community
the facilities for the recreation of all, from the

school children to those who merely wish a scenic

drive with a chauffeur.

Good roads and the automobile have made the

country accessible as it never was before. While
we need our city parks as breathing spaces it is no

longer necessary to put all our recreation areas

within the city boundaries. Prof. McKenzie's

study in "Social Trends" shows that our densely

populated city interiors have lost twenty percent
of their population in the last fifteen years, while

the metropolitan areas lying round about have

gained 50%. Wealthy citizens are largely build-

ing their fine new houses outside the city limits in

order to have larger grounds and cheaper taxes,

as the nobility of Europe has always done. Work-

ingmen are moving out in order to have a garden
and cheaper rent. Slowly the smaller industries

are moving into the smaller towns. Henry Ford

says in his autobiography that as soon as possible

he intends to break his Highland Park plant up
into a thousand plants which will be located in

the small towns and operated by a local water

power.

There are many things about the Government's

plan which have not been definitely determined

but if it works out in general as it has been out-

lined, it will be the beginning of a new day for

outdoor life.

Note : The plan mentioned by Dr. Curtis for

the diversion of marginal lands is outlined in the

following announcement which appeared in the

New York Times, January 4, 1934 :

"Twenty-five million dollars has been allotted

for the removal of submarginal lands from com-

mercial crop production according to the an-

nouncement of the Emergency Administration of

Public Works. This will turn to forest or non-

crop status 40,000,000 to 50,000,000 acres unfit

for farming. Submarginal lands taken out of pro-

duction will be used for additions to the national

domain, Indian reservations, national forests and

parks. The three major areas in which it is under-

stood the taking over of the worst farm lands will

first be undertaken include sections of the Eastern

Appalachian highlands and costal plain, the cut-

over timberlands along the Great Lakes and the

arid region of the Western Great Plains.

"A plan for the diversion of some of the mar-

ginal lands for the breeding of migratory and up-
land game birds was also offered by Secretary

Wallace. Full development of the game-bird re-

sources should give full-time rural employment to

from 30,000 to 40,000 men and eventually utilize

50,000,000 or more acres of land according to a

statement of the Department of Agriculture."

The February 28th issue of the New York

Times announces the decision of the Land Policy

Committee to purchase immediately $25,000,000

worth of marginal farm land. Secretary Wallace

estimates that the total acreage secured will be

between 3,000,000 and 5,000,000 acres. The main

problem, he said, will be to conserve the human
interests. People living on these lands will be

assisted in finding homes elsewhere.



World at Play

More Hobby
Exhibits

HUNDREDS of

people trouped into

the auditorium of the

Outlet Company in

Providence to view a collection of exhibits rep-

resenting the products of spare time work done

by local people. It was the first hobby show to

be sponsored by the Leisure Time Activities

Committee, Inc., of Providence, and many peo-

ple contributed to it. The exhibits ranged from
such miniature attractions as wampum and ar-

rowheads to such an elaborate project as a

marionette stage complete with characters and

lighting. This stage represented the major ef-

forts of two members of a family and the inci-

dental contributions of three other members of

the same family.

Stix, Baer and Fuller, a department store in

St. Louis, held a hobby show with over forty
exhibits and demonstrations "of all the happy
and productive things one can do in spare
time." Talks and demonstrations were given

by recognized authorities.

A Memorial Wading
Pool

.ARTHUR BRIS-
BANE, the well-

known newspaper
man, was born in the

old mansion now used as the Batavia, New
York, City Hall. .Austin Park, which is directly
behind the City Hall, contains a beautiful large
concrete wading pool, landscaped with a fine

rock garden effect. Mr. Brisbane is the donor

of this pool which he gave in memory of his

father. The simple inscription on the tablet

reads: "This pool for children was built by one

of the children of Albert Brisbane." The pool
formed an important part of the very success-

ful playground program last summer.

- . . r- 1 » ^^ April the Depart-Lot Angeles Completes , r.i j
_, J ^ ![ ^ ment of Playground
Playground Contest

, „ ." ,and Recreation of

Los .'Xngcles, Cali-

fornia, completed its city-wide backyard con-

test conducte<l in cf)opcration with the Tenth

District Parent Teacher Associations. Neigh-
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borhood committees comprising representa-
tives of the P.T..A., municipal playgrounds and
schools, inspected all the entries in every dis-

trict under the supervision of the Parent
Teacher Fathers' Councils of each neighbor-
hood. Judging was based on the degree and

quality of recreational development accom-

plished by backyard owners within the four

classifications of the contest, which offered

competition for yards developed at unlimited

cost, at a maximum of $15, at a maximum of

$5, and at no cost at all. The best yards in each

class in every neighborhood received certificate

awards and qualified for city-wide judging.
Owners of winning backyards were honored at

the annual Tenth District Parent Teacher Con-
vention in Los Angeles.

„ , ,,,,,, THE Detroit, Mich-
School Workshops _ , , r- •

T, A J 1^ iRan, Board of Ldu-
For Adults • ,

cation last winter

opened the work-
shops of five of its schools in order that adults

of the city might have an opportunity to fol-

low their hobbies or to gain a practical knowl-

edge of machinery. The courses were informal.

Unless instruction was asked for each person
worked on what he liked and came and went

at any time. Competent instructors were in the

room to give advice. There were no fees and
no expenses except for materials.

-, „ .• r. u THE Citv of Fram-
New Recreation Build- . ,

'

, .

_ , ingham, Massachu-
ing for Framingham

"
, , ^" ~

setts, has used most

advantageously fed-

eral and town welfare funds to develop its

playgrounds and athletic fields. With $28,000—
$16,000 of which was for labor; $5,000 for ma-

terials and $7,000 appropriated by the town—
a splendidly equipped field house has been

built on the large centrally located athletic

field. The building contains well-appointed

locker rooms, showers, toilets, large common
rooms and a fine heating plant. It is divided

into two secti»)ns—one for the use of school

]>upil'i. the other for community use. Each sec-
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tion has its own showers, locker and club

rooms. The large club rooms are about 50x30
feet. The basement contains a long room which

may be used for floor games, such as shuffle-

board, ping pong and similar games.

A Social Club for Young Men and Women—
Filling a distinct need of unemployed young
men and women of Mount Vernon, New York,
is an organization known as the Prometheus
Social Club which makes it possible for young
men and women to enjoy recreational oppor-
tunities together. There are twenty-two mem-
bers between eighteen and twenty-five years of

age who meet once a week at Campbell House.

During the year they held group theater par-

ties, dances, group parties, picnics and debates.

Bowling in Memphis— Sixty-six teams of

women bowling under the auspices of the Park

Board is the interesting report from Memphis,
Tennessee. In order to make the expenses as

low as possible, an afternoon program was
started last year with a membership fee of 25
cents. Members bowl three games at 15 cents

a game and each week contribute 5 cents for

the prizes awarded at the end of the season.

In November, 1933 a well-known woman
bowler conducted a school for beginners. Over

350 women enrolled in this school which was
held for five days at the recreation alleys. At
the end of the school a new league for begin-
ners was organized known as the Gold Divi-

sion. This proved a satisfactory method of

mixing the various groups, and as the girls

were assigned to the teams it enabled the

director to make a more equal distribution of

playing strength.

Point System in Monroe, Louisiana—Last

summer the Monroe, Louisiana, Recreation

Department developed a point system for use

on the playground. For each activity and pro-

gram a specified number of points were given.

The children did not work for individual prizes

but their objective was to make their play-

ground the best in the city. There were in-

dividual activities but these were scored for

the ground and not for the child. Points were

given for grounds having the following: Best

attendance
;. greatest number national athletic

badges awarded ; best and largest handcraft ex-

hibit ; best scrap book ; best made and produced

OO

BUDDY DUPLEX SWING

AUNIQUE, patented apparatus that represents
a long step forward in playground swing
development. Children face each other and

"pump up" higher than ordinary swings, with
absolute safety. Seats remain on a level plane,
always. Over 100 installations in Chicago, and at
"A Century of Progress." Write today for special
folder and new free boot describing full line of
LOUDEN Playground, Gym, and Beach and Pool

Equipment.

J. E. PORTER CORPORATION

LOUDEN
PLAYGROUND
EQUIPMENT

1 20 BROADWAY
Ottawa, Illinois

puppet show
; greatest number of activitiies, in-

cluding extras; best clubs, story-telling activi-

ties and contest entrants, dramatic activities,

.tournaments and contests; best kept grounds;

best sportsmanship ; greatest improvement in

grounds, programs and activities.

Albany's Municipal Golf Course—On May
28, 1932, Albany, New York, opened and dedi-

cated to the public its new eighteeti hole mu-

nicipal golf course comprising 262 acres. A
total of 34,979 players registered for play dur-

ing the 188 days the course was open between

May 6, 1933 to November 9, 1933. The 578

purchasers of seasonal permits played 20,192

times. The average play for the season mem-
bers was 33 times in the 153 days of actual

play. The following green fees were charged:
Season membership, resident $10; season mem-

bership, non-resident $15; locker per season $5;

daily permit, eighteen holes or less, 50 cents—
Sundays and holidays 75 cents.
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D I AM€ N D
Intttii Diamond Pitching Horseshoe courts

on your playground for a popular game
that costs little to nnaintain. Diamond shoes

and accessories are preferred by players

everywhere. Beginners find Diamond shoes

easy to pitch and old-timers demand them.

Accurately made — perfectly balanced—
will not crack or chip.

DIAMOND CALK HORSESHOE CO.
4610 GRAND AVENUE . . DULUTH, MINN.

A New Game— The younger generation in

Queens, New York City, likes a little spice
with its recreation. Two special officers found

four boys bounding back and forth over the

high voltage third rail of an elevated structure.

"We're playing skip the third rail," said one of

the boys. "And how do you play that?" "Well,
if you touch the third rail you lose."—From
the United Press, New York, March 8th.

Notes From Cincinnati's Report— Needing
much more land for recreational facilities but

handicapped by financial conditions which re-

quired caution in land purchases, the Public

Recreation Commission of Cincinnati sought
the aid of other city departments which co-

operated by transferring land under their con-

trol that could be spared. The City Manager,
Finance Committee, the Council and the Law
Department smoothed the way for this pro-

cedure. The city government then turned to

the county government and to private concerns

to secure additional land of vital importance.
As a result the acreage under the control of

the Public Recreation Commission has more
than doubled in the two year period, rising
from 430 acres to 1,035 acres.

While engaged in adding 605 acres and
$650,000 worth of improvements to its recre-

ational plant in a twenty month period, the

city has been unable to make more adequate
provision for the operating budget of the Com-
mission. This budget dropped from an average
of $160,000 for preceding years to $145,000 in

1932 and to $131,000 in 1933. Nevertheless a

larger program of activities has been carried

on and a greater number of people served than
in any previous year.

City Planning in Germany— In September,

1933. the German Reich passed a law regulat-

ing the development of residential areas, par-

ticularly in the unbuilt open areas surround-

ing the towns. The new law gives state authori-

ties power to designate as residential areas dis-

tricts in which houses are to be built or where
it is believed they should be built, if it is

thought that the interest of the public or the

welfare of the residents would be injured if

there were no appropriate regulations. For

these residential areas a site plan must be pre-

pared. If such a plan is established by the town
authorities a subdivider must meet the follow-

ing requirements : He must give the com-

munity up to twenty-five percent of his land in

the case of a single family development and

up to thirty-five percent in the case of an apart-

ment house development, for public roads,

squares, recreational facilities or any other

public needs ; he must provide roads, water

supply, sewerage, lighting, school buildings

and other necessary civic improvements if the

authorities so require.

A Winter Sports Conference—Over a hun-

dred winter sports enthusiasts attended the

Outdoor Rcreation Section of the three-day

Recreation Conference held on March 17th at

Massachusetts State College. Among the sub-

jects discussed were ski trails, walking, hiking

and tramping. Historical walks were advo-

cated and it was urged that interest be aroused

in putting, signs on historical and other inter-

esting spots in western Massachusetts. It was

also suggested that a western Massachusetts

Winter Sports Committee be organized to
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stimulate communities in this section of the

state to develop winter sports facilities.

Ernst Hermann, Superintendent of Recrea-

tion, Newton, Massachusetts, called attention

to other forms of winter sports, emphasizing
the values in figure skating, sledding and to-

bogganing as family recreations.

The Kellogg Company Makes a Leisure

Time Study—The Kellogg Company of Battle

Creek, Michigan, has made a study of the use

of leisure by 133 men and women employed in

the production department. It shows that 84

per cent of men and 68 per cent of women de-

vote more time to reading. Newspapers headed

the Hst. Many were found spending their time

in the garden and at sports, while some would

just "sit and rest." Eighty per cent of the

women now devote more time to beautifying

their homes and doing housework ;
at the same

time an equal number of men prefer puttering

about the house, fixing and mending things,

and growing flowers. Each worker was asked

what he would like most to do with leisure

hours. The replies varied from "contented as

is" to "flying." One would like to study pipe

organs and another raise chickens. The replies

were grouped in the following broad classi-

fications :

Actvinty Women Men

Study 22 18

Sports 14 32

Work at home 13 8

Entertainments 11 2

Earn money 3 8

Gardening 10

Travel 2 11

Miscellaneous 3 3

Tennis in Los Angeles—Thousands of resi-

dents of Los Angeles are enjoying tennis at

night on lighted courts provided by the city.

So great has been the interest in night playing

that the Playground and Recreation Depart-

ment has found it necessary to equip nearly

forty playground courts with overhead light-

ing systems during the past three years. Opera-
tion of these centers is being carried on with-

out additional expense to taxpayers through

the use of a coin meter system by which play-

ers pay a small fee to cover the cost of the

electric current used. During the daylight

hours the same courts may be used free of

charge in the same way as all other tennis

facilities of the Department.

T
he value of

Playground Apparatus

Playground apparatus brings to the child SAFE

opportunities for daring, which is so much a

part of childhood's training. The desire to

swing higher, to slide more quickly, to chin

one's self more often, to see-saw faster, is child-

hood's preparation of the courage to dare, to

do, to excel, which is so essential to success in

adult life. Playground apparatus, a typically

American development, is creating a race of

vigorous, healthful, courageous citizens, who
will make and keep "their place in the Sun."

Playground Apparatus brings to the strong his

opportunity "to shoulder the pig trough"; to

the weak it brings a sense of equality (it pro-

hibits an inferiority complex). It trains strength

so it is coordinated with mind. It strengthens
weakness so health results.

It is of equal importance, however, to stress the

health value of exercise as it is supplied by

playground apparatus. It brings to the growing
child the opportunity for a variety of exercise

totally different from the usual, natural motions

of the body in walking, running or working.
The child leams to handle himself in difficult

positions and little-used muscles receive health-

creating development.

No one denies that children get exercise around
their homes, walking to school, and running in

games. If working, walking, running exercise

was the only kind, of value to life, there would
be but little playground apparatus made and
sold. But, after exhaustion from work, the work
of play—refreshes!

The spirit, too, receives renewing as it finds

"new worlds to conquer!" Playground appa-
ratus brings to the vivid imagination of the

child another outlet and direction which de-

velops and enriches this God-given attribute!

Every child needs these qualities and opportun-
ities in the same full measure as do the chil-

dren of any community.

The wide variety of functions of the wide

variety of playground outfits, found in the

EverWear line, bring to every child, regardless
of his need, just the sort of recreational and

health-giving opporunities he should have—
and the Child is Safer

on EverWear I

Copyrighted 1934 by the EverWear Mannfactaring Company,

Springfield, Ohio. U. S. A.

The EverWearManufacturing Co.

Springfield, Ohio.

The world's oldest and largest exclusive maker

of playground, beach and pool apparatus
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Magazines and Pamphlets

iR»c«ntly
R*c*iv*d Containing AriicUt \

of lnt*r*i« to th* Recreation Worlar ^

MAGAZINES

Mind and Body, March 1934

A»-ards? by Thomas A. Campbell and Trevelyn A.

James
\ational Recreation, by James Edward Rogers

Ptrki and Rtcttation, March 1934

The Guiding Motives in the Design of a Modern

Park, by Edward Clark WTiiting
The Problem of Our Country's Forests, by Phelps

Wyman
A Nature Sanctuary, by Hugh S. Davis

Extensive Civil Works Program in New Jersey In-

terstate Park

Parki and Rtcttation, April 1934

Electric Fountains, by R. J. Swackhamer
The CWA in Fort Worth and the Effect of Wise

Planning, by R. C. Morrison
The Problem of Our Country's Forests, by Phelps

Wyman
Cities of Southwest Enthuse Over Diamond Ball, by
Ronald Capps

A CWA Recreation Project in St. Louis, by Alfred
Fleishman

Chicago Zoological Park to Open This Summer
New Zoos for New York

Th* Journal of Htalth and Phyticai Education, April 1934

E<lucational Possibilities of the Dance, by Mary
Wood Himnan

Decreasing Juvenile Delinquency, by R. B. Grune-
wald

Gymnasium Hockey or "Shinney"
Report of the Recreational Director of the New
York House of Refuge

Alley Soccer
Basket Run

Journal of Adult Education, Ai>ril 1934

Depression's Drama, \ry Eve Chappell

TIh Libmry Journal, April 1934

E<lucation for Leisure, by Clarence E. Sherman
Tfcf Nation't School*, April 1934

Shall Control of Athletic Sports Be Placed in Pupils'
Hands? by C. D, Giauque

Adelphi Academy Prepares Pupils for Leisure Time
Th* Journal of Educational Sociology, April 1934

Leisure-Time Social Backgrounds in a Suburban
Commuiiity, by John F. Fox

Block Recreation Project, by Frank Kaplan
Tl«e Penny Game Room, by Abraham Goldfeld

Tht Rtcord of th* Oirli' Fritndly Socitty, April 1934
l-ct» Hike, by Estellc Burrill

Sa/tty Education. May 1934
It's Safer on the Playground, by George D. Butler

Playgrounds and Safety, by H. Louise Cottrell

PAMPHLETS

Rtmdt Ittand Indtptndinct Day
Rhodt l$land Arbor Day

The Commtssioncr of Education, State of Rhode
IsUnd

Juvtrtili DtUnifutncy—Siltcttd iibtiogtapfty of R*ttiit

Maltrial

Bulletin Number 122, Russell Sage Foundation

Library. $.10.

Year-Round Programs Initiated—With the

appointinent of Mrs. R. L. Currier, formerly
Superintendent of Recreation at Lynchburg,
Virginia, as Director of Recreation in Char-

lottesville, Virginia, the city has initiated an
active program. .A,n outstanding event was the

festival of Negro spirituals directed by George
L. Johnson of the National Recreation Asso-
ciation with a chorus of 200 voices. Other ac-

tivities have included basketball leagues with

twelve teams of men, twenty-one teams in two

boys' leagues, and five teams of women, and

weekly square dances for the unemployed in

the city armory.
The Board of Aldermen of Winston-Salem,

North Carolina, has created by special ordi-

nance a Public Recreation Commission.

Free Golf Instruction—A recent service of

the Union County, N. J., Park Commission was
free golf instruction given for two weeks by
the Commission's golf professional for the pur-

pose of creating greater interest in the game.

Through this arrangement, any resident of the

county who is having difficulty with his game
or who has never played golf received a course

of three 45-minute lessons without charge.

Activities in Louisville— The Louisville,

Kentucky, Division of Recreation, in spite of

its reduced budget conducted an active winter

program. Ten junior and senior high schools,

three buildings owned by the Board of Park

Commissioners and an abandoned school build-

ing loaned by the Board of Education, were

used during the winter as evening community
centers. Twenty men's and five girls' leagues

in basketball, embracing approximately 175

teams, played a regular schedule each week.

There were also volley ball leagues for indus-

trial girls and for men. Eight women's g>'m-

nasium classes and seven tap dancing classes

with an enrollment of 1,600 adult women meet

weekly in every section of the city. Because of

limited facilities it was necessary to concen-

trate the evening program on adult activities

and confine children's classes to the full time

centers and Saturday morning dancing classes

in three junior high school buildings. Fifteen

hundred children from three to sixteen years

of age received free dancing lessons each week.

Leisure and Poetry— Poetry is responsible

to a great extent for the impetus which has
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initiated the Girls' Club News Reel; the result

of a newspaper club started in January, 1934 in

Worcester, Massachusetts. Members are un-

der-privileged girls from fifteen to seventeen

years of age who contribute original stories for

the monthly newspaper of the Girls' Club. The

girls are finding poetry more interesting than

prose, and many worthwhile verges are the

result.

Centers for Unemployed in Toledo — The
Division of Recreation of Toledo, Ohio, during
the past winter has operated two centers for

the unemployed. One is in a large building

with auditorium and smaller rooms formerly

used as a music conservatory, where activities

are largely dramatic, including the making of

scenery and costumes. Repairs to the building

were made through C.W.A. ; the Division of

Recreation is supplying light, heat and janitor

service. Thirteen leaders were furnished by
C. W. A. The second center is a former medi-

cal school building. Here gymnasium classes,

boxing, wrestling, tap dancing and other activi-

ties make up the program. A number of C.W.

A. workers are providing leadership.

Recreational Leadership— The Westbrook

Junior College in Portland, Maine, has initi-

ated a two year course in recreational leader-

ship "to direct and develop the interests of

girls who desire to become leaders in the field

of recreation." Courses are offered in English, _

community life, arts and crafts, camping, recre-

ational activities, nature study, physical educa-

tion, music, dramatics, hygiene, and first aid.

Swimming Their Way to Health—Learning
to swim in a swimming pool has given back

their "land legs" to three Louisville children,

victims of infantile paralysis, and several

others are gradually regaining the use of their

limbs. At the advice of their physicians the

children entered the free swimming classes

conducted by the Louisville, Kentucky, Divi-

sion of Recreation, where they are given

special instruction. The classes are conducted

in conjunction with a mothers' class so that the

mothers of the children can learn to swim at

the same time. Transporting the children to

the park pool has not always been easy, but

with the cooperation of interested club women
and the use of the police patrol the problem is

being met.

Clean
SUNSHINE
FRESH AIR

Keep playgrounds free from dust

with Solvay Calcium Chloride . . .

PROTECTING
children at play is the aim

of the modern playground. How im-

portant to protect them from the dan-

gers and dirt in dust! It's so easy and

it costs next to nothing.

An application of Solvay Flake Calcium

Chloride on gravel or earth surfaces

effectively ends the dust nuisance. And

Solvay Calcium Chloride kills germs.

The photomicrographs pictured here

show you the results. 347 cultures in the

untreated dust. Only 3 in the same dust

treoted with Solvay Calcium Chloride.

Germs

in Dust

Before treatment After treatment

Make this a duslless outdoor season

on your playgrounds. Sendjtoday for

full information and booklet No. II59-

^^. Solvay Sales Corporation

^^»I^_J Alkalies and Chemical Products Manufoc-

V^M^jy tured by The Solvay Process Company
^5^^ 61 Broadway New York

SOLVAV
^^_^ TRADE MARK REG U S. PAT OFF

Cal.€iuai
Chloride

FLAKE-77%-80%
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SWIMMING POOL DATA
AND REFERENCE ANNUAL

1934 Edition

(formtrt^ Notablt Swimming Poott and Gaii* to

Equiprntot Mitd Supplitt)

Price $2.00

WATER GAMES, WATER STUNTS,

LEGAL DECISIONS, LIABILITY, IN-

SURANCE, POOL DESIGN, POOL SAN-

ITATION, POOL MANAGEMENT, ETC.

Hoffman-Harris, Inc.

114 East 32nd St. New York City

Detroit's Annual Demonstration — The
women's twelfth annual demonstration of the

Detroit, Michigan, Department of Recreation,

held in April, took the character of a pageant
as the Spirit of the Present Summoned Recrea-

tion and her attendants to demonstrate for

other women the recreational activities spon-
sored by the Department of Recreation during

'933 an<J '934- Fifteen hundred women took

part in the program of mass calisthenics and

dancing.

Increased Attendance At Museum—The an-

nual report of the Cleveland, Ohio, Museum of

Art shows the increasing service of that institution

to the community. An attendance of 4(X>,468 at

the museum last year broke all previous records.

Regular class work for school children and

adults increased during the y<ar. New classes

and clubs were formed, and adult work has de-

veloped both in the museum and through co-

operation with various departments of West-

ern Rescr\'c University and other institutions.

These activities, together with a great variety

of other work carried on at the museum, have

made that institution one of the most vital and
human organizations of the city.

Dancing Instruction in Los Angeles—Danc-

ing instruction was stressed on the program of

the Los Angeles, California, Department of

Playground and Recreation, when on April

3rd playground directors started on a twelve
week course of training under expert leader-

ship. The first three weekly sessions covered
natural dancing and character and dramatic
dance games for young children. Folk dancing,

English country, Morris, stick and sword
dances are also included in the course, as well

as rhj'thmic gymnastics.

When You Plan Your Summer Program
(Continued from page 129)

show, and an entertainment by a group from

Jackson State Prison. At all except the last men-

tioned, for which a charge was made, collections

were taken. Soft drinks and ice cream were sold

to swell the fund. About $400 was raised and

with these funds four workers were employed
to supervise four playgrounds afternoons and

evenings for eight weeks.

Facilities. While outdoor facilities are the

main concern in the summer program, it is inter-

esting to note a few of the developments in in-

door centers which are helping to make the play-

ground program more effective.

The dads' clubs connected with the playgrounds
of Alton, Illinois, have built attractive little com-

munity houses on two of the playgrounds. There

arc no mothers' clubs in connection with the play-

grounds but the women help the men, especially in

money raising affairs. In Scranton, Pennsylvania,

a project is under way to equip the second floors

in two fire stations and one police station as com-

munity centers. Each floor has two rooms which

can be thrown into one making a large room 35'

by 80'. A check room, a small kitchen and lava-

tories are being added. C.W.A. workers are be-

ing used on the project,

Sioux City, Iowa, has a community center built

at a cost of about $1,200 with C.W.A. labor, from

material from ten old buildings. .'\s a result, the

building has some l)cautiful windows, French

doors and lighting fixtures, all from old mansions,

which add greatly to the attractiveness of the

building.
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Leadership
So fundamental is this question and so inter-

esting were the ways in which the problem was

met in a number of communities that a separate

article has been devoted to this subject. (See

page 131.)

An Important Need and Opportunity

(Continued from page 130)

the desires existing among the high school gradu-

ates should be presented at the meeting, and a dis-

cussion be held of what might be done about

them.

5. The very definite question as to the gradu-

ates might well lead to a friendly discussion of

the whole field of leisure-time music in the city,

as it is and as it might be. And this discussion,

based on a clearly expressed intention to deter-

mine how the greatest musical good can come to

the greatest number of people in the community,
could lead to the formation of a civic music com-

mittee out of whose cooperative planning and ac-

tion one or more festivals and other large or

small group musical activities might be brought

about or enhanced, making for increased happi-

ness and social well-being among all sorts and

ages of people in the community.
Whatever else is done, the recreation leader

will probably be doing a good service by confer-

ring with the school music supervisor, who is

likely to be too busily confined to his school work

to have gained the community point of view and

the knowledge of leisure-time needs and of means

of organizing for them that the recreation leader

has.

That Ever Present Problem—
Leadership

(Continued from page 132)

Local Organizations to the Rescue

In all parts of the country Parent-Teacher As-

sociations helped to make playgrounds possible in

1933. In Denver, the association appointed a num-

ber of playground committees representing vari-

ous communities and members of the committees

visited the playgrounds at intervals. Their visits

stimulated a general community feeling about the

playground and in many cases the ground became

a community gathering place, a number of Parent

Teacher Association meetings being held there.

Parent Teacher Associations also helped in

Flint, Michigan, by paying something toward the

services of directors in a number of school play-

grounds. For the most part leadership was sup-

plied by forty volunteers, mostly high school boys

and girls with men from the Parent Teacher As-

sociations in charge in the evenings. These vol-

unteers worked regularly. The director of physi-

cal education, paid a small sum during the sum-

mer by the Board of Education, held weekly

meetings with the volunteers and kept track of

their activities. About three hundred junior high

school boys were given a week's outing and train-

ing by the Boy Scouts and were used on traffic

control around the playgrounds. Band concerts

were given by high school groups conducted by

directors from the school music department who

served as volunteers.

The Park Department, through its Division of

Recreation in the summer conducted twelve play-

grounds with nineteen directors paid a small

weekly sum. The playgrounds were operated four-

teen weeks for four of which the playground

directors volunteered their services.

Last summer the Kiwanians of Sunbury, Penn-

sylvania, sponsored a playground which proved a

great asset for three hundred children of the com-

munity. A plot of ground 150 by 300 feet in a

residential section of the city was graded, an ad-

ministration building was erected, and equipment

was installed. A nearby grove was put into con-

dition so that the children might have the shelter

of the trees on hot days. The Kiwanians provided

a director and paid regular visits to the center,

playing with the children whenever opportunity

offered.

A Word of Warning

Volunteer leaders have helped to save the situ-

ation in many communities but unless these lead-

ers receive some training and are under the direc-

tion of trained workers their usefulness will be

greatly curtailed and there is serious question

whether their service is an asset or a liability. One

city last summer tried the plan on a number of

playgrounds of using as directors relief workers

without the guidance of any trained play leaders.

The plan involved having two persons on each

playground, changing workers every day in the

week. In general these workers showed little

ability, energy or initiative. Attendance was small
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and equipment was stolen. There was no continu-

ity of rules or plans and the results proved con-

clusively the necessity of having trained leader-

ship to supervise the work of untrained people.

In a southern city Ijecause of lack of funds it

became necessary to close the playgrounds on

July loth. The playgrounds were reopened again

on July i/th under the leadership of untrained

relief workers. During the five weeks jieritxl in

which this plan was in operation the attendance

dropped about one-third.

In such instances the difficulty lies not so much

in the personality and ability of the workers as

in the failure of those in charge to realize the vital

imfMtrtance of training and guidance.

Volunteer Recreation Leadership

(CoHlintifd from page IJ')

The experienced playground director, in recog-

nizing the merits of the volunteer plan and in

adopting some of its features for his own use,

will be aware of the dangers that accompany it

There is the chance that the public will mistake

volunteer leadership as a satisfactory substitution

for salaried service and this misconception must

Ije guarded against. The director will also realize

that volunteer helpers need continued follow-up

appeal or their interest will wane. He will learn

to exj)ect no help or little help from volunteers

in discipline problems, care of equipment or use

of equipment. Special care must be taken in re-

gard to the safety of children who are taken away
from the playground on special educational ot

outing trips.

Despite these difficulties, it must be said in all

fairness that the volunteer leadership plan has

given unexjDected stimulation to playground sup-

port during the present crucial years and has

yielded valuable newspaper supfHjrt of a most

helpful nature. It has given new vigor and em-

phasis to certain educational features of the rec-

reational program. The trained directors liave

become more administrative-minded and have

made valuable contacts in coordinating the service

rendered both by adult volunteers and by junior

volunteers on the playground. The director has

thus become a leader in training leadership. For

these many reasons the volunteer supplementary

program does not appear to be a temporary re-

course, but rather a permanent and desirable

aspect of community recreation organization.

Seeing Nature in Glacier

National Park

(Continued from payc 140)

spent in the West. With flowers, birds and mam-

mals all about, interest is not hard to arouse.

But may children be brought to Glacier Park

and kept there for weeks or months? To this

question the answer is yes: better than in some

more popular spots. Chalets lack the distractions

of hotels; housekeeping cabins are beginning to

appear. Camp grounds are spacious and clean,

with showers and laundries to care for jiersonal

cleanliness. A good wall or umbrella tent makes

an adequate summer home, while stores are not

too distant to provide fresh and projjerly l)alanced

foods. Yet surroundings are those of a national

park, not the crowded, sliabby array that often

forms the summer village

In such s]>ots families may camp, enjoying the

full values of mountains. Does some trail seem

rarely worth while? Then they travel it as often

as they wish, enjoying plants, animals and scenes.

Do clouds threaten one's trip today? Then put

it off till the sky is bright, whether that is to-
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morrow or next week. Meanwhile, Thirds and in-

sects may be watched, or stories exchanged with

neighbors from Alontana, California or the East.

For the camp is a friendly, restful place where

formalities rarely intrude. Yonder a worn um-

brella tent stands—the home of a white-haired,

crippled grandmother who lives in a village on the

plains. Each summer she demands two weeks in

the Park, to which her husband always objects.

"But they do him as much good as they do me,

even if he doesn't admit it. Just wait till he sits

down to a meal cooked on this honest-to-goodness

fire. Harry, quit fussing with your hooks, and

roll these logs closer together!"

On her left, two geologists are camped for their

third or fourth season in Glacier. They are busy

with notes and diagrams, while a neighbor dis-

cusses photography. An eastern professor and his

wife hang their laundry from branches of limber

pine, chatting with a weather-beaten Texan who

is making a collapsible stove. A naturalist shows

two butterflies to a group of eager, brown-skinned

children, while a solemn fellow puflfs a meers-

chaum pipe and murmurs Wie wunderschon!

The camp ground a summer home? It's a place

to live, to feel, to learn—to recreate, in the full-

est sense, values lost by urban haste.

Like Spring
— It's in the Air!

(Continued from pane 143)

In another far-away garden, there is,

"Here stand I,

forever lonely
Amidst the flowers tall

While o'er my figured bosom
Faint shadows slowly fall.

And to the busy world without

Whose life by hours I keep;
I say, 'T'is time to rise,'

And then, 'T'is time to sleep'."

And so the great gift of a fuller life lies in-

vitingly on the doorstep. The wise will accept this

gift, for the simplicity of an ordered and rich life

is not an inheritance; it is an achievement.

The Dawn of a New Era for Tennis
(Continued from page 148)

son combinations in the mixed doubles. Many
of the players appeared in three divisions.

Owing to the short time we had to complete
the tournament it was necessary for many to

l)lay from three to five matches a day. It was
a case of the survival of the fittest.

During the week of constant play it was no-

ticed that many spectators would come to the

courts about 10:00 o'clock with their lunches,

would find a good seat overlooking several

courts and would stay there for several hours.

A number of war veterans came in their wheel

chairs and one of the committee members made
a point of looking after these men.

At the end of the tournament ten champions
were crowned. Mrs. Jonathan Rogers, wife of

the chairman f)f the Board, presented the

awards at the finals which were attended by
over 2,000 people. Among other prominent
citizens His Lordship, the Mayor, was present,

one of the most interested spectators.

After the games were over a spectator com-

menting on them said : "I may have seen better

tennis but I have never seen such a demonstra-

tion of fair play as was shown during this

competition !"

How to Produce a Play
(Continmd from page 152)

across the stage, and is bent into the same half

circle as the cyclorama. It is painted a pale green
if a grass horizon is desired, yellow if the desert,

or mountains may be painted on in pale violet.

This is placed upon the stage floor a few feet in

front of the cyclorama.

Trees, fences, pillars, stumps, bushes and cor-

ners of buildings are carved out of building board,

painted, and placed upon the stage in front of the

horizon. They are easily made, and with a good

cyclorama and a number of these "cut outs" a

great variety of settings is possible. The settings

made in this fashion are more plastic, more mo-

bile, and much more attractive than painted scen-

ery. It also allows for very effective lighting.

Furniture and other physical accessories upon
the stage must be selected carefully. For histori-

cal plays, fantasies and suggestive settings, old

furniture may be changed by the use of carved

compo board and paint. Carvings may be modeled

on with plastic wood or paper mache and painted.

The scenic artist is warned to work in close co-

operation with the lighting artist, the costume

artist and the property man. The whole effect

must be one of harmonious unity.

A good setting is as important to a scene as is

the backgfround to a painting. The scenic artist

and his assistants have as great an opportunity for

artistic expression as any other part of the pro-

ducing group, and once started on the right road

will take joy and satisfaction in creating artistic

and effective stage settings.



Service Helps

The American Playground Device Company of An-

derson, Indiana, has issued a new catalogue describing

among other pieces of apparatus the Castle Tower, a new

design. Kansas City, Missouri, has installed 78 such

towers on the public school playgrounds.

Information on shuffle board for both indoors and out-

of-doors is given in a leaflet issued by the H. G. Cress

Company, Box NR-53, Troy, Ohio, which will soon

issue information regarding a new game.

The Diamond Calk Horseshoe Company, 4610 Grand

Avenue. Duluth, Minnesota, has issued a booklet giving

the official rules of horseshoe pitching and general in-

formation on promoting horseshoe clubs. It may be

secured on request.

In Everwear's Playground Apparatus Catalogue (24)

the safety features of the various pieces of apparatus and

their durability are emphasized. The catalogue may be

secured from the Everwear Manufacturing Company,

Springfield, Ohio. "Beauty and playability," states the

report, "may be taken for granted in Everwear."

The Indera Mills Company will be glad to send the

Indcra Figurfit 1934 swim suit catalogue to all who re-

quest it by writing the Indera Mills Company, general

offices and mills at Winston- Salem, North Carolina.

From the Mitchell Manufacturing Company. Milwau-

kee, Wisconsin, which has been manufacturing various

kinds of apparatus for a piriod exceeding thirty-four

years. Catalogue #20 is available giving full information

regarding Mitchell "Betlerbilt" line of playground ap-

paratus.

The Paddle Tennis Company, Inc , 285 Madison Ave-

nue, New York City, has issued a folder setting forth

the advantages of paddle tennis. The prices of individual

items and complete sets are given in this folder, which

also includes oflkial rules for the game and suggestions

on laying out a court. This pamphlet may be secured on

request.

The School of Education, Pennsylvania State College,

State College, Pennsylvania, describes in its summer ses-

sion bulletin the courses given in the fiekl of physical and

health education. A circular devoted exclusively to the

health and physical education program will soon be

avaikble.

Catalogue #204 describes the Pepperell Yarns and

Handicraft especially prepared for school, playground

and summer camp activities. It may be secured from the

Pepperell Braiding Company, East Pepperell, Massa-

chusetts.

The J. E. Porter Corporation, Ottawa, Illinois, manu-

facturers of Louden Playground Equipment, has issued

a catalogue telling in detail of its equipment. The Cor-

poration, which last year equipped the Enchanted Island

playgrounds at the Chicago Century of Progress, is man-

ufacturing the Junglegym in four sizes on an exclusive

ba$is.

From G. Schirmer (Inc.), 3 East 43rd Street, New
York City, may he secured leaflets annouiKing a number
of publications of interest to recreation workers, such as

the "Botsford Collection of Folk Songs," "Come and

Caper" (creative rhythms, pantomimes and plays with

music), and "Folk-Songs of the Four Seasons."

Edward Schuberth and Company, 11 East 22nd Street,

New York City, publishes vocal and instrumental music

of interest to recreation workers. .\ catalogue entitled

"Selected Songs and Ballads" lists a notable collection,

many of them old English songs. Write for complete
Thematic catalogue.

"Road Service Stabilization," published by the Solvay
Technical and Engineering Service, Solvay Sales Cor-

poration, 61 Broadway, New York City, describes ma-

terials and methods for construction and maintenance of

low cost stabilized roads. The Corporation will be glad

to give advice on the use of calcium chloride.

Charles A. Tocbe Leather Company, 149 North Third

Street. Philadelphia, has issued a catalogue, "Toebe

Artistic Leathercraft," which contains a wealth of in-

formation for those interested in this craft.

The C. B. Webb Company, 200 Fifth Avenue, New
York City, distributes the Weaver Scholastic Ball known
as "the ball with the fool-proof valve." This ball is

adapted for use in schools, camps, playgrounds, g}'ro-

nasiums, and in water sports.

Church Music and the New Leisure

By Augustus D. Zcmzig

A PAMPHLET stressing the importance
of congregational singing and sug-

gesting ways of making music the

church's mox potent means of arousing
and sustaining the religious attitude.

Helpful source material is given.

Price S.10

NATIONAL RECREATION ASSOCIATION
315 Fourth Avenue
New York City
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The American Costume Book

By Frances H. Haire. A. S. Barnes & Company, New
York. $5.00.

MISS
Haire, author of The Folk Costume Book, has

given us in this book an illustrated volume show-

ing the dress of the original American, the Indian, as

well as the dress of the early Colonists of the Eastern

Seaboard. The author, through careful and extended re-

search, especially on the Indian costumes, has cleared up
some of the inaccuracies surrounding the dress of the

Red Man in various sections of the United States divided

for the purpose into four zones—the Plains Indian, the

Forest Indian, the Desert Indian and the Everglades In-

dian. We have, too, the Indian Scout, the Homesteader

and the Cowboy. The descriptions of the various dress

characteristics are so carefully worked out that they will

be readily usable. Not the least interesting feature of the

book is the brief but illuminating background which Miss

Haire gives us for each of the periods she describes.

"Songs of Stardom"

By James Hudson and Edward Spicer. Aetna Publish-

ing Company, 516 Fifth Avenue, New York. Copies
obtainable from Dr. Bertha Chapman Cody, 570 Lex-

ington .'\venue. New York City. $.50.

It IS SAID THAT "in the beginning the stars sang to-

•
gether." This book sets to singing a great deal of in-

formation alx)ut the stars. It makes the gathering and

memory of that information easy and delightful. There

are songs of the planets and of the size of the planets,

of the constellations and of the "stars that shine over

Bethlehem" (on Christmas night). The "Signs of the

Zodiac" tells where to locate the constellations of the

zodiac; the "Song of the First Magnitude Stars" makes

it ixissible to learn these with their often difficult names

in a few minutes ; and the other songs do similar feats.

The tunes are on the whole very delightful and the words

have a rhythm and lyrical quality that make it possible

really to sing them. There are many drawings to help in

exploring the sky.
—A. D. Zanzig.

The Summoning of the Nations

By Elisabeth Woodbridge Morris. With "Hymn for the

Nations" by Josephine Daskam Bacon. Samuel French,
Inc., New York. $.35.

THIS SHORT PAGEANT of the changing world written by
' Mrs. Morris under the auspices of the League of Na-

tions Association, Incorporated, interprets in brief, vivid

phrases the finer spirit of each nation of the earth. It

has been constructed in such a way as to offer the widest

possible range in its presentation from a simple reading

by a single person to an elaborate pageant using hun-

dreds of people in full national costume with national

•choruses. The lines are admirably suited for recitation.

and are especially well adapted for use in schools. "In

view of the present world emergency," writes Charles

Rann Kennedy, "it should be put on at once in every

church, school, club, and public playground throughout
the land."

Swimming Pool Data and Reference

Annual

Hoffman-Harris, Inc., 114 East 32nd Street, New York.
$2.00.

AA UCH MATERIAL of interest and practical help to recre-

ation workers, physical educators and swimming
pool officials is to be found in the 1934 Annual which

contains the Joint Committee Report on bathing areas,

their construction and sanitation, general information on
the administration and operation of pools, water sports
and games, the converting of pools into ice skating rinks,

and many other allied subjects.

A Study of Girls' Athletic Associations

In the Secondary School

Prepared by the Committee of the Boston Group of the
Women's Division, N.A.A.F. Distributed by Women's
Division, N.A.A.F., 303 West 42nd Street, New York.
$.25.

"T"His UNIQUE STUDY is a distinct contribution to the
• literature dealing with secondary schools. It con-

tains a model constitution for a GAA, a very compre-
hensive point system based on physical education class

work, voluntary participation in activities outside of

class time, service, leadership, health and awards, the

latter being divided into two classes—group and indi-

vidual awards.

Leisure-Time Interests and Activities

of Business Girls

By Dr. Janet Fowler Nelson. Womans Press, New
York. $.75.

This study, made possible by a grant from the Ameri-
' can Association for Adult Education to the National

Board of the Y. W. C. A.'s, is based on data secured

through a questionnaire and through diary records of

approximately 1,000 business girls and young women
ranging in age from seventeen to thirty-eight years earn-

ing from $10 to $50 a week. The questions kept in mind

throughout the study were : "With what are the leisure

hours concerned?" "What are the major interests?"

"What are the major activities?" and "What is the rela-

tion of interest to activity?" Many tables are given and

a careful and detailed analysis is made of the findings.

The study will be of keen interest to recreation workers.
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A Rvcreation and Sports Handbook for

Playground, School, Community and Camp.

By Ferd J. Lipovetz. Burgess Publishing Com-

pany, Minneapolis, Minnesota.

This book, which is published in mimeographed form,

has been prepared to fill the needs of the new course,

"Playground, School, Community and Camp Recreation,"

which is being given at LaCrosse State Teachers Col-

lege. The material is grouped under four general sec-

tions: I, General Theory and Practice; II. Summer
Playgrounds; III, Camp Recreation; IV, Community
Recreation. It is illustrated with sketches, graphs and

charts. While the compilation as a whole may be secured

for $3.85, separate sections may be purchased at the fol-

lowing prices : Sections I and II, $2.30; I and III, $1.50;

I and IV. $2.15.

An Introduction to Physical Education.

By Eugene W. Nixon, M..\. and Frederick W.
Cozens, Ph.D. W. B. Saunders Company, Phila-

delphia. $2.50.

The new conception of physical education is outlined in

this book, and the steps are described through which

physical education has won its place as an integral part

of all education. The volume is divided into three parts

—Philosophy and Principles of Physical Education, Sig-

nificant Problems in Physical Education, and Profes-

sional Outlook in Physical Education. A chapter on

Physical Education and Leisure Time stresses the im-

portance of training for leisure by schools and the teach-

ing of activities which have carry-over value.

Mora Fun in Bad.

Edite<l hy Frank Scully. Simon & Schuster, Inc.,

New York. $2.00.

A number of well known humorists and writers have

contributed to this book which contains a great number

and variety of humorous tales, sketches, anecdotes and

bits of wisdom or foolery. Among the book's features

is a "play pen" in which the convalescent will find a great

many games and puzzles and suggestions at which he can

work with the pencil attached to the cover of the book.

One need not be ill to enjoy this book, which like its

predecessor, Fun in Bed, is proving very popular.

Qsrman Youth in a Changing World.

Tcrramare Office, Kroncnstrasse 1, Berlin W 8,

Germany.
This attractive booklet represents a compilation of

brief articles on various phases of the life of the youth
of Germany. It traces the development of the youth
movement and discusses such subjects as Leadership of

German Youth, Youth Hostels, Youth in Labor Service

and Hitler Youth. There is also some information re-

garding the Olympic Games to be held in Berlin in 1936.

The booklet contains unusually beautiful illustratk>ns.

Hand Craft Projaets.

By Frank I. Solar. The Bruce Publishing Coroiany,
.Milwaukee. $1.25.

This, the third in the handcraft project serie*, contains

directions for making about icvcnty-five article.*, some of

them toys, many of them useful articles such as a win-

dow cold \mx or a shoe-polishing stand. Each project is

accompanied by diagrams. There is an opening chapter

on the home workshop which has many interesting and

practical suggestions to ofTer.

Fun With Dry Battarias.

National Carbon Co., Inc., New York. $.10.

This book shouM prove very appealing to boys to the

great majority of whom electricity and its uses are a

iaactaatinc lubject. The txK>klct first explain.* in simple
of the principles of electricity and how a

dry cell works. It then gives directions for making
dectro-magnets, binding-posts and connectors, switches,
for installing bells, buzzers, closet lights and electric

locks, and for making electric toys. .\nd what could be
more attractive to a boy than to delve into the mysteries
of signalling and electro-plating?

A Handbook of Social Programs
For High School Teachers.

By G. Turner Hicks, Ph.D. Murray State Teachers

College, Murray, Kentucky. $125.

In this interesting compilation of social programs the

author has set some very definite objectives for high
sdiool social evenings and parties, has analyzed the

values which come out of them and for which all leaders

should strive, and has presented a practical application
of these values in this collection of special day parties,

social programs, stunts, charades, jokes and miscellaneous

suggestions. Recreation workers will find this book help-
ful in planning their social recreation programs.

A Community Serves Its Youth.

By Frank W. Herriott. Ph.D. Available from Asso-
ciation Press, New York. $2.00.

Here is a case study of the scope and relationship of

agencies dealing with high school students in Montclair,

New Jersey, a suburban community of alx)ut 42,000

people. It carefully considers existing programs and

their adequacy, the needs of adolescents, the extent to

which the needs are -met, and the contributions made by
the churches and other groups. In conclusion, it brings
to bear its findings on the problem of coordinating the

efforts to provide for the free time of adolescents and

suggests that for Montclair the experiment be attempted
of making the Group Work Divisk)n of the Council of

Social Agencies, which iiKludes the character-building

agencies, the coordinating group.
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Mere Play

l-l

E IS ONLY a play leader." "He has nothing to do with the serious work of

the world." "In our classes we prepare children for business, for earning
a living, for work."

Only a play and recreation leader. Only a person who helps a child in the

glorious present moment to live; to do the thing that gives the utmost satisfac-

tion; to knock out a home run on the baseball field; to swim, to dive; to fashion

a miniature airplane that with rubber bind power stays aloft for ten minutes; to

build water-wheels that run; to tramp the woods and learn the trees and wild

flowers; to learn the call of the birds; to sing, to dance, to be gay.

Only a play leader. Nothing to do with the serious work of life. Merely
helping a child to be a light-hearted child, to live beautifully, simply, naturally
in the present, to spread laughter and gayety and reality all about him. Helping
children to be themselves, really to live—when they might be learning to work,

preparing for business. Think of the training for work and business these chil-

dren might have if these hours were not given over to play. If only the play
leaders would use these play hours to train the children through their play in

principles of buying and selling, of banking and trade. Instead they waste the

children's time with music and dancing and poetry and fairy tales and idle

games that are to have no part in serious life later.

O folly, folly. Have we lived so long in the presence of little children, so

near to the heart of God, stood on such holy ground, watched the sacred flame

in the burning bush and with our profane lips dare we prattle of what is serious,

of what has permanent value and talk of using the play hours of children as a

time for training for work and trade and say only a play leader?

Play is the serious business of childhood. The play of a little child is the

most serious thing in all the world. Play is a part of a great whole. Play builds

the cathedral of life. Play gives meaning to the world.

The play leader helps to build a world in which no longer is living always
postponed until a future time that never comes; in which child and man alike

are not afraid to live in the present; in which the present has at least equal
value with the future; in which life itself is exalted; in which the end,—growth,
fulfillment, abundant living is exalted beyond any of the parts that go to make
up the whole.

Only a play leader. The hope of the future lies in the preservation of child-

hood, in winning grown people to the wisdom and simplicity of children. 'Ex-

cept as ye become as little children, ye do not enter the kingdom of life.'
"

Howard Braucher.

JULY, 1934
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A Neglected Language

IX

1 597 Thomas Morley—
the composer of that de-

lightful song 'It was a

lover and his lass' — pub-

lished a little book entitled

A Plaine and Easie Introduction to Practicall

Musicke, near the beginning of which he tells the

following anecdote :
—

Supper being ended, and Musicke bookes (according

to the custome) being brought to the table, the mistresse

of the house presented me with a part, earnestly request-

ing me to sing. But when, after many excuses, I pro-

tested unfainedly that I could not, every one began to

wonder. Yea, some whispered to others, demaunding
how I was brought up; so that, upon shame of mine

ignorance, I go now to seeke out mine old friend master

Gnorimus, to make my selfe his scholler.

Just why, in the history of the civilization of

different nations, there have been different fash-

ions in music would be an interesting subject of

inquiry. In Morley's day it was the fashion for

cultured people to sing and play together, not for

an audience to hear, but solely for their own

pleasure and musical experience. Music was to

them a form of speech, an-

other language, used infor-

mally every day to supple-

ment words in expressing

emotion. So it was, too, for

a hundred years after Mor-

ley. Perhaps the most vivid

recollections of Pepy.s, to a

music lever, are the trios

and quartettes in the garden

in which the maid, the cook,

or the man-servant took a

part. Indeed, Pepys would

not hire a new girl until she

had demonstrated her abil-

ity to take an intelligent

part in the family music.

A hundred years after

Morley, Handel started

England singing his orator-

ios and developed the great

choruses. Still another hun-

dred years later, Paganini

By Henry S. Drinker, Jr.

Philadelphia, Pa.

One evening, five years ago, we asked

about twenty of our musical friends to

meet Mr. Zanzig and hear what he had
to say about informal music in the home.
Our singing on that evening, under his

inspired leadership, has developed
apace, until on last Sunday evening,
with an amateur conductor, we sang,

straight through, the fifteen choruses of

the Bach Mass, with no audience but
our 120 eager and excited singers.

My subsequent acquaintance with Mr.

Zanzig makes me sure that everywhere
he goes he leaves behind him similar

nuclei teeming with potential growth
for group singing.

Our American beauty roses of music
are being amply cared for. Our need
now is for gardeners who know how to

make the daisies and violets of music

grow and multiply all over the land.

For this, the grandest imaginable head

gardener is Mr. Zanzig.—Henry S. Drinker, Jr.

and Liszt, with their follow-

ers, set the whole world

agog over virtuosity. Other

nations have had other

varying musical experience,

now engrossed with one musical fashion, now
with another.

While in the United States we have as yet no

such important musical history, within the past

generation, at least, one musical fashion has

changed for the better. It is no longer considered

'sissy' for boys, or queer and infra dig. for men,
to take a serious interest in music, as was true

when I was a boy ; we can now hear superb per-

formances of the best music by college glee clubs.

Our present fashion in music, however, is to listen

to bigger and better orchestras. During the past

thirty years America has had a veritable orgy
of listening. Orchestras, opera companies, and

soloists, the greatest in the world, have flocked

to our shores and played before packed houses.

Our musical taste has thus been immeasurably

improved — witness the

present popularity of Bach
and Brahms

; but how many
of the thousands of intelli-

gent men and women who
attend all the concerts use

music themselves as a

means of self-expression,

or even realize the possibili-

ties of doing so?

With music as a form of

passive entertainment at its

zenith, music as a language,
a form of speech available

to the ordinary man and

woman, is generally ne-

glected. In Wales and in

parts of England, the people
all sing together as part of

their daily lives and can

read from the score as read-

ily as could the guests at

Morley's dinner party; in
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Germany and Austria and

other parts of Europe, the

average cultured person can

usually both sing and play an

instrument ; but in America

the performance of music is

generally regarded as a thing

apart, for the elect alone, the

mysteries of which it is im-

possible for anyone to delve into except those

possessing a special gift or talent. Although there

is now an enormous demand for music tor the

listener, there is relatively little organized effort

to enlarge popular participation in the perform-

ance of music. Its avowed patrons mistakenly

suppose that the fundamental human need for

emotional expression through music can be ade-

quately satisfied by mere listening. People seem

unable to believe that music can be as simple, di-

rect, and personal as it really is. Accordingly,

they persist in clothing it with unnecessary mys-

tery and complexity.

Qearly, our present general failure to partici-

pate in music making is not due to any national

lack of the musical faculty or to the absence of

a desire by people to play or sing. We are directly

descended from any number of musical nations;

among the scores of persons to whom I have

talked of this, I do not remember one intelligent

adult, classed as 'non-musical,' who did not envy

those lucky ones who are able to make their own

music together. While the radio and the gramo-

phone have perhaps contributed to the discourage-

ment of some amateur virtuosi, these devices can

no more eliminate permanently the fundamental

need for the individual adventure in music than

the movies can eliminate that for the individual

adventure in love. On the contrary, by spreading

the knowledge of music they will greatly stimulate

the desire for general music making.

The fashion of listening is thus but a habit,

engendered and perjietuated by a widespread mis-

apprehension of the purpose and function of mu-

sic in its relation to life and of the possibility for

the direct participation in music by the average

person. Music is too often associated with solos

and virtuosity, amateur music making being con-

sidcrefl a mere parlor trick. Instead, it should

be regarded as a delightful new language, for the

persona] use of each one of us. If only our grow-

ing host of music lovers could l>e made to realize

that they themselves can learn to take part in

Thi« article is published by permis-
sion of the Atlantic Monthly, to-

gether with an additional statement

by the author. Mr. A. D. Zanzig,
whom Mr. Drinker mentions in his

statement, is the director of the
Music Service established by the
National Recreation Association.

titles us to be.

group music as easily and as

well as they learn to play

bridge or golf
— some better,

some worse, but all well

enough to get along and en-

joy it—we Americans would
in a decade become the really
musical nation which our

genuine interest in music en-

II

Doubtless performances by amateurs are greatly

inferior, from an artistic pomt of view, to those

of the professionals. Our present concern is not,

however, for the effect of amateur music on the

listeners, but for that on the performers them-

selves, whose musical development can be ade-

quately achieved in no other way. By actually-

singing or playing together a great musical com-

position, the performers attain an intimate con-

ception of its beauties and of the art of reproduc-

ing it which enables them, when they next hear if

perfectly done by experts, both to understand the

composition and to appreciate the performance in

a way that no amount of mere listening could

accomplish.

Practically everyone who has experienced the

delight of singing or playing a great work of mu-
sic with a group of serious and enthusiastic col-

leagues will, I believe, agree that the pleasure
realized from a very mediocre performance far

exceeds that from listening to the most perfect

rendering by others, unless it be of a work which

they have sung or played themselves. Since his-

tory began, our ancestors have used music—the

song and dance, melwly and rhythm—to release

their supercharged emotions. Playing and sing-

ing together are a means of individual emotional

outlet for which there is no substitute. To parti-

cipate, with a group of reverent enthusiasts, in the

performance of a work like the Bach B Minor
Ma.ss constitutes a spiritual experience which it is

utterly impossible to attain vicariously, and which

lias the effect of smoothing out the participant's

soul.

Games like golf, in which normally the players

far outnumber the spectators, are what make

.Anglo-Saxons an athletic nation; not football,

l)ascl«ll, boxing, wrestling, and similar sports, in

which practically all participation by persons past

the prime of youth is by looking on. Probably

Oo per cent of the spectators at a golf or tennis
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match are there to see how it is that the experts

do, so easily and perfectly, what they themselves

do so badly, though with continued enthusiasm,

pleasure, and physical benefit to themselves.

In musical education far too much attention

has been devoted to the brilliance and technical

perfection of the individual performance, too little

to fitting the pupils for an effective part in group
music. There has resulted an undue proportion
of amateur soloists, whose knowledge of music

is limited to the few selections which they have

struggled to master. Many such beginners be-

come discouraged and drop their music before

they reach the period in life when they need and

can enjoy it the most. If but a fraction of the

time, effort, and talent required to turn out a poor
soloist were devoted to teaching the pupil to read

music easily at sight and to acquiring a first-hand

acquaintance with the treasures of musical liter-

ature, most of these disheartened virtuosi would

become capable and devoted ensemble singers and

players, and so continue for the balance of their

lives.

There are, also, it is to be regretted, some music

teachers, particularly of singing, who are appar-

ently more interested in exploiting their pupils for

the benefit of the teacher than in fitting them to

lead fuller and richer musical lives. These teach-

ers unduly emphasize virtuosity and discourage

group music, which they naturally fear as a men-
ace to the continuance of the kind of music in

which their profit lies.

Ill

While the general familiarity with music in

America has vastly increased during the past

thirty years, it is still far below our general famil-

iarity with literature. On a recent trip abroad my
family and I had, during one of the first meals, a

.short argument on a musical subject, which was

apparently overheard by the passengers at the

next table. When, after two or three days, we
established the usual Atlantic intimacy with them,

we found that I had been classified as the con-

ductor of an orchestra in the Middle West,
whereas I am simply a Philadelphia corporation

lawyer. No one but a professional pianist or

violinist is supposed to know how many violin

sonatas were written by Beethoven, or to be able

to recognize any of them. Even among profes-
sionals the general knowledge of music is often

astonishingly narrow. The singers know only their

songs and are for the most part interested prin-

cipally in voice production. Comparatively few

instrumental soloists have any extensive familiar-

ity with chamber music, much less with the great

works for voices.

Our growing generation is taught literature, not

with a false hope of discovering or developing

new Shakespeares or Thackerays, but to enable

the average citizen to write an intelligent letter,

to turn a neat phrase in conversation, to be able

to make or recognize an apt quotation; above all,

to develop a real love for literature which will

persist and grow as it nourishes itself through

life, attaining its maximum of pleasure and satis-

faction only with ripe maturity. What would be

thought of a graduating class in English, however

cleverly its members were able to recite a few

poems or orations, if the greater part were unable

to read aloud and understand a new page of or-

dinary prose, or if the reciters of Hamlet's

soliloquy had never heard of the Sonnets and had

no general knowledge of literature? The end of

a musical education should not be the static ability

to sing or play a taught repertoire, but the dynam-
ic development, on a sound and broad foundation,

of the power to use the tools and materials of

music for the enrichment of the pupil's further

musical life.

At present, musical education is, on the whole,

perhaps better in the public than in the private

schools, which are apparently held back more by
tradition. The weakest spot is in the secondary

schools, where the excellent training from the pri-

mary grades is lost because no time can be al-

lowed for a subject which receives no college en-

trance credit. This cannot be remedied until the

college authorities are convinced that an applicant

who is able to play a four-voice fugue at sight on

the piano, or to read intelligently a tenor part in a

vocal quartette, evinces at least as much mental

power and application as one who is able to trans-

late 6 1 f>er cent of a page of Caesar, or to solve

the required percentage of problems in plane

geometry. In its potentiality for cultural devel-

opment in modern life, which accomplishment
would appear to offer the greater promise?
At this very moment we are on the threshold

of an era which promises a veritable musical ren-

aissance, provided only we make intelligent use

of that part of our new-found leisure which we
devote to the fine arts. If we employ this leisure

as (lid the Romans after Caesar— lookers-on at

amusements provided by others—we shall have

(Continued on page 211)



Planning Summer Playground Programs

Courtesy Sajety Magasine

ANY
consideration of the

summer playground pro-

gram must be based on

the assumption that three fac-

tors are available—the play-

ground, the play leader and

the children. It is obvious that

each of these factors must be

considered in preparing the

program. Since there is a great difference be-

tween leaders, playgrounds and children in differ-

ent communities, no standardized program can be

prepared which will be suitable for every local

situation. In this statement, however, some of the

important factors are discussed and several sug-

gested programs are presented.

Two essentials to the successful playground
are (i) an intelligently prepared and well-bal-

anced program of activities for the summer, and

(2) an effective and wise administration of this

program.
The necessity of careful planning before the

playground opens is obvious. Such planning in-

volves arranging a schedule of hours during which

the playground will be open under leadership. It

also includes a decision as to the hours each leader

will be on duty. A most important feature is the

daily schedule of activities which enables children

and parents to know the hours at which special

activities will be carried on. Frequently activities

are not conducted each day but are scheduled one

or more times per week. This necessitates not

only a daily but also a weekly program. Further-

more, certain types of activities, especially feature

events, are sometimes carried on only during one

particular week. The preparation of a program,

by weeks, for the entire summer is therefore es-

sential. Only as these three types of programs—
daily, weekly, summer—are worked out in ad-

vance is it possible to make sure that the play-

ground will serve the various play needs and in-

terests of boys and girls of different ages.

There are two important phases of playground

program administration. One relates to the carry-

ing out of the projects, the organizing of the
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groups, the conducting of the

activities prescribed in the pro-

gram and close adherence to the

time schedule. Unless play-

ground workers perform these

duties, tlie program has little

value. On the other hand, the

playground is not like the school

where classes must start and

stop precisely at the time scheduled and where a

prescribed curriculum must be covered. Children

come to the playground and engage in its activities

through choice. Compulsion has no place in the

playground activities. In arranging periods the

length of time which the various activities are

likely to require should be taken into account, but

if a group requires more time than 's scheduled

to complete a project or a game, it should be i^er-

mitted to continue the activity. The same princi-

ples apply in the case of the special events or

weekly features. If, as the summer advances,

experience indicates that certain features should

be omitted or more or less time be devoted to

them, the schedule should be revised accordingly.

In other words there should be flexibility within

a planned program.

Playground Activities

Before a person can intelligently plan a play-

ground program, he must have a knowledge ot

the great variety of activities which arc suitable

for use on the playground. He must also know
how these activities are organized and can be made
to fit into the playground program. Therefore,

before discussing methods or principles of pro-

gram planning, consideration will he given to the

activities on which programs are built.

The types of activity which can be carried on

successfully on the summer playground arc limit-

less. The leader who is resourceful can adapt old

forms of play and devise new ones. The follow-

ing lists of activities and features arc not intendc<l

to be comprehensive but they include a majority

of those which are most popular and widely used.

They should be helpful in outlining the possibili-
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ties in the play program and in calling the atten-

tion of leaders to activities which otherwise might
be overlooked. They are classified according to

types and also on the basis of their organization
and use in the playground program.

Routine Activities

There are several kinds of play which have

come to be recognized as having a regular place
on the playground program. No playground may
be considered as having a well-balanced program
unless several of these types of play have a place

upon it. Naturally many of these types comprise
a great variety of activities, some of which will be

listed in detail later, and from which selections

will be made by the leader.

Team games
Track and field events

Singing games
Individual games and

athletic events

Flag raising ceremony
Chrb meetings
Badge test events

Story dramatization

Low organized games
Apparatus play
Wading pool play
Sandcraft

Storytelling
Mass games
Relays
Quiet games
Folk dancing
Handcraft
Stunts
Xature
Dramatics
Music
Shower baths

Coaching in games, stunts
and special activities

Practice for league games
and contests

Rehearsal for demonstra-
tions, circus, pageants, etc.

Special Events

In contrast with the preceding list there is pre-
sented here a list of the special events which are

held from time to time and which supplement
the regular routine activities. A limited number
of these features add special interest to the pro-

gram, they attract parents and others to the play-

ground and they also provide a special incentive

for some of the routine activities. Certain children

to whom the day-by-day projects have no appeal
are drawn to the playground by a special event

involving an activity in which they have a partic-
ular interest. These events also afford an excellent

pubHcity medium and may be used to interpret
to the pubHc the value and service of the play-

ground.
Picnics

Trips to parks, zoo, indus-

try or historical places
Trips to beach or pool for

swimming
One day camps
Mardi gras parade
Pageants
Rodeo
Pet show
Doll buggy parade
On wheels meet and
parade

Water carnival or pageant

Junior Olympics
Block parties
Treasure hunt
Block or playground dance
Movies
Patriotic celebrations
Doll fashion show
Hikes
Nature hikes

Puppet show
Drama festival

Operettas
^finstrel show
Stunt night

Track and field meet
Play days
Athletic badge tests

Baby show
Model boat regatta

Storytelling festival

Folk dancing festival

Lantern parades
Doll show
Baseball field day
Junior elections

Circus
Music festival

F'ower show
Hobby show
Athletic carnival

Progressive game party
Nationality nights

Playground demonstration
Mother and Daughter Party
Father and Son Party
Camera hikes

Handcraft exhibition

Kite day
Model airplane day
Band concerts

Nature treasure hunt
Nature exhibit

Wiener roasts

Presentation of awards
Newsboys day
Novelty track meet

Camp fire program
Square dance festival

Radio programs

Continuous, Self-Directed Activities

Most playground schedules such as the sug-

gested daily playground programs which appear
in this statement list only the routine events or

special features which are emphasized or which

receive special attention from the leaders at the

hours indicated. On the playground which is well

provided with facilities and supplies there are

many activities in which children are taking part
either continuously or intermittently each day
without direct guidance from the playground
workers. Many of them involve individual com-

petition, others are informal types of individual

play and a few include group activity. Frequently

they are used as a basis for special tournaments

or events but they are likely to be engaged in at

any time. With occasional guidance from the

leaders and with adequate equipment, these activ-

ities engage the interest of large numbers of chil-

dren. The following list comprises some of the

common self-directing activities.

Marble golf

O'Leary
Lariat

Roller skating
Tennis

Hop scotch golf
Hop scotch

Stilts

Doll play
Box hockey
Jackstones
Ring toss

Badminton
Shufflebbard

Apparatus play
Wading
Sand play

Block building
Tennis
Horseshoes
Handball
Paddle tennis

Table tennis

Pogo stick

Dart throwing
Quiet Games :

Chess
Checkers
Parchesi
Camelot
Lotto
Dominoes
Etc.

Basketball goal

shooting

Bean bag games
Marbles

Quoits
Jumping
Tether ball

Rope jumping
Tops
Mumblety-peg
Clock golf
Deck tennis

Croquet
Hoop rolling

Reading
Diabolo
Baseball pitching
Informal games
Kite flyirig

Playground Clubs

The extent to which playground activities are

organized on the club basis varies widely. There

are few playgrounds, however, which do not have

one or more children's organizations. Sometimes
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they comprise the jjersons interested in an activity

such as dramatics or nature study ; often they are

a group selected to help with some phase of the

playground service, such as a safety club. Many
additions could be made to the following list :

Garden
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Factors Influencing Program Planning
In planning a summer playground program it

is necessary to consider several factors. Among
them are :

Size and Development of the Playground. Play-

ground activities require facilities, game courts,

apparatus, or open space. Knowledge of the area

and of its special features is essential to making
a program. In general, however, it is assumed
that every playground should have some appar-

atus, courts for several types of games, a sheltered

area either indoors or outdoors for storytelling,

handcraft and quiet games and an open area for

a variety of play activities.

Ages of Children to Be Served. Some play-

grounds, especially very small areas, are reserved

for the play of children up to lo years of age.

Often no special activities are planned for chil-

dren of pre-school age but sometimes this group
receives special attention. Most playgrounds,

however, are intended primarily to serve boys and

girls from 5 to 15 years old. If it is found, as is

often the case, that small children come in largest
numbers in the morning and older boys and girls

in the late afternoon, events appealing to these

age groups should be arranged accordingly.

Number of Children to Be Served. Where
large numbers of children are to be cared for by
one or two leaders, less emphasis can be laid upon
small group activities or projects which require

special instruction of a limited number of chil-

dren. Some of the most valuable activities—
music, drama, arts and crafts, nature study

—can
be carried on to advantage only with small groups.
This makes it difficult to provide them where lead-

ership is limited or

where large numbers
of children are to be

served.

Hours Playground Is

Open. Each commu-

nity must decide the

All kinds of handcraft

flourish in the play-

ground program. Here
are two boys from the

playgrounds of Read-

ing, Pa., tanning the

hides to be used in

making tom-toms for

their Indian program.

hours the playground is to be open under leader-

ship before a daily schedule can be arranged. As
a rule the playground should be open during the

hours when the largest number of children can

attend unless leadership is available for the entire

day. In most places the afternoon and evenings
are the periods when most children come to the

playground. In the South, due to the heat, the

playground is often closed during the afternoon.

The longer the hours the more variety in the pro-

gram is usually possible and desirable.

Length of Playground Season. Several types

of playground projects involve long preparation.

If the season is long, it is possible to include such

projects whereas if it is open only a few weeks

the leaders may not be justified in using them.

Naturally fewer feature events, tournaments and

special activities can be carried on the shorter the

playground season. The daily program is not

essentially affected, however, by the number of

weeks the playground is open.

Number of Workers. One of the most impor-
tant factors influencing program planning is the

number of workers, which is also related to the

daily playground hours. One leader can care for

only a limited number of children at one time

and in a few different activities. Where a play-

ground has only one worker, the program is likely

to be restricted and comparatively little time can

be given by the worker to small groups requiring

special guidance or instruction. The use of junior

leaders and adult volunteers, however, enables the

leader to carry on a more varied program. When
two or more workers are present on a playground
a wider range of activities and more guidance in

them are possible.

Qualifications of Lead-

ers. The training and

experience of the work-

ers largely determine

the activities which are

carried on. A leader

who is competent in

music, drama, hand-

craft, nature study or

some form of physical

activity is likely to fea-

ture this activity. On
the other hand, few per-

sons who have not re-

ceived special training
in these activities are
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likely to devote much attention to

them on the playground. A qual-

ification which is important in

program planning is the ability to

enlist and supervise effectively

child or volunteer leadership. Be-

cause women leaders are as a rule

better suited to conduct small chil-

dren's and girls' activities and men,
on the other hand, can best direct

older boys' activities, it is desirable

that every playground have at least

one man and one woman leader.

Relation to Other Playgrounds.

In small communities where there

is only one playgroimd, there are likely to be few

if any contacts with other playgrounds during

the season. The program is planned entirely

around the individual playground. In larger cities,

however, its program is often influenced by the

schedules of other centers. Inter-playground

events are held and much time is devoted to prep-

arations for them. Where special supervisors are

employed, the hours of their visits to the play-

grounds are arranged by the central office. A
definite number and types of activities to be car-

ried on by each individual playground are some-

times specified by the managing authority.

Some Suggestions for Planning Programs
A wisely planned program carried on under

competent leadership is certain to result in a large

number of children being present on the play-

ground and engaged in a variety of activities.

Since boys and girls varying widely in ages and

interests are usually present, several activities

should be going on simultaneously. For this reason

most programs provide three or four different

activities each period. Since there are seldom

more than two leaders on a playground at any one

time, this means that all the activities cannot be

supervised continuously. Therefore, it is wise to

schedule for each period one or two which are

more or less self-directing or which can be con-

ducted by junior leaders and one or two other

activities which require guidance of the paid

workers. The extent to which the various age

groups, boys and girls, and the various types of

activities receive a fair share of the leaders' time

and attention, efTects the drawing power of the

playground.

Indirect Leadership.

Any methods or activities which supplement

The ever popular sand box— still

an essential on every playground

the influence of the paid workers as exerted

through direct leadership of groups and activities,

should be fully utilized. One such method is the

selection, training and use of volunteers and jun-

ior leaders whose services make it possible to

increase the number of activities which can be

carried on at one time. Another means of en-

larging the service of the playground is to en-

courage participation in the many individual or

small group activities which are more or less self-

directing and which include some of the most pop-

ular games and sports. Where this is done large

numbers of children can be actively engaged with-

out any direct supervision. One means of in-

creasing this type of activity is by arranging con-

tests or tournaments. There are also certain types

of activity such as play on the apparatus, in the

wading pool and sand boxes which are almost con-

tinuous and which require only occasional super-

\'ision. Where through occasional suggestions,

instruction and organization, participation in these

various activities is encouraged, several activities

are engaged in simultaneously even when only one

paid worker is present.

Common Mistakes.

There are two common mistakes in program

planning. One is to provide so few events and

activities that many children find little or nothing

to attract them or to retain their interest. Such

faulty planning sometimes results from inadequate

preiKtration on the part of the leaders. The person

trained only in physical activities, for example,

may neglect all other types, a musician may over-

emphasize music or a kindergartner is likely to
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give major consideration to the younger children's ground program, but other than adding a series

activities. Failure to arrange special events and of city-wide events, usually carried on at a cen-

features from time to time during the summer is tral playground, it does not materially affect the

another aspect of the same problem. Programs individual playground program,

planned by untrained, inexperienced or lazy work- The effect of inter-playground competition is

ers are likely to be limited and lacking in variety. more likely to be felt in the case of team games.

At the other extreme is the program which is Instead of attempting to organize several teams

so full and varied and with so many featured on the individual playground, the director is likely

events that the playground schedule is crowded to select a single team in each sport. Where this

and pressure is exerted on both children and play is done fewer games are likely to be played and

leaders to carry it out. As a rule children enjoy fewer boys and girls drawn into the activity,

participating wholeheartedly in a few activities. Many recreation leaders believe that emphasis

On playgrounds, especially those having a rela- should be laid on intra-playground activities, with

tively small attendance, too many special features perhaps short city-wide championship series in

should not be scheduled. Otherwise there is a which the winning team from each playground

tendency to urge children to participate in order participates. Inter-playground team competition

to make a good showing or to "put over" the vari- also influences the program in that if workers ac-

ous features successfully. There is also a danger company teams on trips to other grounds, the

that leaders will require children to work on pro- other children are deprived of their services dur-

jects much longer than they enjoy doing in order ing these periods. Consequently fewer activities

to complete them on scheduled time. On the other requiring guidance can be carried on. The parti-

hand, once the special event has taken place the cipation of groups from the playgrounds in a city-

children may be urged to start preparing for the wide feature such as a circus or festival, unless

next one whereas they may prefer to continue wisely planned, is also likely to result in undue

with the activity. The happy medium is attained emphasis and attention given to the limited groups
when there is sufficient variety in the regular taking part with corresponding neglect of the

activities to meet the needs and interests of each other parts of the playground program,
child and enough special events to challenge the

interest and co-operation of the entire group. Evening Acthnties.

The evening use of playgrounds for activities

Inter-Playground Activities. under leadership has become quite common dur-

The place which should be given to inter-play- ing the last few years. Some grounds are now

ground contests and events is a question which lighted for night use although special courts for

must be decided in preparing a program in a city tennis, handball, horseshoes and other games are

where there are several playgrounds. It is not a more frequently equipped in this way than are

problem in the small community with a single children's play areas.

playground, although if there is a playground in In many neighborhoods the child attendance at

a neighboring community one or more occasions the playground is as large during the evening as at

may be arranged during the summer for groups any other time of day. In addition many young
from both grounds to join in activities. Competi- people and adults are likely to be present, the

tion between play- number depending
grounds is common in „ , . t» t ?• • / i upon the size of the
, ,, ,.,.., some Inexpensive Fublications for the , j j ^i.
both team and mdivid- ', , nv . playground and the

ual events. Frequently
Playground Worker

^^^^^^^ ^^^^.^.^^ .^ ^f.

tournaments are held Conduct of Playgrounds $ .25 fords.

on each playground af- Handcraft (Patterns and directions for In spite of the large

ter which the respective making toys and articles) 1.50 evening attendance

winners compete in a 88 Successful Play Activities 60 comprising persons of

district or city -wide What We Did on a Summer Playground . . .20 a wide age range the

tournament. This tends Games and Play for School Morale 25 staff assigned for eve-

some \vhat to subordin- Recreative Athletics 1.00 ning duty is sometimes

ate the local to the city- Suggestions for an Amateur Circus 25 smaller than during the

wide event on the play- Sand Modeling Manual 20 day. Consequently few
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organized activities are usually provided for chil-

dren. They are encouraged to play on the ap-

paratus and in the sand boxes, and to engage in

individual contests and low organized games,

started with the help of the leader. Certainly it

is not possible during the short evening period to

devote time to small group activities requiring the

continuous direction or help of the worker.

Two types of organized activity, however, fea-

ture evening playground programs. One consists

of the varied adult activities which are started

with the help of the worker but which are carried

on largely by the groups themselves. They include

leagues in baseball, volley ball, playground base-

ball and other games ; tournaments in horseshoes,

handball, roque, ping pong and other games ;
clubs

in special activities like checkers, hiking or choral

singing and classes in swimming, tennis or arch-

ery. The number of such groups which can be

carried on depends much upon the number and

qualifications of the paid leaders and their ability

to enlist the active interest and co-operation of

competent volunteers. The other feature of eve-

ning programs is the special program, often desig-

nated as community nights, designed to attract a

large number of people to the playground. Such

prc^rams, often held bi-weekly, should provide

opportunities for participation by the entire group

attending them as well as for demonstrating vari-

ous activities which both children and adults en-

gage in on the playground.

Preparing for the Program.

A few specific suggestions for the preparation

of playground programs follow:

1. Provide a wide range of activities of different types—physical, manual, rhythmic, musical, dramatic, etc.

2. Include activities for boys and girls of various ages.

3. Divide the leaders' time fairly between different age

groups, boys and girls and between various types of

activities.

4. Alternate strenuous with quiet activities ; team games
with individual play, etc.

5. Schedule special activities at a time most convenient

for the group to be served.

6. Arrange periods so that if a project or activity is not

completed on schedule time, it be carried over with-

out interfering with the program.
7. Provide times when no specific activity is scheduled.

8. Plan a special feature to take place each week to ten

days.

9. Correlate the various playground activities with the

special feature, as far as possible.

10. Encourage informal self-organized activity, by giving
it a place on the program.

11. Include activities which involve co-operation as well
u thoK which feature competition.

12. Allow the individual playground leader some free-

dom in the choice of activities.

13. Make programs progressive, pointing to climax at

end of season.

14. Feature activities of the play day type with large
members participating rather than events in which
only the playground champions participate.

15. Give the children opportunities to make suggestions
as to the program.

16. Revise your program if certain features do not prove
satisfactory or if conditions indicate changes to be
desirable.

17. Keep a balance between the special events and the

regular routine activities.

18. Avoid any tendency to bribe or force children to
take part in an activity.

19. Emphasize opportunities for all to participate rather
than the development of champions.

Some Typical Programs
As previously pointed out, there are three as-

pects of planning the summer playground pro-

gram, namely, arranging daily, weekly and sum-
mer schedules. The suggested outlines which fol-

low illustrate the method which may be followed

in preparing such schedules. The accompanying
comments will be helpful to leaders in interpret-

ing these programs and in preparing others for

their own playgrounds.
No specific rules can be laid down as to the

scheduling of the various activties. The prevailing

conditions, traditions and habits of the people in

the neighborhood must be taken Into account. In

certain neighborhoods many of the older children

must leave the playground by 4 o'clock in the

afternoon in order to help prepare the evening
meal or to deliver papers. In others few small

children are present during the early afternoon

periods because of enforced rest periods at home.

At some playgrounds special events will be at-

tended by many parents if they start at 3:15, for

example, whereas few parents could lie present at

2 :30. Where Monday attendance is light because

children help at home with the laundry, major
events should not be scheduled on that day. Wise

program planning takes advantage of these facts

and provides for activities at the times when the

children interested can take advantage of them.

The Daily Program.

The playground day often starts with the flag

raising, sometimes accompanied by community

singing and announcements, after which there is

a jieriod devoted primarily to preparing the

grounds for the day's activities. Apparatus and

equipment are set up and inspected, courts are

prepared for use and preparations made for the

morning's play activities. Sometimes courts and
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other activities are assigned to groups at this

time for use during the morning. The children

often assist the leaders with this part of the pro-

gram. If there is a caretaker on the ground
much of this work is done before the leader ar-

rives and before the ground is officially opened
for play.

The mid-morning hours are usually well suited

for strenuous activity. The attendance is often

less than at the other periods so few special or

feature events are held in the morning. Since

there are likely to be many of the younger chil-

dren present, they receive considerable attention.

The period immediately preceding the lunch hour

is suitable for quiet games and activities such as

handcraft and storytelling.

It is generally advisable, if possible, to have one

worker present on the playground from the time

it opens in the morning till closing time at night.

Activities are seldom scheduled, however, during
the lunch hour, except for an occasional picnic.

The leader on duty at this time can prepare for

special afternoon events or help individuals with

special play projects.

The early afternoon hours may be devoted pri-

marily to fairly quiet activities although informal

team games and other strenuous individual activi-

ties attract many children. This is often a good
time of day for some of the special group activi-

ties such as dramatics, music, or nature study.
The league games, special tournaments, and fea-

ture events are usually scheduled for the middle

of the afternoon when the attendance is largest
and when many friends and parents are likely to

be present. The latter part of the afternoon is

a good time for meetings of clubs, committees

or junior leaders' corps. Activities such as dra-

matics, music or handcraft are sometimes carried

on at this time. League games for employed
young people are frequently played at the end of

the afternoon.

The hours from 6 130 or 7 :oo till dark are fre-

quently the busiest of the entire day. The pro- .

gram depends a great deal on whether more than

one leader is present and also on the extent to

which the playground attracts and serves young
people and adults. If only one leader is employed
during the evening his entire time is likely to be

required for looking after the interests of the

various groups
—

keeping activities going and help-

ing here and there as conditions require. If there

are two leaders, however, one of them can give
his entire attention to the organization and pro-

motion of activities. It is desirable that at least

every two weeks there be a special evening pro-

gram which will attract a large attendance and in

which many can participate.

Two suggested daily programs follow. One is

for a playground having two leaders—one man
and one woman. The other is for a playground
where three leaders are employed—one man and

two women. Each playground is open morning,
afternoon and evening. In the case of the former,

one worker is on the ground during the morning
and evening and two during the afternoon; on

the latter, two workers are on duty each session.

Practically the same activities are suggested for

the two playgrounds. During the morning hours,

however, on the playground where only one leader

is present, fewer activities requiring the direct

g;uidance of a leader can be carried on than on the

other playground, or else they must be offered

fewer times per week. Moreover, since the leader

must give general supervision to the entire play-

ground he cannot give his undivided attention to

any of the special activities. He must rely more
on assistance from junior leaders or volunteers.

Informal, self-organized group play will likely be

more in evidence on this playground. Since under

both plans two workers are present in the after-

noon, the programs differ but slightly. During
the evening a more highly organized and varied

program is possible where two leaders are on

duty.

It will be noted that at certain times workers

help get activities started and then turn their at-

tention to other groups. For example, each day
from II to II 130 a worker devotes her attention

to a group in handcraft. The craft activity con-

tinues until noon but by 1 1 :30 the group can get

along without the leader's assistance, so during
the period from 11 130 to 12:00 she leads another

group in some other activity. Likewise one of the

leaders helps organize team games from 2:00 to

2 :30 after which he can give his attention to some

other, part of the playground. In the meantime

the team games continue.

The asterisks (*) in the following programs
indicate the activities to which the workers give

more or less direct and continuous supervision.

It will be noted that during several periods more

than two activities are so indicated. In such cases,

all these activities are not conducted under lead-

ership each day. Some of them are carried on

only once or twice a week. Reference to the sug-

gested weekly schedule for a playground with the
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A Century
of

Progress

through

Books

pirrwiS

•>
^t u

LAST

SUMMER Vincennes, Indiana, enjoyed a

"Century of Progress Through Books"

which combined fun and reading. It was

formally opened May 26th and closed July 22nd.

Not being organized for profit, there was no capi-

tal stock. Any boy or girl in the city who owned

a library card was eligible to become a founder by

registering at the main or branch library. Previ-

ous to the opening of the fair the management of

the corporation was vested in the Board of Trus-

tees of the Public Library.

Construction began immediately on a number of

buildings, including travel and transportation, a

museum of history, general exhibits, a Court of

Nations and the Indiana building. The children

day by day added to the construction of the build-

ings bright colored bricks received for each book

read. Every brick had the child's name, school

and book title inscribed upon it, and the building

in which it was placed was determined by the

type of book read.

A sightseeing trip revealed a big umbrella. En-

chanted Island, the magic mountain guarded by
the tin woodman, the marble house, and the Tem-

ple of Hchol. The Court of

Nations, an exhibit built by
the children, displayed relics

and souvenirs of other lands

and people provided by the

children from their collection

of treasures.

Hollywood with its i>icturc

theater was established in the

basement. Admission was by
ticket only given for each book

read during the week. At the

"The primary purpose of the Cen-

tury of Progress held in Chicago
last year was 'to depict man's

achievement in the past hundred

years.' The world today enjoys
nrw means of transportation, now
methods of communication, new

processes of manufacturing, and
new methods to fight disease, much
for man's health, comfort and

safety, all of which can he found in

books in your own public library."

By Jane Kitchell
Vincennes Public Library

theater there were weekly story hours featuring

other countries; slides of different lands were

shown supplemented with views of the Century

of Progress, and a talk on the fair. Orchestras

and other music grou])s added to the success of

the music festival and Indiana Day.
To help stimulate interest the winners each

week had their names in the Hall of Fame for the

best written book report, the best oral report, the

best contribution to the Court of Nations, and for

the largest number of books read.

The exposition closed with a pageant parade

when the King and Queen were crowned. The

honors fell to the boy and girl reading the largest

number of books. Scouts, drums and bugles her-

alded the approach of the float bearing the newly

acclaimed sovereigns and their royal court. Two
other floats accompanied the royal float, carrying

the Enchanted Island and several of the completed

buildings. These were followed by 300 diploma
winners forming an avenue of

flags. The grand finale took

place at the library amid a

blaze of colored lights and the

balloon ascension. Public-

spiritcd citizens donated trucks

and fireworks to make the oc-

casion memorable to the chil-

dren.

The diplomas were awarded

in the fall at the first Parent

(Contittutd Oft page 212)
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The Pittsburgh Day Camps

L\ST

SUMMER a program of

^ day camping utilizing

four of the city parks and

financed by the City of Pitts-

burgh was instituted under the

joint auspices of the Federa-

tion of Social Agencies, the

Community Councils and the

Recreation Department. The

project successfully provided
a five-day camping period for more than 3,200
children living in congested neighborhoods. These

children v^^ere selected on the basis of their health

and recreational needs by the schools and relief

agencies. At the end of the season a report on

each child was sent to the referring agency.
The four districts chosen for the experiment

were those whose residents were felt to be in the

greatest human need. Registration was conducted

in the local Community Council offices of these

districts, and the camps were open for eight five-

day periods from July 5th through August 25th.

The Program
In planning and carrying out the daily program

it was the purpose to provide activities which

would have some carry-over values, and which

would not be too strenuous for the children. The

program which follows shows the activities pro-

vided in general in all of the camps.
9 :00 A. M. Children meet counsellors at car stop.

Board special cars. Attendance check-up.

Singing.
9:30 A.M. Children leave street car. Walk to camp

headquarters. Attendance check-up. Game
period (games of low organization such
as ring games, relays, combat, etc.)

10:15 A.M. Athletics (mush ball, volley ball, etc.) or
handcraft.

11:00 A.M. Hikes (exploration trips, nature lore, etc.)

or handcraft.
11 :4S A. M. Personal clean-up. Attendance check-up and

quiet period.
12:00 Noon. Lunch—cafeteria style.
12 :35 P. M. Rest period with quiet group singing and

story-telling.
2 :00 P. M. Swimming (boys one day, girls the next)

or showers for group not swimming, or
handcraft.

3 :00 P. M. Free play (any activity in which children

care to participate).
3:15 P.M. Personal clean-up. Returning equipment

and clean-up camp site.

3 :30 P. M. Attendance check-up. Walk to street car.

3:45 P.M. Board street car.

Interest in day camping has
become so keen that it has
seemed desirable to publish
in some detail information

regarding the day camp con-

ducted in the summer of 1933

by a number of local agencies
in Pittsburgh.

Handcraft. The day camps
had an exceptionally good
handcraft program, the chil-

dren making things both beau-

tiful and useful which they
took home. The types of craft

activities included wood work

(jig saw work), tin work, spat-

ter prints, crayon prints, clay

modeling, plaster of paris

work, needle work, paper work, lanyard making,

yarn work, painting, sketching, soap carving,

work with thistles and burrs, paper weaving and

copper work.

Dramatics—Storytelling. The dramatic work

attempted was simple and elementary but some
excellent results were secured. The creative type
of acting was employed and the younger children

dramatized nursery rhymes, while the older ones

did story-acting. The groups were mixed both in

sex and color. Some of the typical plays presented
were : "The Dancing Princess," "Rumpelstiltzkin,"

and "Little Scarface." Storytelling was popular
when the stories were told in small groups. In

addition to such stories as the "Just So Stories,"

and fairy tales, the campers repeatedly asked for

stories about other camps.

Games. The children enjoyed the game periods

which were planned for the different age groups.

Treasure hunts, hare and hounds, and play day

programs were received most enthusiastically.

Nature Lore. Nature lore was one of the pop-
ular hobbies and was introduced into the program

through hikes, stories, nature games, and the mak-

ing of leaf and flower spatter and crayon prints.

In one park two selected groups were taken on all

day hikes. The children cooked their own lunch

in the woods over bonfires, learned to build fires

and became familiar with a great deal of nature

lore. The interest shown by those chosen to go
on the hikes and by others was very keen.

Athletics. No very strenuous athletic activities

were scheduled. Mush ball proved the most pop-
ular game, with volley ball a close second followed

by basketball and football.
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Music. Singing, although not a scheduled ac- a total paid staff of nine people. These counsel-

tivity, was used daily as a program feature wher- lors were well chosen and were qualified to as-

ever it seemed to fit in best. The children enjoyed sume the responsibility of directing the volunteer

it greatly, and many asked to learn songs which staff. In each of the four camps the head coun-

they had heard former campers singing. Action sellors tried to have at all times at least five vol-

songs and rounds were especially liked. unteer leaders for the girls and five for the boys.

These people could not be exj^ected to give their
Health Considerations

^^^i^^ ^j^^ throughout the summer because of

The children registered for the camps were other interests. The eighty volunteers did, how-

given medical examinations in the parks on each ever, give splendid service, thirteen of them work-

Monday morning by members of the medical stafT ing for the entire period. The spirit displayed by
of the city. These examinations were necessarily all the counsellors, both volunteer and paid, was

brief. Some of the children were sent home for excellent. "It would be difficult," states the re-

various causes. There were many children found port, "to find a higher type of volunteer service

by this hasty examination to be undernourished than that which the camps enjoyed. Working as

and malnourished. In some cases where abnormal they did for no return other than lunches and car-

or dangerous conditions were found they were fare, they are to be highly commended. The staff

reported back to the case workers. A total of 228 was busy all the time, there being no opportunity

children for health reasons were not allowed to for time off as there is in a full time camp." At

remain in camp. The result the end of the season a party

of the summer's experience .
was given for the counsellors

showed that it would be bet- Inf«>'-'na«i°"
«" ^'^r campmg may be

j„ ^^^ downtown Y. M. C. A.snowea mat it wouia oe oei
j,ecured from a number of sources. r\ *u 1 .v,

ter in planning future camps Girl Scouts, Inc., New York City, has ^" *'^^"'

^"'^f.' ^]
•^*'"P

fo have the Children report published a booklet entitled Girl the campers were divided mto

for examinations at some Scour^av Camp,, containing much family groups, and each coun-... practical information 01 general in- sellor was made resixinsible
place in the district on the ^„^^^ it ,„av be secured for $.20. {^r a group of ten For
Friday or Saturday preced- A bulletin, .the

Home Camp issued
.^^ ^^^^.^. ^^^^-^^ ^^

me their camp week. This bv the Jewish Welfare Board, New "^

plan would give the regis-
York City, also has many helpful

^andcmft the children did

Irars an opjSrtunity to fill ^^r^'T^-
T»- P"- «f »»•- »>"1- ^'^ "°* ^^^^ '" '^''^ ^""P^"

, . .,,.,, letin IS $.20. _.
the places vacated by children r inances

not going to camp. It would The amount appropriated

also have the advantage of making the examina- by the City Council for the day camps was $5,200.

tions more private and less embarrassing to chil- The financial statement showing in detail how the

dren who are sent home for health reasons. money was spent follows :

Each noon liefore luncheon the children were FOOD
given a few minutes of rest, and after luncheon 6,206 Lunches at \0i per lunch $ 620.60

there was an enforced quiet period. The quiet ac- ".073
<»PP^"^^-^^|"^J^Jj,»*^;J*y3

tivities generally carried on during this period Lunch Department .'. 1,045.83

were stories, reading ami quiet games. Lunches ^ Crates of fruit (enough for 16

, , . , .Ml -1 . J • 1

'

rtavs) at $4.48 per day 71.68
of sandwiches and milk were provided during the jg Days' transportation of food by

greater part of the camp j)cnod by the Board of independent driver at $4— 64.00

E<lucation. School Lunch Department, at a cost
^"eliienSS- '.°'. .'T**"!"*?T .70

of eight cents each. Fruit was purchased whole- Farewell party for volunteer

sale. The season's experience showed that the per
counsellors

'°"^^$i,fli3.l6

capita cost of eight cents was not adequate, and it PRINTING
has liccn suggested that in the future twelve cents 8,000 Day Camp application Wanks.. $ 25.50 25.50

be expcndcfl for the lunches. TRANSPORTATION
Childt'tn—Sfifcial Slrcft Cart

Leadership 39 round trips fmm North Side Dis-

In charge of each of the four camp, were two
3, .^'dS^U^'^Sn^Hi^,- i^,^^; .|*

^~
head counsellors, one inan and one woman. A $7.50 daily 292.50

director was in chaVgc of all four camps, making (Coniinu*d on page 212)



A Tin Can Carnival

ANYONE
PLANNING a Tin Can

^
Carnival might well imi-

tate the youngsters who

charge admissions of "One
penny and three pins," and

charge "One dime and three bright, shiny tin

cans," because by the time the tin can has made

its full sacrifice for the sake of our carnival

there will be hundreds of them— either dead or

alive, decorative or useful— scattered about the

place !

The idea for this carnival came last summer

during a session at camp where the children were

given tin can work instead of more costly kinds

of handcraft taught them in past years. They

pronounced it the "best handcraft we ever had,"

and the number of different kinds of things they

made indicated the unlimited use to which tin

cans can be put and the great satisfaction to be

had from the craft.

The following plans are of course more or less

suggestive and should be rearranged, enlarged or

altered as occasion demands. For a touch of

sophistication, the carnival might be planned as

an afternoon tea dance or perhaps an evening

affair. In this case less program from the stage

would be necessary, but a good orchestra would

be indispensable. On the other hand, if the car-

nival were given in a church basement, a country

fair could be portrayed. If this were done em-

phasis might be put upon the booths, and specially

able "criers" obtained to preside over each. Their

jests and banter would be a feature of the

evening.

Making the Articles

Of course the object of our carnival is to make

money for our organization, be it club, class,

young people's society or other group. It will

have to be planned seme time in advance, and the

very first thing that demands our attention will

be making the things that are to be sold. The

details of the decorations, refreshments, program
and the like can be left until later. Committees

will be necessary to cupervise this "manufactur-

ing" and as well as booths, decorations, costumes,

program, stage setting and refreshments. Of

By ZoRA Joy Gifford
Special Club Leader

Sedgwick and Cowley Counties, Kansas

course it is expected that all

members of the organization

will contribute something in the

manufacture of the things to be

sold and each will have a place

on some committee or in some official cai>acity on
the day of the affair.

A worTvshop in the basement of someone's home
will probably be the best way to solve the problem
of manufacture. A church or other organization

having its own building or meeting place could

turn its headquarters into a workshop for the few
weeks preceding the carnival. Some of the arti-

cles can be made at home without any difficulty

and with a very small array of tools, but others

will require special tools which will not be found

in most of the homes. (These may have to be

borrowed with a promise to take extra good care

of them and return them promptly when you are

finished with them.) Another reason for doing
the work in a central place is that ideas come so

much more readily and it is so much more fun

when people work together.

All articles that are to be offered for sale will

of course be of the very best workmanship. All

edges will be carefully finished—no cuts from

anything sold at our carnival I And cuts are not

at all necessary if the edges are filed properly and
dressed down with rteel wool (size ooo is best)

just as soon as the tin is cut. This is safety first

for the worker; for a finished job and safety for

the purchaser, all straight edges must be hemmed
—that is, turned back just as a piece of goods is

turned back for a hem. Once you have the thrill

of the craft and the knack of handling the ma-

terial, many clever creations will suggest them-

selves to you and each will be the forerunner of

others just as clever. They may be staunchly

utilitarian, such as the sugar or flour scoops, the

tin cup, the kitchen utility cup, or the memo pad
holder; or they may be just as frivolously decora-

tive as the candle holders, the ash tray, the nut

cups or the place card holders. Flower pot con-

tainers, bird houses, pin trays, letter holders, and
even novelty jewelry are other possibilities.

Modernistic letter holders with desk blotter-

pad corners to match ran like an epidemic through
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the camp, and when decorated with a touch of

gilt on bright enamel they are not to be scorned !

Both of these are among the simplest things to

make. For the letter holder a small or medium-

sized can is flattened and the pattern marked out.

It is then cut, filed and finished around the edges.

Next it is bent over a piece of hard wood with

square edges, the back being left higher than the

front. After it is bent it should be painted both

uside and out. Stand it unside down and allow it

.0 dry. One clever design has the back cut square-

cornered and painted sky blue, with clouds if you

wish; against this, the front shows a green tree

silhouetted.

For the blotter corners the simplest procedure

is to cut a rectangle having a length equal to the

base of the triangle which is the finished corner

and a width equal to its altitude. This rectangle

is filed and smoothed with steel wool and the two

corners bent back over the wood block to form

the triangle. A httle experimenting will indicate

many patterns by which these comers may be cut.

Sugar scoops come in several varieties; one

evolved by one of the younger boys and later

copied by several others was cut low on the

seamed side of the can and left high on the other.

The handle, which was a 4-inch piece of broom

handle, was fastened by a screw to the bottom of

the can. When enameled white it was a very

presentable and usable piece.

In making bracelets, it is imperative that the

edges be smooth and that there are no snags or

rough.sharp edges. Special care must be taken in

finishing these edges. Improperly finished brace-

lets were the source of nine-tenths of the acci-

dents at camp, and all could, of course, have been

prevented if the proper precautions had been

taken to dress the tin down before bending it into

bracelets. Although these bracelets may not have

much to recommend them in point of strength or

durability, they can be made attractive and would

be welcomed as inexpensive gifts for young girls.

Usually they are cut with scalloped edges or some

other pattern and left shiny or painted, as the

designer may wish.

For the flower pot con-

tainers, medium or large

cans should be used. They
will be more graceful if

they are divided into

sixths at the top and split

about half way down with

the resulting strips seal-

Detailed xuggeRtion* for making tin caps,

•coopH and other kitchen utensils, place
card holders, a»h trays, candle holders and
similar articles will be fonnd in an article,

"Tin Can Craft on the Playground" by
Charles M. Craves, in the July issue of

Recreation. Miss Gifford suggests not only
a profitable use for surh articles, bat a

royal good time as well!

loped at the top and bent outward. The front

"petals" may curl over to the bottom of the pot
with the back ones left slightly flared to form a

background for the plant.

Decoration is fully half of the article. An in-

teresting effect is obtained by blowing gilt dust

(the kind used in mixing gilt paint) onto freshly

enameled surfaces. This process is probably not

original with the writer but it was discovered

more or less accidentally and may not be generally
known. A small amount of the gilt dust is held

in the palm of the left hand, while in the right

hand is held the article to be decorated, which has

just been given a coat of enamel. Considerable

manipulating is necessary and it is a good idea to

decide before starting just how the article can be

held without smearing the paint
—either on it or

your self. Then, blowing across the palm of the

left hand very lightly, lodge a small amount of

the dust on the fresh paint. Blow very lightly at

first as there is a tendency to blow large blobs of

the dust onto the paint, thus leaving an uninterest-

ing smudge of gilt. Light, feathery dustings of

the gilt are better, but it will take some practice

to get them just as you want them. Turn the

object slightly and administer another touch of

the gilt, varying the density from place to place

to add interest. This gilt dust may be obtained at

any paint shop and comes in many colors—green,

bronze or red gilt, silver, gold and others—and

the color of dust should be that which will best

harmonize with and decorate the color of paint

used.

Painted motifs, soldered designs, or mottled

paint applied with a sponge make effective decora-

tions for tin can craft.

Now let us suppose the flower pots with the

gay decorations, the stodgy sugar scoops, the can-

dle holders, ash trays and letter holders are all

finished. Some sort of grouping or classification

will be necessary if there are many of them, and

it would offer an excellent opportunity to use

several decorative booths about the room even if

there were not many of any one item to be sold.

Just to show our faith

in our products (and inci-

dentally promote that of

our guests), we will make

generous use of such
things as flower pot hold-

ers, candle sticks, ash

trays and similar articles

we have made, in dccorat-
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ing the hall for our carnival. Our stage can be

made modernistic by columns of shiny tin cans

(loaded with sand for ballast), or perhaps you
will prefer the pyramid type of decoration which

one sees in the grocery store. Either one built of

shiny cans minus distracting wrappers would be

effective. Or if the cans were painted, another

touch of color and a less modernistic effect could

be introduced. Such an arrangement, either in

columns or pyramids, would be intriguing as a

background, and for a reflector across the stage

in front of the footlights the broken reflection of

a row of shiny cans would give a novel effect. If

one wanted to be quite technical, the backs could

be used as a reflector

and the fronts painted.

Just another starting

point for your imagi-

nation !

The Booths

Now let us turn our

attention toward the
booths. There will be

one for novelties, one

for kitchen gifts, one

for toys, and so on,

each decorated in keep-

ing with the objects it

contains. The classifi-

cation will depend prin-

cipally upon the array

you have before you to

classify. In selling these

things a real old-fash-

ioned auction would be

fun and entertaining, if

there are not too many
things to be sold or if there are a few choice ones

for which you want a special price and special

recognition. So we are going to allow thirty to

forty-five minutes on our program for the auc-

tion. That will necessitate securing a good auc-

tioneer—not a professional one, of course, but

someone with a real "gift of gab" who will be

entertaining as well as able to make folks want

to buy. Both the committee on sales and the com-

mittee on program might give him a few good
rehearsals if there is any doubt about his ability

as an auctioneer. For those things that are not to

I

be sold at auction a price must be determined and

should be placed on each with a label that is

plainly seen and read. For these you will want

i

Among the best sellers at a carnival are

found attractively decorated candlesticks

someone in each booth to serve patrons during
the carnival. They can remain in the booths

throughout the afternoon or evening, but of

course we do not expect to make sales during the

program. That will be too attractive to allow our

guests to think of anything else while it is in

progress.

The Program
Now everything is in place, the hall is in festive

dress aided by many of our own tin can creations,

and it is time for our guests to arrive. They are

invited for two o'clock, and we shall permit them

to roam about from one booth to another for a

half hour or so in order

to see the various ex-

hibits. But at 2:30 a

bang and a crash will

introduce the "Tin Pan

Parade," and our pro-

gram has begun. ( Some-

one among your num-
ber will have the music

for this song which was

popular about 1927 or

1928.) This can be

made a very stirring

march number with the

tin can section of the

band marching in and

taking their seats osten-

tatiously in the orches-

tra pit.

Our orchestra need

consist of only one good

pianist assisted by the

Tin Cannists, but of

course other instru-

ments will add to the effectiveness, and the tin

cans may make up the percussion section. Their

music will be somewhat limited, no doubt, but

with the background of one or two good musi-

cians, tin cans with a few pebbles, di.'ihpans with

wooden spoons as drumsticks, and other "canny"
and uncanny combinations can be made to fur-

nish stirring music on the rhythm-band order.

Costuming will be important, and the players

should never be allowed to forget that they are

real, genuine, living artists ! Russian blouses, with

borders of motifs obtained from tin can wrap-

pers or copied from them, and tall hats (replicas

of tin cans with all the pictures and printing
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left on) will help them to maintain this profes-

sional attitude.

Now we are ready for the opening chorus. It

may be a further (vocal) rendition of the "Tin

Pan Parade" or something entirely different A
tin can parody on any current popular song would

be good, or some old song might be made to live

again at the touch of our artists. (Our program
committee—as well as all the others—will have

to be as original as Adam!)
Following the chorus the chorines (dressed to

represent the famous 57 Varieties) go into a

dance. It can be very effective, though very sim-

ple, when done with the assistance of tin can

stilts. (Better practice this for some little time

previously, for stilts are tricky and a public spill

would be embarrassing to the "spillee," to say the

least!) The stilt is easily made by punching two

holes in opposite sides of a tin can, running a

stout cord or wire through the holes and tying the

ends together in a length just long enough to

reach the hands of the person using the stilt. In

order to leave the hands free for action a "har-

ness" coming over the shoulders might be used, or

the stilts might be fastened firmly to the feet of

the dancers with a stirrup effect over the instep.

The cans .'hould be painted brilliant colors or

shined brightly in keeping with the rest of the

stage setting or the color scheme for the affair.

Stilts for each of the dancers should be in keep-

ing with the one of the 57 Varieties which she

represents, and the various pairs may be of

assorted sizes.

A drill similar to the "Seven Jumps" dance, a

modification of our old friend "Looby Loo" on

stilts, or a "Lazy Bones" dance could be made
to fit our theme. Lazy Bones should be costumed

with ragged straw hat, much-patched overalls,

and red bandana. Any simple routine with very
few steps will suffice, as the mere fact that the

dancers are mounted will make the number en-

tertaining. Perfect unison and good rhythm must

characterize this number as in tap dancing.

Now we must give the audience more informa-

tion about our carnival. This can be done in a

strictly informative "Eulogy to the Tin Can" ex-

plaining in somewhat flowery terms that the tin

can up to now has been overlooked, misjudged;
that housewives who are experts with the can

opener are benefactors of humanity ; that without

•o many of them today's carnival would have been

impoMible and the longer they continue to use the

can opener and the more such housewives there

are, the further will civilization progress. Tell of

the recent change that has come over the 9,999
cans used in preparing for the carnival. State

your platform as "A can opener in the hand of

every man, woman and child"—"the dawn of a

new era for the tin can." It has now come into a

new dignity ; friends all over the land acclaim the

tin can—true, in other forms, but a tin can none-

the-less !

Let this eulogist introduce the auctioneer whose

duty it will be to make the audience (your pa-

trons) feel that the tin can has now fully meta-

morphosed and that the things offered for sale

are real and not mere caricatures of genuine arti-

cles and the fact is that with care they can be

made just as worthwhile and much more interest-

ing than much of the novelty ware offered at

Christmas time in variety and department stores.

If the auction is planned as the main feature

of the afternoon, the other numbers on the pro-

gram should be cut short to allow it plenty of

time without making the program long and tire-

some. In this case it would be advisable to in-

tersperse the auction with entertainment for vari-

ety. But if the auction is only a part of the pro-

gram it should be shortened as much as necessary

to allow ample time for other entertainment.

Having satisfied ourselves with the auction's

returns, at least temporarily, we can bring our

program to a close with another number featuring

the Tin Cannists and the combined chorus and

band. What could be more appropriate than

"Jingle Bells"?

Other Features, Including Refreshments

Before the audience is dismissed to roam again

among the booths, announcement should be made

regarding the sale which will immediately take

place, and the refreshments, which it is now time

to serve. Tickets have been mentioned and suf-

ficient explanation given as to the use of the tin

cans thus collected. Here is where the dime

comes in.

If the affair is planned as a social for an or-

ganization, refreshments will be expected. If it

is planned as an exhibit and entertainment with

many outsiders invited, refreshments will be a

gracious touch. But here again limitations must

be remembered. For a small, intimate group,
frozen Tin Can Salad—peach, pear or other fruit,

cheese tidbit crackers and coffee should be served.

The salad consists simply of slices of syrup-

(CoHtinmed on page 212)



On New Haven's

Nature Trail

By Walter L. Wirth

Superintendent of Parks

New Haven, Connecticut

Courtesy Parks and Recreation

ONE
OF THE new recreational activities of the

New Haven Park Department is a Mu-

nicipal Bird and Nature Club organized

about the first of July. The club found immediate

favor and the membership soon rose to approxi-

mately two hundred, new members appearing

every week at the meetings. In the short time it

has been functioning the club has created an in-

terest in nature never before known in the city.

To meet the demand for knowledge about bird life,

plant life and other natural facts a new depart-

ment of nature instruction has been created.

For over a mile in West Rock Park a trail has

been blazed which tells the story not only of our

native birds and New Haven's trees, wild flowers

and city life, but of prehistoric America as well.

Along this twisting, intriguing trail which weaves

in and out of the wooded area at the base of West

Rock, there are many lessons to be learned ^by all

interested enough to take the hike.

Signs Along the Way
Along the trail we have placed cards telling the

names of trees, plants and shrubs, and some of

their characteristics so that people can more easily

remember them. There is, for example, the nature

club's model dairy, a dairy in which the cows are

plant lice and the dairymen industrious red ants.

Faber tells many interesting facts about ants

whose social life is one of nature's wonders. And
here at West Rock Park may actually be seen one

of the most remarkable of these wonders. An

alder tree is the site upon which this unique dairy

has been established and the care lavished upon
the plant lice or aphides by the ants is comparable
to the attention given blooded milch stock at the

finest dairies.

We went beyond the nature study that is found

in text books in plotting the outdoor classroom.

The long and unpronounceable names, which only

scientists or advanced students understand, arc

the exception rather than the rule on the profu-

sion of sig^s with which the entire trail is lined.

Instead colorful characteristics of the plants, un-

usual plumage of the birds, or freakish tenden-

cies of the trees are described.

For instance, we bring the following to the at-

tention of the public. "Do you know that you may
wash your hands in the woods with a natural soap

comparable to the finest cleanser on the market?

All you require is a little water and "bouncing

bet" or soap wort bush. From its pink blossom

you can work up a good lather as from any soap."

Certainly it is more interesting to know this than

to be told the name science has given bouncing

bet or "my lady's wash bowl," as it is sometimes

called. That is why the signs that dot the nature

trail lure one to complete the hike. Every sign is

a nature story and a most interesting one.

At the start of the trail a number of these

cleverly phrased signs have been placed to excite

the interest of any one who ventures that far. A
larger sign carries reproductions in color of the

birds that may be encountered along the trail.
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"This trail is planned as a friendly guide for any
one who wants to get better acquainted with the

interesting things of nature," a sign at the head of

the trail avers. Truly it is a friendly guide and a

mighty instructive one.

Another sign imparts the knowledge that thirty

species of trees are identified along the trail ; that

five different types of oak will be encountered;

that two kinds of hornbeams have been marked;

that plants which provide free room and board for

insects are along the route; that the tree from

which the wintergreen is obtained and the bush

that gives us witch hazel may be studied; that a

dozen or more ferns thrive

in one shaded nook. All these

and other interesting things

are to be learned by a hike

over the trail, the sign points

out.

Courtesy Parks and Recrrat:

Varied Scenery Adds
Interest

The trail meanders in a

general circuitous route, and

in planning the course in

nature study, has been divid-

ed into several parts. Along
the route one traverses

heavily wooded areas, shady

glens and slightly boggy
marshlands. Brooks are

crossed by quaint rustic

bridges, and at several points

we find the woods on the one

hand and the open lea on the

other. The first section of

the trail, or the first class in the

Park Recreation Bureau nature

course, has to do with trees and

plants. A stately catalpa tree at the

trail's beginning is marked by a sign which sug-

gests how readily this species may be identified by
its bean-like seed capsules. The catalpa is some-

times known as the "cigar tree" because of the

shape of the seed pod, we learn from the sign.

A staghorn sutnac is recognized by a hairy

growth or fuzz on the branches, and other trees

carry signs containing equally quaint characteris-

tics by which they may be identified. There is a

complete discourse on food making plants in

other series of signs strung along the first section

of the trail.

From plant life we progress along the trail to

a tumbled mass of boulders spewed up by some

prehistoric disturbance or sent hurtling down
from a mountain side long since sunk into the

earth's maw. Along this part of the trail will be

found the story of glacial Connecticut. The geo-

logical phenomenon that brought these giant

boulders to West Rock was quite likely a glacier.

The Judges' Cave, niecca of thousands of pa-

triotic Americans seeking to view the hiding place

of the regicides, Whalley and Goffey, may have

been carried here from Meriden during the gla-

cial age. Further along the trail there is an out-

crop of the same sort of rock of which West
Rock is formed. At both of

these geological displays
many signs have been placed,

one set to tell the story of

glacial Connecticut, and the

other to impart knowledge of

West Rock's probable for-

mation.

As told by the signs, the

story of the boulder runs like

this. Nearly a million years

ago New England had a win-

ter tliat lasted thousands of

years. We call it the ice age
or glacial period. During
that time an ice sheet half a

mile thick flowed down over

Connecticut covering even

the highest hill. As the huge

glacial mass moved along it

plucked off huge masses of

rock from the surface over

which it passed. Carrying

Th« Iraii, in iu circuiloui them with ice or pushed on the

wand«ring$,lake»on« through bottom when the ice melted, these
wooded ar«as and shady glens. boulders, twisted and broken, by

their journey, were dropped some-

times a long way from home.

From other interesting signs we learn : "A liv-

ing tree is like a huge factory. Raw materials—
water and salt—are taken in through the roots,

(lases are taken from the air through the leaves

and are combined with the other raw materials to

make food. The ^reen leaves are the machines.

Power is supplied by the sun." We also learn that

the shad bush is so named because it blossoms

when sliad "run" and that the June berry got its

name from the fruit assuming a crimson hue at

the very beginning of summer. The Service berry

sign tells us it is so called because the Indians use
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its fruit to make a sort of cake. And speaking of

Indians, nature lovers will find the Indian cucum-

ber and the Indian turnip along the trail.

Of the spice bush the signs tell us that during
the Revolutionary War the powdered berries were

used as a substitute for allspice and the leaves as

a substitute for tea. The sassafras, found in

abundance, gives us an oil for use in perfuming

soaps, and medicine is made by distilling the bark,

twigs and roots.

The tulip tree, sometimes known as white wood,
is used extensively for the inter-

ior woodwork of houses, for

cabinet work and in boat build-

ing, our ready sign board guide

advises, and you may distinguish

huckleberries from blueberries by
the presence of resinous dots on

the under side of the huckleberry
leaf and the absence of teeth on

the leaves. The huckleberry
branchlets are brown and the

berry has ten seed-like contain-

ers, each with a single seed.

All along the trail the hiker finds

information about the native birds.

The woodchuck has his place of

honor in the story of the trail.

Bird and Animal Lore

Another section of the trail is

given over to bird lore. In fact,

signs containing pictures in color

and information about various

native birds may be found from

one end of the trail to the other.

But in one particular stretch of

path a number of signs have

been grouped so that the guide or

lecturer may discourse on New
Haven's and West Rock's feath-

ered tribe. Birds' nests have been

discovered and duly marked.

Wherever other species are known
to habitate signs have been placed to warn the

hikers to be on the lookout for these particular

birds.

A woodchuck's hole is not only marked by a

sign that contains data about this elusive little

creature, but a picture of the animal is shown as

well. In a low section of the trail where the land

is marshy, different growths of ferns have been

labeled and mushrooms and other fungi identified.

Further along the home of. the dairy farming

colony of ants is discovered and a complete tale

of the ants' cows. The story of witch hazel and

(Continued on payc 213)
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How Volunteers Helped in Philadelphia

LAST

SUMMER the Play-

^ ground and Recreation

Association of Phila-

delphia conducted three

playgrounds, but with the

limited funds available only one center could be

provided with a full staff of paid employees
—a

director and two women assistants. On the other

two playgrounds only the director was paid, but

because of the larger attendance and program a

staff of five or six workers was essential.

To meet this situation a call for help was sent

out to a small number of carefully selected vol-

unteers. A hundred per cent response was the

surprising result, with only one-third of the vol-

unteers failing to go through the entire season.

This splendid record was in all probability due to

the fact that most of the volunteers were trained

and more or less experienced in some profession.

There were two school teachers, one kindergart-

ner, two advanced students in arts and crafts, two

college seniors specializing in art and domestic

science, one high school girl interested in social

service, and two story-tellers from the Society for

the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals.

All the volunteers reported regularly on their

allotted days, some giving extra time occasionally.

The assignments were made for one afternoon or

evening a week, but the kindcrgartner became so

interested that she reported

nearly every day, often for

both afternoon and evening.

On one playground two

seventeen year old girls who
had grown up at the center

offered to make themselves

generally useful and proved
to be among the most faith-

ful and valued of all volun-

teers. They supervised the

swings and sand pile, told

stories and dramatized them,

coachcti volley ball. directe<l

the doll library and the inci-

dental sewing for the dolls,

arranged tlic special parties,

conducted children's games,
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By Elizabeth Hines Hanley
Director, Recreation Arts Department

Playground and Recreation Association

Philadelphia

Much has been said about the impor-
tance of volunteer leadership in rec-

reation at a time when budgets are

decreased and increased attendance

makes more leadership imperative.
Charles H. English, Executive Secre-

tary of the Playground and Recrea-

tion Association of Philadelphia adds

another reason for using volunteers.

The number of skilled workers avail-

able, he points out. has increased

greatly. Of the million and a half

young nifn and women graduated
from college last year only 30 percent
are gainfully employed. Recreation

leaders must do their part to help
these people render service during
enforced leisure to prevent mental

stagnation.

organized the craft groups
and put on a little play at

the end of the season. The

only "outsiders" at this play-

ground were two directors

of arts and crafts who came the last month, the

story-tellers from the S.P.C.A., and a young man
who dropped in occasionally to help with the

sports for the younger boys.

Testimony from the Directors

Another source of leadership noted in the

director's final report deserves special mention.

"It seems to me," he comments, "that the ground
was easier to discipline because of the coopera-

tion received from the safety patrol and the older

boys and girls. This was interesting to watch be-

cause it proved the carry-over value of previous

training and what can be done in times of stress."

The director of the other playground had more

volunteer help, all satisfactory for the most part,

but he, too, paid special tribute to the older boys

and girls for their general cooperation in conduct-

ing activities and maintaining order. "In the mat-

ter of discipline," he says in his report, "we had

very little trouble, and the damage done by the

children was held to a minimum. There were

very few cases where boys needed discipline at

all, and in these I found that by giving the dis-

turbing individual a position

of some responsibility he \vas

in every case changed from a

disturbing element to a help-

ful one. The attitude of the

children using the play-

grounds left little to be de-

sired. They were for the

most part helpful and willing

and entered into the spirit of

making every project a suc-

cess. Good sportsmanship
was another admirable trait

which characterize<l this sea-

son, and the children showed

a disposition to try to make

things as easy as possible

under trying circumstances."
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Tot Lot, the playground
with a full staff of paid em-

ployees, had no regular vol-

unteers, but story
- tellers

dropped in now and then

and the older children were

often leaders in special pro-

grams such as singing, par-

ties and simple games. The

director here also reported

a splendid spirit of coopera-

tion on the part of the chil-

dren. "Never before," he

says, "have the children

been able to play for any

length of time unattended

by a supervisor or teacher.

In many cases not even a

junior leader has been necessary to keep the chil-

dren at various types of play. The unattended

children in many cases harnessed their imagina-

tion to many stars of their own accord, and their

reactions were perfectly satisfactory. The social

leaders carried on their work with a greater de-

gree of satisfaction not only on the playground
but also in neighborhood play, fixing up their own
homes and generally helping to improve their cir-

cumstances in life."

The Doll Library

On all the playgrounds there was a rather

unique activity which was largely instrumental in

bringing out the spirit of cooperation, leadership

and initiative. This was the doll library with in-

cidental parties and shows which had an irresisti-

ble appeal even for the younger boys. In fact, the

demand for dolls exhausted the supply the first

week the library was opened. To meet it we were

obliged to call constantly on the stock reserved as

samples for the Christmas toy shower, with the

result that at the end of the season not one of

these was left. Most of the dolls were left-overs

from the last toy shower, and there were about

300 of them. Twice that number, however, could

have been used. The dolls were literally adored

by the children, and the care of them led to the

development of such desirable characteristics as

cleanliness, tidiness, carefulness and responsibil-

ity. Interest in sewing was also increased by mak-

ing clothing for the dolls and getting them ready
for parties, parades and the final exhibit.

The children took the dolls out on the library

card system for books and returned them the next

Story-telling, very popular with Philadelphia

children, provides opportunity for volunteers.

week. They could make renewals if .the dolls

were brought back clean and in reasonably good
condition. Exchanges were also permitted if de-

sired, but few were made as the children became

so attached to their original selections that they

usually retained them until the end of the season

when permanent ownership was given if all the

requirements had been made. These requirements

were that the dolls should be kept clean and in

generally good condition during the season.

This activity proved especially valuable at the

Tot Lot Playground where a kindergarten and

baby clinic had been opened for the summer. The

tots were kept both happy and occupied with

mothering their dolls in all the ways familiar to

them in their own lives—dressing, feeding, bath-

ing, doctoring, spanking, teaching and loving

them !
•

-

Radio Homecraft Clubs

Even the building in which the clinic and library

were housed was affected by the activity intro-

duced by the dolls. This resulted from the inter-

est of the ten to twelve year old girls in helping

the club leader renovate and decorate the rooms,

especially those used for the library and for teas

and doll parties. They threw themselves into this

activity with an ardor so intense that they could

not bear the thought of discontinuing it at the

end of the summer, for it was the only oppor-

( Continued on page 213)



From Game Room to Neighborhood Center

By Joseph Adler

Recreation Director

Lavanburg Homes

The record of six months of recrea-

tional activity in one of the model

tenement house projects in New York

WHEN
THE Lavanburg Homes, located on

Goerck Street, between Stanton and East

Houston Streets on the extreme east side

of the city, opened in December 1927, the idea of

including a social and recreational center as part

of a model tenement project seemed a bit vision-

ary. Today the plan has proved its value so con-

clusively that the recently enacted municipal hous-

ing authorities law gives specific permission to

every housing authority to provide in its projects

"social, recreational and communal facilities." H
this clause in the law needs defense, it lies in the

fact that the distinction between living and mere

existing is nowhere drawn more sharply than in

the slums of a great city, where an extra window
in an apartment, or ten square yards of safe play-

ing space, may make all the difference.

The Lavanburg Homes were built to house

actual slum residents, and from the beginning the

tenants have Ijeen families tliat moved in from

the surrounding neighborhood or from similar

slum areas in other parts of the city. They are

not a "select" group in the sense of being superior,

economically or otherwise, to their neighbors in

the old law tenements all around them. The his-

torj" of the development of their communal life,

therefore, has a general validity which ought to

be taken into account now that New York has

federal money available for housing.
In an early issue of the Lcn-anburg Nnvs, a

mimer»graphed single sheet written and edited by
the children of the Homes, the following an-

nouncement appeared :

"The game room will be opened officially on Sunday,
November i, 1928. Some of the very interesting game*
that will l>e found there are ping pong, checkers, cheM,
lottoet, and others. The game room will be open on
Monday, Wednesday and Sunday."

Thus lamely the game room that was to grow
into a genuine romnninity center got off to its

»Urt.
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Clubs for All Ages

In the course of the previous summer, while

tenants were still adapting themselves to the

strange circumstances of their new homes, a cer-

tain amount of organization of the children had
been going on. The Health Qub for children

from eight to ten years old, 'and the Pioneers for

those of ten to twelve were formed in April and
had met on the roof throughout the warm
weather. In May, four more children's groups
were formed. One of these was the Commission-

ers, which had as members a number of the older

boys of the house whose function it was to act

as combination big brothers and monitors.

The Mothers' Club and the Fathers' Club also

came into existence in May of 1928, as a result of

proposals originating with the tenants themselves.

During that summer, the mothers and fathers

supervised play groups on the roof which is

equipped as a practically complete playground,
and had thus had the opportunity to become bet-

ter acquainted with each other. More than this,

they had contact with organized recreation, for

the first time, in most cases. In the fall it was

comparatively tfasy to interest them in the plan of

a recreation center indoors.

.•\t no time has there been any kind of coercion

practiced to force jwrticipation in the social life

of the development. A primary principle adopted

by the directors was that only such activities as

attracted voluntary attendance would be en-

couraged. If a club or other group, once started,

proved |)ointless or uninteresting, it was dropped
without formality. If a group outlived its useful-

ness it was allowed to die peacefully.

Thus the Commissioners did valiant ser\'ice as

a training agency in the mores of a new kind of

living for the children of the slums. When it had
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served its purpose, the members were already be-

ing attracted by other activities, and the club

quietly faded away.
On the other hand, no activity was ever in dan-

ger of being discontinued for the sake of mere

novelty. The library, for example, began in the

first year as a corner of one book shelf in the of-

fice of the supervisor. Now it occupies a section

of the main center and has stimulated into being
a bookbinding club. The shop, too, has had a con-

tinuous life from the early days. Still other ac-

tivities, of which the newspaper is the best in-

stance, have had a sporadic life. These grow and

decline freely, in strict proportion to the amount

and intensity of interest shown by the youngsters.

Membership Based on Interest

A third principle governing the work of the

recreation staff has been that coom must be found,

or made, for everyone showing interest. Mem-

bership in the center is not based upon competi-

tive requirements for admission, nor upon resi-

dence in the Homes.

The newspaper, now very much alive again,

provides a share in its activities for little fellows

of seven or eight as well as for college fresh-

men. The shop gives an opportunity for manual

work to boys who like it but who will probably
never use their training for anything much more

highly skilled than driving a tack to hang a

picture.

Children from the neighborhood, outside the

Homes, have always been welcomed in the center

on the same footing as those who live there. At

the present time there are about 300 boys and

girls in nightly attendance from seventeen

ferent streets round-

about. Briefly, it is

not the exceptional

child, but "every
child" who ha§ been

given the chance to

live with the least pos-

sible handicap from

his economic position.

There are few things

boys enjoy more than

playing Indian, even

though the scene must
be laid in o tenement
house instead of the

"great open spaces."

i
dif-,

The one competitive activity going on in the

center is an athletic organization of boys and girls

of from eight to fourteen years of age, called the

Blues and Golds. The boys and girls in this group
are segregated by age and sex. They compete not

only in ordinary athletic games, but in singing,

acting, and other group activities. The experi-

ence with the Blues and Golds is significant

psychologically and sociologically. This one con-

cession to old-fashioned prejudices about human

nature draws to itself neither larger numbers nor

greater enthusiasm than most of the other 38 non-

competitive activities in the center. Rugged in-

dividualism may not, after all, be incurable.

Gymnasium work has had to be conducted

under difficulties. Impractical dreamers, as the

original planners of the Lavanburg Homes may
have seemed in 1926, they were too modest to in-

clude a gymnasium in the buildings. Arrange-
ments have been made with the city for the use

of public school gyms twice a week, and there are

now, in spite of this slight hardship, about a hun-

dred members in the gym group.
A weekly forum on current affairs is presemeu

by a group of adults and older boys and girls

calling themselves the Neighborhood Sponsoring

Committee. They have brought speakers to the

center on subjects ranging from the city election

campaign of last fall to analyses of the National

Industrial Recovery Act. Attendance at these dis-

cussion meetings is about a hundred and remains

constant.

A final contrast: In January, 1929, two months

after the center had opened as a mere game room,

the total attendance at the c;pnter for the month

(Continued on page 2I4)



How to Produce a Play

MANY
TRUSTING play di-

rectors and actors have

been betrayed by the

statement, "A poor dress re-

hearsal makes a good performance." They did

not realize that whoever originated that delusive

phrase did it merely to keep his actors from leav-

ing town before the night of the performance!
There is only one way in which a poor dress

rehearsal can make a good performance, and that

is by comparison. The dress rehearsal may be so

terrible that the producing group thinks that the

performance is good, when it is not good at all

but is merely an improvement over the poor dress

rehearsal !

It is quite true that the majority of amateur

dress rehearsals are "flops." Half the night is

spent in trying to get the scenery to stand up.

The other half of the night the actors forget

everything they ever knew.

The Preliminaries

The cause of this .state of affairs can be traced

to the bad habit of trying to fit all the jarts of the

production together in one evening. For the first

time the scenery is placed \i]xm the stage, and it

refu.ses to fit together in one corner. The lighting

artist works his lights for the first time and blows

out a fuse. The actors put on their costumes and
the hero finds that his is three sizes too small.

For the first time the actors are in make-up, the

right furniture is lieing u.sed. all the projierties

are on hand, the curtains are pulled, the prompter
is in the right place, and the jxwr actors are so

overcome by all the things
they've never seen before that

they forget everything! Con-

fusion and loss of memorv

reign supreme!
The la.st half dozen or

more rehearsals should be so

organized that these parts of

the production are fitted in one

at a time. For five or six re-

hearsals before the dress re-

fit/ Jack Stuart Knapp
National Recreation Association

In ihii) article, which i« the final

one of hiK M-ries, Mr. Knapp point*
out ihr fallacy of the theory that

a poor dreM rrhrarMl mean* a

f(ODfl prrforniance. and tell* how to

avoid ihf "jitter*" which *o often

threaten a play'* *urre*i>. The filial

performance i* not ihr end. ac-

cording to Mr. Knapp. who toll* of

•ome of the after-play matter*

which mnit be giren attention.

hearsal the actors should wear

costumes. For four or five

rehearsals before the final one

they should put on their make-

up. The scenery should be in place three or four

rehearsals preceding the dress rehearsal, and the

lights should be experimented with at least two

or three rehearsals before the last one. The day
before the furniture that is to be used should

be brought on.

The dress rehearsal is run exactly like a per-

formance. Everything is in its propter place and

is used as it will be the night of the performance.

The writer has found it a good plan to invite a

half dozen interested people to the dress rehearsal

to act as an audience. This makes actors and

producing group work harder and gfives them the

"feel" of playing to an audience.

At the Dress Rehearsal

The dress rehearsal should if possible run with-

out interruption on the part of the director. It is

too late at this stage to make any changes, and

they won't be remembered the night of the per-

formance.

A |xx)r dress rehearsal lends itself to nervous-

ness and lack of confidence, resulting in a weak

and jerky performance. A good dress rehearsal

assures confidence and a smooth, strong jier-

formance.

If the actors are inexperienced and .have been

rehear.sing strenuously, the director might, imme-

diately after the dress rehearsal, advise his actors

to go home and forget the show until time for the

jierforniance, and to sleep, rest or read quietly a

few hours before coming to

the theatre.

On the Opening Night

On the o|)ening night, the

actors should be in the dress-

ing rooms an hour before cur-

tain time, getting into costume

and make-up. A few moments

l)efore the curtain the director

may call them all together for

202
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a few brief instructions, warning them to watch

their cues, to keep quiet ofltstage, to keep to the

tempo of the play, and to keep out of sight of

the audience when offstage. Then with a few

quiet words of confidence and encouragement he

dismisses them to their places.

The stage manager then calls "Clear the stage."

Everyone leaves the stage except those supposed
to be found there when the curtain rises. He next

calls "Places," and actors upon the stage get into

character and into their proper positions. Finally

he calls "Curtain," the curtain rises and the show

is on. If the play has been properly organized

and rehearsed it will run smoothly, the staff work-

ing efficiently and quietly, the actors concentrating

upon their performance.

Curtain calls should be allowed only after the

curtain falls on the last act, and they should he

rehearsed, so that each actor knows what place

to take upon the stage and what to do. Audience

and guests are not allowed backstage during the

performance.

"Putting the Show to Bed"

Immediately after the final curtain, the director

and stage manager should have the entire cast and

producing staff help "put the show to bed." They
all help strike and stack the scenery, put away
properties and lighting equipment, and clean up
the stage, leaving it in a state of order. This can

be done quickly and merrily by the whole group,
instead of drearily and laboriously by a few

people the next day.

The actors then get out of costume, remove their

make-up, and are ready to go home with friends

and family, listen to the usual compliments and

enjoy their triumph.

A few days later the director begins to receive

telephone calls.

"This is Jones Furniture Store, where's that

set of furniture we rented you?"

"This is Mrs. Smith. I lent your leading lady
an evening gown for the performance. I'd like

it back, please."

"This is the Johnson Hardware Store. We lent

your property man a revolver for a show. Where
is it?"

The Final Check Up
To avoid this, and to check up on the results

of the performance the director should call a

meeting of the staff and the actors a day or two

after the performance. This meeting may well

take the form of a party, with refreshments. The

performance is discussed, criticized by the direc-

tor and other members of the group, and each

member of the producing staff gives his report.

The business manager tells how much money was

or was not made, reports bills paid, or still out-

standing. The property man checks up on all

properties, and the costume director on costumes,

seeing that each is returned. The make-up artist

reports the kit in order, what material is needed

in replenishing it, and other details.

The group by this time has forgotten the time

spent in preparing the show and all the trials and

tribulations undergone, and realize that they have

had a very enjoyable time, and have undergone
a very worthwhile experience. Someone suggests

"Let's put on another play," and they are off on

another creative effort.

The writer congratulates the directors and ac-

tors who have had the courage and perseverance

to read all of these articles and wishes them good
luck and "many curtain calls"!

A Brief Bibliography

This brief summary of how to produce a play

may be greatly supplemented by studying the

following publications.

The Book of Play Production, by Milton Smith.

D. Appleton. Price $3.00

Community Drama, National Recreational Association.

Price $2.00

Drama Clubs Step by Step, by Charles F. Wells. Walter
Baker Co. Price $1.00

Lighting the Stage', bv Jack Stuart Knapp. Walter
Baicer Co. Price $1.25

Play Production Made Easy, by Mabel Foote Hobbs.
National Recreation Association. Price $.50

Technique in Dramatic Art, by Halliam Bosworth.
Macmitlan Co. Price $2.60

Ten Theatre Make-up Btdletins, Max Factor Make-up
Studios. Price $.35

Time to Make Up, by Richard B. Whorf. Walter Baker

Company. Price $1.25

Publishers

D. .Appleton and Co., 35 West 32nd Street, New York
City.

Macmillan Co., 60 Fifth Avenue, New York City.

Max Factor's Make-up Studios, 1666 No. Highland,
HolljTvood, Cal.

National Recreation .Association, 315 Fourth Avenue,
New York City.

Walter Baker Company, 178 Tremont Street, Boston,
Mass.



Boston Revives the Medieval Pageant Wagon

By Margaret Caswall

Boston, Massachusetts

PICTURE

to yourself a huge red and yellow

wagon drawn up in a city park or play-

ground, with one of its sides let half way
down to make a platform, revealing a painted

background and intriguing drop curtains about

to be pulled back for the entrance of actors

and actresses. Picture in front of this an audi-

ence of several hundred fathers, mothers and

babies standing or sitting on improvised bench-

es; and in the "dress circle" hundreds of chil-

dren sitting in the dust in order to get the

nearest and finest view of the mysteries to be

revealed when the curtains are drawn.

You are now in the presence of one of the

most interesting innovations of Boston's Com-

munity Service and the city's Park Department
—a traveling theater which for several sum-

mers has been training some of the school

children to give classical plays for the educa-

tion and entertainment of all the neighborhood.

In Medieval England

Then go back for a

moment to medieval Eng-
land. And you will find

just such stage wagons
and just such eager au-

diences, though with all

the diflferences of cos-

tumes and manners
which belong to that pe-

riod. For it was just that

old time custom which

gave the idea to Boston

of 1932, but with a dif-

ference—for there were

horses then to draw

those lumbering stages

from place to place,

whereas modern times
must need omit the horses
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"Every company had its pageant; which

pageant (wagon) wag a high gcafTold with

two rooms; a higher and a lower, upon
four wheels. In the lower they apparelled
themselves, and in the higher room they

plaved. being all open on the top that the

beholders might hear and see them. The

place where they played was in every
street. They began first at the Abbey gates
and when the first pageant was played it

was wheeled to the high cross before the

mayor, and so on to every street; and so

every street had a pageant before them at

one time, till all the pageants for the day

appointed were played; and when one

pageant was near ended, word was brought
from street to street, that so they might
come in place thereof exceedingly orderly
anil all the streets have their plays afore

iheni all at one time playing together."'
—

From a description of pageant wagons of

mediaeval days written in 1594 by Arch-

bishop Rogers.

in favor of a big motor truck. In the olden

times, too, the plays were given for the most

part in front of the windows of the people who
had contributed most generously to their up-

keep, whereas Boston's plays are as free as the

air to all who wish to see them.

To all parts of Boston goes this play wagon.

During Augfust eight performances were held

at the various points. The actors and actresses

are all school children trained by members of

the staff of Community Service in rehearsals

twice a week for a month. The wagon and

the truck are donated by the Park Department.

What It Means to Audience and Participants

It has been proven that the audiences arc

getting as much from these plays as are the

young performers. "Last year," said a staff

members, "we had a hard time to keep the

audience quiet during a play. They seemed to

think their part in the

performance was to talk

all the time, making
jokes at the expense of

the cast and g e 1 1 i n jf

nothing out of it. But

they have learned better,

for they have discovered

that they were losing
something. They are

now very quiet and ab-

sorbed in the action of

the play." The audience

is getting a better type

of dramatic performance
than they often find at

the movies, and most of

the children for the first

time are seeing living ac-

tors on a stage.

"We find much talent
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among these chil-

dren," said one of

workers who had

helped to train them.

"It is an excellent

thing to give the chil-

dren a chance to de-

velop by this form

of self -
expression.

They also have learn-

ed good diction and

the value of a co-

operative spirit. We
allow the children to

express their own
idea of the characters

they are to portray

as much as possible;

we never tell them

beforehand just what

the character repre-

sents, and sometimes

they bring out sur-

prising interpretations.

"We usually take one or two out of an old

group of actors and put them with a new group
so that they can teach the newcomers what they
have already learned about things. So long as

they have some part in the play the children do

not seem to care what characters they act; they

do, however, like comedy most of all as does the

audience."

"The Queen's Lost Dignity," "The Knave of

Hearts," "A Nativity Play," "Doctor in Spite of

Himself," and other plays have been given. There

are usually two casts on hand for these plays, each

giving a performance "once a week. And in be-

tween the acts there are other diversions for the

wondering audience—dances and music by local

talent, and a community sing to top the program.

Planning for the Performance

If you should happen in at the offices of

Boston Community Service you would find

yourself in a real back stage atmosphere, for

costumes of all sorts—and it is said there are

a thousand of them, many in process of repair
or construction—are hanging about. Many
Biblical costumes are among the number. Bus-

tles, too, and other "Godeyish" fashions are

stored away ready for the play that needs
them. Much planning and scheming are neces-

sary to keep this interesting dramatic venture

going, for funds are not plentiful and one dol-

lar often has to do the duty of five.

"A play every night of the week" is the

ambitious aim of this children's traveling play
house. And who can tell what noted actors

and actresses of the future may now be "strut-

ling and fretting" upon the picturesque red

and yellow wagon stage of Boston's Commu-
nity Service?

Among the many plays suitable for production
on such travelling theaters as Boston has used are

the following: The Happy Man by M. E. Irwin,

Oxford University Press, New York City, $.20;
Six Who Pass While the Lentils Boil by Stuart

Walker, D. Appleton & Company, New York

City, $.50, royalty $10; The Dyspeptic Ogre by
Percival Wilde, Walter H. Baker & Company,
Boston, $.35, royalty $10; Little John and the

Miller Join Robin Hood's Band by Percy Boyer
Corneau, Old Tower Press, Lockport, Illinois,

$.40; Little Scarface by Amelia H. Walker, Nor-
man Remington Company, Baltimore, $.40, and
The Clock Shop by John Golden in "Three John
Golden Plays" published by Samuel French, New
York City, $1.35, royalty $10. Two new chil-

dren's plays based on old favorites will be of in-

terest. These are The Crystal Slipper and The

King Who Burned the Cakes by Marion Hol-

brook, Drama Service, National Recreation Asso-

ciation. Price, $.25 each.



World at Play

. -, . THE PlayerroundA Program for . ^ / .
_,

°
, and KecTeation As-

Shut-Ins . . . ,,.sociation of Wyom-
ing Valley, Pennsyl-

vania, is conducting a program for shut-ins. A
worker from the association, paid out of relief

funds, visits each of the thirty-one shut-ins each

week. The community is giving splendid co-

operation in this program, wholesale dealers

supply fruit and many individuals furnishing
flowers. Handcraft projects are being develop-
ed for many, and good reading is being made
available.

Consider the

Animals !

A Recreation Center

for Framingham

THE City of West

Springfield, Massa-

chusetts, has pur-
chased a 65 acre tract

of land which will be used for recreational pur-

poses. Thirty thousand dollars was obtained

from CWA for the project ; roads and bridges
have been built and areas for tennis, baseball

and other sports have been laid out. The ap-

propriation obtained by the Recreation Com-
mission for this year's work is $250 greater
than last year.

Summer Planning
in Akron

THE Better Akron

Federation, Akron,
Ohio, has allocated

$10,000 to provide
summer playgrounds for school children, and

members of the City Council have agreed to

appropriate $5,000 of gasoline funds for the

maintenance of traffic policemen at the play-

grounds. In addition, the Board of Education

and the City Recreation Commission were as-

sured of $4,000 of school funds, $4,000 in labor

through the FERA and county relief agency,

and miscellaneous receipts expected to under-

write the $25,000 it will cost to finance the pro-

gram which has been set up. The money will

be used to provide forty-two playg^rounds in

strategic schools and public parks.
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IN April the munici-

l>al playgrounds of

Los Angeles, Cali-

fornia, held obser-

vances of "Be Kind to Animals" Week. Among
the events scheduled were pet shows, parades
of animals and birds, stories about animals dur-

.ing the story-telling hours, and talks on the

subject of kindness to all creatures. At many
playgrounds these events were supplemented

by demonstrations of first aid to animals put
on bv Bov Scouts.

Status of Activities in

City School Systems

IN "Emergency Fed-

eral Aid for Educa-

tion," published in

.\ p r i 1 by the Re-

search Division of the National Education As-

sociation, a table is presented showing the

status of certain schools and classes in city

school systems, 1931-1933. In this study sev-

eral hundred cities reported to the United

States Office of Education on their school

program in a number of fields. The report

showed that of 696 cities reporting on physical

education, 84.4 per cent had maintained or in-

creased this activity, while 15.6 per cent had

reduced or eliminated it. In the field of art 83.8

per cent of the 632 cities reporting had main-

tained or increased the activity, while 16.2 per

cent had reduced or eliminated it. Seven hun-

dred and twenty-two cities reported on music.

Of this number 80.8 per cent had maintained

or increased it, while 19.2 per cent had reduced

or eliminated it. Five hundred and two cities

reported on playgrounds and recreation show-

ing maintenance or increase of 79.7 per cent;

reduction or elimination of 20.3 per cent.

Morgantown's Drama
Tournament

APPROXIMATELY
two hundred people

participated in t h e

one act play contest

conducted last year by the Recreation Council

of Morgantown, West Virginia. The contest
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was held in two divisions— city and rural.

Players from seven communities entered the

rural division— nine groups in the city classi-

fication. One of the city groups produced a

beautiful home planned, home-made setting at

a cost of $1.19.

How Boston's Citizens Spend Their Leisure—In an effort to find out what the people of

Boston want to do in their free time, the City-
Wide Emergency Committee on Health and
Recreation sent out 20,000 questionnaires, 7,204
of which were filled in and returned. Movies
came first in popularity followed by swimming,
card playing, baseball, magazine reading, and

dancing which was sixth on the list. Among
the activities which pooled more than 1,000

votes each were newspaper reading, vaudeville,

basketball playing, attending plays, checkers,

boxing, socials, jig saw puzzles, and concerts.

Sports Week in Hamilton— May 19th to

26th was Sports Week in Hamilton, Ontario,

Canada, and games from soccer to checkers

were in vogue. British rugby, quoits, horse-

shoes, tennis, soft ball, bicycle races, fly and

plug casting, track events and hard ball were
a few of the sports played during the week by
those competing in the contests. The greatest
interest centered on the events for children,

with roller-skating the prime favorite. The

city was divided into four zones in which
elimination contests were held. Finals were
run on the last day of the week. The contest

was held under the auspices of the Hamilton

Herald.

Recreation in a Housing Project—In connec-

tion with the vast Dagenham Housing Estate

of the London County Council, the largest ex-

periment as yet undertaken in municipal hous-

ing in England, 116 acres have been reserved

for development as a public playing field and

open space. The plan includes the provision
of a large children's section, seven cricket and
eleven football pitches, a hockey pitch, eigh-
teen tennis courts and a putting green. The
contract for the work involves an expenditure
of more than £20,000.

Summer Swimming Plans—On July 2nd the

San Francisco, California, Recreation Commis-
sion opened two swimming pools for the use of

THE

ORIGINAL JUNGLE-GYM
By far the biggest selling, SAFEST play apparatus in

America. Based on the climbing Instinct. Endorsed
and specified by recreation officials everywhere.
About 600 Installed In Greater New York; 400 in

Chicago. A big attraction on "Enchanted Island"
at A Century of Progress. The Junglegym is a well

designed, patented device and accommodates more
children In same amount of space. Sturdily built.

Five slies. Write today for special folder.

LOUDEN PLAYGROUND EQUIPMENT
Mfrd. by J. E. PORTER CORPORATION, 120 Broodwoy, Ottowo, III.

LOUDEN olso manufactures a com-
plete line of mo 'em beach and pool
equipment. New broadside just off
the press illustrates and describes full

line. A copy is yours for the ashing.
Inquire about Mowoiian Paddle Boards
,. . o remarhoble new recreation ond
lif- saving device.

boys and girls under eighteen years of age. An
admission charge of 5 cents is made which in-

cludes suit and towel. The Playground and
Recreation Department of Los Angeles has
made a reduction in rates for the two plunges
at the swimming stadium. Children sixteen

years and under will be admitted for 10 cents;
adults will pay 25 cents. Rates at all the other

municipal pools will remain the same as last

year—5 cents for children sixteen years and

under; 10 cents for young people seventeen to

twenty, and 20 cents for adults with an extra

charge in each case for the rental of a bathing
suit.

Entertainment Programs in Miami — The

Miami, Florida, Recreation Department in co-

operation with the Women's City Club of

Greater Miami, presents a weekly story hour
for children and adults in Bayfront Park. The

program is very popular with people of all

ages, the average attendance being 3,000 men,
women and children. The story-telling hour is

only one of the entertainment features pro-
vided for winter visitors without cost. Others
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Magazines and Pamphlets
\ R*c*ntly R»c«iv»d Containing ArticlM \

( of ln*»rejt to the R«cr«ation Workar (

MAGAZINES

Safely Education, June 1934

Happy Days on the Playground, by Doris B.

Kapstein

Bulletin of the American Libtary Auociation, May 1934

Libraries in Community Buildings, by Susan T.

Smith

The Parentt' Magazine, June 1934

Come Out and Play ! by Natt Noyes Dodge

The American City, May 1934

New Hampshire's Planned Park Projects, by Mar-

jorie Sewell Cantley

Constructing Concrete Jetties As a Public Work
Project

For VVdl-Spent Leisure Time in Hcrshey, Pa.

The Use of Water as the Main Factor of Interest

in the Design of a Park

Lighting the Municipal Swimming Pool in Chanute,

by Ross Cooper

The Epworth Highroad, June 1934

Home Fun. by Lynn Rohrbough

My Best Party

Junior-Senior High School Clearing Houie, May 1934

Interrelationship of Community-Service Groups, by

Jay B. Nash

The Journal of Social Hygiene, May 1934

Substitutes for Vice, By Bascom Johnson

PAMPHLETS

Playground Teacheri' Guide, Buffalo, N. Y., Board of

Education, Buffalo, N. Y.

Annual Report of the Superintendent of Playground* of

the City of Ottawa, 1933

Annual Report of the Department of Recreation, Roanoke,

Virginia. 1933

Playground and Recreation Commiuion of Alton, lllinoi$,

Report for the Fiscal Year 1933-1934

Guide to the Appalachian Trail in Maine

Publication Number 4. The Appalachian Trail Con-

ference, 901 Union Trust Building, Washington.
D. C $.50.

Twelfth Annual Report of the Minert' Welfare Fund fo€

lite Year 19H—London. England

Announcement of the Alleghany School of Natural Hit-

toty Conducted by the Buffalo. N. Y., Society of

Natural Scitncet

Education for Character: The Social and Ptychologicd

background Retearch Bulletiti of the National Educa-

tion Association, March 1934

include music, community singing, dances,
talks and demonstrations held every Saturday.

Community Nights in Wilkes Barre— Last

winter two community nights were held at

each of the centers conducted by the Play-

ground and Recreation Association of Wyom-
ing Valley, the purpose being to give the

neighborhood a more thorough understanding
of the program. The stage and auditorium in

each center were used. The program consisted

of one act plays, singing, tap dancing, and ex-

hibitions of handcraft and art. It is estimated

that 15,000 people saw these performances.

Free Municipal Opera in Los Angeles—Free

municipal opera made its bow in Los Angeles,

California, with the quaint Chinese opera fan-

tasy, "Flutes of Jade Happiness," written by
Mary Carr Moore, well known local composer.
It was presented on May 12th in the Griffith

Park Greek Theater under the joint sponsor-

ship of the Department of Playground and
Recreation and the Board of Park Commis-
sioners. The cast and choruses included many
outstanding local artists. Well known stage
directors and stagecraft experts volunteered

their services to make the production a success.

A National Hiking Forum—If sufficient sui>-

port is forthcoming, Nature Magazine will es-

tablish a National Hiking Forum which will be

a monthly exchange of information, advice and

news on hikers and hiking in the United

States. As an experiment Nature Magasine is

publishing in the June, July and August issues

three hiking articles, among them, Organized

Hiking, a National Pastime and Physical Re-

quirements of Hiking. They are contributed by
Ernest A. Dench, an official of the Interstate

Hiking Club of New Jersey and New York.

Physical Education Letters Awarded—Phy-
sical Education Award Day was observed in

April in Loveland, Colorado, when two health

plays and a safety play were presented. The

pupils of the third, fourth and fifth grades re-

ceived the letters and chevrons for which they

had been working under the point system,
while sixth, seventh and eighth grade girls

were given the athletic badges which they had

won by passing the athletic badge tests of the

National Recreation Association.
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Recreation At a Copper Mining Camp—
Bingham Canyon, Utah, a copper mining cen-

ter, is located in a narrow gulch seven miles

long. There is very little room for play, and

when school is out the problem of what the

boys can do is a very real one. For a number

of years the Kiwanis Club has made the pro-

vision of recreation for the boys of the town

one of its projects. Each summer the coach of

the high school football team is employed as

recreation director, the funds for his salary be-

ing solicited from welfare organizations con-

nected with the mines and merchants in the

town. The Kiwanis Club provides all the

equipment needed, and the school district fur-

nishes a bus which early in the morning five days

a week collects groups of boys by districts and

transports them to the flats beyond the mouth

of the canyon where the Utah Copper Com-

pany has an athletic field. The boys take their

lunch and stay all day. Baseball, tennis, bas-

ketball, football and similar games are played.

Through this program juvenile delinquency
has been greatly reduced.

A Map That is Different — The American

Civic Association, Inc., 901 Union Trust Build-

ing, Washington, D. C., announces that Frederic

A. Delano, Chairman of the National Capital

Park and Planning Commission and President of

the American Civic Association, has had manu-

factured a handkerchief map of Washington and

the surrounding country which will be sold

through the association for the benefit of the

George Washington Memorial Parkway. The

map is printed in six colors, red, blue, green,

plum, brown and terra cotta, on a fine quality of

muslin. It is possible, states the circular issued

by the American Civic Association, that this in-

teresting map will some day be of as great value

as those early historic maps now in the hands of

the Library of Congress and private collectors.

The maps may be ordered from the American

Civic Association at $1.00 each.

Street Accident Chart—During the months of

June, Jul}-, August and September, the Lanca.s-

ter, Pennsylvania, Recreation and Playground As-

sociation ke])t a record of auto accidents occur-

ring to children of playground age. These were

all taken day by day from the newspapers and

were closely checked. Records were kept on a

white cardboard chart, newspaper clippings being

BRING

EVERWEAR SAFETY

TO YOUR SWINGS!

The New EvcrWear Spring-Rubber Safety Seat for

Swings. No. SR-206, (United States and Canadian
Patents Pending) cushions every blow and prevents
serious accidents. It is made of an ingenious ar-

rangement of special, EverWear-designed. fabric-re-

cnforced, tough, springy, long-wearing, tubular, tire

stock rubber, which is so assembled in combination
with spring steel, as to give a soft, springy, resilient,

swing scat of remarkable safety, strength and

durability.

All outside surfaces of the seat are springy rubber:

SAFETY! All top and bottom surfaces are corru-

gated to prevent slipping: SAFETY! All edges are

soft, springy, and resilient: SAFETY! All ends

bend easily under any blow or pressure (but im-

mediately spring back to their normal shape after

the pressure is removed): SAFETY! No metal

parts are exposed where they can become dangerous:
SAFETY! No wood enters its construction: it can-

not warp, split nor splinter: SAFETY! Requires
no painting.

Suspension clevises are reversible, making both sides

of the scat available for use (this feature doubles the

life of the seat) : DURABILITY! Rubber tough,
long- wearing tire stock: DURABILITY! Spring
steel is painted to resist rust: DURABILITY!
Built to withstand heavy weights (tested under an
active load of 95 pounds) : STRENGTH! Edge-
ways, the seat can be sprung or bent under pressure
or blows (adding further to its SAFETY!).
Weighs 5 i/j pounds (light for the rugged require-
ments of its service) : SAFETY! Priced within
reach of every buyer who values SAFETY on the

playground ($4.50 each, net, f. o. b. Springfield,
Ohio. U. S. A. Price subject to change without
notice) : ECONOMY!
Investigate The New EverWear Spring-Rubber
Safety Seat for Swings. Buy them to replace old

swing seats. Specify them for all new swing outfits.

NOW ! !

BRING EVERWEAR SAFETY

... TO YOUR SWINGS !

Manufactured by

The EverWear Manufacturing Company
Springfield. Ohio, U. S. A.

Th? WotH's eldest and largest exclut'oe maker of play-
gtcund. beach and p'^ol apparatus: a complete line of the
SAFEST and most DURABLE recreation apparatus made.
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Three New
Playground Plays

The Drama Service of the N. R. A. offers

three new plays for summer playground
use. They are particularly adapted for the

use of children between nine and twelve

years of age.

• The Crystal Slipper

by Marion Holbrook
(from tht story of Cinderella)

• The Stolen Tarts

by MAbhl. H. HOBBS

• The King Who Burned the

Cakes
by Marion Holbrook

The coil of each Indiridual play Is $.25. The
el of three plays may be secured for $.50.

>ervice Helps

pasted in columns and marked with red stars be-

side the written account of the accident. A black

star indicated a fatal accident. The age was also

written in a column beside the clipping.

Although six of 'he playgrounds were closed

last summer because of lack of funds leaving only
thirteen in operation in July and August, the chart

which showed a great decrease in accidents when
the playground season is in full swing proved that

SUBSCRIBE $1.00 YEAR
THE CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY
A Journal of Community Rtligion

RICHADD E. SMKI DS. [Jilo,

How to Unit* Churches
Article! by writers of

Th« Community Church Movement

Vital News. Religious Digest

TWICE MONTHLY EXCEPT SUMMER
Fuhlilhti by

THE COMMUNITY CHURCH WORKERS.U.S.A.
77 Wesi Washlnqlon Street. Chicago

ONE
OF THE most popular of the playground

devices manufactured exclusively by
Louden is the Junglegym. This statement is

supported by the fact that there have been 6oo
or more installations in Greater New York, 400
in Chicago and proportionate installations in most

of the country's metropolitan areas. Its unusual

popularity lies in its appeal to the natural play in-

stincts of children to climb, swing and hang the

weight of the body from the arms and legs. An-
other advantage of Junglegym is that it accom-

modates a large number of children at the same

time. Children invent all kinds of games to play
on the Junglegym—games that develop imagina-

tion, initiation, self-reliance, courage, strength
and agility. The supreme test of Junglegym's

powers of endurance and its high degree of

safety along with its popularity was indicated at

"Enchanted Island," the children's play paradise

at the Chicago Century of Progress.

The J. E. Porter Corporation of Ottawa, Il-

linois, manufacturers of Louden playground,

gymnasium and pool equipment, will be glad to

send on request a special pamphlet illustrating

and describing the four sizes of Junglegym. They
will also be glad to send their new booklet de-

scribing the diversified line of playground, gym-
nasium, beach and pool equipment.

The Playground Department of Hartford, Con-

necticut, is using handcraft materials made of

canvas and wool yarns which the children make
into pocketbooks, hand-bags and hot dish holders.

The materials come from the Pcp|x?rell Hraiding

Company of East Pepperell, Massachusetts. They
are popular with many playgrounds because they

are inexpensive and practical.

cnildrcn's lives are by far safer when they are on

the playgrounds than when they are running

freely on the streets. The following figures show

graphically one indisputable reason for establish

ing playgrounds in the motor infested city:

Total accidents for June—26 ( i fatal )

Total accidents for July
— 11 ( Playgrounds

open)

Total accidents for August— « i (playgrounds

open)

Total accidents for September—27 (i fatal)
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BernardThomas

BERNARD
Thomas, known to his many friends as

"Barney," died on May ist. He came to this

country from England forty-three years ago, and

since 1925 had been associated with the Recreation

Piureau of St. Petersburg, Florida, where he served

as director of social recreation and special activi-

ties. Mr. Thomas had charge of the community

sings held every Sunday on the pier. Each week

between 3,000 and 4,000 people gathered to sing

under the leadership of Mr. Thomas who was

often spoken of as "the joyous and happy song

leader who taught St. Petersburg how to sing."

Of him the St. Petersburg Independent says in an

editorial :

"The death yesterday of Barney Thomas struck

a note of sadness which rang through numberless

homes, not only here but in distant places wher-

ever people lived who visited this city, for Barney's

job of making people happy by making them sing

also made him an outstanding individual. He is

mourned today by tourists and home folks alike,

by aged folk and children. Plis versatility touched

all ages and classes. He was a rare person whose

job was his life, and he fitted into it with amazing

perfection. People who knew him, and they are

legion, realize that words inadequately describe

the uniqueness of a man who could with equal

facility charm a crowd of four year old children

or an audience of people past seventy, lead a news-

boy picnic or direct a Rotary Club in song,

"Generous to a fault with his time, cheerful,

witty, a natural, indefatigable leader, singularly

adapted to the work he loved, Barney Thomas

brightened a spot here which will long preserve
his memory."

A Neglected Language
(Continued from page ITS)

an Age of Nero or of Caligula. If, however, we
use it in the direct expression of beauty through
the fine arts, we shall produce an Age of Pericles,

of Raphael, of Shakespeare, Purcell, and Rey-

nolds, or of Bach, Beethoven, and Brahms.

The master genius in sculpture, in painting, or

in architecture, has sprung only from a race

whose blacksmiths and cutlers embellished their

anvils, their swords, and their knives with bas-

reliefs, whose merchants decorated their ware-

houses with frescoes, and whose guilds vied with

one another to provide the most beautiful window
or niche in their cathedral. So the great com-

Clean
SUNSHINE
FRESH AIR

Keep playgrounds free from dust

with Solvay Calcium Cliloride . . .

PROTECTING
children at play is the aim

of the modern playground. How im-

portant to protect them from the dan-

gers and dirt in dust! It's so easy and

it costs next to nothing.

An application of Solvay Flake Calcium

Chloride on gravel or earth surfaces

effectively ends the dust nuisance. And

Solvay Calcium Chloride kills germs.
The photomicrographs pictured here

show you the results. 347cultures in the

untreated dust. Only 3 in the same dust

treated with Solvay Calcium Chloride.

Germs

in Dust

Before treatment After treatment

Make this o dustless outdoor season

on your playgrounds. Send today for

full information and booklet No. 1159.

Solvay Sales Corporation
Alkalies end Chemical Products Manufac>
tured by The Solvay Process Company
61 Broadway New York

SOLVAV
^^—^ TRADE MARK REG U S. PAT OFF

€i%L.€IUAI
Chloride

FLAKE-77%-80%
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fKJser can come only from a people who, not in

formal concerts, but as part of their daily lives,

as naturally as they talk and work and play, ex-

pend a share of their leisure and of their surplus

emotional energy in making music together. The

production of the genius in music is but a by-

product of something far more important
—the

re-acquisition by the people themselves of the

neglected language of music.

A Century of Progress through Books

(Continued from page 188)

Teacher meeting of each building. The royal

court assembled and the King read his message to

Parliament. The Queen, ably assisted by her

ladies in waiting, conferred the Order of Merit

upon all who had attained the honor of appear-

ing in the Hall of Fame and commended those

who had received honorable mention during the

course of the project. She then presented the

diplomas to all who had read ten books. More
than 7CO children took part in the project.

The Pittsburgh Day Camps •

(Continued from page 190)

39 round trips from 'South Side Dis-

trict at $7.50 daily 292.50
29 round trips from Strip District at

$7.50 daily 217.50

10 round trips at $10.00 daily 100.00

$1,370.50
Counsellors — Street carfare for

volunteers $ 273.00

Director—Cat rental $ 15.00

Street carfare 3.50

Car Repairs 8.70

Gas and oil, month of July 21 72
Gas and oil, month of Aug. 24.96

$ 73.88
SALARIES
Zy, months— 1 director at $100.00 per

month $ 249.99

2J4 months — 8 head counselk>rs at

$60.00 per month 1,080.00

$1,329.99
EQUIPMENT
Games, including prizes, whistles, etc..$ 50.65

Handcraft, including material and
tools 210.70

Clean-up, including soap, towels, etc.. 10.30
First aid 4.15

$ 27SJ0
MISCELLANEOUS— (hospital bUls,

phone calls, etc.) 37.97

Total $5,199.80
Note : In considering the cost of the day camp

it is important to rcmcmljcr that a considerable

amount of clerical and stenographic work was
donated by the Federation of Social Agencies and
the local Community Council office secretaries.

Registration Cards

As a result of the summer's experience it was

suggested that some clianges be made in the system

of registration. It was recommended, for example,

that in June each school in the districts served

should turn in the names of the children to go to

camp, together with the specific information

necessary. Some attempt should be made to im-

press upon the referring agencies the importance

of turning in registration slips upon the day they

are due. It was also suggested that the following

registration card be printed for future use :

Registration for Pittsburgh Day Camps
District

Name of Applicant Age
Address Color

School Grade Sex

Referring Agency Worker's Name
Father's Name Mother's Name
Consent of parent or guardian secured

Check period desired :

July 2—7.... Julv 30—Aug. 3....
" 9—13.... Aug. 6—10....
" 16—20....

" 13—17....
" 23-27....

"
20-24....

(Do not write below this line)

District Community Council Registrar

The following was printed on the other side of

the 6" X 8" card used :

Park
INTFREST DISPLAYED

MoH. Tuts. IVed, Thurs.Activity

Athletics

Handcraft
Nature
Dramatics
Music
Social Reaction: Good Mixer Seclusive.

Remarks or recommendations:
Medical Examination :

••Excellent; ••Fair; *Poor

Fri.

Counsrthr

A Tin Can Carnival

(Continued from page 194)

packed fruit which has been frozen in the can,

sliced, and placed in a bed of lettuce with dress-

ing on top. Red and green cherries, chopped or

whole, placed atop the salad will give an attrac-

tive touch of color. For a larger group a punch

bo\vl with informal service should be provided.

A serving cup of tin can ware would be most ap-

propriate. If the group is small and tables arc

used, each should l)c centered with a large tin can

flower jwt holder containing a plant.

A clever favor, if one wishes to go that far,

would be a tricky An opener that clamps onto the

can and opens it with a few turns of the handle.

Of course we are about to forget, with all these

suggestions, that this is something of a depression
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party; or perhaps we are touched by a spirit of

returning optimism and expect our sales and

tickets to cover the overhead and allow a nice

margin ! Again, it may be that we are just trying

to be humanistic and bring a little cheer to our

fellowmen with our gifts. Well, again your judg-

ment as well as your sentiment will have to be

consulted. Personally, we prefer sentiment.

May your carnival be a huge success !

On New Haven's Nature Trail

(Continued from page VV/j

where it comes from, the story of the black birch

that gives us wintergreen and of the shagbark,

are all told along the interesting little trek into

New Haven's virgin wilderness.

By far the most educative part of the trail is

a section in the home stretch where a regular

"what have you learned" questionnaire may be

found. By ingeniously arranged tags questions

concerning the high lights of the nature hiker's

trip are asked and answered. If one has formed

a wrong conclusion as to a bird, a tree or a plant

along the trail, it is immediately cleared up by

these little tags. For instance, if one has gained

an erroneous impression that the branches of one

type of tree are alternately placed along the trunk

and the branches of another opposite, as are the

human arms, the tags quickly tell the name of

each.

The New Haven Municipal Bird and Nature

Club meets weekly the year round; membership

is open to any one over sixteen years of age. Fre-

quent nature hikes and illustrated lectures are in-

cluded in the club's program.
We have a special club house for this organiza-

tion where weekly meetings are held. At these

meetings from half an hour to an hour lecture is

given on birds, trees, wild life or other nature

subjects by authorities on each. Committees have

been formed on each subject so that those inter-

ested especially in trees, wild life and birds may
serve on the committees in which they are inter-

ested. Or if they are interested in all these sub-

jects they may belong to all the committees. We
believe that the membership of this club will in-

crease to thousands and feel it to be one of 'the

best services that we can give the people of New

Haven, for through it we are interesting more citi-

zens in our parks and are gaining increased sup-

])ort for future developments.

D I A/ViC N D
Install Diamond Pifching Horseshoe courts

on your playground for a popular game
that costs little to maintain. Diamond shoes

and accessories are preferred by players

everywhere. Beginners find Diamond shoes

easy to pitch and old-timers demand them.

Accurately made — perfectly balanced—
will not crack or chip.

DIAMOND CALK HORSESHOE CO.
4610 GRAND AVENUE . . DULUTH, MINN.

Taken from article "Increased Activities During Times
of Depression," Parks and Recreation, October 1933.

How Volunteers Helped in Philadelphia

(Continued from page 199)

tunity they had ever had for decorating, serving

tea, arranging parties, planning refreshments, and

"fixing up" everything to their hearts' desires.

They made touching pleas, many in letters, that

the place be kept open during the wmter so that

they could go on with these projects, and they

brought in the older girls and women to back them

up. Out of this has grown the Radio Homecraft

Clubs for every one interested—even the boys,

and there are many of them! The project was

carried on all winter by the director of the Tot

Lot Playground over a local station. It has had

the cooperation of schools, recreation centers. Le-

gion Posts and clubs of all kinds.

We have learned two things from last sum-

mer's experience. One is that children, especially

older boys and girls, can be used to great ad-

vantage on playgrounds if they are given some de-

gree of responsibility. The other is that volun-

teers may be of immeasurable value if they are

carefully selected from those who have had some

training and experience.
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SWIMMING POOL DATA
AND REFERENCE ANNUAL

1934 Edition

(foemtrtf Notmbtt Sufimming fooU mn4 Cm4t to

E<ttiipmtnt and Supplin)

Price $2.00

WATER GAMES, WATER STUNTS,

LEGAL DECISIONS, LIABILITY, IN-

SURANCE, POOL DESIGN, POOL SAN-

ITATION, POOL MANAGEMENT, ETC.

Hoffman -Harris, Inc.

114 East 32nd St. New York City

The Swimming
Badge Tests

• Are you planning to make the swim-

ming badge tests a part of this summer's,

playground program.<*

• For those passing the tests there is an
attractive emblem of white felt embroid-
ered in red which may be secured from the

Association for 25 cents. Certificates also

are available.

• 1 48 cities have ordered these emblems
and certificates. Is your city one of these.'

A frit copy of tht tntt mty bt ucuttd

(rom tht Anocialion on ttqunt

National Recreation Association

315 Fourth Avenu*

N«w York City

From Game Room to Neighborhood
Center

(Continued from page 201)

was 824. In January of this year, still with about

350 children resident in the Homes, the attend-

ance was 6207.

Whatever changes have occurred in the past

five years in the population of the neighborhocxl

have been in the direction of a slight decrease.

The conclusion seems inescapable that the tre-

mendous increase in attendance at the social cen-

ter is due entirely to an increasing real demand

for such facilities among the residents in the

Homes and the neighborhood. The problem of

the Lavanburg Homes Social Center is no longer

to prove experimentally whether recreational ac-

tivities are a legitimate and wanted part of a hous-

ing project, but the embarrassing one of finding

room enough to conduct such work adequately.

The Staff

The practical working basis for this program
is an essential part of the story. Obviously, such

work requires a staff. Who are they, and where

do they come from ?

From the beginning there has been one paid

director, generally with one or two paid assist-

ants. Beyond this small staff of professionals,

the workers in the center are of two kinds. There

are volunteers, from among the tenants, from

organizations concerned with social work, and

from university students in the city who have

done field work here. A few tenants have earned

a part of their rent by serving in the center.

My a similar arrangement, almost any housing

project except, perhaps, those under pure private

enterprise, could work out a scheme to staff a

reasonably adequate recreation program. The

greatest obstacle to the development of "social,

recreational, and communal facilities" is not find-

ing the people to do the necessary work in each

project. It is rather that those responsible for

planning effective ways to use Public Works
funds may not appreciate in time how important
a part of the whole housing problem the question

of communal facilities is. The moral of the

lavanburg Homes experience seems to be that if

a hundrc<l families are given the space to play

in, they will find the means for using it. But they

must have the space.



New Books in the Leisure Time Field

A Guide to Civilized Loafing

By H. A. Overstreet. W. VV. Norton and Company,
Inc., New York. $2.00.

A TRULY DELIGHTFUL 'book, this handbook on the art

of living, whieth makes the adventure of leisure

a very fascinating one. A few of the chapter headings

give a hint of the pleasure in store for one who reads

this book: The Fun of Handling Materials; Being

Social ; Being Alone
; Adventuring with Thought ; En-

joying Where We Are; We Go Wandering; Taking

Some Things Seriously, and Just Fooling Around.

Pad and Pencil Puzzles

By Gladvs Llovd. Thomas Y. Crowell Company, New
York. $1.00.

"

Tor those who enjoy having their minds challenged
'

by the elusive puzzle here are forty pad and pencil

puzzles, including missing words, abbreviations, incom-

plete sentences and other brain teasing devices—some

easy, others more difficult. A combination of puzzles

will make a progressive pencil and paper party.

The Paid Worker Plus the Volunteer

in Music

By C. M. Trcmaine. National Bureau for the Advance-

ment of Music, 45 West 4Sth Street, New York.

JOINTING OUT that there never will be enough money
' available to take care of even a small percentage

of the need for leadership in educational, social and rec-

rf-ationa! activities. Mr. Tremaine urges the use of vol-

unteers in the leisure time program and cites the value

of the services such volunteers can give. While he em-

phasizes the need for volunteer leaders in the field of

music, Mr. Tremaine's presentation will be of interest

to workers in all fields of civic endeavor. The pamphlet

.also tells of the work of the National Bureau for the

Advancement of Music and of the service it renders. This

booklet is available free to directors of organizations.

Enjoy Your Museum
Edited by Carl Thurston. Esto Publishing Company,
Pasadena. California. $.10 each.

I
I ERE IS an interesting series of eight pamphlets de-

''
signed to help people who are looking at works of

art or at reproductions of them to get more pleasure from

them. They, have the advantage of being simple, direct

pnd practical, and inexpensive. The subjects with which

they deal are painting, water colors, prints, etchings,

pottery and porcelain, Hopi pottery, Navajo rugs, and

sculpture.

Toward Fuller Living Through Public

Housing and Leisure Time Activities

By Abraham Goldfeld. The National Public Housing
Conference, 112 East 19th Street, New York. $.25.

IN
THIS booklet Abraham Goldfeld, Executive Director,

Lavanburg Foundation, presents a study of fhe social,

recreational and educational activities carried on in five

of the better known housing projects in the New York

metropolitan area. These include Sunnyside, Radburn,
New Jersey, the Lavanburg Homes, the Dunbar Apart-
ments—a Negro housing project, and the Amalgamated
Houses. Mr. Goldfeld makes a strong plea for the pro-

vision of recreational activities. "In the future the suc-

cess of the public housing movement will be measured

chiefly on the basis of its contribution toward making
Iiuman life happier and richer. Fruitful and satisfying

use of leisure time is one of the ways to be happy.
Public housing bodies therefore cannot fail to take this

splendid opportunity to include in their plans facilities

for leisure time activities."

Working Together For Highway and

Community Beautification

By Ernestine Perry. Published by National Highway
Beautification Council, 60 Sherman Street, Springfield,
Massachusetts. $1.00.

"Phis pamphlet discusses a subject which is becoming
'

increasingly important as people are awakening to the

need for safety and beauty along our highways. State

departments, the press, organizations and individuals are

now demanding good-looking roads as well as good
roads. The Federal government has recognized this de-

mand by permitting Federal road aid funds to be used

for planting trees along Federal aid highways. The

pamphlet tells of projects which have been initiated, sug-

gests methods of organizing highway beautification con-

tests, and ofTers sources of information.

Gymnastics, Tumbling and Pyramids

By J. H. McCulloch, A.M. W. B. Saunders Company,
Philadelphia. $2.00.

THROUGH
DIRECTIONS given in this book the student is

led into the practical study of gymnastics, tumbling
and pyramids; Tumbling stunts are concisely described

and clearly visualized by step-by-step pictures. Instruc-

tion is given in the use of a number of pieces of gymnas-
tic apparatus, and pyramids and their construction are

covered in an unusually interesting section describing

the formation of many pyramid groups requiring from

three to twenty students. There are 265 illustrations in

the book.
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Th« Planning and Conitruction of School Buitdingi.

Edited by Guy Montrose Whipple. Public School

Publishing Company, Bloomington, Illinois, $1.75

paper bound ; $2.50 cloth bound.

The thirty-third Yearbook (Part I) of the National

Society for the Study of Education is devoted to the

planning and construction of school buildings, and is the

work of a committee of educators of which Professor

N. L. EngeUiardt of Teachers College, Columbia Univer-

s:tj'. is Chairman. The report is divided into six sections :

I. The Philosophy of the School Plant; II, School-Plant

Plannitjg Policies; III, Educational Services; IV, Ar-

chitectural Services : V, Constructional Service, and VI,
Financial Aspects of the Problem.

Care and Feading of Hobby Horses.

By Ernest Elmo Calkins. leisure League of Amer-
ka, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York. $25.

A delightful booklet by one who has found the secret

of spending his time joyously. "Whatever you do with

that spare time of yours," says Mr. Calkins, "it should

be something that gives you keen delight. If it doesn't,

tl-.en it is not a hobby—at least for you. You have guessed

wrong and should begin all over again."
Mr. Calkins under the classifications "The Things You

Might Do," "Doing Things," "Making Things," and

"Acquiring Things," suggests how to avoid making mis-

takes in choosing hobbies. The booklet contains a com-

prehensive bibliography.

The Way of Understanding.

By Sarah Louise Arnold. Foreword by Lou Henry
Hoover. Girl Scoots, Inc., New York. $.50.

In 1925 Sarah Louise .Arnold was elected president of

Girl Scouts, Inc., and served umil 1928 when she became

honorary vice-president. In this booklet Miss Arnold,

who has written many books during her career as an edu-

cator, has brought together the talks she has given Girl

Scouts at conventions of leaders or rallies of girls. They
are full of homely wisdom and human interest, and have

much to offer every leader of young people as well as the

young people themselves.

Books of General Interest for Today's Readers.

Compiled by Doris Hoit. Available from American

Library Association, 520 North Michigan Avenue,

Chicago, Illinois. $.25.

This annotated list of nine hundred readable books

suitable for use in C. C. C. camps, classes conducted with

C. W. A. funds and other educational activities being car-

ried on by the government and other agencies, was com-

piled at the New York Public Library under the auspices

of the American Library Association and the American
Association for Adult Education in co-operation with

the United States Office of Education.

Character Education in Soviet Russia.

Edited by William Clark Trow. Translation by Paul

D. Kalachov. Ann Arbor Press, Ann Arbor, Michi-

gan. $1.25.

The step recently taken by the United States govern-
ment in recognizing the U. S. S. R. makes it increasingly

important that the American people understand some-

thing of the educational and recreational forces at work
in Russia, as well as the economic. This imeresting book
deals primarily with the Young Pioneer Organization for

children and youth *^5C prime object is "political"—
to make citizens. A second objective is social knowledge
and participation in the economic constrvKtion of the

country. A third is ctiltural and recreational "Games
arr played ; motion pictures, theatres and concerts are

attended: picture galleries and museum* are visited;

group songs, hikes and physical exercises have their

place. Books arc read and discusned. Radio sets are

r.»nstruc1ed. and »o on throtigh the li-it of things children

dfid young penple like to do."

This book cannot fail to be of interest to recreation

workers and to all leaders of youth in .America.

Education In the Recovery Program.

Office of Education. U. S. Department of the In-

terior. Government Printing Office, Washington,
D. C. $.10.

In this booklet, a reprint from School Life. Dr. George
F. Zook, Commissioner of Education, summarizes the
extent of the impact of the national recovery program
on education and gives a panoramic view of education
as it is in the recovery program today. New Federal

agencies are described, the F. E. R. A. education pro-
gram is outlined, facts are giN-en about the program in

action and the Emergency Nurser>' Schools, and there
is information about the educational program of the

C. C. C. camps and public works for public schools.

Mobilizing Unemployed Rural

Young People for Growth.

Souriiern Woman's Educational .Mliance. 401-2 Grace-
American Building, Richmond, Virginia. $.25.

Constructive programs of study and activity are sug-

gested, in this mimeographed bulletin, to rural communi-
ties and counties and to interested groups, agencies, insti-

tutions and individuals. Not only programs and sources

of help are given but the services of the .Mliance are

outlined. The .Mliance has also published a number of

inexpensive mimeographed bulletins of interest to rural

leaders and an informal magazine, "Growing in the

Emergency," issued at six cents a copy.

1000 and One.

The Blue Book of Non-Theatrical Films. The Edu-
cational Screen, Chicago, 111. $.75.

The tenth edition of this list of films is carefully classi-

fied, and information is given which will help the pros-

pective user in making his choice, in knowing where to

secure the films and in obtaining the technical informa-
tion necessary.
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Helping Men to Be Happy

ELPING MEN AND WOMEN to be happy here and now is to become one of the major responsi-

bilities of government.

The American citizen has in the past thought of his government as clearing the way for

rugged individuals to build bigger and bigger barns stuffed full of material goods. The lure of material

goods has not grown less. But even the rugged man who has succeeded in filling his barn is not

happy when ten millions of his fellowmen are without work month after month.

What has happened i" Immigrants no longer come. Children are born less frequently. Frontiers

have disappeared. Machines do much of the work of men. The time comes and will soon be here

when the population of the United States will actually decline. Fewer people—fewer purchases, less

work for the men who remain. Meanwhile machines and inventions increase apace while men grow
proportionately fewer in number.

Property itself commits suicide except as it provides employment, except as it provides wages
with which men may purchase. Lending men money with which to buy ultimately means much the

same as giving money away—except as employment is provided.

Building bigger and bigger barns and stuffing them full of material goods, building more and

bigger factories will never again give enough work so that all men may labor. Millions upon mil-

lions of machine slaves do more and more of the work of the world and the hands of the clock will

not turn backward. Men are in the grip of forces bigger than themselves.

Work men may have—but not enough to give labor to all—except there be a great extension

of art, of education, of recreation, of movements for the prevention of disease. When man starts out

to make his world beautiful, full of men who can create beauty of line, of color, of sound; when
man starts out to give every human being the kind of education that will mean the most "durable sat-

isfaction" throughout life; when each man according to his capacity and taste is given opportunity
for vital, rich, abundant living in his play and recreation hours; when man applies in the field of

health the knowledge he now possesses,
—then there will be more work than there are men to do.

How is such work—such service to mankind to be financed? That is another story. Of this let

us be sure, however, there is no good in pouring money into capital goods industry to revive trade if

the manufactured products cannot be sold. Our substance we have wasted in building unneeded com-

petitive plants, in extravagantly destroying our capital
—when there was much work waiting to be

done in the world in producing human happiness, and when such expenditures for happiness would

have been a great monument to our times. We are built so that we cannot be happy ourselves even if

we have work while ten million are idle, while an army of three and a quarter million of youth come

up to sixteen years of age each year in a world in which there is little for them to look forward to in

the way of work. Our own happiness, our own sanity, our keeping of our own souls depend upon
our finding real and not made work for every capable, able-bodied person. We ourselves are safe in

ourselves only as the world of work is restored. Otherwise we are all lost together.

In years gone by idle men would perhaps have been whipped into an army to make war on a

neighboring people. In the field of education, recreation, health, art, service there is work for an un-

told army. In a cooperative world there can be some cooperative plan for using enough able citizens

in an army of service to do away with unemployment.
Howard Braucher,

AUGUST, 1934
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Leisure And Its Use

By Nicholas Murray Butler, Ph.D.

ONE
OF THE most obvious

objects of education and

of life itself it to learn

how to live. That means two

things : first, that one must

make life physically possible

by such compensated effort as

will provide the necessities of

physical existence and comfort

for himself and those dependent on him; and sec-

ond, that one will seek to find and to make op-

portunity to use his human capabilities and abili-

ties in larger and non-material ways and fashions,

both for his own individual satisfaction and for

the good of his kind.

The first of these we call work, and the second

we call leisure. There is a vast difference between

leisure and unemployment. Unemployment means

an absence of work, and that destroys the basis

for real leisure. Unemployment merely fills the

hours of the day with worry and anxiety. So long

as work is not available, leisure is impossible,

since leisure is the outgrowth and accompaniment
of successful work.

An immense proportion of the population of the

modern world has known very little of leisure and

still less of enjoyable and interesting leisure.

Work, the first of the two aspects of life, has oc-

cupied most or all of their waking hours, and such

little time as they might have given to leisure has

really been spent in recovering from fatigue. We
have now come to a point where the interest of

the intelligent mass of mankind is focused on so

raising the general standard of living that, first,

work will be systematically

provided and properly remu-

nerated, and second, that lei-

sure will be offered, together

with indication and gtiidance

as to how that leisure may
best be used.

One of the physical charac-

teristics of leisure is that it in-

volves the rest and relaxation

"The right balance between work
and leisure, the development of

those wants which increase the

value of work and of those tastes

which increase the value of leisure,

are at the bottom of the problem of

human education."—Dr. Nicholas

Murray Butler in Report for 1924.

Many of our readers will doubtless

recall Dr. Butler's discussion of

leisure in his annual report of Co-
lumbia University for 1924. In his

report for 1933 he states there are

many reasons why it is appropriate
to return to a discussion of this

subject at the present. We present
here extracts from Dr. Butler's

latest report.

of the nervous system. The

strain on the nerves of a brain

worker of any kind is very

serious and very severe during
the hours of occupation, wheth-

er these be long or short. True

relaxation, therefore, should

in such cases involve oppor-

tunity to take part in outdoor

life, in physical exercise, or in games. It may
take the form of light occupation of some non-

serious sort, such as working in a garden with

flowers, trees or vegetables. It may often involve

the reading of books, hearing good music, or visit-

ing noteworthy collections of art, thereby ex-

panding the field of intellectual interest and ac-

tivity. What has now become exceedingly im-

portant is that the hand worker should not only

be offered leisure but should be guided toward its

interesting and helpful use. This means outdoor

interests, sports and occupations of various kinds.

Moreover, we need to place increased emphasis

upon the intellectual guidance of our whole adult

population. Adult education does not mean going

to school or even following any rigorous program
of instruction. What it does mean is guidance and

suggestion from competent sources as to one's

systematic reading, as to one's standards of ap-

preciation and judgment in art, in science and in

literature, and as to one's occupations in either

work or leisure. The exercise of this guidance

must be very carefully done and must always

avoid prescription or control. It would be foolish

in high degree to offer a list of books to a man
who has been toiling for six or

seven bours in a mine. His

natural desire would be for the

open air, and it would be there

that he would naturally wish

to look for his relaxation. One

great trouble heretofore has

been the comparatively few

hours that physical workers

have had for relaxation. The
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time has now come, however, when with shorter

hours of labor, leisure and its relaxations are

fortunately to take a much larger place in the life

of the hand worker than they have ever done

before.

Properly used, leisure will increase the capacity

for useful and productive work. This is really the

basis of the new argument for shorter hours of

labor. That argument is not that shorter hours of

labor will result in less work being done, but that

it will result in more work being done or in the

same work being better done. Of course, this

means that there should be no artificial limit put

to a worker's power of production. He should

lay as many bricks in a day as he comfortably can

without regard to the capacity of other workers

engaged in the same occupation. In this way the

advantage of those things with which he occupies

his leisure will manifest itself in his capacity for

work. We have a very long way to go in dealing

with this question, because there- are parts of our

own country and of other countries in which the

standard of living is far below what it should be.

This standard cannot be raised all at once, but

nevertheless it should be our object to raise it by
all means in our power, and as rapidly as possible.

One great obstacle to the freer movement of in-

ternational trade, which freer movement would

be of so great benefit to the people of the United

States and to many other peoples as well, is that

the condition of workers in some lands is still so

ve-y low as to make it quite incommensurable

with the condition which we

have in mind for our own p^r many workers

workers of today and tomor- in participation i

row. This is an international problem of large

importance and it will not down.

Different nations are already approaching the

problem of leisure and its use in definite fashion.

The new government of Italy has developed an

extraordinarily brilliant ])rogram for the inter-

esting and enjoyable use of leisure on the part of

both children and adults. The German people
have long had their own way of solving this prob-
lem and have made large use of physical e.xercise,

of music, and of open air life. The British, like

ourselves, are dealing with this question just now
in serious and practical fashion and along very
much the same lines that are projected and ad-

vocated in the United States.

The fundamental fact to be grasped is that

work and leisure are two interdependent parts of

one and the same thing, which is an interesting

and useful life. He who does not work loses one

of the greatest of life's enjoyments, and he who
has no adequate leisure and no knowledge of how
to use that leisure is deprived of life's greatest

satisfaction.

"There is a spiritual revolt against the tyran-

nies, the uglinesses and the vulgarities of our

present world. Men will no longer live dull and

sodden lives. The aspiration to live the good life

is not for one class or one group, but is as broad

as humanity itself. Each must be given at least a

chance to fulfill his destiny. It is vision that we

need above all else today."
— Nebraska State

Teachers' Association, Report

lru« relaxation li«t
°^ Commission on Character

n out-of-door lif». Education.

Cpmnttj Dr. WiUUm G. VimI



Planning the Recreation Building

Ir

IS AN unquestionable fact

that we are now living in a

day and age of specialists.

One no longer feels that the family physician can

perform a delicate operation when a specialist for

that particular operation can be obtained. Our

professional men are chosen because of their

greater experience in the special field for which

their services are desired. This is now becoming
the case when one chooses an architect or an en-

gineer to solve recreation construction problems.

One now asks "how can we obtain the individual

who is best suited for our particular work?'' The

problems are involved and their solution not easy,

particularly in the case of public recreation

buildings.

Let us analyze some of these problems : An
architect does one of two things ;

he either creates

a plan, develops it, and then builds his facades

to fit the plans ; or, he does the reverse, which, by
the way, is a too common practice for public

buildings; namely, he designs beautiful exteriors

and then attempts to fit the plan into these usually

elaborate pictures. Our plan problems are so

complicated that the last procedure is almost out

of the question unless an unlimited amount of

money is available. One, therefore, must start

with the plan.

Public buildings are, as a rule, built with defi-

nite appropriations of money.- Seldom may the

architect go over this allotment. Let us take this

amount and divide it by the estimated cost per

square foot for the type of structure to be built.

In California the building laws are lenient in some

respects and severe in others.

By installing adequate fire pro-
tection equipment, one may
build of wood using metal lath

and stucco if not over one

story. Since California has been

visited in the past by earth-

quakes, its earthquake resist-

ance requirements are very

rigid. Here, wood has proven
to be the best inexpensive

building material. A horizon-

tal stress equal to ten per cent

By Raymond E. Hoyt
Los Angeles, California

We have asked a number of people
who are experts in planning recre-

ation facilities to share with our
readers some of the lessons they
have learned through their experi-
ence. Mr. Hoyt, Assistant Superin-
tendent in charge of the Division
of Construction and Maintenance,
Los Angeles Playground and Rec-
reation Department, suggests in
this article some of the things
which very often are overlooked
in planning recreation buildings.

of the dead load, has been found

to be sufficient to resist lateral

earthquake movements. A build-

ing, meeting these requirements, costs about $3.50

per square foot. Divide the appropriation by the

estimated unit of cost and one can easily deter-

mine how large a building on which to plan.

What Shall Go Into the Building?

Knowing this, the question is asked "Well,

what shall we put in our building?" To get the

best advice, one calls in the director or super-

visor who will probably have charge of the pro-

gram of activity to be conducted in the building.

By his experience within his community he knows

just what it needs; that is, he will know if he is

the genuine community leader we expect him to

be. Some directors have hobbies or special inter-

ests and one must be very careful to determine

whether these hobbies are influencing his recom-

mendations. By way of example, some energetic

young man may feel that the great important

need in his center is a gymnasium where he can

develop a championship basketball team, while

another director may have a special interest in

dramatics and he will want the building to be a

modern little theatre. Seldom does one have

funds to provide all of the desirable features

which are needed but what can be done and what

we have to do is to adapt our plan to fit moder-

ately and modestly all phases of the program.
A modern recreation community building

should by all means contain a large assembly hall,

and here the architect is called upon to do almost

the impossible with this room.

It must be provided with a

stage, or perhaps it should be

termed a platform because the

modern stage with its fly gal-

leries is often far beyond our

means. Our platform can have

modern lighting effects, cur-

tains and the necessary equip-
ment to give community or

amateur dramatics. One finds

there is a thrill on the f)art of

the dramatic groups in making
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things "do." They love to test their ingenuity and

their creativeness in this fashion. This room

must be reinforced enough in order that there

may be safely conducted within it a gjmnasium
class or what is now termed an active recreation

class. Sharp comers or pilasters with flimsy

plaster decorations must be eliminated, windows

must be guarded, lights must be high and pro-

tected, the floor must be level and not slippery.

It may be necessary to limit to some degree the

activities which can be carried on in one of these

combination rooms and indoor baseball is the first

on the taboo list. On the other hand, in almost

every reasonably constructed building, volley ball

can be played with perfect safety to the fixtures,

and, with some care in planning, basketball can

also be played safely.

Now that this much of the problem is solved,

the director calls attention to the fact that one of

his greatest community activities is the weekly

neighborhood party or the old-fashioned dance. It

is now necessary to turn the little theatre and

gymnasium into a ball room. The most serious

problem is the floor. For g}'mnasium purposes the

floor must not be slippery but for social dancing

purposes it is quite essential. The only solution

to this problem is to finish the floor for gjm-
nasium purposes as there is a definite risk of a

serious fall on a slippery floor to a volley ball or

basketball player. A finished g}'mnasium floor

can be made quite acceptable for a dancing party

by the use of borax spangles. These can be re-

moved quite easily by lightly going over the floor

with a damp cloth on a push broom. The archi-

tect can provide blank wall spaces which lend

themselves beautifully to paper panel decorations.

F'y the use of a variety of very inexjjensive paper

decorations, the g>mnasium can be turned into a

most charming ball room.

This is still the age when a woman makes her

greatest impression upon mere man by placing
before him something he can cat. No building for

community recreation would, therefore, be com-

plete without a kitchen. It is not within the juris-

diction of a recreation department to provide the

last word in kitchen equipment. The preparing
of the banquet feast should be left to the tax-

paying restaurant man. What the recrcationalist

is concerned with is the providing of adequate
facilities for the servicing of light refreshments,

pot luck dinners, and noonday luncheons for

women's play day groups. It is well to have a

room adjacent to the kitchen for the serving of

refreshments. The kitchen must also be conveni-

ent to the main assembly room as well as to out-

side deliver}'. The wise designer will provide a

safe place in which to keep the ice cream and

cake as small boys on the playground have been

known to feel it is their constituted duty to be the

first to sample the refreshments!

If there is any floor space remaining in the ap-

propriation, there should be added one or more

small club meeting rooms for boy and girl charac-

ter-building groups, local improvement or social

club committees, playground councils, and many
other organizations. These rooms should be sup-

plied with a great amount of storage space in the '

way of cupboards and lockers. Many recreation

directors have gone on record as saying that they

could fill dozens of these small recreation rooms

every night in the week. Their use is unlimited.

Things to Keep in Mind

Plumbing costs money, .\dequate service

must be provided, but it is very easy to overdo it.

If there is a play field adjacent, then, of course,

public comfort stations must be provided to serve

the play field. There should be no accessibility

from these rooms to the inside of the building.

The inside comfort facilities should be centrally

located, easily accessible to all rooms, and above

all it must not be necessary to pass through a

room other than a public hallway. Where money
is sufficient, the toilet room walls should be wains-

coted with smooth tile, this being the best material

to discourage the thoughtless patron who wants

to try out his jack-knife or to see what kind of a

mark his pencil makes.

Electric fixtures must harnioni/e with the char-

acter of the building. It is possible these days to

get good, efficient stock electrical units in almost

any architectural style. Great care must be taken

to provide plenty of circuits and of more than

normal electrical capacity. Sooner or later some-

one will try to put a looo watt lamp where a lOO

watt lamp was supposed to be sufficient. Trouble

will surely result unless the engineer anticipates

these almost certain overloads. Outdoor yard
boxes are easy to install when the building is

under construction. These serve beautifully for

the extra illumination demanded for siH-cial out-

door night celebrations. Light is one of the best

preventives for the unwelcome night visit of the

gang which breaks into the building for no good

pur|x>sc. These night lights do not have to be of

great intensity, and when placed on comers high
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up from the ground they serve most efficiently.

By placing them on a time switch they will auto-

matically turn off at any hour desired. These

lights have more than paid for themselves wher-

ever installed. Electrical switches are the worry

of almost every community house manager. Ex-

perienced directors will advise the architect to

put switches to all main rooms in the director's

office. There must be one switch at the door for

the convenience of the employee leaving last or

coming first into the building.

A modest office should be provided in every

community building. It is quite essential to the

health and morale of the employee to have a place

where he can retire for a few minutes of relaxa-

tion between activities. It is the many little things

which either drive a director to distraction or

which make him an efficient servant of the

community.
It would be possible to produce pages of rea-

sons why a community recreation building is

enough of a special case to warrant the selection

of an architect who has first hand knowledge of

the many delicate and complicated recreation

problems involved in the management and con-

trol of a center of this kind. One should even go

further and include this requirement for the in-

dividual who is to be responsible for the layout

and the design of the playground. There are

physical and moral hazards which must receive the

very first consideration, and only one who has

studied or knows this problem by his experience

is competent to plan a modern play field.

Giving Them What They Want!

The patrons should be segregated naturally. By
this it is meant the small tots with their special

play equipment should be placed where they

naturally desire to be. Small children love to be

near the office or the entrance to the building. It

is, therefore, essential that they be placed there.

The unemployed men who have been making such

great use of the public recreation facilities in the

past few years care nothing about being close to

the building, but they do demand adequate shade

and protection from the wind, and they are most

annoyed when stray balls find their way into their

area or when children insist on running and yell-

ing too near them. They should, therefore, be

placed in the most secluded and out-of-the-way

corner where they may enjoy their activities un-

molested. The older boys and girls demand free-

dom. They must have wide, open spaces in which

to play. They must be permitted to "slam" the

ball without fear of a reprimand from the director

or supervisor because they might hit the build-

ing, knock the ball into the small children's area,

or even over the fence. "To do and not taboo" is

what these live, energetic, wholesome, red-blooded

boys and girls want.

All equipment and play apparatus must be as

safe as it is humanly possible to make it, con-

sistent, however, with certain good judgment as

to the degree of thrill remaining. There is this

something which we call "thrill" that must re-

main. If left to the decision of boys and girls by

(Continued on page 258)

The Griffith Recre-

ation Center at Los

Angeles was erected

by relief funds at

a cost of $16,000.
The patio contains

a stage and also a

fireplace.



A Hobby Workshop in a Museum

A WORKSHOP providing free

opportunity for sketching,

modeling and other leisure

activities has been inaugurated by the Newark

Museum as an extension of its educational pro-

gram. The workshop, which is in many respects

an innovation in museum work in this country, is

located on the first floor of the Museum. Its

equipment and working materials are to be con-

tinuously available to the adult public during the

Museum's open hours.

The workshop is a result of the increasing pop-

ularity of the Museum's senior hobby clubs, of

which four have been in operation for a year with

a total membership of three hundred. These clubs

are informally organized groups of amateurs and

hobbyists interested in sketching, modeling, nature

study and stamp collecting. The groups have been

meeting regularly on Sunday afternoons and have

planned their own programs. The informality of

amateurs meeting to share a common interest has

been emphasized in these grrups, and the formal

instruction of art schools or of evening courses

has been carefully avoided. A staff member has

worked with the groups as a secretary seeing that

announcements and other details are taken care

of. As far as possible instruction of any type is

avoided, and the emphasis is on developing the

jxjwers of observation. Except for occasional be-

ginners literal "copying" of pictures or sculpture

is discouraged. From time to time the sketching

and the modeling groups have asked well-known

artists of the community
to talk to their groups, and

outstanding stamp collect-

ors and nature students

have met with the other

groups. In the spring

months, field trips for

study have been arranged.

The workshop is ar-

ranged to be open to the

full view of the public

and to the staff members

working in adjacent de-

partments. Work tables,

eaaek, drawing boards.

By Russell Newcomb

"For the man who has discovered the con-

fiummate joy of a hobby, no excuses are

necewary, no justification is in order. That
it shouM fill hid leisure hour* and divert

his mind from the pressure of everyday
problems are reasons enough for the fre-

quent and sometimes frenzied pun>uits of

the nature lover to his woods, the biblio-

phile to his book shop, the golfer to his

green. I'he pursuit is enough. But on the

other hand there arc some hobbies that

ofTrr additional rewards. They are the

creative hobbies productive of something
you can lay your hands on when the chase

it over."—From editorial in the Craftsman,
January-February, 1934

plastecine, pencils, soap for carv-

ing, and other materials are avail-

able. Mask making, finger paint-

ing, puppet making, soap carving, wood carving,

linoleum block printing, charcoal drawing pastels,

oil paintings, and water colors have been under-

taken during the past winter by members of the

sketching and modeling clubs. Field trips and

study periods on birds, minerals, scientific photo-

graphing, astronomy, and similar subjects have

been arranged by the nature study group, and the

stamp collecting group has flourished with speak-

ers on various special topics and opportunities for

members to display their collections.

Members of the workshop groups are working

towards an exhibit next fall which will include

objects made or collected by them during the cur-

rent year either in the workshop or during the

vacation months. During the week of May 6th

there was shown in conjunction with the work-

shop a small exhibit of ship models, paintings,

weavings, furniture and other articles made by

business and professional men of this vicinity.

The exhibit was planned and arranged by the

Newark Junior League and it included only crea-

tive hobbies—no collectors' hobbies. The exhibit

featured the work of a number of the best known

men in the city, and served to attract wide atten-

tion to the Museum's newly opened workshop.

liecause of its present heavily curtailed budget,

the Museum will not be able to have a full-time

stafT member in charge of the workshop, although

it is hoped eventually to

do this. The New Jersey

Emergency Relief Admin-

istration, through its Lei-

sure Time Division, has

assigned a leader who will

meet once or twice a week

in the workshop with the

members of the hobby

groups.

In inaugurating the

workshop the Museum
feels that it is both meet-

ing the present demand

(CoHtinmtd on fagt 2MJ
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Adventures

in

Star Gazing

By

John W. Handlan

Oglebay Institute

Wheeling, WestVirginia

Coitrtcsy Oglebay Institute

"X^NCE UPON A time" there were some people

^^/ in Wheeling who were interested in as-

tronomy. So they formed a small study

group and occasionally some one gave a talk on

the subject. These enthusiasts soon found that

they wanted a closer acquaintance with stars and

planets than the telescope available for their use

could give them. But, sad to relate, the cost of an

instrument of the size they desired was prohibi-
tive. Then some one said : "Let's make one !" They
-did, and as a result many of the population of the

Wheeling district are becoming star-minded.

That, in a word, is the story of another inter-

esting development in the program of Oglebay
Institute at Oglebay Park, Wheeling. And perma-

nently mounted on a hilltop at the Park is an ac-

•curate, powerful, eight-inch reflecting telescope
—

a gift to Oglebay Institute by the Wheeling As-

tronomy Club.

Oglebay Institute's chief part in the accomplish-

ment has been to bring together individuals of

kindred interests, astronomy hobbyists. Starting

early in 1928 the Institute began presentation of

weekly, outdoor lectures on various phases of

natural science. Some of these were on astron-

The true stoT7 of

on enteTprising

group of people

who, lacking the

scieniific equip-
ment they wanted,
went to worb and

made it, and had

a most enjoyable
time doing it!

omy. The dozen or so

amateur astronomers

who were drawn to

these lectures soon

learned that other
\\'heeling people were

interested in the same

things. They found

that the Diocesan
Chancellor of the Ro-

man Catholic Church,

AJsgr. E. E.Weber, was an enthusiastic and capa-
ble astronomer who owned a portable telescope
and who was generous in lending it. They learn-

ed that another Wheeling clergyman, Rt. Rev. R.

E. L. Strider, Bishop-Coadjutor of the Episcopal
Church was also an astronomy enthusiast. They
discovered then an executive of a steel manu-

facturing corporation and an executive of a glass-

ware manufacturing company of the city had been

interested to the point of purchasing telescopes

which they were not averse to lending to fellow-

enthusiasts.

After a time these astronomy enthusiasts met
Dr. O. F. H. Bert, instructor in astronomy at

Washington and Jefferson College, Pennsylvania,
and lecturer in astronomy to students of the an-

nual nature training school at Oglebay Park.

Eventually, a winter study class in star study was

formed with Dr. Bert as instructor and with a

nominal fee charged for the series of lectures and

"telescope nights."

This class was the nucleus of the Wheeling

Astronomy Club which subsequently was formed

with Oglebay Park as a rallying place. The club

is now affiliated with the West Virginia Nature
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226 ADVENTURES IN STAR GAZING

Association, Inc., which also had its genesis in the

nature study program conducted by Oglebay In-

stitute at Oglebay Park. Similar science-hobby
clubs in botany and in ornithology, respectively,
are likewise flourishing at the Park as part and

parcel of the Nature Association—but this is an

astronomy story !

In the winter of 1932-33 members of the As-

tronomy Qub felt the club should secure a large

telescope to be permanently located at the Park

for their use. They felt that their continued bor-

rowing of privately-owned instruments had come

to be an imposition upon the generosity of those

who lent them. They knew the prohibitive cost

of large telescopes but had heard, through mem-
bers of the Institute's activities staff, of success-

ful, home-made instruments. Some of these were

the property of members of the Astronomical Sec-

tion of the Pittsburgh Academy of Arts and

Sciences.

Soon there was a pilgrimage of interested

Wheeling astronomers to the haunts of the Pitts-

burgh star-gazers. There they saw a variety of

ingenious, amateur-made reflecting telescopes and

immediately decided to build one of their own—
an eight-inch reflector. Among the club members
were engineers and trained mechanics. There

were plenty of willing workers. The necessary

glass was purchased and the grinding of a mirror

began. M. C. Hine, manager of Oglebay Park for

the Wheeling Park Commission, made available to

the astronomers the use of the Park's carpenter

shop at night and on Saturday afternoons. The
work went on slowly and carefully and by late

spring of 1933 it was finished.

Then arose the question of a suitable tube, ex-

act revolving and elevating mechanism and the

heavy type of permanent mount required for an

eight-inch scope. Members of the club interested

officials of the Wheeling Steel Corporation, and a

half-dozen or so expert workmen of the corpora-
tion themselves became interested in the project.

The club members designed the scope mounting
and mechanism. The steel company workmen con-

structed tube and mount and placed the lens and

reflecting mirrors under the expert direction of

the club's technically-trained men. The Wheeling
Park Commission built a concrete base for the

mounting.

Qub members appeared at midnight, exactly,

at the telescope Iocatif)n with transits and other

panq>hema]ia of mysterious significance to the

uninformed. Earnest sights were taken upon the

Korth Star—and the exact alignment of the big
new 'scope was figured.

Public Telescope Nights

The telescope was placed, dedicated and for-

mally accepted by Oglebay Institute last summer.
From then until the cold and snow of the West

Virginia hills forbade much activity went on in

the way of static outdoor observations, and "pub-
lic telescope nights" were regularly conducted

with members of the club in charge. These public
occurrences are being continued in the spring,
summer and fall of 1934.

In 1934 the club has sponsored a series of radio

talks on astronomy over the Wheeling broadcast-

ing station \VWVA with 5,000-watt power. Msgr.
Weber has been speaker for the first series of

weekly popular lectures upon astronomy and

others of the club membership plan to take up the

burden when Father Weber has completed his

series. The radio station has adopted the program
as a studio feature and the number of favorable

comments received has induced them to plan to

continue the lectures after the current series has

been completed.

Each "public telescope night" is preceded by the

radio talks in the course of which the speaker in-

forms his listeners of some of the things which

may be viewed through the telescope on the next

"telescope night." As a result the public observa-

tion periods are becoming extremely popular

throughout Wheeling district. Not only does the

general public attend the Saturday night events,

but teachers of science classes, leaders of Boy
Scout troops and informal, private groups make

arrangements with members of the club to have

private instruction at the 'scope on mid-week

nights.

Many people, apparently, have been much sur-

prised to learn that Saturn really does have rings

which are "just like the pictures in the book." It

is a tribute to the publicity genius behind the

Chicago World's Fair that the star Arcturus,

which set the lights ablaze in and over the big

exposition, should have proved a most popular

object of observation by the laymen who visited

the Oglebay Park telescope last year.

Other ProjecU
'

Yes, there's no doubt that things astronomical

in Wheeling district arc definitely "looking up,"
in more than a literal sense. At least one new

(ContinHfd on pagt 259)



The Twentieth National Recreation Congress

THE
Recreation Congress

to be held in Washington,
D. C, October 1-5, 1934,

will be particularly timely and

significant. Both lay and profes-

sional recreation leaders need

the stimulus of a great national

conference on community rec-

reation at this time. Problems have been pressing.

Fundamental changes affecting the future of rec-

reation are taking place in national and commu-

nity affairs. In every city have been felt the lash

of reduced appropriations and drastic economies,

the loss of loyal and efficient workers, the discon-

tinuance of some activities, and the struggle to

serve an increasing public demand with fewer re-

sources. There have been important changes in

the nature of programs and pronounced tenden-

cies on the part of Federal and State governments

toward greater activity in recreation. The Con-

gress will offer the opportunity for laymen and

public officials to discuss their problems and to

plan together how to meet the challenge which

increased leisure presents.

Some of the questions to be discussed at section

meetings and which are related to the great gen-

eral theme are as follows :

What special service can the recreation move-

ment render to youth just graduating from high

school and college who are unable to find employ-

ment?

Problems in recreation

program building in the cre-

ative arts and crafts.

What are

The twentieth National Recrea-

tion Congress, the first to be

held since the International

Congress in Los Angeles in 1932,
will meet in Washington, Octo-

ber 1-5. The Wardman Park
Hotel will be the headquarters.

schools, parks, recreation?

What college and university

courses are desirable for men
and women who after college

training are immediately to be-

come play and recreation
leaders ?

What schools are doing to

prepare children for abundant living and give
them abundant life now.

What parks are doing for abundant living.

Is it desirable for the recreation movement in

the United States to further special types of rec-

reation which require less of leadership and or-

ganization? How can this be done? What are

the activities for adults which practically run

themselves ?

Changes that need to be made in recreation

during the present emergency period
—

changes in

program, method and in content.

What can be done to secure a better under-

standing of the national and local recreation

movement ?

If I had full power to represent the people of

the city in which I live and a measure of financial

freedom in helping them toward abundant living,

what would I do?

What men and women want to do in their free

time.

Problems in cooperation arising in community

planning for play and recreation for youth and

other age groups.

Soft ball problems.
The Wardman Park Hotel which will be the Problems of board mem-
headquarters of the Recreation Congress. bers responsi-

ble for recre-

ation and park
services.

Zestful liv-

ing through
music.

Keeping
alive through
drama.

Comrade-

ship through
social recrea-

tion.
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How to provide recreation more adequately for

women and girls.

Widening horizons through contact with nature.

Adventure through recreation or crime?

Public camping
—

national, state, municipal.

Recreation engineering problems.

Recreation that builds home and family life.

What services on hobbies should local recre-

ation departments be prepared to give?

For general sessions and symposium discus-

.sion.s are such topics as: constructive economy in

government : recent social trends related to recre-

ation; cooperative service on the part of educa-

tion-recreation agencies; what can adult educa-

tion do for abundant living ; national government
service through recreation ; wliat can the churches

do for abundant living.

In addition to the opjxjrtunity which the Con-

gress offers for the discussion of vital problems

and an exchange of opinions, the fact that tho

meeting is to be held at Washington will in itself

be of interest. Washington is the hub of national

life where history is being made. Here are the

numerous agencies with national headquarters,

such as the National Park Service, the National

Education Association, and the National Congress

of Parents and Teachers. With these organiza-

tions many recreation leaders have had contact.

Here also is located the headquarters of the Fed-

eral Emergency Relief Administration, responsible

for making available funds for work projects in

recreation, as well as in other community
activities.

The capital city is steadily developing into one

of the most beautiful and interesting cities of the

world. Washington offers examples of city plan-

ning, park construction, water front development,

and the organization of playgrounds and com-

munity centers worthy of study and emulation.

Rock Creek Park, one of the most beautiful rec-

reation areas in the United States, is but a stone's

throw from the hotel. Of recreational opportuni-

ties there will be many. The city offers twenty-

five golf courses, bridle paths, numerous tennis

courts, boating and swimming. Oj)|)ortunity will

be given for sight-seeing.

The twentieth Recreation Congress promises to

lie one of the most interesting and significant

gatherings in the history of the recreation move-

ment. It is ho|)cd that all sections of the country

w ill \k well represented.

For further information write to Mr. T. E.

Rivers, National Recreation .Association, 315

Fourth .\venue, New York City.



Leisure Time Activities for Men and Boys

By Edgar

THE
OLD SAYING, "What

is one man's medicine

is another man's poi-

son," is quite true in the

field of recreation. Athletics

fail for all as age advances,

and the individual who has

failed to develop some
hobby other than athletics

by means of which he may
occupy himself in his leisure

time, sooner or later pre-

sents a sad picture of one

who has failed to prepare himself for the enjoy-

ment of his leisure. And this is true, no matter

whether the .individual in question is a college

professor, an ex-president of the United States,

a retired business man, or one who has earned a

livelihood by hard physical labor.

One who approaches this subject thoughtfully

must do so with a clear appreciation of certain

facts ; first, the future will probably hold increas-

ingly for each one more leisure time than was en-

joyed by his parents or by any other civilized peo-

ple, and the use of this leisure time will be a de-

termining factor in the life of the individual as

well as the nation. In fact, time devoted to lei-

sure, whether this be voluntary or otherwise, will

be greater than time devoted to work.

I myself rather suspect that one is justified in

feeling that the future progress of civilization

will depend more upon how people use their lei-

sure hours than upon the work which they do in

their hours of toil. This perhaps has always been

the case with all people of all time. "Many a

civilization of the past," says L. P. Jacks, "has

owed its downfall to untrammeled leisure," and

he fears that our own may perish from this cause

unless there is education for the right use of it.

Probably the Romans illustrate as well as any

people what we may expect to happen as the re-

sult of the improper use of leisure, for when they
ceased to be a laboring nation and grew rich and

affluent, Roman civilization came to an end. It

was not their wealth which brought this about so

much as the way in which they used their leisure.

At a meeting held on March 17th

at the New Britain. Connecticut,
Normal School, Dr. Edgar Fauver,
Professor of Physical Education at

Wesleyan University, stressed the

importance of developing interests

other than athletic, and presented
a strong case for hobbies based on
his own experience and leisure

time preferences.

Fauver, M. D.
For most of us, says the

gloomy Dean Inge, the right

use of leisure is no doubt a

harder problem than the

right use of our working
hours. The soul, he says, is

dyed with the color of its

leisure thoughts. Otto Kahn,
in speaking about leisure,

puts it in another way. He
says:

"Apart from those lessons

which we learn from our daily

experience in the routine af-
fairs of OUT e.xistence, and in our regular occupations, it

is not too much to say that our individual development,
the very contents of our lives, are largely influenced, if

not determined, by the use to which we put that part
of our time which is not absorbed by the demands of
what government statistics term 'gainful occupation.'"

Educating for Living

If the use of leisure hours is to be an impor-
tant factor in determining the future progress of

our civilization, then it would seem that educa-

tion should train more for living and less for toil.

The individual must somewhere along the educa-

tional path gain an interest in some side-line, some

hobby, which will be a source of satisfaction to

him in his leisure hours in later life, quite distinct

from the activities for which he is trained and by
means of which he makes his living.

In the past, many schools and institutions of

higher learning have been training young people
to make a living, but for the great bulk of our

population there is less reason for that now than

in the past. Of course there are many exceptions,

espyially among the professions. But it is cer-

tain that in these days, after boys and girls are

permitted by law to work in factories, they will

soon earn as large wages as they will ever earn.

The second fact which should be recognized is

that the future is to become a young man's world.

Men will retire at an earlier age from life activi-

ties than in past years, and must face a life of

unemployment and leisure. This period of great-

ly increased leisure will come at a time of life for

most of us when athletic pastimes will not satisfy,

and we must turn, regardless of our interests in
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past years, to some other pastimes for our

recreation.

In the third place, we who are interested in

education must realize that but few boys and girls

of those entering the primary school actually go
to the high school, and still fewer to college.

Preparation for leisure should, therefore, begin

down in the lower grades, if we are to fit the

majority of our people for the use of leisure.

In the fourth place, not all recreation can pos-

sibly Ije of an athletic nature. For long before the

majority of men have reached my age, recrea-

tional activities of an athletic nature will be im-

jxjssible or undesirable, and for those men who
are employed, as many of the

boys now in grammar school

will be employed, in hard

manual labor three or four

hours a day, recreation of a

violent athletic nature will

not be needed and will not be

advisable.

Before taking up athletics

and games as forms of recre-

ation, I wish to present other

types of activity which to my
mind are of equal, if not

greater, importance to the

average individual. There
are so many of these activi-

ties that there is not time to

discuss any of them fully,

and time to mention only a

few of them casually.

Nature Interests

I have been quite im-

pressed by the frequency
with which alt writers on the

subject call attention to an

interest in nature and the do-

ing of things with the hands

Youth if th* tim* for athletic

(ports. Th««« sctivitict fail

ai ag« advance*, and th* in-

dividual who hat failad to

d*v»lop soma hobby othar
than athUtict toon«r or later

pr»«*ntt th« tad picture of

on* who hat n*gl*ct»d to

pr»par« himt*lf for th*

•njoymcnt of hit l«itur*.

as offering desirable means for the occupation

of leisure hours. Among the recreational ac-

tivities other than athletics I place first of all an

interest in the great out-of-doors. Interest in this

should be developed at an early age, and it seems

very unfortunate to me that anyone living in such

a country as New England should fail to gain an

appreciation of the beauty of the land in which he

lives. I have spent the last thirty summers in a

valley amid the mountains of New Hampshire in

a boys' camp. In this camp, as at most others,

there are sp<,'cialists in nature who take parties out

each day to obser\e first-hand the trees, plants,

birds and rocks. Perhaps no better opportunity

Plt»l€Vfl' hr Srol.>l, Hrrlim
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will ever come to the boy to make a friend of

nature than that offered by the summer camp. It

is not unusual for a boy to learn to recognize

every variety of tree that grows in the neighbor-

hood of camp, as well as a hundred or more plants

and flowers. They come to know the common

birds, and often receive first-hand information

about the formation of the rocks and the hills

over which they ramble day after day. They learn

to identify the butterflies and moths and beetles of

the region, and are taught to set and mount the

specimens they secure. They frequently receive

instruction about the stars and planets and the

other heavenly bodies, and it is not uncommon to

hear some of the boys on clear evenings pointing

out and arguing about

certain ones of the larger

stars and star groups. A
few months after the

close of camp no boy
would recall all the names

and information about
these things, but the net

gain in the interest in the

out-of-doors and the abil-

ity to enjoy it must be

considerable and lasting.

On many occasions I

have sat with groups of

boys about a camp fire

on top of a mountain in

the gathering darkness

after the supper cooked

over the same fire had

been eaten, when the stars came out one by one

and seemed much closer and more friendly than

in the city, when the winding road three thou-

sand feet below in the valley gradually faded out

and the lights in the distant farm houses began

to twinkle, when the rose and lavender on lake

and mountain changed to meet the approach of

night—and I have noticed that the most obstreper-

ous boy became silent and thoughtful, and I have

wondered if perhaps they felt something of awe

of the heavens above and the earth beneath. It

has seemed to me on such occasions that there has

come to each some notion that God was in his

Heaven, some notion of some power greater than

anything yet experienced, which was responsible

for it all, and a love for nature which will be life-

long.

Only last summer a counselor who was with me
at camp began to take an interest in nature. He

Coiirtesv Dr. William G. Vinal

Nature interests developed in youth make
for a happy use of leisure in later life.

had been a grand athlete in his day, playing foot-

ball, baseball and basketball. Sauntering into our

so-called nature lodge at the camp one day, he be-

came interested in the collections of moths and

butterflies, flowers and plants, which small boys

of the camp were making. The infection took.

It was interesting to see the growth of the inter-

est of this counselor, this hardy athlete, in moths

and butterflies. It was not long before he, too,

was out with a net attached to a long pole, chas-

ing butterflies, and he, too, was spending his even-

ings with a pail of decayed apples and vinegar,

smearing it on the trunks of trees and later turn-

ing his flashlight on it in the hope that he would

discover some moth of rare vintage and capture it.

I question whether this

man, a Phi Beta Kappa
and an athlete and a sec-

ond year law student,

ever had gained such a

thrill from anything as

that which he experi-

enced when he captured

a rare specimen of the

underwing. This certain-

ly is an activity which so

far as this man is con-

cerned will provide him

recreation when legal
work becomes most ab-

sorbing and when ath-

letics are no longer pos-

sible.

I trust you will pardon

references to my own personal interests. I have

been an athlete, with the emphasis on the "has

been." I have known the thrill which comes to

few of making a home run in the twenty-first in-

ning of a baseball game with three men on bases

and the score 6-3 in favor of the opposition. I

have known the thrills which come from touch-

downs which have won games, and field goals

which have tied scores, and I know the delightful

sensation of making a final smash of a high lob

to win a tennis match. On very rare occasions I

have enjoyed the rare delight of propelling a golf

ball 250 yards down the fairway and seeing it roll

up to the lip of a cup. I have known the pleasure

of coaching championship teams in many sports.

Antiques As a Hobby
But a thrill greater than any of these came to

me many years ago from quite a different source.
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I had completed with my own
hands a log cabin for a summer

home, and wished to furnish it.

One day I stopped in a black-

smith shop on a country hillside

in New Hampshire, and there,

nestled where it had been for

twenty-five years or more, under

wagon-wheels and wagon tires and debris of other

kinds, I found a beautiful Empire couch of solid

mahogany, with beautiful carving on arms and

legs. This was the start of an interest in an-

tiques which apparently is to be lifelong. I can

think of many occasions quite comparable to the

one described above. My mind goes back twenty-
five years to the time I found a beautiful Duncan

Phyfe couch in the loft over an ice-house attached

to a rambling old barn. This was discovered only
as the result of the sunlight which, trickling

through the cracks of the loft, illuminated a brass

claw. I remember yet the pleasure that I experi-

enced in finding a beautiful curly maple chest-on-

chest with twenty-seven original brasses in a

kitchen in a lonely little house well up in the hills

where I had seen it fifteen years previously, and

which on the second visit became my own.
I f you wish to have a real occupation for leisure

hours which is recreational and interesting, buy
a piece of antique furniture, dark with the varnish

of ages, and with a piece of glass or a scraping

tool, remove the varnish, smooth the surface with

sandpaper or mineral wood, and then apply a lit-

tle linseed oil and pumice stone and see the beau-

tiful texture of the mahogany or cherry develop.
It may be that turpentine and burnt umber will

be your choice, for the piece may be a chest made
of old New England white pine. It may be that

one leg or an arm of the chair is missing, but

there is still good oa:k and hickory grown out of

which reproductions may be made with only a

slight skill in the use of a saw and a knife.

I had always wanted to have a butterfly table.

Some eight or ten years ago, in an antique store

in Portland, Maine, I saw just the one I wanted.

The dealer kindly turned out and sold to me re-

productions of the four legs, which I brought
home in my arms to Middletown. They were of

cherry. A summer or two later, some wide cherry
board came into my possession, and after some six

or seven years of work in such leisure hours as I

could find, I reproduced this butterfly table. Not

perfect by any means, but more beautiful in my
sight than any piece of furniture money could

*^he essential thing in train-

ing for athletics as a recrea-

tional pastime is not neces-

sarily the development of un-
usual skill in any sport, but
the development of a love for

play and for the by-products
of play."

buy. If you really want thrills,

become a collector, finisher or

maker of antiques. My cellar

shop always contains glue, shel-

lac, oil, turpentine and a small

collection of clamps. There is

always some couch, chair, table,

chest of drawers, or a secretary

to be repaired and refinished. In my garage are

several white pine boards twenty feet long by

nearly thirty inches wide. These came from an

old house in which Reginald deKoven was bom,
a house in which Charles Dickens spent several

nights and which was used for years as a dormi-

tory for the women of W'esleyan. If my health is

spared for another nine years when I shall retire

from college life and have leisure, I know what I

shall make of these boards.

The Delights of Gardening

That is not my only interest. I should like to

invite you to wander with me in my gardens

where a few flowers grow—one in Middletown

and one in New Hampshire. They are such poor

gardens as gardens of the wealthy are pictured,

but into these gardens have gone many moments

of happiness and honest toil, and from them have

come much joy and jieace as I have "wandered by

rippling brooks, under blue skies, over grassy

vested greens, and have learned to love nature

and feel her response."

Training for Leisure

Coming now to what was probably intended to

be the real subject of this paper, recreational ath-

letics and games, I have three very definite con-

victions. First, that if we wish to train for lei-

sure, we must cultivate in the individual a love

for sport for sport's sake, which is quite distinct

from the love of winning. Second, we must train

individuals in individual games, rather than in

team games, which can be carried on and played

long after many of our so-called major sports can

be played. And third, I have a very definite feel-

ing, and this is said with no criticism of intercol-

legiate athletics, that few of our interscholastic

and intercollegiate games make any contribution

to the individual players in the way of preparing

them for leisure hours, yet it is true that every

school that maintains varsity teams puts its great-

est emphasis on these to the neglect of other ac-

tivities which have carry-over values.

(Conliniud on page 259)



Playground Teams

from

THE
City of Little Falls, New York, indus-

trial, semi-foreign and well stocked with

children, embarked last summer upon its first

playground program. The 10,000 inhabitants of

the community, as well as the newly organized

stai?, recognized the potentialities of play and

were deeply interested in making the program a

success. They were, they felt, starting on a cru-

sade of health and citizenship.

The city had its share of boy gangs, some of

them large, some small, and a few delinquent.

Rack lot diamonds, swimming holes, freight cars,

factory windows and side hills had great fascina-

tion for them. Groups of boys roamed in quest of

adventure—usually of the wrong sort. How to

get hold of these gangs and organize them into

playground groups was one of our big problems,

but we kept at it until twenty-two teams consist-

ing of 325 boys had registered in the Junior

League and the terror of the neighborhood

grounds had become the "champion" of the near-

est playground. Hundreds of other boys and

girls, too, used the playgrounds, but the League
was the outstanding junior contribution to the

program.
As directors and equipment appeared at the six

playgrounds nearby, gangs from three to ten in

number were not slow in making use of the facili-

ties. P.ut the attendance was not regular and many

Neighborhood Gangs

By
Richard James Hurley

neighborhoods were not being reached. An Inter-

playground League was projected to compete in

soft ball, volley ball, track and horseshoe pitching.

A definite schedule, we decided, would be played

in each sport. Ratings would be kept and cham-

pionships declared. Teams would be placed ac-

cording to age and skill in an older "A" division

and a younger "B" set. Our first move was to

make teams of the gangs already on the play-

grounds and start our program. The word, we

felt sure, would soon spread.

During the first few days we talked with the

gangs already in touch with us about the League,

took down their membership, age and tentative

line-up, and scheduled games. They told us of

other gangs, and by the underground telegraph

system which boys use, we met and measured

each other.

The local paper gave us extensive publicity.

Names and more names went into the sport page,

and we carried a few clippings from the papers

to convince the doubtful. Then when the first

games were played, they read of the good play-

ing of "Red" Konik as pitcher, of "Shorty" Lau-

benstein at .short, and Kelly at first. There were

official scorekeepers and umpires, and toss for

field was formally decided. Yes, the League was

serious business, a going concern!

Some of Our Problems

Our greatest problem lay ahead—that of keep-

ing these teams organized. Some did not know

how to play well or how to play together and

had to be properly coached. "Pep" talks were

given, line-ups revised, new players added, trick
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plays taught, and the boys made to feel their

importance. A series of reverses might prove

fatal and there might be several disasters such as

the captain losing his job or the best players join-

ing other teams. Many captains were not the real

leaders of the teams but figureheads or compro-
mises. One captain complained that some of his

players were forming a new team to replace his.

We waited until the rival captain had handed in

his line-up, and then brought both groups to-

gether and effected a compromise—alternate cap-

tains for the games.

On another occasion two captains compromised
on a third. The captain ruled his team at the

game, but on other occasions we cultivated the

leader's loyalty. Groups consisting of several

two-or-three-boy gangs were particularly difficult

to handle but we scheduled a few easy games
when a split seemed near, and the joy of victory

carried them forward again.

Another problem lay in preventing defaults

which have an unfortunate effect upon the team

keeping the appointment. Our remedy, of course,

was to keep up the morale of the team and pre-

vent any defaults. Very few occurred and these

were ajvered over by substituting

other teams. Morale was constantly

being built all along the line. The

dignity we gave league activities,

the careful and consistent write-

ups of games in the paper, and

finally the system of rating we

used all combined to carry sixteen

of the twenty-two teams over the

top. Four teams outfitted them-

selves with special sweaters, thus

adding color to the activities.

Our Procedure

We rated each team on the per-

centage of i,ooo. For each of our

four sports there was a champion-

ship and in addition a total all-

round championship based upon
the above averages. VN'e gave both

ratings so that a team in the cellar

in soft ball might through its prowess at horse-

shoe pitching find itself standing well up in the

total score. Another reason for doing this was to

encourage the interest of those boys who could

not play any one sport well but could shine in

others such as track and field or horseshoe pitch-

ing. Some teams had as many as sixteen mem-
bers with players specializing in particular sports.

Ratings were frequently published and a few of

the captains, I think, memorized them. When the

ratings were challenged a check back through
score cards convinced the doubting team that

there had been no favoritism.

At the grand "bust-up" on Labor Day the

various champions faced a team picked from the

remaining players who had gone through strict

competition
—this being something of a consola-

tion prize. All the good players were thus hon-

ored and everybody was happy. On this day 142

of the 325 players received a diamond shaped

piece of red felt on which was stenciled a white

"L. F."—the League letter given at the recom-

mendation of the captains to all who had played in

50 per cent of the team's games or had won first

place in track. And the eighteen-year-olds were

(Continued on page 260)
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space Requirements

for the

Children's Playground

(Part One)

Courtesy Miami Beach Recreation Department

THE
OPPORTUNITY which play affords for the

free expression and development of the

child's life has long been recognized by

thoughtful educators. Its possibilities for charac-

ter education are becoming increasingly accepted.

"Big muscle activity stimulates growth and for

the growing child is absolutely essential."^ The

value of athletic games and sports in the growth
and development of the vital organs, resulting in

improved health and increased vigor, is to a large

measure responsible for their widespread empha-
sis in physical education programs. The impor-
tance of developing in children fundamental game
skills and interests in the arts and crafts makes

tlie play-motivated projects of these types in

playground programs of special significance.

The Children's Playground
Before attempting to determine space standards

for the children's playground a clear definition of

terminology is essential. In this statement, and

in accordance with a widely accepted definition

of the term, the children's playground is under-

stood to mean an outdoor area which provides

opportunities for children, primarily between the

ages of five and fifteen, to take part in a variety
of fundamental and enjoyable play

activities. Where, due to space or

other limitations, a playground
area serves only children up to lo

or 1 1 years of age, it is variously

known as a small children's play-

ground, junior playground or pri-

mary playground. Such an area

differs widely from the standard

children's playground in space re-

quirements and in the facilities

rhis statement was prepared
by George D. Butler of the

staff of the National Recre-

ation Association, after con-

sultation with Lee F. Han-
mer and Clarence Arthur

Perry of the Department of

Recreation, Russell Sage
Foundation, who developed
the play space standards in-

cluded in the reports of the

Regional Plan of New York
and Environs.

Soccer is one of the sports which provides the big

muscle activity so essential to the child's growth.

provided. The neighborhood playfield, another

type of play area, differs from the children's play-

ground in that it is intended primarily for the

use of young people and adults although it gen-

erally provides a section for the play of children.

Ihe athletic field, a type which in some respects

resembles the neighborhood playfield, is used al-

most exclusively by young people and adults for

highly organized games and sports, and seldom

provides any facilities for children. The term

children's playground is often loosely applied to

huch areas as a small school yard used for physi-

cal education or play, to the section of a park

in which some playground apparatus has been

erected or to a vacant lot used for children's play.

It is obvious, however, that such areas do not

fully meet the requirements of the children's play-

ground. The following statement contains a dis-

cussion of the space requirements and facilities

c f the children's playground and also of the junior

or primary playground. The neighborhood play-

field and the athletic field, which are not primarily

children's play areas, are not considered here.

As a rule the children's playground is at one

of the following locations : ( i ) a

special area developed for this par-

ticular use; (2) at or adjoining an

elementary or grade school site;

(3) in a neighborhood or large

park ; (4) in a neighborhood play-

field. Due to a lack of adequate

planning there are many neighbor-

Health Education, a report of the Joint
Committee on Health Problems in Educa-
tion of the National Education Associa-
tion and the American Medical Associa-

tion, 1924.
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hoods which have no children's playground.

Others have two or more children's play areas,

often small and inadequate. Satisfactory provi-

sion for children's play demands that each neigh-

borhood served by an elementary school should

have a children's playground. If the definition

of the children's playground as stated above is

accepted, it follows that the ages, needs and inter-

ests of the children to be served by the play-

ground are essentially the same and that approxi-

mately the same game areas and facilities should

be provided, regardless of the place at which it is

located or of the authority which administers it

Since the playground is intended to serve pri-

marily children of the same ages as are served by
the elementarj' or grammar school, and since it is

desirable that a school and a playground be situ-

ated within easy walking distance of each home,

the increasing tendency for children's playgrounds
to be located at or adjoining elementary school

sites seems a Iog;ical one. In purchasing sites for

new schools, school authorities are increasingly

acquiring areas large enough to serve not only

school but also neighborhood playground needs.

In many instances where existing school sites have

been inadequate, school or city authorities have

acquired adjoining or nearby property for play-

ground purposes. In several instances schools

have been Ifxrated near existing parks with play-

ground facilities and areas which have been made
available for school as well as community use.

Regardless of who owns or controls the property,

the children's playground should be made avail-

able at all times, under reasonable regulations, for

the play of children within the age group it is

intendcfl primarily to serve. It should afford a

wide range of opportunities for taking part in

the play activities essential to the children'r

growth and development.
In some cities the park playgrounds and school

play areas have been acquired and developed with

little or no relation to each other or to the total

play needs of the children in the neighborhoods in

which they are located. Park playgrounds as a

rule differ widely from school playgrounds in

general layout and development, apparatus, facil'-

ties. space, beautification and topography. As a

result there is a rather widespread notion that

school playgrounds should provide certain facili-

ties, park playgrounds different opportunities, anc!

that the special municipal playground should make

possible still other and perhaps wider types of

game courts and equipment.

Seldom does either the e.\isting jiark or school

playground meet fully the play needs of the chil-

dren in its neighborhood and often both combined

fail to do so. On the other hand, the cost of

acquiring, equipping and maintaining two or more

playgrounds which serve the same group of chil-

dren is likely to be much greater than if one ade-

quate playground is provided. Because of this

fact and because the total play needs of the chil-

dren in any neighborhood should be given pri-

mary consideration in providing playgrounds, dis-

tinctions as to types of children's play areas are

disappearing. Increasingly park, school, recrea-

tion, city planning and other nmnicipal authori-

ties, recognizing more clearly than before that

they have a common problem in helping make
available to children opportunities for a well-

rounded play life, are working together to pro-

vide an adequate children's playground in each

neighborhood. Obviously no standardized size,

arrangement, equipment or development of the

playground is either possible or desirable because

of varying conditions and needs in each neigh-

borhood. However, if the play needs of the chil-

dren are to be adequately served and if duplica-

tion of areas and costs is to be avoided, the

children's playground as previously defined must

provide spaces, facilities and equipment which will

serve all the various play needs of the children

living in the neighborhood. The primary purpose
of this statement is to determine these essential

features and their space requirements.

It is necessary to face the fact that in inany

built-up neighborhoods adequate play space does

not exist today, and the likelihood of securing it

in the near future seems very slight Most of

these neighborhoods have an elementary school

and rarely are these school sites entirely devoid

of play space. Where play space is very limited,

school and municipal authorities are confronted

with the problem of determining how it may be

used most effectively. Shall the use of the small

play areas be restricted to the young children

whose activities require comparatively little

space? Or shall all children up to 15 years of

age have an equal chance to use them as far as

space permits? The fact that the older children

are interested primarily in organized games re-

quiring considerable space means that when they

art allowed to use a small play area also used by

younger children, they cither monopolize the space

or their play is likely to prove a hazard to the

younger ones. The problem of discipline is also
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An example of a

school playground

Intensively used.

What wonder that

the school child-

ren of Chicago vo-

ted fora large play-

ground!

increased by the wide range of ages on a small

area and attendance, especially of the young chil-

dren, is likely to dwindle. Therefore, it is sug-

gested that where a neighborhood has a small

playground, its use be restricted to children up to

iO or II years of age. A satisfactory program
for this age group may be conducted on a much

smaller area than is needed for the same number

of children, part of whom are older. An attempt

will be made in this statement to determine the

minimum size for such a junior or primary play-

ground. It must be recognized, however, that

this type of playground, although it may serve

the younger age group, does not meet the needs

of the II to 15 year old children who must be

provided for elsewhere.

In cities where the junior high school plan has

been adopted and where adequate play facilities

are afforded in connection with them, the play

needs of some of the 11-15 year-old group are

partially met. Even in these cities, however, the

II and 12 year-old children are in the elementary

schools. Furthermore in a majority of communi-

ties the elementary or grade school serves children

through the eighth grade, or through 14 years of

age. Even in cities having junior high schools the

service radius is so great that many of the 7th

and 8th grade children will be dependent upon

play resources in the neighborhoods where they

live, especially for week-end and vacation play,

rather than upon the junior high school facilities

which are so far from their home. Therefore,

in most instances the neighborhood children's

playground is the area which must supply the

play opportunities for the 11 -15 year-old group
as well as for the younger children.

Another factor to be considered is the increas-

ing tendency during recent years for the play-

ground to be used as a neighborhood center by

young people and adults, especially evenings and

week-ends. This tendency is encouraged in many
cities, and it seems likely that playgrounds will

increasingly become centers for family and neigh-

borhood play. The possible use of a playground

by young people and adults naturally affects the

space requirements even though it may not change
to any degree the types of areas or facilities to be

provided. It is obvious that the number of persons

using the playground at one time will be larger

than if children alone were cared for. Some of

the game courts will also require more space in

order that young people and adults may use them

to advantage.

Still another factor which must be considered

is the necessity of providing in the playground
for the children of pre-school age. In many
neighborhoods of single family houses, each with

a back yard, it is unlikely that much special provi-
sion will be needed for this age group, since most

parents desire to keep their toddlers at home.

In congested or apartment districts, however, if

safe outdoor play opportunities are to be made
available for children of pre-school age, it is some-

times necessary that they be afforded on the chil-

dren's playground. Special areas and facilities

are needed if this group is to be served.

How Large Should the Playground Be?

"How large should the playground be?" This

question is often asked and the answers are gener-

ally indefinite or suggest widely different sizes.

Various attempts have been made by playground.
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school, park, city planning authorities and others to

determine playground space requirements and fa-

cilities. The problem has been approached from

several different points of view. School authorities,

in considering elementary school play areas, have

had in mind primarily the fundamental require-

ments of the physical education program. Others

have thought of the playground essentially as a

place for the children to play, and have empha-
sized the element of fun and enjoyment. Still

others have recognized the importance of activi-

ties having educational value, other than the ath-

letic or big-muscle type, such as the arts and

crafts, manual, dramatic and music activities. A
very important feature of playground design,

more frequently and amply provided in park
tlian in school playground areas, is beauty.

It is obvious that the number of children to be

served by a playground will influence the total

amount of space and the amount of equipment

needed. On the other hand, the essential play

needs of even a small number of children require

a certain minimum number and variety of equip-

ment and game spaces. For example, if the play-

ground is to afford an opportunity to play play-

ground baseball a field for this game must be pro-

vided regardless of the total number of children

to be served. Naturally, with substantially larger

numbers of children to be served the amount of

equipment, apparat-

us and game areas

will need to be increased. For purposes of this

statement, normal urban or surburban conditions

are assumed in attempting to determine standards.

Rural or small, sparsely settled communities pro-

vide conditions requiring special study, as do

also the highly congested tenement or apartment
districts found in some of our largest cities.

Since most children do not walk more than a

quarter of a mile to reach a playground, it is gen-

erally agreed by recreation leaders and city plan-

ners that there should be a playground within a

quarter to a half mile of each child's home, de-

pending upon density of population, traffic condi-

tions and other factors. It may be assumed that

where the population is dense playgrounds should

be provided at more frequent intervals than in

neighborhoods composed of single family houses.

Therefore it is possible to indicate a general

standard of space requirements for children's

playgrounds which will apply to the usual urban

conditions. Where a playground must serve an

unusually large number of children, this fact must

be taken into consideration in determining the size

necessary to provide for their play needs.

A reasonable basis for determining a satisfac-

tory answer to the question '"How large should

the playground be?" would seem to involve a

study of the various play needs and interests ot

children and the space required in order that they

may be adequately

provided for. In
The amount of space required for the various play needs and

interests of children must determine the playground's size.

C»»rttty Cily Henrini Ctrftrmtim, Nrm Yorit
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the following pages an attempt is made to answer athletic games, stunts on the apparatus, and other

the question, and the conclusion is reached that play-motivated physical education activities com-

between 3% and 4 acres are required in order to prise an important part of the playground pro-

provide the spaces and facilities considered neces- gram, whether at school or elsewhere, the stand-

sary for an adequate playground program for chil- ards worked out by playground and physical edu-

dren 5 to 15 years of age. In arriving at this cation authorities will be used as a starting point

standard the following requirements, all of which m determining playground space standards. The

are essential, have been taken into account: (i) requirements for an adequate physical education

Physical activities and team games commonly in- program, rather generally agreed upon by leaders

eluded in and recognized as essential to school in this field, are listed in the manuals issued by

physical education and playground programs; (2) many State Education Departments. These man-

Spaces and facilities required for these activities uals will be used as a basis for listing the essential

both during the regular school session and in features.

r-.fter-school, noon hour and vacation periods; (3) Physical education programs and requirement.?

Other play interests and activities—manual, mu- for elementary schools are generally designed for

oic, dramatic, nature and craft ; (4) Free play either six or eight grades. Even though a majority

activities such as group games, swinging, wading, of cities are using the 8-grade system, the junior

which the children enjoy apart from their educa- high school, following a 6-grade elementary unit,

tional or health values; (5) Playground beautifi- has been widely adopted. Therefore, separate

cation; (6) Space for free circulation, paths and requirements have been worked out for each type

safety zones. of elementary school. In attempting to determine

Any area which is intended to serve as a chil- a space standard an enrollment of 600 has been

dren's playground should meet all these require-
assumed. * This is greater than that of many

ments, and a fair consideration of them is believed schools, but in view of the tendency to build

to afford a sound basis for determining a space larger units and of the fact that leading school,

standard. If provision needs to be made for the administrators recommend a much larger unit for

pre-school children, or if any considerable use of tfTective operation, this enrollment may be consid-

the playground by young people and adults Is ered as a fair average. With an understanding

contemplated, these two additional factors must of the basis for determining requirements it is

be considered. possible to calculate how much more or less space

will be required for schools of different sizes.

Physical Educational Requirements Playground Apparatus

School physical education leaders have given Playground apparatus is recognized as having

a great deal of study to the activities and facilities great value in the muscular development of chil-

which provide the best opportunities for bodily dren and is almost universally recommended as

growth and development among boys and girls. essential in the physical education and play pro-

Educators are in fair agreement as to the vaHdity gram. According to the California physical edu-

of these requirements and in many cities have cation manual,^ elementary school playgrounv?s

•gone far toward meeting them. Therefore, since should be provided with the following equipment.

Minimum Area Required Recommended

Equipment for Installation for Grades

Safety climbing tree lO'x 10' = 100 sq. ft. k, 1, 2

Safety platform slide 15' x 30' = 450 sq. ft. 1, 2, 3

Horizontal bars (graduated) 20' x 25' = 500 sq. ft. (low) k, 1, 2, 3

(Installed in sets of three) (Int-high) 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9

Parazontal Bars 20' x 30' = 600 sq. ft. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8

Horizontal Ladders (2) 15' x 25' = 375 sq. ft. (low) 3, 4, 5

375 sq. ft. (high) 6, 7, 8

Stationary travel rings 25' x 25' = 625 sq. ft. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8
Giant Stride 35' x 35' = 1,225 sq. ft. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8

Junglegym (junior) 15' x 12' = 180 sq. ft. All grades

* A study made by the National Education Association of 211 elementary school sites purchased from 1920-1926 in 95 cities showed
that the medium group, on tlie basis of the number of pupils to be accommodated i.n the buildings to be erected on the sites, was
500 to 599 pupils.'

2. Neilson and Van Hagen, Manual of Physical Education Activities for Elementary Schools, p. 63. Sacramento, California; State

Printing Office, 1929.

3. See Englehardt and Englcbardt, Planning School Building Programs, p. 130. New York, Bureau of Publications, Teachers Col-
lege, 1930.
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The total space required for this equipment

intended to serve a school of eight grades is 4^30
square feet. Schools having only six grades do not

need the high horizontal ladder which requires

375 square feet. On the other hand, a 6-grade

school with the same enrollment might need an

cdditional slide or climbing device since there will

be a larger number of young children. Other

physical education authorities might vary this list

but the space requirements would not differ wide-

ly. The parazontal bars are not commonly used

but other items not included in the list, such as

the balance beam, climbing poles, ropes or ladders

are frequently installed. There can be little ques-

tion that between 4,000 and 5,000 square feet are

needed for the apparatus section.

Areas and Facilities for Games and Sports

The major essential in the physical education

program is space for games, relays and athletic

activities. These include a great variety, ranging-

from the simple circle and running games of pri-

mary grade children to the highly organized sports

of the eighth graders, and from the individual

stunts and events to the team games. Medical

authorities testify as to the value of athletic games
and sports in the growth and development of the

vital organs and their stimulus to improved hea'th

and vigor. In order that the children may have an

opjx)rtunity to participate regularly in these activ-

ities essential to health and development, ample
and suitable spaces are necessary.

Two considerations are important— that suffi-

cient open space be available to permit the children

enrolled in the school to participate on a scheduled

^
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ods are also assumed, with the following grades

using the playground at one time: 1-3, 4-6, 7 and

8. Since this schedule provides for smaller num-
bers of children on the playground at one time

than is often the case when three or four grades
have their physical education period together the

space requirements determined on this basis may
be considered as conservative. The play areas listed

below are needed for the use of the three groups
in the 6-grade and in the 8-grade schools. A small

space is allotted for the exclusive use of the kin-

dergarten children. Space required for apparatus
has previously been determined. Throughout the

following statements the space requirements in-

clude not only the area actually occupied by the

facilities and game courts but also sufficient space

around them to assure safety in their use. The
activities listed are selected from those most fre-

quently recommended in state physical education

manuals and they are also among those most pop-
ular on municipal playgrounds.

Space Requirements for Physical Education in 6-Grade

Elementary School of 600 Pupils

Grottp Served

Kindergarten

(2 rooms—60 children)

1st and 2nd Grades

(6 rooms—190 children)

3rd and 4th Grades

(S rooms—180 children)

Facility or Area Dimensions
Sq. Ft.

Required

Level area for circle and running games 40'x40'

Apparatus area (1 room)
Open space for rhythmic and hunting games such as Looby 4O'x50' (average)
Lou, The Farmer in the Dell, Brownies and Fairies, for each of the

Squirrels in Trees, Midnight, etc. (S rooms). 5 groups

Apparatus area (1 room)
Open space for games and relays such as Dodge Ball, Long 50'x60' (average)

Ball, Gathering Sticks, Jump, Jim Crow, etc. (4 rooms) for each of
4 groups

5th and 6th Grades
(5 rooms—170 children)

(85 boys—85 girls) Boys -

Girls

Playground Baseball (20 boys)
Simplified Soccer (24 boys)
Volley Ball (20 boys)
High Jump (10 boys)
Broad Jump (10 boys)

Basketball (20 girls)
Field Ball (22 girls)

Captain Ball (18 girls)

Long Ball (24 girls)

120x120'
100x150'
40'x70'

20'x30'

10'x60'

50'x75'

lOO'xlSO'

40'x60'

SO'xSO'

1,600

4,430

10,000

4,430

12,000

14,400

15,000

2,800
600
600

3,750

18,000

2,400

4,000

Since fairly open spaces are needed for the

first, second, third and fourth grade children, it

is assumed that under a sched-

ule they can use the same areas

as are required for the fifth

and sixth grade groups. There-

fore, the total space required

for the physical education ac-

tivities of the boys and girls

in these last two grades, 61,550

square feet, will be sufficient

for the school needs, as far

as the regular school program
is concerned. The only addi-

tional spaces required are the

apparatus area of 4,430 square
feet and the small area, 1,600

square feet set aside exclu-

sively for kindergarten use.

Therefore, the minimum re-

quirements for the school Loartesx Buara of Rec

Total for Sth and 6th grades 61,550

Handcraft and other forms of constructive

play are among the non-physical activities

which help build a well-balanced program.

eatiuH, East Orange, A"
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physical education program in a 6-grade elemen-

tary school of 600 pupils may be considered as

met if a total of 67,580 square feet, or slightly

more than 1.5 acres, are provided.

Space Requirements for Physical Education in an 8-Grade

Elementary School of 600 Pupils

A comparable table of requirements for an 8-grade school follows :

Croup Servtd

Kindergarten
(2 rooms or periods—40 children)

1st, 2nd and 3rd grades
(6 rooms—235 children)

4th, 5th and 6th grades
(6 rooms—210 children)

Facility or Area

Level area for circle and running games

Apparatus area (1 room)

Open space for rhythmic and hunting games
and relays (5 rooms)

Boys

Apparatus area (1 room)
Open space for game or relay (1 room)

(Simplified

soccer (22 boys)
Volley ball (20 boys)
High Jump (10 boys)
Broad Jump (10 boys)

{Playground

baseball (20 girls)
9 court basketball (24 girls)

Relays (26 girls)

Dimensions

30x40'

SO'xSO' (aver.)
for each of
the 5 groi^

S0'x60'

lOO'xlSO'

40'x70'

20'x30'

10'x60'

120'xl20'

S0'x75'

50x60'

Total space for games—grades 4—6

St. Ft

Ktqnirt t

1.200

4,430

12,500

4,430

3,000

15,000

2,800
600
600

14.400

3.750

3,000

..43.150

7th and 8th grades
(3 rooms—115 children)

{Soccer

(22 boys)
Playground baseball (20 boys)
Jumping pits (14 boys)

f. J fPlayground baseball (20 girls)^*^"
-{Volley

ball (18 girls)

L9 court basketball (20 girls)

15O'x240'

ISO'xlSO'

20'x30'—WxeO'

125'xl2S'

40'x70'

50'x75'

Total »pace for gomes—grades 7 and 8.

36,000

22,500

1.200

15,625

2,800

3,750

.81,875

As in the case of the 6-grade school, the younger

children can use the same spaces as the older

ones do for their games. Therefore, the minimum

space which will serve the needs of the 8-grade

school under scheduled use is that required for

the seventh and eighth grade children—81,875

square feet — plus the apparatus area of 4,4.30

square feet and the kindergarten area of 1,200

square feet. This total of 87,505 square feet, or

two acres, may be considered as the minimum
essential for the physical education program in

an 8-grade school with an enrollment of 600

pupils. It is approximately 20,000 square feet—
nearly one-half an acre or 30 per cent more than

is needed in a 6-grade school of the same size.

This illustrates the very important factor that the

older boys and girls require a much greater

amount of play space for their games than do the

younger children. Playgrounds must be larger

if they are to serve the needs and appeal to the

interest of the thirteen and fourteen year old boys
and girls. Since the children's playground is in-

tended to serve this older group and will be used

by it after school and especially during vacation

periods, from the point of view of playground

space standards it may be assumed that the larger

area, namely, 87,505 square feet, is the minimum
essential for games and other big-muscle activities.

Even this area does not provide for baseball which

is so popular with 11-15 year old boys.

Requirements Applicable to All Children's

Playgrounds

Since many children's playgrounds are located

in parks, playfields or at other properties acquired

expressly for the purpose, it is necessary to in-

quire whether all of the requirements of the phy-

sical education use of school play areas apply

equally to them. A study of these requirements

reveals the fact tliat they are based essentially

upon the children's interests and needs and that

they apply to all children's playground areas. On
a few playgrounds in neighborhoods of single

family houses it may not be necessary to provide

a small area for the exclusive use of children

under six, although this is generally advisable.

One or two of the types of apparatus previously

mentioned might be omitted from a park play-

ground, although the others are in the list of

minimum standard apparatus recommended in a
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report of a committee of seven-

teen leading recreation executives.'

The games, which require most of

the space, are played by large num-

bers of children on all types of

playgrounds. It is, therefore, ap-

parent that these space require-

ments will need to be included in

determining standards for the chil-

dren's playground.

Use During Non-School Periods

Thus far it has been assumed

that the school ground will not be

used at any one time by the chil-

dren of more than three grades

and that this use will be regulated

and "staggered" as a part of the school program.

There are many times, however, such as before

school, during the noon hour and after school,

when a good number of the children from all

the grades will be on the school ground. Many
school systems are conducting after-school play

and athletic programs reaching large numbers of

pupils of varying ages. This situation and the

resulting requirements for active play are not

essentially different from those on a playground

in a park or at a special site after school, week-

ends or during vacation periods. There is little

question that the spaces and courts allotted to the

older boys and girls in the previous discussion will

be needed for after-school play ; in fact, there are

many school grounds which have a larger number

of such facilities. Even in the case of the 6-grade

school, the 13 and 14 year-old children who live in

the neighborhood and who attend junior high

school will be likely to use the children's play-

ground near their homes after school and espe-

cially week-ends and during vacation. Since the

older children will and should use these facilities,

additional space will be required for the younger
children who will be on the playground at the

same time. In order to permit them to take part

in the various games, stunts and relays that appeal

to this 6-10 year old group and many of which

require considerable space, an additional open area

at least 100 feet square, or comprising 10,000

square feet, will need to be allotted for their use.

Additional Playground Requirements

Heretofore, the discussion has centered about

the requirements for physical education activities.

There are many other factors, however, which

Courtesy San Francisco Recreation Commission

Volley ball has come to assume a high de-

gree of popularity among playground sports.

must be considered in determining standards for

the children's playground, because organized or

group games and apparatus play comprise only a

part of the program on the well managed play-

ground. The needs and interests of children will

continue to provide the basis for determinihg es-

sential areas and facilities, independent of wheth-

er the playground is located at a school, park or

elsewhere.

Provision for Other Types of Activities

Important as are the big-muscle types of activ-

ities, educational and recreational leaders agree

that other play needs and interests of children are

also of major importance. In any well balanced

playground program provision must be made for

various forms of manual activities such as hand-

craft and constructive play. Opportunities for

water play and for quiet games during the heat

of the day must not be neglected. Space and

facilities are required for them as well as for

music and dramatic activities and nature study, all

of which are important in the play life of the

child. At playgrounds operated in connection with

schools it is often possible to carry on some of

these activities inside the building; in general,

however, it is desirable that they be carried on

out-of-doors, preferably in a shaded area. The

following additional facilities and their space re-

quirements are suggested to care for these needs.

They are recognized as common playground fea-

tures.

Report of Committee on Standards in Playground Apparatus,
New York, National Recreation Association, 1931.
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FttcUily Sq. Ft. Rtqnini
Sand Boxes (1 for young children)

( 1 for older children) 600

Building block platform (10x15) 400

Handcraft and quiet game area, equipped
with tables and benches 1,600 to 2,500

Outdoor theater for music, drama, folk

dancing and storytelling 2,000

Wading pool 3,000 to 4,000

Total 7,600to 9,500

Important as it is that the playground should

serve the various educational and developmental
needs of the children, it should also provide
wholesome fun and delight for them. Most of the

activities already mentioned are enjoyable if op-

portunity to take part in them is available under

competent leaders. It is also true that most of the

following activities which appeal strongly to chil-

dren have definite educational or health values. If

the playground is to have the maximum drawing

power and really give the greatest possible joy

to large numbers of children, the following equip-

ment, long considered standard playground fea-

tures, must be added. The apparatus is all included

in the list recommended by the Apparatus Stand-

ards Committee previously referred to.'

• Atporttut Sq. Ft. Required

Low Slide 170

4 Swings (8' high) 600
6 Swings (12' high) 1,500

Balance Beam 100

See-saws (3 or 4) 400

Junglegym (medium) 500

Total 3,270

Additional Game Courts and Facilities

No discussion of playground standards would

be adequate that failed to consider several types

of game facilities which were not included in the

previous physical education list but which are

commonly and increasingly found on school and

other playgrounds. Among them are handball,

paddle tennis, horseshoes, tether tennis and ten-

nis. They arc games which are popular with large

numbers, hav€ considerable physical and recrea-

tional value, and although not entirely essential

arc very desirable. Paddle tennis may be played

on a level area used for other activities, but if the

other games listed arc to be played, additional

space must be provided. Horseshoe pitching is a

game with a strong appeal and it requires little

space ; tether tennis is less well known, but hand-

ball is exceedingly popular. In one city the ele-

mentary school standard provides for eight single

handball courts for boys of the fourth to sixth

grades and two courts for girls of the same

grades. Tennis is not universally accepted as an
essential game for the children's playground but

it is being provided to an increasing extent and is

especially advisable when the playground is to be

open to young people and adults. A loo-yard

straight-away for running events is also of value,

especially for badge test events. If these various

games are to be played, the following additional

space will be needed :

Facilities Sq. Ft. Required

Paddle tennis (2 courts—30'x60') 3.600
Handball (2 courts—30'x35') 2,100
Tether tennis (2 courts—20'x20' ) 800
Horseshoes (2 courts—12'x50') 1,200
Tennis (2 courts—55'xl20') 13,200

Straightaway (20x360') 7.200

Total 28,100

Shelter House

There should be available to every playground
a building affording toilet facilities, space for stor-

ing supplies, office for director and a room or

porch providing shelter in case of sudden rain.

These facilities are generally provided in the

school building in the case of playgrounds at or

adjoining school sites. Large park buildings some-

times make it unnecessary to erect shelters on

park playgrounds. On most non-school play-

grounds it is essential to erect such a building, and

the space needed for it must be allowed in de-

termining a standard. It is estimated that 2,500

square feet will be adequate for the playground

shelter.

Landscaping the Playground

Before a listing of the standard requirements is

complete, provision for beauty must be included.

Environment exerts a powerful influence over the

child, and it is possible and important to provide

an attractive landscape setting for the play pro-

gram. Reports of studies have revealed that play-

grounds laid out attractively draw more children

and from a greater distance than unattractive

playgrounds. Trees not only contribute beauty

but afTord shade which is desirable in the ap-

paratus area, the outdoor theater, the handcraft

and quiet games section, and the corner set aside

for the youngest children. Boundary fences with

a border planted in grass, shrubs, vines or trees,

preferably outside the fence where the playground

lies along the street, add to the safety and beauty

of the play area. A minimum of 6,000 square feet

and preferably 10,000 square feet may be esti-

mated as essential for this purpose.

(Continued on page 261)



Municipal Recreation

and

Enforced Leisure

By V. K. Brown
Superintendent, Playgrounds and Sports

Chicago South Park Commission

Programs

The "art of living.'" Are we
fostering it through the public
recreation program? Here is a
real challenge to us. "That rec-

reation department which con-
ceives its mission in terms of a

half dozen games, a dance or

two, some community singing
and a dramatic cluh suffering
from anaemia, is tossing a
feather to suffering society."

LEISURE

becomes of major significance when it

_ connotes the idle half of life. People are

thinking of leisure now because it is coming
to mean about half of life, perhaps the most im-

portant half of life, and we feel that our old

answers to the problem of the idle hour no

longer fit.

The things we do in our leisure are, briefly,

whatever we do uncompelled. They are no
more limited to sport than to study, to amuse-
ment than to research, to play than to art. In

its essence, municipal recreation is tax-sup-

ported facility for, or personal aid toward,
those chosen ends or goals which people seek

in investing their leisure.

Our customary thinking, like our experience,
is conditioned by a life span spent in a phase
of history in which, gloss it over as we may.
Getting has been the mainspring motive, rath-

er
'

than Being, Doing, Knowing, or even Dis-

covering. The economic career has afforded

more than a living, it has constituted a life,
—

offering freedom of action, combat, adventure,

achievement, reward. With a planned economy
a career enters a new phase. If business is

to be mechanical by regulation, its scope lim-

ited and directed, is life longer going to be

lived mainly on its economic level?

Under a planned economy aren't we likely

to see the passing of the commercial era, life-

seeking freedom and adventure on other levels,

to escape regimentation? Will popular heroes

be men of business, poured into the mould of

conformity, or the Lindberghs and the Ad-
miral Byrds? If now we are, in fact, moving
toward piling measure of control on top of

measure of control, must we not concurrently

develop outlets into which man's energies, his

protest against restriction, his escape into free-

dom, may flow to satisfying realization, since

about our deepest craving is that we be indi-

viduals in a free society, rather than atoms in

an integrated cosmos?
Human society has pursued other ends than

gain, holding to other standards than posses-
sion ; history is replete with the names of poets
and philosophers, artists, prophets, explorers,
but of how many captains of industry?

Isn't it possible that the foundation for the

artificiality we have been deploring in our life

in recent years may have been the abnormality
of a life in pursuit of possessions, rather than

a life concerned with the art of living? Haven't

the wisest among men insisted all along that

satisfaction for our deepest cravings was to

be found in thoughts, not in things ; in culture,

not in wealth? If so, possibly we will tune life

more closely to the wave lengths the Creator

endowed us with, if we adjust the dials to dif-

ferent receptivities than those which have pro-

duced such static in our recent fixations.

The Challenge

There is the challenge to this new era we
are approaching, a challenge not of little states,

but of worlds unlimited to be conquered, a

challenge which brings us reverently to ques-
tion whether God may not have chosen this

moment to set men free from labor to do the

things toward which the ages have been slowly

moving.
And that challenge is borne with peculiarly

arresting directness to those who deal in pub-
lic recreation. Municipal recreation service
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mceis Its pairon only when he steps out of

compulsion into freedom of his leisure hours;
it contacts him only when he is aglow with en-

thusiasms. That is where it differs from most

public services,—our fortunate difference, but

one which adds immeasurably to our respon-
sibilities.

A group to pursue some common purpose
gets together; certain members prove quicker
at solving problems, and they get into the way
of referring difficulties to those persons; grad-

ually latent abilities evolve until presently the

group is operating under its own self-gener-
ated leadership. We are coming to think that

such practical leadership is possibly the best

sort, trained by doing, as the educators have it.

One of the compensations for the depression
in municipal recreation is that reduced budgets
have forced us to experiment in multiplying
the effectiveness of a limited staff, where a

professional instructor cannot be provided for

every interest the public may develop. It has

resulted in making us wonder whether our real

function may not come to be that of enabling
enthusiasts to discover each other, help them

organize, cite to them the sources of help in

the libraries and lore of their subject, and then

force them into the responsibilities of self-gov-

ernment and self-leadership. Community or-

ganization for all-inclusive purposes we tried

twenty years ago. It failed, probably because

our community councils were appalled at the

vagueness and vastness of their problem. Or-

ganization for specific purposes is succeeding;

groups can attack hopefully one purpose at a

time, when the reason for their group exis-

tence is their common interest in the same

problem.
That recreation department which conceives

its mission in terms of a half dozen games, a

dance or two, some community singing, and

a dramatic society suffering from anaemia, is

tossing a feather to a drowning society. Such

makeshifts served the idle

hour, but in this era of the

idle half-day, are people

going to golf their lives

away, or execute fours

right and fours left for the

remainder of their days?
Will we make careers of

bridge? We may think
some of our friends will,

but I doubt it.

**That one agency we call government
is seeking through social and ero-

nomir mcanx the name goal which the

rhurrheH am Mocking through social

and spiritual means. If I were ask-

ed to state the great ohjeetive that

stale and church arc both demanding
for the sake of every man. woman and
child in this country, 1 would say that

that great objective is a more abund-
ant life."—Franklin D. R€H>$ev«lt.

Rather, I think, we will turn increasingly to

things difficult, and thrilling things with ceil-

ing to them, things which challenge us to the

limit of our capacities, and still issue new chal-

lenges as those capacities expand through de-

velopment. Do you know that over in the

Planetarium there are on exhibition telescopes

made by amateur enthusiasts, representative
of over a hundred actually in existence here in

our cit}'? The makers ground their own lenses,

made their unbelievably accurate assembles,

are members of a national organization of

amateurs nightly searching the skies, and

through systematized observation actually push-

ing out the frontiers of what is known in the

science of astronomy.

A Satisfying Use of Leisure

That is an example, I think, of a satisfying

use of leisure. And the leisure program must

afford everyone opportunity to do the thing he

likes to do, providing, too, for social recogni-

tion of the worth of what is done. It must

canvass the whole run of interests, hobbies

and avocations. What are those interests?

A brief concluding outline may serve to help

think them out in some sort of system. First,

there are the intellectual interests,—history,

literature, languages, the sciences, with all the

discoveries in them, still awaiting research.

In the field of aesthetics there are all the un-

accomplished things in the graphic and plastic

arts, the still unexplored continents in music,

drama, the dance, the pursuit of beauty in ar-

chitecture, from doll house to cathedral, beauty
in dress and interior decoration, needlework,

batik, and all the innumerable art crafts.

In physical action there are records still to

be established in sports, athletics, and games,

perfections of rhythm and achievement yet

awaiting mastery.
In creative pursuits there are both new and

age-old things still to be done, hardened cop-

per, Tyrian purple, ruby-

stained glass to be redis-

covered, mechanisms yet to

be built, tools designed, pro-

cesses perfected, inventions

devised.

And in altruistic ser\'ice

to one's fellow men, with

the passing of a society or-

ganized for the purpose of

( CoHlinufd on l>age 261)



German Youth and Work Camps

By MILDRED McGEE

THE
YOUTH MOVEMENT, which has played such

an important role in Germany since the war,

has entered into a new phase of its existence.

In the beginning the young people turned to

nature and the simple life as an escape from the

materialistic world in which they found them-

selves. Camps and Jugendherbergen (shelters)

were started where young people could live and do

their cooking together while they hiked or "wan-

dered," to use a German term. These camps were

among the first developments of the youth move-

ment.

In 1928, when a call came for relief in the min-

ing districts of Silesia, members of the youth
movement volunteered their services and set up
the first work camp. Thus the idea of voluntary

work service came into existence in Germany.
From 1928 on Germany's political and economic

problems became more serious, and once again it

was the youth of the country who looked most

ardently for a way out of the difficulties. Youth

movement groups became mainly political groups.
This f)eriod of political strife before the national

socialistic party came into power represents still

another stage in the history of the youth move-

ment.

When the present regime came into power the

voluntary work service idea initiated by the youth
movement groups was extended for the relief of

unemployment. On July 16, 1932, a decree was

passed to the effect that all unemployed German

students, peasants and workers between the ages
of eighteen and twenty-five should volunteer their

services for practical work projects for a period

of six months. The decree met with immediate

response and camps were

set up in all parts of Ger-

many for both men and

women.

In the camps for men
such work is done as the

making of roads and park-

ing places, the building of

trails and other forestry

work. The women sew

Miss McGee and Mr. Smith, whose article

appears on the following page, are both

graduates of last year's National Recrea-

tion School. Last summer Miss McGee
went abroad to study at Dr. Carl Diem's
School in Germany. Before entering the

school she spent a few weeks at a Work
Camp. Mr. Smith served during the past
summer as assistant recreation director at

one of the Western C. C. C. camps.

for the poor, do agricultural work and assist in

men's work camps where this is possible. In a few

of the men's camps women are included. They
are carefully selected and are of a mature type.

It is felt that it is desirable to have women in

men's camps as their presence improves the gen-
eral tone of the camps.
The day's program for both men and women

is similar.

It is six o'clock in a women's camp. A loud bell

startles everyone into action. In five minutes the

entire camp is lined up ready for the leader to

start gymnastics which usually consist of running
a quarter of a mile, a fifteen minute period of

formal exercises, followed by marching, the

marchers singing as they go. From 7:00 until

7 :45 the women are free to dress, make their beds

and write letters. At 7 :4S the group lines up once

more while the leader reads the day's schedule

and assigns the work of the day. Then comes

breakfast of coffee and rolls.

Work begins at 8:15. There are five work

groups.

Outside. Work in gardens and fields

Kitchen. Washing dishes and helping prepare

meals

Laundry. Washing and ironing. (When men's

camps are in the vicinity, their washing and iron-

ing are done by the women's camp)
Hotcsework. Cleaning living quarters and din-

ing room

Sewing. Mending and making over clothes for

the poor
Each group has from five to ten workers de-

pending upon the size of the camp. The women's

camp varies in size from

twenty-five to sixty young
women.

All the workers have a

splendid attitude toward

the work to be done. The
outside work group will-

ingly helps the peasants

in their gardens or in the

(Continued on page 261)
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At a Civilian

Conservation

Corps Camp

By KENNETH SMITH

Assistant Recreation Director

Camp Wolverton

CAMP
Wolverton, high up in Sequoia

Xational Park, with its beautiful

natural surroundings, provided the

setting where 240 boys from Kentucky
have their opportunity to serve as Uncle

Sam's woodsmen. With the boys work-

ing comparatively few hours' a day, a few

days a week, the problem of filling the

leisure hours has been an important one.

How were they to reproduce the recrea-

tion facilities to which they were accus-

tomed at home so that they might enjoy
familiar sports?

Imagination plus spirit and willingness
of adventure overcame difficulties. Ath-

letic fields, play facilities, boxing rings
and a little theater were necessarily crude

and rustic in appearance, but they very success-

fully served their purpose.

July 1st saw the dedication of a fine boxing

ring, well roped, surfaced with straw and can-

vas and lighted by oil lanterns hung on the four

cornerposts. A regulation playground liall dia-

mond equipjjed with a home-made backstop was

located a short distance from the boxing ring.

This ofH-n space also served for assfxiation foot-

l»ll, field hockey, basketball, speed ball and touch

footliall. N'olley ball became immediately popu-
lar. A croquet court was constructed along with a

combination golf putting and bocci ball area, apd
tether tennis and table tennis equipment were in-

stalled. This latter game never failed in popu-

larity. Facilities were provided for quoits, a

miniature bowling alley was set up and a basket-

ball hoop was erected close to the center of camp
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Courtesy V. S. Forest Ser:icf

In such national forests as this, thousands of

youn3 men are Finding new opportunities.

tor shooting practice. A large meadow close to

the camp was selected for a regulation l)asel)all

diamond. Such activities as camp fire programs,
music, dramatics, nature classes, stunt nights and

discussion groups were initiated.

The camp authorities have built a combination

reading riKim and recreation hall where the Ixjys

could play chess, checkers, cards and other quiet

games, read magazines, l)ooks and pa])crs. and

listen to the radio. More than twenty-five ditTereiit

quiet games were continuously in use. Among the

games which were most popular were the so-called

individual games which require slight equipment,
could be played at odd moments, and offer a real

challenge to the skill loving player to compete

against his own score.

To supplement the funds provided by the gov-

(CoHlinufd OH page 261)



Indian Conservation Camps
By LOUIS C. SCHROEDER

x^New York City

THE
SPRING of 1933

found the Indians liv-

ing on the reservations

in the United States in dire

need of relief. When on

March 31st President
Roosevelt signed the Re-

forestation Act authorizing

the expenditure of $90,-

000,000 for relief measures,

a certain amount of this

money was allocated to the

Indians. Eighty-four mil-

lion dollars went to the Civilian Conservation

Corps and $6,000,000 was appropriated for the

Indian Emergency Conservation Work to be ad-

ministered by the Secretary of the Interior.

The task of organizing and supervising this

work for the 15,000 Indians throughout the coun-

try who it was estimated would be benefited by

it, fell to the lot of the newly appointed Commis-
sioner of Indian Affairs, John Collier. Never in

the history of the Bureau of Indian Affairs had

such an expenditure been donated for relief

measures. Moreover, quick action was necessary
as the work was to be completed in six months.

Mr. Collier appointed Dr. Jay B. Nash of the

School of Education, New York University, as

director of the I. E. C. W., and with a number of

assistants Dr. Nash undertook the task.

There were two main objectives
—one of pro-

duction, the other of welfare. The I. E. C. W.

project was entirely new, and never before had

anything been planned which approximated it.

The working period of the men was limited to five

days weekly or twenty working days per month.

The character of the work carried on in District

No. 4, covering New Mexico and Arizona, con-

sisted of erosion control, the building of reservoirs

-.and dams, the digging of shallow wells, the de-

velopment of springs and the building of tele-

phone lines, truck trails up the mountain sides for

fire control and barbed wire fences to establish and

Mr. Schroeder, a worker of long
experience in physical education
and recreation both in the United
States and in foreign countries,
served as supervisor in charge of

Indian Conservation Work, Dis-

trict Number four, covering Ari-

zona and New Mexico. He tells

here of the development of the
work and of the changes it

wrought.

and define boundary lines.

A certain amount of rodent

control work was also done

as there are sections where

the prairie dog is a real

menace.

The commissioner,
through his long and wide

experience, recognized that

there was another impor-
tant phase beside that of

production which concern-

ed the welfare of the men
after working hours. In order that a high morale

might be maintained among the workers it was

important that consideration be given to the lei-

sure time of the Indians. The men must be housed

and fed under as nearly ideal conditions as pos-

sible. A man trained in physical education, recre-

ation and camp management was appointed as

camp director to look after the welfare of the

campers. Forty permanent camps were established

in District No. 4 on the following reservations :

Navajo, Pueblo, Zuni, Hopi, Mescalero, Jicarilla,

Utes and Hualpai. These camps varied from 30

to 200 men in number.

It was a happy coincidence for the Indian that

he was permitted to do the kind of work which

appealed to him and which he himself recognized

was so badly needed in his own territory of Ari-

zona and New Mexico where the great lack was

water. Under the program of work the Indians

constructed hundreds of dams, reservoirs, wells

and springs. This alone has built up a new hope
in the Indian and has given him greater courage to

face the future.

Presenting the Plan to the Indians

The task of presenting this new program
was no simple one. Needy Indians living in the

backwoods were days removed from the agency

headquarters. Information had to be gotten to

them by word of mouth. Especially was this true
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of the nomadic Navajo tribes, few of whom un-

derstand or speak English. The task on the reser-

vations where Chapters were organized was far

easier than on those where there were none.

Visits were made by the superintendents and the

I. E. C. W. supervisors to the well organized

Chapter houses, and the plan was presented to

them. Men and women with their children

traveled great distances on horseback or by wagon
to attend these meetings. All information about

the governmental relief plans was given to the

listeners through Navajo interpreters. The good
news was enthusiastically received.

The Camp

The idea of setting up a well-equipped camp
where enrolled Indian workers and the officers

could be housed on the same plan as were the

white men in the C. C. C, was entirely new to

the superintendents of the reservations as well as

to the Indians. Some objections were raised at

first as to the advisability of the plan, but once a

model camp was established and in operation the

idea was acceptable to both superintendents and

Indians.

There were three types of. camps— one, the

permanent camp presided over by a camp manager
and his assistants ; the second, the so-called tem-

porary camp where the men looked after them-

selves, and the third, the family camp where the

workers brought their families and lived as they
did in their summer "hogans."*

It was the policy that whenever twenty-five or

more men were to be engaged at a task for a

definite period of time—two or more months—
an effort would he made to establish a permanent

camp with a camp manager in charge and a cook.

The layout of the camp was unlike that of the

military camp with its gridiron

streets. The I. E. C. VV. camps
were laid out in the form of a

horseshoe with enough space to

permit the playing of soft ball

games. The center of the space

*
"Hoffan" it Nivajo fof home. Thii con-

situ of a circular buildins with a dirt

roof havinic a tmall oprntnx at the tup to

parait atnnke to encapc. Th« opening for

he door U alwajn to the cut.

Getting rc«dy For lh« big battit

•I the Indian conicrvation camp al

L«c du Flambeau, Witcontin.

was used for the camp bonfire. The regulation

army pyramidal tent was used for living quarters.

All floors were boarded as were the sides up to a

height of four feet. Iron cots with straw mat-

tresses were furnished. The mess halls and kit-

chens also had their boarded floors and sides,

screened to keep out flies and other insects. All

perishable foodstuffs were kept in a specially con-

structed frame building in use in that part of the

country. Frame structures were erected for bath-

ing and laundry purposes. Hot water heaters

were installed permitting an ample supply of

hot water for shower baths. Latrines were

constructed of wood and were screened. Large
covered garbage pits were built and made fly

proof.

Some camps had special game and reading
rooms. The six camps on the Northern Navajo
reservation had large combination recreation

halls, kitchens and dining rooms built of logs

taken from the adjacent forests. A few camps
were equipped with electric lights and had tele-

phonic communication with the agency headquar-
ters. Every permanent camp had its Iiaseball

field, basketball and volley ball courts and quoit

pitches.

A Day at Camp

Scene : Toadlena Camp
Place: In the Chuska Mountains, Northern

Navajo Reservation, twelve miles west of New-

comb, New Mexico, oh Highway 666

Time : Any day

6KX): Reveille

6KX)-6:30: Dressing, airing of blankets,

cleaning of tents, etc.

6:30-6:45: Breakfast — cereal, fried goats'

meat, bread and (•>»>"•
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6:45-7:00: Cleaning
of the grounds by the

campers. (Every bit of

refuse matter is picked up
and placed in proper re-

ceptacles.)

7:00: Trucks take the

men to their work of

building trails in the

Chuska Mountains.

12 :00 : Trucks take hot

luncheons to the men at

work. Meals consist of

stewed goats' meat, vege-

tables, bread and coffee.

1 :00 : Work begins

again.

5 :00 : Trucks transport

men back to camps.
5:15-5:30: Men take showers (hot or cold).

5 :30 - 6 :00 : Supper—meat, vegetables, dessert,

bread and coffee.

6 :00 - 7 :30 : Recreation period for active

games—baseball, basketball, etc.

7 :30 - 9 :00 : Singing and dancing
9 :30 : Lights out.

During the last period of the day comes a pro-

gram of songs and dances when every Indian

joins the circle, his arms around his neighbor, and

takes part in the dancing and singing.

Living Together at Camp

Those of us who were projected into the at-

mosphere of the Indian country for the first time

heard on every hand a statement that one could

not mix the nomadic Navajo with the Pueblo

tribe. It simply could not be done, we were told.

The first experiment in bringing various tribes

together was made on the Zuni reservation, when

Navajo Indians were introduced to Zuni Indians

in the largest camp. At first the camp superin-

tendent kept them apart. Experiencing no diffi-

culty, he decided to have a few Navajo Indians

share living quarters with the Zunis. It proved

very satisfactory. Soon they were not only work-

ing peacefully together but eating, sleeping and

playing together. Obviously it was the camp pro-

gram which made this possible and play was a big
factor.

Apache camps on other reservations, such as

the Jicarilla and Mescalero, had a goodly quota of

Pueblos and Navajos. One of the greatest in-

fluences for good on the Mescalero agency was a

At the C. C. C. camp at Lac du Flambeau,
Wisconsin, a program of free-time activi-

ties is conducted under the leadership of a

trained recreation leader. After returning
from work at four o'clock the boys and
men may take part in games out of doors,
or they may play quiet games, read or rest.

After supper there is a program of sports
and leisure time activities of various kinds.

Saturday night is dance night for the boys
and men and their friends, and there is

sometimes an Indian dance in full war re-

galia. Music for the dancing is provided
by the boys themselves, twenty-five of

whom play in the camp band, rehearsing
three nights a week. Two nights a week
there is practice for the camp orchestra.

A number of educational classes are

conductedL

Taos Indian named An-

thony Mirabel. When the

story of the I. E. C. W. on

the Mescalero reservation

is written, this man's

name will stand out

prominently for his influ-

ence was far spread.

The Indian As a Lover

of Sports

After a close association

with peoples in various

parts of the world ex-

tending over a quarter of

a century, we have come
to the conclusion that the

Indian ranks first as a

natural lover of sports. The Indian youth takes

to all forms of athletic games and seems to have a

special inclination for the activities involving such

coordinations as running, throwing, jumping and

striking. It is not to be wondered at that the

game of baseball appeals to him, for he has a

special aptitude for this game and plays it ex-

ceedingly well.

Basketball is another game in which he excels.

There exists scarcely a school yard on the reser-

vations which is without its basketball court.

Rugby football, with its strong bodily contacts,

also makes an appeal to him. The Indian youth
in the I. E. C. W. camps had a special fondness

for kicking, passing and catching the ball after

work periods. He also had a strong desire to play
match games during play time.

The Indian not only enjoys team games but he

likes to participate in events which demand indi-

vidual excellence. Long distance running, jump-

ing and weight throwing are popular with him.

The stick race, in which teams are formed and a

small ball or stick is kicked for such incredible

distances as fifteen to twenty-five miles, is a

favorite event with the Zunis and the Hopis.

Sports were not confined to the youthful mem-
bers of the camps ; older men as well were given

opportunity to express themselves in ways that

appealed to them. Horseshoe pitching was popu-
lar with this group. Volley ball was tried out for

the first time in many of the camps. It was new
to most Indians and as it becomes better known
will be more frequently played.

Singing and dancing, however, are the two

activities which make the greatest api>eal. These
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nave so strong a hold on the Indian that he would

keep them up all night long. The play of the day

always terminated with a group of song^ and
dances around the camp fire.

It is not so much what the Indian plays as the

spirit in which he participates. For proper play
attitudes the young white man has much to learn

from the Indian who engages in activities for the

sheer joy of participation. He is not only a good
winner but above all a good loser—the real test

of a sportsman.

The Indian Woman at Camp

As the family camps were established the ques-
tion was raised with the Indian women as to

whether they would like to have teachers from a

selected group of white women especially quali-

fied in the field of domestic science, rug making,

dyeing and other useful household arts. There

was a wholehearted response to this, and plans
were made for two teams to visit the family

camps. One team was assigned to the Zuni reser-

vation where the program consisted of instruction

in sewing, cooking and child care. Five villages

were visited and training classes held for women
and returned girl students. The activities met
with an enthusiastic response and the work there

will be continued. Two other experts in hand-

craft, aided by a group of Indian women, worked
in the Southern Navajo reservation. The pro-

gram for the Navajo women and children assem-

bled in or near the I. E. C. W. camps was as

follows :

Recreation (The training of Navajo girls to

direct leisure-time activities)

Rug and blanket weaving

Tanning

Silversmithing

Encouragement of the use of home products.

Lessons Taught the Indian

Dr. Charles W. Eliot, the late president of

Harvard, once said that the most outstanding con-

tribution America has made to the cause of edu-

cation was the summer camp. It is possible that

the I. E. C. W. camps will profoundly influence

Indian life in the Southwest for future gen-
erations.

What has this type of camp oflTcred the Indian?

The camp has taught the Indian much regard-

ing sanitation, the proper disposal of refuse mat-

ter and the elimination of flics. Since his "hogan"
is a miniature camp, he will profit by his experi-

ence and observation at camp. Moreover, his camp
experience has taught the Indian lessons in per-
sonal cleanliness and he has learned the value of

nourishing food properly prepared. His months
of association with Indians from tribes other than

his own have been invaluable in the exchange of

ideas and friendly contacts involved. From these

Indians he has learned new dances, songs and

games.
The well regulated life in a clean and whole-

some camp has increased his vigor of body and
mind. What the established C. C. C. camps have
done for the young white man, the I. E. C. W.
camps have done for the Indian. Medical inspec-
tion showed conclusively that many Indians were
malnourished and at first physically unfit to carry
on the arduous tasks expected of them on the

roads and in the fields.

The Results

What of the value of the Indian Emergency
Conservation Work as a whole ? Has it done what
it set out to accomplish? Has it brought relief to

needy Indians and strengthened their morale ?

The material help to the Indian cannot be ques-
tioned. Along with a rapidly rising market for

wool, hides, lamb, mutton and similar supplies,

have come the first relief pay checks for work
done on the reservations. The Indian should be

in a better position financially this fall than he

has been for a long time. Nor can there be any
doubt about changes along less material lines. The
Indian has been given a chance to do the work
he has waited many years to do. This has been

a tremendous moral stimulus to him. and along
with the work has come the opportunity to spend
after work hours in singing, dancing and playing

games—a program which has kept his vitality at

a high point and has been reflected in the

character of the task performed during his work-

ing hours.

"In \()},i there were twenty-two national parks
in the United States and these had an area of

12,542 stiuare miles. That the people of this

country arc lieginning to realize the value of these

playgrounds can be seen from the fact that in

191 5 they were visited by 33S,cxx) people, and in

19,^1 by 3,152,845. Even during the depression the

number of visitors increased, and this is borne

out, I think, by the figures in all our states

as regards their parks."
— Mrs. Franklin D.

Kooicvelt.



Getting Acquainted With the Trees

So
SAYS the poet, and so says the

United States Forest Service.

Only it says it in prose and with

special reference to the trees.

Of course, some of us spend a

considerable time in the woods all the year

around. But more folks get the urge to got

out into the woods at this time of the year

than most any other. Even people who are

content to stick around the house or stay in

town at other times, seem to be drawn toward

the woodland in the spring. We get that han-

kering to get out and explore around a little

in whatever wood we can reach.

And the Forest Service suggests that those

who have little knowledge of woodcraft might
do well to get better acquainted with the ways
of the woods. In fact, it says it is essential

that our people know the importance and value

of many forest tracts of small size that make

up our farm woodlands.

It is certainly a fascinating subject once you

get into it. Folks who are accustomed just to

drinking in the beauties of Nature without

much attention to the details, might start by

getting acquainted with the diflferent kinds of

trees. Learn to distinguish them by some of

the well-marked characteristics of leaf, bark,

fruit, seed, buds and twig arrangement.

Fascinating Facts About Trees

Now that spring is coming up this way and

the buds are bursting, don't forget the flowers

of the forest trees ; they form a clock dial for

the advancing year. So, as they bloom in suc-

cession note the blossoms of the willow, the

maple, the elm and the -cottonwood, until the

last flower blooms in June and seed are on

the wing. Or perhaps you don't have those

trees in your woods? What trees do you have

in your neighborhood? I'll venture to say
there are a lot of you who have been enjoying

trips through the woods for years, who don't

'Come forth into the

light of things.
Let Nature be your

teacher."

really know the names of all the

common kinds of trees. Test your-
self on this.

And while you are getting ac-

quainted with the different trees,

you will probably notice that certain trees pre-

fer certain localities. As you know, you find

the willow by the stream, the yellow or tulip

poplar in the valley, the red oak on higher

ground. One kind of tree needs a lot of mois-

ture while another will grow in a drier situa-

tion. Certain trees "hobnob" together because

they have similar needs in the way of soil,

moisture, light and the like. You soon learn

to group your trees as belonging to particular

types. There are certain trees you find asso-

ciated together on the ridges. Other groups

you notice on the slopes. Others you find

hobnobbing on bottom-land. Others seem to

prefer the swamps.

What is your favorite woods? Is it the

coniferous forest type? If so, what kind of

cone-bearing trees do you find in it? Or maybe
it is the pure hardwood type, or a mixed hard-

wood and conifer type. Did you ever stop to

wonder why that woods is the kind it is?

And did you ever try to figure out how some
of the trees in the woods got where they are?

You know forests have been traveling about long

before the famous Birnam wood came to Dun
sinane. Some trees travel by wind. That is,

the seed are scattered by the wind. And you
have probably noticed a good many of those

ingenious contrivances with which some of the

seed are equipped for getting about.

Some trees travel by animal. For instance,

squirrels play an important part in spreading
the seed of certain trees. Hickories, walnuts,

butternuts, oaks, honeylocust, persimmons and

beaches are among the trees spread by ani-

mals. Birds also carry such tree seed as red

cedar and cherry from place to place, while

(Continued on page 262)
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World at Play

Playgrounds and

Coal Mines

IN one of the nar-

row valleys of the

West Virginia hills

where there has been

little work in the coal mines and the Friends

have supplied food to the children for the past

two years, there were operated last summer

eight playgrounds with a staff of eleven work-

ers. In one of the smallest of these communi-

ties with not more than a hundred cabins

clinging to the hillside, with no sidewalks and

no stores, the only evidence of any group

activity was the playground. It consisted of

a small frame building used as a health center

and children's clinic and the largest bit of level

ground in sight, not over a quarter of an acre,

surrounded by a rustic fence. A slide had been

made from the chute of a mine tipple lined

with tin which dumped its human load into a

large sand pile. There were swings from a

tree and concrete wading pool with a center

fountain. The leaders received so little in ad-

dition to their transportation from Morgan-
town, the nearest city, as to be practically vol-

unteers. They have been trained in the play-

ground leaders' course held by the Recreation

Department of Morgantown. The director of

relief for the district, who was largely respon-

sible for the playgrounds, said : "I don't know
how we did it. I had a little money in my health

fund and I figured sunshine was just as valu-

able as cod liver oil. We had some gifts and

some help from the people themselves. We
must have more of these playgrounds."

Musical Training at

a Municipal Camp

AT Camp Sacra-

m e n t o, maintained

by the Sacramento,

California, Recrea-

tion Department, arrangements were made

whereby young vacationists could continue

their musical training at camp. For a six-

weeks' period beginning June 17th two music

teachers were at the camp to conduct orchestra

and band instruction classes. A small charge
was made for the service.
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Manchester's Spring
^^ ^'^^ 'J>^

^'
'^'

Folk Festival ^l"*'
and Science In-

stitute a Spnng Folk

Festival was held in

Manchester, New Hampshire. Singing and

dancing groups of French Canadians, Swedes,
Germans, English, Ukrainians and Greeks par-

ticipated in native dances, pageantry and

songs. It was a joyous occasion not only for

the participants but for the audience which
crowded the hall. Mr. A. D. Zanzig of the

National Recreation Association organized
and conducted the festival.

Long Beach Increases

Its Facilities

IN Long Beach, Cal-

ifornia, an intensive

effort has been made
to focus attention on

the recreation problems which the city faces.

As a result of the campaign plans have been

accepted by the Board of Education and the

school administration calling for the comple-
tion of nine standard gymnasiums, two roof

gymnasiums, twenty activities rooms in ele-

mentary schools, the rehabilitation of twenty-
six playgrounds and playing fields, and the

re-allocation of school buildings to make avail-

able more than ten per cent additional play

space.

Women's Athletics

in Boston

A new ERA project

in Boston, Massa-

chusetts, designed to

promote w o m e n's

athletics and to provide five months' employ-
ment for 56 people, has been initiated under

the auspices of the Mayor's City-Wide Emer-

gency Committee on Health and Recreation in

cooperation with the Boston Park Department.
A program of athletics for women and older

girls will be conducted at 25 park department

playgrounds by women directors at present

unemployed, almost all of whom are graduates

of physical education schools and have had

previous playground experience. Miss Helen

M. Kelly, Director of Women's Activities for
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Community Service, will be in immediate

charge of the program. She will have an assis-

tant director, five district supervisors, 25 play-

ground directors and an equal number of play-

ground assistants. Such games as baseball,

volley ball, squash, hopscotch, O'Leary, jack-

stones and horseshoes will be organized.

Westward Ho!—Members of the Municipal

Hiking Club of Minneapolis, Minnesota, will

embark on a western trip this summer. The

trip will extend from August 17th to Septem-

ber 3rd. The Minnehikers will travel by bus,

spending many nights camping out in the

open, at other times staying at tourist camps.

Each member of the party will carry his own

equipment consisting of tents, blankets, dishes

and other necessary articles.

Developments in Steubenville, Ohio — The

Steubenville Recreation Department reports a

profit of $904.00 from the operation of three

swimming pools, with receipts of $3,063.00 and

expenditures of $2,159.00. The swimming pools

are free for children under twelve years of

age three mornings a week. On other morn-

ings, children up to this age pay five cents.

The fee for children up to eighteen is ten cents

and for adults over eighteen twenty cents.

Seventeen swimming meets and a water carni-

val were held last season. The American

Legion Band gave eight free concerts and the

Junior Women's Club furnished volunteer

leaders in dramatics for the playgrounds.

New Wading Pools for Detroit—Detroit,

Michigan, children are reveling in the new

wading pools constructed at three of the muni-

cipal play centers by CWA labor. More than

600 men were employed during the winter

months at a cost of approximately $35,000 a

pool. Each pool is 100 by 150 feet and meas-

ures 16 inches at its deepest point. A continu-

ous flow of cool, fresh water circulates in the

pool. Two guards, a man and a woman, are

stationed at each pool.

A Day Camp on a Roof—The Jewish Peo-

ple's Institute of Chicago, Illinois, is conduct-

ing a day camp on the roof of the Institute.

The camp, which is open to children from five

to fifteen years of age, is being conducted from

June 25th to August 31st. A charge of $3.00

is made for the entire season.

m
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WHIRL-AROUND
ANOTHER

outstandingly popular Louden Play-

ground Device. Can accommodate 50 chil-

dren at one time. Absolutely safe. Gives

healthful exercise to every muscle of arms, legs
and body. Extremely durable and long lived.

Write today for new free boolc giving full par-
ticulars on the Whirl-Around and complete line of

fine Louden Playground, Gym and Pool Equipment.

LOUDEN
PLAYGROUND
EQUIPMENT

Manufactured by

J. E. PORTER CORPORATION

120 Broadway . Ottawa, Illinois

A Budget Increase in San Francisco—San
Francisco's new budget includes the following
increases: Recreation Department, $200,000;
Park Department, $120,000; Library, $69,500;
Health Department, $139,000; County Welfare

Department, $122,000.

In recommending the increase in the budget
of the Recreation Department, the Mayor in

his written report to the Board of Supervisors
stated : "I regret indeed that economic condi-

tions will not permit a more generous consid-

eration of the above item, for in this depart-

ment the womanhood and manhood of tomor-

row are molded. These centers, established

in the interest of our children's safety and wel-

fare, provide for them a physical and moral

background not obtainable elsewhere."

Drama in Knoxville—The Recreation De-

partment of Knoxville, Tennessee, is supervis-

ing eight drama clubs and the Knoxville Little

Theater. Drama activities are engaged in by

practically all the local churches and twenty-
six public schools. A professional drama di-

rector paid by relief funds has been added to

the stafi^. This worker is loaned to any com-

munity group desiring his services.
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Magazines and Pamphlets
R*c«nHy Racaivad Confalnlng Art!cUs

of lnt«r«$f to the Racreation Workar }

A^AGAZINES

Tht Womani Prnt. May 1934

Camps and the New Leisure, by Janet Fowler Kelson

The New Outlook for Youth, by Nellie M. Seeds

Municipal Sanitation, May 1934

The Control of Swimming Pools, by Carl A.

Hechmer

Parkt and Recreation, May 1934

Roadside Planting, by Phelps VVyman
Qualifying Life Guards for Duty, by Thomas R.

Daly-

Keeping Abreast of Demand for Sport Facilities, by

John W. Kernan

Playground Standards

Tht Womant Preu, June 1934

Recovering the Primal Sanities, by Weaver W.
Pangburn

The American City, June 1934

A Community Entertainment and Merchandising
Plan. Sparta, Mich.

Municipal Opera in Los .\ngeles
How a City Made a Park Without Cost

New and Improved Models of Street Showers

The Journal of Health and Phyucal Education, May 1934

Training Recreation Leaders, by William R. LaPorte

My Old Kentudv-y Home—.\ Festival, by Elizabeth

Faries Howe
Achievement Tests in Swimming, by Mary Grant

Parkhurst
Recent Developments in Swimming and Water

Sports, by Marjorie Camp
Center Square Endball

Get Out in Front

Spongeball
Teaching Basketball to Younger Boys

Child Welfare, June-July 1934

Leisure and Small Town Youth, by Ella Gardner

The Jourrtal of Health and Phyucal Education, June 1934

The Responsibility of Public .\gcncies Providing for

Leisure-Time .Activities, by William G. Robinson

Camp Program Planning and Its Relation to Changes
in Educational Theory, by Marjorie Camp

An Emergency Out-of-Door Program, by Elsie M,
Mott

Fly Casting Class, by D. V. Dunder
Condensed Report of the Win Motor Ability Test

of the St. Louis Elementary Schools, 1933, by
A. E. Kindervater

PAMPHLETS

Playground and Recreation Department—Hoard of Park

Commiuionert, Vancouver, B. C, Annual Report, 1933

The Recreational Vm of Land in Connecticut, by Nathan

L. Whetten and \'ictor A. Rapport
Bulletin 194—Connecticut State College, Storri,

Connecticut

Enjoyable Job$ for Leitute Houn
Extension Circular 340, South Dakota State College,

Brookings, South Dakota

Activities in Fort Worth—The Recreation
Board of Fort Worth, Texas, provides motion

picture shows which are seen by huge crowds
each night. Free to the public, they are shown
at thirteen locations weekly. It is estimated
that during a six weeks' period in the past
summer i68,ooo people attended these movies.

The recreation building maintained by the

Recreation Board last June had the largest
attendance up to date in its history. This was
due to the careful organization of classes, ap-

proximately seventy of which were scheduled

weekly. As many as 125 children were counted

in one class, while mothers took advantage of

classes in music, drama and dancing. The
number of swimmers at the pools maintained

by the Board greatly increased last summer.
There was a decrease of $661.85 in the receipts

from the pools due to the fact that rates were

reduced 33 1/3 per cent for children who had

their own suits and 20 per cent for adults with

suits.

New Activities in Philadelphia
—A number

of new features have been added to the sum-

mer playground program maintained by the

Philadelphia Bureau of Recreation. One is a

city-wide play day to be held the latter part of

July in which all recreation centers will take

part. The play day will be held in twenty
districts with separate programs being con-

ducted in each locality. A water polo league

will be organized with the opening of the

swimming pools.

A Little Theater Conference—Last fall, dur-

ing the month of October, the Los Angeles,

California, Drama Association sponsored a

Little Theater Conference with weekly meet-

ings. The course included class lectures and

demonstrations of all phases of production and

play writing, and the presentation of plays

each evening by a Little Theater group.

Mother and Daughter Day in Louisville—
On I-ebruary 26th mothers and daughters of

Louisville met at the Jefferson County Armorj'

for their second annual play night, climaxing

the work of the Recreation Division gymna-
sium and dancing classes all over the city. The

program was planned as a demonstration of

regular class routine with each dancing class

presenting a specialty number. A cut in the
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budget made it necessary to close earlier than

the Department had wished the free gymna-
sium and dancing classes conducted by the Di-

vision. Beginning March 5th, however, classes

were organized for all those interested in con-

tinuing by paying a fee of 10 cents in the eve-

ning. The money collected will be used to

defray the expenses of light, heat and janitor

service in the school building and the salaries of

gymnasium teachers and pianists.

A City-Wide Athletic Club—The Kiwanians
of Gulfport, Mississippi, early last summer or-

ganized a city-wide athletic club housed in a

recreation lodge leased from a hotel. The lodge
is equipped with standard gymnasium equip-

ment, a volley ball court, a tennis court, and
has a game room in which ping pong, billiards

and similar games may be played. Classes met
each morning at 6:30 for exercises under the

leadership of a physical director. An arrange-
ment was effected whereby the immediate fam-

lies of the members might have free access to

the concrete swimming pool on the hotel prop-

erty. This project is filling a long felt need
in the recreational life of the city.

Recreation in Niagara Falls—Special events

last summer in Niagara Falls, New York,
where a recreation service is conducted by the

Bureau of Parks, included six free band con-

certs at Hyde Park, two free dances on the

tennis courts the music for which was donated

by the orchestras playing, three special enter-

tainments by the Girl Scouts, Boy Scouts and
Y. M. C. A., tennis tournaments, one of them
for colored citizens, a number of archery tour-

naments with a final invitation tournament in

which a number of Canadian cities took part,

and a swimming meet.

A Festival of Play—Last spring the Bureau
of Recreation, Department of Public Welfare,

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, presented a festival

of play and a gymnastic championship in

which forty-one centers participated. The fes-

tival consisted of games, tumbling, pyramids,

singing, rhythmic drill, model airplane flying,

country dance, and Maypole frolic. The Mayor
and a number of city officials gave addresses.

Relief Labor in Cincinnati—The Public Rec-

reation Commission of Cincinnati, Ohio, has been

BRING

EYERWEAR SAFETY

TO YOUR SWINGS!

The New EverWear Spring-Rubber Safety Seat for

Swings, No. SR-206, (United States and Canadian
Patents Pending) cushions every blow and prevents
serious accidents. It is made of an ingenious ar-

rangement of special. EverWear-designed, fabric-re-

enforced, rough, springy, long-wearing, tubular, tire

stock rubber, which is so assembled in combination
with spring steel, as to give a soft, springy, resilient,

swing seat of remarkable safety, strength and

durability.

All outside surfaces of the seat are springy rubber:
SAFETY! All top and bottom surfaces arc corru-

gated to prevent slipping: SAFETY! All edges are

soft, springy, and resilient: SAFETY! All ends
bend easily under any blow or pressure (but im-

mediately spring back to their normal shape after

the pressure is removed) : SAFETY! No metal

parts arc exposed where they can become dangerous:
SAFETY! No wood enters its construction: it can-
not warp, split nor splinter: SAFETY! Requires
no painting.

Suspension clevises are reversible, making both sides

of the seat available for use (this feature doubles the

life of the seat): DURABILITY! Rubber tough,
long- wearing tire stock: DURABILITY! Spring
steel is painted to resist rust: DURABILITY!
Built to withstand heavy weights (tested under an
active load of 950 pounds) : STRENGTH! Edge-
ways, the seat can be sprung or bent under pressure
or blows (adding further to its SAFETY!).
Weighs 5 94 pounds (light for the rugged require-
ments of its service) : SAFETY! Priced within
reach of every buyer who values SAFETY on the

playground ($4.50 each, net, f. o. b. Springfield,
Ohio, U, S. A. Price subject to change without
notice) : ECONOMY!
Investigate The New EverWear Spring-Rubber
Safety Seat for Swings. Buy them to replace old

swing seats. Specify them for all new swing outfits.

NOW!!
BRING EVERWEAR SAFETY

... TO YOUR SWINGS !

Manufactured by
The EverWear Manufacttiring Company

Springfield, Ohio. U.S.A.

The World'* oldest and largest exclusive maker of play-
ground, beach and pool apparatus : a complete line of the
SAFEST and most DURABLE recreation apparatus mad*.
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D I AMO N t)
Insfall Diamond Pitching Horsashoa courts

on your playground (or a popular gama
iha< costs littla to maintain. Diamond shoas

and accessories are preferred by players

everywhere. Beginners find Diamond shoes

easy to pitch and old-timers demand them.

Accurately made — perfectly balanced—
will not crack or chip.

DIAMOND CALK HORSESHOE CO.
4610 GRAND AVENUE . . DULUTH, MINN.

successful* in having released for material and

equipment $80,000 of bond funds. About 8,000

relief workers a day are being used under expert

direction on approximately thirty development

projects which include the building of athletic

fields and beaches involving a great deal of grad-

ing and the filling in of ravines. Three of these

developments are on school property adjoining

the high schools. The schools did not have money
for the development which is being carried on by

the Recreation Commission under a long term

lease on the property for all use except during

school hours. The schools have agreed to pay the

Recreation Commission $2,500 a year for the

maintenance of each field. Relief labor was also

being used for additional clerical help in the of-

fice, as assistants to playground leaders, and to

provide talent in the traveling theater and the

playground music program.

Pan American Day in Miami—The Depart-

ment of Recreation of Miami, Florida, has

charge of all city-wide celebrations and events,

the most outstanding of which is the Pan

.American Day celebration taking place on

April 17th of each year. This annual event

takes the form of a pageant depicting the story

of the development of one of the South Ameri-

can countries. This year the country was

Cuba, and the Cuban government cooperated by

sending a number of officials to participate in

the event. The City of Havana sent a band

which headed the parade, all of the music for the

pageant being supplied by the Cuban govern-

ment. A number of those who participated in

the dances peculiar to Cuban life were from

that country.

Planning the Recreation Building

(Cnntinucd from f-agc 22S)

popular vote, slides would all be built twenty feet

or more high. It is known by experience that a

slide eight feet high still retains a thrill and is

reasonably safe, whereas a slide four feet high

might be 100 per cent safe but zero in thrill, and

therefore would not be used. This same reason-

ing can be applied to swing heights, rings, tra-

pezes, and in fact to almost all the equipment

given to juveniles.

In appointing an architect or an engineer who

is to have the responsibility of designing our rec-

reation buildings and play fields let us choose one

who by his experience and extreme interest is

particularly fitted for the job. He must know the

human side of our work, child psychology, and

above all he must have a genuine interest in the

problems he is about to solve.

A Hobby Workshop In a Museum
fCniitimifci from payc 224)

for leisure time activity opportunities caused by

unemployment and shortened working hours and

is also logically developing the Museum's educa-

tional program. The Mu.seum has always supple-

mented its exhibits with informal talks and

demonstrations given by staff members and by

moving pictures on related subjects. The work-

shop offers in a number of respects a more direct

approach to the stimulation of interest in the sub-

ject of Museum exhibits. In providing oppor-

tunities for talented or highly specialized ama-

teurs to talk to a group interested in their par-

ticular field, the Museum hobby groups have also

encouraged these people to continue and develop

their interests.
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Adventures in Star Gazing
(Continued from page 226)

telescope is being built for private use by the

amateur astronomer who intends to use it, and

others appear ready to become fact in the making.

In the meantime, the Astronomy Club is plan-

ning to affix to the big park telescope such gadgets

as a camera for taking astronomical pictures, the

clock and mechanism which will go with it and

additional refinements of the unusually fine ama-

teur-made instrument now in place at Oglebay

Park. A "dome" which will permit use of the

'scope in winter and replace the present wooden,

fence-like windbreak around the base of the

machine is also a project toward which the club

expects to devote time, thought and energy this

season.

LeisureTime Activities forMen and Boys

(Continued from page 232)

It is equally true that the majority of students

who are physically fitted for the intercollegiate

games need far less such training from the stand-

point of health than many students who are unable

to stand the strain of such sports and who re-

ceive less. This is why at Wesleyan, although we

carry on many forms of intercollegiate athletics,

we require that every student, before he receives

credit for the three years of required physical

education, shall have had instruction and experi-

ence in playing tennis or golf, handball, squash or

rackets, and swimming. We feel that by this rule

the boys after graduation will have means of rec-

reation which will be of value to them for years

to come. Furthermore, these are activities in

which only two are required in order to have a

game, and facilities for which are to be found in

most communities. I well appreciate the difficul-

ties of carrying on such a program in secondary

schools where there is but limited equipment, and

I know that in the primary schools some of these

sports are far too advanced for the pupils. I be-

lieve, however, that much can be done in the de-

velopment of an interest in hobbies other than

athletics, and this interest may be stimulated in

children long before they reach high school age.

And certainly many of the athletic activities such

as tennis and handball and swimming can be be-

gun at a very early age, and more emphasis should

be placed upon these sports than upon the team

sports represented in our interscholastic and in-

tercollegiate programs.

aean
SUNSHINE
FRESH AIR

Keep playgrounds free from dust

with Solvay Calcium Chloride . . .

PROTECTING
children at play is the aim

of the modern playground. How im-

portant to protect them from the dan-
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Solvay Calcium Chloride kills germs.

The photomicrographs pictured here

show you the results. 347 cultures in the

untreated dust. Only 3 in the same dust

treated with Solvay Calcium Chloride.

Germs
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on your playgrounds. Send today for
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The essential thing, it seems to me, in the train-

ing for athletics as a recreational pastime is not

necessarily the development of an unusual skill in

any sport; it is more important to develop a love

for play and for the by-products of play. So many
individuals in my experience have given up cer-

tain forms of athletics because they could not de-

velop in a given'game skill sufficient to rate them

above the average. On our faculty at Wesleyan is

a man who was a fair tennis player but who failed

to show improvement in his game, and so gave up
tennis long before he should have done so. He

quit the game because he could not compete with

some of his more expert colleagues. I have known

others to give up golf because they were unable

to reduce their scores to the gentleman's score of

ICO. It is unfortunate for anyone to become so

consumed with the desire to be perfect that he

fails to get enjoyment out of the game when his

play is not up to i>erfection. Many golfers, I am

sure, fail to get recreation from golf because they

have failed to improve their game. After all, the

great out-of-doors, the beautiful greens, the hour

or two of companionship with one's friends, are

of much more value than the ability to play

perfectly.

In concluding these rambling comments, I must

express one regret
— I shall not be present to talk

with you as to your personal use of your leisure

hours when you have reached my age, for what-

ever you are thinking now about the things I have

tried so inadequately to express, I know what you
will be thinking then.

Playground Teams from Neighborhood

Gangs
(Continucii jrum page 234)

on hand with the twelve-year-olds to receive the

awards !

Track was a new sptjrt and we had but one meet.

We included dashes, relays, jumping and shot

putting, with the high school track coach and col-

lege men to act as judges. Boys who were not so

good at other sports found themselves the men of

the hour. The gang was on hand to cheer its rep-

resentatives. Five hundred people made up the

audience.

As few rules as possible were laid down, many
of them the unwritten rules of boydom and good

sportsmanship. In the role of
a,

benevolent dic-

tator I was the court of final appeal. We gave
the boys as much responsibility for government

as they could carry. The older "A" boys often

acted as scorekeepers and were eager to act as

umpires. We took all precautions to prevent ring-

ers, requiring the registration of each player and

limiting him to one team. On the field the team

had to obey its captain and there could be no

quarreling. One rainy morning after players and

officials had come into the field house somewhat

dampened, Captain Kelly decided to finish the two

remaining innings of a very close game. He

stripped off shirt, shoes and socks, rolled up his

overalls, and declared himself ready for the fray.

Both teams followed his example, and in pools of

water the game was decided.

Some of the Results

As the season drew near its close we felt that

the boys were healthier and happier than ever be-

fore; that the antagonisms among various gangs

had been sublimated into honest respect ;
that the

prejudice of race and creed had been lessened;

that sportsmanship and ideals of team work had

been inculcated in many, and that the citizenship

standards of the entire group had risen and would

leaven the realm of boyhood in the city.

To the many inquiries as to what would happen

to the League when summer ended, we responded

by sounding out the feeling of the boys toward

continuing it as a basketball league. There was no

doubt about it—the boys wanted their league to

carry on, and we, too, felt that some kind of or-

ganization should be continued.

We talked to the Y.M.C.A. secretary who had

awarded the emblems on Labor Day and as a re-

sult of our conference the captains of the League
met at the Y.M.C.A. and organized the basketball

division, with five cent dues for non-members of

the "Y" and the privilege of a swim after the

game. The carry-over to a sport new to some, to

a building unfamiliar to others and to a definite

code of beliavior and neatness foreign to a few,

measured up to our plans. Eighty-one of the 184

boys registered in basketball leagues were mem-

bers of the League, and sixty-six of these en-

tered their own Junior League consisting of

ninety-two boys in ten teams.

Thus have neighborhood gangs been converted

into teams and the playground proved its worth.

Among our best testimonials was the remark of a

quick, slim Italian boy: "It's the first summer I

haven't been arrested!" He was proud, as were

we. But even greater was his pride in his Junior

League team.
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Space Requirements for the Children's

Playground
(Continiied from page 244)

Paths and Free Circulation

On a small playground serving a limited num-

ber of children in a few activities, or children up

to ten years of age, there is little need for paths

or spaces apart from the active use areas to per-

mit children to pass in safety from one part of

the playground to another. However, when a

variety of ages is served in a wide range of ac-

tivities requiring considerable space, it is highly

desirable that some provision be made for the cir-

culation of the children just as in a school build-

ing space is allowed for corridors and hallways.

It is impossible to arrange the playground for ef-

fective and safe use in such a way that every

square foot is available for play. Therefore from

5 to lo per cent—preferably the latter—of the

total play area must be provided in addition to

the amount previously agreed upon.

(To be continued in the September issue)

Municipal Recreation Programs and

Enforced Leisure

(Continued from page 246)

possession, in favor of a society organized for the

purpose of living, a field lies open for the develop-

ment of sympathy and companionship such as

humanity has never yet dreamed.

I like to think of the municipal recreation

service as being devoted to the use of leisure

in pursuit of that greatest art in the world,

the art of living.

German Youth and Work Camps
(Continued from page 247)

fields. Other groups, too, work diligently. By
1 1 :30 everyone is ready for the main meal of the

day. Dinner over, work goes on until 3:15. With

the rest of the afternoon free for sports and rec-

reation, the day's work is quickly forgotten. The

majority of the girls are sport enthusiasts and do

not consider a day complete without at least an

hour of outdoor physical activity. Swimming,

rowing, wandering on foot or bicycle and Faust

(fist) ball are popular diversions on pleasant days
in camp. On rainy days folk dancing, ping pong,

table games and group singing fill the hours. In

the evening the leader gives instruction in various

forms of handcraft. Leather work and knitting

are the most popular. Discussions are in order

and an attempt is made to get the workers, peas-

ants and students to discuss problems together.

They talk over such subjects as "What Voluntary
Work Service Has Meant to Me," or "After

Camp, What?" One subject leads to another, and

invariably the attitudes of various groups toward

one another, as for example that of the students

toward the peasants, are frankly discussed. These

informal discussions are not only educational in

themselves but help in breaking down class dis-

tinctions.

The day ends with a song. Workers, students

and peasants join hands, and as their voices blend

in harmony one feels that this new phase of the

youth movement holds great possibilities for the

creation of new attitudes toward work and com-

munity life, and for the establishment of new

social values. «

At a Civilian Conservation Corps Camp
(Continued from page 248)

ernment for recreation, the boys planned a boxing
and wrestling exhibit for which an admission

charge was made. Residents from a nearby vil-

lage and hundreds of campers attended. This was

followed by an old time dance. Total receipts for

the evening were $111. This was used to equip the

recreation hall with games and reading lamps and

to purchase athletic supplies. The first exhibition

proved so successful that four others were pro-

moted in two months.

The duties of the recreation director were

varied and his life such a busy one that it was

necessary for him to have assistants. The camp
was fortunate in securing the services of an ex-

pert boxing coach who spent part of his vacation

teaching the boys the skills of the sport. Much

help was given by vacationists in the park in camp
fire entertainment and in educational activities.

It was noted that many of the boys did not take

part in the dances given in a neighboring village.

When the reason for this—their lack of knowl-

edge of how to dance—was discovered, a class in

social dancing was organized attended by fifty

boys.

Today in the midst of epoch-making legislation

and drastic changes in political and industrial or-

ganization the task of teaching young people the

fine art of play looms up as one of the most im-

portant responsibilities of the age. These young
men of today, the leaders of tomorrow, will be

better able to adjust themselves to the new era of

increased leisure and will be influential because of
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their understanding of play learned at camp in

leading such activities in their local communities.

To these objectives the recreation program in the

C. C. C. camps is making a genuine contribution.

Getting Acquainted With the Trees

(Continued from page 253)

such trees as cypress, tupelo gum, cottonwood,

willows, maples, and a number of others are

spread by water. Sometimes when you see a

certain kind of tree growing along a stream or

a fence-row it is pretty easy to discover how it

got there.

Observing the Forest Floor

When you go into the cool shade of the

woods, note the forest floor, too. Observe the

undergrowth of young trees, shrubs, ferns and

moss, and the litter of fallen leaves. Take your

jackknife or a stick and dig right down under

that cover into the mold of many years of

fallen leaves. There you will find the answer
to Villon's question "Where are the snows of

yesteryear?"

When rain falls or snow melts under the

shadow of the forest it sinks into the spong;'

earth. The forest has soaked up the rain and

melted snow like a sponge. Find a spring and

you will see where the stored water is seeping
out to feed the streams. The rainfall and

snowfall that have been held back in the hid-

den reservoir of the forest have been trans-

formed into a steady supply of water for the

pasture, the farm, the mill and the city.

Go out into the open and dig into the soil

of an unwooded, barren slope and notice the

difference between that and what you found in

the woods soil. The chances are you will find

the soil on that unwooded slope dry and hard.

Of course, you know what has happened.
When the rain fell or the snow melted on that

open hillside, there was nothing to hold it back.

It just rushes down hill.

Perhaps if you look around on the open hill-

side you may find places where the soil, with

no roots to bind it, has been washed away by
the rain. If there are any steep slopes in the

neighborhood, you may find deep gullies dug
into the ground. Trace where that soil goes
that is washed down the slope.

When you have noted those facts about the

trees, the soil and the stream, you begin to see

the relation which the forests of our country
bear to the well-being of our land. In a little

strip of woodland and neighboring cleared land,

you may have an example in miniature of soil

protection and good streams, or erosion and

flood damage, and get a clearer understanding
of the larger meaning of this Nation's forests

to farm land and industry and commerce.

Or if you arc of an investigative turn of mind,

and want to find out about the past life in the

woods, you may be able to detect in some

stump or the end of the saw-log much of the

story of the past of that woods. In the vary-

ing thicknesses of the annual rings is written

the fat and thin years of the tree. In those

rings you may also find evidences of fires and

insect attacks which have occurred in the life

of that tree. By counting the growth rings

from the bark back to the scar left by the fire,

in some cases you may be able to tell about

what year that fire happened.

In fact, whether you are a novice or a woods-

man of long experience, there is a lot that the

trees can tell you.



Legends and Dances of Old Mexico

By Norma Schwendener, Ph.D. and Averil Tibbels, M.A.

A. S. Barnes and Company, New York. $2.00.

THIS
interesting collection of twelve ancient Mexican

dances is given in its own setting of legends and facts

concerning the origin of the dances as well as the present

day customs surrounding them. The dance patterns are

simple and unique, the same step often being used

throughout the dance. Authentic Mexican music is given

with each dance, together with directions for the use

of percussive instruments which form the basis of the

music accompaniment. Of particular interest are the

primitive drawings illustrating each dance which serve

in the capacity of costume plates showing the dress

worn by the Mexican tribes in their religious and cere-

monial dances.

Dances of the People
Collected and described by Elizabeth Burchenal, B.A.

G. Schirmer. Inc., New York. Board cover $1.50;

cloth cover $3.00.

This edition represents a second volume of Folk-
' Dances and Sinning Games. The fact that they are

the work of Miss Burchenal, whose contribution to the

folk-dance movement is so well known, is a guarantee

of the authenticity of the dances and their usefulness.

Introduction to Physical Education

By Jackson R. Sharmaii, Ph.D. A. S. Barnes and Com-
pany, New York. $2.00.

This new text-book is devoted to a survey of the

'
history, objectives, methods, psychology and philo-

sophy of physical education. In it the most important

phases of physical education have been condensed and

presented in accordance with the latest educational

thought. The book will be of special value for teacher

training schools whose time allotment prevents a wide

range of courses.

"Pop" Warner's Book for Boys
By Glenn S. "Pop" Warner. In collaboration with

Frank J. Taylor. Robert M. McBride and Company,
New York. $2.00.

To THIS book Glenn S. Warner, football coach of
'
Temple University, brings his forty years of experi-

ence in coaching and training boys in the major sports.

The book tells boys how they may set about training

for sports from their earliest years so that later they

will be good team workers in school and college. It an-

swers all the questions boys can ask about baseball, track,

basketball and football.

Report on the Iowa Twenty-Five Year

Conservation Plan
Prepared for the Iowa Board of Conservation and the
Iowa Fish and Game Commission. Distributed by Iowa
Fish and Game Commission, Des Moines, Iowa.

This report incorporates the forward-looking plan
outlined "for the wise, human use of Iowa's natural

resources." The planning involved has undertaken two

phases—that dealing with the sound, economic utilization

of native resources, and that dealing with the preserva-
tion of natural features of interest and beauty. "By
establishing a long-term schedule of development on

which every dollar spent will be well spent, an enormous

economy is assured as compared with haphazard, un-

correlated conservation. The plan is a device to get the

people's money's worth in each phase of the work and

to advise on the manner in which the things the people

want may be crystallized into a feasible, economic pro-

gram which can be actually realized."

Puzzles and Curious Problems
By Henry Ernest Dudeney. Thomas Nelson and Sons,

Ltd., London and New York, $1.50.

Trom England comes a timely book with many puzzles

which will tax the ingenuity of the most expert

puzzle fiend. Puzzles are divided into arithmetical and

algebraical problems, geometrical problems, moving
counter problems, combination and group problems, and

similar classifications.

Camp Theatricals

By S. Sylvan Simon. Samuel French, New York. $1.50.

r\ EsiGNED to help camp directors make their enter-

tainments more effective, this 'book discusses such

subjects as physical equipment, play selection, stunts,

planning and rehearsing the program, and making actors

out of campers. Suggestions are offered for a circus

and for the construction of marionettes. A chapter on

music and musical comedy work deals with the use of

original musical work, lyrics and plots. Lists of plays

suitable for camps are given.

Come and Caper
By Virginia Bennett Whitlock. G. Schirmer, Inc.,

New York. $2.00.

This book with music and attractive illustrations

'
presents a few of the dramatic pantomimes, creative

rhythms and plays developed by the children from the

first grade through the eighth grade of the Lincoln

School, New York City. The music by various com-

posers has been selected and edited by Nothera Barton.
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Handbook of Association Business Administration.

Association Press, 347 Madison Avenue, New York

City. ^.00.

This is an extremely useful and cottiprehensive manual
on the business administration of local Y. M. C. A. build-

ings and programs. It has been prepared under the direc-

tion of and with the co-operation of the Business Secre-

taries Association. Although the book is directed to in-

crease the efficiency and economy of Y. M. C. A. admin-

istration, it is full of material valuable to public recre-

ation executives, particularly to those responsible for the

management of recreation buildings and such special

buildings as swimming pools. It outlines in detail and
includes standard forms for effective operation and up-

keep of buildings, mechanical equipment and covers ex-

haustively the legal questions involved in the operation
of such facilities by private agencies. It is a volume with

which recreation executives should surely be familiar.

A Directory of Agencies
Working with and for Adults.

Research Service Bulletin No. 13. The International

Council of Religious Education, 203 North Wabash
Avenue, Chicago, Illinois. $.50.

This compilation lists 125 national agencies working
for the civic, social, moral and religious education of
adults and describes briefly the work of each organi-
zation.

Work Relief in Germany.

By Hertha Kraus, Ph.D. Russell Sage Foundation,
New York, 1934. $.50.

Fourteen years of social service in Germany covering
the period during which that country has developed its

present relief program has provided Dr. Kraus with
an intimate knowledge of relief programs in Germany.
Her summary of the various relief programs is brief,
well organized and comprehensive. Recreation workers
will be interested in the reference to the way in which
Germany has taken advantage of work relief programs
to develop public parks, playgrounds and recreational
facilities and also the neighborhood, recreation and social

centers developed for the unemployed as a part of the

program to build and sustain morale. The list of work
projects developed as relief measures is very similar to
the projects developed under the various relief measures
in this country duritig the last few years. Verv similar
also are the activities conducted in the nei<'hhorhood
centers for the unemployed as well as some of the prob-
lems and difficulties involved in their administration.

Cdvcational Frontier.

Edited bv William H. Kilpatrick. D. Appleton-
Century Company, New York. $2.50.

rhe joint work of seven well-known authorities in

education, this book attacks the evils inherent in our
educational system and shows how obstructive they are
to social progress. Fortunately it goes bevonH this criti-
cism and proposes a program for the rehabilitation oi
American education which involves an application oi tiie

princinles of experimentalism to education. The <vitiranir»

contrihutinor to this volume, in addition to Dr. Kilpatrick,
are Bovd H. Bode. John L ChilHs, H. Crfirdon Hiillfish,
John Dcwcy. R. B. Raiip and \' T. Thayer.

Current Problems in Camp Leadership.
Edited by lackson R. Sharman, Marjorie Hillas
ond David K. Brace. The Ann Arbor Press. Ann
Arbor, Michigan.

This hook has been
prepared in response to the demand

lor organized materials suitable for use in college cours-
es on camping and as an aid in preparing counselors
during the pre-camp training periods conducted by most
camps. ¥.ach unit coasists of two or three introductory
paragraphs whk:h lead up to a scries of exercises and
problem*—things U>t the students to do. The author
of each unit, of which there arc over thirty, has had
entire freedom in expressing his philosophy or point of

view and in interweaving it into the problems and exe.-
cises in any way he wished. Students using the book
will therefore become familiar with more than one phil-
osophy in regard to camping.

Community Civics.

By Samuel P. .Abelow, .\I..\. Globe Book Com-
pany, 175 Fifth .\venue. New York City. $.67.

-This text is for junior and high school students. Pri-

marily for New York pupils and containing slight infor-
mation on cities other than New York. There are chap-
ters on Education for .Ml; The City's Water Supply;
Protecting the Food of the City; Regulation of Build-
ings; The Disposal of City Wastes; Public Regulation
of Work; Public Provision for Recreation; Guarding
the Health of the People; The Welfare of the Unfor-
tunates ; Protection of Life and Property; City Planning
and Civic Beauty ; Communication and Transportation ;

Making the Laws ; Carrying Out Our Laws ; The Work
of the Courts : Correction of the Delinquent ; City Fi-
nance ; The Citizen as a Voter.

The subtopics in the chapter on recreation are The
Importance of Recreation

; the Need for Community
Action; and Individual Responsibility. The author does
not attempt to give an exhaustive analysis, much less
an apprai.sal of the recreation facilities in New York,
nor does he offer the students a conception of a genuine
and complete public recreation system. He notes the
existence of parkways, and the state system of parks as
well as the miinicijvil parks and their principal activities.

Nothing is said of leadership. The book as a whole
contains a ereat deal of solid information and undoubt-

edly provides a valuable framework for the teaching of
civics. Several cartoons enliven the text.

Officers and Directors of the National
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OFFICERS
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A Glorious Time to Live

DESPITE

sickening unemployment, despite the necessity of relief in the midst of plenty, this is a

glorious time to live!

Emphasis is changing from the accumulation of material goods to the consideration of

what constitutes abundant living.

President Roosevelt and Mrs. Roosevelt constantly use the phrase abundant living and have to

some extent given these words their former power.

Everywhere one sees such phrases as:

A Better Way of Living
A Better Basis of Living
More Meaningful Living
The Rational Enjoyment of Life

Adequate Living
A Well Balanced Life

Adventurous Living
The Right of an American Citizen as to Differentiation in Living
Dare to Live

Art of Living
The Art of Happiness
School of Living
A Pattern for Living
Gracious Living

What is the inner meaning of all this? All of us as a people are changing our sense of values.

In practice we have rated living as dependent on a prior accumulation of material things. As adults

we have been willing to steal a little living, a little culture, a little recreation when we thought it

would help us in accumulating material things-
—make us more fit for work, help us in attaining

security first. And now we are not so sure about the material things. College professors are telling

us that youth are not thinking so much in terms of quickly obtaining large salaries; that they want

a measure of security and a chance to live as they go along; that they are attracted to adventurous

living in the subsistence homestead!

Again what is it that is taking place? What is the change? Why is it a more glorious time to

live? Because there is a perceptible swing in emphasis toward living, toward human activity that is

permanently satisfying rather than to the accumulation of material things. The simple pleasure of

life, the creature comforts of life, the having of a well-trained and a well-disciplined body, the using

of one's mind in many delightful ways—again have a place as before we became over-civilized. No

longer will we have as great a sense of guilt when we enjoy the smell of the sea, or of the new mown

hay right in the middle of the day that is sacred to work rather than living. Sounds, too, will have a

more accepted place. Again in many differentiated activities of body and mind we shall find our-

selves, our own nature as artists, as craftsman, as athletes, perhaps in a very small way.

In other words, with all there is to weigh us down it is good to be alive in days when there is

even a slight increase in emphasis on living, when we cease to have so much of our living vicarious

and take more time for recreation and living ourselves. It is good to be alive at a time when there is

so much youth can do to bring about a still further change in the sense of values, a still deeper

recognition of the eternal fact that enduring satisfaction is in self-activity.

Howard Braucher.

SEPTEMBER, 1934
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ThePower of Piay

By Thomas A. Storey, M. D.

Stanford University

California

"I urge the power of play In the

life of the child, in the games
and sports of youth, in the lei-

sure-time pursuits of maturity."

THE
PLAY LIVES of children bring them their

richest inter-related physical, emotional and

social experiences. Their play is their school

of physical education, of emotional and other

mental education, and of social education. It is

an intense school. No courses and no classes are

ever taken more alertly and enthusiastically than

those in the school of childhood play. No other

school educates so effectively or so permanently.

The child patterns his behaviors in imitation

of the behaviors of his parents and others in

the home, in the school and in the group with

which he plays. His behaviors are influenced, too,

by suggestion and by the discipline of home,

school, and playmates. These behavior examples,

these suggestions, these disciplines, may be in-

fluences that encourage the use of big muscles in

play, a joyousness in the game and a friendly re-

spect for other players; or they may emphasize

excesses or deficiencies of bodily activity, stimu-

late passions of anger, rage or fear, and stress

selfishness, cheating and cruelty.

If you observe the behavior of children at play,

without being observed by them, you may get an

insight into the sort of parents they have. You

may learn how their parents treat each other;

something about their health habits, good and bad ;

their mental hygiene or lack of it. and their social

behaviors and misbehaviors. You may get a line

Courtesy The American Journal of Nursing

on the sorts of men and the sorts of women these

children are being trained to be and trained

mainly under the influences of parental example,

parental suggestion and parental discipline, your

own perhaps. We may not know it, but we par-

ents dominate the play lives of our children. If

we could look on them at play, we would see our-

selves as they see us.

The behavior of the youth of high school or

college age is indelibly marked by the experiences

of the child he was. His behaviors display signs

and symptoms with which the experienced ob-

server can diagnose his past and forecast his

probable future. Such an observer may rate his

parents, family, playmates or teachers by measur-

ing his physical, emotional, and social behaviors,

particularly in his games and sports, and by the

same measure nents the experienced observer may
forecast the adult he is likely to bf

The other day while I was being amused by

my futile efforts to play a good game of golf, my
caddy told me of an incident that illustrates the

power of the child over the man he comes to be.

He reported that Mr. So and So missed a two

foot putt on a perfectly good green ;
that Mr. So

and So then promptly threw a tantrum, flung his
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iron into the air, cast himself on the green, kicked

his legs, rolled on the turf, and tore the grass in

rage.

Is there any doubt in your mind as to that man's

play life as a child? His sportsmanship in the

high school or college? Any doubt as to his be-

havior as a mate? As a parent? As a citizen?

What do you think his standards of leisure time

adult recreation are?

Our mature behaviors—like those of Mr. So

and So on the golf course—are measurably de-

termined by the examples that we patterned after

in play as children and adolescents, by the sug-

gestions that dominated our play and by the

disciplines that governed it.

Thus we men and women are ruled today by
the experiences of many yesterdays. Our play
lives as children, the games and sports of our

youth and our recreations of early maturity are

among the most powerful—if they are riot the

most powerful—of the influences that have de-

veloped and maintained our bodies, moulded our

minds and shaped our personalities, and of these,

the influences of greatest determining power are

likely to be those that dominated our play be-

haviors as children.

Your childhood experiences stimulated the

growth and development of your heritage of body
and mind. Those muscles of yours today that

serve you well or poorly every moment awake or

asleep, received their first training and condition-

ing in the first years of your life. The quality of

those experiences determined the basic physical

qualities of your youth and laid the organic foun-

dations of your maturity, regardless of the fact

that you and those who provided those experi-
ences for you probably did not know what was

being done and knew little or nothing of the de-

termining and controlling significance of these

experiences for your future.

That intelligent, educable mind of yours that

now serves you, well or ill, is a product of a long
Cflucation whose most important foundations were

laid in your childhood.

Your adult personality that gives you social

poise, makes you friends, enables you to do your

part in your group or community or even serve

as a leader aniong mankind—or fails in these

qualities
—was determined in large measure by

experiences that stamped their imprint on the

beginnings of your social personality while you
were a child.

These desirable qualities of body, mind and
social personality, constitute my conception of

health. The physical experiences, the emotional

experiences, and the social experiences of your
first years

— the years of your childhood— com-
bined to produce a composite of health that is phy-
sical, mental and social; it is never less than all

three. The most powerful of the influences that

laid the foundations of your health were fur-

nished by the experiences—good or bad—of your

play life as a child and your sports as a youth—
or by a deficiency of such experiences.

Play is not the only power that determines the

foundations and achievements of health. The in-

fluences that regulate, defend, or injure our lives

are many and they are interwoven. No one of

them exists alone The power of heredity, of phy-
sical, biological and social environment, and the

experience of heritage with environment, is a

composite power made up of many factors all

working for good or for evil. But the concep-
tion of play as a power that produces, improves,

maintains, defends or injures health— physical,

mental and social health—all three—is a proved

conception that has been established as one of the

basic principles of hygiene.

The diseases of decay that show the effects of

the wear and tear of our aging years and are

produced by the degenerations of such great

organs as the heart, arteries, and kidneys, head

our statistical records of annual deaths. These are

diseases that many of us believe are more com-
mon nowadays because of the lack of adequate

experience in vigorous muscular activity in child-

hood, youth and early maturity.

The annual increase in the number of people
who are temixjrarily or permanently sick mentally,
calls attention to the several causes of the mental

sicknesses that keep our physicians busy and fill

our hospitals. \N'e know that the ungovemed
emotional excesses of the wrong sorts of child-

hootl play arc among the most powerful of those

causes.

These days of vicious leisure, social shame ami

broken homes, of kidnapping, lynching, murder,

suicide, racketeering, of business cheating, politi-

cal dishonor and professional dishonesty
—

give

startling evidence of tragic deficiencies and de-

fects in the foundations of the social health of our

jxrople. The formation of those unwholesome
anti-social personalities whose behaviors damage
and destroy health and life, begins too often, if

(Contumtd on pogt 304)



A Community Children's Theatre

WITH
a brilliant future

before it, the Palo

Alto Community Chil-

dren's Theatre last Septem-
ber successfully inaugurated its first season in the

interesting new civic theater in Palo Alto by pro-

ducing "Beauty's Beast," a four-act play ar-

ranged from the fairy tale of similar title. Their

director is Hazel Glaister Robertson, a member

of the staff of the City Recreation Department
which is responsible for the maintenance of such

activities in Palo Alto.

From the opening lines of the play to the im-

pressive wedding procession of Beauty and her

princely Beast, with the finale scene before an

altar bedecked with exquisite white blossoms, the

large audience, composed about equally of chil-

dren and adults, listened and watched with rapt

admiration as the youthful actors and actresses

moved across the stage with almost incredible ease

and spoke their lines as simply and clearly as if

they were on the playground surrounded by
friends and familiar objects.

In October they presented "Silver Caverns," a

gossamer fantasy with mermaids and sea urchins,

followed in November by a dramatization of the

old story of "Hansel and Gretel," so augmented
that it employed a cast of fifty children. Their

December play was a Christmas pageant called

By Beatrice Arline Jones

Community Center Commission

Palo Alto, California

"Star of the Sea," whose

gentle beauty and utter sim-

plicity enthralled crowds.

January brought "Seven
Come Eleven," a delightful comedy of the co-

lonial South, with a comparatively small cast of

fourteen youngsters, but many participated in

"The Jack-in-the-Box Revue," which was pre-

sented in February.
About eighty children and young people, rang-

ing in age from five years to those who are in

junior college, are now rehearsing for the March

production, "The Land of Cards," musical ex-

travaganza in two acts, by Chester Wing Barker,

a local playwright and composer.

Joyous abandon and real pleasure in acting are

always present in plays given by this group, and

all traces of self-consciousness are thus erased

from the individual performances so that repeated

curtain calls from a packed house fail to shake

the poise or natural nonchalance of the youngsters.

Costumes always have an important place in

children's plays, because the illusion is not com-

plete for youth without some token of appropri-

ate apparel, be it only one feather for an Indian,

a bit of cotton to represent a rabbit's costume, or

a piece of torn lace for a princess. These cos-

tumes are paid for out of the proceeds of the

(Continued on page 305)

The Witch Moag with six of her "Sow" helpers,
In "Beauty's Beast" presented last September.

Candy house setting designed by Walter Newcomb
for "Hansel and Gretel, one of the productions.
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What Are Education Frills?

By Marvin S. Pittman, Ph.D.
Director of Laboratory Schools

Michigan State Normal College

THERE
ARE CERTAIN econoiTiic and social condi-

tions in America today which are basic to all

educational organization, administration, cur-

riculum and methods of instruction. Before we

can say what are "fads and frills" of present-day

education, we must know the life of the people

who are to be educated.

Our social and economic life is in constant

change, affected by many forces—inventions, dis-

coveries, domestic and foreign thought and condi-

tions— influences of a thousand sorts, .^mong

these are four which seem to me more potent at

present than all others. They are the following :

1. America has become an urbanized nation.

Approximately two-thirds of the nation's people

now live within the corporation limits of cities and

towns while there were fewer than 5 per cent who

so lived when we became a nation a century and a

half ago. Besides those who live within urban

limits, all of our people have become urbanized in

thought and in social and industrial practice.

2. America has become a mechanized nation.

The simple home industries, characteristic even

today of many other nations and so characteris-

tic of our own a century ago, have passed into ob-

solescence, and with their passing have gone the

inventiveness, the many-sided skills, the initiative,

and the self-reliance and self-sufficiency so charac-

teristic of the pioneer American. Machinery,

usually large machinery, corporation-owned and

corjxjration-nianagcd, now fabricates practically

all the things that we consume.

3. America has become a land of employers,

employees, public servants, and public wards.

America is no longer a nation of independent,

self-sustaining families. Practically everyone is a

part of some vast economic system
—

private or

public. His particular task, his working schedule,

and the size of his income arc determined by
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Vie hear much these days about

fads and frills in education. In

this article, which appeared
originally in the Journal of
Health and Physical Education,
Dr. Pittman defines the educa-

tional frill, ^'hat he says will

be of interest to recreation

workers as well as to educators.

someone else. Not only have the commodities

which we produce become standardized, but the

workmen who produce them have also. Sameness,

monotony in type of work, and mediocrity of ef-

fort for the average American laborer have be-

come outstanding characteristics of his daily toil.

Like the soldier in the battle line, it is not his to

ask why. Someone else has conceived the pur-

pose, and has drawn the plan. It is for him only

to follow the orders, do as he is told, and stick to

his assigned routine. Day in and day out he does

his monotonous, unintellectualized, unspiritualized,

unconnected task. When he will be "laid off" and

when he will be "put back on," what his income

will be, and what he can plan with any sense of

security for himself and his family, are some of

the uncertainties which make his life a hectic

existence.

4. America is now, and will become much more

in the future, a land of tremendous, unorganized

idleness for millions of its people, or else it will

be a land of orderly leisure for all of its people,

depending upon our sense of justice and its legal

application to our industry. The efficiency of our

machinery makes this inevitable.

These four great social and economic facts of

our present-day life present problems of such

magnitude to our nation in general and to our

statesmen and our educators in particular that

nothing less than the best thought and service of

all will be able to conceive and to develop the

ways and means by which to make wise adjust-

ments. It is clearly manifest that in the future the

schools must be so adjusted in curriculum, or-

ganization, physical equipment and administration
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that they will properly educate a nation of people

( I ) who live in cities or are dominated by urban

conditions and products, (2) who labor and live

as an integral and an inextricable part of a ma-

chine economy, (3) who are employees
— hired

persons
—in an industrial society, (4) who, if we

use our social intelligence, will have short hours

for work and long hours for leisure.

Plainly, to educate children in such an environ-

ment and under such conditions, in such a manner

s to prepare them for effective living in the in-

evitable America of tomorrow is a task of gigantic

proportions.

To do so we must have a bifocal and dual-pur-

posed school, and at the same time we must have a

school that will see the life of the future in its

two phases
—short hours of regimented labor and

long hours of unregimented leisure. We must

have a school that will prepare for both of these

phases of life.

To do this effectively will require much of re-

organization in school machinery, in curriculum,

in methods of instruction, in teaching facilities,

but most of all, in educational philosophy. Our

philosophy must prepare us to understand what

we are doing and why we are doing it.

In the future we must ask—everyone must ask

—not only the philosophers in our schools of edu-

cation, our school superintendents, and our build-

ing principals, but our classroom teachers, our

parents, our taxpayers, the children in the schools,

and the man in the street—all must ask and must

answer the question "what is this education for?

Will it serve the purpose for which it is intended?

Is this the best way to secure the education that

we must have in the future?"

The honest and intelligent answering of

these questions will require us to do two

things :

I. To read much, investigate much, dis-

cuss much, think much, come to know
much of the present-day economic and

social order, and to practice much under

clinical conditions in order to be able to

A corner of the beautiful Shakes-

peari! Garden created by Donald

Gorden, Superintendent of Parks,
in Memorial Park, Oklahoma City

fit the product of our schools into industry as

efficient workers.

2. To learn much through observation, partici-

pation, and investigation of the interesting, joy-

ous, and beneficial ways by which to spend leisure

time so that we and society may be benefited by
the leisure.

I have little doubt but that we shall apply our-

selves with intelligence and vigor to the first of

these questions
—the vocational question. If we

do, we shall make large and radical changes in the

method and content of vocational education. The,

social studies of a rich, varied and practical type,

and an intelligent study of vocations with wise

vocational guidance will become the in-school

phase of such a course, while a rich capitalization

of the vocational facilities of the community will

become the practical or clinical phase of such a

course. Manifestly, the school organization and

administration must be such as to illustrate mass

organization of human beings and, thereby, to

habituate the students of the school to time sched-

ules, straight-line administration, piece work, mass

production, routine, and all of the other things so

characteristic of our urbanized and mechanized

life.

What of Leisure?

We are likely to prepare for the second phase
of our life— leisure— with less intelligence, less

vigor, and less realization of its tremendous im-

portance. We are likely to think that common
sense and individual initiative will take care of

leisure time. It will do so provided the right

knozvledges, skills, appreciations, and attitudes

Park Department, Oklahuma City, Oklaiunm
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We are beginning lo

see a revival of old

arts. The school can

have a large part in

developing an appre-
ciation of beautiful

craftsmanship.

Courtesy American Joumai of Xursing

hai'c been established in the indii'idual before the

bulk of leisure time occurs. We must bear in mind

that most of the vocations of the future will be

directed, superimposed, and they will require lit-

tle purposing and planning by the f)ersons who
execute them, but the avocations will be very dif-

ferent. They will be self-chosen and self-directed.

Relatively, then, it will take little education for

the vocational preparation but much education for

avocational efficiency.

In the past we—the public
—have not thought

about our leisure. We have interpreted it too

narrowly. We have thought of it as a week's

vacation in the summer or merely as a few

Saturday afternoons and a few legal holidays.

We have not considered it as our problem.
Whatever problem there was to it has been con-

sidered the problem merely of the playground

director, the Scout leader, the one person whom
we had hired for that purpose, or of the one per-

son who engaged in such activities on his own
initiative only because of his own peculiar per-
sonal eccentricity. This conception of leisure

time, its pos.sibilitics and its problems, is now an

outworn, impractical conception, yes, even more—
it is a socially idiotic and criminal conception. In

the future, leisure time is going to become even

more than it is now—and now it is great enough—one of our greatest social liabilities or sodal

assets.

What shall we do with our leisure time and how
can we prepare our people to capitalize it is, in

my humble opinion, the greate.st question before

America today. How we will use our leisure in

the future will be a much more important ques-
tion to society than how we work. Our leisure

will express the real ideals, personal and social

habits of the nation.

You, who have worked so long and so intelli-

gently in this field of activity, have learned that—
1. Man must be taught even to play, that when

left to himself he is an idler.

2. He must be taught what to play, that is, he

must be given an intellectual basis with which to

play ; he must understand the game before he can

get much satisfaction from it.

3. He must actually participate in the game to

fully appreciate it. It must become a part of the

nerve life and muscular habit of his body before it

means much to him.

4. He must learn to play while he is young if

he is going to relish play when he is mature.

Where is the person who learned with delight to

fish, hunt, play ball, dance, or participate in other

forms of physical sport, golf excepted, after the

age of thirty? The.enjoyment of any game de-

jiends largely on the degree of skill with which it

is performed and it must be realized that skills

are acquired in youth.

While teaching in the University of Mexico

three years ago, I observed the operation of a

physical education program directed by a splendid

type of Mexican citizen and educational leader

who was a graduate of the University of Texas

and of the International Y. M. C. A. College at

Springfield. He was doing little less than the mar-

velous in the re-creation of the play life and the

capitalization of the leisure time of Mexico. The

children, the youth, and even adults were all find-

ing leisure a new and far richer possession be-
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cause of the new and delightful uses to which it

could be put. Such a service can and should be

rendered by physical education in all nations.

What has been done and is being done with

physical education can be done and must be done

with other subjects of the curriculum. We must

see their new possibilities and use them to new

and richer ends than in the past. The worth-

whileness of subjects in the curriculum of the

future must be judged by one of two standards:

( I ) to what degree does it facilitate earning a liv-

ing? or (2) to what degree does it make leisure

time wholesomely enjoyable?

When we apply these tests, it means that we

shall cease studying geometry, algebra, physics,

chemistry, Latin, and German because they are

necessary to get into college or to get a diploma

and get out of college. We shall study them only

provided and only to the extent that they will

help the person ivho studies them to earn effec-

Jiz'elv or to live richly.

The application of these purposes would not

mean that we would study less of science. It

would mean that we would study much more sci-

ence. The study of science would become the

hobby, the obsession of many children. Instead

of studying one book which they would hate and

would burn on the day the course was finished,

they would read, study, devour volumes dealing

with science—all of the sciences. They would

acquire personal libraries on science and treasure

their books as priceless possessions. Instead of

thinking of a room in a building or a building on

a campus as the only repository of science, they

would then recognize the great out-of-doors as

the best laboratory and the greatest of all reposi-

tories of science. Every mountain and every

gorge would be a page in nature's geology ; every

tree and every flower would be a living picture in

the latest and best book on botany; every brook

would be an aquarium ;
the falling rain, the shoot-

ing star, the rainbow in the heavens and the

lengthening shadow at eventide would be an ever

present laboratory of physics ; the magic powers of

chemistry would be seen in the fermentation so

abundant in nature ; and every night would spread

out before the wondering gaze of the learner the

awe-inspiring and inexhaustible encyclopedia of

astronomy.

While I think that physical education workers

have been the leaders in this field of capitalizing

leisure time, I do not believe that physical educa-

tion workers, in general, have sensed the great

possibilities of the activity for which they are re-

sponsible. Group games and athletic contests have

their place in the life of youth, but too great a

stress is placed upon the winning and too little

upon the playing. We have the world's best foot-

ball, baseball, and basketball teams, but the play-

ers are "shooting stars'' who soon pass from the

firmament of physical activity. In general, our

people play only when there are shouting throngs

on the bleachers and good gate receipts. So long

as this is true, physical education directors can

hardly justify their salaries or the support of in-

telligent citizens in a democracy.

The difficulty with our physical education pro-

gram is that it depends almost entirely upon the

actual physical presence of the physical director

himself. The true function of the teacher and the

physician is to make themselves unnecessary.

This the physical education director in America

has not yet done. When he leaves the activity

ceases. The men and women of England and

Germany and of much of Europe in general are

physically active. They walk for miles daily, every
week-end and every holiday. Our American men
and women do not. Our school sports have not

carried over into life practices. Until they do, we
must say that even physical education is guilty of

the evil so common to all American education—
the evil of immediacy. The fraternity of physical
educators owes it to America to teach physical

education so that the knowledges, skills, apprecia-

tions, and attitudes which they seek to develop
will not cease with awarding the merit badge, the

letter, the sweater, and granting the loving cup
and the college diploma, but will persist through-
out life, maintaining physical vigor and zest, men-

tal relaxation, and spiritual refreshment. The

regular educational program of physical education

offered in the schools should be but the beginning,
the initial stages of a program far more rich, far

more varied that would be pursued throughout life.

What is true of science and physical education

could be true, should be true, would be true, of

music, of art, of industrial art, of literature, of

history, of almost anything and everything of-

fered in the curriculum if we could and would

but get the true purpose of it clearly understood

by all who are interested in effective public edu-

cation and get them all to see how the program
can be best advanced. The entire field of the

world's knowledge would become the available cur-

riculum
;
numerous activities would be stimulated,

(Continued on page 306)



Modern Principles of Education

for

Leisure Time

THE
DEPRESSION IS proving to

us that problems growing out

of increased leisure time are exceedingly

grave ones. Millions of unemployed are "lost"

with their leisure time. As a result of the passing

of the American frontiers to which the excess peo-

ple could migrate, the modern technological pro-

cesses and the invention of machines displace men
and shorten the hours which they must work, the

sixty-hour working week is fast giving way to the

forty which still fails to provide sufficient employ-
ment to the army of workers. For the first time

in history, we have developed a civilization in

which man is blessed with sufficient leisure time

to do things which should promote his general

welfare and that of others. He now has time to

attend symphonies, read extensively, paint pictures,

study art, converse with nature, and otherwise re-

create himself. In general, however, the things

which he does during leisure time are A sad dis-

appointment. Instead of actually improving and

recreating himself during leisure periods, he often

wastes them or even slowly destroys himself

through dissipation.

Few would agree that Americans have followed

the words of their father who advised us to let

our recreations "be manful not sinful." Our great

problem today is to create a civilization that does

not degenerate because its citizens do not take ad-

vantage of the opportunities of

leisure time. Hundreds are

voicing the need of training

children for the use of leisure

time, especially through the

use of physical activities. Their

means or programs, however,

are often vague, confused, and

sometimes quite meaningless.

Wc need a detailed analysis of

the specific problems involved

and a statement of guiding

principles and definite ways
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By Daniel P. Eginton

Dr. Eginton, Assistant Supervisor
in Reoearch and Finance, Connect-

icut Board of Education, suggests
here not a special leisure time

faculty in the school to train pu-

pils in the usr of loisurr, but a

school program through which

thpy will develop varied, perma-
nent interests and skills in the cre-

ative arts, reading and other sub-

jects. He presents in this article

some guiding principles to help in

the formulation of such a program.

and means before we can formu-

late a program. The following

principles are suggested as guides for a sound

program.

Some Guiding Principles

I. Preparation for 'd'orthy use of leisure time

should be an outcome of all educational activities,

not a separate course or something added to the

regular school program. There has been a ten-

dency at times to speak about "training for the use

of leisure time" as though we had a special lei-

sure time faculty which should be exercised and

developed through some special technic which has

never been clearly worked out. Such a procedure

is faulty because the things which we do during

leisure time are determined by all our habits, at-

titudes, interests, wishes, opportunities, and ca-

pacities. It follows, therefore, that it is quite im-

possible to help persons educate themselves to use

leisure time profitably except through more ef-

ficient realization of all the purposes of education.

There are no short cuts or quick recipes which the

schools can use satisfactorily. The best prepara-

tion is a good school system where pupils are de-

veloping varied, permanent interest and skills in

the creative arts, reading, sciences, and what-not,

an understanding of the things one may and

should do during leisure time, and identifying

them.selvcs with some worthy

dominating purposes.

This does not mean that it is

not desirable that there be a

special period or time when the

problems or experiences per-

taining to leisure time should

not be systematically checked

upon and dealt with in an ef-

fective manner. Dr. Goodwin

Watson even goes so far as to

propose that in the reorgani-

zation of secondary schools
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It is only through the

combined efforts of all

community forces that

adequate facilities and

activities are provided

there should be a

special department

which he calls that of

recreation. His analy-

sis of the activities

which might be car-

ried out in this depart-

ment is most chal-

lenging :

"A Department of Rec-

reation would be con-

cerned with a variety of

thii gs people want to do to make life enjoyable. Students

would learn enough of the fundamental skills of running,

dancing, skiing, tennis, bridge, and the like so they should

not have to make up excuses when they are invited to do

these things. They might practice remembering and tell-

ing stories, and learn how to dress in order to be at ease

in a group. Some would want to try block printing,

others would work in the music field ; some would like

to make an aeroplane, or build a camp in the mountains ;

many would like to read what they want to read. Some
would want to read detective stories ; some would like to

read Browning ;
but let us not have them pretending to

like something they do not enjoy. Some will find their

recreation in mathematical activities— which are much
more fun than cross-word puzzles. ... I should lilke them

to find the relationship of these recreational activities to

their daily work, in such a way that they can carry a

play attitude into their work rather than this preposter-

ous seriousness that business men carry into their offices

to be compensated for on the golf course. Similarly, with

art
;
we might have less isolation in museums and more

integration with things like hamburger stations, street

cars, and the general architecture of our civilization." '

Such a department would probably be desirable

in many of the over-academic secondary schools

of today for pupils who have never learned many
of these things in the elementary schools. As a

general policy, however, it overlooks the facts that

the elementary schools can and should accomplish

many of these things and also stresses faulty

specialization and compartments in the curricu-

lum. There are a number of special recreational

activities which are not suited to children below

the age of adolescence. These should be taken up
in a well adjusted high school curriculum.

Courtesy Los Angeles Playground and Recreation Department

2. Pupils should begin to learn hoiv to use lei-

sure time profitably as soon as possible. When
educators speak about leisure time they generally

refer to the adult working class, forgetting that

pupils in school use approximately forty per cent

of their time in leisure activities. Too few schools

recognize their opportunities and responsibilities

for helping children right now to expand rather

than to thwart personality development when they

are free. Obviously, the best way to guarantee

proper use of leisure time tomorrow is proper
use of it today. The schools which are really try-

ing to develop the whole child must check care-

fully to determine just what are his out-of-school

experiences and interests, how these promote or

retard desirable growth, and how they may be

improved, harmonized, and made supplementary
to those which are considered valuable experi-

ences of the curriculum.

3. Wholesome recreational centers, grounds,

and equipment and play opportunities should be

provided. One of the most essential parts of a

balanced, integrated program of recreational ac-

tivities is that of providing the centers or means

needed to offer children suitable recreational op-

portunities. It is quite impossible to keep many
children off the streets, away from pool halls,

questionable dance halls, and licentious shows un-

less other places are provided for them to play

games and enjoy other forms of recreational ac-

tivities. The schools can accomplish much toward

1. Watson, Goodwin, "A New Secondary School,'* Progressiva
Education, 8:301-10: April 1931.
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providing the necessary playgrounds, reading

rooms, parties, perhaps shows, and whatnot, but

since this must be a community program, all of

the combined efforts of all community agencies

and organizations must be exerted to outline and

carr)' out an effective and complete program. The
resources needed obviously must vary in accord-

ance with the size and location of the town or

city and the natural resources such as rivers, hills,

and parks already available. Among other things

which are usually considered necessary are an out-

door playground, equipment for playing baseball

and other vigorous games when weather permits ;

indoor playing space and provision for such games
as bowling, ping-pong, and pool ; libraries and

reading rooms ; skating rinks, and swimming pools.

4; People should learn

to create much of their

own entertainment. We
must always remember
that man's greatest satis-

factions are those which

come from real intellectual

achievement. It is equally

true in the use of leisure

time. Other things being

equal, the greater the cre-

ative element the more en-

joyment and recreation,

providing it does not de-

mand too much vitality.

Thus, the personal hob-

bies which we develop are

among the best kind of

recreation since they pro-

vide many opportunities for

creative production. The weak-

ness of many of the present

vicarious recreational experiences (watching

shows and games, playing with commercial toys,

card playing, listening to radios, dancing, riding in

cars, etc.) is that they fail to challenge sufficiently

to stimulate creation which is so badly needed if

we are to develop a distinctive .American culture.

Some of these forms of commercial recreation are

also of doubtful moral value. The practice of

boys and girls and also adults developing their

own forms of recreation should also strengthen

the home so that it will l)ccome the center of com-

mon activities and common interests such as it

was before commercial recreation became so

prevalent in America. Perhaps this is one of the

strongest arguments for helping people become

Courifsy Louirfille, Ky., Division of Recrealion

Th* school should develop inter-

ests and aptitudes in line with

avocationol and hobby activities.

more self-sufficient and self-directive in the de-

termination of creative recreational activities.

5. Recreational actiinties should be considered

as means and ends rather than merely as ends.

Ideally, man should be so well adjusted vocation-

ally that he would not feel that urgent need to be

released from something, to escape the disagree-

able, to compensate for some feeling of inade-

quacy, or to find means to make him forget. A
properly adjusted man needs no time or means of

re-creation any more than a well-charged battery

needs recharging. He never becomes over fa-

tigued, bored, emotionally upset, or gets behind

himself! Unfortunately, it seems many people are

so badly adjusted that vocation becomes the sec-

ondary and recreation becomes the primary object

of life. Here leisure time

is the end— the time to

make "whoopee," to eat,

drink, and be merry, and

to seek sensuous entertain-

ments. There is much ser-

iously wrong when this

]
)ractice is the rule and not

the exception. Occasion-

ally this may be desirable

to release suppressions and

effect a good mental ca-

tharsis. Leisure time

should be a time of doing

things which cannot be

done during regular work-

ing hours, of carrying out

recreational activities
which re-create man and

promote growth of the person-

ality. It should be both the

means and the ends—a com-

plete unit of living.

6. Pupils should cultivate some recreational ac-

tivities which further the development of vigorous

health. People who do not have sufficient oppor-
tunities to be out of doors during the performance

of the regular work should have at least one out-

door recreational activity or hobby for each sea-

son which will challenge their interest, give them

pleasure, get them into the open spaces, and give

them exercise in accordance with their needs.

Particijiation in outdoor sports and games offers

one of the best of leisure time activities since it

promotes health. Therefore, schools should seek

to get boys and girls interested in games such as

tennis, golf, horseback riding, hiking, baseball.
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and hand ball. These also have a good carry-over
into adult life. While the games of football and

basketball are sensational and popular, they are

subject to severe criticism because they cannot be

pursued by the student after he has been gradu-
ated. Schools should be equipped with tennis

courts so that pupils will learn to play tennis.

They also should sponsor outdoor hikes.

7. The schools should help pupils discover and

develop aesthetic interests and aptitudes. The
creative arts offer one of the finest types of recre-

ational experiences because they usually can be

studied alone and do not cost excessively. The

great emphasis on arts in the new schools is due

to the fact that they encourage self-e.xpression and

also provide cultural activity which can be studied

with valuable returns during leisure hours. Thus,
the field of creative arts offers a means of pro-

viding at least one recreational activity for many
people.

8. The school should explore and develop in-

terests and aptitudes in line with avocational and

hobby activities. These may best be explored

through the activities of the curriculum. Thus,

pupils should be encouraged to participate in ac-

tivities of vocational significance such as those in

connection with the camera, art, handicraft, radio,

auto repair, music, and millinery, since these offer

some of the most favorable opportunities for

pupils to use their spare time profitably and pleas-

antly. This is a desirable kind of home work in a

modern school. These activities are often so in-

teresting, challenging, and worthwhile that they
are pursued even when not required. Many of

these are enjoyed throughout life and are an un-

ending source of enjoyment for the adult, a fine

type of recreational or leisure time activity.

9. Leisure or recreational activities must be in-

dividualized or adjusted to the different interests,

abilities, and occupational pursuits. Some activi-

ties such as playing cards, going to motion pic-

tures, dancing, reading, listening to or creating

music, and attending lectures appeal to the ma-

jority of people and are accessible to them. Some
activities such as travel, golf, horseback riding,

sailing, going to the opera, and swimming may
appeal to the majority but are accessible to only a

small percentage of persons because of economic

limitations or inaccessibility of location. Some ac-

tivities such as hiking, nature study, writing, and

music are accessible to all but have an appeal to

only a limited number. Other activities such as

radio operation and photography appeal to only a

small percentage of people and are available to

only a small percentage. Through a thorough

study of the individual and his economic and
social background the schools should help the pupil
to choose his recreational activities wisely in terms

of his interests, needs, and capacities. Pupils who
should engage in some vigorous outdoor game but

who have no interest in it often can be encouraged
to participate in one in order to insure health even

though the activity may not be enjoyable at first.

Usually they find that their interest in such an

activity increases with the increase in skill and

knowledge. They should not be forced but rather

coerced through the stimulation of an inviting

situation. Some pupils who have a tendency to

over-specialize or overdo a hobby should be en-

couraged to develop other interests in order to

avoid the thwarting social or health effect that

may result from overdoing some activity.

10. People should have several recreational in-

terests. One of the most important ways of mak-

ing friends is through common interests such as

playing bridge, bowling, golfing, discussing, enjoy-

ing the drama, and dancing. The person of varied

interests and skills is much more likely to be a

leader, liked by his associates, and live a fuller life

than the one who thinks that he does not have time

to waste in such trivialities as bridge, dancing,

games and sports. The misfit who cannot "get

by" generally develops a beautiful "rationaliza-

tion" that only idiots play cards, shoot golf, col-

lect butterflies, and attend operas. A wide variety

of interests not only furthers the growth of un-

derstanding and personality and helps one socially

but it also makes it possible for one to find de-

sirable recreational opportunities in a variety of

different conditions— in summer, winter, in the

city, in the country, Monday night, Saturday

night, Sunday night, when in various groups and

when alone. This, of course, is most desirable and

practically necessary if one is to become socially

fit and adjusted in various recreational situations.

.Some of these interests are even valuable for oc-

cupational purposes so as to insure greater ad-

justability and economic security.

"Painting, sculpture, music, literature, dramatics

and the discussion of current social issues are

part of a reserve culture which we may now begin

to explore. In the years that lie immediately

ahead, more than ever before, a person will be

judged by the way in which he uses his free

time."—From Youth Inspects the World.



Folk Culture and Leieisure

By Percival Chubb

ST.
LoLis has recently rounded put a three

week celebration of the oiJening of its new
auditorium and civic center with a national

folk festival, the first of its kind. This bold en-

terprise brought to the city from the hinterlands

an assortment of groups
—Kiowa Indians, New

Mexicans, Ozarkians, Appalachians, Carolinians,

cowboys, lumberjacks, Negroes and others— to

present some of the fading folk arts conserved by
them. With these came a few folk-lorists to dis-

cuss some points of scholarship.

The festival scored a popular success. It was

on the whole a good show—novel, quaint and at

times sensational. But its more serious signifi-

cance lay in its bearing on the pressing problem
of developing leisure activities to fill the large in-

crement of spare time now being forced upon the

masses of laboring folk. How far does the solu-

tion lie in the recovery of these perishing forms

of folk culture which specialists are hastening to

record before it is too late? How many of these

entertaining items were more than museum pieces

destined for exhibit, along with antique furniture

and costumes, in our mortuaries of outmoded

treasure? And how many had a future for the

"new leisure"? Not that the antiquarian interest

in them is to be disdained, but it was obvious that

many of these lingering

folk arts assumed condi-

tions of life, forms of la-

bor and association which

are swiftly disapp>caring

under the greatly changed
circumstances of modern-

ized life ; also that some of

them have little or no sur-

vival value partly for this

reason and partly liecausc

they are crude and unpo-
tential.

Nevertheless, in a larger

view of the situation it is

a matter of recovery
—the
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"The Nationul Folk Festival served
a double purpoce: it entertained

large numbers of people with lei-

sure time on their hands, and at

the same time it was the beginning
of an organization to enshrine in

the hearts of .Americans native

.American art while it can still he
found—while the people who have
known the old ballads, the tradi-

tional dances, the folk arts and
handicrafts, still live." — Sarah
Gertrude Knott, National Director,
National Folk Festival, St. Louis.

''From east and west and north and south

our groups came. Seventy mountain peo-

ple from Asheville, North Carolina, under
the direction of Basconi Lamar Lun.'<r<ir<l.

drove through the country in buses ami
can to give a demonstration of the square
dances which are still a part of the lives of

the people who live in the shadow of the

(^reat .Smokies. They sang their traditional

ballads. Bringing their own scenerv and

|iroperlies came the ('arolina Playniakers,
students from the I'niversity of North
(Carolina, who. under the direction of

Frederick Koch, appeared in dramas writ-

ten and staged liy themselves, which por-

tray the tragedy and comedy of their own
cotton field*, milltowna and mountains."

recovery of the arts of folk participation which

flourished in days when life was less hurried and

congested and exhausting than it is in these days
of "stepping lively" and "go-getting" ; it is an

effort to replace the commercially provided
amusements which ask only an admission fee to a

movie house or the bleachers or the price of a

radio set. The issue is as between folk culture

and provided amusement; between active enjoy-
ment and passive; between amateur undertaking
and professional entertainment.

This issue is obscured by our misleading use of

the word "leisure."' Is idleness leisure? Is aim-

less loafing leisure? We confuse mere spare time

with the use of it to some humanizing purpose.

With this usage we may
allowably fear "the men-

ace of leisure," to use one

writer's phrase. But this

is ob.scuration. Instead we
should speak of the men-

ace of s|)are time and the

hope of leisure. Such hope
is that the mere fragment
of a man that finds cxer-

ci.se in the routine and

highly s|)ecialized labor of

a machine age may be ex-

panded in fruitful leisure

to the dimensions of his

larger humanity, engaging
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his faculties of creativeness

and admiration, of curios-

ity and exploration, as well

as finding an outlet for his

bodily energies and keeping

him healthy and wholesome
—

literally whole-some, the

whole man. In other words,

the task we face is the con-

version of spare time into

leisure.

The recovery of lost in-

ducements to such creative

cultural use of spare time

was suggested by the rich

exhibit of folk crafts that

supplemented the stage ex-

hibits of the old leisure arts

of song, dance, balladry and

drama. We lament for es-

thetic reasons the passing
of the handicrafts. But here

was the suggestion and

promise that they be brought back as leisure

activities. Here, in this craft display, were beau-

tiful products which many of us would prefer be-

fore their machine-made equivalents. "The ex-

pression of man's joy in his work," William Mor-
ris saw in such flowerings of beauty in the utili-

ties. Why should not this joy be recaptured by

gifted hands in the spare time which may thus be

dignified as happy and fruitful leisure? And so,

similarly, why may not the collective arts of song,

dance, drama, be recap-

tured by the folk of more

average endowment? Arts

the instruments of which

they either possess in bod-

ies and voices or may eas-

ily obtain at small cost.

A further suggestion

came of the participation

in the Festival of the Car-

olina Playmakers under

their leader, Frederick

Koch. Here was forward-

looking, creative work. It

was a reminder of the

many endeavors afoot to

organize folk effort in lit-

tle theaters (one in St.

Louis itself), folk-dance

societies, musical competi-

"From Daytona Beach, Florida, came a

group of Negroes under the leadership of

Zora Neale Hurston, whose presentations
of dances, work rhythms and games in-

cluded survivals of African origin. Defi-

nitely religious was a concert of Negro
spirituals sung by a St. Louis group of a

thousand Negro voices directed by C.

Spencer Tocus and Major N. Clark Smith.

As a contrast there was the more severe

and ordered harmony of the Old Harp
Singers from Nashville who rendered ex-

amples of "white spirituals" from the

hymn-books of our fathers and great grand-
fathers collected by Dr. George Pullen

Jackson, who appeared with the group.
And of still more ancient origin were the

fiddle tunes and ballads sung by Jilson

Setters, the Singin' Fiddler of Lost Hope
Hollow, Kentucky, some of which have
been definitely traced back to the England
of Queen Elizabeth and SirWalter Raleigh."

tions, and so on. This link-

age needs recognition and

encouragement, and future

folk festivals may well give

a subordinate place to sur-

vivals whose interest is

mostly antiquarian, and fea-

ture chiefly the new devel-

opments that will serve the

new leisure in the modern

spirit, and especially among
the industrials of the towns.

Some of the more vital

survivals need just such an

injection of the spirit of the

future. We would not fail

in proper tribute to some of

these groups, especially our

nearest neighbors, the

Ozarkians. These entertain-

ing visitors were the pick of

successful competitors in a

regional festival held in

Springfield, Missouri. Their zest and joy were

contagious ; the folk spirit was triumphant. They
were a refreshing antidote to our flat and wearied

urbanism. But need they live so exclusively on

their past? Is not growth, development possible?

The same may be said of the Appalachians. They,

too, one felt, needed the challenge to new creative

activity. From Chapel Hill, from innumerable

college and high school organizations, dramatic

and musical, should the leaders of this folk cul-

ture of the future come.

This, in turn, opens up the

question of how a new

education can meet its

greater responsibilities in

the preparation of the

young for fruitful leisure,

to avert "the menace of

spare time." But this is

another matter.

One other point was

brought home, namely, the

importance of selecting the

best material for presen-

tation. Quality is a consid-

eration. Although this was

a groping first attempt
and can be bettered, it was

worth while. It has per-

(Continued on page 307)



Libraries in Community Buildings

LIBRARIANS

differ in their opin-

^ ions as to the extent of library

service. Some consider its

function to be confined wholly
to the reading and circulation of books. Others

look upon it as a strong socializing force in the

community, and promote lectures, classes, discus-

sion groups, anything in fact that will stimulate

intellectual growth. They are unanimous, however,

in their belief in the satisfaction books can give,

and in their endeavor to reach hundreds of poten-

tial readers who, so far, have evaded them.

Special studies have shown that books to be read

should be accessible, both as to housing and ar-

rangement on the shelves; should be available

when the instinct prompts; and should be guided
into the right hands whenever the need arises.

Lowered incomes and increased use of libraries

have focused attention upon ways and means of

achieving maximum service at minimum cost.

Consolidation of expenditures offers one solution

to the problem, and the housing of the library in

a community building is a sfiecific example of how
a financial saving may be accomplished.

In a Park Field House

TTie idea of a library in a community build-

ing is not a new one. For many years branches

By Susan T. Smith
Librarian, Public Library

Berkeley, California

and small town libraries have

been housed in community build-

ings of one sort or another; in

some instances proving definitely

unsatisfactory, as in school buildings, for exam-

ple. In other cases a noticeable increase in the

use of books by the people of the community
has been noted.

A brief survey has been made of some of

these community libraries with a view to

weighing advantages and disadvantages and

profiting from the experience of the librarians

in charge. It is obvious that there is much to

be gained in certain sections of large cities

from a pooling of community resources by con-

solidating some of the recreational activities.

A successful example as it applies to the

library is the Camden Park Library, located on

the second floor of the Park Field House in

Minneapolis. Operating expenses are shared

with the Playground Department. The read-

ing room has been placed on the second floor,

thus removing one objection
—that of noise and

confusion. Miss Countryman writes: "We have

always felt that the combination was a happy
one. The children especiaH\- use the swim-

ming pool and playgrounds in summer and the

skating rinks in winter. When they are tired

Cfurtny Amtriean l.ihrtrt Atfcilion Bullrtin
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of playing they come up
and settle down happily
with their books. The li-

brary to them is one of

their happy recreational

spots, a feeling that is shar-

ed by their parents, who
also participate in the com-

munity pleasures offered in

the park."

Doubtless many of these parents had never

developed a reading habit. Here, close at hand,
was a new form of recreation, attractive books

to read, and a friendly person to help select

them ; accessibility, availability, and guidance

exemplified. Minneapolis had two branches in

field parks but one expanded so rapidly that it

outgrew its quarters and had to be moved to a

school building. The children continued as

patrons, but not the adults.

The North Berkeley Branch of the Berkeley,

California, Public Library has been housed for

several years in an old house in Live Oak
Park. A recent residence survey of the regis-

tered borrowers disclosed the fact that they all

come from the neighborhood immediately sur-

rounding the park, which is not true of other

branches in the system. Accessibility again
makes readers.

In villages and small towns many combinations

of community service are to be found. The best

known is that of the library in the women's club,

sometimes supported and administered by the club

again, under municipal control. A librarian of

the first type writes that the library room is on

the first floor of the club house, club rooms and

auditorium above, and adds : "I find the noise

and commotion overhead most objectionable.

Club affairs take precedence over any claims of

the readers in the library."

In a Municipal Building

Another combination, frequently noted, is

that of the library with some municipal or gov-
ernmental department. Only a fireless city

could make a reading room in the firehouse de-

sirable, and yet this arrangement is quite com-

mon. One fire lassie custodian reports that her

patrons care more for newspaper reading than

for books, since they have to rush out so fre-

quently to "see where the fire is." Branch li-

braries in the city hall, the court house (if a

county seat), or the farm bureau center, are

This article, which appeared in the

Bulletin of the American Library As-

sociation for June, tells how success-

fully libraries in a number of cities

are being housed in recreation centers

and community buildings of various

types. The article is reprinted here

by courtesy of the American Library
Association.

often in a most strategic

position and serve a wide

and varied number of

readers.

A successful variation in

consolidation has been tried

by the branch of the Ala-

meda County Free Library
in Pleasanton, California.

Pleasanton is a small town in an agricultural

community, mostly of well kept orchards,

stretching up into the surrounding hills. The
Women's Club is a deciding factor in the com-

munity and maintained a free reading room
until the county library came to take it over.

The town authorities needed a place to trans-

act business, the club women had paid for a

lot upon which to build some day, and the li-

brary had expanded so fast that the small club

room would not hold all of the books or read-

ers. A compromise was reached among the

three groups, by which the club women deeded

their lot to the town fathers and the town fath-

ers put up a building on the property, so plan-
ned that the city offices are on one side of the

wide hallway, the branch library and club

rooms' quarters on the other. Folding doors

separate the two rooms, and the friendliest

sort of cooperation exists. Each profits from

the close proximity of the other.

It is the community house with its manifold

activities under one roof that is best suited to

our study of economical service.

In Homestead, Pennsylvania, the Carnegie

Library is the center of recreational activities

in the community. Occupying a whole square,

the building houses, besides the library, an

athletic club with gymnasium and swimming
pool, a theater or music hall, and the boy
scouts and other organizations on the second

floor over the library. The librarian reports

economy in the management and operating of

the different enterprises, as, in addition to his

professional duties, he directs the club and the

theater. The coming together of all these peo-

ple, afternoons and evenings, does make for a

large circulation record, but the noise and con-

fusion overhead and on either side is not con-

ducive to quiet reading.
Pictures of the Tracy Memorial Building, at

New London, New Hampshire, show a lovely,

colonial house set in a beautiful garden. This

is what the librarian writes about it :
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One thing that appeals to nutnerous visitors is our lack

of an "institutional look," as some of them express it

The txiitding is a hundred-year-old landmark of the

town, remodeled within for present usage. The removal

of partitions between two rooms and a hall has given us

a lovely reading room with a fireplace, for actual use,

at either end of the room. A soft, dull rose is used for

the walls throughout the building and was a color found

somewhere in the old house. A hole and groove design

found under the windows has been repeate<l under the

windows all over the building. In this way the color and

design of the old days have been preserved. The wood-

work is white except in the assembly hall, where all

woodwork is stained brown. Hand-hewn beams in the

assembly hall add to the charm of the building. Low
posted rooms (as compared with the general run of

libraries) and hangings at the windows are pleasing. The

assembly hall has no hangings at the windows and is two

stories high, as a floor was removed in that part of the

building.

The wall board shutters, made to fit the windows of

the first story of the assembly hall and stained brown
like the wainscoting, make it easy to convert the hall into

a small art gallery or for exhibition purposes several

times a year. A radio and good small grand piano in the

assembly hall are useful to such organizations as the

Women's Club, choral groups, and orchestra, meeting

here. For greater quiet in the library, when the instru-

ments are in use, I would advocate sound-proof parti-

tions in that end of the hall on the first and second

floors. Community interests bring people to the library,

library facilities may be adapted to affairs taking place

in the building, and thus the librarian's aim to serve the

public is aided by their presence there for some other

purpose at first. Nearness to the town schools makes

possible considerable use of the combined library and

community house.

Our garden back of the building is a lovely part of our

plant, for it permits out-of-door affairs for organiza-
tions meeting here, as well as fitting into our plans on

numerous occasions. It provides opportunity for outdoor

work connected with Ae children's room at proper sea-

sons of the year. The old apple trees provide fruit for

the basket at the library desk, where people are asked

to "take one as you go out," whidi does away with the

problem of eating within the building. The flower beds

about the grounds provide for bouquets in the building

for several months of the year.

In a small town, with no bank, we are bankers as well

as librarians, having a storage vault and fifty regulation

deposit boxes, most of which are constantly rented. It is

a convenience appreciated by those who formerly went

to banks in one of four surrounding towns or cities for

deposit box privileges before our community building

was opened in 1926. Everything considered, I would say

that a combined library and community house in a small

town work out very well.

Fifty-five per cpnt of the population use the

Moorestown (N.J.) Community House library,

located in a garden 150 years old. The build-

ing, with its wings on either side of the central

hall, is admirably adapted for economical as

well as eflficient administration. The library in

the right wing has a book capacity of 20,000, and

seats from seventy to a hundred jieople. Since it

was moved into the community building si.x years

ago, the circulation has grown from 16,000 per

year to 80,000. In the spring and fall, when the

windows are open, glee club practice and the drum
and fife corps are at times disconcerting, but the

librarian feels that these are overbalanced by the

greater opportunity that is given to work in

close contact with every grouj) and organiza-

tion in the community. That is the point stress-

ed by all of these libraries in community build-

ings
—economy of operation is secondary to

(C nnliniifd on f'anf .^07)
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space Requirements for the Children's

Playground

(Part II)

Summary of Space Requirements played, the number of children who can use the

The following is a summary of the essential playground at the same time is greatly reduced.

space requirements for the children's playground : Many playground leaders, recognizing the value

FacilMcs and Areas Essential to Square Feet Required
^f baseball, permit and enCOUrage its USe, even On

Physical education activities (schl. hrs.) 87,505
small playgrounds. It is highly desirable that the

After-school
physical

education activities 10,000 playground be large enough to permit the game,

Mti^fr'^Sditit^^l S;."."::::::: S'° '''''
^'''^^"^h because of the danger of accidents, some

Additional game courts 28,100 leaders believe it preferable to limit the playing
Shelter house Oto 2,500 ^f baseball to the playfield and athletic field.
Beautv 6,000 to 10,000 .. ... ,,• ,,-,
Paths, Circulation and Safety 7,000 to 15,000 However, if the playground is properly laid out,

j^jgj 149 475 to 168 375
^^^ addition of an acre to the minimum space sug-

(3.43 acres to 3.87 acres) gested here, would permit the "great American

Other facilities, types of apparatus and game game," so popular among boys, to be played with

courts are found on many playgrounds, but it is safety and without depriving other children from

believed that the preceding discussion includes the taking part in the activities listed. Because of this

most important playground features. It will be fact, the five-acre playground ofifers a much

noted that baseball, perhaps the most popular sport greater attraction to the older boy than does the

among boys twelve, thirteen and fourteen years playground of 3>^ or 4 acres,

of age, is omitted because of its large space re- The following list reviews the various features

quirements. It is true that the space suggested is that have been recommended, and their space re-

sufficient to permit the playing of baseball by quirements. The approximate number of children

young boys, provided the
" whom they can accommo-

grounds are properly date at one time if used

laid out. On the other Because so much space is needed for baseball
^^ capacity—designated in

, , r 1 -1 •. •

'

fewer children can be served in a given area. ... , , ...
hand, if or while it is this statement as child

Courtesy Recreation Department, York, Pa,
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capacity
—is also indicated. The importance of

these various features and their place in the play-

ground will be generally recognized. It will also

be clear that they apply to all "standard" chil-

dren's playgrounds and not to any particular type.

They represent the essential features which it is

believed should be provided in a j)layground in-

tended to serve the various needs of children from

5 to 15.

Sq. Ft. Child

Facility and Ana Rtquired Capacity

Apparatus

Climbing tree 100 6

Slide 450 6

Horizontal bars (3) SCO 12

•Parazontal bars 600 12

•Horizontal ladders (2) 750 16

Traveling rings (stationary).. 625 6

Giant stride 1,225 6

Small Junglegym 180 10

Low Slide 170 6
*»I-ow Swings (4) 600 4

••High Swings (6) 1.500 6

Balance beam 100 4

See-Saws (3-4) 400 8

Junglegym (medium) 500 20

Toul 7.700 122

Miscellaneous Equipment and Game Spaces

••Open space for pre-school
children 1.200 25

Open space for games of
children 6-10 10,000 80

••Wading pool 3.000 40
••Handcraft and quiet game area 1.600 30
Outdoor theater 2,000 30

Building block platform 400 20
Sand boxes (2) 600 30

tShelter house 2,500 30

Total 21,300 285

Special Areas for Games and Sports

Soccer Field 36,000 22

Playground baseball (2) .... 38,125 40

Volley tail court 2.800 20
Baskettall court 3,750 16

Jumping pits 1,200 12

tPaddle tennis courts (2) 3,600 8
Handball courts (2) 2.100 8

JTcther tennis courts (2) 800 4
Horseshoe courts (2) 1.200 8

tTennis courts (2) 13,200 8

iStraightaway track 7.200 10

Total 109.975 156

••Landscaping 6.000
••Additional space for paths,

circulation, etc 7,000

Grand Total 151.975 563

(3.49 acres)

* Thl> appuriltu—at Icut oiw nf the unila—mifhl be oin tied on

pUyrroM'-'i- ».Ki.k jire not lo b« u«cd in connecron with the
•chool 1

'

4t>on nrofram.
•• Thr«« r- . majf he conpidered at a mtnimutn and on

•ome piN^HiooiiM', ti will be advisable lo allow more apace or

pneMe more (aciltiiet.

t The aheltcr houM mtghi ht omitted where the eascntia] facili*

lies are otherwise provided,
t One or both •( lh«s« couna could b* omitted where SMC* it

emeedinirlx diAcnll to acquire, but with a carteapondinc re-

dwiiaa In varleir of tervic* rcndend.

The apparatus, equipment and game spaces on

the preceding list represent the estimated essen-

tial requirements for meeting the various play
needs of six hundred children. In determining
these requirements the unsound and hazardous

practice of estimating the percentage of children

who can be expected to be on the playground at a

given time has been avoided, except in the case of

the school physical education features which can

be calculated with considerable accuracy. It is of

interest to note that if all these suggested features

are used to capacity, 563 children can be accom-

modated. A much larger number can be served

when the playground is used for highly organized

mass activities such as play days or festivals. Many
of the features, however, such as the theater, the

jumping pits and certain types of apparatus are

used intermittently and the wading pool is used

only for a brief season. Therefore it is probable

that there would never be more than 500 children

on the playground at any one time and that usually

the number present would be considerably less.

A playground of the type suggested is likely to

attract a much larger number of children of dif-

ferent ages and interests than do many existing

playgrounds which aflford limited facilities. Where

a playground has so little space as to crowd chil-

dren in their play or to cause long delays before

courts can be used, or where the variety of otTer-

ings is small, its drawing power is relatively

limited. Even so, studies have revealed many
small play areas that are used to the limit of their

capacity, although affording a limited program of

activities. Competent leadership is perhaps the

most important factor in influencing attendance

at any playground. Coupled with adequate space

and facilities it is a guarantee of maximum use

in any neighborhootl. The standard playground

offers opportunities for competent leadership to

function effectively. The final conclusion is there-

fore: an area of three and one-half
—

preferably

four
— acres is needed in e^'cry neighborhood

where the present or estimated future child popu-

lation equals approximately six hundred children.

If they are to have an opportunity to play base-

hall, five acres should be proi'ided.

Service and Space Required for Various

Sections of the Playground

In the preceding table the space used for play

has been roughly divided into three sections: for

apparatus, for games and sports, and for misccl-

ianeous facilities and play space. The functions
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Courtesy Reo'ration Department, Elisabeth, N. J.

of these three sections are . . • space allotted to appara-
.

, , ,.rc ^ , ,
A wadinq pool, which requires comparatively ,

„. ,

widely different and they .,,1
^ • '

j 1. _ l-ij „„ tus is only one-nfteenth as' •' httle space, can accomodate many children. -'.

serve different age groups. much as is used for or-

The apparatus is used pri- ganized games and sports,

marily by the children up to 11 or 12 years of Comparatively small space is needed for a play-

age, the games and sports area by children over ground which provides only a restricted program
10 and the third section by children of a wide such as is suitable for the younger children. Even

range of ages, but primarily the younger ones. allowing for landscaping and paths, each child us-

A study of their relative space requirements' and ing the apparatus and miscellaneous facilities

service possibilities reveals facts which are of actually requires less than 100 square feet, the

considerable importance in a consideration of standard adopted by the Regional Plan of New

playground space standards. The following sum- York and environs for the children using, at a

mary, based on the preceding table, provides a given time, a playground for children up to 10 or

basis for such study: 12 years of age." The average .amount of space

required per child playing, for the entire play-
Misc. Facili- Speeial Total . , ,^, . .

Afparatus lies and Games Play- ground, howevcr, IS 2/0 square feet. Ihis is

Area Pla\ Space Area ground , .^111 j j •

„
,

. , a larger amount than has been recommended in
1 otal space required

°

(in sq. ft.) 7,700 21,300 109,975 151,975 most standards worked out on the square feet

Per cent of total per child" basis.
space 5% 14% 72% 100% ^

.• , , . j j j .j
Child capacity .... 122 285 156 563 1 he comparatively low space standards adopted
Per cent of total by the Regional Plan of New York and some

child capacity ...22% 50% 28% 100%
' "

, 1 j "u *u f * *u <-

.\verage sq. h. per
^^^"^ groups may be explained by the fact that

child -served *63 *75 *705 270 they have been based primarily on studies of

^acre''^!'^?!'.^.'.'^'.*691 *581 *62 161
^"''^" playgrounds which attract chiefly young
children and which have been largely devoted to

* These figures do not allow for beautification or paths; conse-
'

„,.- ^ „ ^^ \ „ j r*- A ..1

ciuentiy more space should be allowed per child and fewer chii- apparatus, quict games, handcraft and Other ac-
dre" can be served per acre than seems evident from the +i-,,;4-;«f. .-^^.i,;..;.^^ i;*-+l« ...^^^^ T?^.,«,...« ^C 4.U^ ,^
figures used. tivities requiring little space. rSecause ot the com-

. paratively small space required for and the largeA few facts are of striking importance. It is
^^^^^^^ ^^ ^j^.,^,^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^, ^^^^^ facilities,

apparent that each child taking part in organized
^^^^^ authorities conducting small playgrounds

games and sports requires ten Hmcs as much
^^j,j^^ whatever space is available for these pur-

space as do the children using the apparatus or
^^^^^^ restricting attendance to the younger chil-

wading pool or engaged in handcraft, low organ- ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^i^^i,,^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^j^,^ ^^q^;^^
ized games, or other activities. In other words, , cut j^ ' much space. Such playgrounds serve a very use-
the older children require much more space than ,, , _^„ ^ , ,,. ,, ^ ,

^ ^ .... .. .^ •
^ ful purpose but they do not permit the athletic

do the younger ones for their active play. One-
^^^^^^ ^^^^^^j^j ^^ ^ well-rounded physical de-

half of the children can be cared for on 14 per
^.i^pment and to the opportunity for character

cent of the total area and more than 70 per cent

nf thpm nn Ipcs than nnp-fifth nf thp total The ^- ^-" ^- Hanmer. Vol. V, Public Recreation, p. 121. New
ot tnem on less tnan one-nitn OI ine tOiai. l ne

York, Regional Plan of New York and Its Environs, 1928.
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development through team play. In the second

place, they offer little attraction or satisfaction to

children over ten or eleven years of age. Further-

more, because the space is needed for activities

such areas are seldom landscaped. It is highly

important, therefore, to recognize the fact, il-

lustrated by the preceding table, that such small

playgrounds do not adequately serve the needs of

II to 14 year old children, who comprise a large

percentage of the children attending the larger

playgrounds in many cities.

The Junior or Primary Playground

As pointed out early in this statement, there are

many neigliborhoods where it is practically impos-

sible to provide a children's playground of even

the minimum adequate area. Under such condi-

tions the available space may best be developed

and used as a junior or primary playground to

serve the children up to 10 or 11 years of age. It

is obvious that such an area will not meet the

needs of all the children in the neighborhood.

The decision to limit a small play are^ to use by

young children should be reached only when it is

recognized tliat the municipality has a responsi-

bility for providing a suitable and accessible area

elsewhere for the older children in the neighbor-

hood.

A review of the procedure followed in deter-

mining space standards for the children's play-

ground will afford an estimate of the space re-

cjuired to serve the needs of the younger group.

The following statement is an attempt to list the

facilities and areas which are needed in order to

meet the various needs of the children up to 10

or II years. In the neigh-

borhood which has been con-

sidered, this group will num-

ber approximately 400. As

previously pointed out, the

numl)er of needed facilities

and the space required for

them will vary in neighbor-

hoods where the number of

children of this age group is

substantially different. In

compiling the list it is as-

It !« mott important thot

•v*ry playground mak* ad*-

quat* provision for a pro-

gram of conttructiv* play-

sumed that the playground will not be used by
older children. On the other hand there is no rea-

son why, if the area adjoins an elementary school,

many of its courts and equipment should not be

used during school hours under a scheduled basis,

by older children. At all other times, however, it

is assumed that the older children are excluded.

The junior or primary playground will require

the apparatus previously listed with the exception

of the high horizontal ladder, one of the hori-

zontal bars, the parazontal bars and the g^ant

stride. All of the miscellaneous equipment and

game spaces will be needed although with only
the younger children present or using them, some

of the facilities will not require as much space as

was previously suggested. This is especially true

of the outdoor theater because the young chil-

dren, while unlikely to give public performances,

need an isolated, preferably shaded, space, for

storytelling and simple dramatizations. The great-

est saving will be in the special areas for games
and sports. An open field for soccer and other

running games and events will be needed but its

dimensions may be much less than for the older

children's soccer field. The playground ball dia-

monds, handball courts, straightaway track and

tennis courts can be omitted. Modified volley ball

and basketball courts may also serve for paddle

tennis. Less space will be needed for landscaping

and the allowance for paths, free circulation and

safety can be materially reduced.

The following table lists the essential apparatus,

equipment and areas, indicating the space re-

quired and the number of children who can \x

served at one time :
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Sq. Ft. Child
Facilities and Areas Required Capacity

Slide 450 6

Horizontal bars (2) 350 8

Horizontal ladder 375 8

Traveling rings 625 6

Junglegym Jr 180 10

Low slide 170 6

Low swings (4) 600 4

High swings (6) L500 5

Balance beam 100 4

See-saws (3-4) 400 8

Junglegym (medium) 500 20

Total 5,250 86

Miscellaneous Equipment and Game Spaces

Open space for pre-school
children 1,200 25

Open space for games 10,000 80

Wading pool 2,500 40
Handcraft and quiet games... 1,000 20
Area for storytelling and

dramatization 500 20
Block building platform 400 20

Sandboxes (2) 600 30
Shelter house 2,100 25

18,300 260

Soccer field (100x150) 15,000 22

Volley-basketball court 3,750 18

Horseshoe courts (2) 800 8

19,550 48

Landscaping 3,000
Additional for paths, circula-

tion, etc 4,000

Grand Total 50,100 394

(I.IS acres)

* The shelter house might be omitted where the essential indoor
facilities are otherwise provided.

A comparison of the preceding requirements
for the junior or primary playground with those

for the standard playground follows :

Junior or

Primary Standard
Playground Playground

Total area (in square feet) . .50,100 151,975
Total area (in acres) 1.15 3.49

Average square feet per child

playing 127 270
Child capacity 394 563
Child capacity, per acre 343 161

It is evident that when a playground is de-

signed to serve children up to lo or ii years of

age, less than one-half as much space is required

for each child using it as when the playground is

designed to serve children up to 15 years of age.

Furthermore the fact that the number of children

up to 10 or II in any neighborhood is consider-

ably less than the number up to 15 accentuates the

difference in the space requirements of the two

types of playgrounds. Consequently three times

as much space is needed in a given district for a

playground which is to adequately serve children

up to 14 or 15 years as for an area for children

up to 10 or II. This great difference in the re-

quirements for different age groups accounts in

part at least for the variations in space standards

that have been set forth. It is important, how-

ever, to keep in mind the fact that whereas 1.15

acres, if wisely laid out and administered, may
prove highly satisfactory for the play of young

children, it is wholly inadequate for the boys and

girls 11-15 years old whose play life and needs

are a matter of equally vital concern to parents

and to the community.

Provision for Older Children Important

If these older boys and girls are to find a whole-

some outlet for their energies and interests, ade-

quate playgrounds must be provided. Police of-

ficials and juvenile court judges give testimony

as to the need for such areas. Shorty, sentenced

to Sing Sing for robbery, confided to Warden

Lawes : "As kids we used to climb over the iron

fence of the school yard after school hours and

play ball or something. That's how we got ac-

quainted. But one day we were chased. We had

to find another place to meet. There was only one

playground in the neighborhood and that was

always crowded, so that we had to wait our turn

to play or get into a game. After a while we got

tired of waiting and we decided to stir up some

fun on the street." Shorty's comment implies that

an ample playground might have prevented him

and his gang from landing in Sing Sing.

Additional testimony to the ineffectiveness of

small playgrounds in attracting and serving older

boys is found in the Rochester, New York, Rec-

reation Survey.^ An analysis of the three sec-

tions of the city in which juvenile delinquency

was greatest showed that there were only two

areas where ball games could be played. "Thus

the boys 12, 14 and 15 (the ages forming a ma-

jority of the delinquency cases) are greatly re-

stricted in participation in the vigorous activity at

this age." Gilbert Clegg, City Playground Engi-

neer has stated :

* "In Milwaukee unless a play-

ground is large enough for playground ball, it

does not have a large attendance."

.Studies of playground attendance have indi-

cated that size and beauty are factors influencing

C. B. Raitt, A Survey of Recreational Facilities in Rochester,
N. Y., p. 131, Rochester, New York, The Council of Social

Agencies, 1929.

Gilbert Clegg, Milwaukee Playgrounds, p. 8. Reprinted from
the American Landscape Architect, 1932.
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Courtfsy Los Angeles PluyfP'ound and Recreation Department

the drawing power of

children's playgrounds.
That the children them-

selves recognize the im-

portance of these two features is evident from a

vote by children in the sixth, seventh and eighth

grades of seven Chicago schools in neighborhoods
of varying types. By far the largest number of

replies to the question, "What kind of a play-

ground would you like to have?" were "A large

playground." The number of children preferring

some type of landscaping
—

trees, grass, or shrub-

bery—exceeded that expressing any other prefer-

ence.*

A Comparison with Other Standards

How do the space requirements which have

been worked out in this statement compare with

other standards? To what extent are they in

agreement with requirements determined by others

who have approached the problem from varying

points of view? The following references indi-

cate a remarkable similarity in the conclusions

reached by different methods.

Perhaps the most widely quoted space stand-

ard for elementary school sites is the minimum of

five acres recommended by Professor George

Strayer of Teachers College, a nationally recog-

nized authority on school administration. •" On
the basis of this standard, and allowing one and

one-half acres for the school building and front

lawn, three and one-half acres will be available

for the playground. The standard arrived at in

A great variety of games and other activities can

be conducted on this Los Angeles playground.

this statement is there-

fore almost identical

with that of Dr. Stray-

er, which has been

adopted by school authorities in a number of cit-

ies. In the previously mentioned study of 211

elementary school sites acquired in 1920-26 in 95

cities, the area of the median group was 4-5 acres.'

This same standard is recognized by the Re-

gional Survey of New York and Its Environs as

evidenced by the following quotations from its

report on Neighborhood and Community Plan-

ning:
"

"The modern elementary public school, accommodat-

ing from 800 to 1,500 pupils, should have about five

Qcres of ground in order to provide a proper setting for

the building and give the pupils ample play space. If

there is an athletic held of two or more acres near by,

the school yard may be cut down proportionately, as has

Ijcen indicated in the previous section on recreation

spaces. So rarely is this the case, however, that the five-

acre standard represents what is considered most desir-

able by leading educational authorities, and it is being

met increasingly in actual municipal practice.

"In view of the above facts, the five- or three-acre

standard is not unduly high for application in a new sub-

division suited to a single-family residence section."

Professor Jay B. Nash of the School of Edu-

cation, New York University, who has li.nd long

9. S« Wh«I Kind o( > I»lay|!toiinH I)o Ch.l.lrrn \N ant > Bul-

letin M02. New York, National Recreation ,\»»octa1ion, 1926.

10 r.rnrne D.
Str»jrer, The Place of Pubhc School! in Proridinf

I r ..!rt*hip
" ' ~ . -«.

t:.Ti. Dcfetn
.\aMMtation,

aver.
.'!rr«hip in Play and Reerealioo. Playground and Kecrea.
I. Drcember 1929, p. 579. Ncir York, National Kecreation

11. CUrWM A. Perry. The Nei(hborhood Unit. Vol. VII. Neifh-
berkood and Community Planning, p. 72. New York, Regional
Plan ot N«w York ud Eavirani, 1929.
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experience in administering school and municipal

play areas, has expressed the following opinion
with reference to the size of the neighborhood

playground which he believes should be the play

yard of the elementary school. ^^

"Therefore, it is necessary to set down a minimum
sized yard for any school regardless of attendance, then

to increase the size of the yard when the attendance

goes beyond six hundred.

"I should say this minimum estimate should not be

less than 400 feet by 400 feet or, in other words, 160,-

000 square feet. As an acre comprises 43,560 square feet,

it is immediately seen that even this area is less than 4

acres.

"Four acres should then be considered the minimum
sized school yard. As the attendance of the school in-

creases, the size of the play yard should be increased.

Probably a 200-square-foot increase per child would
meet the needs."

The Connecticut State Board of Education has

stated in its physical education manual :

" "At
least 300 square feet of play area per child should

be provided. Every elementary school should have
not less than three acres of play space."

Playground space standards have also been sug-

gested by park authorities. Mr. L. H. Weir states

in "Parks, A Manual of Municipal and County
Parks ."

"

"By actual measurement it can be determined that for

a plaj'ground for children

from five or six to fourteen

years of age, laid out on a Space for paths, safety zones around play areas

three-division plan and fully
and landscaping is provided on this playground.

equipped . . .
, approximately three and one-half acres will

be required as a minimum, irrespective of whether the

child population is one hundred or five hundred within
its effective radius."

Other estimates based on the essential use divi-

sions of the playground bring approximately the

same result. According to "Park Recreation

Areas in the United States, 1930," issued by the

U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, the average
area of the children's playgrounds reported by
park authorities in 218 cities was 3.95 acres.

Three types of "neighborhood playgrounds" of

2y2, 5 and 10 acres respectively are suggested by
the Chicago Regional Planning Association. "

The first affords only a very limited service. The
lo-acre area which provides many facilities for

adults, resembles the neighborhood playfield. The

5-acre playground approximates the type of area

discussed in this statement, the additional space

permitting greater provision for beautification.

J, B. Nash, The Organization and .\dministration of Play-
grounds and Recreation, p. 70. New York, A. S. Barnes &
Co., 1927.

A Program of Physical and He
cut. Grades IV, V, VI, p. 18,

Education, 1931.

ilth Education for Connecti-

Hartford, State Board of

L. H.

Parks,
Weir, Parks, A Manual of Municipal and County
p. 23. New York, A. S. Barnes & Co., 1928.

15. Robert Kingery, Park and
Playground Standards and
Achievements in the Chicago
Region, The American City,
January, 1932, p. 98. New
York.

Courtesy Los Angeles Playground and Recreation Dc{>artment
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In "Recent Advances in Town Planning,"
"

Mr. Thomas Adams, noted city planner, discusses

standards for open spaces. In referring to "play-

grounds for children under fourteen years of age"
he states :

"The size of playgrounds for younger children must be

proportionate to the number of children living within a

reasonable distance from them, the maximum effective

area of each playground being generally considered to

be that contained in a circle drawn from the center of

each playground with a quarter mile radius. When
school playgrounds are available during out-of-school

hours, an area of from two to six acres may be consid-

ered as adequate for general purposes."

With the increasing emphasis on outdoor games
and play in the school program, the tendency to

provide after-school athletic and other play activi-

ties under leadership, the passing of the vacant

lot and back yard, and the likelihood of greater

use by adults and young people of neighborhood

play areas, there is no doubt that larger play-

grounds will be needed and will be put to in-

creasingly greater use. They must not only af-

ford a variety of facilities but permit large num-
bers to use theiu at one time. Since the children,

especially the older ones, need activities requiring

large areas, since adequate playgrounds attract

and serve more children, aflford possibility for

beautification, thereby not merely serving the

children better but enhancing rather than lower-

ing property values, and since many leading

school, recreational and planning authorities are

in comparative agreement as to space require-

ments, cities should recognize that a mmimtim of

three and one-half acres is required for an ade-

quate children's playground.

Adapting the Standard to Varying Conditions

In arriving at the space requirements of the

standard children's playground, a unit of 600

children in the neighborhood to be served by the

playground was assumed. There are neighbor-

hoods or communities, however, where the num-

ber of children 5 to 15 is either considerably less

or greater than this number. Neighborhoods with

widely different present or probable future child

populations will not require the same amount of

playground space. However, the requirements as

to facilities and game courts will not vary directly

with the number of children. If a wide range of

opportunities is to be afTorded the children, a

variety of game courts and facilities must be pro-

vided, even though the number to be served is

comparatively small. For example if they are to

have an opportunity to play soccer or playground
baseball, it is necessary to provide a soccer field

or playground baseball diamond whether the

neighborhood child population numbers lOO or

600. On the other hand it is unnecessary to double

all features on the standard playground in order

to take care of a child population of 1200. Vary-

ing local conditions perhaps need to be taken even

more into account in determining what changes
should be made in the playground standards to

care for different numbers of children than in de-

termining the requirements for the standard play-

ground. Opinions would differ as to which fea-

tures should be omitted in one instance and dupli-

cated in another. The following paragraphs sug-

gest what changes should probably be made in

the standard playground features in a neighbor-
hood with only 200 or 300 children and also

where 1,000 to 1,200 children are to be served.

A Playground for Three Hundred Children

There are some neighborhoods or communities

with a present and probable future child popula-

tion of three hundred children, or one-half the

number the standard playground is able to serve.

The question arises as to whether a playground of

3J^ or 4 acres is needed to serve them adequately.

It must be admitted that since the playground
is for children of the same age range, the same

kinds of opportunity must be provided. It is pos-

sible, however, to eliminate some of the features

and to reduce the size of others without affecting

the usefulness of the playground. It should be

borne in mind, however, that in neighborhoods
where ample space is available, 3J^ or more acres

should be secured in order to permit more beauti-

fication and free play opportunities and perhaps

to provide a field for playing baseball. Where

space is limited, however, the following revision

might be made in the list of requirements, when

only 300 children are to be served.

Most of the types of apparatus are needed in

order to provide for a variety of activities and to

develop various parts of the body. However,

there would be little loss in omitting the climbing

tree, in having only one adjustable horizontal bar

instead of three at different heights, in omitting

the parazontal bars and in reducing the number

of low swings and see-saws from four to three.

The area set aside for the exclusive use of the

pre-school children may be reduced slightly and

It. ThooM* Adam*, Rwcal Adrucc* ia Town PUnninf, Cb«p.
X. New York, McMillan Ca, l9iZ.



SPACE REQUIREMENTS FOR THE CHILDREN'S PLAYGROUND

This playground al Piedmont,
California, has been design-
ed to serve a variety of ages.

the space for running games of

6-IO year old children cut in half.

The requirements for the wading

pool, outdoor theater, sand boxes

and shelter house are consider-

ably less, permitting reductions

in the space needed. The block

building platform may be omit-

ted and this activity may be car-

ried on in the handcraft and quiet

game area. It is believed that

most of the game courts and areas

are needed but one playground
baseball diamond and one tether

tennis court could be dispensed
with. Paddle tennis can be play-

ed on some of the other courts but one special

area for this game would be desirable. The soccer

field might be used for running events making a

special straightaway unnecessary. Proportionate
reductions may be made in the space requirements
for landscaping, paths, free circulation and safety.

The following is a list of the items suggested
for a playground to serve a neighborhood with

appro.ximately 300 children :

Sq. Ft. Child

Facility and Area Required Capacity

Apparatus

Slide 450 6
Horizontal bar—adjustable ..150 4
Horizontal ladder 300 8

Traveling rings 625 6

Giant stride 1,225 6

Junglegym 180 10

Low slide 170 6
Low swings (3) 500 3

Balance beam 100 4

High swings (6) 1,500 6

See-saws (3) 400 6

5,600 65

Miscellaneous Equipment and Game Areas

Open space for pre-school
children 1,000 20

Space of games of children
6-10 5,000 40

Wading pool 2,000 25
Handcraft and quiet games .. . 1,000 20
Outdoor theater 1,500 20
Sand boxes (2) 500 25

Shelter house 2,000 20

13,000 170

* The shelter house might be omitted where the essential indoor
facilities are otherwise provided.

Sq. Ft. Child

Facility and Area Required Capacity

Special Areas for Games and Sports

Soccer field 36,000 22

Playground baseball 22,500 20

Volley ball court 2,800 20

Basketball court 3,750 16

Jumping pits 1,200 12

Handball courts (2) 2,100 8

Tether tennis court 400 4

Horseshoe courts (2) 1,200 8

Tennis courts (2) 13,200 8

83,150 118

Landscaping 4,500

Additional space for paths, etc. 5,000

Total 111,250 353

(2.55 acres)

It will be observed that 2J/2 acres may be con-

sidered as satisfactory for the needs of 300 chil-

dren as compared with 3j^ acres when double that

number of children are to be provided with a

playground. It is believed that unless the child

population of a given neighborhood is consider-

ably less than 300, a playground of 2jX acres will

be needed. Naturally if only 100 are to be served,

a somewhat smaller area would suffice by provid-

ing for an overlapping use of certain sections—
for example the basketball court could be used for

volley ball and the soccer field for playground
baseball. There are comparatively few cases

where this condition is found, however, except in

rural or sparsely settled communities.
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A Playground for looo Children

A situation more likely to be encountered,

especially in the larger cities, is that of a neigh-

borhood having a child population of more than

600 children of grammar school age. Where the

number is in excess of 600, a playground of 3J^

acres is likely to prove inadequate. On the other

hand it does not follow that the size of the play-

ground should be increased in direct proportion

to the additional number of children to be served.

Some of the units in the standard playground may
already be adequate to serve a much larger num-

ber of children; others may need to be enlarged

and still others may have to be duplicated. .\n at-

tempt is made here to determine in what ways
the standard playground will need to be enlarged

in order to care for a child population of 1,000.

Naturally opinions will differ as to individual

features and local conditions will also influence

the decision to omit or include a feature, just as

they influence the planning of any play area.

It can be taken for granted that all of the fa-

cilities and areas provided on the standard chil-

dren's playground will be needed on the play-

ground to serve a larger number of children of

the same age range. The following apparatus

might be added to advantage : a low slide, a high

(8') slide, 4 low swings and 6 standard or high

swings. The slides and swings are generally the

most popular tyjics of aijparatus and there is little

question that the added units would be widely used.

Doubling the numlx-r of children of pre-school

age requires provision for twice as much space

for this group who should not have free access to

other sections of the playground. More space

should also be allowed for the games of the chil-

dren 6-10 years of age and for the wading pool,

handcraft area, outdoor theater, sand boxes and

shelter house. In the case of most of these fa-

cilities a comparatively small increase in the total

space allowed for them makes |)ossiblc their use

by a much greater number of children. Several

additional areas must be provided for the games
and sports of the older boys and girls. They in-

clude a soccer field, volley lull and tiaskctliall

courts, two each additional pad<ile tennis, horse-

shoe, handlwU and tennis courts. A wider straight-

away could lie used to advantage. I'y placing the

open space for 6-10 year old children adjacent to

the playground baselull field, an open area suf-

ficiently large to |)crmit a soccer game to be car-

ried on would be provided. Since soccer is a sea-

sonal game it is desirable to have two soccer fields

available for use during the playing season. More

space will be needed for landscaping and for safe

circulation. A list of the recommended facilities

and areas for such a playground follows :

5;. Ft. Chili

Facility and Area Hequirgd Capacity

Apparatus

Climbing tree 100 6
Slides (2) 750 12

Horizontal bars (3) SOD 12

Parazontal lars 600 12

Horizontal ladders (2) 750 16

Traveling rings (stationary).. 625 6
Giant stride 1,225 6
Small jungletfvm 180 10

Low slides (2) 340 12

Low swings (8) 1 .200 8

Hiirh swings ( 12 ) 3,000 12

Balance beam 100 4
See-saws (4) 400 8

Junglegym 500 20

10,270 144

Miscellaneous Equipment and Game Areas

Open space for pre-school
children 2.400 SO

Space for games of children

6-10 15.000 120

Wading pool 4,000 60
Handcraft and quiet games 2,600 60
Outdoor theater 3,000 50

Building block platform 500 25
Sand taxes 900 SO

•Shelter house 3,000 SO

31.400 465

Special Areas for Games and Sports

Soccer fields (2) 70,000 44

Playground baseball (2) 38,125 40
Vol'lev Irall courts (2) 5.250 40
Basketball courts (2) 7,125 32

Jumping pits 1,200 12

Paddle tennis courts (4) 6,720 16

Handball courts (4) 4,100 16

Tether tennis courts (2) 800 4
Horseshoe courts (4) 2,400 16

Tennis courts (4) 25,200 16

Straightaway track 8,640 14

169,560 250

Landscaping 10.000

.Additional for paths, etc 12.000

Total 233.23a 859

(5.33 acres)

* Th« ihchcr houM miflit lie omiited where Ibc ettcntial indoor
facilititt are otberwitc proridcd.

.\ playground of s'/j acres is found to be nec-

essary to care for the play needs of 1,000 children

from 5 to 15 living in the neighborhood which

the playground is intended to serve. It is observed

that the playground's child capacity is only 859
children but this is a larger number than is likely

to be present at any one time.
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A Comparison of the Space Requirements of

the Three Playgrounds

In order to provide a basis for comparing the

unit and total requirements of the three play-

grounds intended to serve the needs of different

numbers of children aged 5 to 15 years, the fol-

lowing table has been prepared. The playgrounds

to serve child populations of approximately 300,

600 and 1,000 are designated as "limited," "stand-

ard," and "large" playgrounds, respectively. These

titles are merely for easy identification and are

not intended as suggested terms to designate par-

ticular types of playgrounds. As previously

stated the requirements for the so-called "stand-

ard" playground represent what are believed to

be the necessary provision for the children's play-

ground in most neighborhoods and communities.

A Comparison of the Standard, Limited and Large Playgrounds
Standard Limited Large

Child population to be served 600 300 1,000

Apparatus Area (sq. ft.) 7,700 5,600 10,270
Child capacity of apparatus area 122 65 74

Average sq. ft. per child served 63 86 74
Area for equipment, etc. (sq. ft.) 21,300 13,000 30,900

Child capacity of this area 285 170 450

Average sq. ft. per child served 75 76 69

Special areas for games and sports (sq. ft.) 109,975 83,150 169,560
Child capacity of this area 156 118 250

Average sq. ft. per child served 705 704 678
Total area of playground (sq. ft) 151,975 111,250 233,230
Total area of playground (acres) 3.49 2.55 5.35

Child capacity of total playground 563 353 859

Average sq. ft. per child served—total playground 270 315 272
Child capacity per acre of playground 161 138 160

Average sq. ft. of playground per child in neighborhood 253 371 233
Number children in neighborhood per acre of playground 172 118 187

The preceding table shows that the space re- preceding table indicates that the standard in

quired for a child population of 300 is approxi- terms of square feet per child varies with differ-

mately 75% that required for 600 children. A ent numbers of children. The normal standard

child population of 1,000 requires approximately for the children's playground, however, may be

50% more than 600. The space required per unit used as a basis for estimating the needs of a

of child population is shown to decrease slightly greater or lesser number of children.

as the number of children to be served increases. The following table indicates the approximate
The aiTiount of space needed for each child in the areas that are required for various numbers of

neighborhood or who can be accommodated on children as determined by the method previously
the playground at one time is greatest in the case indicated :

of the "limited" playground. This is explained by
, J. I

, . .
, . ,

MinimHtn Sise of Average square
the tact that Smce a variety of game courts which ChUd Population Playground Needed feet per child

.
1 , , » , , , . , , to be served {In Sq. Ft.) (In Acres) population

require considerable space should be provided
.u u .u u r u-u . u ,

200 100,000 2.29 500
even though the number of children to be served 3O0 111250 2.55 371

is comparatively small, fewer children per acre 450 133,000 3.05 296

can be cared for. The "standard" and "large" ^^ 1^4^ ^;4S 1%
playgrounds are more efficient and economical 1000 233^230 5.35 233

units, judged by their capacity for service, than ^^"^ 272,000 6.25 227

the small or "limited" playgrounds. This table in addition illustrates the fact

The preceding paragraphs illustrate a method that total plaground space requirements vary
of determining space requirements for neighbor- directly but not proportionately with the number

hoods of different child populations. Frequently of children in the neighborhood to be served.

suggested standards have been based on a fixed Among the reasons for this variation are that cer-

number of square feet per child but the fallacy of tain pieces of apparatus do not need to be dupli-

such standards lies in the fact that certain facili- cated when more children are to be served; fea-

ties and courts are needed to serve the varied in- tures such as the theater, which are seldom used

terests of children regardless of the number of to cajjacity can usually serve many more children

children who are to use the playground. The (Continued on page 308)



Pontiac Schools As Community Centers

THE
BROAD USE of school build-

ings as community centers

in Pontiac is not a mere accident. It is rather

the result or fruitage of a philosophy of the

educational function of a school building which

has been for many years in my mind.

To me a school plant, while primarily a

place for the education of children, is much

more than that. It is a place where educa-

tional opportunities and wholesome recrea-

tional facilities may be open to all the people

of the community irrespective of age, race,

class, and creed.

Education is, or should be, a continuing life

process. It should not end with the days of

formal schooling. Everything should be done,

therefore, that can be done to encourage inter-

est and participation in extra-school activities.

Basic to this theory is the encouragement of

the grown-ups in the use of school buildings

as centers for education, entertainment, in-

struction, and recreation. Opportunity for ed-

ucation and recreation to all the people is my
idea of the function of the school. To this

policy the various boards of education have

lent their unvarying and unanimous support.

Buildings for Recreation

In line with this broad principle the many
school buildings that have been erected in Pon-

tiac the past ten years have mirrored this con-

ception of the function of education. Three

junior high school buildings have been erected

during that period, all of them with ample

auditoriums and extensive double gymnasi-

ums—one for boys and men, the other for

girls and women. Three elementary schools

have also been erected during these years-

each with an auditorium and gymnasium de-

signed not only for use by the schof)! children

but as well ff>r use by the entire

neighborhood of which the

schools arc the center, .\mple

playgrounds have also been pro-

vided ranging from five to sev-

enteen acres. These become cen-

ters for outdoor recreation in
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By James H. Harris

Mr. Harrio i* Suporintcnd-
ent of Schoolfi in Pontiac,
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March 1«):J4 iwuo of the

Puntiac School Journal.

the summer time to all people,

young and old, in the neigh-
borhood.

Besides these entirely new school buildings

with all their provisions for adult education

and recreation, a new gymnasium was added

to the senior high school. This gymnasium
is one of the finest in the state, and in fact

comjares with the best to be found anywhere
in the country. It comfortably seats 1,500

spectators and is a model of its kind. It has

become literally a civic recreational center,

and almost every winter night it is filled with

spectators come to witness some thrilling city

league or high school basketball game. With-

out its splendid and capacious high school

gymnasium the city would be bereft indeed

of recreational facilities.

In like manner the junior high school g>-m-

nasiums and auditoriums have been thrown

open to the people for recreational, instruc-

tional, and entertainment purposes. The City

Recreation Department and the Board of Ed-

ucation have entered into a joint arrangement

whereby the latter, without charge, throws

open the doors of its gymnasiums and audi-

toriums to the public, while the former as-

sumes responsibility for the administration and

supervision of the activities. Again, in one of

the junior high schools the use of the auditor-

ium has been granted gratis to the Y.M.C.A.

of the city for a weekly series of entertain-

ments for the unemployed of the city
—a con-

tribution which has been of inestimable value.

Social Value

This liberal policy and this broad philosophy

of the function of the school plan in commu-

nity life have been of immeasurable value dur-

ing the period of the depression. Pontiac, an

exclusively automobile manu-

facturing city, has been pecu-

liarly hard hit during the de-

pression. With thousands upon

thousands of men thrown into

enforced idleness and dependent

upon the "dole" for their sub-

(Ctmtinntd <m page 309)



Education

for

eisure

By R. V. Jordan
Superintendent of Schools

Centralia, Illinois

"The only way in which we can
educate for leisure—or for any
other purpose under heaven—is

by awakening sensitized surfaces
in the individual. Certainly for
leisure the essence lies in the
fact that it represents the ex-

pression of our inner urge, and
the vocabulary for this expres-
sion, so rude, so halting, so

stumbling in most of us, is ac-

quired through our sensitiveness
to books and arts and crafts and
sports and out-of-doors."—Mary
C. Coleman, President, National

Physical Education Association.

UXDOUiiTEDLY

the most significant feature of

our present social economy is the large
amount of leisure which is to be the lot of

industrial workers and certain other workers of

our country. So quickly has this change come

upon us, and so thoroughly do the principles in-

volved seem to have taken root, that it is almost

trite even to make such a statement. A short time

ago it was popular to say, "We are living in a

changing world." Now we might better say, "We
are living in a changed world." For many of the

things now regarded as temporary measures will

probably be in force in some form or other from
now on as far as the present generation is

concerned.

Must Be Earned Leisure

The first question that should be raised in a

discussion of this matter is—"What sort of lei-

sure shall this new leisure be?" .Shall it be an

earned leisure or an unearned one? Shall it be a

welcome leisure that fosters contentment and hap-

piness, or shall it be a leisure that foments dis-

order and unhappiness? Shall it be a leisure in

which the toiler is enabled to delve among the

fringe of avocational beckonings, or social and

community services, and there enrich his soul and

the souls of others? In short, shall the new lei-

sure mean idleness and crime, or shall it mean
culture? The answer rests largely with such or-

ganizations as the National Recreation Associa-

tion and to a large degree with the American

public schools.

There isn't the slightest doubt that one of the

elements involved in the crisis in education is the

fact that popular education, in its present form, is

losing its hold on the public imagination. Again
and again, in various forms, to be sure, this fact

is stated by the leaders in educational thought.

Only last March, Dr. George F. Zook, United

States Commissioner of Education, in speaking
before the Department of Superintendence at

Cleveland said, "I do not believe that it is possi-

ble to recapture the confidence of the adult popu-
lation of this country, until they can be convinced

that the program of the schools is adapting itself

to the needs of the new era into which we are

entering more rapidly than we realize."

Just what form shall this adaptation of the

program of the schools take? It must not stop

with adding a little here and paving a way a little

there. It shall not take the form of the crucifix-

ion of the fine arts and vocational studies upon a

cross of gold. It must mean nothing short of a

new deal for education. And nothing in the new

deal for education can rival in importance educa-

tion for the profitable use of leisure time ; this is

both childhood and adult education.

What form shall the new education for leisure

time take? Does it imply that nothing in the

present curriculum is of any value as a prepara-

tion for worthwhile leisure time pursuits? Does

it mean, in the main, a scrapping of the present

curriculum ? Does this new education imply that

new material must be added to the present curricu-

lum — replacements or additions as the case may

295
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be ? Or shall we say that the cue is merely for new
emphases upon the subject matter of the present

day curriculum as found in the most progressive
schools ? These are some questions that should be

answered.

An Attempt to Find the Answer
The teachers of the school system of which I

am privileged to be the superintendent set out to

try to answer such questions as these. First they

asked, "Does the present curriculum contain any
leisure time values?" Then they set to work to

find out. They assembled the scalpels, dissecting

needles, microtomes and reagents of educational

investigation and set to work. The first step was
to analyze the curriculum, as found in our system,
into its leisure time values. This curriculum in-

cludes every form of music and physical educa-

tion, and such extra-curricular activities as phi-

lately. There were no guide posts; so far as we
know they were charting a new route. After a

preliminarj' meeting in which the fullest possible

discussion was had, each teacher prepared a very

finely divided analysis of the leisure time values

of the various subjects which he or she teaches—
I say "he or she" because more than 12% of our

teaching staff are men. From these lists a com-

posite list was made. This included eighteen dif-

ferent school studies and the total number of lei-

sure time values set up is about 500. For in-

stance, physical education was assigned 12 leisure

time values, geography 22, gardening 28, band

and orchestra department 25, reading 39 and phi-

lately 43. Nothing of completeness, mathematical

accuracy or finality is claimed for this analysis.

It is only a first attempt to do something that

seems to need to be done.

The next logical question was, "Has this analy-
sis of the leisure time values of the elementary
curriculum any validity ? Has our adult population

really experienced such leisure time values after

finishing the curriculum ?" The .solution that seem-

ed indicated was to try the analysis out on the adults

and see whether it was valid.

While we are aware of the jwira-

phrased statement from Solo-

mon, "Of the making of ques-

tionnaires there is no end." we
do not quite share the views of

the pessimist who said, "A ques-

tionnaire is an instrument fash-

ioned by morons to be answered

by imbeciles"; nevertheless we

The subject of training by the

Bchools for the use of leisure i«

discusaed at length in "The New
Leisure Challenges the Schools**—the report of a study made by
Kugenc T. Lies of the National
Kerrcalion AMOciation. The
book may be secured from the

AMOciation-Sl.50 paper bound;
i2.00 rioth bound.

decided to call our instrument a checking list. So
we fashioned our six-page check list of leisure

time values of the various subjects and prepared

500 copies. Then we chose 500 families by a ran-

dom selection method to receive the check lists.

Every person in the family 16 years of age or

older was requested on the instruction sheet to

check all values which he had made use of since

finishing school. The lists were then returned to

us and a composite score prepared. The results

were quite astonishing ; no item was left uncheck-

ed. You would never guess the subject receiving

the largest number of checks—it was a subject

which I thought was rapidly fading from the

social picture
—it was sewing with a total of 2983

checks !

The five subjects receiving the largest number

of checks, ranked in descending order, are sewing,

music (vocal and instrumental), reading, garden-

ing and art. In the light of such findings, how can

we think for a moment of labelling the fine arts

and vocational subjects as "fads and frills" when

study of the leisure time values of the common
school subjects reveals that adults rate sewing,

music, art, and gardening as four of the first five

subjects in importance for their leisure time

values ?

At this point we must make a confession. Our

so-called check list really did contain three ques-

tions. The answers to these we shall discuss

seriatim. The first was, "What school study or

studies do you think are of the most value for

leisure time occupation ?" We had more than 700

suggestions in reply to this querj-, including 22

different subjects of study with reading, penman-

ship, arithmetic, grammar, and music ranking in

the order named. These rankings seem to over-

turn the rankings announced for the check list

but the number of frequencies is small.

The next question was, "Do you think any new-

subjects of study should l)e added for leisure time

values (if so, name them)?" The response to

this question was almost negligible. Only 22 sug-

gestions were oflFered and all of

them but one are already cared

for by the present curriculum.

The last question elicited

some very interesting responses.

"Would you like to have free

access to a special leisure time

department in the cit>' library

where you could find books and

(Continiud on page 309)



A Center for Youth

AMERICAN

VOUTH IS pour-

j^ ing out of school today

to face a world which

seems to have no use for them.

They have never been employed ; they are unable

to continue their education
; they cannot find vo-

cational adjustment, and it is not possible for them

to marry and establish normal homes. They pre-

sent one of the most serious problems of the de-

pression.

This problem is being felt increasingly in every
American community. We of Lakewood, recog-

nizing the importance of offering these boys and

girls wholesome and 'attractive recreational and

educational opportunities, decided to take action.

We found it possible by some curtailment in other

places to arrange for part of the funds provided

by the Lakewood Recreation Department to be

devoted to a special project for these young peo-

ple. In December, 1933, Wilson School, which

was closed as a school a year ago because of lack

of funds, was opened as a recreational, educa-

tional and vocational center for the youth of Lake-

wood between the ages of eighteen and thirty-

three. These young people are partially or wholly

unemployed ;
some had planned to go to college

and found themselves unable to do so.

Facilities

Wilson School, now known as Lakewood Rec-

reation Hall, is located in the center of the city

and contains two small gymnasiums, shower

baths, an auditorium, cafeteria facilities, and many
classrooms which have been transformed into

game rooms, lounges, discussion rooms, council

chambers, library and read-

ing room, and card rooms.

We secured the cooperation

of civic organizations in fur-

nishing rooms. The contri-

butions were as follows :

By Sophie Fishback

DirectoT,Department of Public Recreation

Lakewood, Ohio

"The community
fome measure the

Parent-Teacher Groups—Lounge
Woman's Club—Lounge
South Lalkewood Woman's Club—Card room
Toastmaster's Club and Y.M.C.A.

Mother's Club—Meeting room
and game room

College Club—Library and read-

activities by furnishing opportunities
for leadership for older young people
as they graduate from boys' and

girls' clubs and from the playground.
. . . We have overlooked the great
field of civic and political interests

and the possibility of developing self-

functioning civic units into which

youth might graduate."
—Bessie A. Mc-

Clenalian in Preparation for Leisure.

ing rooms, books and subscrip-
tions to Saturday Evening Post
and American.

Rotary Club—Conference room.

Exchange Club—Game room and
all equipment

Lions Club—Piano, radio and victrola for music room
Y.M.C.A.—Have offices in building and pay rent

Y.W.C.A.—Sitting room
M. E. Church Group—Conference lounge
The cafeteria has not yet been equipped. The

Teachers' Federation will start the ball rolling by

presenting dishes; other organizations will be

asked to donate tables and chairs.

Leadership

One of the important features of the organiza-

tion is a self-governing general council of young

people who have direction and control of the en-

terprise. Their first organization was temporary

until the project got under way. It has now dis-

solved and the personnel for a permanent council

is being considered. The temporary group con-

sisted of twelve boys and girls divided into four

committees with a general chairman—house com-

mittee, program committee, publicity committee

and finance committee. There is an advisory

group of older citizens active in civic work. This

group is parallel with those of the younger group.

The officers of the Recreation Department have

been placed in the new center. Thus professional

leadership is available for the development of the

program.
\'olunteer leaders and CCES paid workers

have been obtained as leaders for all the classes

and activities such as drama, journalism, lan-

guages, English, discussion groups, glee club, or-

chestra, arts and crafts, shorthand, photography,

fencing, boxing, tap and so-

cial dancing, gymnasium, first

aid, sewing, book reviews,

basketball and radio classes.

There are, in addition, social

activities such as parties.

During the summer the cen-

ter will be open every day,

but only on two evenings a

week as the young people are

taking part in outdoor ac-

(Cont'.nucd on page 310)
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The Values of Parks and Playgrounds

"To play in the sunlight is a child's right
and it is not to be cheated out of it. And
when it is cheated of it, it is not the child
but the community that is robbed of that

beside which all its wealth is but tinsel

and trash. For men, not money, make a

country great, and joyless children do
not make good men."—Jacob Riis.

By John W. Kernan
Superintendent, Parks and Playgrounds

Lowell, Massachusetts

THIS
STATEMENT, written a good many years

ago by one of the pioneers in the playground
movement of this country, stands as true to-

day as the day it was written.

The Changing Viewpoint

Many years ago, as our earlier cities began to

expand, their vacant lots were utilized for build-

ing purposes, thus taking from the future citizens

of the land their accustomed recreational spots

The larger cities acquired, and wisely so, tracts

of land for park and playground areas. In some,

beautiful parks were developed, but were for the

most part things of esthetic beauty where rules

and regulations kept the children from damaging
the lawns, and it became necessary to place many
signs bearing the inscription, "Keep OflF the

Grass," much to the disgust of the present

generation.

During the past twenty-five years or more,

many things have happened to change the view-

point of the public (as well as of park officials)

to consider more the human side of the proposi-

tion, until we find today that our parks and play-

grounds are not alone places of esthetic beauty,

but places where human beings, both young and

old, can live. They may enjoy the natural beauty

of our parks; play baseball, basketball, tennis,

golf, swim and even dance

in many of the well laid out

parks and playgrounds

throughout the length and

breadth of our great
country.

In many cases, however,

our city governments have

appropriated funds for the
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We are prcnenting here abstracts from
an article in the September isnue of

Parks and Rrrrration by John W. Ker-
nan who is Engineer and Superintend-
rnt of I'arkn and Playgrounds in Lowell.

In his article Mr. Kernan urges the use
of wide-spread publicity to show the

public the progress made in the de-

rlopment oif parka and playgrounda.

purchase of land for parks and playgrounds and

have then become dormant, failing to realize that

it takes funds to develop the lands already ac

quired, as well as to maintain, so that they may
be put in suitable shape for use.

The invention and lasting popularity of the au-

tomobile has indeed revolutionized American life.

Middle-aged people of the present generation who

played in safety as children in the streets before

its advent, well know that it became absolutely

necessary for city and town governments to pro-
vide playground areas where children can be

taken off the busy thorough fares and given a place

to play in safety
—away from the busy lanes of

traffic which now seem to be everywhere about us.

When one considers the number of children's lives

which have been saved through the development
of public parks and playgrounds, without consid-

eration of the health and recreation which they
have brought to a great many people, one cannot

deny that the money expended was worth while.

Today's Emergency

Unfortunately, today our city and town gov-
ernments have seen fit, in a number of cases, to

reduce the appropriations for parks and play-

grounds, stating that these activities can well be

curtailed in times of depression.

It is also unfortunate that

some of the people who re-

ceive the most benefit from

our parks and playgrounds
never raise their voices at

the time when our city gov-

ernments are considering

the yearly budgets of the

various cities, but make
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themselves heard in the middle of the year seek-

ing betterments after the funds have already been

allotted. If we can make them see that their com-

plaints are not with the park executive who must

live within his budget, but with their own laxity

in not taking the matter up with their duly elected

officials, it will undoubtedly be the means of hav-

ing the proper authorities see the light. During
the present depression our parks and playgrounds
have been the means of keeping many a young
man and young woman occupied, as well as older

be a political unit, bent merely upon serving itself,

possessing a power which mutual loyalty alone

can give, is thereby enabled to exploit others for

its own advantage in a way that is most vicious.

These mutual relationships have an ethical effect

which may be towards evil, but on the other hand

may be arranged so that the effect will be towards

good ;
but the ethical nature in itself is primarily

related to self-control and to freedom.

Unethical play is worse than no play at all. It

is not merely play that our cities and our children

Courtesy American Photography Though still serving esthetic interests,

parks are also meeting recreational needs.

men and women, who have been temporarily out

of employment. I shudder to think what might
have been the outcome if the escape valve for our

citizens in the shape of parks and playgrounds
had not been available in these trying times.

The Kind of Play Needed

During the past few years much has appeared
in our newspapers throughout the country with

reference to the atrocious acts of many gangsters,

racketeers, kidnappers, and what not. The gang

may be a peril to the country, as indeed is the case

in many cities. The gang of boys that grows up to

need. They need the kind of play that makes for

wholesome moral and ethical life, the play that

makes for those relationships between individuals

that will be true to the adult ideals which belong,

and should belong to the community.
The school and the home rest primarily upon

the development of the quality of obedience, but

the properly supervised playground alone affords

to children the one great opportunity for culti-

vating those qualities that grow out of meeting
others of like kind under conditions of freedom ;

it develops progressively, from babyhood on, the

(Contintted on page 310)



The Wandering Sport Teacher in Germany

A'•wandering' teacher

who travels around

the country going
into a community as a

friend and adviser, at the

service of every club and

rural organization — that

is the plan of the German
National Committee for

Physical Training which,

through its rural youth

organizations, is carrying
on so-called "wandering

training courses" in all

parts of the country.

Hdv/ the Plan Operates

The itinerant sport lead-

er goes to a rural district for four or five

weeks, staying from two to four days in one

place and reaching all the groups in the vicin-

ity. He stimulates the interest of the schools

in modern physical education methods; he

demonstrates through gymnastics, games and

apparatus work of the simplest type may be

used even under the most

primitive conditions. He

From village to village, into rural

districts, goes the wandering leader

gives training ac-

cording to conditions

in the individual

community in track

and field events,
handicap events,
tumbling and mat

work, natural appar-
atus work fbars an'l

rings), games, swim-

ming, small caliber

target practice, folk

dancing, wandering,
and folk singing. Fi-

nally, he aids rural

clubs in conducting
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With homemade, improvised apparatus end
the simplest of tools he plies his trade

regular training activities.

In preparing for the vis-

it of a wandering teacher,

who is a sport teacher or

an older student of the

Hochschuler fur Leibesu-

bungen in Berlin and

either comes from the

country or has had exper-

ience in rural work, some

organizations such as the

I )istrict Committee for

Youth Training does the

l)reliminary work. This

includes setting the dates

for the visit, notifying in

advance the athletic clubs

and other youth organiza-

tions, agricultural schools and clubs, making
contacts with the district school teachers con-

cerning necessary work in the schools, and se-

curing the co-operation of the local press.

\\'hen working ]
lans have been arranged and

replies received from the different organiza-

tions, some of the work is usually delegated
to specially appointed
men in the district who

secure board and lodg-

ing for the teacher,

and make up a plan

for him taking into ac-

count trafl^ic and rail-

way connections.

The district pays

only the costs of the

local trips and m'S-

cellaneous expenses.
In case of official

payment, a salary
from two to three

and a half marks per

day is paid. The

(Continued on fai'c .VO)



World at Play

Developments in

Evansville

IN the fall of 1933
the Kiwanis Club of

Evansville, Indiana,

presented the city

with an outdoor stage in Mesker Park. On
May 20, 1934, the first program was given
-when the Evansville Civic Choral Society,

sponsored Ky the Mu-
sicians' Club and City
Recreation Depart-
ment, presented the

oratorio, "Elijah," un-

der the direction of

its leader, Dr. E. E.

Harper, President of

Evansville College.

(See accompanying
photogra])h.)
The Park Depart-

ment has leased for

twenty years thirty
acres of land belong-

ing to Evansville College. The ground,
which is inside the city limits, will be used as

a recreation field and will contain ten tennis

courts, a swimming pool, an outdoor stage, a

children's playground, ten soft ball diamonds,
a baseball diamond, a football field, and a shel-

ter house. The playground will be beautified,

and a ridge running through the center will be

used to seat people for the outdoor stage and
for various ball games. The field will not be

completed this year, but the swimming pool,

sponsored and partially financed by the Ki-

wanis Club, five ball diamonds and four tennis

courts will soon be available.

Courlesy Ez'an:r,'il!c Department of Municipal Recreation

association, Elmer L. Mohn, sponsored the fes-

tival with the assistance of a civic committee

including business and professional men and
women of the city. Over 1,000 local people

participated in the festival choir— 500 men and

500 women recruited from many sources. The

chorus, directed by Willy Richter, Reading's

composer and direct-

or of the Reading
male chorus, was ac-

companied by a vol-

unteer orchestra. The

orchestra, composed
of 125 pieces, was pro-
vided by Fred Card-

in, high school music

instructor and com-

poser. Among the se-

lections on the pro-

gram were two por-
tions of M e n d e 1 s-

sohn's "Hymn of

Praise"; "All Men, All Things"; "Ye Nations,
Offer to the Lord," and "Hail, Bright Abode,"
chorus from "Tannhauser."

What One School

Principal Is Doing

A Music Festival

in Reading

ON June 6th and

7th, Reading, Penn-

sylvania, held a mu-
sic festival in the

stadium of Albright College. The college,

through its president, the Reverend Dr. J.

Warren Klein and the president of its alumni

IN a newspaper ar-

ticle describing the

Ohio public school

situation, Charles
W. Lawrence tells of visiting New Straitsville,

Perry County, a town of 1,700 people, over a

coal mine which has been burning for the last

half century. "When he is not teaching mathe-

matics or helping to feed jobless families.

Principal Perry Potts of the high school spends
his time keeping the school building from fall-

ing down and working as general repair man,

carpenter, plumber and electrician. As it is

this small town principal has managed to give

his underfed pupils homely editions of a good

many of the luxuries the big city schools

boast—and this at no cost to the taxpayer."

301
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RUSTIC LAWN FURNITURE
MoafllJta Hindcraft—-4 piect liwn jnd porch %tt (oniiitios €>f three
chairs «nd ubic. A b«jatiful wt mjd« from me mouotiin willow.

Complete set lor onlr $12.50

Cash with order

RUSTIC FURNITURE SUPPLY CO.
Bristol. Virginia

Mr. Potts equipped a comi)lete playground
for the school at a cost of about $io. He built

large teeter-totters that will last a lifetime.

With the aid of a blacksmith and with equip-
ment dug from a mine he erected huge swings
and horizontal bars. When a shoemaker bought
new equipment, Mr. Potts purchased his old

polishing machine and rebuilt it into a lathe

outfit for the school's manual arts department.
With the help of his boys he built a shower
room for the gymnasium, putting up home-
made tanks to hold the water pumped by hand.
When in good times the Parent-Teacher Asso-
ciation collected $350 for a school radio set,

Mr. Potts and his students bought the neces-

sary mechanism and installed a complete radio

system throughout the building, enclosing it

all in home-made cabinets. Mr. Potts has built

IxKjkcases for the library, bought an old wash
stand and equipped a rest room for girls, laid

a new brick wall to replace a crumbling one in

the basement, and last summer he and his

helpers dug up a vein of coal running through
the school basement, thereby securing enough
coal to last part of the winter.

How Lay Groups Are Helping—In Miami,
Florida, neighborhood councils have been or-

ganized and through them many activities have
been carried on for which there have been no

public funds. In all of the cities of Florida

sports and social recreation clubs have been

organized on a self-supporting basis which

help in the construction of new facilities and
the maintenance and upkeep of all equipment.
An outstanding use of lay people in advanc-

ing the program is the neighborhood council

movement in Richmond, Virginia. Through
these councils it has been possible to secure

increased appropriations and the use of such

public facilities as schools for recreation pur-

poses.

A Novel Kind of Festival—A novel event

was the dog dancing festival held in Los

Angeles, California, on June 26th, under the

auspices of the Playground and Recreation De-
partment. Practically every recreation center
in the city offers class instruction in the vari-

ous forms of clogging, and as a result hun-
dreds of trained "heel and toe" dancers were
available for the event.

A New Park for Greenville—Last fall Green-
ville, Pennsylvania, dedicated its new $50,000
Riverside Park recently completed as a work
relief project. A program of speaking by Gov-
ernor Pinchot and other officials was followed

by a two mile parade of floats, bands and or-

ganizations. The event was combined with
Greenville's first annual gala day, and scores

of events were packed into a program lasting
from 10:00 A. M. Thursday, October 12th,

until early Friday morning.

Charlottesville Makes Progress—On June
15th, Charlottesville, Virginia, opened three

playgrounds for white and one for colored.

A feature of the newly organized program in

Charlottesville has been the square dances held

every other week for adults, particularly the

unemployed and the mill workers. The pro-

gram has grown so rapidly in the few months
it has been in operation that the municipal
facilities have proved inadequate. A number
of churches, a mission house, the Elks Qub
room, the library and the armory have been

utilized. Regular programs are given at the

various institutions of the city, and work is

being done with children on probation.

Free Golf Lessons— An arrangement was
made in Detroit, Michigan, by the Department
of Parks and Boulevards whereby profession-

als at three municipal golf courses gave free

lessons during June to women and boys.

New Centers for Scranton — Four of the

emergency relief projects being made up in

Scranton, Pennsylvania, include the alteration

of three fire houses and one police station for

recreation centers. In each of these buildings

the second floor has been used for storage

only, and each is large enough to allow for

one large recreation room about 80 by 40 feet,

two small rooms about 20 feet square, a small

kitchen and sanitary facilities. It is interesting

to note that the use of these facilities for rec-

reation purposes will involve the supplying of
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leadership only as heat, light and janitor ser-

vice are already available.

A Park Library—The Playground and Rec-
reation Association of Philadelphia last sum-
mer sponsored a park library. The Federation

of Women's Clubs collected books and maga-
zines from members and headquarters were set

up on a park bench. Those who borrowed
books and magazines left their names with the

two workers in charge.

Hiking— The Women's Athletic Club of

Glendale, California, organized in 1924, lists

hiking as one of the most popular activities.

During the current year there were 40 mem-
bers in the hiking department. Members gath-
ered at 8:30 each Thursday morning at a spe-
cified point from which they motored to the

beginning of the trail for the day's outing. The

average attendance for the year was 19, though
on particularly popular hikes the number was
often increased to 25 or 30. The majority of

the hikes are from seven to nine miles long.
The membership of this group is composed of

Glendale housewives, many of them young moth-

ers who see the children safely off to school be-

fore they leave for the day's outing. Others

are gray-haired grandmothers.

Among the Conventions—The National Con-
ference of State Parks held its annual meeting
at Pineville, Kentucky, June 7th to 9th. Topics
discussed included in general the following:
Economic factors affecting state park and for-

est developments ; inventions, good roads, and
the influence of manufacturers of outdoor liv-

ing equipment ;
the biologic needs of a highly

urbanized people, and the changing habits of

our people in their recreation growing out of

a desire to escape to the open country, with
a resulting broadening of the services of state

parks and the recreational uses of state forests.

In addition to the formal discussions, repre-
sentatives of the various states told of the

status of state parks. It was stated, for ex-

ample, that in the last year Texas has probably
added more acreage of state parks than any
other state in the Union. One of the new
areas has 105,000 acres, while another com-

prises 26 square miles. Much attention was

given at the conference to the work of CCC
camps.

LOUDEN JUNGLE-6YM
The Original Climbing Structure

HERE
is the most popular and the safesf of all

playground devices. Over 600 installed in

greater New York; 400 in Chicago, including
installation at "A Century of Progress." Scientifically

designed to give full sway to natural play instincts

of youth .... to swing, climb, hang from the arms
and legs. Made Exclusively by Louden, in five sizes.

Write today for full particulars and tree book de-

scribing complete line of Louden Playground, Gym
and Pool Equipment. No obligation.

LOUDEN
PLAYGROUND
EQUIPMENT

Manufactured by

J. E. PORTER CORPORATION

120 Broadway . Ottawa, Illinois

Summer Dramatics in Los Angeles—Last

summer six Los Angeles, California, play-

grounds presented weekly matinees. To aug-
ment the plays, which were short, the program
included folk songs, dances and a variety of

instrumental music such as music by toy

bands, ukulele groups and harmonica bands.

Boys dressed as clowns, and acrobatic tum-

bling and pyramid stunts did much to add to

the enjoyment of these special matinees.

A Committee on Leisure Interests of Young
People—The development of wholesome lei-

sure time interests for high school graduates
and other young people of Los Angeles, Cali-

fornia, will be the objective of a committee

selected by the Playground and Recreation

Department to work with the Parent-Teacher

Association leaders of the city. This action

was taken following a report from George

Hjelte, .Superintendent of Recreation, showing
the need of providing carry-over recreational

interests for young men and women after they
have completed their school careers.
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An Institute in Houston, Texas—Just pre

ceding the ojiening of the playground season last

summer, the Recreation Department of Houston,

Texas, held a two weeks' institute for individuals

secured as summer playground workers through

the relief funds of Harris County. It was at-

tended by approximately 200 men and womer

whose ages ranged from sixteen to fifty years

Instruction was given by Corinne Fonde, Super-

intendent of the Department, members of the staff

and of the Recreation Department and by in-

structors from local organizations such as the

Y.W.C.A., the Probation Department, the school

system and of the Jefferson Davis Hospital. An

early morning period of lectures and discussions

was followed by a ten minute recess. Then came

a thirty-five minute review o,f the subjects dis

cussed. After this came another instruction period

of an hour and a quarter. The morning ended

with a laboratory period which included storytell-

ing, singing games, stunts and charades, hand-

craft and games.

Swimming Their Way to Health—Learning

to swim in a swimming pool has given back

their "land legs" to three Louisville children,

victims of infantile paralysis, and several

others are gradually regaining the use of their

limbs. At the advice of their physicians the

children entered the free swimming classes

conducted by the Louisville, Kentucky, Divi-

sion of Recreation, where they are given

special instruction. The classes are conducted

in conjunction with a mothers' class so that the

mothers of the children can learn to swim at

the same time. Transporting the children to

the park pool has not always been easy, but

with the cooperation of interested club women

and the use of the police patrol the problem is

being met.

Recreational Leadership— The Westbrook

Junior College in Portland, Maine, has initi-

ated a two year course in recreational leader-

ship "to direct and develop the interests of

girls who desire to become leaders in the field

of recreation." Courses are offered in English,

community life, arts and crafts, camping, recre-

ational activities, nature study, physical educa-

tion, music, dramatics, hygiene, and first aid.

Activities in Ann Arbor, Michigan — Last

year twenty-four different organizations in

Ann Arljor, Michigan, used the gymnasiums

provided by the Board of Education on 438
different evenings. .\ charge was made for

the use of the facilities.

The Power of Play

(Cnnl.nucd from "oyi' 26S)

not always, with the anti-Social behaviors of un-

guarded childhood play.

Who is to blame for the neglected play of child-

hood, the wasted, misused or unu.sed sports of

youth, the vicious recreations that till the leisure

time of maturity ? The status of the adults of to-

morrow — physically, mentally, and socially
— is

determined to a large degree by our care or ne-

glect of those adults while they are children to-

day. As parents and as social-minded public-

spirited citizens we have a serious responsibility

and a precious opportunity. We are responsible

for the physical, biological, and social environ-

ments of our children. We are responsible for the

quality and quantity of their experiences within

those surroundings. The precious opportunity to

which I referred just now is given us as adults

to make wise use of the power of play to influ-

ence the lives of our children giving them ex-

periences that will help them in their physical

education, their emotional and their other mental

education and in their social education No

greater influence than that of the jxjwer of play

is available for the determination and regulation

of the physical, mental and social health of our

children and through them the health of the men

and women they are to be.

If in addition to providing our children with

favorable health heritage, adequate nutrition, sat-

isfying rest, and favorable experiences with favor-

able environment, we would provide ways of help-

ing them play with their big muscles— play

adequately and vigorously within the limits of

their strength
—

help them play with alert joy and

with wholesome emotional adjustment without

excess, without jxassion, selfishness, cruelty or

fear, help them play trustingly with others as

they would have others play with them, we would

prepare our children for youth that would be

freer— if not free— from inadequate physical

growth and development, from emotional excess

and mental conflict and from social maladjustment.

The |)owcr of play: its power in the alluring

.sports and athletics of youth; the power of the

right stirts of play and the jxiwcr of the wrong
sorts of play in the games of youth, re-emphasize
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the serious adult responsibility and the precious

adult opportunity to which I again refer because

of their inescapable importance. It is the adult

leadership and the adult audience that set the ex-

ample and force the standards of sportsmanship
and ethics of the game and establish the safe-

guards of physical, mental and social health in

training, competition and celebration. These

standards are made or broken by adults and

copied, right or wrong, by youth.

The power of play gives a priceless opportunity
to use adult leadership to determine and regulate

the physical education, the emotional education

and the social education of youth even as it does

for childhood, and we men and women are re-

sponsible for the recreations that attract our own
leisure time. If those recreations are vicious we
are to blame. If they are satisfying and whole-

some; if they bring happiness without regret; if

they give us relaxation without worry or anxiety;
if they give us bodily comfort, emotional harmony,
mental adjustment, and social understanding: if

these are the products of our adult recreations,

we have made profitable use of the power of play.

With all the distresses that now surround us,

with all the influences that now threaten our phy-
sical, mental and social health, we need today,
more perhaps than ever before, a wise, efficient,

calculated program of recreational engineering
that will make effective use of the power of play
for the health and happiness of our children, our

youth, and our men and women.

A Community Children's Theatre
(Continued front page 269)

shows, and oft times the children themselves help
to decorate them with cut-outs or crayon outlines.

Eleanor Shanley, general technical supervisor of

the Children's Theater, works with Mrs. Robert-

son in designing the costumes, which recently
have been made through CVVA labor.

The settings are gorgeous, bringing to reality

the extravagant fairy tale descriptions of palaces
and underground caverns. Children's plays merit

more elegant settings than do plays for mature

casts, because the soft beauty of line and color

serves to enhance their valiant attempts at strong

emotion, and, if need be, covers up small defects

in action. Mrs. Robertson is fortunate in having
as her stage designers Walter Newcomb and
Robert Charles Metcalf, both young men of out-

standing ability in the technique of set construc-

tion and lighting.

BRING

EVERWEAR SAFETY

... TO YOUR SWINGS!

The New EvcrWear Spring-Rubber Safety Scat for

Swings. No. SR-206, (United States and Canadian
Patents Pending) cushions every blow and prevents
serious accidents. It is made of an ingenious ar-

rangement of special. EvcrWear-designed. fabric-rc-

cnforced. rough, springy, long-wearing, tubular, tire

stock rubber, which is so assembled in combination
with spring steel, as to give a soft, springy, resilient,

swing seat of remarkable safety, strength and

durability.

All outside surfaces of the seat are springy rubber:
SAFETY! All top and bottom surfaces arc corru-

gated to prevent slipping: SAFETY! All edges are

soft, springy, and resilient: SAFETY! All ends
bend easily under any blow or pressure (but im-

mediately spring back to their normal shape after

the pressure is removed) : SAFETY! No metal

parts arc exposed where they can become dangerous:
SAFETY! No wood enters its construction: it can-
not warp, split nor splinter: SAFETY! Requires
no painting.

Suspension clevises are reversible, making both sides

of the seat available for use (this feature doubles the

life of the seat): DURABILITY! Rubber tough,
long-wearing tire stock: DURABILITY! Spring
steel is painted to resist rust: DURABILITY!
Built to withstand heavy weights (tested under an
active load of 950 pounds) : STRENGTH! Edge-
ways, the seat can be sprung or bent under pressure
or blows (adding further to its SAFETY!).
Weighs 5 54 pounds (light for the rugged require-
ments of its service): SAFETY! Priced within
reach of every buyer who values SAFETY on the

playground ($4.50 each, net, f. o. b. Springfield,
Ohio, U. S. A. Price subject to change without
notice) : ECONOMY!
Investigate The New EverWear Spring-Rubber
Safety Seat for Swings. Buy them to replace old

swing seats. Specify them for all new swing outfits.

NOW ! !

BRING EVERWEAR SAFETY

... TO YOUR SWINGS !

Manufactured by

The EverWear Manufacturing Company
Springfield, Ohio, U. S. A.

The World's oldest and largest exclusive maker of play-
ground, beach and pool apparatus; a complete line of the
SAFEST and most DURABLE recreation apparatus made.
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D I AAi€ N D
Insiall Diamond Pitching Horseshoe courts

on your playground for a popular game
that costs little to maintain. Diamond shoes

and accessories are preferred by players

everywhere. Beginners find Diamond shoes

easy to pitch and old*timers demand them.

Accurately made — perfectly balanced—
will not crack or chip.

DIAMOND CALK HORSESHOE CO.
4610 GRAND AVENUE . . DULUTH, MINN.

By the use of vivid pageantry in her plays, Mrs.

Robertson is building in the minds of these chil-

dren a consciousness of beauty and an artistic ap-

preciation which will remain with them always. It

is well to remember that they will compose the

audiences of the future, and upon the audience,

depends the success of every little theatre.

There are no "stars" in this theater ; individual

performance is justly subordinated to group ac-

tivity, and every child who comes to the try-outs

(publicly announced in the newspapers), is given

something to do in the next play, even if it means

that the patient and versatile director has to write

a i^art for him before the first rehearsal. There

are children in the group who are lame, some who

stutter, some who are deaf ; there are rich, and

there are poor, but all are chosen regardless of

class or condition. One of the most beneficial

functions of the children's theatre is its correc-

tive one, and for that reason Mrs. Robertson

strives doubly with the physically or mentally de-

fective child.

The ultimate aim of the children's theatre is

recreation and e<lucation combined, with the fol-

lowing intermediate objectives: first, to develop

self-reliance; second, to develop power to act in

an emergency, and third, to develop the ability

to work well with other people. There are many
ways in which these objectives are achieved aside

from the actual participation on the stage in a

play. The children assist the technicians in build-

ing and painting scenery, and help their playmates
to learn their lines at rehearsals.

Latest educational methods are used in the

training of children in the theatre, so that there is

a very close tie-up between it and the public schools

of the city. Rehearsals are so timed that different

groups of children rehearse on consecutive days
in order that the work shall not prove too con-

fining for them. Those who are in charge of these

rehearsals realize that the children are out of

school when they come, and ready to have fun;

consequently they are not unduly restrained, but

are allowed to play as much as they like, provid-

ing they do not interfere with the players who are

saying their lines on the stage.

The activities of the Palo Alto Community
Children's Theatre are self-supporting, aside from
the salary of the director, which is paid by the

City of Palo Alto through the Community Center

Commission, a regular branch of municipal gov-
ernment. It is housed in the new community thea-

tre building, a gift of Mrs. Louis Stern, a local

resident, and works alongside the adult Commun-

ity Players organization, which gives unselfish aid

and support to the younger group. Palo Alto is

rightfully proud of its theatre, modern in every

respect, and of the two fine dramatic organiza-

tions which it fosters. By adhering to deeply-

grounded democratic ideals, and by following the

sound principles developed in little theatres all

over this country, they are bound to assume a

position of importance among amateur theatrical

groups on the Pacific Coast.

What Are Education Frills?

(CoHtimifd from page 273)

encouraged. guide<l ;• few tilings would be re-

quired, almost everything would be offered ; what-

ever nvs used, and used to good advantage, would

then become the "fundamentals" and whatever

7ivs little used, used «»//« pain and little profit,

would become the educational "frills" and should

become the first to he eliminated.

America needs and must have an efficient school

system, one which prepares all the people for ef-

ficient earning and rich living. Our school sys-

tem must be based upon a political philosophy in
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keeping with our national ideals and necessities

and upon an educational philosophy in keeping

with the same basic forces. We must choose

wisely and well our administrative machinery and

must scrutinize with care every offering of the

curriculum. Teacher-service, pupil-time, and tax-

payer's money are all too scarce to waste on any

non-functioning, time-wasting, death-dealing ma-

terial—material which contributes little while it is

being taught and less in life after school days are

over. Any subject in the curriculum could be

such. Under such conditions, such a subject

would then be a "frill." Considered on this basis

and this alone, I join the chorus and say "away
with the frills !"

Folk Culture and Leisure
'Continued from pa(/c 279)

haps started something with the makings in it of

a really national institution, too large for parochial

ambitions, and with a prophecy of a coming folk

culture to meet the demand for a new leisure.

Libraries in Community Buildings
(Continued from page 282)

the opportunity offered to make books accessi-

ble and available to all of the local residents.

The Hershey (Pennsylvania) Community
Plant comes nearer to the realization of per-

fect community participation in every kind of

recreation than any that were studied. It is a

dream of the Hershey Chocolate Manufactur-

ing Company to make life worthwhile for the

people connected with their plant. The com-

munity building is only one unit in this philan-

thropic enterprise. It occupies six acres, and

again the library is but one of the social serv-

ice agencies housed under one roof. There are

dormitories, a hospital, gymnasium, pool, and

theater, but so well planned that each is dis-

tinct from the other, tied together by the great

social hall in the center. The two library rooms

are in one wing, opening on the broad terrace,

with a door leading directly from the reading
room into the social hall. The library, with its

beautiful furniture and colorful bindings, is ac-

cessible to the thousands who indulge in rec-

reation under the hospitable roof. Reading is

as much fun as swimming, the theater, or bas-

ketball, and a pleasant relaxation after strenu-

ous exercise. The librarian and assistants are

as important in the programs planned for lei-

sure hours as the coach, the playground di-

Mgh\
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SWIMMING POOL DATA
AND REFERENCE ANNUAL

1934 Edition

(foemrrty Sotabtw Swimming PooU tnd Guide tu

Bqaipmtat and Sapplitt)

Price $2.00

WATER GAMES, WATER STUNTS,

LEGAL DECISIONS, LIABILITY, IN-

SURANCE, POOL DESIGN, POOL SAN-

ITATION, POOL MANAGEMENT, ETC.

Hoffman-Harris, Inc.

404 Fourth Avenue New Yorb City

rector, or the symphony conductor. The cost

is budgeted among all in group— a distinct

saving.

It is evident from this brief survey that,

given the right conditions, a library may be

located in a community building and share the

varied activities to its distinct advantage. To
sum up: In certain sections of large and con-

gested cities a branch library will cost less and

attract more people if it is housed with some
other recreational activity, but its location in

the building must be chosen with due regard to

noise and confusion.

In small towns or villages, the library will

have a far better chance of sur\'ival if it shares

the many recreational diversions that are of-

fered to adults as well as children. lacking

formality and an institutional atmosphere, it

should still maintain its integrity as an intel-

lectual factor and not spread its service in too

many directions. Above all, the quarters
should be planned to resist noise and have an

air of semi-seclusion and restfulness. where the

eager mind may grow and expand under the in-

fluence and guidance nf the librarian and good
books.

A word of warning should also be given, that

unless the librarian has an opportunity to plan
the library quarters, arrangements for storage,

work space shelving, and the seating of readers

may be entirely inadequate. Ventilation and

lighting are also problems which must be given
careful consideration by the librarian and, if

possible, the attention of an expert in these

fields.

Space Requirements for the

Children's Playground
(Cinitinncd from {•acje iV.v

by a careful scheduling of hours of use; other

features such as the wading pool and shelter

house can be considerably enlarged without pro-

portionately increasing the total space which must

be reserved for them. Therefore as the preceding

table indicates, a playground space standard ex-

pressed in terms of square feet per child must

vary according to the number of children to be

served.

There are several important considerations that

are essential to an application of the preceding

table. One is that these are minimum desirable

standards. Perhaps the most important is that

not only present but probable future child popu-

lation, as nearly as can l)e estimated, should be the

basis for determining a neighborhoods playground

needs.

.Again, since it seems evident that doubling the

child population does not mean that twice as large

a playground will be needed, the question arises

as to whether it is not preferable to have a smaller

numlier of large playgrounds at wider intervals

rather than to have more playgrounds of the

"standard" size. This question is all the more

pertinent because it is reasonable to believe that

the cost of laying out and equipping a large play-

ground will l)c less i)er square foot than in the

case of a smaller playground. F"urtherniore, up to

a given point administration and maintenance

costs are likely to be relatively less on the larger

playground. It must Ik- kept in mind, however,

that the function of the playground is to serve the

neetis of the children living within an effective

drawing radius. To extend this radius to the point

where it reduces attendance or deprives children

of regular use of the playground merely to save

sjMcc or money is to defeat the major purjjose of

providing playgroumls. Furthermore greater dif-

ficulty is likely to \tc encountered in securing one

projwrly located large area than in acquiring two
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smaller ones. On the other hand, where the child

population in a given neighborhood is very dense

and especially where it is served by a single ele-

mentary school, there may be a real advantage in

having one large playground rather than two

smaller areas. It is reasonable to believe that ex-

cept for very scattered neighborhoods or where

small schools are unwisely located, an adequate

playground should be provided at or near every

elementary school even though the child popula-

tion it serves is less than 600.

Pontlac Schools As Community
Centers

(Continued frotii page 294)

sistence, the question of the use of their en-

forced leisure became an acute and crucial

one. Conditions were ripe for discontent of

a serious nature. With nothing to do but

brood over and resent their tragic plight, the

minds of thousands of men were fertile soil

for all forms of disintegrating propaganda.
In this crisis the free use of the school plants

for recreational, entertainment and instruc-

tional purposes became a "safety valve" of in-

estimable worth. It is probable that few peo-

])le, even in Pontiac, appreciate the construc-

tive and community-saving value of these di-

verting activities.

Only by visualizing, or attempting to visual-

ize, the potentialities involved in the economic

situation and what might have been the result

if these facilities did not exist or if a narrow,

schools-for-children-only policy had been

adopted, can one appreciate what the policy

of throwing the schools open as community
centers has meant to the City of Pontiac in the

way of stabilizing its distressed people and

diverting their minds from their troubles.

Education for Leisure

(Continued front page 296)

magazines on leisure time topics? If so, list kind

or types of magazines you would like to find

there, as books or magazines on art, needlework,

finishing woodwork, home decoration, vegetable

gardening, etc." It was the feeling of those in

charge of this study that a leisure time depart-

ment in the public library would be a great serv-

ice to those seriously interested in making profita-

ble use of leisure. There were 63 replies to this

suggestion
—not quite all of them favorable. We

quote a few of the most interesting and significant :

Yes. "I think it would be a good thing to have

a leisure time department with a variety of books

and magazines. Everyone has a hobby."
Yes. "I would like to have such a department

and books on all vocations should be put there."

Yes. "Any practical works pertaining to home

economics, city government."
No. "I have more work at home which is

more of interest to me than anything else and I

ha\eri't any time for outside foolishness."

Yes. "Television."

Yes. "Needlework, costuming, puppetry, books

on journalism and writing."

Y/.s. "Household science, gardening, art, fin-

ishing woodwork, kindergarten, needlework, home

decorations, music, vocal and instrumental."

Yes. "Nursing magazines, historical maga-
zines." Altogether, thirty different subjects were

mentioned in the replies to this question.

The Conclusions

The question should now be answered, "What

conclusions are to be drawn from this analysis

and study of the leisure time values of the com-

mon school curriculum ?" Briefly, they seem to us

to be the following :

First, where broadly laid out, and richly fur-

nished with extra-curricular material, the present

curriculum is quite rich in leisure time values. It

lays a rich background for the enrichment of lei-

sure time in adult life whether such effort be in-

dividual, or through systematic organizations such

as the one assembled here today.

Second, this study seems to show plainly that

many of the subjects of study lately referred to

as "fads and frills" rank at the very top of the

list for their leisure time values, and their elimina-

tion from the curriculum would constitute an

educational tragedy.

Third, our educational system is failing to a

large degree to realize the possibilities in the lei-

sure time values of the various subjects of study

because such values are not yet understood. If

these values were better understood by teachers

and pointed out to the pupils the transfer of train-

ing and its retention would be better. Teachers

should add the leistire-time-value emphasis to

every subject in the curriculum whenever pos-

sible. This will add a new zest and motivation to

the work for both teacher and pupil.

Fourth, it is probable that some new subject

matter should be added to the curriculum to in-

crease leisure time values.
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Fifth, and finally, if the leisure time value of

the various school subjects were more thoroughly
understood by the general public, such knowledge
would go far to recapture that hold upon the pub-
lic imagination which the public schools of

America have always so richly deserved.

A Center for Youth
(Conlnnii'd from fiiyc JV/'J

tivities such as baseball, hiking and picnicking.

Membership and Attendance

From December 15th, when the center was

opened, to March 15th there were 651 individual

memberships (membership cards are issued to

those who are out of school and over eighteen

years of age). Six hundred other young people

who had no membership cards used the center.

The total attendance up to March 15th was 30,oc».

Financing the Project

From the budget of the Recreation Depart-
ment an appropriation of $3,070.55 was allotted,

leaving $1,500 to be raised to complete the amount

needed for the year's work. This includes the ex-

penses of janitor service, coal, light and equip-

ment. It is hoped to raise this money in a num-
ber of ways. A play, "Musical Mosaic," written

and staged by the young people of the center and

directed by one of their members, will be pre-

sented for four nights. Tickets will be sold at 15

cents for children and 30 cents for adults. An-

other play, "The Servant in the House," will be

presented by the Youth Council, a group com-

posed of young people of the churches. It is

hoped that a considerable sum of money will be

raised from the Lakewood Exposition which will

be held this summer on the grounds of the center.

Another money raising project will be a large

bridge party of 500 tables at $2.00 a table to be

managed by the presidents of the various organiza-

tions furnishing the rooms. Still another source

of revenue is to be found in the rental of rooms
in the center by outside organizations.

Members of two of the classes—boxing and

fencing
—

pay $2.00 for ten weekly classes. The
rest of the classes are free. Each class decides

what it wishes to take up, and if material is needed

the members pay for it.

Placing Responsibility
We have found that a responsible older person

must be at the center ai all times. We have also

found that the young people can successfully

carry through a small project with some guidance,

but they are not capable of handling large affairs

alone. Their spirit is splendid but they need in-

direct and direct advice. They have not had train-

ing or experience in organizing people, and only a

few are willing to take responsibility. The pro-

ject, however, is developing and training some

very fine leadership.

Not long ago we had a stunt night for which

the young people took full responsibility. At the

last minute they would come and say: "So and

so cannot come. What shall we do ?" My answer

was : "You are handling this ; think and then act

accordingly." We insisted on their carrying the

project through without help. In some instances

they have fallen down badly; in others where re-

sponsible people were in charge they have been

very successful. It has been a great lesson in taking

resp)onsibility and in choosing their committees.

They have decided, however, that they need the

help of experienced people in organization.

The Values of Parks and Playgrounds
(Continued from page 299)

sense of human relationships which is- absolutely

necessary to wholesome living. The playground

provides wholesome means of social relationship

during the formative period of a child's life and

develops the quality of self-control which is badly
needed in these days, and without which democ-

racy cannot continue. Supervised playgrounds
are of the utmost necessity in every city and town

throughout the country for the development of

our young people along the lines of social virtue.

The Wandering Sport Teacher

in Germany
(Continued front page 300)

Rural Youth Committee pays the traveling
costs to and from the district and the balance

of the salary. The clubs or the villages or other

organizations provide for board and lodging;
in most cases some one volunteers to entertain

the teacher.

The Day's Program

(a) Morning:
Instruction in the schools, including upper

classes of neighboring schools in the vicinity

(b) Afternoon :

Course for teachers with practical exercise^

or instruction in the rural continuation school-

and in other rural organizations, or cours*

for the unemployed and those in voluntary worl;

service (arbeitsdienst)
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(c) Evening- :

Exercise in the open until dark

Exercise in the gymnasium of a sport club

(Interested persons in the district must be

invited.)

Even though the work in the country re-

quires a maximum use of the sport teacher's

time, it should not, the sponsors feel, exceed

six to seven hours daily. When possible, Sun-

day should be a day of rest or for promoting
interest in physical education. Such meetings

should be open to all people, and prominent

persons and officials should be asked to attend

in order to assure their co-operation.

Lectures, lantern slides and moving pictures

are recommended to supplement the practical

course.

Values of the Plan

Because of the economic depression the

gymnastic and sport movement in Germany
has suffered severely, especially in the country
where it is seriously threatened by lack of

trained leaders and adequate athletic fields

The financial difficulties in which the rural

population finds itself allow little opportunity
for proper appreciation of the value of physical

education. For this reason a great part of

the rural youth is not included in the national

gymnastic and sport movement. The sending
(if a training leader or a member of an athletic

club to an eight to fourteen day continuation

course at a gymnastic or sport institute is im-

possible under present day conditions for any
but the most aft'luent athletic clubs.

For the great number of weaker rural clubs,

therefore, the most effective way of securing

the needed stimulation at little cost is through
the wandering training course which takes

place in the country and whose stimulation is

direct, awakening interest in physical educa-

tion among the masses of the population and

strengthening the morale of the smaller clubs

through the personal contact it gives. It in-

cludes the entire rural population of the dis-

trict and arouses interest everywhere. The

courses, which have proved very valuable, are

continually being expanded.
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Leadership In Group Work
By Henry M. Busch. Association Press, New York.

$2.2S.

IN
THIS BOOK Professor Henry Busch has presented

the results of his experiences in dealing with a wide

variety of groups of children, young people and adults,

including groups in the Christian Associations, Pioneer

Youth of America, Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, Woodcraft

League and other organizations. One chapter of the

book, "Leisure Time and Group Work," will be of spe-

cial interest to recreation workers. In it Professor

Busch points out some fundamental changes needed if

group work as it has been developed is to deal com-

petently with the new leisure. He urges the importance
of recreation. "Leisure time is crucial in affecting child

character," he says, "especially because children respond

powerfully to social approvals from other children . . .

Well directed leisure time of children should produce
fine character results. Undirected leisure time activities

threaten the social well-being of the child . . . Commu-
nities must provide adequate recreation facilities and

leadership if delinquency is to be combated and good
character developed."

Summary of Handcraft and Hobby'

Activities

Church Handcraft Service, 115-95 223rd Street. St. Al-

bans. New York. $.25.

THK
pfki"OSE of this mimeographed summary is to list

and briefly explain the different types of craft work
and hobbies which may be used in clubs and groups.

Suggestions as to expense, special equipment needed and

similar matters are iiKluded to aid the leader in select-

ing activities suitable for his group. All types of hand-

craft are mentioned.

A Player's Handbook
By Samuel Selden. F. S. Crofts and Company, New
York. $2.75.

THIS
VALUABLE BOOK on the theory and practice of

acting has been written from notes collected through
eleven years of practical observation of professional

and non-professional stages. It has a twofold pur-

pose: (1) To stimulate and guide the actor apprentice
in forming a working theory concerning the playing
of a dramatic role in the theater, and (2) to show
him how the principles of this theory may be ap-

plied through the development of technical skill. The

headings of the chapters will show how the book pro-

gresses from principle to practice: I. The "Art of Act-

ing"; II. Communication and Response; III. Training
for Expressiveness—The Body; IV. Training for Ex-

pressiveness—The Voice; V. Playing the Part; VI. The
Actor and His Director. In this section are to be found

the exercise materials covering body control, pantomimic
sketches, vocal control, reading selections, and cxerciM

in character dcvclopnieot.
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Manual of Nursery School Practice

By Iowa Child VV'elfare Research Station, University
of Iowa, Iowa City. $1.00.

This manual of Station preschool practice, under-
• taken primarily as a source of orientation to new
teachers and workers, is appropriate for the most part
for all persons interested in establishing and maintaining
a nursery school. The detailed information it gives
makes it an exceedingly valuable guide to nursery school

activities and administration. Illustrations add to the

attractiveness and usefulness of the volume.

Negro-White Adjustment
By Paul E. Baker, Ph.D. Association Press, New York.

$3.00.

Co.scERN
FOR RACE ADJUSTMENT between white and

colored Americans has manifested itself in the for-

mation of various interracial agencies and progrrams.

Mr. Baker has studied the ten agencies concerned, the

policies to which they are committed and the way these

policies work out in actual situations. He shows the

duplication of effort and method, of policy and goal,

and summarizes and interprets the results achieved by
a close examination of some forty cases of actual situa-

tions where the agencies have applied their methods and

philosophies to Negro-white problems. The final chap-
ter of conclusions and recommendations clearly demon-

strates the timely value of this book.
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Certain Basic Assumptions Underlying the

Work of the National Recreation Association

1. Life grows by action. It is through expression, through wholehearted investment of their ener-

gies and talents that people become and continue to be buoyantly alive. The law of life is that

it shall be saved by expenditure.

2. Since workers are less and less finding an outlet in industry for the adventurous and creative spirit

they must increasingly learn to find that outlet in leisure time.

3. Particularly, in our complex and changing age. mental health and integration of personality

demand participation and a pouring out of creative energy.

4. Play is that activity which is interesting and satisfying in itself. It is under the warm motiva-

tion of play impulses that the highest creative skills are incubated and born. These skills have a

value not only in the play life but carry over into what we customarily consider the more seri-

ous and difficult aspects of life—home life, civic enterprise and industrial activities.

5. Morality involves purpose, choice, planning. These are characteristic of the freedom of leisure.

Thus leisure affords tremendous character opportunity. The good life is characterized by rich

and growing interests and satisfactions. Freedom, too. is associated with growing powers. In-

creased skill brings new powers, new controls, and leads to greater freedom.

6. Participation rather than vicarious experience is important in the realization of these values.

7. Participation in group activities trains in citizenship. The development of enjoyed play and rec-

reational opportunities and activities can be an integral part of the development of community

loyalty.

8. Appreciations are concomitants of participation. Those who are skilled in activities are more

likely to appreciate real values, standards, skills and beauty.

9. Leadership is of primary importance. The leader must understand people, their desires, needs,

and possibilities. He must himself possess skills or know how to secure the services of leaders

representing a great variety of skills for teaching, guiding, directing. He also must be an indi-

vidual of well-rounded personality and upright character, with power to influence character and

personality in both children and adults.

10. A community program for recreation must include the discovery of potential interests, talents

and skills, training and education in the creative use of leisure, and a wide variety of opportuni-

ties to serve the multitudinous interests—physical, social, musical, dramatic, nature, etc.—of dif-

ferent individuals.

11. Government, the collective agency of the people, is responsible for fostering and administering

such a rich program of leisure time opportunity. With the expenses borne by the taxpayer there

can be developed democratic opportunity for all to participate in a variety of desirable and re-

warding activities. Such democratic provision of enriching experience to all of its citizens will

help to develop loyalty toward the democratic community.

Joseph Lee.

OCTOBER, 1934
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The Backyard Playground

Coyriny Tht American Home

Th* backyard playground mov«m»nt in

S*attl*, Washington, was initiated in

1929, under the auspices of the Seattle

Council of Preschool Associations. At
that time 368 yards were entered in the

contest. In 1933, 3302 backyards con-

tested for honors and Mayor John Dore

officially proclaimed April as Backyard

Playground month. Open house was held

in various prize winning yards for two
consecutive days so thot Seattle citizens

might inspect them.

What Seattle, Los Angeles and other

cities are doirg, your city, too, can do.

Why not join the list of cities which

•re making their backyards famous?
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Play Together
and

Stay Together

in Your Own

Backyard!

FOUR
Los Angeles families,

who have discovered the

key to real happiness and

home solidarity in their own

backyards, are proudly dis-

playing to neighbors and

friends the championship certificates which they

have been awarded as winners in the city-wide

backyard playground building contest just con-

cluded under direction of the Los Angeles Parent-

Teacher Association and the Los Angeles Play-

ground and Recreation Department. The contest,

which started a precedent last year, attracted even

more attention and brought about a more wide-

spread response this season than before.

Greater public leisure, which has been one of

the direct results of changing industrial condi-

tions, has caused many a family to think seriously

about developing a program of recreation which

would enable its individual members to enjoy the

things they like the most and at the same time

spend more hours in each other's company. The

lowly backyard, once considered only as a catch-

all for odds and ends, with perhaps a few flowers

and lawn spaces to prevent it from being a total

aesthetic loss, really came

into its own in many homes

in Los Angeles as a result of

the contest.

Parents, thinking about

ways and means of making
their yards attractive, not

only to their children but also

to their young people of high

school and college age and to

In the .lune 1933 issue of Recreation
we published the story of the first

backyard playground contest con-

ducted by the Los Angeles Play-

ground and Recreation Department.
Through the courtesy of Glen O.

Grant and Samuel Friedman we are

able to present an account of the sec-

ond year's contest which was even
more successful than the first.

This inviting playhouse is only a port
of the equipment provided for $5.00.

older folks' as well, planned thoughtfully and

wrought ingeniously to make of the home en-

closure a really attractive recreation center, and as

a result of this planning many backyards in the

Los Angeles area were transformed into places
not only of artistic beauty but also of a high de-

gree of usefulness— places where members of

families will spend many happy playtime hours in

each other's society.

Adopting the concise slogan. ''Families That

Play Together, Stay Together," members of the

Parent-Teacher organization in Los Angeles took

up the contest enthusiastically with the coopera-
tion of municipal Playground and Recreation De-

partment officials, and gave the plan widespread

publicity among Parent-Teacher Association mem-
bers. Fathers' Councils were particularly active

in spreading the news about

the contest and in interesting

many parents in building and

developing their own home

play centers.

The contest was divided

into four classifications in

order to provide a fair basis

of competition for all fami-

lies regardless of their finan-
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316 PLAY TOGETHER AND STAY TOGETHER IN YOUR OWN BACKYARD !

Much can be done with on expenditure
of $12.00, as this playground proves.

cial situation. Of these four classes the most

popular, naturally, was that of backyard play-

grounds Ijuilt with no cash expenditure on the

part of their owners. Here was a division of com-

petition which really challenged the ingenuity of

those who entered. Discarded bits of lunil)er, old

automobile tires, old automobile license plates, tin

cans, broom handles, gas and water pipes, barrel

The winners of the no-cost playground
expended no money, but much ingenuity.
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»

hoops, and in fact all imaginable kinds of "junk"
were dragged out and put to use in building the

home recreation centers. Among the types of fa-

cilities which were built with these odds and ends,

were swings and slides, seesaws, sand boxes for

small children, miniature golf courses, basketball

practice courts, and a large variety of equipment
for other games and sports.

In two of the remaining classes, entries were

limited to an expenditure of $5.00 and $15.00 re-

spectively, and contest judges were surprised at

the large number and variety of yard and garden

games and sports which were provided with this

very small outlay of cash, supported by a very

large application of planning, manual skill, and in-

genuity. In the fourth class no limit was placed

upon the amount which parents could spend in

developing their backyards, and as a result this di-

vision of the contest produced many beautiful and

splendidly equipped home playground centers.

At the conclusion of the contest, during the lat-

ter part of April, neighborhood

judging committees composed of

one representative each of the

P. T. A. grou])s, the municipal

playgrounds, and the city schools, visited every

backyard entered in the competition and selected

the best one in the neighborhood. These local

winners were then carefully surveyed by the city-

wide judging committee and final awards were

made on the basis of the committee's report.

After weeks of careful judging, in which back-

yard playgrounds built by scores of families in all

sections of the city were inspected, the four win-

ners were selected—one each in the four classes

of competition. They were adjudged to have de-

veloped the finest all-round recreation centers in

their yards for the use of their children, their

friends, and themselves, within the limits estab-

lished for each class.

The Mortons' backyard, winner in the no-cost

division of the contest, provides a striking exam-

ple of what any householder may accomplish for

his family without a cent of money in expendi-

ture. By the exercise of patience and ingenuity,

in the course of about a year, this family has de-

veloped the home enclosure into

an attractive center where happy
The prize winner in the unlimited leisure time hours are spent in

class was this splendidly equip- (Continued on page 355)

ped playground which cost $75.OO.



Citizens on Trial!

KALAMAZOO,
Michigan,

adopted a novel way of

acquainting the community with the leisure

time needs of its young people when, last spring,

it held in the municipal court room a trial of the

case of the young men and women of the city

against the citizens of Kalamazoo. A prominent

clergyman acted as judge of the court; five wit-

nesses presented the results of a recreation sur-

vey; the jury asked questions and deliberated;

summonses were issued to people whose attend-

ance was important, and a general invitation to

attend was published in the newspaper.

First, a Study
The trial was the result of a survey, which in

turn was the result of the organization, three

years ago, of the Recreation Council made up of

representatives of all organizations engaged in

recreation work in the city, including the Depart-

ment of Recreation, the Physical Education De-

partment of the schools, the Y. M. C. A., the

Y. \V. C. A., the Roy Scouts, Girl Scouts, Dou-

glas Center, Western State Teachers College, and

Kalamazoo College. The study was concerned

mainly with what was already being done and

what needs were evident. It was made by mem-
bers of the Recreation Council who used the form

supplied by the National Recreation Association.

Information was presented under four headings:

( I ) What the City Recreation Department was

doing; (2) What the Board of Education was do-

ing: (3) What the churches were doing, and (4)

What the library, art institute, symphony orches-

tra and community were do-

ing. Recreation was broadly

defined as "physical, mental,

social and creative activity

which refreshes and helps

the individual to live more

fully."

The results of the survey
were presented to the court

by the five witnesses who
divided tlie subject into the

following headings: Histor)-

By William G. Robinson

Our readers are familiar, through
arli('lc!< in the magazine, willi the

public lioaringK on rfcreation hclrl in

New York City and Fliilailclphia.

Kalamazoo. Michigan. ha!> joined thf

roller of rilic!> uxing thix intiTr.oting

method of bringing recreational needii

lo the attention of their rilizcni*. Mr.

Kobin!>on. a ili.-lrirt rfprrcrntative of

the National Kcrreation AfHorialion,

\e\U in llii<> article how it was done
in Kalania/.oo. and cites the rrMiItK.

of the survey ; location of cen-

ters; cost of recreation; op-

portunities for all, and large versus small group
activities. Severe indictments were offered be-

cause of the fact that there were only five tennis

courts available to the public ; that there were no

play areas lighted for evening play; that inex-

pensive places for dancing under proper condi-

tions were lacking; that there were only two or-

ganizations in the city which provided opjxjr-

tunity for the development of musical or dra-

matic ability, and these had higher standards of

ability than the average young man or woman has,

and that certain sections of the city were especially

lacking in leisure time opportunities.

The Court Passes Judgment
The judgment of the court was that the recrea-

tion agencies of the city and its various social

agencies had not been made available to as great

an extent as they might under a revised plan.

-Accordingly, it was the further judgment of the

court that a committee known as community rec-

reation representatives be organized to formulate

and execute a plan to increase recreational op-

portunities for young men and women. This com-

mittee is composed of two representatives from

each .section of the city, and sub-committees are

being formed in each division. The general com-

mittee is preparing a long list of volunteers ready

to give advice and training in various recreation

and hobby activities, and an ER.V project is sup-

plementing the professional leadership of the exist-

ing agencies. The central committee has also sug-

gested procedure for the dis-

trict groups, stressing the im-

portance of having represen-

tative young people taking

part in the plans ; it has listed

the existing agencies and

suggested neighborhood pro-

jects.

Results Secured

Two more summer play-

grounds under city super-

(CoHlinHfd OH l>age Sf6J
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Why Not Give

the

Girl a Chance?

By Dora Dodge
Director

Worcester Girls Club

H|ELLO^ came a voice over the tele-

phone. "Is this the director of the

Worcester Girls Club? This is

Miss Brown of X Street School speaking, I am
sending a little girl to your Vernon Hill Branch

club; I'm paying her way myself and I do hope
she will stay until she becomes interested. Her
name is Mary Ellis."

"Thank you for letting me know," answered

the director, "I'll have a leader on the lookout

for her and we'll do our best."

Later the leader was asked if Mary had arrived.

"Yes," she answered, "and she is pathetic. So

shy, she kept her head down and whispered the

answers to questions when I was registering. She

looked about as neglected as any little girl we ever

had." "Please report to me if she doesn't attend

regularly," requested the director, and then she

let the matter drop, because only very outstand-

ing cases may have special attention when you are

planning for 1800 girls on an extremely small

budget.

About three months later the leader came into

the office, "I think we should find out more about

Mary Ellis. So much has happened to her since

she came into the club." "Just what has happened
to her?" asked the director. "She has found her-

self ; she is no longer afraid. For a long time now
she has taken for granted that the rest of the

girls want her in the games. She hung back so at

first we had to draw her in, but today I was so

surprised when the girls selected her as a team

captain for the tournament, and when they chose

isn't it lime to consider the need of training
these potential mothers in the art of living?

their emblem she had such a good idea that it

carried." "Might be a human interest story," said

the director thoughtfully and she took up the re-

ceiver of the telephone to call X Street School.

Of Miss Brown she asked, "Do you remember

sending us Mary Ellis? Would you mind telling

me just why you wanted her to join the club?"

Then Miss Brown told the story. Never in her

years of teaching had she seen a transfer card of

any child quite full of addresses until Mary's
came to her. For Mary's mother was an unde-

sirable neighbor and she had been evicted from

so many tenements that life to her family had

become just one move after another. Mary's
brothers and sisters had given up study long ago.

What is the use of marks when you never stay

long enough with any teacher to know what it is

all about ? Somehow Mary was different, she had

shown a fair average in spite of her nomadic

schooling and the principal became interested. But

it was when in the course of questioning she asked

Mary about her friends and received the answer,

"I ain't got any; I never have time to know any

we move so much,'' that Miss Brown became

determined Mary should have the chance she

knows belongs to every member of the Worcester

Girls Club, that of a friendly sharing of happy
activities.
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The director wrote the story and put it into

the file along with many others to be used for

publicity purposes. A second time she considered

uie incident closed, but a few weeks later Miss

Brown's voice again came over the phone, "I

xnew you'd be interested and sorry," she said,

"to know you're losing Mary. Trouble with the

landlord again and they are moving two miles out

on the other side of the city. If it's any comfort

to know, we have all noticed how much the club

has done for her."

Now comes the interesting part of the story.

The club did not lose Mary for Mary would not

relinquish the club. She walked the two miles on

club nights arriving a little late but glowing. At
first she tried to bring other girls with her but

they found the walk too long. Still for two yeirs

Mary persisted. "She is a real leader," the g>'m-
nasium leader reports, "but in a quiet way. If

ever a girl misses the steps of the dance or the

rules of the game because she has been absent,

Mary is sure to get her into a corner and teach

her before we do it again." And the director

wonders what might have happened to this po-
tential leadership if it had found a less favorable

outlet.

Ch'er 1800 girls are finding friendship and op-

portunities each year in the Worcester Girls

Club. The sponsors of the organization aim de-

finitely to serve the really underprivileged girls

of the city. They realize that if a fair proi>or-

tion of them is to be reached it must be done by
offering opportunities to large groups at a time.

There seems no way of furnishing enough lead-

ership to serve the mass of little girls from the

poorest homes of our great cities, if we cling to

the idea that they must be handled in small groups
where individual work can he done. There is

never enough money to pay the necessary num-
ber of leaders and the l)est of volunteer leadership
is uncertain and shifting. The harm done by
starts and stops in girls work has been too often

demonstrated.

Fundamental Facts

Faced with the problem of developing the pro-

gram on a very small budget we took certain facts

into consideration :

1. The program must be attractive, offering to differ-

ent ftroups a variety of thinR.i they really want to do,
rather than what any adult group may think they ought
to do.

2. There mu»t be a plan of character huilding hack of
the program. Unlcu standard* are actually raised and

forces of good sent out into the community there is no
real excuse for using community money.

3. There must be dues, for part of the training must
be to develop business sense and a satisfaction which
comes from paying one's way, but these dues must be

kept so low as to insure a membership of those most
needing the program.

4. Most difRcult and most necessary of all there must
be only excellent leadership. Recalling the story of the

Bishop who asked three workmen what they were doing
and received the characteristic answers—"working for

$3.50 a day," "cutting stone" and "helping to build a
beautiful Cathedral," the director has determined that the
task is too delicate to risk in the hands of anyone who
is working for money alone. Stone cutters may be
trusted only so long as they prove they are getting the

picture. But the test of leadership for that most precious
material in any community, it's potential motherhood,
must be whether or not the vision of the goal is con-
stantly before the worker.

5. The work must be limited to the actual support of
the community. It's success must not tempt us to spread
out beyond the point of actual service. Too often girls
work has been spoiled because the need is so great and
the support so meager.

The Program Develops

Slowly the program has been developing, not

to perfection, because it reached its limitations all

too soon, but at least to a gratifying success. Pos-

sibilities for experimenting have been great and

we are constantly making interesting discoveries,

but on the whole it has been a common sense ar-

rangement of activities giving opportunity for the

different age groups of girls to play at what they
most desire. Training in any subject is not em-

phasized so much as the fun to be derived by par-

ticipation. We do not coach plays for perfect pro-
duction, but instead we play at dramatics and in-

cidentally learn much of stage technique while we
are very young. Then credible performances are

given at our Saturday Open House periods by
dramatic groups simply because we suddenly dis-

cover the play is ready for production. It has

grown out of our fun and must be used to amuse
some one else. Each year the girls in the older

groups want to tackle more difficult plays. We are

looking forward to the time when a Little Thea-

ter group will develop in our Senior Department.

Already the demand for it is coming from the

girls who have learned by participation what it is

all about. The support must soon follow.

"If you arc going to degrade the profession of

nursing by making a game of it, I am not inter-

ested," said the first nurse we approached. Hut

we found a Red Cross nurse who was the mother

of two little girls, "What a lovely idea," she said

when we describe<l what we wanted, and she has

made a game of Home Nursing and Personal

Hygiene that will carry over into many a home of
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the future. For a few girls will earnestly work

for a Red Cross diploma and pin, but many girls

will be discouraged early in the game and decide

it is too much like school. Yet these same little

girls will play doll with you and keep house and

tend a sick patient in bed with tremendous ear-

nestness. Xo child can attend one period of this

play without gaining something. And who knows

how much one lesson learned may affect a home
of sordid surroundings?

The writer once called on a mother who had

lost all sense of beauty and interest in her home,
if indeed she ever had any. In a squalid, smelly,

unkempt kitchen with chairs and sills piled high

with miscellaneous articles, stood a plain deal

table in the center of which was a newspaper cen-

terpiece torn in attractive design to resemble lace.

On it were a ten cent bowl and one lily bulb.

"The teacher told Anna you always ought to keep
one beautiful thing in the middle of the table

where you eat. So she insists on keeping that

there in the way," the mother complained. And
the writer left that home with a prayer in her

heart that the little girl might hold the vision of

one beautiful thing until she proved that desire

for beauty can overcome ugliness.

Group Divisions

The girls are divided into age groups and each

group alloted one afternoon a week for activities.

Each girl spends one period in the gymnasium
and one period in some other activity which she

may choose. The program which follows does

not include all we would like to put into it, but

the activities which have

proved successful in

holding large groups :

For Girls 6-7 and 8

Years of Age. Gym-
nasium rhythms, singing jH( f' i

games and simple dances, f^ <^
balance beam, bar work
and tumbling, and a

choice of handcraft or _ ,

story dramatization. The I f l*-^

girls up to "jYt. years sim-

Handcraft is an indis-

pensable item in the

program of the Wor-
cester Girls Club.

ply play stories which have been read to them the

week before. Sometimes costumes are used to in-

crease the interest, and simple stage directions are

practiced in the acting of all stories until they ac-

quire the habit of an imaginary audience. The

older group act plays, make scenery and use cos-

tumes. Some of the better plays are produced at

the Saturday open house periods.

For Girls 9 and 10 Years of Age. Gymnasium
marching, tumbling, balance beam and bar, folk

dancing, singing games and relay races. Choice

of handcraft, percussion band, music appreciation

and chorus work.

For Girls 11 and 12 Years oi Age. Gymna-
sium marching, tumbling, folk dancing, simple tap

dancing, lower organized games calling for team

work, tournaments and team emblems, play a

large part in the gymnasium program for this age.

Choice of handcraft, woodwork, home nursing,

puppetry and dramatics.

For Girls 13-14 and 15 Years of Age. Gym-
nasium marching, tap and natural dancing, mat

work for those who choose it, team games, be-

ginning volley ball and basketball. Because of

large groups we have little chance for basketball

but every girl has an opportunity to know the

game and have combination games for practice.

Choice of handcraft, dramatics, music (presenta-

tion of operetta).

The High School Club. Our next group is

for girls 15 and over who can come to the even-

ing high school clubs. Two evenings are given

to these girls. While it is primarily a high school

club any girl may stay in it until she is 17 when,
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if she is out of school, we encourage her to join

the senior department. High school girls may
stay until after graduation, or may join the senior

department any time after 16 years. Definite age
limits after 15 years have proved to be barriers

so we try to consider individual cases in placing

girls between the ages of 16 and 20.

Social Dance Classes

The program consists of gymnasium, knitting,

drahiatics, Emily Post Club, newspaper club and

social dancing classes. The development of the

social dance classes and the Saturday evening
dance club has been especially interesting. This

is one of the few places in the program where in-

struction has been stressed more than enjoyment
of participation. The procedure has been as fol-

lows: When a member is 15 years old she may
place as many boys' names as she wishes on our

boys list. These boys never know who gave their

names, but are invited to join a dance class, either

beginners or advanced as the case may be. Boys
who know of the list sign their own names if they

wish. Gasses are limited to 120, 60 boys and 60

girls. The fee is 35 cents for six lessons and must

be paid in advance. All girls must be club mem-
bers. The boys are mostly brothers and acquain-

tances of the girls.

These young people are taught not only social

dancing in good form but the etiquette of mixing

together in their own age groups which will help

them to feel sure of themselves and to overcome

a tendency for boldness and impertinance that is

often only a shell to hide natural shyness. For

instance, we do not find it hard to substitute

"May I have this dance" for the dance hall jar-

gon of "How about it?" and "Come on, let's go."

fjirls and Ixtys have actually thanked us for tell-

ing them what to say to the hostess in leaving

and so relieve the awkward moment when they

want to "duck and run." IJoys have learned that

it does make a difference if they wear a coat, col-

lar and tie instead of a sweater. Girls do not

have time to get silly and self conscious because

they arc too busy learning the steps and the large

groups of miscellaneous young i)eople soon be-

come friendly social families.

If no one takes the trouble to teach the very

simple but necessary fundamentals of mixing to-

gether, and we leave them to learn to dance in

commercial dance hall.t, it is not the fault of the

younger generation if they apinrar crude. When
we have once gained the confidence of these boys

an<i girls together in our social dance classes, we
have opened up new avenues of approach for

other training.

The last lesson in the series of the advanced

course is in the form of a party where refresh-

ments are served. A committee of boys and girls,

together with the dance instructor, plan the party.

While the lesson is in the form of a party it is

planned especially to instruct the members how to

behave when refreshments are served. This in-

struction we have discovered very necessary since

we have found all too often that the too-lately-

acquired manners slip badly when food is an-

nounced. It is always a bit discouraging to see

how quickly an orderly party can turn into a mob
riot at the smell of food. However, some of the

most troublesome members have been known to

turn into the most helpful when they once have

been made to realize how it should be done.

.'\1I boys and girls who have finished an ad-

vanced dance course are given membership cards

to the Saturday evening dance club. There is no

other way of obtaining a membership into this

club, though guests may attend once in a season

if they arrange for it through a member before

noon on Saturday. They pay an extra small fee-

The fee for dance club members is ten cents a

night, and fifteen cents for extra jiarties such as

Hallowe'en, Christmas and \'alentine parties

when refreshments are served. These parties are

planned and carried out by committees of boys

and girls working with the dance instructor, who

is a most unusual woman with excellent leader-

ship qualities. We also use two volunteer work-

ers a night to check the young people in, l>ecause

we keep name files and a record of the attend-

ance of each boy as well as each girl.

Certain facts about the dances and dance

courses are interesting. In almost every dance

class the registration for lK)ys has to be closed

first and we turn away dozens of disappointed

boys from each course. We keep their names and

they are always invited into the next course. At-

tendance of boys at dances is usually larger than

that of girls, in spite of the fact that dances are

also being conducted at the Boys Gubs in the

city.

Boys help us to hold a high standard often re-

porting to us any infringement on rules. When
we thanked one boy for doing this he remarked,

"It wouldn't take long to spoil it all, and it's the

only place I like to take my girl." Girls who have

not been members long do not fit well with girls
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Courtesy German College of Physical Education flwto by Riebkke

who have grown up through our program even

though they are apparently of the same home

background. No effort on our part can hold them

in the club. Boys have tried to bring their sisters,

and while the boys have stayed the girls have not

been happy. Yet the boys give as their reason for

coming that they like the kind of girls they be-

come acquainted with at the club house. This has

demonstrated clearly to us the value of the club

training and environment on the lives of little

girls. We have said very little about grotesque

dancing positions in the dance club though the

need was great in the beginning. We taught cor-

rect dancing positions in the classes and stressed

the importance of learning to dance correctly. As

the class members fed into the club the poor posi-

tions began to disappear. The change was gradual

but at the present time couples dancing with poor

positions are so rare as to be very conspicuous.

Over icxx> individual boys and girls took ad-

vantage of these courses last year and the attend-

ance at classes and dances was over 6,500.

Other Program Features

Another very interesting activity is the group

piano instruction open to girls club members of

all ages for 25 cents a week. One unique feature

of the class is the fact that the leader will use any
book which the child brings if it is graded to suit

the child's need. Thus a group of six girls had

as many different books yet were all learning

from each other as well as from the leader. The
books are often worn and frayed, showing much
use by a former owner, yet they hold the key to

a wonderful skill which can give great individual

pleasure and by using them instead of requiring
new ones we are giving opportunity to many girls

who could not otherwise afford music lessons.

Some little girls spend the entire Saturday morn-

ing listening to instruction not only of their own

group but all the others. One little girl especially

"hugs the piano" and drinks in every word the

instructor says, advancing steadily in her own
work. Girls may have vocal instruction for 35
cents a lesson.

The Summer Program. In summer time the

Girls Club members have the use of the Boys
Club swimming pools for six weeks, and we give

an intensive course in swimming, mostly for be-

ginners. As there is ample chance for practice at

the beaches after the girls have once learned to

swim, they do not come back to us until they are

ready for Red Cross Life Saving. About 400

beginners each year take advantage of six lessons

at the pool for thirty-five cents. At the pool we
also conduct a nature contest, by passing out sets

of questions and riddles, the answers to be found

in the parks and Natural History Museum. This
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acquaints our youngest members with the museum
and its work. A club of mixed ages known as

the "Girls Club Nature Trail" carries through the

winter at the club house.

Senior Department Privileges. Any girl six-

teen or over may join the senior department of

Girls Gub whether she is in school or not. A
membership entitles her to the use of the club

rooms, game and reading rooms five evenings and

on Sunday afternoon. It also gives lier access to

certain low fee classes not open to the high school

club members. As the membership fee is fifty

cents more than that of the high school club this

dejDartment is taken advantage of mostly by girls

who work. The program usually consists of bas-

ketball, gymnasium, handcraft, knitting, pottery,

and social etiquette, beauty culture, voice, har-

monica, and dramatics.

Within the senior department two self-gov-

erned clubs have been formed with about fifty

members each. They have their own officers, the

use of certain club rooms on designated nights

and sign up for other rooms and facilities as they
need. They plan their own social dancing parties

and hikes, fitting their program about the general

program. Members from both of these join

classes in the senior department program and serve

with senior girls on Sunday Fireside Tea com-

mittees, planning a tea and entertainment not only
for club members but for any girl in the city who

may drop into the club house on Sunday after-

noon.

Du**. Dues in all departments are kept low

since we are aiming to serve girls who can afford

little. The fee for little girls six to fifteen years

of age in the afternoon clubs is twenty-five cents

for one year. This entitles members to partici-

pate in activities open to their particular age

groups one day each week, gives access to the

game room on two more afternoons a week dur-

ing the coldest part of the winter and to the dub
house for three hours on Saturday afternoons

when an open house program of games, dancing,

story-telling and community singing is carried on

for all junior members. The fee for the high

school club is twenty-five cents for participation

in the g)-mnasium class each week for a season.

An additional small fee is charged for all other

classes so tliat activities in the high school pro-

gram are self-supporting. The fee for all senior

department mcmlxrrs is seventy-five cents a year.

Special arrangements have been made during the

depression period whereby girls may earn their

memberships by giving a certam number of hours

.service or may pay over a period of three months.

Scope of Activities. There is always a satura-

tion i^oint beyond which we cannot serve but only

bungle. Determined to keep within our limit it

has been necessary to limit our membership to

about 1900 girls. This has been done not by set-

ting a limit on the membership as a whole, but by
closing registration in any department when the

capacity for service is reached. It is gratifying to

note the older groups are larger each year while

we take in about the same number of little girls.

The growth in attendance during the past five

years and its relationship to our budget are indi-

cated by the following figures :

Year
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larger groups of girls with the help of the vol-

unteers. The volunteers sign business-like con-

tracts and are proving very dependable since they
come to get something as well as to give. We keep
the data of their training and experience in our

files and are glad to recommend them if they make

good. We also choose our paid leadership from

this group whenever we find good material.

Is It Character Building?

"How can you be sure it is character building

when you take such large groups that you can't

know individuals?" This question has come to us

often. We have had gymnasium classes of over

a hundred little girls on the floor at one time,

music and home nursing classes of forty and fifty

and crowded handcraft rooms. Our branch club

has been packed as full of girls as sardines in a

box, and little girls have come after the registra-

tion was closed to them to sit for two hours

around the side of the room to watch the fun,

because as one little girl put it, "well, there is no-

where else to go." Yet those of us who observe

it closely are convinced that the work is character

building. Raising a standard for a group cannot

help but raise the standard of the individual. And
we have watched case after case of individual ad-

justment that has proved the point for us. In

fact there are a number of things that can be said

in favor of large group participation always

granting that the leadership is excellent.

One hundred girls on a gymnasium floor can-

not have a good time without learning to co-

operate. The girl who doesn't play fair is in the

limelight when room is at a premium. If there

aren't tools enough to go around in a woodwork-

ing class a spirit of shar-

ing and comradeship must

grow if the group sur-

vives. Girls certainly have

to do their own thinking

where there are few peo-

ple to think for them.

We have a code which

is printed on junior mem-

bership cards. We do not

insist that it be memoriz-

ed. We require no

promises. We suggest that

it be kept in the corner of

the mirror or some place

where it can be seen often.

Each leader is asked to

Worcester Girls Club Code

Wishing to live life at its best, we of

the Worcester Girls Club shall

Search for the best thing in our play.
Share our best thing and so double

our own joy in having.
Smile as we try to remove hard things
from the way.

Give good comradeship to everyone.
Reach for that which at times seems

unattainable that we may grow.

Play fair, that the game may be al-

ways worth playing.
Be true, that we may never be afraid

to face facts.

Master our own selves, that we may
in time become masters.

demonstrate how it can be lived in the group work

with as little preaching as possible.

A good proportion of the club girls have been

attending five, six and seven years, some of them

without missing a day. Contact with leadership

and standards must and does leave its mark upon
these little girls who have "nowhere else to go."

And since each year all classes for older girls are

larger we feel assured that the value of these con-

tacts has become evident to the girls themselves.

Just how many little girls who might be prob-

lems in the community adjust because they have

an outlet for their leisure time we do not know,
but we have seen so many that we are reasonably

sure that year-round recreational opportunity

would lower perceptibly the number of delin-

quency cases and cases which get to clinics. Two

things happen to a girl who finds no outlet for

her playtime desires. Either she becomes morbid

and overshy, shutting up within herself fears and

misunderstanding, or she becomes sullen and

quarrelsome, loving to pester and always on the

defensive. Neither type makes for very good

citizenship. Over and over again both types have

adjusted in activities at the Girls Club with no

special attention, simply because they were as-

sured an equal share in the opportunities. Over

and over again we are finding that these would-

be troublesome ones are the most talented in

music or dramatics or the most rhythmic in the

gymnasium, always the most eager to accept the

opportunity of outlet. Perhaps if they were ordi-

nary they would meet life as stolidly as do many
of their less talented sisters, but because they have

greater capacity for something fine they chafe

harder under the lack of it.

"What would you do if

nobody liked you and you
didn't know why?" The

director was startled by
the directness of this ques-

tion from a scowling girl

about fourteen years old.

Jane was the ugly duck-

ling of the gymnasium
class. Everyone laughed at

her because her ungainly

awkwardness coupled with

intense earnestness was
irresistible. So Jane was
on the defensive and her

quick retorts were cutting

albeit very witty. Yet her
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earnestness had given her the

courage to seek help where she

had a right to find it. At the

close of the conversation the

director wondered if the trite

truths she had offered could

have any real meaning at all

to Jane. But there followed a

year of the most interesting

effort to put into practice to a

letter every suggestion that the

director had given. Dogged persistence won out

gradually. Leaders became interested and extra

opportunity for dancing and gymnasium work

were made available. Persistence made her excel

so often that she won the admiration and finally

the genuine liking of the girls. Later she brought

an awkward brother to the social dancing class

and we wondered how many hours of practice

they put in to conquer the steps. Then came a

visitor to watch the social dance club one night,

"That little girl in the plaid dress is the most

graceful dancer on the floor," she remarked. The

director's heart thrilled. She alone was seeing the

ugly duckling of two years before and wondering

what might have happened if there had been no

opportunity set in the way.

Leaders with large groups of active girls can-

not give time to discipline the few who do not fit,

so the problem girl meets the director, but meets

her with no barrier between them. She is in-

vited into the office for a get acquainted chat with

no idea of discipline. The leader's name is not

mentioned, though sometimes a change of leader

and of activity straightens the matter out. Some-

times a misunderstanding is explained away.

Often a little extra attention will set things en-

tirely right, or a home condition is brought to

light which helps the leader to understand. How-

ever, the real problem cases are few, when oppor-

tunity for varied activity is given.

Will Girls Participate in a Recreation Program?

So many times the criticism has lieen made,

"We have tried to draw industrial girls into our

program and they will not take part. If they

come at all they do not dress right for the activi-

ties and they hang back. Our classes usually peter

out and the boys get tlic use of the facilities be-

cause they demand it."

The depression practically did away with the

term "industrial girl" in Worcester, and made us

think in terms of girls who have very little, if

Reformatory officials tell us that

9;> per cent of the girls in their

care have never had the oppor-
tunity to take part in a wholesome
recreation program. It costs be-

tween SlOO and S500 a year to sup-

port a girl in a state reformatory,
but a fee of $10 a year provides
for a girl in a girls club. The Wor-
cester Cirls Club is operating at a

per capita cost of $7.50.

anything, to spend on recrea-

tion. It made us discover tliat

all of these girls have definite

tastes already formed and that

we can do very little about

changing them. The majority

long for movies and the dance

halls. They did come in small

groups to see "what it was

like"; they were dressed in

high heels and clothes impos-
sible for the gymnasium floor and they didn't last

long in any strenuous activity. Some few be-

came interested in making something to wear, but

as money for material was scarce and skills had

not been develojied these small groups could

hardly be classed as recreational. Perhaps the

most successful group was the "Beauty Recipes"

class which gave practical instruction in jjersonal

appearance, but even that failed to compete with

the magazine advertisements and movie actress

type of beauty propaganda.
But to oflFset these demonstrations of the lack

of enthusiasm we have hundreds of girls from

the same type of homes who have grown up

through the Worcester Girls Club. They are com-

ing out ninety strong to gfj-mnasium classes. They
are dressed right because they have learned how
to dress for gymnasium play since they were six.

Some of them had difficulty in acquiring their

first pair of sneakers and played at a disadvan-

tage when they were little, and they have valued

each succeeding pair as they have grown up. They
enter our handcraft classes and niake sweaters and

dresses cheaper and better than they can buy

them, because they have been making things since

they were six. They produce play after play in

dramatic clubs until it seems im|)ossible to find

nights enough for them, because they learned to

enjoy it when they were twelve. We never have

enough sjiace and time to devote to their demands.

Not all of them are athletic, but fine dancing

proves as healthy an exercise for the rest and a

fair projwrtion take both. Most of them swim

well. I^ck of facilities makes it imjwssible for

us to develop tennis skills, but it is not lack of

desire on the part of these girls. If only one-

fifth of tlie girls of a city are traincti to under-

stand partici|iation in healthful s|)ort let's not

blame the other fourth-fifths who never had the

oj)|Hjrtunity for such training when ihcy do not

want to demonstrate that they are dubs at it.

(Continufd on fofff 356)



A Theatre

Workshop

for

Children

BECAUSE

it is more fun to

dance if the dance is part of

the action of a story and

much more exciting to paint if

you are making a piece of scen-

ery that will form a background
for your play, the Theatre Work-

shop for Children was opened in

Scarsdale, New York, last winter

for the purpose of unifying the

creative arts which are second nature to child-

hood. For six months the children, ranging in

ages from five to thirteen, went to the workshop
after their regular classes were over for the day
and worked on their production. They chose the

story "Treasure Island" about which to create

their dialogue, dances and songs and on which to

base the motifs for their settings and costumes.

On the second of May they presented their play

before a delighted audience who didn't mind in

the least when Billy Bones calmly got up and

walked ofif after his death scene, since there was

no curtain to draw, or when the little actors

shifted their scenery before the audience and pre-

pared for the next act, or when the youngest

members of the cast looked desperately off-stage

for help from the prompter. Such matters were

of little importance compared with the sincerity

and beauty that went into the production. They

provided as many thrilling moments for the true

theatre-lover as any finished Broadway-produced
drama.

They began last winter with Robert Louis Ste-

venson's robust tale of what happened to Jim
Hawkins after he left the Admiral Benbow Inn

and sailed off on the Hispaniola. With this glam-

orous start, they procured lumber, nails, paints

and dyes, pieces of colored gelatines and empty

coiTee cans and went to work to create the world

in which Jim, Long John Silver and Captain

Smollett had their being. Original paintings sug-

gested by the action and descriptions in the story

were made and from the ideas expressed in these

paintings grew the designs for the stage sets, cos-

tumes and properties.

The actual stage sets, built from the models

selected, were made by the boys and girls, as were

the costumes and properties which included guns

and cutlasses, carved from wood and painted by

the children. In addition to the designing, decorat-

ing and painting of fabrics for costumes, the

painting of scenery and the composition of ballet

routines, the children also wrote five original sea

chcnties, both words and music. "Turn, Turn the

Capstan Bars" and the Parrots' chorus, "Pieces

of Eight," were particularly successful. The

modern note of simplicity was introduced in all

the sets but only enough guidance was given to

teach the fundamentals of color and design and

to direct the children's ideas and experiments in

the proper channels.

(Continued on page 357)
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A Hobby Show in Syracuse

WHEN
TiiK city of Syracuse,

New York, early this year

adopted the plan of creat-

ing a municipal recreation com-

mission to help solve the problem of the proper

use of leisure time, one of the first efforts of this

commission was to make a thorough survey of the

particular recreation needs of the city and its

vicinity. In making this survey the needs of each

group were carefully considered and every effort

was made to satisfy those demands through pro-

per recreational facilities. For the group which

demanded strenuous physical activity baseball.

Softball, tennis, swimming, and similar sports were

organized in the various parks and recreation cen-

ters. For the group preferring less strenuous

means of recreation archery, horseshoe pitching,

handicraft and quiet games were organized.

After both of these groups had been adequately

provided for, the commission found that there

was still a very large group whose recreational

needs were not met by this program. The mem-

bers of this group were largely persons who, be-

cause of temperament or

indifference, seldom or ., ..A fascinating part
never visited the parks ^^i teeing how the

By Frank E. Miller
Executive Chairman

Syracuse Hobby Show

and playgrounds to participate in

games, either actively or as spec-

tators. It was found that this

group, to a large extent, provided
for their own recreation at home through the

medium of hobbies.

To provide for this large and often unconsid-

ered group, the Municipal Recreation Commis-
sion organized and conducted the "Greater Syra-

cuse Hobby Show and Achievement Exhibition,"

the primary purpose of which was to bring to the

attention of the people of Syracuse and vicinity

numerous leisure time activities which would not

ordinarily be brought to the fore in the regular

municipal recreation programs. The exhibition

especially stressed the fact that hundreds of ac-

tivities not regularly scheduled in any program
were available for leisure time use, and that these

activities cost little and could prove a profitable

and enjoyable method of employing leisure time.

For the purposes of the exhibit, the use of the

State Armory was secured as an exhibition hall.

This building was well known, centrally located,

and had adequate floor and

r , ..... wall space for such a pro-
of the puppetry exhibit ,• .

puppets are manipulated J^^^^.
\ anous committees
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were then appointed to organize, promote and

publicize the "hobby show" as it came to be

called. Local civic leaders were approached and

their approval and support of the venture gained.

Many of these leaders submitted letters of en-

dorsement and apjjroval of the project which they

allowed to be used for publicity purposes.

The Publicity Campaign

In order to bring this entirely new venture to

the attention of a majority of the citizens, a defi-

nite publicity campaign was inaugurated. Ea^h of

the three daily and Sunday papers were furnished

with feature and regular news stories concerning

the hobbies of prominent local citizens or unusual

hobbies brought to light in the building up of the

hobby show program. These stories were given to

the papers and each was il-

lustrated by photographs
taken by the departmental

])hotographer. In this man-

ner a fine publicity campaign
was built up through the

newspapers, all of which gave

every cooperation in the

work.

In addition to the newspa-

per publicity, each of the two

local radio stations broadcast

notices and items concerning

the hobby show from time to

time throughout each day for

two weeks in advance of the

actual event. Immediately before the opening

day each radio station put on a special fifteen

minute program in the interests of the show. On
one of these programs a member of the Munici-

pal Recreation Commission and the executive

chairman of the hobby show spoke on the value

of such a venture from the viewpoint of recrea-

tion. On the other program the assistant super-

intendent of schools spoke on the value of the

hobby idea from an educational standpoint. Each

of these si^ecial broadcasts aroused a great deal of

interest and actively promoted the hobby show

idea.

Other Preliminaries

Application blanks containing all rules, regula-

tions, and classifications of objects to be exhibited,

together with a responsibility release requiring

the signature of the person entering anything in

the show, vv-ere ])rinted free of charge by the vo-

"One who has a hobby can never tire

of life. He always has something of

passionate interest. Sometimes the

hobby is within the scope of one's

vocation. But for the great mass of

men it cannot be. In none of the

three fundamental types of hobbies
—the acquiring of knowledge, the ac-

quiring of things, the creation of

thing:
—do the daily tasks give op-

portunity of self-development or for

contributing to the happiness or wel-

fare of others. Most fortunate are

they whose vocations allow them the

scope and fervor of an avocation."—
The New York Times.

cational classes of the Department of Education.

From this same source also came the printing of

the claim checks for the return of the articles and

the printing of the vari-colored ribbons used as

prizes for the various sections of the show.

A week before the opening of the hobby show,

the use of department store and other strategi-

cally located windows was secured, and in each

one of these windows valuable and attractive ex-

amples of hobbies were set up together with a

large placard directing attention to the show and

inviting the public to attend. These placards

especially stressed the part of the Municipal Rec-

reation Commission in this activity, and brought

a great deal of attention to the project.

For the physical set-up of the show, the Board

of Elections furnished tables and chairs. The De-

partment of Parks furnished

large band stands, palms and

ferns, and did all the neces-

sary trucking. In order to

guard the objects exhibited,

a special detail of police, ordi-

narily assigned to duty in the

parks, was transferred to the

State Armory for the dura-

tion of the show.

One whole day from 9 :oo

-A. AI. to 10:00 P.M., was

allotted for the exhibitors to

bring their collections to the

State Armory. .Arrangements

for checking, making out

claim checks, and setting u]) the various exhibits

were made so that no exhibitor, except in very

special cases, was allowed to be on the floor while

the exhibits were being arranged. This avoided

any type of congestion or confusion, and the

workers on the floor could go about their tasks

unhampered.

The Exhibits and Demonstrations

In order to vitalize the exhibits and keep the

interest of the spectators in the show, special

active demonstrations of recreation work were

provided. Among the most successful of these

were archery demonstrations and the puppet thea-

tre. In the case of archery, several special demon-

strations of plain and fancy shooting with various

types of bows and arrows were staged daily. In

order to keep the exhibit constantly active, a group
of recreation leaders were in constant attendance,

explaining the recreational values of archery and
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Archery, featured through
exhibits and a demonstra-

tion of the malting of bows

and arrows, was most pop-
ular andwon manyconverts

illustrating this by point-

ing out the actual demon-

strations of arrow mak-

ing and bow stringing

going on in their section

of the show.

One recreation leader

was especially assigned to

secure the names and ad-

dresses of those persons
who displayed an active

interest in this sport so

that these people might
later be invited to join

the archery groups in the

various parks. This

method was so success-

ful that at the end of the

three day run of the hobby show over 250 addi-

tional active participants were secured for the rec-

reational archery groups. All plans and activities

for the archery group during the show were left

in the hands of the archery director of the Mu-

nicipal Recreation Commission, thus centering the

responsibility for the success of the venture in the

hands of one person.

The puppet show theatre also proved to be one

of the outstanding features of the hobby show.

The performance of this feature was staged in a

specially built puppet theatre loaned by one of the

local high school groups interested in that art. The

pup[)et activators were secured from an organizetl

amateur grouj) of pupjx-teers in the city. Due
to the difficulties encountered in putting on a \>cr-

formance of "Dr. Faustus" without a(le<|uate

technical facilities, only one performance could Ik-

given ; but this drew so much favorable sj)ectator

comment and interest that plans are being made
to provide pupjH-t shows as a regular feature of

the recreational plans of the Mtiiiici|>al Recrea-

tion Commission.

Another exhibit, which, although it was not ac-

tively flemonstratc<l, drew great spectator interest

and comment, was that of handicraft work, such

as wood and soap car\-ing and painting exhibited

by the handicraft shops under the direction of the

commission. Through this medium many persons

interested in taking up handicraft work were

signed up for future programs.
Other exhibits attracting special attention were

those of the collection of ancient and modern

musical instruments exhibited by a local enthusi-

ast, the exhibition of ship and airplane models,

and the exceptionally fine showing of old theatri-

cal posters. These exhibits might also be classed

as having exceptional spectator interest. Among
the exhibits which drew their quota of attention

were tropical Hsh, mechanics, metal work, stamps,

quilts, micro-photography, camera studies, clay

models, crepe-paper posters, and old and rare

phonograph records.

A critical analysis of the success of this ven-

ture ujxm the part of the Municip.il Recreation

Commission of the city of Syracuse shows that

such an activity should be definitely scheduled for

some winter month since the attendance at the

event was considerably cut down by the hot

weather. The fact that it was staged after the

schools were out of session and many exhibitors

away on vacations also cut considerably into the

attendance figures. However, the amount of at-

(Conlinurd on pagt 357)



Developing the Community Center Program

By Jacob W. Feldman
Director, Central Avenue Community Center

Newark, New Jersey

IN

THE DKMOCRATic type of community center

every one who takes part in any way in the

program has a voice in its development—the

people of the community, the staff of the center

and the staff of the central office. Because of this

all feel they have contributed to the program and

are vitally interested in its success. This type of

center takes into consideration the fact that com-

munities in different .sections of the city will dif-

fer; that the people of the various districts have

their own leaders who understand them a great

deal better than any outsider can hope to, and that

these leaders know what their people can do and

would like to do. They know the financial condi-

tion of the people, their racial likes and dislikes

and their educational background. A knowledge

of these factors is essential for the development

of a successful program.

The Community Center Council

In the democratic type of center use is made of

the knowledge and ability of community leaders

by having them serve on a community center

council which is an advisory group to the center's

staff. One of the essential functions of this coun-

cil is to analyze and study every activity proposed

to see whether it will serve

the needs of the community
and gain support from the

people of the district. After

approving an activity the

council members, through
their knowledge of the abili-

ties and desires of the peo-

ple in the district, will some-

times suggest the name of a

person living in the neigh-

borhood who is qualified to

take leadership for the ac-

tivity. They will also sug-

gest the names of people

Mr. Feldman states there are three gen-
eral types of community centers— (1)

the autocratic type, with a program set

up bv the central office, in which the

people of the community have no voice

and no consideration is given to differ-

ences in neighborhoods; (2) the com-
bination of the autocratic and the demo-
cratic types which operates under a pro-

gram set up by the central office but per-
mits of variations by the staff to meet

community needs, and (3) the democra-
tic type in whose planning and adminis-

tration the people of a community have
a large part. Mr. Feldman's article deals

with the third type of center.

who may be interested in taking part in the

activity. A program developed by this method has

a splendid chance of success because the activities

of the program have the full support of the

people.

The atmosphere of a center conducted under

the democratic form of government is different

from that of a center carried on under any other

method. The people of the community feel that

the center is their club house; that they have a

voice in the building of its program and policies.

They feel the responsibility of helping to protect

the building and of conducting themselves pro-

perly. Through the council members, who are

their friends and live in the community, they have

a direct representative to determine the policies

controlling the center. If a special activity is de-

sired, the group wanting it can approach either a

staff or a council member and feel that their re-

quest will be considered at the ne.xt council meet-

ing and fully discussed before it is adopted or re-

jected. In either case they will know that the de-

cision was made by their friends for the good of

the center as a whole. If the activity they desire is

adopted, they will work for its success. If it is

rejected, they will feel no resentment against the

staff or the center, knowing
that it was rejected for

some good reason. This pro-

cedure has a splendid effect

on the center members and

creates a good attitude to-

ward the center.

The council is the direct

link between the staff and

the people of the commu-

nity and functions as an ad-

visory group to the staff. If

its personnel is properly

selected, representing the

different elements in the

331
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community, it will be of invaluable aid to the

staff and to the center.

The council should consist of the leaders of the

neighborhood which the center serves. Council

members can do much to create good-will toward

the center. Since they have a voice in determining

policies they can interpret them to the people of

their neighborhood with whom they come in daily

contact. They can also be of aid to the staff in help-

ing them to have the proper perspective regarding
the reaction of the people toward the program.

They know, because they are close to the people,

whether or not an activity is successful. Since the

council members are their friends and neighbors,
the people of the community will go to them with

their criticisms and suggestions more readily than

they would go to staff members.

Adapting Policies to Center Needs

In this type of center the central office sets up
the general policies applying to all centers. These

policies, worded in general terms, are interpreted

individually by the staff to fit the needs of their

centers. One of these policies pertains to the

hours the centers are to operate. A minimum time

is set up and it is optional with the staff of the

different centers if more time is added. In this

way the program of a center can be expanded to

a greater extent than if the time were absolutely

fi.xcd.

The central office determines the forms and

types of reports to be filled out and sent in at a

set time. It also decides the number of people who
shall compose the center's staff and the amount of

money each center may spend on leadership for

special activity groups. The amount of money
sixrnt for the different activities is determined by
the central office, but the type of activity to be

sponsored in each center is left to the discretion

of the staff and the council. This plan gives each

center an opportunity to develop those activities

best suited to its people and from which they will

derive the greatest benefit. It also develops the

greatest amount of self-expression for all con-

cerned and assures success for the activities that

are put on because only those activities are spon-

sored in which the jjcople of the district have in-

dicated their interest.

Under this plan one center may carry on a

splendid program in liandcraft, another in music,

a third in drama and still another in art, the de-

ciding factor in each case Ixring the desire of the

peoi)le of the community themselves. There is no

question of attempting to compare the work of

the various centers because they are not following

one set program, each differing as do the people
of a district. The staffs of the centers are, as a

result, not under the strain and worry of having
to fear comparisons in league standings, number
of classes, attendance rating and similar details.

The staff of the central office is a supervisory
one in the best sense of the word. From their

greater experience and knowledge they can save

the staffs and councils many missteps. They can

guide them along known lines and protect them

from the trial and error method of finding out

what is best, though in some instances this

method is essential in finding out what is best

suited for the jiarticular neighborhood. The cen-

tral office should suggest to the staff and the coun-

cil different activities which they think suitable for

a certain district and nationality group.

The central office arranges for staff meetings

for all the centers so that workers may discuss

common problems and help to decide upon general

policies that will govern all centers. Thus staff

members know why certain general policies are

set up and are able to interpret them to the people

of their centers.

Developing the Program

The community center program should repre-

sent a cross section of the desires, needs and

abilities of the people of the community served.

It must be as broad as human desires; under no

condition sliall it lie narrow, serving only one sec-

tion of the community. The program must be of

such a nature that the people of the neighborhood
will l)e able to take part in it and will derive joy

and benefit from this particijjation. It must of

necessity cover many activities.

Most activities under this system begin with

a small number of participants, but if a par-

ticular activity has the proper appeal the class

will increase. Some groups, however, will always

l>e small because of the limited appeal of the ac-

tivity. Beginning a class with a small interested

group will help to insure the success of the activ-

ity, especially if the leader has the ability to keep

the interest of the group alive through the sub-

ject matter presented. With the small group the

leader has an opfwrtunity to determine the ability

of each member. He can then plan his program to

fit the capacity of the individual. Because of this,

members of the group will derive much benefit

from activity and will urge their friends to join.
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The activity, built on a solid

foundation of satisfaction,

will then create good-will

for the center.

With a large number the

leader does not have the op-

portunity to study the peo-

ple in the group and can-

not plan the work to fit the

individual. If the interest

of the member is not very
keen he will soon drop out

and others will follow. This

has a bad effect on the class as a whole and soon

the project is marked as a failure. This is not

always true because in some activities a compe-
tent leader can handle a large group and keep

their interest.

With the small group the leader is able more

quickly to impart knowledge to the individuals,

and as new members join the class the older mem-
bers can assist the new members to acquire the

first steps in the activity. Again, some projects

that are very much worth while will have a limited

appeal. If it is the policy of the system to work

with small groups the center can sponsor them.

These activities help the program and enrich the

lives of the people participating in them and

through them the life of the community.
In developing a program for the center it is de-

sirable to begin with some activities which have

been tried in other centers and found to appeal to

different nationality groups. Some centers located

in buildings not designed for community centers

cannot put all these projects into effect. If old

school buildings are used for community center

purposes, it will be impossible to put into effect

the projects listed in the following pages unless

some money is spent on remodeling. The activi-

ties discussed here are offered as suggestions ; ex-

perience has shown that they should be given con-

sideration in the development of a program.

Administration Problems

Welcoming the Newcomer

Since there are always people entering the com-

munity center building for the first time, it is im-

portant to have some one at the door to welcome

newcomers. The first impression the visitor re-

ceives of the center is through this individual. It

is therefore desirable to have some one with a

pleasing personality, who greets every one with a

smile and who has the patience of Jove! It is a

"Nine times out of ten a newcomer's
first impression of the social center is

received from the doorman. He is the

gateway to the center.

"As a doorman you have a dual func-

tion—you are a watchman and you are

a reception committee of one.

"Guard your post with firm kindness
and kind firmness. Put people who seem

strange at ease by a personal welcome.
"Remember there is magic in a smile.

Radiate cheerfulness."

From Bulletin issued by the Extension

Department, Milwaukee Public Schools.

position that requires a

great deal of tact and any
one occupying it must know
when to be harsh and when
to be lenient; when to be

firm and when to be easy.

He must be able to adjust

himself quickly to different

conditions, to make people

of all ages feel at home, and

be able to go from a child's

problem one moment to that

of an adult at the next.

Facilities

If possible, arrange to have a check room close

to the entrance of the center. This helps in several

ways to create the club atmosphere desired. If an

individual checks his coat and hat, he will usually

stay longer and will take part in a greater number

of activities. Moreover, there is the practical con-

sideration that if an individual has broken any of

the rules of the center, it is easier to find him if

it is necessary for him to go to a check room for

his belongings. The checking of clothes also adds

a great deal to the appearance of the rooms in

which the different groups meet. If clothes are

scattered about, it detracts from the atmosphere
of the club rooms.

Open Activities

Each center should have some type of open ac-

tivities available to all without formality. This

type of activity has a special appeal for the

stranger on his first visit to the center and for

members of various groups and clubs not in ses-

sion. It gives the newcomer an opportunity to see

some of the activities and to become acquainted.

It affords the leader in the open activities room
an opportunity to study the individual and to

find out what he or she is interested in and then

to direct him to that special group. The open

activity has the advantage of giving members of

the center who belong to a special group the op-

portunity to participate in some activity at the

center when their groups are not meeting. The

open activities room is especially helpful to the

person who does not wish to join any club which

necessitates his coming at a special time and pay-

ing dues.

There are several kinds of open activities rooms

such as the library, quiet game room, active game
room, and the billiard room. Each of these rooms
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will attract a different tyf)e of person, some going
to two or three of them during the evening.

In the quiet game room there are a number of

table games in which one to four or more people

may play. The leader in this room must be an ex-

ceptional person, able to keep people of different

tastes interested in the various games and success-

ful in winning their confidence. He must be able to

arrange for tournaments in various games, seeing

to it that no one monopolizes any popular game.
If the right type of leader is in charge he can de-

velop the quiet game room into one of the most

popular rooms in the center and can make it a

starting point from which people will become in-

terested in the other activities of the center. The

atmosphere of the game room should be one of

welcome to all with no restrictions of any kind

except that no one may disturb his neighbor.

The stranger at the center should be warmly
welcomed and made to feel at home in the game
room. As there are many games that one person

may play alone, there is no necessity for his com-

ing in contact with any one until he gets his bear-

ings, and it should be possible for him to look on

until he feels himself on familiar ground. In this

room a stranger will readily absorb some of the

atmosphere of the center and will soon desire to

participate in other activities.

The library is another open activities room that

a center should have. In many cities the public

library will establish a branch library at the cen-

ter, furnishing the books and the librarian. This

is a very happy and desirable arrangement. Many
people are interested

in reading and enjoy

spending an hour or

so at the library. If

there is a branch li-

brary within walking
distance of their

homes, they will take

advantage of it. A
branch library in the

center can be of great

assistance in develop-

ing programs for the

Quiet gam* rooms arc

among tha •ttantia!

faoturat of today's

community cantars

clubs. This assistance is especially valuable for

dramatic groups, debating clubs and groups study-

ing special projects. It also helps to create the

proper atmosphere at the center.

The active game or rough house room is ex-

actly what its name implies. It is a place where

the participants can indulge in very active games
that require a great deal of physical effort. The

room should have bare walls, and electric light

fixtures should be screened. There should not be

any juts from the wall into the room; all walls

should be straight. This room will appeal to boys
and young men who want to take part in games
of a very informal nature that require great phy-
sical exercise. Low organized games are popular
in this room. The active game room is beneficial

in that it helps young men to get rid of their ex-

cess energy. It will satisfy the needs of certain in-

dividuals in the community who may be the cause

of a great deal of worry on the part of the staff

if such a room is not provided.

The billiard room should have a friendly at-

mosphere and should be removed as far as possi-

ble from the atmosphere of the commercial bil-

liard room. Children ought not be allowed in this

room and an age limit of at least seventeen should

be enforced. Rilliards is a game of skill, and if

properly supervised should not be objectionable in

any center.

Every center should have, if possible, a recre-

ation or club room fitted out as a real club room
with as good a quality of furniture as it is pos-

sible to buy with the money available. It is de-

{,-.irrr.;. l-r.ulx,. ml pf PuNic KrcTr»li»n
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sirable that the room be furnished by the differ-

ent groups of the center and that as much of the

decoration of the room as possible should be done

by the members. This is important for several

reasons. The members will take greater pride in

the room and will feel that it really belongs to

them if they have had a part in the planning and

making of the furnishings. Moreover, it is a con-

stant source of pride to the members to be able to

point out to their friends what they have done.

Each club should have a pennant or emblem or

token of some kind which will represent them in

the club room. It develops pride in the members

of the club to have such recognition and makes

them strive to do something outstanding for the

recreation room.

The recreation room provides an excellent place

to display the handcraft work of the different

groups. This is one way of showing what the ac-

tivities groups are doing, is a means of getting

others interested, and a way of giving public rec-

ognition to the members in the activities group.

A recreation room can be made to give a friendly

atmosphere to the center. It should be a club room

open to all, a place to meet one's friends and to

sit and chat.

In the open activities rooms a member of the

center is not required to join anything of a spe-

cific nature or to obligate himself to do any par-

ticular thing. He may attend any of the open ac-

tivities at any time and as often as he wishes.

Attendance does not require payment on his part.

After he has attended these open activities it is

natural to suppose he may become interested in

some of the activities which may be called "closed"

ones. If the program has been properly developed,

there must be some type of activity in which he

will wish to take part.

Closed Activities

A program of closed activities should be made

as broad as it is possible with the facilities and

money available. With a little ingenuity and with

the cooperation from outside individuals and

agencies, a broad program can be developed with

litde money and with limited facilities.

Handcraft. There are some activities that all

seem to enjoy. Of course, these will differ in

form with each racial group, and the plane on

which the groups carry on a particular activity

will be different because of the education and

ability of each group; nevertheless, all will enjoy

the activity. Such an activity is handcraft. Every

one seems to liketJEo do something with his hands.

The type of handcraft will differ with the various

nationalities and with the amount of previous

training the group has had. Handcraft projects

can be carried on at every center, some with very

little e.xpense, while others require a considerable

outlay of money. The material used in some pro-

jects may be obtained for nothing. A project of

this type is linoleum block printing. Linoleum

can be secured from any shop which lays floors.

In this process there are always some pieces left

which, though varying in size, will be suitable for

linoleum block printing. The tools needed are

very simple and inexpensive, and any one can

learn in a short time to make artistic block prints.

This is a good project for holiday cards as in-

dividual designs can be made. Block printing can

also be effectively used in printing cloth.

Soap carving is another inexpensive type of

handcraft which gives an opportunity for the par-

ticipant to develop his artistic ability. Making
water colors is another interesting activity, and it

is amazing to see what people can do with water

colors or charcoal. Beautiful things can be made
at little expense with crayonex used on muslin.

If a manual training shop is available and ma-

terial can be purchased, the possibilities of hand-

craft at a center immediately widen. A great va-

riety of things can be made in a manual training

shop, the only limitation being the skill of the

workers and the amount of money that can be

spent for material. Attractive articles that are

very inexpensive have, however, been made in

center shops.

An art metal craft shop is also desirable if

equipment and instruction are available. So many
articles can be made in this type of activity which

are of real value in the home that a great number
of people will want to take advantage of this

opportunity.

Sewing is always popular at the centers. Mem-
bers of the class may remodel old clothes and

make new clothes for their children and them-

selves. A sewing class will supply a need in any
district. If a center is located in a district where

embroidery is possible, it should sponsor such a

class.

Music. Music is another activity with univer-

sal appeal. In developing a music program the

staff and council of the center can usually secure

some outside assistance. In most cities there

are musical organizations or individuals who will
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of this and try hard to improve the quality of

their music. The festival has been the means of

building up some of the smaller choirs. It is also

a medium for honoring the members of the com-

munity center council. At every festival all the

members of the council appear on the stage so that

the audience may see who has sponsored the fes-

tival. The council members consider this a great

honor.

In every community there are people who have

had some instruction in music either in high

school, college, or with a private teacher, and who

would enjoy playing semi-classical ahd classical

selections. Some players of jazz bands would also

enjoy an evening of ensemble playing of this type.

Unfortunately very few cities have orchestras open

to the general public that play the better type of

music, though their number is increasing. The

success of such orchestras will depend entirely

upon the conductor whose responsibility it is to

take players of varying abilities and mold them

into a finished ensemble. During this process the

conductor must make the players enjoy their re-

hearsals. He must be a finished musician with a

tremendous amount of patience. The right type

of man can develop an outstanding orchestra.

Such an orchestra will supply the needs of cer-

tain people in the community as nothing else can.

Dramatics. Dramatics should be developed in

every community center. The plane upon which

dramatics is presented at the beginning will set the

standard for the center. One of the best clubs

should be urged to give the first play
—one that

has been selected with the greatest of care; one

that is fine and still not over the heads of the

audience and not above the ability of the group

presenting the play.

After the play has been selected, the next step

is the building of scenery. A set of scenery will

do more to encourage dramatics in a community
center than any one thing. There is something

about acting before a set of scenery that helps

create a diiiferent atmosphere at rehearsals. The

building of a set is not a difficult matter. Directions

on construction can be obtained from any good
book on scenery building. The set should be as

substantial as possible because it can be used many
times. In one center a set was constructed by a

group who combined with the project a good time.

They worked for three Sundays. Different people

brought lunch each time, and every one had a

share in preparing and serving it. The group

worked on the set from 9:00 to 12:00 o'clock,

then took a recess for lunch and enjoyed singing
and a social period until 2 :oo o'clock, when they
resumed work continuing until 5 :oo.

One of the most popular forms of dramatics is

a minstrel show. The best material available

should be used, and as much local talent as pos-
sible should be cast even if it is not as good as

outside talent. When members of the center take

part, their relatives and friends will come to the

performance and the center's staff will have an

opportunity to make new contacts.

If the proper ground work has been laid it

should not be difficult to interest groups in pro-

ducing one-act plays. If a club has given a suc-

cessful play, other groups will be glad to follow

its example.

In sponsoring dramatics the center not only

gives the people who participate an opportunity to

express themselves, but offers an opportunity to

the people in the community to see a play. Great

numbers of people have never seen plays pre-

sented by people on a stage; in many instances

the movies are the only form of drama that they

know. An important part of the drama program,

therefore, is the education of the audience, many
of whom are unaccustomed to the spoken drama.

Social Dancing. Social dancing occupies a

prominent part in the social life of certain groups.

If a young man or woman does not know how to

dance his or her social life is handicapped. For

that reason the center should conduct a dancing
class for beginners and engage a competent
teacher. More progress will be made by the

students if the class is limited strictly to begin-

ners. Some community centers will find it ad-

visable to conduct a social dance for its entire

membership once a month. The charge for ad-

mission should be nominal so that all the mem-
bers wishing to attend may come. A high stand-

ard of behavior should be required of every one

attending, and if this standard is set and enforced

at the first dance, there is little danger of trouble

in the future. It is advisable to have the com-

munity center council take charge of the dance.

They in turn appoint a committee to be responsi-

ble for all arrangements for the dance, selling the

tickets, arranging for the orchestra and seeing

that the members are conducting themselves pro-

perly. They must be made to realize that it is

their dance, and they are responsible for its suc-

cess or failure.
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The Gymnasium and Its Program. The gym-
nasium plays a part in the lite of the community
center. It can dominate the program or it can take

its proper place in it. It is easy for the gymnasium
to assume an importance which it should not have.

A schedule of the available times should be ar-

ranged so that the clubs wishing to use the g>m-
nasium may have the opportunity. One way of

overemphasizing the importance of the gymnasium
is by organizing leagues, having spectators at

games, and devoting a great deal of time of the

staff to the supervision of g}'mnastic activities. If

athletics are treated sensibly the gymnasium does

not become the most impwrtant feature of the cen-

ter's program. Organized leagues should be con-

ducted in an athletic center. The community cen-

ter gymnasium should be used only by the groups

attending the center.

Athletic clubs coming to the center should be

required to hold meetings according to parlia-

mentary law. From the standpoint of education

the meeting is the essential thing for the mem-
bers of the group, and every effort should be made
to see that nothing interferes with it. It is in their

business meetings that the members leam parlia-

mentary procedure, self-control, compliance with

the will of the majority and other worth while

lessons. Officials in all games played at the cen-

ter's gymnasium should be members of the center

and not of the staff. All

teams must show a high w .
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standard of sportmanship and j„„, duj, ,„ , yy^ii

conduct. If they do not live up to this standard

they should be deprived of the privileges of the

gj'mnasium. The activities of the gymnasium give

the staflf an opportunity to help clubs develop self-

control, learn self-government and how to abide

by the ruling of the officials. They also provide an

opportunity to bring home to the members of the

center the fact that while the gymnasium is im-

portant for physical development, it is not the

most essential activity of the center.

Gardening. It is desirable to make the sur-

roundings of the community as attractive as pos-

sible. If the center has no vacant land that can be

converted into a flower garden, every effort should

be made to achieve this. The garden will add a

charm to the surroundings of the building that

nothing else can. If the center is located in a dis-

trict of homes that have gardens, the garden will

keep it in harmony with its surroundings. If,

however, the center is located in a jxxjr district, a

garden at the center will immediately become the

beauty spot of the neighborhood. As the com-

munity center garden grows and it becomes neces-

sary to thin out flowers, they can go to the people

of the district who want to have a garden but

cannot afford to buy plants. Thus the center's

garden may become the means of developing gar-

dens throughout the community.
A garden is one way of increasing the members*

pride in the center and de-

r .1 .. ... f veloping their loyalty to it.
of lh« activities of a '^ °
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should be asked to help in the actual laying out of

the garden and the planting of flowers. It is sur-

prising how much personal feeling they have for a

garden if they do a "little work in it. Gardening
can be carried on with very little actual expense

to the center. In a great majority of communities

there is an organized garden club that will be

only too glad to assist in the planning and laying

out of the garden and in securing plants from its

members for the community center garden. The

only expense to the center need be the cost of a

few simple tools. Sometimes these can be ob-

tained from a seed man or hardware store.

A garden is a project that has a wide appeal,

and help is available for every phase of the pro-

ject. The garden at the center will bring returns

of joy and pleasure to its members, to every one

who passes by and to every one helping in its

development.

The Health Program. The center should spon-

sor some form of a health program. A broader

and more intensive program can be carried on in

some districts than in others. There are many
agencies in every city that will be glad to help in

the health program of the center. The state and

city health departments usually have lectures and

movies that are available ; medical associations in

the city will be glad to arrange to have a com-

petent person speak on some specific phase of the

health program that the center is stressing. It may
be possible to arrange a series of lectures on home

nursing,

The Center Magazine. The center should

have some means of publicity whereby its mem-
bers can find out what is being done of general

interest, what others are doing in the center, and

can obtain ideas that they may use in their own
club work. Some form of magazine or newspaper
seems to be the best type of publication to meet

this need and to let the outside world know what

the center is doing. Such a publication can be

either a weekly, monthly or quarterly periodical,

depending on how much time can be devoted to it

and how much material and money are available.

If it is possible to publish only one issue, that

issue should be printed. The entire issue, how-

ever, can be mimeographed, a member of the cen-

ter cutting stencils on the typewriter. The publi-

cation staff will collect all materials, run the

mimeograph machine, collate and bind the issue.

The design for the cover can be made an incentive

to the members of the center to do some outstand-

ing artistic work. In each community there is

some one capable of making a cover design for

the first issue that will be above the average and

will set a high standard for future issues.

Great interest is shown in the center's publica-

tion by the members. It is one of the best means

of showing what is being done and is a great aid

in interesting any one in the center's activities. It

helps in securing assistance for the different ac-

tivities and gives the staff valuable training in

publishing a magazine.

The magazine is also a means of getting the

different center groups to work on projects of

general interest ; it helps develop a spirit of co-

operation among the clubs of the center and can

be made a medium of developing loyalty. Pub-

lishing the magazine gives an opportunity to the

non-athletic individual to do something at which

he can win the esteem of his friends. Editing,

publishing and selling the magazine are a valuable

training for a good many members of the center.

Cooperation Essential

The center should cooperate with all existing

agencies that work in the community. A number

of these agencies have their own facilities and

equipment, some of them different from the cen-

ter's. If possible arrangements should be made

whereby these facilities will be available to center

groups. If a private agency has a swimming pool,

every effort should be made to secure its use for

the center's members. Other agencies, such as the

Boy and Girl Scouts, Girl Reserves and similar

organizations, are in need of club rooms where

they can carry on their programs. There should

be a close tie-up between the community center

and civic agencies in order that the center may
help meet the recreational needs of those cared for

by private agencies.

Much more should be done than is being done

in most cities to secure the cooperation of civic

clubs, such as the Rotary, Kiwanis, Lions, etc.

The members of these organizations can be of real

service to the community of which they are a part.

It should be possible to show them how they can

help by sponsoring boys' clubs and similar activi-

ties. It is not desirable for sponsoring agencies to

offer material rewards.

The suggestions offered here by no means cover

the entire community center field. They merely

record one worker's experiences and the policies

he has found in his particular situation to be most

helpful.



Municipal Tennis in Oakland

By Rod Overton
Supervisor of Recreation Information

"p^vERYBODY PLAY TENNIS," IS the slogaii of the

^^ Recreation Department of the City of

Oakland in California, and nowhere is

there a more fertile field for the development of

the game, for the city has a highly organized sys-

tem of public recreation centered around its sixty-

six parks and playgrounds.

In September 1933, R. VV. Robertson, Superin-

tendent of Recreation, found the Department

faced with the problem of providing tennis ac-

tivity for an ever increasing number of tennis

players. Enthusiasm for tennis has been steadily

increasing. The demand for tennis courts and a

tennis program outnumbered everything the de-

partment had to offer. As the result of this de-

mand a comprehensive scheme was inaugurated to

organize clubs and tennis players into an associa-

tion which would provide a working basis for

planning programs. Various persons who were

known to be familiar with the tennis situation

were called in for a conference. Presidents of

local tennis clubs, a few of the top notch players,

representatives of private clubs and merchants

who dealt in tennis goods were included in this

group.
Out of this conference an organization was

established which was later to be known as the
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Oakland Tennis Association. The objects, as set

up by this group, were :

1. To promote inter-club play.

2. To bring together tennis clubs and individ-

uals competing in public court play.

3. To further the social activities of its mem-
bers, membership to be open to any tennis club

within the boundaries of Greater Oakland.

This organization is governed by a general com-

mittee consisting of two representatives from each

member club and one representative from the

Oakland Recreation Department. The group is

divided into committees as follows: Tournament

Committee, Referees Committee, Social Commit-

tee, and Ranking Committee, etc. The appoint-

ments are made by the president and approved by
the Executive Committee which consists of the

officers of the association.

There are no dues paid into the association with

the exception of one dollar a month in payment
of thirty copies of Tennis Brevities, a four page

paper published once a month by the association.

Funds are raised by conducting tournaments and

social affairs.

One of the finest activities carried on by the

association is the round of tournaments which are

(Conlinutd on page 357)
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Swimming Pool

Design
and

Construction

o N'K OF THE most important
technical problems in the

construction of facilities

for recreation and physical edu-
cation is, without doubt, the de-

sign and construction of a modern swimming
pool.

Courtesy Los Angeles Playground and Recreation Dcfartmcnt

Factors in Construction

The type of use to be made of a facility is the

one factor which should determine and guide its

planning and construction. Important factors for

consideration in swimming pool construction for

city use are :

1. The location

2. Indoor or outdoor pool
3. Use to be made of the pool
4. Space available for parking
5. Proximity to street car and bus service
6. Type and age of people to be served

7. Relation to other t3'pes of recreation

equipment in same area
8. Amount of money available

9. Safety
10. Sanitation
1 1 . Utility of plan

The two most important of these items are

safety and sanitation. The record for swimming
accidents, fatal and otherwise, is the highest of all

activities with the exception of the automobile.

The construction of a jwol free from projecting
corners, side rails and hazards caused by slippery
curbs and decks, is essential. The eight inch curb-

ing and sanitary gutter provide an easy hand hold

for the tired swimmers and assist them in climbing
out of the pool. A wide deck sloping away from
the pool, with a curb, permits of easy flushing and

greater cleanliness. Formerly all decks sloped to-

ward drains at the edge of the pool. This was one

By W. A. Kearns
Superintendent of Recreation

of the most glaring mistakes made in such

architecture.

The proper location of toilets, showers and foot

pools at entrances is essential to sanitation and
cleanliness. The white tile construction is much
preferred. Even in murky water a swimmer can

be seen over tile much more readily than over any
other type of material, even a painted surface.

Another safety aid, as well as an addition to

beauty, is under water lighting, preferably located

in the walls three or four feet below the surface

of the water. Clear water, white tile and lights

make an attractive and efficient combination, and
much might be said about their contribution to

the safety of the swimmer and non-swimmer.

There is considerable difference of opinion on

the part of authorities regarding the 8" by 8"

curbing which I have mentioned as desirable. I

personally prefer the curb because it provides a

good hand hold, keeps deck splashings from en-

tering the pool, makes a comfortable seat for tired

swimmers, is useful to beginners in learning to

dive, serves as anchorage for rope and float divi-

sions across the pool, and discourages sliding from
the deck into the pool.

The depth of the pool, as well as its size and

shape, should be given careful consideration. The

magnificent Olympic Pool in Los Angeles is the
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342 SWIMMING POOL DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

ultimate in size and depth for competition. Few-

such pools will be constructed. The metric meas-

urement is practical, however, for any pool.

Twenty by forty meters constitute a large prac-
tical type pool. A slope of lo feet at the deep end.

3 feet at the shallow with a gradual slope for 25
meters before the sharp dip to the deep end,

makes a satisfactory arrangement. This gives a

large shallow area for beginners and provides for

the water play which constitutes three- fourths of

the use of a city pool. If a smaller pool is neces-

sar)', 75' by 35' is a logical measurement. The
location of a 10 foot spring-board should be at

the center of the deep end, at a safe distance from

intervening low boards.

In planning dressing rooms and a central coun-

ter, certain fundamental facts should be kept in

mind. The towel and suit counter and office

should be located directly in front of the main en-

trance with sufficient space in the lobby to accom-

modate at least forty people. The rear of the of-

fice should open out on to the deck of the pool to

give, if possible, an unobstructed view of the center

of the pool from the counter. This enables the

counter attendant to assist at least in safety pre-

cautions, especially at times when the number of

life guards is reduced and few people are swim-

ming. Separate entrances to locker and dressing
rot)nis for men and women are obviously essen-

tial. Windows should ojien from the central of-

fice into the end of each side dressing room. This

aids in supervision and service, on occasion,

directly to the dressing room. Whether the pool

is an indoor or outdoor pool it should lie possible

to lock securely all possible entrances. The most

dangerous pool is, perhaps, the empty swimming
pool. There are a number of instances where

pocirly locked pools were left empty, and children

and even adults have gained admission and have

dived into the empty or partially filled pool. Empty
pools should be left lighted as well as locked.

One of the most glaring mistakes usually made

in swimming pools is not only the inadequate

spare left on the decks immediately surrounding

the pofjl, but the failure to provide bleacher si^ace

for spectators. Spectators arc

of two kind.s—the casual group,

parents and others, who desire

to see people in ordinary swim-

ming, and the spectators at

times of competition exhibitions.

Balcony since should be pro-

vide<l with a free view of all

Mr. Keams is SuperintenHml
of Rcrroation and Direclor of

I'hvfiiral Kduration in the city

rrhfMilo of San Diego, California.

The paper presented here wan

given at llio dixtrirt confrrrncc

held in Santa Barbara laot April.

pool area for indoor pools. Bleachers, preferably
at the sides of outdoor pools, should be perma-

nently constructed or space left for them. In both

instances spectators should be absolutely fenced

or partitioned and in every way prevented from

walking through or standing on the pool decks.

Necessary Facilities

The filtration plant, showers and miscellaneous

facilities, such as hair driers and vending
machines, have a very important part. The most

important of them, of course, is the filtration sys-

tem. The modern pool must have a good filtration

plant which will handle the volume of water in a

maximum of twelve hours. This includes the

heating and chlorination equipment and insures a

sanitary, safe pool.

.After using various kinds of locker systems,

dressing rooms, devices for caring for valuables

and what not, I strongly endorse the individual

bag system which is used by the Recreation De-

partment of Los Angeles. It saves space, is suf-

ficient and is convenient for most patrons, and,

most important of all, makes possible the handling
of a large number of people without tying up
valuable dressing rooms and lockers, as did the

old plan.

Hair drying facilities are necessary. A laundry

should be included, and towels furnished on a

basis that will discourage or absolutely prevent the

bringing of their own towels by patrons.

A first aid room with running water, heat and

cabinets for supplies, is one of the fundamental

necessities. Ample storage space for supplies and

suitable closets for cleaning equipment and tools

should not be overlooked. Inasmuch as there is

considerable revenue possible from a concession

stand, this should be located prefereably in the

lobby. It is often combined logically with the

service counter. A good plan in a large lobby

would ho the U shaped concession counter ex-

tending towanl the entrance which more or less

divides the lobby, l)eing flanked by the women's

counter and the men's counter.

The general architectural design
— and this

would follow the trends of ar-

chitecture in the community
—

would be, of course, much more

complicated in a closed swim-

ming pool than the open type.

On the Pacific Coast the mis-

sion type is the most attractive.

(ConlinHtd on page 357)



Crippled Children

at Pi ay

Courtesy Association for Aid oj

WHEN
WE TiiiXK of childhood, we think of

boys romping pell-mell over one another in

vacant lots, of girls tirelessly skipping

rope, of Christopher Robins going with Puppy
"in the hills to roll and play." Yet there are in

the United States, by the conservative estimate of

the last White House Conference on the Child, no

less than 300,000 children who, because of

shrunken or missing limbs, crooked backs or un-

sound bones, do not fit into these pictures of

ordinary youth. For them to have the play ex-

periences vital to a balanced, normal childhood,

without danger to weak muscles or spines, their

recreation must be carefully planned and

supervised.

Crippled children, however, do not want to play

emasculated games which emphasize their differ-

ence from their brothers and sisters. And those

engaged in work for the maimed encourage this

attitude, having found that the more nearly nor-

mal the play activities of the physically handi-

capped are, the easier it is for them to avoid de-

velopment of psychological handicaps. The recre-

ational problem of organizations serving crippled

children is not to find new and different games
for them but to provide trained supervisors to

lead them in their play and adapt ordinary games
to their limited abilities.

By Eleanor Boykin
New York City

Information recently assembled

by the Committee on Cripples of the

Welfare Council of New York City
reveals that baseball is the leading
recreational activity in institutions

for the crippled in the metropolitan
district. With few exceptions, the

country homes and camps for crippled children

around New York feature baseball, and at the

Crippled Children's Free School in the midst of

New York's East Side an indoor version of the

game is played on the school roof, with those who
cannot participate taking turns as umpires.

In playing the game, the young victims of in-

fantile paralysis, spinal curvatures, and bone tu-

berculosis make no concessions to crutches and

braces. The strictest sand-lot rules are followed,

except that a boy or girl with good legs may run

for a batter who has only good arms.

It is not unusual for the baseball enthusiasts in

an institution to challenge the village boys' team

to a game or a series. At the New York Rotary
Club's Camp Cheerful on Fire Island, where

competitive baseball is played throughout the sum-

mer, the handicapped youngsters have never lost

a game to the normal boys.

Football, minus tackling, is another popular

sport at this camp, and volley ball, bat hand ball,

boxing, and racing are all included in the athletic

contests. The opponents in wrestling matches

tussle sitting down, but they follow the intercol-

legiate rules, nevertheless! Those responsible for

the camp's activities see a relationship between

its comprehensive, body- and character-building

recreational program and the fact that no boys
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344 CRIPPLED CHILDREN AT PLAY

who have had an outing at Camp Cheerful in the

five years of its existence have been brought be-

fore the juvenile courts on any charge.

Croquet and tennis are favorite games of the

cripples at the Lulu Thorley Lyons summer home
conducted at Qaverack, New York, by the Walter
Scott Free Industrial School, the tempo of the

play being adjusted to the agility of the players.
At St. Agnes' Hospital for Crippled Children at

White Plains, an institution of the Catholic Chari-

ties of New York City, roller skating on a cement
rink is one of the principal outdoor amusements.

In connection with its vocational training

classes, the Institute for the Crippled and Dis-

abled carries on a year-round recreational pro-

gram. A playroom fitted out with gj'mnastic

equipment and game tables is open every after-

noon from four-thirty to six with a supervisor
in charge. During the summer, picnics are ar-

ranged when the physically handicapped young
people contest in one-legged and two-legged races,

tug-of-war, and other active games besides base-

ball which is always the principal event of the

day. Dances are given throughout the winter, and
to these normal boys and girls are invited. The
lame and the straight dance together, paying no
attention to breaks in rhythm, and the non-par-

ticipating visitor soon ceases to be conscious of the

difference from ordinary dances.

The class in tap dancing at the Crippled Chil-

dren's East Side Free School is always filled.

Many lx)ys and girls with braced legs or mis-

shapen backs have, in learning to jig, lost their

fear of physical handicaps. Drop in at this school

any afternoon, and you will find the large roof

playground thronged with boys and girls playing
various games under the guidance of a social

worker. One afternoon it will lie the boys' turn

to have the flwjr, and among the IkiII or bean bag
throwers you will see every

X.\\)C of cripple
— one with

congenitally malformed
hands and feet, one with

Potts' disease, one with

marks of infantile paralysis—each competing in the play

without the slightest con-

sciousness of his handicap.

The girls meanwhile play at

the tables which line the wall

the .seated ganuvs
—

jrarchcsi.

jack.straws, puzzles, dominoes

and cards. The floor space

'•It i» unfortunate that limited fund»

have ruUM'd many home* for disabled

children to diopense with a dircrior

of leisure time activities and conse-

quently to curtail active play oppor-
tunities. In some instances, volun-

teem have offered help in the emer-

gency, hut they cannot supply the full

need. For an agency ministering to

crippled children to have the right

sort of recreational program, provi-
sion for equipment and a play super-
vivor must be made in the budget."—
Gracp Rpfder.

will be theirs for active games the next day. The

normality of the play and the joyousness of the

players makes pity for the abnormal bodies seem
out of place.

In all institutions for the crippled, dramatics

are one of the most popular and helpful forms of

recreation. Spectators do not think it strange if

a pirate swaggers on the stage supported by
crutches, or if a princess is wheeled into the court-

room. And many young cripples, finding they
can interpret a stage character, lose their feeling

of inferiority. Period plays are usual because cos-

tumes can often hide every evidence of affliction.

Even ballets are given by crippled children's

groups, when there is some one to plan them, each

child taking such part as his or her range of

movement makes possible.

The "Mikado" was given last summer by the

children in the Spring Valley summer home of the

New York Philanthropic League, rehearsals in

the evenings alternating with campfire games. At

Wavecrest Home on Long Island, an institution

of the Brooklyn Children's Aid Society, the dra-

matic event of the spring was a performance of

'The King's Henchman," given with portions of

the music on the phonograph. In addition to a

greater appreciation of musical and dramatic art,

one outgrowth of the production was an increase

in courtesy among the children, resulting from the

social training of deferential speeches addressed

to "My Lord" or "My Lady."
Because of its socializing influence, music has a

leading part in recreational programs for children

set apart from others by affliction. Group sing-

ing is a feature in all institutions for the crip-

pled, and many have bands with one-armed bass

drummers and one-legged trumpeters as well.

The land of St. Giles, a home for crippled chil-

dren maintained by Long Island Diocese of the

Protestant Episcopal Church,

took second prize last sum-

mer at the county fair in

comjjetition with school
bands. A crippled boys' band,

which furnishes music for

dramatic entertainments, is

one of the recreational activi-

ties of the Convalescent

Home for Hebrew Children

.nt Rockaway Park, Long
Island. \'ery small children

fettered by braces and sup-

(CoHlimmfd an page SfS)
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A Toy Shop For Children of Dayton

By Dorothy J. MacLean
Secretary for Younger Girls

Young Women's Christian Association

Dayton, Ohio.

Miss MacLean writes that after

seeing the article in the Novem-
ber issue of Recreation telling
about the New York Toyery, she

decided to work out a similar

plan as a year-round service

project in connection with the

program for younger girls.

AS
THE first step in the development of our

^ toy shop project, we held a toy shower

which was handled by the Committee on

Work with Younger Girls. In securing the toys

donations were requested in four of the schools

of Dayton, in two of which the association had

clubs and in the other two previous contacts with

the principals. The newspapers were used rather

extensively for publicity.

The shop was opened on January 12th with a

total of eighteen children registering. Interest

has grown until we now have 73 borrowers, 36

boys and t^? ghls. The shop is open on Friday
afternoon of each week from 3 :30 to 5 :oo o'clock.

It is under the supervision of a member of the

Younger Girls' Committee, assisted by another

volunteer and a committee of seven girls.

The Procedure

A white card is made out for each toy and the

corresponding number is attached to the toy with

adhesive tape. The information asked for on the

card is as follows:

TOY LENDIXG SHOP
Dayton, Ohio
Y. W. C. A.

Kind of Toy

Number

Dale Date
Age Croup Name of Child Address Borrowed Returned Condition'

•Condition—D. Damaged; E. Excellent; F. Fair; G. Good.

When the child comes to the shop, he takes

his chosen toy to the desk and the worker on duty
takes his name, address and age and the toy num-
ber on a mimeographed pink sheet which reads as

follows :

TOY LENDING SHOP
Dayton, Ohio
Y. W. C. A.

Name

Address

Age Toy No

The information on this slip is then transferred

to the white card which is filed. When the child

takes out a toy, the card in the master file is

marked with a green signal ;
when the toy is re-

turned this signal is removed. If the toy is not

returned at the end of a week a red signal is

added to the green one. and a notice is sent the

child. If the toy is not brought back the follow-

ing week it is sent for.

Dolls are loaned out on a rather different basis

from the other toys which the children take out

for a week and then return. We put the dolls

on the shelves without clothes, but provide a box

of cloth and materials from which the child may
choose material to make a dress for her doll.

She is required to bring the doll back each week

for six weeks so that we may check on the prog-

ress made in the dressmaking. At the end of six

weeks the doll is hers if she has given it proper
care.

We find that the larger toys are the best liked,

and we have a long reserve list for some of them.

(Continued on pane 358)
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How to Succeed at Parties

THE
GENERALITY of men, which is another and

rather more stylish way of saying "most peo-

ple," go to parties either (o) anxious to avoid

making fools of themselves, or (b) determined to

be the life and soul of the thing from the moment

they arrive (wearing a false nose and tripping

humorously over the mat) on the doorstep. I

shall deal with Class (b) first, partly because I

can no langer contain my indignation against the

revolting attitude of mind that membership of

this class implies.

If common sense instead of convention dic-

tated the preliminary negotiations for (at least)

the more informal type of evening function, every
invitation in which I had a say would be accom-

panied by a questionnaire including among many
others the following questions:

"Do you know, and have you at any time per-
formed any tricks with matches?"

"Would you be prepared on the slightest pro-
vocation to organize the cleanly and enjoyable

game of bobbing for apples ; and, if so, have you

any particularly ingenious and mirth-provoking
foi feits to suggest for the benefit of the worst

performer, whose name I need not specify?"
"Do you sing comic songs?"
"Is it in your opinion essential to the proper

enjoyment of the evening that I should have to

bend right over backwards in the presence of a

large audience and try to pick pins nut of the

carpet with my teeth, while that horrible Blowson

woman makes remarks about the lining of my
waistcoat ?"

"Would you lie so kind as to hold forth at

great length and halfway through the game about

the other (and more correct) way of playing

rummy that you learned on Ixiard .ship?"

"Was it you who suggested, at that intolerable

affair at the Pattersons last

Christmas, that we should all

go out in our paper-hats and

sing carols outside the police

station ?"

"Have you ever owned or

wishe<l to own any kind of

imitation inkstain, synthetic
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rubber beetle, mechanised mouse or Harmless

and Original Joke of any variety whatsoever?"

"And finally, will you promise to lead us all

off into the dining room for a game of blow-foot-

ball just when we are all wondering whether we
still have strengfth enough left to get to bed ?"

Any person answering "Yes" to all—or indeed

any—of these questions would of course be rig-

orously refused admission "on the night." But

this, after all, is no more than a cherished dream,

and those who wish to bully their way to success

by the hideous methods I have indicated will, I

suppose, continue to be allowed to do so. You
will not expect me surely to help them on their

joyless course by discribing Fifty First-Class

Match-Tricks or The Great Bamboozle of 1933—Try it on Uncle!

"None the less," you will say, "much as we de-

test the kind of man who voluntarily gets up and

makes a buffoon of himself before the company,
there are times when we ourselves are forced

through the pressure of public opinion to follow

suit, and what are we to do then? Here, if any-

where, is a point on which your assistance and

advice would be gratefully received."

I know exactly what you mean. During a lull

in the guessing-games that crass idiot Percival

(who has proljably learned a new card-trick and

wants to show it off) says why shouldn't we have

an entertainment and everyone contribute an

item? The suggestion is greeted with an en-

thusiasm which shows that a single dissentient

voice would gain not a semblance of a hearing.

The Merrick family would love to do a charade ;

old Robinson will oblige with a song; Miss Cur-

tis has already dashe<l upstairs to prepare for her

well-know inijiersonation of Mrs. Pankhurst ; and

so the dismal orgy begins. Percival does his

trick (at the third attempt),

Robinson is in excellent

voice, Miss Curtis surpasses

herself, and even that objec-

tionable little man. Richards,

brings the house down with

his Impression of an Enginc-

(i lUltitlUl'ii 4111 f^,t-ii' .'.^.^^



Tennis Technique

IN

1905 there were only By H. D. EDGREN, Ph.B., M.P.E.

thirty tennis courts in

Chicago ; today there

are seven hundred fifty, and these are not suf-

ficient to meet the demand for play on the part

of old and young of both sexes. A similar state-

ment might be made concerning many other cities

in the United States. Not only are outdoor courts

on the increase but many cities are developing in-

door courts as well.

What are some of the reasons for the popu-

larity of this game?
1. It is a game that one can continue to play through-

out life.

2. One can usually choose opponents of his own ability.

3. Both sexes can play together.

4. It gives a maximum amount of physical activity in a

short period.

5. Unlike most team games, it requires only two indi-

viduals for competition.

6. It is not an expensive type of recreation.

7. In addition to giving opportunity for physical activity,
it also promotes social intercourse.

8. Perfection of technique continues to challenge even
the better tennis players.

What can a physical director or recreational

director do to contribute to the development of

this game in his community? We may not have

courts adjoining our building or in the immediate

neighborhood, but I believe there are boys and

men in our membership and groups of young men
and women in churches and clubs who would ap-

preciate some help from the local physical

director. No one likes to be a "dub" or to remain

at the same level of ability for a long period, and

so we will find ready listeners if we are willing

to contribute our knowledge and ability in the

furtherance of this sport. Dr. Jacks, in Educa-

tion Through Recreation, says : "Satisfaction in

any activity is directly in pro-

portion to the amount of skill

in that activity." If this be

true, then we should be will-

ing to aid individuals for the

sake of allowing them to get

greater satisfaction from this

outdoor sportsman's game.

1. The physical director can urge
old and young of both sexes

to learn to play this whole-
some summer game.

It is not customary for REr.REVTIOlN

to carry such technical material as

this article discusses, but there is

so much interest in tennis at pub-
lic recreation centers that we be-

lieve many of our readers will wel-

come the exceedingly practical

suggestions offered. Mr. Edgren is

Assistant Professor of Physical
Education at the George Williams

College, Chicago.

2. He can lend his support

and help in the develop-

ment of tennis clubs

within the Association.

3. He can teach methods and drills for indoor practice.

4. He can demonstrate good technique in the various

fundamentals of the game.

5. He can advise on the selection of tennis equipment for

beginners.

6. He can develop courses of instruction and practice for

beginners and advanced pupils.

In the author's experience, tennis players in

every community fall into three categories, name-

ly, beginners, average players, and players of

superior ability.

I will attempt to point out some weaknesses and

difficulties encountered by players in each of these

groups and to offer some suggestions to counter-

act these difficulties.

Suggestions to Beginners

1. Choose the best racquet you can afford; be sure it is

light enough that you can swing it and move it

from forehand to backhand without any difficulty.

Keep racquet in press when not in use, and keep it

away from any moisture.

2. The court is a definite size; the net is a definite height;

so keep your eyes on the moving object—the ball.

3. Grasp the handle of the racquet so that the heel of

the hand presses against the leather at the end of

the racquet. There are two general grips:

Eastern grip: Stand the racquet on its side,

with the face of the racquet at right angles to the

ground ; shake hands with it and you have the fore-

hand grip. In backhand of this grip one hits the

ball from the opposite side of the racquet, with a

slight turning of the handle clockwise (most of the

better players use this grip, notably Tilden and

Vines).

Western grip: Lay the racquet flat on the ground
and pick it up. You now have the forehand grip.

The backhand is hit from the same side of the

racquet by turning the forearm slightly counter-

clockwise.

4. There is a tendency for beginners to hit all balls while

facing the net. Await all returns facing the net, so

as to be ready to shift to forehand or backhand, but

when hitting the ball stand at right

angles or sideways to the way you
are going to hit the ball. This al-

lows a full swing and enables one

to shift the weight from the back
to the front foot for the follow

through. It also adds the weight
of the body to the stroke.

5. Where should the ball be hit?

In the forehand stroke hit the

ball just opposite your body, be-

tween your two legs, with a push
stroke. In the backhand stroke the

ball is hit about opposite the front

or right foot, with a pull stroke.
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6. Hitting the ball.

Secure a firm grip of the racquet at the time of im-

pact with the ball and hold the racquet parallel to

the net and at right angles to the direction in which

you are to'ing to place the ball.

7. The first stroke to practice is the simple ground stroke

where you hit the ball on the first bound, for in

actual play you hit more of this kind than any other.

Remember the tendency is to attempt to play all

balls too fast. Take time to allow the ball to

bounce and to come part way down before meeting
your racquet.

8. Accuracy and good placement should be the goal of

every beginner ; speed should come later.

Drill Stunts for Beginners (Practice Suggestions)

1. With left side toward the net and proper grip on
the racquet, swing at an imaginary ball, stressing the

shift of weight from the back to the front foot.

2. Repeat above in the backhand position.
3. Now drop a ball in front of you but swing just over

the ball (backhand and forehand positions).
4. Stand facing the net and then pivot on back (right)

foot before making the ground stroke. Repeat for back-

hand, pivoting on left foot.

5. N'ext, drop a ball in front of you and far enough
out to allow a full swing. Then hit the ball easy against
a wall or in the general direction of a partner about
twentv feet away.

6. Repeat No. S, using backhand stroke. If this is not

done continuously you will become a forehand player

only.
7. You ran then make it more difficult by drawing a

target on the wall above the height of the net. If a wall
is not used, have your partner take different positions
and attempt to hit the tail to him.

8. Have your partner toss a ball to your right ; then
move to position and get set only after the ball has hit

the ground. Repeat this by receiving the thrown ball on
the left to practice the backhand stroke as well.

9. Have your partner mix the halls he throws by hav-

ing some go left or right, short or long, forcing you to

be ready for every ball.

10. In order to give some practice in meeting a ball

properly and holdirg the racquet firm against a fast ball,

use the following drill : Place partners about twenty
feet apart and have them hit easy groimd strokes to one
another.

11. The difficulty of this may b« increased by hitlmg
the ball directly to one another and volleying. Interest

There are many reasons for the popularity

of tennis with both city and rural people.

in this drill may be increased by seeing how many strokes

can be made without a miss.

(I am purposely omitting a discussion of the

techniques of the various strokes for want of suf-

ficient space to deal adequately with it.)

Suggestions to the Average Player

This hypothetical player uses all the known

strokes, covers the court fairly well, and wins 50

per cent of his games. However, here are some

of his tendencies :

1. On the service he tosses the ball no higher than his

head, and h: tries to kill the first ball.

2. He is most often between the back line and the serv-

ice line.

3. On all strokes he waits to see if his ball went in the

court.

4. He often goes to the net position immediately after his

service, regardless of the position of his opponent
5. He plays two-thirds of his strokes with his forehand.

6. He has a tendency to play in extremes ; he is over-

cautious or reckless.

7. He does not watch to see what kind of stroke his op-

ponent places on the l>all.

8. He volleys many balls that could be better played as

a ground stroke.

If the above tendencies are found, the follow-

ing suggestions may help to correct them :

1. Play the ball as high as you can reach and thereby
increase the size of the serving area in your opponent's
court. Stress accuracy in your service, and increase

speed only after accuracy is developed.
2. Back court position is behind the baseline, and net

position is between service line and net. Be in one place
or the other.

3. .After every stroke, maneuver to cover your court.

Be in a position in line with your opponent's position,
for a straight line ball is harder to cover than a cross

court shot.

4. Go to the net position only when you have a right

to assume the offense as a result of your stroke or the

position of your opponent.
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5. If you desire to become proficient in tennis, master

the backliand stroke. Mastery comes only by continued

practice. If the ball is returned to your left, use your
backhand always.

6. Under-play and pressing are two difficulties which
must he overcome by the average player. Remember you
are going contrary to your built-up habits of play when
you try to be too careful and under-play your strokes.

Pressing is sacrificing accuracy for added speed, which
so often is unnecessary.

7. What happens to the ball when it hits the ground
on your side of the court is determined by the kind of
stroke made by your opponent. It is, therefore, necessary
to watch your opponent's stroke if you are to be ready
to return the ball properly.

8. In general, all volleying should be done between
the service line and the net. If the ball is too high for

one to reach when standing on the service line, it will

probably go out of bounds, and if not, you have time to

go back and play a ground stroke.

Suggestions to the Superior Player

There are usually types within this group of

players on the upper level. They are called—de-

fensive players ; aggressive offense players : and,

those who have a happy combination of both of-

fense and defense tactics.

The following suggestions should only be given
to players who have mastered the general tech-

nique of strokes, court position, and play

strategy.

1. The greater the spin the less speed on the ball, and
vice versa. For a speed stroke, put only enough spin on
the ball to bring the ball into opponent's court.

2. The higher the ball is played above the net, the less

spin is required on the ball. If a player is constantly
driving the ball behind baseline, have him add spin. If

his drives are hitting the net, have him put less spin on
the ball.

3. Use offense strokes such as top-spin drive and
smash only when you are in good position. Use defense
strokes such as volley and lob to gain control and re-
cover your position.

4. A top-spin on the ball tends to make it drop, while
a cut or a slice tends to make it rise.

5. The law of physics, "The angle of incidence is equal
to the angle of reflection," must be considered and Coun-
teracted against by the angle of the face of the racquet.
Keep in mind that the face of your racquet should
always be at right angles to the intended path of the ball.

6. It is more difficult to chop a stroke than it is to

chop a top-spin stroke. In the former, one must put an
opposite spin on the ball, while in the latter the same
spin is added to the ball.

7. Assume a net position about half-way between the
service line and the net only when you have gained the
right by your stroke or by the poor position of your
opponent.

8. In the doubles game, play alongside of your partner,
both up or both back, and keep your court equally
divided between the two players.

Corrections and criticism of players can be

more readily made if facts regarding their play
are actually obtained and recorded after observa-

tion. The following blank may be used to record

the play of a man in competition.

Name.
Score.

Opponent.
Date

SERVICE :

ACE GOOD INTO NET BEHIND LINE



Unwelcome

Leisure

Put to

Welcome Use

By Helen Center

Courtesy San Francisco Recreation Commission

WHAT
CAN be done with one or two "peek-a-

boo" socks, a few old store boxes, or some

odds and ends of last year's clothing? We
all wondered. But the ash-can man has slim pick-

ings these days, down around the Seventh and

Bryant Streets neighborhood of San Francisco.

( »itiittf iium Ftmmtite* Httrntian C»mmiuicn
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The men and women of the neighborhood are

seeing to that !

\\ c happened to be wandering by, in our care-

free way, and noticing and hearing the buzz and

hum. stopj)ed in to see what it was all about. We
found ourselves just in time for an exhibition of

arts and crafts, given by the

classes in furniture making,

rug weaving, basketry, metal

work, needlecraft and just

plain old-fashioned dress-

making. The store boxes

had become beds, chairs,

bureaus, stands, che.sts,

tables, hobby-horses
—

well,

everything but store boxes J

The "peek-a-l)oo" stockings

were skillfully intertwined

with the odds and ends of

clothing and, lo and behold,

they had become gaily |)at-

terned rugs! Tables were

covered with Ixrautiful sam-

ples of ba.sket weaving and

hammered brass work. Fes-

tooning the wails were new
trim tailored suits for chil-

dren and grown-ups, once

old suits and overcoats. And

(CoHlinHfd OH l>age i50>



World at Play

Allentown's New
Amphitheater

ONE of the most

interesting develop-

ments in Allentown,

Pennsylvania, is the

amphitheater constructed out of a side of a hill

and a swamp. The terraces of the bowl will

seat 5,000 people and the flat land in front of

the stage 2,000. The stage is no' long and

62' wide. In the front it is supported by a beau-

tiful dry masonry wall which contains small

recesses here and there to be planted with rock

plants. The wings on either side will be en-

closed with high plants, and the stage itself

can be changed in size by movable screens of

shrubbery which are being planted in huge
boxes on low, flat wheels.

Drama Activities

In California

ACCORDING to the

Little Theater Maga-
zine of June, 1934, is-

'

sued by the Los An-

geles County Drama Association, 150 actors,

actresses and theater technicians have been

employed under the State Relief Administra-

tion drama project. The units were composed
of a male chorus, a women's chorus, a Negro
chorus, three one-act play producing groups, a

major production unit which will present full

length drama, a vaudeville producing unit, and

an avocational unit offering professional leader-

ship of groups open free of charge to the pub-

lic for activities in the various fields of dra-

matic arts. Many of these entertainment units

are available for appearances before public

meetings where no admission charge is made.

Utica's Memorial

Wading Pool

IN June, Utica, New
York, dedicated its

newest and largest

wading pool con-

structed partly as a gift from the Utica Play-

ground Association and partly from city funds.

The pool has been named in honor of Miss Ida

J. Butcher, one of the first to work for play-

grounds in Utica. On the curbing of the pool

is a small bronze tablet bearing the inscrip-

tion : "A tribute to Ida J. Butcher, pioneer in

playground work." At the dedication of the

pool there were present a number of city offi-

cials and officers of the Playground Associa-

tion, founded in 1899 and still active in pro-

moting the city's recreation work conducted

by the Department of Recreation. The pool,

oval in shape and about 150' by 50' in size, is

located at the Harry V. Quinn Playground,
named after one of the city's World War
soldiers.

Their Own
Club

~ THERE is a little

one room club house
—in reality a voting
booth—on the edge of

the Monroe Playground in Niles, Ohio, which is

occupied by the Monroe Progress Club, an organi-

zation limited to youths in that particular section

of the city. The members of this club have made

it their objective to improve the playground. They
have planted trees around the playground and

they have cleared from the grounds all the

rubbish, glass and stones that once disfigured

it. They have dug pits for horseshoe courts

and aided the recreation director in laying out

two baseball diamonds on the grounds, and

they are taking an active interest in civic af-

fairs, attending council meetings and reporting

to their councilmen the needs of their particu-

lar street or district.

A Gathering
of Craftsmen

FROM July 30th to

August 4th the

League of Arts and

Crafts of New Flamp-

shire held at the Crawford Notch House a

craftsmen's fair. A large barn on the property

provided space for groups of craftsmen at

work, while the stalls housed exhibits of their

products. A small blacksmith shop was the

scene of a forge in action with an artist in

wrought iron showing his skill. Throughout
the week visitors saw a potter at his wheel, a
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FUN FOR HALLOWE'EN
• Ghosts, witches, and fortune tellers

all make their appearance at this

merry party prepared by Drama
Service of the National Recreation

Association. There are stvints as

well, a playlet for men and an-

other for girls. All you need for an

evening of fun on Hallowe'en v^rill

be found in this bulletin.

Price 25 cents

HALLOWE'EN GAMBOLS
• A delightful revel by Marion Hol-

brook. Mephistopheles, as host,

attended by the imps. Scrunch and

Munch, entertain ghosts, goblins,

witches, Jack-o'-lanterns and other

Hallowe'en folk, fit the end of the

revel come the mortals who dance

and make merry-

Price 10 cents

National Recreation Association
315 Fourth Avenue New York City

weaver at her loom, a needieworker, a basket

maker, a wood carver and other artists, each in

a section devoted to that craft. An especially

interesting feature was a demonstration of veg-

etable dyeing with the old vegetable dyes
which were in use a century or two ago. Other

features at the fair included country dances,

a chorus singing old favorites, and small pag-
eants or tableaux illustrating the different

crafts.

Milton's Park—Milton, Massachusetts, is to

be congratulated on the possession of Cunning-
ham Park, the gift of Mrs. Mary Abbot Forbes

Cunningham. The park was established in

October, KX>4, five months after the death of

Mrs. Cunningham. The park is administered

by a board of trustees, and the citizens of

Milton have without charge the use of a swim-

ming j)ool, a spacious gymnasium, tennis

courts, two basketball fields and the football

gridiron, bowling alleys and a bowling green.

In the winter there is a skating pond of a doz-

en or so acres, a hockey rink, toboggan slides

and special areas for sledding.

A Festival in Westchester County—Last

summer the Westchester Workshop of the

Westchester County Recreation Commission

sponsored a pageant commemorating the 650th

anniversary of the Pied Piper of Hamlin. The

pageant was held in the little theater of the

County Center in White Plains under the di-

rection of Edna May Rigdon, director of the

Westchester Children's Theater Guild of

Bronxville. Children from summer play-

grounds all over the county took part in the

pageant, making their own scenery and cos-

tumes. The old scene made famous by Robert

Browning's poem was dramatized by Miss

Rigdon.

Salem's Pageant Series — F.ach Saturday
throughout the summer Salem, Massachusetts,

presented a series of pageants depicting the life

of the pioneers who settled Salem three hun-
dred years ago. All the scenes took place in

the pioneers' village, erected in 1930, which

served as a background for a pageant of Gov-

ernor Winthrop's arrival with the Massachu-
setts charter. The program was sponsored by
the Park Department assisted by such organ-
izations as the Kiwanis Club, the Rotary Club,

Chamber of Commerce, Women's Clubs, the

.American Legion, the local D..\.R. Chapter,
the Salem Garden Club and the Privateers'

Dramatic Club.

Activities in Birmingham—The Park and

Recreation Board of Birmingham, .Mabama,

operated fourteen playgrounds for white resi-

dents from 2:00 P. M. until dark with a weekly
attendance of io,cxx> people. Four centers were

open six nights each week with an attendance

of 3,000. Keen interest has been taken in

beautifying and furnishing these community
centers. At one of the centers a room has

been entirely refurnished by neighbors. .\\. an-

other a stage has been built the material and

labor for which were donated.

RUSTIC LAWN FURNITURE
Movatiifi Hjfidttifl—4 pirtc |jvn and porch hi (ontiittag of thr«f

chiiri tnd iiblf. A h«a«ti(al ift tnadr ftom rJic ovauia willow.

CoropUl* Ml lor only tl2.S0

Cosh with ord«r

RUSTIC FURNITURE SUPPLY CO.
Briilol, Vlrqlnlo
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354 MAGAZINES AND PAMPHLETS

Magazines and Pamphlets

(Recently
Received Conieining Articles )

of Interett fo the Recreation Worker ^

A^AeAZINES

The Journal of Adult Education, June 1934

Mind Your Own Leisure, by Frederick Paul Keppel

Parkt and Recreation, July 1934

Rugged Individualism and Community Beautifica-

tion, by R. C. Morrison
Can Recreation Areas Be Made Beautiful As Well

As Useful? by Ernest K. Thomas

Parkt and Recreation, August 1934

Concessions in City Parks, by Robert Moses
The Design and Construction of Golf Courses, by

Robert J. Ross

The American City, August 1934

Standards for Bacterial Quality of Water at Natural

Bathing Places, by G. C. Houser
A New Safety Seat for Swings

The American City, September 1934

There Is Hope Even for the County, by Henry S.

Curtis

Scholatlic Coach, September 1934

A New American Dance Center, by Martha Hill

Playlhingt, September 1934

Adult Games Among One of Seven Hundred Ways
to Pass Time

The Parents' Magazine, July 1934

A Planned Vacation, by Margaret M. Miner

The Sporttwoman, June 1934

Ride a Good Hobby, Out of the Rut, by Barbara
Ellen Joy and Virginia Andcrton Lee

Public Health Nurting. July 1934

Playtime, by Ethel Bowers

Leisure, July 1934

The Fine Art of Loafing, by Robert Carrick

Plays and Pageants, by Hannibal Towie

Paths and Recreation, June 1934

What Shall We Do with This New Leisure?

by V. K. Brown
State Planning, by James M. Langley

PAMPHLETS

Eighth Annual Report of the Director of Recreation of

the Village of Wilmette. Illinois. I 9))- 1 9)4

Annual Report l9})-)4 — The National Playing Fields

Association of England

The Rural P.T.A.—Suggestions for Organitirjg and Con-

ducting a Parent-Teacher Association

National Congres» of Parents and Teachers, Wash-
ington. D. C, 1934. $.05.

Annual Report of the Alhambea. Califotnia, Playground

and Recreation Commission—1933-1934

Of.nnouncLm^

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
HEALTH and RECREATION

DIGEST
fl New Publication

(first issue, October 1st)

carrying condensed versions of full-length

articles appearing in leading professional

and non-proiessional periodicals.

An opportunity to get, in pocket-size,

the gist of thirty to forty articles from

vctrious magazines, to keep abreast of

the times in Recreation, and to know
what is happening in the related fields

of Physical Education and Health.

•

Edited by

Charles D. Giouque
Professor of Physical Education

Boston University

Advisory Board

Mabel C. Bragq

C. H. McCloy
T. C. McCracken

lay B. No()>

N. P. Neilion

Delbert Oberteuiler

Frederick Rand Roqete

A. I. Stoddard

lets* Felrlnq Willlami

Boston UnWenlly
Iowa Slate Univertity

Ohio UniTereltT

New York UniTersity

Stanford Untvertlty

Ohio Slate University

Boston University

Providence. Rliode Island

Columbia University

Dale

Physical Education

Health & Recreation

DIGEST
29 Exeter Street. Boston. Massachusetts

Cenllenien:

Kindly send me your pubUcotlon lor one year (l*n

Issues) at the introductory annual subscription rcrt*

oi on* dollar (SI.00).

I I
I enclose one dollar.

Q PImm scad biU.

Nam*

AddfMt
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A Recreational Planning Committee—Santa

Barbara, California, has a Recreational Plan-

ning Committee, composed of fifteen repre-
sentatives of Santa Barbara's citizens, whose

responsibility it is to coordinate the work of

all agencies interested in recreation and to ex-

pand the program to meet the needs of all

groups.

A Notice to Subscribers

A number of copies of the August issue of

Recrkatiox were sent from the bindery impro-

perly bound. If you received one of these imper-
fect copies, will you not notify us so that we may
send you a perfect copy ?

Play Together and Stay Together
in Your Own Backyard

(Continued from page 317)

each other's company. Sand boxes, basketball

equipment, ten pins, seesaws and other game
equipment help to "keep the family together out in

the air, and also to distract from worries occa-

sioned by present-day economic stress," in the

words of Mr. and Mrs. Morton.
A great deal of thoughtful planning and manual

skill is exhibited in the backyard playground of

the Streeper family, winner in the class of com-

petition limited to an expenditure of $5.00. Using
mostly odds and ends, and buying very little ma-

terial, the Streepers have built a children's play-

house, a wading pool, swing and turning bar, sand

box, and an outdoor fireplace which provides a

center for picnics in the yard.
The Heacox family, who won in the contest

division limited to expenditures of $15.00, have

developed a recreation center which is contribut-

ing greatly to the upbuilding of their eleven year
old lad, and also tying the family closely together
in recreational companionship. By using accumu-
lated and discarded materials with the addition of

a few purchases, this home playground, built

within the limit set, contains an astonishing num-
ber and variety of interesting play facilities. There
is a trapeze bar, a pond for sailing small boats,

and a barbecue pit, while the lawn has been

adapted for croquet and many other games and

sports.

The backyard of the Lotts family, although

winning in the unlimited expenditure class, was

really not very costly to its owners, with econo-

j^NOW!
BRING

EYERWEAR SAFETY

... TO YOUR SWINGS!

The New EvcrWcar Spring-Rubber Safety Seat for

Swings, No. SR-206, (United States and Canadian
Patents Pending) cushions every blow and prevents
serious accidents. It is made of an ingenious ar-

rangement of special, EverWear-designed, fabtic-re-

enforccd, tough, springy, long-wearing, tubular, tire

stock rubber, which is so assembled in combination
with spring steel, as to give a soft, springy, resilient,

swing seat of remarkable safety, strength and

durability.

All outside surfaces of the seat are springy rubber:
SAFETY! All top and bottom surfaces are corru-

gated to prevent slipping: SAFETY! All edges are

soft, springy, and resilient: SAFETY! All ends
bend easily under any blow or pressure (but im-
mediately spring back to their normal shape after

the pressure is removed) : SAFETY! No metal

parts are exposed where they can become dangerous:
SAFETY! No wood enters its construction: it can-
not warp, split nor splinter: SAFETY! Requires
no painting.

Suspension clevises are reversible, making both sides

of the seat available for use (this feature doubles the
life of the scat) : DURABILITY! Rubber tough,
long- wearing tire stock: DURABILITY! Spring
steel is painted to resist rust: DURABILITY!
Built to withstand heavy weights (tested under an
active load of 950 pounds) : STRENGTH! Edge-
ways, the seat can be sprung or bent under pressure
or blows (adding further to its SAFETY!).
Weighs 5 J<J pounds (light for the rugged require-
ments of its service) : SAFETY! Priced within
teach of every buyer who values SAFETY on the

playground ($4.50 each, net, f. o. b. Springfield,
Ohio. U. S. A. Price subject to change without
notice) : ECONOMY!
Investigate The New EverWear Spring-Rubber
Safety Seat for Swings. Buy them to replace old

swing seats. Specify them for all new swing out6ts.

NOW ! !

BRING EVERWEAR SAFETY

... TO YOUR SWINGS !

Manufactured by
The EverWear Manufacturing Company

Springfield, Ohio. U. S. A.

The World's oldest and largest exclusive maker of play-
ground, beach and pool apparatus; a complete line of the
SAFEST and most DURABLE recreation apparatus made.
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SWIMMING POOL DATA
AND REFERENCE ANNUAL

1934 Edition

(lotmnlf NofbU Surimmint Pooh tni Caiit lu

Bquipivnl mnd Sapptin)

Price $2.00

WATER GAMES, WATER STUNTS,

LEGAL DECISIONS, LIABILITY, IN-

SURANCE, POOL DESIGN, POOL SAN-

ITATION, POOL MANAGEMENT. ETC.

Hoffman-Harris, Inc.

A04 Fourth Avenue New Yorb City

CitIzens on Trial!

mies effected by using salvaged and donated ma-

terials as well as jiurchased equipment. A minia-

ture swimming pool is the feature of this yard,

which also boasts a playhouse, swings, flying

rings, a slide, a sand box, and other facilities which

are constantly in use by the Lotts children and

their playmates. The opportunity of having their

children play at home where they may be watched

an<l encouraged and brought into a closer under-

standing with their jjarents is amply repaying Mr.

and -Mrs. Lotts for the time, effort-, and money

they have sjient in developing their home recrea-

tion center.

The city-wide Iwckyard playground contest

served to stimulate a large numl)er of Los An-

geles families to start the development of their

yards as home play centers, and is to be a yearly

spring event from now on. according to P.T.A.

and recreation department officials.

Judges in charge of selecting the winning yards

in the contest were Mrs. C. E. Donivan. recrea-

tion chairman of the Tenth EHstrict P. T. A.,

Cilen O. r.rant and I^uis A. Orsatti of the Los

Angeles municii>al recreation department, and C.

L. Glenn and Loren Mitchell of the physical edu-

cation division of the city schools.

(Continued from page 31SJ

vision are a direct result of this hearing; assur-

ances of more tennis courts have been forth-

coming, and vacant lots are being cleared in many

parts of the city as neighborhood play spots for

soft ball, croquet and horseshoe pitching. Best of

all, there is a more intelligent and widespread in-

terest in the need of recreation facilities and lead-

ership than ever before, with an assurance of

decided development in the community center

neighborhood program for next winter.

Why Not Give the Girl a Chance?

(Coiitinut-d from pane 326)

Of course the boys will demand the facilities

they have been trained to use. For the past fifty

years clubs for little boys have prospered. The

movement boasted in 1932 about one hundred

club houses valued at $25,000 or over, 224 gym-

nasiums, 61 swimming pools, and 117 summer

camps and an enrollment of 232,000 members.

Yet you can count on the fingers of one hand the

club houses in the country devoted as exclusively

to the needs of little girls. Te be sure the inter-

est in Girl Scouts and Camp Fire movements has

been growing, but they cannot meet the need of

the great mass of underprivileged children of our

cities. The success of the boys club movement

among the underprivileged boys was demonstraicu

in a recent survey* in New York City whicn

showed an appreciable decrease in boy delinquency

over the past twenty years in spite of the alarm-

ing tide of crime which is flooding over the coun-

:ry. A very significant fact about this survey is

.hat it shows a decided increase in girl delin-

quency over the same period.

As the interest grows in the splendid program

of home building for the small wage earner to re-

place the slum sjwts in our cities with the ma-

terial make up of fine American homes, isn't it

time to consi<ler the need of training in the art of

living the jiotential mothers who will make or

break those homes? Success in producing the

kind of citizens .America wants will come when

the fathers ami mothers of those future citizens

have had an equal opixirtunity to taste the better

things of life.

Why not give the girls a chance ?

• Surwy \>t J. B. M»Iler. Joanul el Jti»«iU« Re»«»t«K
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A Theatre Workshop for Children

(Continued from page 327J

One of the happiest features of the production

was that the star system so often imitated in

children's drama was completely absent. In so

far as possible each child had a chance to play

each part and many of the important roles were

interchangeable. One could play Jim Hawkins

one day and step with equal ease into Squire Tre-

lawney's books the next. When the children were

not working as actors, they became stage manag-

ers, property men, scene shifters and electricians

manipulating the lights which they had made from

coffee cans. The small white-washed basement

that housed the production contained all the ele-

ments of beauty in dramatic presentation, while

the little players worked along the lines which

marked the highest development in the modern

theatre. It made no difference that upturned laun-

dry tubs were pressed into service to accommo-

date the crowded audience.

Mrs. Ethel Hopkins and Don Oscar Becque

conducted the theatre. Mrs. Hopkins is an artist

of note, a pupil of William E. Schuracher. Mr.

Becque's work in the dance and theatre is well

known not only in this country but in Paris and

London.

A Hobby Show in Syracuse

(Continued front page 330)

tention and favorable comment attained by the

hobby show in spite of these various circumstances

has determined the commission to organize an-

other exhibit during the coming winter months.

It was also discovered that demonstrations

drew the greatest crowds and evoked the most

comment, and in the next show arranged by the

Municipal Recreation Commission a very definite

effort will be made to have a large number of this

active type of exhibit.

Municipal Tennis in Oakland

(Continued from page 340)

conducted by the tournament committee. The

first tournament of the year was a night doubles

tournament played on lighted courts with an entry

fee of 35^, which included the cost of balls and

lighting of the courts. Some 300 men and 200

women competed in doubles play over a period of

a week with the finals of both men's and women's

matches being played on a beautiful summer even-

ing on the courts of the Bella Vista Playground

which is situated in a natural bowl. Over a thou-

sand people witnessed these matches which were

tinged with thrills from start to finish.

Other tournaments conducted by the association

included the class tournaments. All members of

tennis clubs and those who were not members but

who wished to submit their names for classifica-

tion were classified into four groups according to

ability. The fourth class tournament drew 200

contestants, who battled it out for the various

cups and prizes. Next came the third class with a

hundred and fifty and the second class with one

hundred and twenty players.

This type of tournament has proven very popu-

lar as players are given a chance to compete

against players of their own ability. Plans are

also made to hold similar tournaments for women.

Other activities have included dances, and a ten-

nis rally with moving pictures of. the 1933 Na-

tional Tennis Championships.
The association has one thousand active mem-

bers and there are at the present time fourteen

tennis clubs which are taking an active part in co-

operating with the Oakland Recreation Depart-

ment in keeping the organization functioning

smoothly.

As a result of this organization and of this

siege of tennis enthusiasm eleven new tennis

courts have been built in Oakland with an addi-

tional nine in the Eastbay.

Swimming Pool Design andConstruction

(Continued from page 342)

The proper placing and the substantial appearance

of public buildings are necessities in swimming

pool construction as in any other. A good quality

of non-slip cement tile or mosaic is best for

locker, shower and dressing rooms. The main

lobby should have tiled floors.

In the southern section of the Pacific Coast I

would recommend the open or roofless dressing

rooms, mainly for the advantage of having more

sunlight and ventilation. There is objection to this

on the part of many, but with shelter edges for

the women's dressing booths and one sheltered

area for men, there are many things in favor of

the open construction. Of course this cannot be

done in colder climates and in the areas where

there is considerable rain.
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Crippled Children at Play
( C iintinuid jrom pajc S44J

ports find their most pleasurable play activity in

the use of swings, seesaws, toboggan slides and

similar playground equipment. But the little folk

at St. Charles Hospital, the Long Island home

for cripples of the Brooklyn Home for Blind,

Crippled, and Defective Children, got their great-

est fun during the heavy snows of last winter in

coasting on sleds suited to their size.

Crippled children have less leisure time than

others because of the daily therapeutic treatments

given after school hours. If, during such play

periods as they have, they are left to their own

devices, they are likely, one director says, to con-

tinue the emphasis put upon their physical condi-

tion by playing doctor and nurse, pretending to

take one another's temperature and prescribe

remedies. This is just what their protectors want

to lead them away from.

Another reason why it is important to have a

recreational director to supervise play in institu-

tions for the crippled, according to Miss Grace

Reeder, Secretary of the Committee on Cripples

of the Welfare Council of New York, is that the

crippled child especially needs the social discipline

and adjustment which come from team play. Be-

cause of his handicap, he is, in most circumstances,

treated as an individual rather than the member

of a group.
"It is unfortunate," Miss Reeder says, "that

limited funds have caused many homes for dis-

abled children to dispense with a director of lei-

sure-time activities and consequently to curtail

active play opportunities. In some instances, vol-

unteers have offered help in the emergency, but

they cannot supply the full need. For an agency

ministering to crippled children to have the right

sort of recreational program, provision for equip-

ment and a play supervisor must be made in the

budget." - -

A Toy Shop for Children of Dayton
(Continued from page 345)

We also find that they arc not broken as readily

and are much easier to disinfect. Our disinfecting

has been done with the help of the City Health

Department which furnishes the necessary chemi-

cals and directions.

Rule*

In a letter to parents explaining the project,

the rules enforced are set forth. The letter is as

follows :

The Y. W. C. A. is making possible for an indefinite

period a Toy Lending Shop which will loan to the "chil-

dren who live in the immediate neighborhood of the cen-

tral V. W. C. A. and who are between the ages of three

and eight years toys suitable for their ages.

Inasmucli as there will be numerous children borrowing
these toys there are a few rules necessary :

1. The Toy Shop will be open on Friday afternoons
from 3 :00 until 5 :00 P. M.

2. Children may make their own selection of toys but

must be accompanied by a parent or cAAtr brother or sis-

ter if possible.

3. All toys may be kept for one week and then must
be returned to the Toy Shop where a new toy may be
taken for the same length of time.

4. The parents are asked to see that the children

give the toys a reasonable amount of care. We realize

that accidents will happen. In case of breakage, please
return all parts so that if possible the toy can be repaired.

5. In case of too frequent breakage the privilege of

borrowing from the shop will be withdra\vn.

6. In case of frequent loss or of keeping the toy over
a week the privilege of borrowing will be refused.

The Y. W. C. A. in the letter states that it will

not be responsible for any injuries or damages
incurred to or by the child while using the toys.

Results Secured

We are very much pleased with the response

and feel that we have been fortunate in the fact

that very few toys have been broken. There has

been no loss whatever. Parents report tliat the

children have little desire to keep the toys over

the stated period of a week as they are too anxious

to come back for something else which has caught

their attention the week before.

We have evidence in a recent happening that

the project is not failing to reach its goal from a

service angle, even with the smaller children. A
grubby little boy of about five a few days ago

returned his toy. With him he brought a much

battered small truck which he wanted to loan to

"some other little boy" !

How to Succeed at Parties

(Continued from page 346)

Driver Drinking his own Bathwater. And all the

time your turn—or, worse still, mine—is rapidly

approaching. What on earth are we going to do ?

True, nobody has as yet given a recitation, and

the possibilities of drawing room acrobatics have

still to be exploited ; but then I cannot recite, and

to stand on my head I am ashamed. Nor is it

possible, even if one could remember the code, to

attempt the thought-reading act with which one

has scored in the past (though I say it myself)

so many outstanding successes. Where, among
this party of witless wights, could one hope to

find a trustworthy confederate?
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Such, I take it, is the problem to which you
would have me provide a solution

;
and I say quite

frankly that I have no really satisfactory one

ready. All I can do is to suggest two alternative

lines of procedure which you may, if only as a

last resource, be glad to adopt. Suppose, then,

that at the party which has brought you into a

position of such dire peril there are two young

people whose persistent proximity and extreme

rudeness one to the other has led you to believe

that they either are or ought to be on the verge

of entering into a contract of marriage. What
more simple than to declare that your turn de-

mands the temporary absence of two people from

the room, send them both out and rely on their

having sufficient gumption not to reappear until

the carriages are announced? Meanwhile it is

ridiculous of course for any one to expect you to

go on with your performance. Failing the pres-

ence of such obvious, if unconscious, allies, it is

always possible to go out yourself and leave your
audience to make themselves sick with excitement

wondering what you are going to do when you
come back. How should they guess that you are

already half way home wondering what you are

going to say when you meet any of them again?

I am well aware that neither of these expedi-

ents is free from serious drawbacks. In the first

case your diagnosis may be incorrect and you run

the risk of having the young people come back

again, slightly flushed, in less than a couple of

minutes ;
in the second you may find it impossible

to devise an adequate excuse to explain your

abrupt departure. The situation in either event is

rather delicate : graviora quoedam sunt remedia

periculis, if you can put up with that kind of

hypocritical pedantry.

Perhaps on the whole the best plan is to find

out in advance that Percival is going to be there

and stay at home. Or why not come around and

see me instead? I know a little puzzle with

matches which really is rather neat.

—H. F. E.

it o\er the net into the rectangle on the other

court.

Start

/ o

Tennis Technique
(Continued from page 349)

square scores 2 points. The player stands on his

own baseline and on the left side of the court. He
tosses a ball over a line 12 feet to his right, and

parallel with his own baseline. He must then

hurry to play this ball on the first bounce and hit

X



New Books in the Leisure Time Field

Boy and Girl Tramps of America

By Thomas Minehan. Farrar and Rinehart, Inc., New
York. $2.50.

THOMAS
Mi.vEHAN, who has spent his vacations and

week-ends traveling and living with .\merica's boy

and girl tramps, gives us from the five hundred life his-

tories he has gathered an amazing and appalling picture

of what is hapi)ening to the wandering army of young

people. He suggests as a temiwrary solution of the prob-

lem a national plan of youth camps not unlike the youth

camps in Europe. But these camps, he points out, are

merely expedients. "They will save today's youth from

vagabondage; they will create public works of use and

value; they will give us a pause during which we can

prepare a better program. . . . But for tomorrow we
must have other and more comprehensive programs. . . .

To reclaim the youth which we are losing will not be

easy. ... It will require a redirection of national aims

and ideals into a future in which youth will have a

definite part."

Bulletin of Information for Emergency

Nursery Schools

The National .-\dvisory Committee on Emergency Nurs-

ery Sdiools. In cooperation with the United States

Office of Education, Washington, D. C. $.10.

THIS.
THE SECOxn BfiXETis to be issued by the Na-

tional Advisory Committee on Emergency Nursery

Schools, is concerned with housing and equipment. It

contains much practical information on equipment for

nursery schools aixl on indoor and outdoor play spaces

and their e<|uipment. The last section of the booklet is

devoted to line drawings of carpenter-made equipment
and play apparatus suggested for use in emergency nurs-

ery schools. The i>amphlet should be helpful to recrea-

tion workcr.s.

Discussion Methods foT Adult Groups
Prepared !>> Thumas I'"ansler. .-Nmerican .Association for

Adult Education. New York. $1.50.

THIS
sTi'uv of the techniques of discussion in adult

education takes up the forum, the informal study

group, and the panel discussion. Under each there are

presented stenographic records of actual discussions

chosen from many records gathered together from various

sources. Of interest to recreation workers is the fact

that the book presents a panel discusiion of "What Shall

We Do with Our Leisure?"

Monologues and Character Sketches

By Helen Osgo«^. Samuel French, New York. $1.50.

THIS
LATt5T voLl'MF. of Helen Osgood's monologues

contains thirty-seven monotoguc* tome of which are

in the form of playlets.
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Essays—Yesterday and Today
Compiled by Harold L. Tinker. The Macmillan Com-

pany, New York. $.80.

AAr. Tin'ker has brought together in this volume a
''•number of essays on all sorts of subjects which
make delightful reading. Oliver Goldsmith and Hey-
wood Broun, Charles Lamb and Oliver Wendell Holmes,
L. P. Jacks and H. L. Mencken are among the writers
who meet in this book. Theses on athletics and sports
mingle with dissertations on poetry and peace. It is an
excellent publication for leisurely reading.

Home Play in RutoI Areas
Prepared by William McKinley Robinson, National
Chairman, Rural Service, National Congress of Par-
ents and Teachers, 1201 Sixteenth Street, N. W.,
Washington, D. C. $.05.

Tiii.s pro(;ram outline for rural parent-teacher associa-
' tions contains suggestions for such discussion topics

as Toys and Equipment; Gardening; Pets; Handcrafts;
Dramatic Play; Music; Hobbies; Children's Reading;
the Family at Play, and the Social Hour.
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Youth Today

EVERYONE

is concerned to do something for youth. Two million, two hundred and fifty

thousand boys and girls reach sixteen years of age each year. Comparatively few of these

boys and girls go on with their studies. Most of them want work, life, adventure, ro-

mance. Work large numbers of them cannot have now, have not had for four years. So we

cudgel our brains and try to think out plans of organization for youth that will be a substi-

tute for work. Now we may as well face once and for all that for youth there is no substitute

for work. Work is th: only solution and work with pay.

Of course youth wants recreation—music, drama, and all forms of interesting activity.

Youth is as ready as ever to contribute a measure of volunteer public service. But recreation and

community and public service can never be a substitute for work with pay.

Work with pay gives status, standing, promise for the future, a chance to dream and

plan. Without work the youth of 1931, 1932, 1933, 1934 look at their girls and see no op-

portunity to marry, to set up real homes for themselves as past generations have done. When we
do not give our youth a chance to marry we pile up for ourselves future mental, physical,

moral and citizenship problems.

Yet work for youth is not a problem by itself. The problem of work must be solved for

all ages and all people. It cannot be solved for youth alone.

After all we live together in families. The family is the fundamental unit. Only shal-

low thinking would lead us to believe that to any large extent we can solve the work or the

life problem by isolating youth. Youth has its contribution. Middle age and old age have

theirs. Experience and maturity cannot abdicate and turn the world over to youth much as we

might like to do so. All ages and all groups are in the same boat together and must get to shore

together. Youth has its contribution to make with others, but it is not nearly so likely to make

that contribution in isolation. Never has there been a time when there was more need for wis-

dom and experience and maturity to be added to daring and courage and adventure. We do as a

nation most for youth when we do for the entire problem of unemployment.

Recreation and volunteer service and adventure for youth always. The task of recrea-

tion agencies truly is doubled in this emergency. But let us not claim that for youth there is any

substitute for work with pay—or that there is any way out for youth that it not a way out

for work for all.

Yet within the family no giving up of property is too great to save the youth within

that family. The need of the youth of America this day is so great that no use of accumulated

resources should be denied that will save our youth—and with them all the rest of us—from

disintegration. Except as we keep life and hope in our youth our accumulated property will

have no value for the future. After all caring for our youth is simple preservation of life values.

Howard Braucher.

NOVEMBER, 1934
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The Art of Abundant Living

RARELY,

if ever, has there

been a Congress which so

nearly justified the titles

and advance notices about it. The book of sug-

gestive questions prepared in connection with the

Congress was entitled "Recreation and the Abun-

dant Life"; and the first "note" in the regular

program said, "The Recreation Congress is a co-

operative gathering of all those interested in rec-

reation as a means of more abundant life." These

advance descriptions turned out to be true.

Everyone spoke of the friendliness and fine

spirit of the delegates in attendance at the Con-

gress. They were full of life and play
—

genuine

exemplars of the theme that we were talking

about— rich, vital, friendly living. There was no

end to their capacity for work and for play. They
attended general meetings and section meetings all

day, conferred in the corridors and at the meal

tables, and they would burst into play at any

spare moment, between sessions or after sessions.

The evening play meetings were always joyous

and there were several nights when an eager group

would gather around Mr. Zanzig and sing and

sing and sing, until one delegate said that he

thought that the Recreation Congress was an or-

ganized movement to abolish sleep ! And this

eager, joyous spirit was something of an achieve-

ment, something of a conquest, for a large number

of the delegates to this Congress
—

presumably a

larger number than ever before—had had their

salaries cut, were working with reduced budgets,

had come at their own expense. Twenty-two dele-

gates from New Hampshire and groups from sev-

eral cities were there entirely on their own funds.

Yet they were all zestful and happy, keen to give

and to get all possible help.

The Wardman Park Hotel was an admirable

setting for the Congress, its wide

and long corridors affording the

freest opportunity for informal

conversation and questioning. It

would sometimes take from

twenty minutes to an hour to

walk the length of the lobby, not

only because it was long but be-

cause there were so many people

By Roy Smith Wallace
NaHonai Recreation Association

In this statement Mr. Wallace

has outlined briefly the pre-
dominant features, characteris-

tics and spirit of the Twentieth

National Recreation Congress.
Detailed reports of discussion

meetings and many of the ad-

dresses will be found in this and

succeeding issues of Recreation.

eager to talk with one another,

to exchange experiences and to

help carry one another's burden.

It should be said, too, that the local committee

on arrangements was very hospitable and cordial,

and that the tours and expeditions were numerous
and were greatly enjoyed. Tribute, too, should be

paid to the management of the Congress for the

operation of an exceedingly smooth-running series

of meetings for which every detail of service had

been foreseen and carefully worked out so that

without effort and without apparent machinery

everything went perfectly.

A Truly Representative Gathering
The Congress was a National Congress. All sec-

tions of our country and of Canada were repre-

sented, and I think never before has there been so

heterogeneous a group in attendance. There was
a large influx of relief workers from city, county
and state, many of them attending for the first

time and all eager to get the most from the Con-

gress. Then there were many workers in the

bureaus of the federal government who came not

merely to appear on the program, but again and

again to listen to and participate in general and in-

dividual discussions. Many representatives of

other agencies interested in the general recreation

field, not only the partly recreational agencies
such as the Scouts, youth organizations and the

settlements but also the Child Study Association,

the Parent-Teacher Associations, the American

Federation of Arts and others were present. And
there were, of course, as the regular nucleus of

the convention, the executive and staff workers of

the municipal recreation systems and the board

members guiding and directing their work, these

latter in larger numbers than usual. Many of the

city delegates, too, were there for

the first time, younger and newly

appointed staff members who had

not been able to get to Los

Angeles and who had come into

the movement since the Toronto

convention. So the spirit of friend-

liness and hospitality was espe-

cially important for them.

36S
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The great characteristic of all this heterogene-

ous, cooperative group, however, aside from the

friendliness and the enjoyment of one another,

was that they were all eager for information,

knowledge and support, for sharing of experi-

ence. They were all conscious of facing in these

troublous days a new set of facts—of relief ad-

ministrations, state, county and federal, actively

engaged in recreational activities ; of adult educa-

tion on an enriched basis indistinguishable from

our own field ; of self-initiated activity in these

days of excess normal and enforced leisure; of

emergence into prominence of great and varied

leisure time interests—music, art, craft, drama—
long familiar, but only half-heartedly recognized

as genuine and major recreational responsibilities.

And they were all, together, sharing the spirit of

the pioneer, all experimental, all on the same plane—technicians and laymen, local and national, pub-

lic and private
— all seeking help and ability for

greater service in the recreation field.

Federal Agencies Take a Prominent Part

It would probably be true to say that never be-

fore has there been such an understanding be-

tween the total forces of the recreation movement,

public and private, local and national throughout

the country, and the federal bureaus working in

or touching upon this field. With the scene of the

Congress laid in Washington, it was possible to

have there not as perfunctory speakers, but as gen-

uine participants in the "cooperative gathering"

repcesentatives of the Department of State, of the

Federal Emergency Relief Administration, of the

Office of Education, of the Bureau of Biological

Survey, of the Federal Power Commission, of the

National Parks Service, of the Civilian Conserva-

tion Corps, of the Extension Service of the De-

partment of Agriculture, of the Forest Service, of

the Children's Bureau, of the Tennessee Valley

Authority and the National Resources Board, as

well as the First Lady of the Land herself.

The result of all this wide representativeness

was that the picture presented was perhaps more

nearly a total picture of all that was going on in

the whole field of enrichment of living than we

have ever had before. A great work is being done

—
by private agencies, by federal, state and local

governments with all their various bureaus and

ramifications, by the departments of education, by
recreation de|)artment9, by parks, by relief, by

adult education, by self-organized groups, and by

individuals. Everywhere there were great interest,

keen realization of the need for recreational serv-

ices and genuine recognition that human beings
are the same now as ever only with more time on

their hands during which they can do interesting

and enjoyable things. There was realization, too,

of the need, in all the various experimental activi-

ties now being carried on, for the old wisdom, the

tested experience of those agencies and workers

in the field for a long time and with ability to

serve and guide and help in this time of new

recognition and new demands.

Indeed the expressions of thanks to the Na-

tional Recreation Association by representatives

of private agencies and of governmental agencies

in both the national and state field were so fre-

quent, so complete as to be almost embarrassing.

It almost seemed as though the speakers had been

urged to pay tribute to the Association or as if

only those speakers who would say nice things

about the Association had been put on the pro-

gram ! The thanks, liowever, though almost em-

barrassing, came from individuals who were so

well informed, who could cite specific instances

with names and dates and places as to help re-

ceived, that it all did sound perfectly plausible

and true. And it showed a wide range of activi-

ties, a keen alertness for opportunity for service

on the part not only of the National Recreation

Association but of the recreation movement and

the workers in this field. Otto Mailer)', presiding

at one of the evening meetings, made public ac-

knowledgment that the National Recreation As-

sociation, though technically a public service cor-

poration with membership, etc., was not merely

the Board of Directors or the paid staff of the

Association, but that it considered itself and

should honestly be considered as just the coopera-

tive effort of all those eager to share their ex-

jjerience and judgment and skill in this great field

of community recreation.

All Share in the Program

The program was far less technical than most

programs prepared for the National Recreation

Congress. Everyone, therefore, seemed to be

equally at home in the discussion— board mem-

bers, staff members, technicians, representatives

of private agencies and of public agencies. The

Congress was genuinely seeking "opporunities for

creative experience"
— a real all-round rich pro-

gram serving a great variety of individuals of all

ages and conditions of life. It was not a Congress

on children's play nor a Congress on adult recrea-
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tion. It was a Congress on how to help all human

beings richly to enjoy life. This was true not only

of the general meetings but of the section meet-

ings which talked about What Men and Women
Want To Do, Keeping Alive Through Drama,
What Parks Are Doing for Abundant Life, Rec-

reation for Family Life, Comradeship Through
Social Recreation, Play for Youth, Widening
Horizons Through Nature, Hobbies, Zestful Liv-

ing Through Music, Preparing Children for

Abundant Life, Creative Arts and Crafts.

There was recognition of the need for self-

iintiated and self-directed activities. Volunteers

und their contributions were accepted. There was

constant questioning of anything which should

ainack of a superimposition in program making.
There was awareness that those responsible for

recreation would need to think freshly and in non-

conventional [Jatterns in order to provide recrea-

tion for long week-ends and long after-work

periods rather than the short-time recreational ac-

tivities to which we have become accustomed. Co-

operation and the organization of community
forces, the need for public understanding, for

toards of laymen were all recognized, talked

about, wanted and needed. Indeed there seemed

to be a constant, alert, well-informed attempt to

approach radically and from new points of view

the needs of human beings these days for abund-

ant living. Many who have been working and

urging and prodding in order that the public rec-

reation movement, for instance, might give more

recognition to music or to drama or to handcraft

or to nature activities must in many previous

Congresses have felt that they were prophets cry-

ing in the wilderness; that few of the rank and

file really did share their

convictions that activities

in these fields would min-

ister to the needs of their

clients. At this Congress
such leaders must have

felt that the movement
had genuinely caught up
with them; that whether

because of more free time

and energy or of budget
assistance from relief

funds or of a new com-

prehension and attack on

our problems the recrea-

tion movement as a whole

was at last genuinely aware

A number of special events were scheduled

for delegates of the Congress by the Wash-

ington Committee on Local Arrangements the

chairman of which was C. Marshall Finnan,

Superintendent, National Capital Parks.

Among these events were a Sunday afternoon

boat ride down the Potomac River on the

Coast Guard boat, "The Apache;" a produc-
tion of "Alice in Wonderland" by the Com-

munity Center Department of the schools;

play day and folk dance demonstrations by
children from several playgrounds under the

Playground Department; an afternoon tour of

Washington parks, playgrounds and com-

munity centers; a tour of settlement houses

under the auspices of the Council of Social

Agencies; an exhibition at the National

Museum by the Potomac Rose Club.

of the richness of its own content and that the

job is indeed the art of abundant living.

And this, of course, means new techniques
—

for the discovery of interests, of hobbies, of lead-

ers
;
for training ;

for research and experimenta-

tion in how the recreation forces of the country

may serve real needs as we find them ;
for new

organization methods by which we can avoid im-

posed and restricted programs ; for discovery of

methods ; for the cooperation of all social forces

and agencies ; for social engineering methods.

Techniques are needed, too, for advance planning

on an enlarged scale to serve the existing needs

of all, for the genuine enlistment of the interests

and power of board members and other laymen,

and for development from our present confusions

and especially from our relief-supported activities,

into durable governmental service agencies.

A New Measure of Life Values

In these days it seems actually possible that life

may have a new measure of values, that success

is not, in the future, to be measured in terms of

acquisition of wealth nor even in full days through
financial purchase of enjoyment, but rather that

success is to be measured even popularly by ability

to live richly and abundantly through exercise of

growing skills, through creative experiences that

shall culminate in art or beauty, and that shall

be judged by these ideal standards. In The Epic

of America, James Truslow Adams identified

American ambition with success in money-making
and said that the standards of American life were

fixed by the money-makers. The experience of

the last few years has undermined this identity.

And Airs. Roosevelt, Lorado Taft, John Colt,

Daniel Poling, Arthur E.

Morgan were only the

leaders among those at

this conference who chal-

lenged and fundamentally
denied this, who insisted

that life is more than meat

and that life in America

in the future is to glorify

and afford the opportunity

for not the acquisitive,

but the abundant life.

This was the challenge

to us recreation workers,

for we, too, shall be

judged by our ability to

(Continued on page 407)



Living and Preparation for Life

Through Recreation

By Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt

In introducing Mrs. Roosevelt, the Chairman, Dr.

John H. Finley, said : This organization began in the

White House twenty-eight years ago, and now the

White House has come to us. I put it in the third

person, as perhaps I should, but I would like to ad-

dress you in the second person.

We are proud of her for what she has dared to do for

those in need of a friend. She comes nearer being omni-

present than any other woman or man in .America, or

perhaps in the world. The poorest family can't be sure

when they hear a knock at the door that it isn't Mrs.
Roosevelt coming to see them, but we glory in that fact,

that the White House will come to the humblest house
in this land.

She was typified to the world as the ideal woman.
Tennyson doesn't know about it, but I have taken his

lines and added a few of my own, and you will know
which are Tennyson's and which are mine without my
telling you.

Who moves with man to one fair planet goal,

Scaling with him the shining steps—he

Gaining in sweetness and in moral height.
Nor losing wrestlii.g thews that throw the world.

She, mental breadth, nor failing childhood care,
Nor lose the childlike in the larger mind.
So she has set herself to man, in fact,

Like perfect music unto noble words.

Dr. Finlay Introduces Mrs. Roosevelt

Saafcd, Mi fo ri^kf, ara: Mn. Henry Mor9«nth«u. Jr., Dr. J. H. McCurdy, John Celt,

Mn. RoMavalt, Mn.Thomai A. Editon, William Buftarworth, Danial M. Polin9, Austin E. Criflithi.
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And in a nation in whose heart there dwells
Some sense of duty, something of a faith,

Some reverence for the laws ourselves have made
Some patie.nt force to change them when we will.

I am sorry that I was not able to go with Mr. Butter-
worth and others to see the President and to express ap-
preciation to him of what he has done in aid of what we
are interested in. I would have liked to have said to him
these lines, which I began to write, Mrs. Roosevelt, when
we crossed just at the end of the War :

He has better made the best of us

.And raised each single chest of us
He has fed the hungriest of us

He has clothed the nakedest of us

Long, long will he be blest of us

North, South and East and West of us.

If I were to add to the Tennyson medley, to you 1

should quote a few lines from the noblest apostrophe to
woman in literature, the last chapter in the Book of
Proverbs :

Her price is alxjve rubies,
She perceivcth that her merchandise is good.
She strctcheth out her hand to the poor ;

She stretcheth forth her hand to the needy.
Her husl>and is known in the gates.
She opencth her mouth with wisdom.

I present to you, Mrs. Roosevelt

Mv
FRIENDS, I think

that all one can say

is that it is a joy

to be presented to any
audience by Dr. Finley,

but also an embarrass-

ment. Certainly, he pre-

sents one more charm-

ingly than anyone I

know.

I am glad to be here to-

night, and glad to come

to yoti who were started

on your way by another

member of my family. I

think that it must run

in the family to see that

recreation is not an un-

important thing, that it

really has a part in the
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building of human beings in their health and in

their character and in their ability to enjoy life.

I know that my father used to say
—and I think

his brother felt the same way—that one of the

most important things to learn was to enjoy life,

that you never could be really useful in the world

if you had not learned to go gaily into whatever

you were doing, whether it was work or play.

To learn to play is one of the most valuable things

in the building of any child's character.

Now, at the present time, this question of

recreation is more important to us than it has

ever been before. In the first place, we know that

we are going to have more leisure time and that

recreation does not mean only doing certain spe-

cific things. Recreation is a wide, wide word that

covers innumerable occupations.

Sometimes what is recreation for one person

would be work for another. We must, however,

develop all possible fields to satisfy as many tastes

as possible. We must realize that this is a very,

very big field, and the fact that we are going to

have more leisure really puts upon all of us who
have an interest in the use of leisure time a

greater responsibility than ever before.

Now, already in our education we have realized

that little children can and should learn a great

deal through play, but as they grow older, while

we have as a rule had athletic programs for older

children and while private agencies have provided

them with programs of different kinds, I think

in many of our high schools, particularly, we have

neglected very often the possibilities for teaching

a variety of recreational activities, but I think

now we have come to realize that here is one

place where we could improve what has been

done in the past.

I think we have a new problem before us just

at the moment, which I hope will not be with us

for long, but which is with us now ; namely, that

many children are coming out of high school,

some of them out of junior college or college

even, and are not able to find any work to do.

Therefore, their time is unoccupied, and unless

those of us who take an interest in the recreational

activities of any community make a special effort

to have programs for these young people in our

communities, I think we naturally will find a great

many young people getting into more or less

serious mischief.

And therefore, we have for the time being, at

least, this as an added responsibility.

Community Recreation a Government Problem

I have felt, as you have, that it was a com-

munity problem, a government problem to a great

extent, to promote as far as possible recreation

in every community.
J had an experience this summer which I en-

joyed very much and which gave me an oppor-

tunity of seeing what the federal government

does in some of its national parks to promote the

kind of recreation which I am happy to think is

not only a joy but a very wonderful experience

for a great many people. I happened to be in

California and I visited three of our national

parks, and it was really quite an extraordinary

experience to find in the Yosemite these enormous

camping spaces for thousands of people.

One evening I drove down to a place where a

great many of the campers had gathered around

an outdoor theatre, and the program was provided

entirely from among the people who were camp-

ing there themselves. Every one who had talent

came and gave of his talent, and it was really

quite thrilling because I don't suppose that there

was anyone
—at least I didn't hear anyone

—who

was remarkable, but it was good, and it was

healthy, and it was fun, and everybody was hav-

ing a good time, and the young ranger who was

introducing the people and who had arranged the

program entered into the spirit of it and they

ended with community singing.

I stood on the outskirts and I became so inter-

ested— I had been taken there and had been told

very carefully to stay on the outskirts because

nobody must know that I was there, so I was

poked behind a tree but I started to walk out from

behind the tree and somebody plucked my sleeve

and said, "You will be recognized," and I said,

"Oh yes," and got behind the tree again, but

as they began to sing, I could hardly bear it, be-

cause I love to sing with a big group. I have no

voice, but just the same it is great fun to sing

with a great big group, and I love to hear them

sing, and I feel sure that these big groups felt

as I did!

Campers Find Strength and Happiness

It gave me really quite a thrill, because there

were so many people having a good time together,

and it wasn't costing a great deal, and it was

creating a spirit of neighborliness and they were

getting close to beautiful nature. I don't think

that anyone could have been there and not have
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come away as I did,

with a feeling of

strength and beauty and

happiness, which would

carry you through a

good deal that you

might have to go

through afterwards.

There were one or

two very amusing
things which happened
which some of you may

enjoy. There was a

young ranger who went

camping with me up in

the high Sierras who

had been married only

a short time. His wife

had been left down in

the camp in the valley.

One thing she was very

nervous about ; she had

never been out in the

open a great deal and

she had heard about

the bears. The bears

are comparatively tame,

Ijut they do occasionally come where they smell

food.

The young ranger, who was rather accustomed

to the out-of-dfxjrs because he had been on two

trips in Alaska with Father Hubbard, thought she

was very foolish in her fears. Before he left her

he told her that there was nothing to be afraid

of in the bears but if the bears walked up to the

door, she should just throw something at them

and they would go away. So when I came down

in the valley I asked him if he could bring his

wife to see me. When she came she told me
this story.

She was sitting alone in the tent when she heard

a funny nois»». It sounded in the direction of the

larder. They had a sort of wire box that they

pulled up off the ground. I think that she had

forgotten to pull it up and when she went out—
she didn't go out for a long time; she was too

nervous—she found that a bear had taken every-

thing out of the larder, which made her feel even

more nervous than before.

The next night while she was reading a book

she heard something about her door. The door

was a screen door and was hooked ; she looked

PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT RECEIVES RECREATION
CONGRESS COMMIHEE

"President Roosevelt received a committee from the

Congress this noon. Five or six of us from the Board

of the National Recreation Association called on

him to offer the services and experience of the

Association to the government for whatever uses

could be made of them. The President already knew
what Aubrey Williams said to us Monday night

—
that we had been of great use to the emergency
relief administrators in the nation, the states, and
the different localities, and to the millions of people
who are suffering from the emptiness of enforced

leisure. We were able to tell him of the special
services which are being rendered to the Depart-
ment of Agriculture, to the Office of Education,

to the National Capital Park and Planning Com-
mission and to the National Resources Board, and

to say to him that the Association and the recrea-

tion forces of the country were at his disposal for

any additional services within our field.

'The President recalled that he had been a member
of the National Recreation Association and a

sponsor for the Association helping to raise money
for it long before he was governor of New York

State and was proud of the association. His final

word to us to be repeated to the Congress was,

'You are doing a bully fine job!'
"—William

Buttecwotth , Chairman.

out and there was a

bear right by the steps.

She was perfectly pet-

rified, but thought, "If

I only had something
to throw !" She had a

book in her hand but

instead of throwing

that, she seized the

clock and threw it.

W hen her husband

came home, he was a

little annoyed because

they were without a

clock and it was all be-

cause of his advice!

I had a great deal of

sympathy with her be-

cause I felt quite sure

that if any bear had

really appeared. I would

have done the same

thing, and this is what

really hapjiened to me.

They told me that they

had brought a dog into

the camp because after

you were in a camp a day or so bears might come

around. I was lying in a sleeping bag under the

trees and I felt something moving around my
feet and though I was very sleepy, through my
mind went the thought, "Suppose I should sit up
and see a bear!" I had forgotten about the dog.

and I thought, "Oh, well, I won't sit up and see

what it is," and I tried to go to sleep again.

But still the thing seemed to move around my
feet, and so with an effort I sat up, fully expect-

ing to find a bear, and there was the dog, peace-

fully nestling down by my feet. I should have

known that the bear couldn't have come into camp
without the dog protesting, so I decided that I

would have behaved very much the same way that

my ranger's wife did if I had really found a bear.

National Parks Arouse Pride

The feeling that you get from seeing what

pleasure and what health people get from the

national parks is one of great thankfulness that

we have such things and that the national gov-

ernment is responsible for them.

I had always known a good deal about what we

had done in New York State but this was my
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first real experience with the national parks, out

west, and I came back with great pride in our

government and pride in us as a people, that we
could have the vision to do things of this kind and

to stand back of the development of something
which I feel is really a great help, physically and

morally and in every way, to the people of our

country.

Now, there is one thing that I have always felt

was particularly important in all of the recreation

work which is done, whether it is done with young

people or whether it is done as we are doing it

today more and more with older people. The thing

which impressed me, and impresses me more and

more, is the need of trained leaders. I don't

believe that we accomplish half so much if we

provide the physical environment for play or for

education, and do not provide adequate leaders.

You can get on with poor equipment if you have

a really imaginative and good person to guide the

people who come there.

That, I think, is one of the things that we need

to bring home to many of our local governments.
We have in this country been very prone in the

past to think that buildings and equipment were

the most important things ; they are not. The

people who are going to lead in the use of those

things are really the greatest factor. The other

things are a great help, but I have seen some of

the most interesting programs worked out by
individuals and carried through successfully for

the good of the whole community where there was

very little equipment and where it depended

largely on the initiative of the leader and the

people who were doing the work.

Success Redefined

Now, I know that in the past it has been felt

that success in life was largely measured by what

you accumulated in a material way, but I think

we are going to change that concept in the next

few years. I think that success is going to be

measured by the amount of satisfaction that

people get in living their lives. There is still a

feeling, I think, among young people, a great

many of them, that to be a success a man must
make a fortune, but that idea is changing, and
I am more and more interested to find young
people coming to me and saying, "We are not

so keen about getting into work which is going
to bring us just material returns. We are keen

about getting into work which we will enjoy

doing, and which at the same time will be a mode

of living which will really give us happiness and

contentment, and which we can enjoy as we go

along."

So many people in the past have worked at

things they really didn't enjoy, and worked early

and late, with practically no recreation, and always
with the idea that some day they would have

enough money laid aside to retire and enjoy life,

and when that day came, I have met many a dis-

appointed man and a disappointed woman, because

when they came to enjoy life they made the dis-

covery that they might have the desire but they
didn't have the ability to realize the desire.

^'ou can't turn on your capacity for enjoyment
like a faucet. You have to develop it as you go

through life, and therefore I think we have a new

opportunity, a greater opportunity than ever be-

fore, and perhaps a greater field because we are

really today the means by which a new ideal of

living is to be realized.

So in coming to you this evening, I have really

come—as my husband has already wished you
success— I have come to wish you, myself, great
success in the work which you are doing, and to

express the hope that the work is going to grow,
and that you will be given the vision and the

imagination to meet the opportunities of today and
tomorrow.

The important contribution which our national

parks are making to the enjoyment of vast num-
bers of people was emphasized by President Roose-

velt in a talk at Glacier National Park last August
when he said : "There is nothing so American as

our national parks. The scenery and wild life are

native and the fundamental idea behind the parks
is native. It is, in brief, that the country belongs
to the people ;

that what it is and what it is in the

process of making is for the enrichment of the

lives of all of us. Thus the parks stand as the

outward symbol of this great human principle."

Commenting on the announcement that 1934
was to be emphasized as National Parks Year, he

said : "With all the earnestness at my command,
I express to you the hope that each and every one

of you who can possibly find the means and the

opportunity for so doing will visit our national

parks and use them as they are intended to be

used. They are not for the rich alone. Camping
is free

; the sanitation is excellent. You will find

them in every part of the Union, you will find

glorious scenery of every character ; you will find

every climate ; you will perform the double func-

tion of enjoying much and learning much."



Recreation As a Socially Useful

Field of Employment
By John Colt

Mv
honorable chairman, in giving me such an

introduction, had to go back to my birth-

place
—

although I am not ashamed of it—
as if I were relying on the place or time or my
parentage for any advantage. This reminds me
of what I once heard the Honorable William

Jennings Bryan say.

Many letters had come from young students

asking him what they should do to become orators.

One day he got a letter like this: "Dear Mr.

Bryan, 1 am a bom orator. What shall I do about

it?" Mr. Bryan wrote back: "My dear Sir, I sup-

pose that orators have had to be bom like the

rest of us, but let me assure you that being born

is the smallest part of your equipment as an

orator."

I am a poor writer and a worse reader and I

refuse to come down here with an inspiring

audience like this and attempt to read what I

have got written here. So if you will allow me,
I am just going to talk to you tonight about some

of these matters that are close to your hearts.

They have certainly been close to mine for the

year and a half that I have attempted to direct

relief in the great state of New Jersey.

I would venture to suggest that one of the most

startling discoveries of this

depression, certainly start-

ling to the great bulk of

Americans, was the fact

that this problem of leisure

time, which had never

been a problem at all, at

least consciously to most

of us. had suddenly l)c-

come a vital concern of

really gigantic proportions.

Not long after I took con-

trol of the Xcw Jersey

Emergency Relief Admin-

istration, I realized that I

had not one but two or

three prime duties in my
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Mr. Coif, Chairman of the Adminisfrafive

Council of the New Jersey Emergency Relief

Adminisfralion, was primarily responsible for

the establishment of a Leisure Time Division

of the Administration. The state-wide pro-

gram which has been developed by the Divi-

sion is administered by a state director of

leisure time activities. Directors have also

been appointed In nineteen counties.

The extent of this program Is Indicated by
Mr. Colt's statement that the 1934 summer

program served 48,000 adults and 160.000

children. 615,000 people attended dances and

concerts sponsored during the summer months.

Much of the success of the Leisure Time

Division of the Emergency Relief Administra-

tion in New Jersey Is due to Mr. Colt's in-

spiration and guidance.

work. Now it goes without saying that the first

duty of anybody in a relief administration is to

see that every man, woman and child in our com-

munities who is in want and who has not the

proper means of livelihood, shall get relief and

that they shall get enough relief. And by that I

mean enough not only to keep them alive but to

keep them in life and health.

And then it seems to me that our second duty,

which I even vision as a corollary of the first, is

to see that those who are not deserving are not

on our rolls. But, ladies and gentlemen, for one

year and a half I have gone from one end of the

state of New Jersey to the other, preaching this

doctrine, that we who are in charge of relief have

a far broader, nobler and more vital task than

the mere feeding and clothing and housing of

these people, important as that is.

Morale Building a Part of Relief

I say to myself and to my associates every day

in the year that we must never forget that we

are dealing with people, and that they are live

people ; they arc individuals with just the same

longings, appreciations, hopes and fears and dis-

appointments as you and I have, and in all of our

doing we must be sure

that we do something for

them, the individuals

themselves.

And that is the reason

that I have gone around

seeking the aid of an asso-

ciation like yours, going

into the churches and the

schools and fraternal or-

ders and women's clubs

and the .American Legion

in order that you people

may help us in relief to

do this very much more

vit.-il thing, the .sustaining

and upbuilding of the
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morale of those less fortunate

neighbors of ours who are

on the relief rolls. And I

say to you most soberly this

evening, if those of us in

rehef throughout this great

country of ours do not in ad-

dition to material sustenance

give these people something

of hope and cheer and guid-

ance, then we have failed

lamentably in the great task

that was laid upon us.

Well, I think that you will all admit that that

was a nice program which I outlined, but I have

to confess that it took me six months to get that

third objective under way, and it wasn't until

I got in touch with your Mr. Faust, who not only

understood what I was driving at, but better still,

offered and executed one of the most excellent

surveys of the recreation facilities of New Jersey,

and free of charge, and it wasn't until later that

I got Mrs. Marjorie Woodlock, also a trained

worker in your Association, to help, that I began
to see any light or any hope. With the help of

those two people, I was able to establish what is

known as the Leisure Time Division of the

Emergency Relief Administration of New Jersey

and it is one of the divisions of which I am most

proud and one that nobody dares do anything

with unless they check with me.

Now, Mr. Chairman, I wish that I had the time

tonight
—I had better warn you that when I have

a good time my watch stops
—I would like to tell

you in detail about what this Leisure Time

Division which was established by you and which

was aided by you has done.

Broad Recreation Program Under E. R. A.

But suffice it to say that we have taken within

our purview all of those objectives and aims

which I have seen recommended and approved in

your prospectus : Education, handicraft, concerts,

theatricals, playgrounds, and all of the better sort

of entertainments. Last winter when we just got

under way, we had forty-one thousand people

enrolled in our winter work and we estimated

that we touched ten times as many or an audience

of four hundred thousand which is almost equal

to our relief burden during the winter. And this

summer in our summer program we had forty-

eight thousand adults and one hundred and sixty

thousand children or a total of two hundred and

In his address Mr. Colt paid high tribute

to workers in the recreation movement
and to the National Recreation Associa-

tion: "... I want to express to you the

gratitude that I have in my heart for the

high things that this Association has

given us. . . Without your help and your
inspiration, the loan of your people, the

fact that you train people in leisure time

activities, I would still be groping around
to get a start. • . Thanks to every one
of you."

eight thousand. Six hundred

and fifteen thousand people

in the state of New Jersey

last summer attended dances

and concerts sponsored by
the Leisure Time Division

of the E. R. A.

And I would like to men-

tion, also, a thing that Mrs.

Roosevelt touched upon. Last

year in the state of New

Jersey two thousand children

enrolled in junior colleges which were sponsored

and paid for by the Emergency Relief Admin-

istration.

Now, Mr. Chairman, I think you people won't

wonder why I am glad to come down here tonight ;

why I am enthused about you and what you are

doing and why I want to express to you the

gratitude that I have in my heart for the

high things that this Association has given us.

And more than that, I want to encourage you

by saying that we are determined in New Jersey

that the strides that have been made in this leisure

work shall not be lost. At our request, the Gov-

ernor of New Jersey has appointed a state com-

mission on leisure time, and this is entirely

independent of our relief administration, for the

purpose of putting this work on a firm, sure and

a permanent basis.

Well, without your help and your inspiration,

the loan of your people, the fact that you train

people in leisure time activities, I would still be

groping around to get a start
; and if you want to

know why I came here this evening, I came here

simply to say, as sincerely and as feelingly as I can

and as I know how, thanks to every one of you.

Recreation, A Fundamental Part of Relief

I notice that I was given a topic
—I don't know

whether you have read the topic, "Recreation As
a Socially Useful Field of Employment." I would

say that it is pretty formidable and I always know
from being a chairman, that it is nice to have the

speaker at least touch on the topic assigned him.

Maybe some of you have read a book called

"The Threat of Leisure," by George Barton

Cutten, President of Colgate University. To me
it is a particularly stimulating and timely volume.

In that book Dr. Cutten reminds us that it was

during his respite from forced labor that primitive
man improved his utensils, decorated his weapons
and made his first rude carvings on the walls
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of his cave. It was from the hours and days of

the leisure of the primitive man that our arts, our

sciences, our games, in fact, all of the products

of civilization date, and as Dr. Cutten points out,

civilization is but itself the product of leisure time.

Now as I understand it, you are banded to-

gether and have been working for years to make-

of leisure time what it was originally and always
should be, a creative force. The machine first

produced the need for an organization like yours,

and it seems to me that the depression with it?

widespread unemployment has brought your aims

and objects out into bold relief.

And if it is true, as Dr. Cutten says, that civil-

ization was produced by leisure time, then I say
that you people ought to be in the van of the re-

creation of a new and better civilization in this

country of ours. And if you ask me the question,

"Are you who are employed in this field of

recreation in a useful field?" I would say, "Well,

is a mother in a home of growing children neces-

sary?" It seems to me that you are not only in a

useful field but you are in an absolutely vital field.

Now it is true that this country has suffered

and still suffers a deep depression but I want you
to know that I feel that this country is also en-

joying, one of the grandest opportunities that we
have ever experienced. You know, as I have

travelled throughout the length and the breadth

of New Jersey, it has been borne into my heart

that as in the war years there is an outflow of

neighborliness and loving kindness. Yet I think

that one of the greatest perils that we face today
is that, as right after the end of the war, this

spirit of brotherly love may evaporate. I think

one of the grandest things a group like this can

do is to see that this spirit is cemented and re-

tained, because I say to you in all soberness that

selfishness and greed and inhumanity in this

eountry have got to go or the true America as

we have known it and longed for it to be will be

no more.

Production vs Dignity of Human Life

John Galsworthy once said that the question
before this world was a

question of quantity or

quality, blind production or

dignity of human life.

There must be such a

cultivation or good will that

we will dream and plan and

work so that not only our-

If you ask m« the question, "Are you
who are employed in this field of rec-

reation in a useful field?" I would say,

"Well, is a mother in a home of grow-

ing children necessary?" It seems to me
that you are not only in a useful field

but in an absolutely vital field.

selves but all others of our fellow citizens will

have a chance to really live. This country still

faces a serious crisis and only a fundamental

change in our attitude towards each other will be

of any avail. Well, now when is a man or woman

going to do this except in leisure time ? When are

they going to see their problems? When are they

going to grapple with them, and when is their

transformation of spirit going to take place?

If you ask me if you are in a socially useful

field, my answer is that the future of this country

is in your hands. You know that the later day
historians tell us that this country is on the wane,

and they say that we are on the wane because we

have no new frontiers to conquer, and they assert

that when a country has lost its pioneering spirit,

then decadence sets in.

Well, the frontiers that they talk about were

material frontiers. They were the mountains, for-

ests and the raging streams, and the pioneering of

which they speak was a physical and material pio-

neering, but I tell you that I see in this country a

new age of pioneering so much more glorious than

that of the old age that there is no comparison,

and it is a pioneering that is instinct with greater

human riches than anything we have heard of be-

fore. It is a pioneering in human relationshipsand in

that pioneering the surface has just been scratched.

Coming down on the train I was thrilled to reau

the purposes and the aims of this .Association, be-

cause it seemed to me, you, fundamentally, basic-

ally, include the great human needs in the compass
of your program, and if I read your prospectus

accurately, what you propose to do is to teach

people how to live. And what more noble vocation

in life can there be than that!

Now, having been a professor, the habit never

leaves one of just a few admonitions before the

hour is over and I know that you would be disap-

pointed if I didn't point out some ways in which I

think progress might be more quickly attained.

We are Dealing With People

You know, we want to never forget that we

are dealing with people, and I don't care what job

anybody in this room has in

this recreation program, you
are dealing with people. A
man once went to Dr. Arnold

at Rugby and said, "Dr.

Arnold. I understand that

you teach mathematics," to

which the doctor laconic-
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growth on our part.

ally replied, "No, I teach

boys."

Not long ago a dinner was

given to a man whom I con-

sider to be one of the greatest

educators that Princeton

University has had in the

last twenty-five years, and

yet if you pick up the university catalog and

finger down through the officers of administration

or the faculty, you wouldn't find his name. Why ?

Simply because he was a trainer of the Princeton

team and his name was Keene Fitzpatrick. For

twenty-five years Keene Fitzpatrick was the most

respected man on the Princeton campus and I

consider him the greatest educator that we had

there because of his character and of his ideals,

his innate sense of modesty, his principle of

sportsmanship, and above all because of his love

for young men. He turned more boys into men
than any man that I know, and so a few months

ago they gave him a dinner, and leaders from all

over this country attended that dinner to testify

to the influence in their lives of that trainer.

Keene Fitzpatrick was only a trainer of the

Princeton team and yet that man envisaged his

job as a maker of men.

Now I know that I don't need to say what I

am going to say to this audience, and I don't

think that it fits, but I am going to say it just

the same. I never could see why people go into

the field of working with other people unless they
love people. And I am going to tell you tonight,

because I say it all over New Jersey, and I am
going to start saying it again

— the thing that

grieves me most in emergency relief is the fact

that there are still a number of people who are

supposed to be trained workers that treat these

people on relief as if they were numbers on a
relief roll.

You know the poet says, "The gift without the

giver is bare." I say to you, "Relief without an

utterly sincere and human loving touch can never

be anything but a hand out." And so in your work,
the richest gift you have to give these people
that come within your circle is something of your-

self, something of understanding, and sympathy,
and kindness, hope and faith.

Leaders Should Study Constantly

Then may I suggest that if you and I set our-

selves to be teachers of life, we have got to know

something about the matter ourselves, and that

If you and I set ourselves to be teach-

ers of life, we have got to know some-

thing about the matter ourselves, and
that means that we have got to be con-

stantly studying. It is a vocation that

calls for self-discipline; it calls for self-

sacrifice; and it calls for continual

means that we have got to

be constantly studying. It is

a vocation that calls for self-

discipline; it calls for self-

sacrifice ;
and it calls for

continual growth on our

part.

Then let me say to you,

"I like this Association," and I will tell you why.

I never found anybody yet in it that seemed to

have a title. If they have, I have forgotten. They
are all just regular people and they didn't send

me any engraved cards and they weren't profes-

sors in the science of living, or the science of

soft ball, or the science of golf or anything else—
they were just people.

Now not long ago one of the students came to

me and said, "Dr. Henry Van Dyke is going to

deliver his last lecture in English." I said, "That

is fine. I am delighted you told me." Dr. Van

Dyke was a dear friend of mine, I had him as a

teacher when I was an undergraduate. I said, "I

am going to go over and hear him deliver his last

lecture to a class of Princeton undergraduates."

I went over, and wended my way along the

familiar paths and I sat in the same room that I

sat in as an undergraduate.

When the lecture was over, Dr. Van Dyke
closed the little black book that he used to refer

to. He was one of those artists like our chairman
—he seemed to talk and yet he could look at his

manuscript at the same time and it didn't impede
his progress as it would mine. And he looked at

these boys in front of him and he said, "I have

got one request to make of you—when I leave

this room, don't think of me as a professor of

literature but just think of me as a teacher of

reading."

You know, the other night somebody asked

about education—you people have come from all

over the country; you have seen cuts in educa-

tional budgets
—and I said, "America has never

suffered from too much education, but we have

spent too much money on buildings and too little

money on teachers."

This country needs some people that are just

willing to be called teachers. We could do with

a lot more teachers and a lot less title-conscious

professors
—and I am not against professors but

I am against title-conscious professors
—and I

hope that this recreation association retains just

that same simplicity and charm in this broader field

that you have set for yourselves as you have in
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the past, because you have touched the popular

imagination
—and I know, because I sit in one of

the capitals of the state and the popular imagina-

tion filters through any state capital.

I must say just one word for my friends, the

unemployed in New Jersey, because they are in

the same plight as the unemployed all over the

country. The other evening I was making a speech

and when I got through I foolishly asked for

questions, and there was a man in the back of the

room who got up and said, "Mr. Colt, I would

like to ask you a question."

I said, "Go ahead."

He said, "Would you like to know how to run

relief?" The audience laughed and so did I and

I said, "Yes, I have been trying to for a year and

a half."

"Well." he said, "I will tell you how to run

relief. If for every family on relief you had

another family that wasn't on relief that would

befriend that family, not give them anything but

just befriend them, you would change the com-

plexion of relief in New Jersey over night."

Relief, A Problem of Neighborliness

And you know, that man is right, because this

relief problem impinges on the life of every single

individual citizen in this country, because in the

last analysis, it is simply a problem of neighbor-

liness. If your friends and my friends and your

neighbors and mine, who through no fault of their

own have been without work, some for months

and others for years, could have that encourage-

ment and that warmth and feeling of still belong-

ing that come so vividly and so

reassuringly from actual human

contact, we could change the

complexion of relief in this

country over night.

The other day I was reading

one of those beautiful sermons

by Dr. Bowie of New York

City and I came across this

passage. He said, "The new,

the alien, the unimpressive
—

do we not instinctively turn our

backs on these?"

As I read those two sentences,

I thought of these relief people.

You know, they are new; they

arc not the old poor; they arc

not the chronic poor; they arc

Buy Christmas Seals

Help Fight Tuberculosis

men and women as you and I. And just because

they are new and are like us, paradoxically as

it may sound, they seem to us to be alien. W'e

don't know what to do with them ; we don't know

how to classify them ; we misunderstand them.

And then, if we see them individually, one by

one, after they have been out of work for months

or years, they do seem unimpressive. I want to

tell you, ladies and gentlemen, that this country

is facing in this year the most serious crisis that

we have faced and I will tell you why.
For two months before I went away on my

vacation 1 did little else except to meet with

delegations of unemployed from all over the state

of New Jersey and this was the insistent note

that was reiterated to me again and again in those

interviews: "Mr. Colt, we don't want to become

radicals; we don't want to join the ranks of the

enemies of organized society; but will you answer

us one question? Why is it that those people are

the only people that seem to have time to talk

with us?"

Well, I could have answered their questions

but I didn't dare. The reason that the radicals are

the only people who have time to talk with them

is because we are so busy trying to do something
for them that we haven't got time to help them.

And so I make a plea to you good people to-

night, that wherever you help in this country, in

this relief work, in our leisure time activity, that

you take the time to really let these people talk

to you, and more than that, that you tell us where

we are failing with these people.

Now Mr. Chairman, I have just one wish for

this Association as I close. Like

Mrs. Roosevelt, I hope that you
will always be guided by the

broadest and the loftiest con-

ception of your mission. You

know, too many people in the

United States think of you

simply as an association inter-

ested in physical recreation. But

it seems to me that anybody

reading the tenets of your or-

ganization and ,contemplating
the moving theme of this Con-

gress, "Life more abundant,"

will be convinced that you have

a much broader function. I

hope to see, and that you may
(ConlinHfd on pagt 406)



The Christmas Play for Everyone

OF
ALL THE holidays there is none that draws

children and adults together so closely as

Christmas when people of all ages meet in

services, festivals and other occasions traditional

of the season. In many communities the Christ-

mas play has become an important event, fully

as much a part of the season's activities as St.

Nicholas himself. Christmas plays in which chil-

dren and adults take part seem especially appro-

priate since any audience is at this time bound to

be made up of the entire family.

The play in which the child plays with his

grown-up friends has a very special value for him.

As he interprets the part of a child of his own

age, the little actor finds himself at ease and able

to contribute his own gifts of grace and talent in

the true spirit of the season. He learns to sub-

ordinate himself to the play as a whole so that

the beautiful thought which it expresses may not

be marred by the slightest display of "show off."

Adults in charge of the production should guard

against unnecessarily featuring the child actors or

exploiting their lovely, natural gifts. The little

players should understand that, no matter how
small tjieir parts, they can bring distinction to the

play through sincere work. The small extra in

the role of a carol singer may contribute great

beauty to a scene by his apparent absorption in the

character of another child—perhaps a carol singer

of another time, another country
—whose person-

ality the player has captured and faithfully re-

produced.

Among the plays for Christmas which fulfill the

threefold purpose of pleasing the adult players,

giving children opportunities for playing -within

their own sphere, and delighting an audience com-

posed of all ages is The Toymaker's Doll. This

play tells the story of old Franz Brock, a toy-

maker who has been beloved of the children of

his village for many years. It has always been

Franz' custom to throw open his shop on Christ-

mas Eve to the poor children and to give away
whatever toys remain unsold upon his shelves.

But Franz has made a marvelous invention—he

has learned to make wonderful walking dolls,

dolls that march, waltz and curtsey to delightful

tinkling tunes.

News of his dolls has spread throughout the

land and as the play begins Franz finds himself

becoming a wealthy man. Sudden riches have

turned the simple toymaker's head and he has

grown into a harsh, greedy man. He drives the

children from his shop and even refuses to give

a broken toy to a poor woman whose child is ill.

His wife, Minna, and

Hilda, his granddaughter,

beg him to be his old

self, but Franz, lost in

his dreams of becoming

toymaker to the children

of royalty, is impatient

with them. When a mys-
terious woman comes to

his shop and warns him

that before Christmas
Eve is over he will gladly

A scene from "The Toy-
maker's Doll" as present-
ed by a group of Nafional

Recreation Association

workers, Christmas 1933.
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give away everything he owns, he scoffs at the

prophecy. The burgomaster comes for the dolls

he has ordered and Franz gleefully demonstrates

a soldier, a shepherdess and a dancing doll for the

amazed customer.

When the man has left, Franz sits gloating

over the gold that has been paid him. Suddenly
a messenger in rich attire appears and Franz'

dream comes true—the prince has sent for a doll.

But just as Franz realizes to his dismay that his

last doll has been sold to the burgomaster, Minna's

screams of terror are heard and Hilda enters, be-

witched into a walking doll. The old couple are

terrified as the messenger, believing Hilda to be a

real doll, insists upon purchasing her. The spell

is lifted when Franz remembers the words of the

mysterious visitor and a group of children, sing-

ing carols as they pass the shop, are summoned in

to receive their toys as in other years. Frantically

Grandfather F'ranz gives away his toys, and at

last Hilda is released from the spell and joins the

children in their merrymaking. The play ends

with the grateful toymaker's admission that he

would rather have the happy children about him
than any amount of wealth.

The setting for this play is attractive and need

not be expensive. Tinsel and light-weight tovs

hung on a plain dark curtain, the toymaker's work
table on which a row of wooden soldiers stand,

with groups of dolls, drums, etc., on the floor, are

sufficient to create the atmo.sphere of a toy shop.
A few families can contribute enough properties.
Since the play tells a story laid in another cen-

tury, toys of a distinctly modem nature would be

out of place.

Another simple and lovely play is The Wood-
cutler's Christmas. The scene is a simple wood-
land cottage interior. .As the play opens, the wood-
cutter's children are eagerly awaiting his return

from the town where they hope he has gone to

buy their Christmas gifts. They chatter of the

special gifts that each would like to find on Christ-

mas morning and can scarcely listen to their

mother's fears that sonie harm might befall him
on his journey through the forest.

When he finally enters, they see at once that the

strange bundle in his arms cannot fiossibly repre-
sent the desired gifts and there is a moment of

bitter disap{H)intmenl. Then the wo<Klcutfer .shows

them what he has. It is a Iraby that he lias found
deserted in the forest. He asks his children to

accept it instead of the gifts which he is too poor
to provide. The children rally and sotm lose their

disappointment in planning to share their own
scant belongings with the little one. As the scene

ends they are all happy in making their little,

gracious sacrifices.

The next morning when the children come to

greet the baby they find him gone. But the rude

cradle where he lay is filled to overflowing with

all the gifts of which they had dreamed. As the

awed family gather atxjut it, they realize that the

stranger they had sheltered was the Christ Child

and that their loving care has been rewarded by

the miraculous gifts.

The simple scene may be set against a plain

curtain with only a few pieces of rude furniture.

Bright peasant costumes and the use of colored

lights add to the attractiveness of the play which,

in its utter simplicity, carries the Christmas mes-

sage effectively and beautifully.

There are many other channing Christmas plays

for children and adults to give together. H the

play is to be used as part of a church service, the

following are suggested as especially appropriate

for this purpose :

No Room at Ike Inn by Esther Olson. Two men, one

woman, one child. .\ lamp made by a little g\r\ of

Bethlehem lights the stable where the Christ Child lies.

Walter H. Baker Company, 178 Tremont Street, Boston,

Mass. 35*.

The Transfipiiralion of Ike Gifts by Frances Ca\-anah.

Eight adults, five children, a choir, .^n imaginative in-

terpretation of the Christmas story, where the humble

gifts of little children are turned to beauty because of

their love for the Christ Child. The Womans Press. 600

Lexington .Avenue, New York City. 50<.

The Spirit of Ckristmas by Grace Craig. Nine adults,

seven children. When the Christmas Spirit appears, boys

and girls learn the real meaning of the story they have

heard many times. Tableaux of the wise men. the

shepherds and the Nativity. Womans Press. SO*.

Royalty $2.00.

If the occasion is solely one of entertainment

but if some si)iritual significance is desire<l, the

following titles provide interesting material. The
first two plays have already been described.

Tkf Toymaker's Doll hy Marion Holhrook. Six adults,

four children and extra.s. The Dramatic Puttlishing Com-

pany, 59 Ea^t \'an Buren Street. Chicago. 35<.

Tke VVoodeutler's Ckristmas by Linwood Taft. Two
adults, five children. Three short acts. The Eldridgc

Entertainment Mouiie. Franklin. Ohio. 25*.

Yulrlide Wakes. Y.letide Breaks by Dorothy Gladys

Spicer. .\ Christmas revel in which eleven nationalities

are represented. This is designed to afford a full evening's

entertainment. In addition to the episodes dealing directly

with the individual national groups, there is a program

(Continued on fage 408)



Summaries of

Discussion Group Meetings at the

Recreation Congress

Eight minufe reports of the section meetings at the Recreation

Congress were presented to the entire group each day in order
that all the delegates might have the benefit of the information

presented at and the ideas developed in these discussion

meetings. As at previous Congresses, these summary reports
were greatly appreciated and proved a most valuable feature.

Problems in Recreation Program Building in the

Creative Arts and Crafts

By Mrs. Eugene Meyer
Chairman, Westchester County Recreation Comntission

White Plains, New York

I

AM glad to report that the meeting on arts and

crafts was an excellent one. The discussions

were almost all short, constructive and to the

point. It was evident that the people who are

working in this field had come to the conference

well prepared.

One very interesting point of debate centered

on the use of materials. Some of the members

complained that inadequate budgets made it im-

possible for them to purchase good materials and

therefore the progress of an art program was

impeded. At once a group of workers who came

mostly from the country insisted that fine, honest

materials, native materials, were always at hand

for anyone who had the ingenuity to appreciate

them. They pointed out that clay could always
be found for modeling, that willow could be used

for basketry, that factory remnants made excel-

lent hooked rugs, that reeds could be made into

flutes, and so on. In other words, any natural

material is usually beautiful and not the materials

but the way in which they are used is the im-

portant point. Skill, in short, is more important
in the development of an art program than a

budget.

It was the consensus of the meeting that the

thing taught is not as important as the method of

teaching. Unless the teaching methods are right,

the pupils will be more inhibited and stultified

than developed. Why is there in America such a

widespread contempt for the arts? For those of

us who come from the average, typical American

small town or rural community must admit that

most of our citizens go their way through Hfe

without having seen or heard a genuine work of

artistic genius and without caring very much
whether they do or not. Why is this so? Chiefly

because our early training in the public schools

was such that the arts and crafts were made to

seem negligible. What is worse, many of us can

remember attempts at the teaching of music or

drawing which only increased our contempt for

those modes of expression. Our reading, writing
and arithmetic were in the hands of trained people
whose knowledge we instinctively respected but

such teaching in the arts as was given us was so

banal, so obviously amateurish in method and

purpose that our contempt for these lessons was

just as instincfively transferred to the arts

themselves.

Thus by and large we Americans are not only
an uncultured people ; we are in vast numbers

definitely anti-cultural, if by culture we imply

respect and appreciation of the highest efforts

of the human mind.

Nevertheless many of our citizens carry about

with them a secret yearning for things spiritual,

and for a greater understanding of the beauty and

significance of the arts. These people in vast

numbers can be tempted to express in pottery,
in painting, or in the lesser crafts, some of the

emotional forces with which life cannot fail to

endow them.

Do you ever take time to read the personal
columns in our newspapers or even in our most
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high-brow literary magazines ? What is the burden

of these letters? "I am lonely. What shall I do?"

These people usually think that they are in need

of a vast army of friends. What they really need

is to get acquainted with themselves. The person

who has once put forth every effort of which he

is capable in helping to produce a play or dance,

in singing with many others some fine choral

work, or playing an instrument either by himself

or in groups can never again feel entirely lonely.

The opportunity which the recreation movement

has in the development of a love of the arts is

boundless. It is, indeed, more than an opportunity.

It is a challenge and a responsibility which we

cannot avoid.

As I spoke harshly of the kind of art teaching

which has been done in the public schools, I

should add that the improvement in art instruc-

tion, particularly in the public schools of the big

cities, has been very marked. The most modern

of the private schools have contributed a consider-

able influence and our colleges have also widened

their curriculums in this respect. What is probably

the most promising omen is the fact that manv
informal groups have sprung up throughout the

country who are practicing the arts for the sheer

love of it without any professional ambitions or

purposes.

But let me emphasize once more the importance
of teaching methods in the arts. The whole object

of such endeavors is to free the intuitive forces

of the individual to build up the imagination, as

Lorado Taft said, and never to discourage him by

demanding an impossible degree of skill. At the

same time the teacher's influence must be all on

the side of honesty and sincerity, eliminating

especially all the meretricious short cuts that

produce a showy but superficial effect. There

must l)c no undue emphasis on the merit of the

product except as it is related to the progress of

the individual worker. Whether one of the child-

ren models an awkward chicken or one of the

advanced pupils turns out a genuine work of art,

the joy involved is exactly the same in quality

and in intensity and it is this creative joy which is

the essential factor.

In other words, whether people paint well or

badly does not matter. \\ hat matters is the effect

of creative effort upon the individual. The spirit

needs exercise ju.st as definitely as the muscles.

The recreation movement, if it is to be what its

name implies, must afford just as many oppor-

tunities for the refreshment of the mind and the

spirit as for the development of the body.

In Westchester we emphasize the arts because

the athletic and play side of the program takes

care of itself. The organization of an outdoor

program is a routine matter by this time with all

of us. But the recreational approach to the arts

has a big contribution to make to the whole

problem of education. If all people, regardless of

talent, are encouraged to e.xpress themselves freely

whether in painting, sculpture, or in craftmanship
of some sort, they will find a new integration, a

new freedom, a new respect for self such as

comprise the very foundation of human happiness.

We are not trying to produce great works of

art, though we believe that even these will emerge
from such a movement. We are trying to make

good citizens who will find their lives enriched

through creative effort and through an apprecia-

tion of what others have produced in the cultural

field. With such an object in view, the pursuit of

the arts is just as important and probably more

important as a leisure time pursuit than either

sports or games.

What Special Service Can the Recreafion Movemenf
Render fo Youth Just Graduating from High

School and College Who Are Unable

To Find Employment?

By Kenneth Holland
Netv England Supennsor of Education in C. C. C.

Boston, Mass.

IN

the first place, we decided that the recreation

movement could call the attention of the people

of the United States to the vast extent of this

problem. The numl:)er of these young graduates
are many—last June approximately a million

young people graduated from high schools and

approximately a hundred and forty thou.iand

graduated from colleges and universities. In the

last four years there were approximately four

million seven hundred thousand of these young

graduates. Thousands of these young people of

that age have left college and joined the ranks of

the unemployed—that sea of despair.

We must not only consider the conditions of

these young people today but we must consider

what their conditions will be ten or fifteen years

from today. It is in these graduates tliat the

United States has made the greatest investment.

Society has made the greatest sacrifice for these

young people and we must hr1j> preserve them

in this time of crisis.
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Consequently, we decided that while the leisure

time activities are important for these young

people, the first thing of importance is the obtain-

ing of a job. In other words, that while we can

tide over these young people in this time of crisis

we must call the attention of the people of the

United States to the fact that some provision must

be made whereby these young people can be ab-

sorbed into the work-a-day world.

The recreation movement must not seem to

leach these young people that their life is to be

play ;
it must not seem to drug these young people

into satisfaction ; the recreation movement should

stimulate the thought process as well as their

muscles and creative powers. It can also be of

great assistance in providing activities which will

tide them over this time of depression, at the same

time teaching them ways of using their leisure

time after they are absorbed into the normal

work-a-day world.

In the opinion of some of the people of this

group, it was not the recreation movement's place

to set up discussion groups so that these young

people could better understand our general social

and economic program. However, at least we

agreed that if it was not the responsibility of the

recreation movement to set up such discussion

groups, recreation leaders should be sympathetic-

ally aware of the need for these young people to

discuss the current social and economic problems
so that they would better understand what changes
must be made.

In the third place, we decided that if we are to

develop the program for these young people we
must recognize that they know what they want,

and that it is necessary and desirable in setting

up any kind of a program to make them feel that

they are helping to organize this program. In

Missouri a plan had been set up without consult-

ing the people whom it was to help and it fell apart

as soon as the C.W.A. fund was withdrawn. The

programs were unable to

continue after this support

was withdrawn.

We believe that the inter-

ests of these youths will be

wide and varied and that any

program set up for them

should provide opportunities

to start anywhere in the

whole great land of leisure

time.

"This great body of youth is intrusted

to us. It is our responsibility. We dare

not break our contract with it. We dare

not leave it untrained for what it has

to face. These boys and girls will be

men and women. Nothing can possibly

prevent their influence from molding
the future of the country. They are

placed in our hands for safe keeping."— Newton D. Baker, Chairman,
Mobilization for Human Needs.

Some of the examples cited were very interest-

ing, one in particular of the park department in

Chicago which organized a model motor boat

making program for young fellows between the

ages of sixteen and twenty-one; they are now

making complicated and successful tiny engines

and are developing an interest in the whole process

which may eventually develop into occupations

for them. In other words, they may become so

interested in this program and so enlightened that

they can join the ranks of those like Dr. Finley

who spend their work time in that field in which

they are most interested.

In the fourth place, this group decided that any
movement set up for young people should enlist

those young people in leadership campaigns. These

are the future leaders of the United States. They
are the young people we have made the greatest

sacrifice for and we must give them an oppor-

tunity to develop their own leaders.

Practice shows that while young people wish

to participate in the organization of these activi-

ties they desire and welcome suggestions and help

from adults of more experience. It was also

pointed out that in picking out the adult com-

mittee, care should be given to select the

outstanding leaders of the community. These

organizations should grow out of the local

community.

In the fifth place, we believe that initiative and

imagination will discover the facilities necessary

for the conduct of these leisure time activities.

In the sixth place, we decided that while recrea-

tion must meet this question, at the same time

there must be a change in our educational instruc-

tion which will insure the next generation better

plans and training for their leisure. Dr. Finley

said on Monday night that education should teach

the righteousness of leisure. The recreation move-

ment must assist in education

so that it will provide for the

constant practice of the con-

structive use of leisure time.

We did decide finally that

the recreation rhovement

must assist these young

people, because as Disraeli

has said, "The youth of the

world are the trustees of

posterity."
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What Can Be Done fo Secure A Beffer

Understanding of the National and

Local Recreation Movement?

By Curtis P. Fields

Chairman, Recreation Board, Greenwich, Connecticut

RECREATION

must concern itself with public

relations. Whether we wish it or not, we
must give careful heed to the type and

quality of our publicity, \^'hether our work is

supported by voluntary contributions or from tax

funds, we are obliged to tell what we are doing
with the money other people provide us. If we
don't tell our story, our playground and other

facilities will not be adequately used and the

funds may be cut ofT at anv time; if we tell it

crudely, carelessly, people will pass our publicity

by with a shrug and with scarcely veiled irrita-

tion at having their time and money wasted.

Our story may be told in many ways but most

often the medium is the pri.ited word. Here the

infant is right back on our own doorr-tep, for we
seldom can depend upon others. However

friendly our relations with our local press, how-

ever ready they are to cooperate with us—for the

most effective material, month after month, we
must look to our own creative efforts. We who
know most alx)ut what we are doing, we, our-

selves, must tell our own story. The question,

then, is —how?
The publicity problem of a recreation move-

ment, whether local or national, may be summed

up in the phrase. "Getting it across the footlights."

It is essentially a question of dramatization.

We must pick out the really imjxjrtant highlights

and prestnt them in a manner that will appeal
—

not to ourselves—but to our readers; we must

present them picturesquely, briefly, tersely.

f)f course, in prc|)aring our publicity we are not

attempting to write literary masterpieces that will

live for generations; but the fundamental ques-
tion of catching and holding the reader's interest

is the same. Imagine what "The Merchant of

\'enice" would have Ijeen like had Shakespeare

sj)cnt much time re|K)rting how often Shylock
visited the Rialto each week or what Portia spent
for her Sunday dinner. In the hands of an artist

these things could be made interesting, to be sure,

but they were not the highlights. Far better

material was at hand.

Playing, like eating and sleeping, is a funda-

mental instinct; hut in print it is likely to sound

dull and uninteresting unless it is treated with

skill.

Yet, what an opportunity the subject affords!

Things that concern children, adolescents and

youths make the strongest kind of appeal to

adults. We have evidence of that fact all around

us in costly advertising designed to sell things to

adults. Make no mistake about it; manufacturers

and distributors would not spend their hard-

earned money on that kind of advertising unless

they were sure it paid its freight.

And that same appeal is one of our chief

stocks-in-trade. Our work is largely concerned

with children and adolescents. There is a wealth

of material, too, in what we are doing to help
conserve morale among adults. Rut in the hurry
and press of everyday life we are likely

—unless

we guard against the temptation—to overlook

the rich human interest of our recreation work
and to let our publicity become uninspired, dull,

drab, full of commonplaces and read only by
those of us who are already fully persuaded.

Yes. it is simply a question of selection and of

dramatization, but dramatization is not simple.

It requires the hardest kind of work—and that

is, constructive thinking. But it pays generous
dividends. This does not imply melodrama, or

undignified horse-play. It doesn't mean fancy or

artificial writing, or sentimentalism ; it doesn't

suggest using such banalities as "tiny tots," or

"palpitating hearts." The dramatic touch should

be like the works of a watch. You don't see them

unless you search for them, but they make the

watch go ; they make the watch worth looking at.

A good publicity article tells the whole story

in the first .sentence or two, but does it in such

a manner that the reader keeps on because his

interest has been aroused. In these days of head-

line readers who skim the news in liasty glances,

a two fold test is:

First, did that sentence I just wrote make the

reader want to know what follows?

Second, if he stops with that sentence, have I

got my story across?

This has been justly called a picture age. But

how many of us have stopped to consider how

unspeakably dull a picture can l)e? By all means

let us use pictures as freely as may be in telling

our story, but as we love our work and its future

let us select carefully the pictures we inflict upon
a long-suffering public. The mere fact of Ix-ing

pictures does not and cannot make them appealing.
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There are many other

ways, too, of telling our

story besides the printed

word and pictures. Personal

talks before large and small

groups are one of the most

effective of all—with the big

qualification in capital letters

that they must be interesting.

Spare your community long

and dull speeches, fill their

ears with interesting stories

of your work, and they will

rise up to call you blessed,

and eventually vote you larger appropriations.

In every community there may be men and

women with speeches to make from time to time,

who will be grateful for a little help in the way
of living, dramatic material about recreational

work and activities. Each member of your board

and of your advisory committee should be a sort

of walking delegate, ready at the drop of a hat

to talk interestingly, sincerely and convincingly

about the work, its accomplishments, and its op-

portunities.

Let's not make the mistake of believing that

only prominent people can provide us with news.

From the humblest home in your community may
come a story that will set your whole city ablaze

with interest in your work and in what you are

trying to do.

"Seeing is believing," says an old adage. En-

courage your City Fathers to visit your activities.

Try to get the leaders of each section of the com-

munity to investigate for themselves. Persuade

the chronic kicker to serve as chairman of one

of your big evening events, and he will soon be a

booster. Organized "Come and See Trips" are

grand institutions—a regular feature in some

communities.

What Men and Women Want To Do

In Their Free Time

By Sidney TfiLi^ER

Executive Director, Irene Kaufmann Settlement,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

THK
discussion of "What Men and Women

Want to Do in Their Free Time" resulted in

a sort of testimonial meeting. The first

speaker was Mr. Robert B. Hudson of Radburn,

New Jersey, who stated that surveys of his town

showed that ninety-seven per cent of the adults

"People may for a time spend their new

and perhaps unwelcome leisure in sleep,

at the movies or in driving back and

forth on the crowded highways, catching

glimpses of the countryside between the

billboards. It is inconceivable, however,

that these forms of entertainment will

long satisfy our population. They will

demand and are demanding some kind

of occupation which will assist them to

a more varied, stimulating, and import-

ant brand of activity."
— Robert M.

Hutchins, President, University of Chi-

cago, In address before the National

Education Association, June, 1934.

in his town participated in

the recreation programs.

Fifty-five per cent of the

men insisted on physical rec-

reation activities ;
the greatest

number of women were in

or wanted educational activi-

ties. The other general

groups of activities were

called citizenship and relig-

ious activities.

He said that the success

of the program was due to

the fact that it was not im-

posed but was what the people desired or ex-

pressed, and also to the fact leadership was

supplied no matter how 'small the group was. He
stated also that the program was flexible and did

not have to be carried through the entire season.

Adults will do what other adults do, either from

a sense of duty, inspiration or imitation. He said,

'Let small groups start; others will join."

The next speaker was Miss Jeanne Barnes of

Morgantown, West Virginia, who presented a

rural point of view. She stated that rural West

Virginia in the vicinity of Morgantown has a

background of mining and agriculture and the

people living there are very socially minded.

They have much native music and the outstanding

events were fall and spring festivals in which

persons from six years to eighty-six compete.

They have family reunions, which are big affairs

and the county fairs are the outstanding com-

munity events. They have to fight church op]iosi-

tion to having square dances in the school build-

ings, especially if they are in the vicinity of a

cemetery.

She stated that the farmers enjoy most the

county fairs where the men and women can ex-

hibit products from the farm and their handcraft.

The miners like best safety demonstrations and

demonstrations of first aid teams in local and

county competition. As to entertainments, local

talent draws better crowds then imported talent

from the city. Play days in various parts of the

county are increasing the activities and also the

number of participants.

The next speaker was J. J. Syme of Hamilton,

Ontario, which is an industrial city of one hundred

and sixty-five thousand people. He stated that

athletics are the greatest interest of both single

men and women in their free time. Single men
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like soccer especially. In one year participation

in this sport increased from eighteen persons to

more than five hundred. Married people want

self-governed "clubs" where they can develop

their own programs, and find hidden talent within

their own group.

He asked us the question: "What would you

do and what would your staffs do in your own

leisure or free time?"

The next speaker, George A. Lundberg of New
York City, reported on a study of Westchester

County. He said that what people do with their

leisure depends on the conditions under which

they live. What they would like to do depends on

money and time.

In the study, members of Parent Teacher

Associations were asked" the question, "If you
had $1000 what would you do?" Fifty-three per

cent of those who replied would engage in more

outdoor sports, twenty-six per cent in more com-

mercial entertainment and ten per cent would

engage in travel. The rest were scattered. A
second question asked this group was, "If you had

two hours more a day of free time, what wou)d

you do with it?" The result was that forty per

cent said they would spend it in reading; twenty-

two per cent would spend it in sports and twenty-

six per cent in creative activities. Mr. Lundberg

suggested that we try these questions on ourselves.

In his opinion most people do not have clearly

formulated ideas as to what they would like to

do. They have cravings, feelings, tensions but

not definite plans. Leaders should lead. There is

too much letting people do what they think that

they want to do which is bad for the individual

and the group. Most people not only need to be

told or directed but they want to be told. The

recreation leader or department should determine

what is desirable recreation or use of leisure time,

and then lead the people into these activities.

The next speaker, W. Duncan Russell of

Boston, referred to the opinion that there is a

danger in more leisure since more and more leisure

makes for less and less energy. This theory or

tendency should be seriously considered and

fought against. In his opinion adults want to ')e

treated as adults. We must follow a course be-

tween the paternalistic which wants to make use

of every minute of free time the way we want it

used and the other extreme that what people do

is none of our business.

'

I would like to take this opportunity of calling

your attention to a study which the National

Recreation Association has made, the title of

which is "The Leisure Hours of Five Thousand

People." The outstanding facts which the study

revealed may be briefly summarized as follows:

1. The home is the center for a large and in-

creasing percentage of leisure time activity for

large numbers of people.

2. The average number of activities taken part

in outside the home, especially often, is relatively

small and did not increase during the past year.

3. To a considerable degree leisure time activity

at the present time is largely determined by low

cost and availability rather than by the real desires

of the people.

4. The expressed desires of a large number of

individuals can be realized only as opportunities

are made available through community provision

for them.

5. The limited evidence available indicates that

people working comparatively short hours but

with reasonable security are utilizing their leisure

increasingly in a wider range of varied activities

than are people of any other employment status.

6. Age, sex and marital status are factors

which have a considerable and varying influence

uf)on people's leisure time activities and desires.

Note: Copies of "The Leisure Hours of 5,000

People" are available from the Association,

price $1.00.

Keeping Alive Through Drama

Bv Dr. Milton Smith

Trackers College, Columbia Unhfrsily

AVu- York, N. y.

THE
discussion of our subject, under the inspir-

ing and firm guidance of our chairman,

Garence A. Perry of the Russell Sage Found-

ation, was most enthusiastic and helpful. The

suggested questions in the program were quite

rigorously and wisely adhered to and most of

them seemed to have been answered to the satis-

faction of the majority of us.

The first question, whether or not amateur

drama has suffered during the depression, was

first considered and the general impression seemed

to be that while it may have suffered, it has not

decreased. In fact, the depression, with its result-

ing idleness and enforced leisure and mental

slump, has seemed to increase the demands.

.\mateur dramatics have a real morale sustaining
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value. Evidence to this effect was offered by Mrs.

Elizabeth Peeples of Washington, our first

speaker, and by delegates from many cities and

villages throughout the country. There seem to be

hundreds or thousands of performers and thous-

ands or tens of thousands of auditors. Dramatics

have been and are being used widely by welfare

bureaus, recreation departments, playgrounds,

church and school centers, and so on.

Our second speaker. Miss Ruth Swezey of

Wilkes-Barre, advocated the drama tournament

as a method of bringing new groups into the

movement and as a possibility of encouragement
for less well-organized groups. It seemed to be a

general opinion that tournaments have a possibility

of great publicity value, offer opportunities for

the development of leadership and give chances

for the expression of interests that might other-

wise not exist. Tournaments are sometimes held

in towns, sometimes in rural communities, or

sometimes they may cover the entire state. The

point was made by several delegates that the

tournament was only a means to an end, to interest

more and more people in drama as a means of

recreation. The point was several times made that

we make the attempt to get beyond tournaments,

dropping when possible the sometimes objection-

able contest and award elements, and holding

festivals instead, festivals where people who love

the theatre and the practice of it may come to-

gether to show each other what they have done,

without competition, and to compare notes, to

demonstrate, to study, and to increase their tech-

nical information and profi-

ciency. Festivals of this sort

have already replaced tourna-

ments in Philadelphia, in

Westchester County, New
York, and in other places.

The point was several times

emphasized that tournaments

have greatest value for the

participants only when they

lead on to further study and

efficiency, and the implica-

tion seemed to be clear that

they may be bad if they result

in disappointment or a feel-

ing of inferiority.

L. R. Harrill of Raleigh,

North Carolina, thought that

the value of short institutes.

An unusually colorful drama exhibit at-

tracted nnuch attention and comment at

the Congress this year. Examples of

theatre craft on display were a collec-

tion of masks made by Charles Wells

of the National Recreation Association

and a model stage, the work of George
H. Williams of the Theatre Work Shop
of the Works Division, Department of

Public Welfare, New York City. The

stage model was a miniature replica of

a set used in the production of

"Wappin' Worf" which was produced
on a movable stage in New York City

parks last summer. The use of colored

lights thrown on the inexpensive mate-

rials which draped the booth was a

practical as well as an arresting feature

of the exhibit. Collections of plays
and production books, conveniently ar-

ranged, were in continual use through-
out the Congress.

the next question we considered, depended on

both the instructor and the pupils, but the point

was made by him and by others that the true

value of these short dramatic institutes was rarely

perceptible immediately, but that the result of

the seed thus sown, if the seed is good and the

ground not too barren— and perhaps slightly

watered by the rains of favorable chance—often

sprang up in good dramatic fruit months, or even

years, later.

At this point, as always, the question of royalty

suddenly thrust its ugly head on the scene, and

was briefly discussed—probably too briefly for

those to whom it is still a pain, and at too great

length for those to whom it has become a bore.

Since nothing can or perhaps should be done

about it, the obvious answer seems to be either

to find plays on which royalty is not demanded or

to work out some method of paying it. Mr.

Kirkham of Salt Lake City, however, made a sug-

gestion, new to many of us, of the possibility of

paying royalty wholesale or buying the rights to

certain plays for a certain definite group for a

stated period of time. Perhaps this possibility

should be discussed, especially in organizations

covering wide territories, although there are

obvious objections to such a scheme in many
situations.

Miss Hester Proctor of San Francisco, in

introducing the discussion on children's plays,

suggested that there should probably be no formal

plays before the age of lo or 12 and that children's

plays should not be too elaborately costumed. The
discussion on this point as to

the age of beginning formal

dramatic work with children

seemed to arouse much inter-

est and some heat. It seems

to me that perhaps some of

the difficulty resulted from a

lack of definition, and a re-

sulting confusion between

playing and the presenting of

plays. The formal presenting
of a play demands a maturity—the ability to read, a cer-

tain recognition of form, and

so forth, which does not

occur until children are 10

or 12, but they are certainly

never too young to play.

With the beginning of
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formal dramatics, which is marked, I believe, by
the study of a definite, previously written script,

in the attempt to bring it to life on the stage
—

whether that stage be one end of a school room,

or a Ford truck, or a Broadway playhouse
—we

are beginning to practice the art of the theatre;

and it is this great eternal art with its synthesis

of all the other arts and crafts—such as literary

composition, acting, directing, designing, painting,

dressmaking, carpentry
—that gives the study and

practice of the theatre such widespread interest

and that makes many of us so enthusiastic about

it as an instrument of culture and recreation.

In conclusion, if a summarizer may summarize

his summarj', the underlying note of our meeting

was hopefulness and progress, and it was very

inspiring to learn of the many interesting ways
the theatre is being used.

If I Had Full Power fo Represent +fie People of the

City in Which I Live and a Measure of

Financial Freedom in Helping Them

Toward Abundant Living What
Would I Do?

By Dawxd Cushman Coyle

Consultinfi F^nqincer

New York, N. Y.

TWO
phases of the subject were discussed in

the meeting; one relating to technique, the

other to attitudes. It appears that the subject

was understood to mean, "What would I do if I

had a chance ?"

.Apparently there was general agreement that

the leaders of recreation should call in, so far as

they can, the advice and the help of the people

themselves, particularly the unemployed- -the

people who are going to be re-created—to find

out by surveys what they are now doing, what

kinds of things they are attempting to do with

such facilities as there are, what are their desires

in regard to opportunities for recreational and

educational activities of all kinds.

From a survey you can get an idea of what the

tastes of the people are, and from the people
—

now that there are so many unemployed, and so

many of them have nothing to occupy their minds

with except worry—you can get a considerable

number of leaders who are capable of doing large

quantities of work, and for nothing.

The people bring forward leadership if they

are given an opportunity. All they need then is a

certain amount of facilities and supervision to

see to it that the kinds of things they want to do

are done under such conditions as bring about an

improvement in their cultural level—improvement
in their opportunities ; that the people who come

up for leadership shall be coordinated ; that per-

sonal and organizational jealousies shall be

smoothed out, so far as possible, and the whole

movement allowed to go ahead without unneces-

sary confusion.

The point was brought out that the young people

of the community are the people who hold the

future, and that there are ten millions of them

who are neither in college nor employed
—who

have nothing to do—who can be gotten to do com-

munity work as volunteers to help clean up the

town.

So far as the technique of handling recreation

was concerned, all that this topic led the people

into was a general statement of how they would

like to run a recreation program. \^ery little was

contributed here that I imagine hasn't been said in

your other meetings, but this question about the

young people brought up some important points.

Two young men who were present were asked

to make some remarks. One of them said that he

approved of the idea of asking the people what

kind of things they want and he believed that the

E.R.A. relief should be continued so that the pro-

grams could be carried on without being obliged

to stop.

The other stated that he had attended many of

the meetings and he expressed himself as fol-

lows: "The trouble with the people in this con-

ference is that you are all old-fashioned. You
make plans for recreation as you hoped to do it

under the old regime—you make plans for restor-

ation under the old regime, in which you hope

you will be able to do better than you did before,

and there isn't going to be any old regime any
more." He suggested that you let the young people

plan their own recreation on a four-point program
that he had in mind, education, recreation, recrea-

tional adjustments, and self-help in the method of

finding work. (That struck me a little cold because

it is going a bit far to say "four" points. Some

one else would have a different number.) And he

said you could get it at a minimum of cost.

Now I take the liberty of making a few re-

marks about the comments of this young man.

In the first place, I like young people and I have

a couple of them of my own. I like their point of
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view and I like this fellow,

and I want to state that.

And yet he "gummed the

whole works" when he said

you can get it at a minimum
cost.

In summing up, the

chairman mentioned several

points that were underlying
the kind of things that had

been said and the misunder-

standings that had been

brought out. He said that

we can't operate this country

at all until we have a new
economic order in which

we must have a rising standard of living. We
must have security for old age ;

we must en-

courage science and invention to release people,

not in order to create unemployment, but to create

an opportunity to transfer people to the occupa-
tions that make civilization, to jobs in which they

can operate to improve it^ not only the recrea-

tional but all the cultural opportunities of the

people
—and be paid for doing it.

It may be inspiring to you to feel that there

are ten million young people full of idealism in

this country who can be gotten inspired to go
forward. As somebody said, "They write to

Washington and ask, 'How can we marry if we
haven't any job ?'

" And we can inspire them to go
out and get jobs and improve the community as

volunteers, in helping to clean up the dark spots

and to move forward the thing which we have

turned over to them in such a mess.

Now, there are some things which ought to be

said about it. It is inspiring to think of ten million

young people living on public service, love and

idealism and fresh air, but it is ridiculous to con-

sider that young people ought to be asked to live

en love and enthusiasm and idealism, without

money. How are they going to marry if they
haven't any money?
Moreover it is ridiculous to' consider that the

community should attempt to operate on a

minimum cost of operation. It is all right, I know,
when you do it with your boards. You have got to

talk as though you thought it were desirable to

run on an economical basis. As Galsworthy once

said, "The only safe place for the human tongue
is in the cheek," but you realize that it is ridicol-

ous to consider that low cost is a measure of the

The consensus of opinion expressed at the

Congress meeting at which lay boards were
discussed coincides with that of the Board
of Directors of the National Recreation

Association which several years ago voted

unanimously that "In general, other condi-

tions being equal, It Is the policy of the

Association to advise cities to provide for

some form of recreation board or committee
made up of members serving without pay;
that recreation In Itself Is of such vital

Importance, so distinct a phase of human
life, that like education It needs In each

community a group of thoughtful, able rep-
resentative laymen who shall follow closely
the work of the executive staff and advise

with reference to policies to be followed."

advisability of a program.
We have got to spend

money for security; we
have got to spend money
for making decent civiliza-

tion in this country. The

engineers have discovered

Aladdin's lamp, and if you
are afraid to spend the

money that is necessary to

do the things that ought to

be done, the lamp won't

work.

The young people some

day are going to hold the

future in their hands, but

don't let us get inspired with the grand idea of

turning it over to the young people. We are

responsible, and no others, for the next ten years.
We will make or break this civilization. We will

turn it over to these young people ten years from
now going strong and headed for a new outburst

of culture or we will turn it over to them in an

unholy mess. It is our responsibility and no others.

Ten years from now it will be their responsibility

—right now it is ours, and nobody else's!

What Are the Sains, If Any, in Having Special Lay
Boards or Commissions In City Governments

Charged with Responsibility for Working
on the Special Problems of Schools,

Parks, Recreation?

By PETgR DOWDELL

Chairman, Recreation Commission

Scranlon, Pa.

THE
majority of recreation systems throughout

the country are operated under three different

types of boards or commissions: First is the

lay board that is purely advisory ; it has no power
to tax nor to employ but its activities make friends

for recreation and it is useful. Second is the lay
board with administrative powers, using approp-
riated funds ; this type has the power to determine

policies and to employ personnel—sometimes with

the approval of the city officials. Boards with

rotating terms of office are as a general rule more
effective and a greater power to the community.
Third is the legal board with power to levy taxes,

to hire and "iire" personnel and to determine
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policies. This type of board is generally found

where schools are responsible for the recreation

program of the community.

In the general discussion, it was brought out

that with the third type of board, recreation was

usually secondary and in many places recreation

was sacrificed when tax funds were low. The

consensus of opinion was that the second type of

board was most favorable for recreation.

Of special interest was the discussion of the

question, "Which is more desirable and effective

in its results, a lay board or a department head

is is sometimes found under the city manager
form of government?" Apparently there has not

been much experience with the department of

recreation without a lay board and with the ex-

ecutive in charge responsible only to a city

manager or city executive. However, most ex-

perience with the latter form of management has

rot been favorable, and it was generally agreed

that lay boards, non-political and representative

of the people, are necessary under any form of

government.

Lay boards, when active and interested, can add

much to the recreational program of any com-

munity. TTiey can make and adopt policies and

programs that appeal to the masses, thus making

friends for recreation. They can be of great help

in solving the problems that arise sooner or later

in any organization
—and we all know that two

heads are better than one.

They can assist in solving financial problems

and, being non-political, are in a position to carry

their fight to the people of the community when

there is danger of having budgets cut or eliminated

entirely. People of wealth or means are more

likely to give land, building or money to a com-

munity for recreational purposes if they know
that this money or property will be administered

wisely by a lay board and not be subject to

politics.

A lay board can be far more effective than a

single individual when politics threaten to disrupt

a recreational program.

The general discussion brought out very

strongly that a board or commission of represen-

tative people of the community whose sole pur-

pose is the promotion of recreation is most desir-

able and effective in its results. In conclusion, it

was agreed that civic consciousness and the stand-

ard set by the people of the community really

determine the success or failure of any system of

recreation.
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Wardman Park Hotel, Washington, D. C, October 3, 1934

What Parks Are Doing for Abundant Living

By Ernest K. Thomas
Superintendent of Parks, Providence, Rhode Island

THERE
were eleven questions listed on the

program for discussion at this group meeting

but time permitted for consideration of only

two or three. The following are the high spots :

1. The motto of the American Institute of Park

Executives indicates that park executives have an

understanding of the contribution which parks

may make to abundant living. It is—"To make

more abundant facilities for a more expressive

life for all."

2. The ideal towards which park executives

are working is to secure at least one acre of land

to be used for park purposes to each' lOO of the

population. Very few municipalities, counties, or

states have approached this standard as yet, and

most communities have not yet come within 50%
of this ideal.

3. Rapid strides have been made in recent

years in acquiring for public use forever, large

areas such as represented in our national parks

and forests. States, counties, and municipalities

are also rapidly acquiring new areas for public

park purposes.

4. This movement of acquiring new areas for

park purposes must go on for some time to come

before any adequate amount of property is ac-

quired and dedicated to park purposes for the

leisure time use of the people.

5. How to finance the maintenance of park areas

and new areas to be acquired in the future is a

problem facing all park executives. The most

widely accepted policy seems to be that federal,

state, county, and municipal governments shall

make the capital expenditures necessary to acquire

and develop parks for a variety of recreational

uses and that those who make use of special

features provided such as golf, tennis, various

sports and games, picnic grounds, camping sites,

fishing, swimming pools, bath houses, music, con-

certs, dramatics, nature study and a number of

other recreational facilities shall help support

them, in part at least, by paying nominal fees.

6. It has been observed for a number of years,
and especially in the last few years when large

numbers of our people are bearing heavy burdens

brought about by unemployment, that larger
numbers seek those areas in parks which arc

kept in a more or less natural condition, or where

there are beauty spots such as rose or other

special gardens, or where the environment is

beautiful, quiet and peaceful. It is in such environ-

ments that our people may get physical, mental

and spiritual refreshment which helps sustain
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their morale and gives to them a new courage to

meet their own personal problems.

7. It was in an environment of peace, quiet and

beauty that the Almighty intended that his child-

ren should live. Cities and congested areas provide

an unnatural environment for the genus homo.

This is a biological fact that can be demonstrated

by observing the behavior of people whenever

the following factors are present: First, large

areas in parks, away from the centers of popula-

tion ; second, an inexpensive means of transporta-

tion ; and third, time—leisure time.

When these factors are all available to our

people, young and old will flock in thousands to

areas where only the simplest facilities are

provided, such as picnic grounds, camp sites and

nature trails, leaving beind them the cities with

their recreational equipment and facilities and

organized programs. Parks and recreafional facili-

ties in congested areas are often very little used

over the week-ends, and on holidays and Sundays.
It is on Sundays, for example, that many swim-

ming pools are drained for cleaning purposes
when there is no demand for their use.

8. Are we in danger of being misled in our

planning by inadequate thinking on recreational

facilities and programs for the use of the public?

Are we spending too much time in planning and

organizing for the recreational use of the people
without sufficient basic knowledge of the natural

desires and biological impulses of the people we
aim to serve? May I suggest that such questions

as these are fundamental and an intelligent un-

derstanding of them is essential to all boards and

executives who are concerned with the planning,

development and supervision of recreation for the

public.

Recreation executives themselves may well seek

out these retreats in quiet, peaceful surroundings
for the purpose of study and a great deal of hard,

straight thinking on the

spiritual and biological

background of human
nature in order that we may
hope to understand a little

more about what is neces-

sary for the best physical,

mental, moral and spiritual

development of our people

to the end that they may be

as happy as possible in this

mundane world.

In presenting his sumnfary, Dr. Fisher said,

"I would like as a national officer of the

Boy Scouts of America to bring the friendly

greeting of that organixation to this Asso-

ciation because we are deeply indebted to

many men who are in this organization who
were charter members of this movement.
And we have in our own movement honored

your executive by awarding him the award
of the silver buffalo because of his recog-
nized place as a leader of justice in the life

of a nation."

Increasing the Recreation Service Program Through
Volunteer Leadership Supplementary to the

Leadership of Employed Staff

By George J. Fisher

Dcf'uly Chief Scout Executive, Boy Scouts of America

New York. N. Y.

THIS

session was well attended and the dis-

cussions were lively and apropos to the subject

discussed. One noted a very marked advance

in the sympathetic attitude toward volunteer

service on the part of professional leaders. In the

past, discussions have emphasized largely the

negative aspects of volunteer service. It was

implied then that it was too casual, too uncertain,

too superficial. In these discussions there was a

distintively positive note. Testimony was given

regarding the loyalty, the efficiency, the values and

the permanency of such service under proper

guidance.

There was general implication that the volunteer

in recreation had risen to a large place in the

present situation. The increased amount of time

available for recreation, the tremendous volume

of activities to be directed—and now the great

variety of activities included in recreation are

responsible for this emphasis. There is no time

like the present ; this is the day ; this is the hour.

There must be raised up a vast army of leaders

to give intelligent and human and spiritual leader-

ship to the new leisure movement.

-Mong with these increased opportunities are

decreased budgets. The cost of professional leader-

ship on a large scale is prohibitive. Much of this

service therefore must perforce be voluntary.

Perhaps it is better so, for if we had all of the

money that we wanted to spend, it might be that

this movement would be too mass, too crass, too

impersonal.

Hut voluntarism in recreation is desirable for

its own sake. The voluntary

principle is the democratic

principle. It is in line with

our national traditions. It

is distinctly American in its

part and spirit.

The modem note in rec-

reation is to help people

find entertainment and ro-

mance and adventure. It

must, in part, be personal,

cultural, life enriching.
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Children must learn by doing, and there must

be opportunities for the creative, for exploration

and for personal archievement.

There was very definite evidence that in the

future there would be more rather than less

voluntary service in the recreational movement.

This is essential to meet the feeling on the part

of many youths
—

including the unemployed—of a

sense of uselessness. In recreation these youth

can be given worthwhile tasks to perform that

bring with them the sense of helpfulness to others,

of having something to share with others. This is

a constructive antidote for the restlessness and

sense of futility among youth.

What youths fail to find in their vocation they

may find increasingly in their avocations. Here

volunteer service in recreation rises to new

heights in its potential possibilities for developing

character and happiness and abundant living. Its

tools are so tangible, its activities are so real, its

spirit is so bouyant that it contributes to the cer-

titudes of life. It substitutes in part the service

motive for the gain motive. It is securing the

larger life through service.

It was generally conceded that the modern

executive in recreation will be noted primarily for

his skill in recruiting and inspiring volunteer

leadership.

The burning question that always arises in

discussions of voluntary service is, "Can we have

all that is fine in voluntarism—its unselfishness,

its high motive—and yet have such service in line

with modern educational and social service

technique ?" There is the hub of the volunteer

problem ; mere good intentions on the part of men
and women will not suffice. Volunteers must be

trained for service. This was the heart of the

discussion.

Techniques have been devised for training

volunteers for efficient service. Probably the most

heartening aspect of the whole recreation move-

ment is the genius that is being displayed in train-

ing volunteer leaders for specific tasks and even

in the training of leaders who in turn will train

other leaders. Unique plans were reported for

training game leaders, song leaders, leadership in

the crafts, leadership of groups
—

"group
motivation."

Every recreation movement will have the train-

ing of its volunteer leadership bulk large in its

program in the future. What hitherto has been

done in this direction sparingly should and will

be done tomorrow in a generous fashion. This

is a distinct trend it seems to me. This conference

has revealed it at many points.

I was very much surprised to hear that ninety-

seven per cent of the leadership in the rural com-

munities must of necessity be volunteer.

Volunteer service then will always be preceded

by training for such service. Here we must show

genius and special ability for in this direction lies

progress
—

great progress. It is the means by
which the cause will be made persuasive. Because

of this increased function by the professional

leader there was a distinct request for literature

dealing with the professional leader's relation to

the volunteer, suggesting principles, policies and

programs.

In conclusion, the best way to develop leader-

ship in America is to have the youth experience

leadership. The recreation field is a most experi-
mental field for practice in leadership. That deal-

ing with the volunteer has its problems it was

acknowledged ; dealing with the human is the most

difficult problem in the world, but as John Finley
has said, "It will be more difficult to train people
to use their leisure rightly than it has been to train

them to labor efficiently."

What College and University Courses Are Desirable

for Men and Women Who After College

Training Are Immediately to Become

Play and Recreation Leaders?

By Les F. Hanmer
Director, Department of Recreation, Russell Sage

Foundation, New York, N. Y.

THE
predominating note in the discussion

registered as desirable for all recreation

workers: i. A broad, basic, cultural training.

2. An understanding of social and civic problems.

3. A high personality rating. 4. Special courses

in the technique of conducting the types of ac-

tivity in which the individual proposes to serve.

Specially trained workers for the different

activities were considered essential but such train-

ing should be given in postgraduate or senior

year courses. The training of recreation execu-

tives for administrative work is in quite a dif-

ferent category from the training needed for play
and recreation leadership in the wide variety of

activities. For this reason the National Recrea-

tion Association has established its National Rec-
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reation School tor ex-

ecutives, which provides

graduate training courses.

It was deplored that

qualification requirements

and salaries for recrea-

tion workers are not now

generally commensurate

with these desired stand-

ards of training. They
should at least compare

favorably with those for public school teaching.

It was suggested that for all college and univer-

sity students there should be required courses

designed to prepare each individual for the whole-

some and satisfying use of his or her own free

time. In addition to the personal benefits that

would accrue, such training would help to develop

a public more responsive to adequate provision

for play and recreation and its efficient admin-

istration.

Just as colleges and universities are now pro-

viding advanced courses in music, medicine,

architecture, engineering, etc., so should they also

offer courses for recreation administrators and

leaders of special play activities. The registration

for such courses would no doubt be responsive

to the professional opportunities in that field, as

is the case in the other professions. These courses

should provide for practical laboratory work in

the conduct of activities, and should definitely

include research in play and recreation problems.

Courses in this field should be addressed to: i.

Personal needs of the student. 2. Social needs.

3. Professional needs.

It was suggested that a responsibility rests

upon the public schools to teach all the children

plays and games, develop skills, and stimulate

special interests that will tend to equip them for

the wholesome use of free time both as children

and adults. The function of public recreation then

would become primarily that of providing facili-

ties for recreation and administering them, rather

than teaching activities; although that would of

necessity continue to be a part of the task in the

growth and development of recreation programs.

Just as the training for professional social work

should include an understanding of the play and

recreation needs of the people, so should the

training for recreation administration and leader-

ship provide for instruction in the basic principles

of personal and family adjustment and welfare.

At the First Infernafional Recreation Congress
in Los Angeles in 1932 a group of workers mef
for a discussion of special recreation engineering

problenns. Those present felt the need for more

frequent opportunities +0 discuss problems of

this sort and requested the Association to help
make this possible. Consequently a meeting was

arranged ai the recent Congress in Washington
which was devoted to a discussion of engineering

problems involved in the development of recrea-

tion areas.

Play and recreation ad-

ministration and leader-

ship is in reality a prac-

tical form of social work,
and in the expanding
field of free time service

is destined to become

increasingly so.

Substantial contribu-

tions to our group dis-

cussion of this subject
were made by recreation executives, representa-
tives of institutions offering courses in play and

recreation, and many others who have had wide,

practical experience in training recreation workers

and conducting activities.

As another evidence of its efficient service, the

National Recreation Association has prepared i

suggested four year college course for those plan-

ning to go directly into recreation work. The
Association's comments on this subject and the

courses proposed are in complete harmony with

the conclusions reached by our discussion group.

Multigraphed copies of that outline of course.*

are available for those who are interested.

Recreation Engineering Problems

By Gn,nF.RT Clegg

Playground Engineer, City of Milwaukee, Wisconsin

EVEN
as all Gaul is divided into three parts, the

recreation engineering problem divides

itself into two parts. There are the details

of construction—stubborn facts that may make or

break a playground. Drains that don't drain; a

surface that blows away on wash day; tennis

courts that crack; field house doors that swing
the wrong way; bubblers that don't bubble—you
know the whole list. The second part is that less

tangible but probably more important thing called

the general plan or design. It is that interrelation

of size and arrangement of the various activity

areas to the site, the type of neighborhood, the

kind of supervision, and the size of budget.

Our group began with the details, perhaps be-

cause of the suggested questions for discussion

and perhaps liecause the details cause the director

so much grief and in this meeting he hoped to

find a remedy for his troubles. It early became

evident that because of the variation in local con-

ditions, materials, prices and climate, an exchange
of blue prints and specifications is of little value

unless all the related facts bearing upon the situa-
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tion are known. This does not mean that Cali-

fornia can't help Massachusetts, or that our

discussion was wasted time. Far from it, but be-

cause situations alter conditions, I shall only touch

the high spots of the discussion with emphasis

upon principles involved.

Surfacing. A lengthy discussion of surfacing

showed that the impervious type of all-weather

surfacing such as concrete, asphalt or tar macadam

should be used only where absolutely necessary

to withstand the wear and that turf or porous

surfacing such as sand and clay or crushed tile

and clay should be used wherever it will stand up.

Tennis Courts. It was the almost unanimous

agreement that tennis players prefer a good clay

court to a hard surfaced court, but in several

instances the players despite their expressed pre-

ference actually took the hard surfaced courts.

All-weather surfacing is in high favor with recrea-

tion directors because of the low maintenance cost

and, in maintenance, concrete is cheaper than

asphalt or tar macadam. It is recognized that the

success of a concrete court depends upon sound

engineering and honest, careful construction.

Lighting. Flood lighting of tennis courts and

play areas is increasing in popularity but at present

there is no standard of light intensity, type of

unit, or location. The trend is toward setting the

lamps higher above the play area.

Backstops. As with the lighting equipment, the

range of sizes and shapes of baseball backstops

varies widely. Under city conditions it has been

found necessary and practical to reduce the dis-

tance from home plate to the backstop to as litde

as fifteen feet

and have an

overhang ex-

tend over the

batter. In De-

troit the wire

fabric of the

overhang is al-

lowed to hang
loose to soften

the rebound of

foul tips.

Portable
Bleachers. The

advisability of

building home-

made portable

bleachers is a

local problem
Enrollinji for Service

depending upon the available labor and ability

to secure good material at a reasonable price.

Tampa, near the cypress mills, can afford to do it
;

Detroit can't. Before building any bleachers the

question of liability for patent infringement should

be passed upon by the recreation department's

attorney.

Fireplaces. Outdoor fireplaces were discussed

and apparently many have been built without i

knowledge of whether they would be used by
small family parties or large organized groups.

As a result many fireplaces are too big and the

fuel consumption is exorbitant. Fireplaces where

wood is available should be designed to permit

enjoyment as an open fire after the meal is cooked.

Wading Pools. The maximum depth of water

in wading pools favored by the majority present

ranged from 12 to 18 inches with a few champions
of depths to three feet. The deeper pools present

a drowning hazard unless under constant super-

vision.

It is notable that either because of lack of time

or the relative importance on a supervised play-

ground, the word apparatus was never mentioned

during the discussions.

Probably the outstanding fruit of the discussion

of recreation engineering problems was the re-

cognition of proper planning as a basis of success-

ful recreational areas. Miss Josephine Randall

of San Francisco pointed out that we have worked

out with great detail methods and programs and

have developed experts upon these matters, but

little attention has been given to the problem of

the physical planning. She suggested that there

is a field for a

new specialist

called a Rec-

reation Engi-

neer who would

meet this need.

Mr. M. C.

Huppuch of the

National Park

Service empha-
sized the im-

portance of

good design as

a means of

holding down
m a i n t e nance

costs— an im-

portant c o n-

sideration i n
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view of the great amount of work now done with

federal aid.

It was generally agreed that play areas should

be the result of the collaborative eflforts of the

trained recreation director, the building architect,

the engineer, and the landscape architect. Ideally

they should start collaborating before the site is

selected. Having the site, the recreation director

will list the required facilities, activities and equip-

ment ; the landscape architect will design the area

as a harmonious composition recognizing practical

requirements and esthetics ; the architect will plan

the buildings; and the engineer will dictate the

structural requirements. The questions of what

and how to surface, depth of wading pool, kind

of tennis courts will be determined to meet the

individual requirements. It will be a tailor-made

playground rather than a mail order product.

All will work together and their meeting of

minds will produce results far beyond the

mediocrity of ill planned areas all too often en-

countered and accepted as satisfactory. We have

a rare opjwrtunity to raise the accepted standard,

improve public taste, and, what is more, have

a better recreational area.

The Recreation Executives' Meetings

By V. K. Bkown

Superinlendcnt of Playgrounds and Sporit

South Park Commission,

Chicago, III.

THE
mobilizing of the nation might well be re-

ported as the theme of the recreation execu-

tives' meetings on the initial day of this

conference. Cooperation wa.s the subject of the

first session which gave testimony to the general

determination that out of our bitter experience

of material want we shall move unitedly toward

a compensating spiritual Ijettermcnt in our social

order.

The progress reports of that first assembly

were all concerned with the pooling of thought

and effort to use our increa.scd freedom to think

and act together. They widened the trend of

agencies to work toward teanj rather than indivi-

dual and isolated efficiencies. The business of

living more effectually, engaging city planners,

welfare workers, recreation leaders and even

groups seeking further light on international re-

lations, was put into evidence, each community

standing on its right to discover, mature, and act

upon, its own plans for its special needs even to

the suggestion that private organizations use

public facilities where the public itself cannot

provide for promoting intensive use, as a pre-

cursor proving plant for the public agency's later

developments.

Some of the problems of interpretation of gov-

ernment regulation and operation where govern-

ment funds provide for manning of local works—
problems of morale maintenance, of compensation

inequalities, of materials provision and of selec-

tion of qualified workers—were frankly faced as

inherent in the use of relief help. The duty of

using such help in a cooperating spirit with the

national relief administration was recognized,

but so was the danger to the local situation of such

overmanning of service as would make for reliev-

ing communities of the salutary sense of respon-

sibility for self-sufficiency in directing their own

leisure, and warnings were voiced against such

opulence. Fees and charges were discussed, and

even the subject of responsibility for accidents

and for treatment for injuries came in for at-

tention.

It is quite evident, I think, that in the struggle

of the human spirit to reinterpret life—the

struggle now going forward—a call to the colors

is enlisting us all in a movement, not of shock

troops, but of a people as a whole. It is apparent,

I submit, that the feeling is becoming almost

universal that perhaps the most momentous event

in the life of this generation was not the shot at

Sarajevo, but that day when the supreme court

of a people devoted to economic individualism

declared constitutional the principle of a grad-

uated income tax and in .so doing sounded the

death knell of unregulated freedom in the pursuit

of economic gain as a life purpose. We are be-

coming increasingly aware of the staggering sig-

nificance of that act. I think—of the fact that it

rang the curtain down on an era in human history

and rcpolarized civilization. Getting, by that act,

was doomed as the basic service as might tend

toward recreational dependency or toward a

weakening exjxTtation of continuing and econom-

ically insup|X)rtable permanent paternalism in

service.

PVIcral representatives spent hours inter-

preting the spirit and aims of the government's

organized efforts to aid the communities facing

relief necessities too great for local and unassisted

resources to provide. Roth federal and local rep-

(CoHlinHfd on fogr 409)



A Children's Christmas Party

*\Y/"*^^
a delightful af-

Yf fair!" "The best
Christmas party for

children in years!" These and

many other commendable statements were made

by children and adults alike last Christmas in

Reading, Pennsylvania.

Each year the Department of Public Play-

grounds and Recreation of the municipal govern-

ment invites 1,200 children to a Christmas party
held in the spacious City Hall auditorium. The

children are selected by the visiting nurses who
in turn present each poor child with a free ticket

of admission. The tickets are printed by the Rec-

reation Department. In addition to the children

selected by the Visiting Nurse Association, chil-

dren from institutions such as orphanages and

correctional institutions are also invited.

The auditorium is decorated for the occasion,

as it is the day before Christmas. A large ever-

green tree beautifully lighted and decorated with

colored balls graces the stage. Other small ever-

greens, holly and laurel flooded with colored lights

from the balcony make the environment most

pleasing to the eye.

A master of ceremonies, usually the superin-

tendent of recreation, leads the children in the sing-

ing of Yuletide songs. The words and music are

flashed upon the screen. A good accompanist aids

greatly in enlivening the music. Do the children sing

"Hark, the Herald Angels Sing," "O Little Town
of Bethlehem" and many other familiar carols?

Well, they can't get enough! One surely gets a

thrill just to witness this part of the program.
The Mayor is then introduced to the entire

group. A few chosen words of greeting from him

bring tremendous applause from the happy crowd.

Several more carols are sung before the next

feature event takes place.

Last Christmas in coopera-
tion with the local Story
League we were able to bring

"The Red Gate Shadow Pup-

pets" from New York City.

The department and the Story

League shared the expense
which was not exorbitant and

By Thomas W. Lantz
Superintendent of Public Recreation

Reading, Pa.

Mr. Lantz, Superintendent of Public

Recreation in Reading, Pa., tells in

this article how the recreation authori-

ties in that city cooperate with local

agencies and institutions in providing
a Merry Chrstmas for the less fortu-

nate Reading children.

yet most worth while. The de-

partment had its program in

the morning while the Story

League held its own party for

members, friends and their children exclusively.

"The Red Gate Shadow Puppets" were with-

out doubt the most artistic and most successful

presentation we have ever experienced. The
shadow play is an ancient art and dates back to

121 B. C. in the Court of an Emperor of China.

It was presented from behind a translucent screen

with figures delicately carved from donkey skin

parchment and colored with transparent lacquers.

"The Red Gate Shadow Puppets" have brought
the authentic figures from China and endeavor to

retain all the artistic charm of the Orient in their

presentations. The program in Reading was ac-

companied by special music arranged to carry out

the atmosphere in terms all could appreciate. The

three artists, two to operate the puppets and one

to create the music and sounds, have a large reper-

toire of plays. Three plays were presented before

the children, namely, a "Christmas Tableau," a

Chinese New Year's number, "The Feast of the

Lanterns," and a story, "The Legend of the Wil-

low Plate." The whole feature was exceedingly

fresh and delicate. The artists have managed to

preserve so much of the naive and quaint quality

of the primitive puppets and create such a per-

fect illusion of authentic Chinese atmosphere that

the program had value far beyond that of mere

entertainment. Every puppet, gracefully carved

and beautifully colored, danced and acted against

a silver screen to the accompaniment of choice

music, much to the thorough enjoyment of the

children.

Dear old Santa Claus is not forgotten. To
climax the party, the children sing "Jingle Bells"

and a real Santa walks upon the stage with his

pack loaded with oranges and

candy. Santa is given a rous-

ing reception and then actually

talks to the poor children and

orphans. Finally "Silent

Night" is sung very quietly in

a semi-dark auditorium with

(Continued on pac/e 409)
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The Recreation Executives Discuss Vital Problems

A Digest of the Recreation Executives' Meetings

at Washington, D. C.

THE
topics for discussion at the recreation ex-

ecutives' meetings were grouped under three

headings: i. Cooperation; 2. The Present

Emergency ; 3. General and Technical Problems.

Much interest was expressed in the various

questions relating to cooperative thinking, plan-

ning and action on the part of local agencies in

the recreation and leisure time field. The first

morning session, which was devoted to a consid-

eration of this problem, was presided over by
Tarn Deering, Superintendent of Recreation in

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Local Machinery for Cooperative Thinking,

Planning and Action

Evidence that local recreation executives are

increasingly conscious of the value of cooperating

with other local agencies in the leisure time field

and are actively participating in cooperative ef-

forts was indicated from the reports submitted

by a number of workers. Thomas W. Lantz,

Superintendent of Recreation in Reading, Penn-

sylvania, introduced the discussion of this ques-

tion. He reported on the Leisure Time Division

of the Council of Social Agencies in that city.

Through this Division, the Superintendent of

Recreation has an opportunity to plan coopera-

tively with the other

local agencies. Among the

functions of the Division

are: Analyzing the jobs

of the various agencies,

investigating unmet

needs, planning neigh-

borhood recreation serv-

ice, considering problems
of boys and girls, con-

ducting training courses,

planning for summer

cani'ps and day camps,

developing leisure time

opportunities for youth

394

and unemployed, promoting play in the home and

in the churches. Other projects undertaken by
the Division have been the preparation of a spot

map of the children reached by different agencies
and conducting a study of juvenile delinquency.

Among the accomplishments of the Council of

Social Agencies have been the arrangement for a

study of Reading agencies by a representative

of the National Education-Recreation Council,

the bringing of several recreation experts to the

city for special projects, an increased education

of the public to the importance of recreation and

the securing of $2,000 from the Community Chest

for a new recreation center.

The extent to which Councils of Social Agen-
cies are taking the leadership in creating local

machinery for cooperative planning and action in

the recreation field was further indicated by re-

ports from several other cities. In Washington,
D. C., the Council employs a recreation secretary

whose task is to promote cooperation among the

agencies dealing with the leisure time problem.
In Houston, Texas, the Council, although in an

embryonic stage, has a clearing committee whose

purpose is to obtain desirable cooi)eration among
the local groups. It was reported that the Houston
Recreation Department has received much help

from the Council in the

Following fhe usual cusfom, the morning and

afternoon prior to the opening session of the

Recreation Congress were devoted to a meeting
of recreation executives. Participation in the dit-

cussion was limited to chief executives of com-

munity-wide recreation systems although others

were cordially invited to attend. In presenting
various questions for discussion, speakers were

limited to five minutes each.

A remarkable record in cooperation was made
a^ this meeting. Twenty-seven Individuals had

promised to help with the program and not a

tingle one failed to be present. The General

Chairman for the entire meeting was Charles E.

Reed, Manager of the Field Department of the

National Recreation Association.

securing of needed facili-

ties. The Council also

has a committee for keep-

ing in touch with the

services of all the group
work agencies. Coopera-
tion with the City Rec-

reation Department on

the iwrt of the Council

of Social Agencies and

the Comnninity Fund in

St. Paul, Minnesota,
was also reportetl.

In emphasizing the
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necessity for cooperation, Mr.

Deering stated : "It has be-

come clear within the last two

years that rugged individualism

is now giving way to cooper-

ative effort and recreation

executives are no more im-

mune than industrial and

labor leaders. They must

develop a new technique of

cooperative effort. No longer

does cooperation mean a

single file with the recreation department at the

head but a circle within which we all come to-

gether."

Two methods of securing joint planning for

recreation in Oakland, California, were reported.

One is through the organization of former rec-

reation board members into a leisure time group
to which have been added a number of people
who have a special interest in recreation. The

group meets each month for a discussion of rec-

reation problems. The other method is through
a council of representatives from different

agencies concerned about or dealing with such

specific problems as juvenile delinquency.
The need for cooperation was illustrated by

experiences reported from two or three cities. In

a southern city, for example, the need for a boys'
club was being considered. The city had a suitable

building but no funds to operate it. One local

private agency agreed to supply the equipment
and leadership. When plans for the project were

nearly completed, the Council of Social Agencies

protested that the project fell within the field of

two other existing private agencies. It was clear

that had there been the machinery for a thorough
discussion of the problem in the beginning,
serious differences and difficulties might have

been prevented. Another instance was cited of a

difference of opinion between municipal play-

ground and school authorities, showing a fun-

damental need for better understanding between

the two local boards.

Utilizing Schoolhouses and Facilities for

Community Recreation

It was agreed that recreation systems should

do more than is now being done in the utilization

of schoolhouses and facilities for community
recreation. Reports from a number of cities in-

dicated, however, that much progress has been

made in securing cooperation to this end. Miss

"In dealing with adult education we
must regard the school not as a place
where classes are taught but as the

center of community life, reflecting
the community's interests in music,

art, the drama, and current affairs as

well as in what we have been accus-

tomed to think of as education."—
Robert M. Hutchins, President, Uni-

versity of Chicago, in address before

the National Education Association,
June 1934.

Ruth Swezey, Executive Di-

rector, Playground and Rec-

reation Association of Wyom-
ing Valley, Wilkes-Barre,

Pennsylvania, pointed out the

necessity for cooperation be-

tween recreation and school

authorities and emphasized the

importance of showing school

officials that recreation work-

ers are not merely athletic

directors. In Wilkes-Barre

the Recreation Director is on the Emergency Edu-

cation Committee and directs the adult education

as well as the recreation program.

Reports indicated close cooperation between

recreation and school boards in other cities where,

due to a good understanding between them, facili-

ties are furnished by the Board of Education and

leadership by the Recreation Department. There

were indications, on the other hand, of a need

for a closer relationship in order that school facili-

ties may be used most effectively for community
recreation.

Adult Education-Recreation Programs

The purpo.se of this discussion was to determine

to what extent and in what ways public recreation

bodies were uniting with adult education groups
in sponsoring education-recreation programs for

adults. Several instances in which recreation was

used in connection with adult education programs
were cited by E. Dana Caulkins, Superintendent
of Recreation, Westchester County, New York.

In a citizenship group which he once taught, class

singing was introduced as a form of recreational

activity. The recreation director in a Michigan
lumber town developed an inclusive adult educa-

tion program. The workshop program under the

Westchester County Recreation Commission has

come to include much more than handcraft.

Classes in international relations and other sub-

jects commonly thought of as adult education are

now offered. In administering the emergency
education programs under the supervision of the

New York State Department of Education, joint

local committees for both recreation and adult

education subjects and activities have been found

advisable.

Recreation workers have had an active part in

the emergency education program carried on in the

schools of York. Pa., where educational activities

are supervised by school authorities and recrea-
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tional activities by the recreation director. In

Michigan it was reported that under the Emer-

gency Rehef Administration, city recreation de-

partments can initiate aduh recreation programs.
The schools are responsible for definite adult

education classes but other activities which have a

recreation viewpoint are under the recreation de-

partment. Two members of the school staff and

two from the recreation department determine

under which classification a specific activity be-

longs. The viewpoint of the members of the class,

as to whether the activity is vocational or avoca-

tional, largely determines the classification.

There was considerable discussion as to the dis-

tinction between recreation and adult education.

In Qeveland. Ohio, for the past ten years the

Board of Education has made the distinction that

if work is being done for credit, it is adult educa-

tion, whereas if it is being done for interest alone

with no credit concerned, it is recreation. "The
time has come to draw a line between academic

education and recreation," said V. K. Brown of

Chicago. "Recreation is an exploratory, adventur-

ous thing and the recreation agency should not

assume too much that will give a color of academic

education to recreation and establish an expectancy
for support by educational institutions."

The chairman asked for a show of hands as to

the number of cities represented which had adult

education groups. Many hands were raised. Few
hands were raised, however, in answer to the

question as to how many had taken steps to co-

ordinate the recreation and adult education pro-

grams.

Cooperation with City and Regional

Planning Commissions
»

A numljer of principles to lie followed in

establishing cooperative relationships with plan-

ning groups were outlined by Raymond VV.

Robertson, Superintendent of Recreation, Oak-

land, California. Among them are:

1. Relationships in coojjeration are dependent

upon our attitude. We must establish a personal

relationship. Sometimes criticism of a city plan-

ning committee for failure to cooperate is merely
an excise for our own shortcoming.

2. It is important to have a fairly definite plan
to submit to or discuss with city planning
authorities. Often we approach them with only a

vague tmderstanding of the problem.

3. It is important to share ideas. Reference wan

made to the helpful relationships established be-

tween recreation and city planning authorities as

a result of the discussions of city planning prob-

lems at district conferences.

4. Two-way cooperation is essential. We must

not be dictatorial but rather realize that we have

a great deal to learn from planning groups.

5. Because each community is a separate unit

with peculiar problems, local conditions must be

taken into consideration. In Los Angeles various

city and county recreation departments are rep-

resented on a planning committee.

Excellent cooperation with planning authori-

ties, resulting in definite benefits to city recreation

departments, was reported in other cities.

Public versus Private Recreation

The division of responsibility for developing
recreation between public and private agencies

was discussed by W. Duncan Russell, General

Director of Cbmmunity Service, Boston. Massa-

chusetts. Speaking as the executive of a private

organization, Mr. Russell expressed the opinion

that any private recreation executive who thinks

he is ordained to run public recreation ought to

be "thrown out." His objective should rather be

to arouse the community to the need for public

recreation just as for public education. The private

agency should be allowed to take over certain

responsibility where the public body is weak, and

through private efforts to initiate and develop

public support. Likewise it should temporarily

take over public facilities where public finances

cannot make provision for leadership.

At the present time in many cities drama, music,

the fine arts and other activities do not have

sufficient support to enable the public agency to

provide an adequate program. The private agency
can demonstrate the value of these activities by

using public facilities and thereby building up

support for them as a part of the public pro-

gram. Provision for mass activities is respon-

sibility of the public rather than of the private

agency. The latter nnist be the proving ground
for new activities, according to Mr. Russell.

"It can serve as the college into which the public

agency graduates the persons who desire more

individual work."

The Present Emergency

Problems arising out of the present emergency

provided the subject for discussion during the

second morning session. Benefits resulting to
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local recreation service through improved and

increased facilities and through the initiation of

new activities and programs were reported from

a number of cities. Problems in the use of relief

workers on construction and maintenance projects,

as well as in positions of recreation leadership,

were presented and discussed. Effects of emer-

gency measures upon regular personnel, budgets

and programs were cited and changes which

should be made in municipal recreation services

were outlined.

Representatives of the Federal Emergency
Relief Administration were present during the

presentation and discussion of these questions by
local recreation executives. Called upon to answer

a number of the questions which had been raised

and to outline the policies governing the use of

relief funds for recreation projects, they made a

contribution which was of tremendous value to

the recreation workers. In fact, so interested was

the group in the subject under discussion, that

it was voted to devote the early part of the after-

noon session to a continued consideration of

emergency problems.

Recreation Benefits from the Emergency

Reports from a number of cities indicated that

local recreation services have gained greatly as

a result of the present emergency. Clarence E.

Brewer of Detroit told how in that city last year

approximately $530,000 had been made available

from relief funds for labor on recreation pro-

jects and $100,000 additional for materials. Cin-

cinnati has also benefited, the acreage under the

Recreation Commission in

that city having been in-

creased from 350 to 1,000

acres during the depression

years. Materials for devel-

oping and improving these

areas were obtained from

the city through a $250,000
bond funfl. Although the

value of the land acquired

and developed has not been

estimated, the value of the

improvements is not less

than $1,000,000. In New-

York City since January i.

1934, there have been

opened 26 new playgrounds,
work on which has been

largely done through the

"Above all else interest was keen in all

the various ramifications of the relief ques-
tion—how to develop projects for recrea-

tional areas and facilities and especially for

recreational leadership; how to secure con-

tinuity of leadership; how to secure and

train the best of the available personnel on

relief for recreational leadership; how to fit

in to normal recreational organization so

that it may endure the great service now

being rendered to public recreation through
relief. It was questions of these kinds that

commanded the real interest and enthusi-

asm of the superintendents, and the experi-
ence of the different cities in all these var-

ious questions was eagerly absorbed."

Miss Josephine D. Randall, Superintendent
of Recreation, San Francisco, California,

presided at the meeting at which The
Present Emergency was the topic for

discussion.

use of relief labor. In Birmingham, Alabama, the

facilities in the city's parks have been trebled

during the depression, the C. W. A. having

proved "a gift from Heaven."

Not only in the improvement and extension

of facilities but also in the carrying out of new

programs and activities has the emergency con-

tributed largely in a number of cities. Louis C.

Schroeder of New York City reported that ap-

proximately 2,000 workers are engaged in recreac

tional leadership projects under the Works
Division of the Department of Public Welfare of

that city. Some 300 of these are working in the

schools, 500 in the parks, 800 in welfare organiza-

tions, 400 in street play projects and others in

day camps. One of the projects which has proved
most useful was the street play program which

was conducted in areas of high delinquency and

which for the first time brought recreational

activities near a large number of people. It was

reported that approximately 6,000 "white collar"

workers are being used in New York City in

music, drama, arts and various other forms of

recreational activity. In Cincinnati as many as

220 people from relief rolls have served as recrea-

tion leaders without any curtailment of the reg-

ular personnel. In Birmingham, Alabama, the

program this last year was doubled, due primarily
to the increased personnel from relief rolls. San

Francisco, Chicago, Pittsburgh and a number of

other cities likewise reported effective use of relief

workers as recreation leaders.

An indirect benefit to public recreation depart-
ments growing out of the emergency was sug-

gested by Charles W. Davis,

of Berkeley, California. He
pointed out that the careful

scrutiny of city budgets

during the last few years

has given recreation author-

ities an opportunity to in-

form the public as to the

service they are rendering.

Analyses of costs have

indicated how cheap public

recreation is, compared
with other public services.

Opposition to appropria-

tions for recreation has

given an opportunity for

demonstrating to the people
the value of this service.

In the same connection
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C. R. Wood of Durham, North Carolina, pointed

out that in cities where the recreation executives

have done a good job and have wisely interpreted

their service there has been no question about

maintaining it. According to the ability of the

recreation executive to interpret his program,

especially during the emergency, the city has

benefited.

The opportunity which present conditions af-

ford for trying out new experiments was

emphasized by several speakers. For many years

opportunities for experimentation have been

needed and now that we have large numbers of

supplementary leaders they provide a means for

carrying out experimental projects.

Problems in Use of Emergency Workers

The most serious difficulty reported in con-

nection with the use of emergency workers was

due to the inadequate training, experience and

personality of many of the individuals who are

available for and assigned to recreation leader-

ship projects. Little difficulty was reported in

securing persons for construction and mainten-

ance projects but the opinion was expressed by
several workers that the service rendered by many
relief recreation leaders has a very limited value.

The opinion was expressed that if recreation de-

partments had greater freedom in selecting

persons from relief lists, part of this difficulty

might be eliminated.

On the other hand, reports were received from

cities where the executives have considerable

freedom of choice and where persons assigned
for" recreation leadership from relief rolls have,

after a period of training, rendered highly satis-

factory service. There was general agreement that

recreation departments should take advantage of

every opportunity to secure workers and give
them as intensive training and careful supervision
as possible in order that they might render satis-

factory service. Special training institutes and

courses were reported in many cities.

The problem of securing adequate supervision,

especially of persons on leadership projects, was
also reported. Several workers who indicated

their experience in securing supervisory service

stated that it had l)ccn possible to secure com-

petent workers in sufficient numbers to assure

reason^ible success of projects. In New York

City, for example, there is a staff of 55 or more

supervisors, all of whom have had special training
in the physical education or recreation field.

Salaries of these supervisors are $30 a week for

an assistant project supervisor. $33 per week for

a specialist or instructor, and $36 per week for a

supervisor in charge of a project. In San Fran-

cisco a director is paid $35 a week, an assistant

director $30 a week, and other members of the

staflf $25 a week. In this city the placement
bureau of the relief administration selects persons
for service v.ith the recreation department which

talks with the leaders, questions them about their

special training, interests and experience and as-

signs them to the particular work for which they
are fitted. Very few have had to be sent back to

the relief office.

In general, reports indicated that the local relief

administrations appreciate the value of recreation

leadership projects and have cooperated in assign-

ing workers for them. Some of the smaller com-

munities, however, have apparently not had the

same experience. At least two executives in small

cities stated that the relief administration is in the

hands of engineers who are only interested in

construction and development projects.

In some cities a very serious handicap to the

planning of recreation projects involving relief

leadership has been the delay in securing approval

by the local relief administration. On the other

hand, the experience in other cities has been that

the relief agency has itself approached the recrea-

tion authorities, requesting them to carry out

projects which would make use of recreation

leaders on the relief lists. In Birmingham,
Alabama, for example, the Park and Recreation

Board was recently reminded that its project wis

nearing completion and it was suggested that

another project be submitted in order that as soon

as the present project expires another one might
be gotten under way without delay. The Chicago
Board of Education was requested by the relief

authorities to supcr\ise a project for the use of

recreation leaders on the school playgrounds dur-

ing the summer months, activities to be confined

to young children up to eight years of age. Trained

kindergarten teachers and recreation workers

were made available as leaders for the project.

When school ojxjned in the fall the Board of Edu-

cation was asked to continue the program during
the fall and winter months.

Other difficulties which were mentioned as

liaving l)een encountered but which received little

or no discussion were: I-ack of uniformity in

policy and procetlure between different states in

the administration of relief funds; inequality of
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pay between different

types of relief workers ;

difficulty of maintaining

morale among workmen

engaged in maintenance

projects and especially

among trained personnel,

such as engineers, engaged
in such projects; inability

to plan ahead for the ef-

fective use of relief work-

ers, due to the lack of

continuity in projects and

failure to approve plans

which would make it pos-

sible for partially trained

personnel to continue giv-

ing recreation leadership

service ; inability to secure

the assignment of com-

petent planning personnel

to make sure that the best

available areas are acquired and developed for

recreation use ; difficulty in securing funds with

which to purchase materials essential to the carry-

ing on of work projects.

F. E. R. A. Workers State Relief Policies

and Procedures

The presentation by the recreation executives of

problems arising from the use of emergency funds

and also of their experiences with work programs
was followed by a statement of principles and

policies adopted by the Federal Emergency Relief

Administration. Many practical suggestions were

offered as to ways in which local recreation

authorities might benefit most from the oppor-
tunities offered by the present emergency, especi-

ally through the use of relief funds and workers.

This presentation proved of tremendous interest

and value to the recreation executives and the op-

portunities for free discussion and the raising of

questions did a great deal to clarify their under-

standing of the situation. It also provided an

opportunity for presenting to the federal repre-

sentatives some of the problems facing local

leaders.

The outstanding principles and procedures dis-

cussed by the representatives of the F. E. R. A.

may be summarized as follows :

The first concern of the F. E. R. A. is to take

care of the people who are on the relief rolls—
to put people to work. All of the problems and

The representatives of the Federal Emer-

gency Relief Administration who were present
at the executives' meeting were Arthur Gold-

schmidt, Acting Director of Professional Pro-

jects, and Miss Chloe Owings, Assistant

Director of Women's Work. The statement of

F. E. R. A. policies and procedures which ap-

pears in the report of the meeting is based

largely on remarks made by Mr. Soldschmidt.

In commenting on the attendance of the

F. E. R. A. workers, one delegate stated: "Their

clear-headedness and sympathy in answering
the questions of the executives as to the fed-

eral attitude on all these various problems
were especially appreciated. It was a happy
experience, for evidence was conclusive that

the federal administration did appreciate the

great value in recreation, did greatly favor all

kinds of recreational projects, did wish to use

all possible influence with the ultimately re-

sponsible local and state administrators so

that the problems of project presentation, con-

tinuity of project, and selection of personnel
could be successfully and happily worked out."

difficulties with which rec-

reation executives have

been confronted must be

considered in the light of

the fact that the job is

primarily and essentially a

relief job. Jobs cannot be

created for non-employed

people but only for those

actually in need of relief.

The displacement of

regular employees by
relief workers is definitely

disapproved by the rehef

administration. A city can-

not drop workers from

regular jobs and expect to

have them put back on

their jobs as relief work-

ers. This principle should

be welcomed by recreation

executives because other-

wise cities would cut their recreation budgets bv

eliminating salaries of workers, with the result

that later on there would be the necessity of

building up again city support for the recreation

program. To shift persons from regular jobs in

order to give their places to relief workers merely
adds to the relief problem.

The approval of work projects is a local res-

ponsibility. This is fortunate inasmuch as central-

ization at Washington of approval for all projects

would be well-nigh impossible. To attempt to

review so many projects adequately would cause

delays which would greatly interfere with the

social usefulness of the projects. The only types
of projects for which federal approval must be

secured are those of a statistical or survey nature.

The reason for this ruling is the desirabilitv of

having a national clearing house for information

on projects involving research. It was repeatedly

emphasized that local and state relief authorities,

and not the federal administration, are responsible
for the approval of work projects.

How to Submit a Relief Project

Practical suggestions were given as to the pro-
cedure necessary in submitting projects for ap-

poval. It was pointed out that only public officials

should apply because relief money is not available

to private agencies.

The first step in submitting a project is to con-

sult the local administrator. All requests for help
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should be submitted in terms of a definite project.

Requests for personnel needed in connection with

the regular recreation department program should

not be submitted but only those for a specific

piece of work not already being done. On applica-

tion to the local relief director, a form is secured

which must be filled out completely and accur-

ately. The relief administration is supposed 'o

provide only labor but sometimes the Icjcal admin-

istrator will assist agencies in finding needed

materials elsewhere. His job is to use relief funds

for paying unemployed. Once a project is ap-

proved, the people required to carry it out are

sent to the department requesting it.

The fact was emphasized that workers are sent

to a department on approval. The department has

the right to either accept or reject the personnel

sent. If they are accepted and put to work but

fail to make good, they may be returned to the

relief office. The available relief personnel varies

considerably from one city to another. In Los

Angeles County, for example, the "white collar"

relief load is very high, with the result that many

persons competent to serve on recreation pro-

jects are available there.

Repeated emphasis was placed upon social use-

fulness as a desirable asset of a project which is

submitted for approval. The greater the degree

to which it is likely to be socially useful, the more

likely it is to secure widespread popular approval.

In considering several projects, the ones which

offer the greatest degree of usefulness to the

community are likely to be selected.

The employment of supervisors in connection

with work projects was discussed at considerable

length. Non-relief people can be used for positions

as supervisors in connection with relief project?

only as their employment makes it possible to use

other people on relief for projects that are socially

useful. In this respect supervisors are like cement,

tools and other necessary materials.

The diflFerencc between cities in the degree of

supervision provided is due in a large measure

to the extent to which the city shares with the

federal authorities in providing relief funds. The

latitude allowed a municipality in this respect de-

pends somewhat on the amount of money con-

tributed by the local community and the state.

"I myself would hesitate placing a full-time pay,

non-relief supervisor on a job that didn't employ

quite « number of relief people. My own mental

picture is that somewhere less than ten per cent

of the total cost of the project should go into

other than relief channels."

The delay in securing approval of projects is

often due to the great amount of desirable things

to be done. The demands for relief money are far

in excess of the supply. Often one project cannot

be approved until some others are completed. The
administrator has a huge task of selecting from

the great mass of new applications those which

most merit approval. Projects submitted should

be .so specific as to make their approval a matter

of routine without additional checking. Relief

officials would welcome the opportunity of doing

everything that everybody wants done but with

the multiplicity of projects under consideration

this is entirely out of the question.

The problem of securing continuity of projects

is a part of the same problem and is a difficult

one. It is often impossible to anticipate needs and

the ability to meet them. Extensions of projects

are often delayed because other commitments re-

quire all available funds and it is only possible *o

continue projects when, because others are com-

pleted, funds are available with which to continue

them.

Localities Must Share Responsibility

The importance of cooperation on the part of

states and cities in sharing the relief burden was

repeatedly emphasized. Federal funds are not

able to carry the entire load. Frequently appro\'aI

of local projects hinges in part on the disposition

of the city to help put up money, materials and

supervision
—in other words, to go part way in

making the project possible.

"This insistence upon state and local participa-

tion in funds is something w.e can't speak too

strongly about ; the amount of money available

for unemployment relief through federal sources

is nowhere near enough nor has it been since we

began this show for the proper care of unemploy-
ment in this country. A community that is willing

to put money into this show can go a lot farther

than a community that depends entirely upon

federal aid. When we say that there is a different

picture in one community as against another, we

have got to look at the whole picture and the

whole picture includes the financing of the work

project."

The maximum hours of employment for relief

workers are definitely fixed by the federal admin-

istration. Manual workers may not be used more
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than 24 hours per week and professional, technical

and clerical workers not more than 35 hours per

week. Recreation executives must assume that

people who are to be assigned them are not going

to be available for regular full-time use. Many

people only work three days a week, so if full-

time service is needed executives should ask for

twice as many workers. Various adjustments can

be made in local assignments in order to meet

special needs. For example, persons may be as-

signed on a monthly rather than a daily or weekly

basis. The matter of specific hours can frequently

be arranged within the regulations established as

to the total number of hours. An example of

adjusting hours to special needs was cited in the

case of symphony orchestra players who are

credited not only with the time spent at concerts

but also at rehearsals. Obviously their schedule

of hours is subject to considerable adjustment.

Local Assignment Service Being Organized

.\ promise of help in solving the problem of

selecting suitable personnel for positions involving

recreation leadership was offered. Relief authori-

ties are anxious to have persons with special

abilities on the relief rolls utilized to the best

advantage. To this end they are anxious to make

available the best qualified persons for use in

recreation departments. The F. E. R. A. is at-

tempting to inaugurate an assignment service in

the local administrations that will enable persons

to be employed on work they are fitted to do.

This is a big problem because there are a million

and a half people on work relief throughout the

country at the present time. The administration

is attempting not only to put these persons to work

but to maintain their skills which are a natural

resource in this country just as our forests and

our soil. Even the inclinations of relief persons

should be kept for such a time as they may find

usefulness in the ordinary channels of affairs.

In discussing the approval of local projects

involving planning, it was

pointed out that relief per-

sons may be employed on all

sorts of projects whether for

planning a program or for

actually going out and build-

ing baseball diamonds or

whatever else. It doesn't

make any difference to the

federal government so long

"If your friends and my friends and your

neighbors and mine, who through no faulf

of their own have been without work,

some for months and others for years,
could have that encouragement and that

warmth and feeling of still belonging that

comes so vividly and so reassuringly from

actual human contact, we could change
the complexion of relief in this country
over night."

—John Colt.

as the people who are capable of doing the work

and eligible for relief are employed on these

projects. The relief administrations in a number

of cities and in some states are giving additional

staffs to planning boards for planning the whole

development of the community or the area. Relief

engineers are working on projects under th?

supervision of local and state planning boards for

all types of planning. "You can get relief people

to make a survey of recreational needs and after

the survey has been made and your experts have

decided recreational needs are here and there,

you can get other relief persons for planning the

facilities and then get other relief persons for

building the facilities and finally relief persons

for staffing the facilities in recreational direction

and support."

The Emergency—An Opportunity
and a Responsibility

Many valuable comments and suggestions were

offered in the course of the discussion of emerg-

ency problems. Repeatedly it was urged that

recreation executives have a responsibility to co-

operate whole-heartedly with the relief authorities.

"There is an emergency. People are out of work

and they need food. They need an opportunity

to do something that they can do. If they are sent

to us and can't do these things, we should keep

them and place them in positions where they will

do us the most good."

The necessity of maintaining standards in the

quality of recreation service was also widely re-

cognized. "We have an obligation as leaders in

communities where recreation is a governmental
function to maintain a certain standard, and the

public looks to us, having developed a program, as

responsible to them for maintaining that standard."

In the opinion of Grant D. Brandon of Lancas-

ter, Pennsylvania, recreation executives should be

fearful of standing in the way of evolution or of

trying to block progress. If they do so, they are

likely to be annihilated. He

urged that executives should

not conscientiously turn down

any leadership that can pos-

sibly be used. If workers are

doing their job effectively

they need not fear that emer-

gency workers will take their

jobs away from them. "If

relief labor should supplant
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existing paid leadership, it is the latter's own mis-

fortune and to a large extent its own fault."

A warning note was sounded by V. K. Brown

of Chicago, who urged that caution should be

observed in the assignment of relief leaders. He

pointed out that we should work towards com-

munity self-sufficiency in its leisure and that there

is at present a danger of overmanning facilities

and programs now that it is so easy to secure

relief personnel for such service. "I believe that

we have made some mistakes in overmanning our

situations so as to produce recreational dependence,

just as an unwise provision of economic support

is likely to produce economic dependence."

"I believe we will all agree there is no answer

to universal leisure in a program which builds an

expectancy and habit into our

community of requiring a

personal servant to do the

work for every activity that

is undertaken. Society can-

not permanently build its

leisure activities on that ba.^s,

and I believe our plans

should be rather carefully

considered to see what the

ultimate effect on our com-

munity is of the things that we do."

Looking Toward the Future

The question as to the types of projects which

should be considered for the immediate future

was discussed by Raymond W. Robertson of

Oakland. He visualizes the present crisis as a

challenge, a time of adjustment, but if executives

are competent to meet the situation, they have

nothing to fear. H they are not prepared, they

must step aside to make room for others. The

following changes observed by Mr. Robertson,

affecting chiefly adults, indicate future trends.

Tennis courts, game courts and other play areas

are being increasingly lighted for night use,

thereby extending hours of service. Batteries of

courts are being developed instead of single facili-

ties, in order to care for larger numbers. Major
recreation areas arc being developed, serving

entire families. More facilities are being

provided for hiking, skiing, camping, dramatics,

music, arts, literature, crafts and clubs. More
should be done in the way of social recreation

leadership and in adult recreation to help people
have a good time in their own way. Information

"I see in this country a new age of pio-

neering, so much more glorious than that

of the old age that there is no compari-

son, and it Is a pioneering that is instinct

with greater human riches than anything
we have heard of before. It is a pioneer-

ing in human relationships, and in that

pioneering the surface has just been

scratched."—John Colt.

service regarding facilities and programs should

be increasingly emphasized. Training is more

important than ever before, since the relief group
needs a great deal of training for recreation serv-

ice and the regular workers also need it in order

to be prepared to meet changing conditions.

Mr. Robertson believes recreation executives

should mix more in community life. In addition

to doing their job, they should join groups, at-

tend meetings and mingle with community affairs

in order to better know what the people are

thinking and desiring and also to better coordinate

the various recreation services of public and

private agencies.

The afternoon sessions were devoted to a dis-

cussion of a number of general and technical

questions, many of which

have been considered in pre-

vious meetings. Attendance

was high and many execu-

tives contributed to the dis-

cussion, but it was evident

that problems involving co-

operation and those growing
out of the present emergency
situation were commanding
a much higher degree of

interest than some of the topics which were dis-

cussed during the afternoon sessions which were

presided over by James V. Mulholland of New
York City, and K. Mark Cowen of Roanoke,

Virginia, respectively.

The Value of Influential Lay Groups

Questions relating to the methods used by ex-

ecutives in successfully developing stronger lay

support for their program and as to the values

of an advisory recreation council in maintaining

community interest in recreation developments

were discussed by Karl Raymond of Minneapolis.

He pointed out that Minneapolis always thought

that under its Park Board it had an ideal set-up

for recreation. There had never been any serious

political interference with the program. During
the first two years of the depression no cut was

made in the budget but in the third year the

recreation program was cut 62% as compared
with a 30% or 35% cut for other public services.

The fact that this severe cut was due in part to

personal disagreement between two individuals

did not lessen the .seriousness of the situation.

Minneapolis had never had a citizens' organiza-
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tion to back up the local recreation authorities

who felt self-satisfied to the extent that they

failed to realize the need for a special supporting

group. They realized when their budget was cut,

however, that the people were not aware of what

was going on. People were unable to understand

why their demands for additional service were

not met by the department. This indicated a weak-

ness in that the authorities had been so busy with

the program that they had given no thought to

building up public support. The Park Board itself

believed in recreation but did not feel that it was

of equal importance to other sections of the park

service.

As a result of the situation, a Recreation Asso-

ciation has been created in Minneapolis. No

professional recreation workers are members but

it includes influential and outstanding citizens who

recognize the importance of recreation. This

group is now strongly organized and recently

presented effectively before the city finance board

the need for a more adequate recreation ap-

propriation.

The value of lay groups to recreation authori-

ties has been demonstrated in Cleveland. Civic or-

ganizations, parent-teacher associations, churches

and other groups in that city have been interested

in the school centers with the result that they

have been ready to support the work. These

groups are taken into the centers where they see

the activities, the benefits received and the joy of

the people served. Before a new center is opened,

groups in the neighborhood are invited to make

suggestions as to the program, to support it and to

bring it to the attention of their people. Members
of the Board of Education are also invited to

visit centers, to witness special celebrations and to

take part in classes. Two members of the Board

of Education became interested in and joined an

old-time dance group. As a result, when the bud-

get crisis arrived, these two members, appreciat-

ing the value of the activities, made a strong

appeal for the recreation center appropriation and

a cut was avoided. An inter-community center

council representing the various centers has also

proved an effective means of maintaining a com-

munity interest in recreation.

Special Problems Requiring Study
and Research

Although most recreation workers are now

chiefly concerned with immediate problems relat-

ing to personnel, finance and programs, it was

evident that additional information based on

special studies and research would be exceedingly

useful in the solution of many of these problems.

Miss Corinne Fonde of Houston, Texas, sug-

gested that the following fields require special

study :

1. How to keep the staff happy, though

underpaid.

2. How to secure training for recrea-

tional leadership in local colleges and

normal schools, when future leader-

ship cannot afford to seek it afar.

3. How to "get through" relief projects.

4. How to make the most of relief work-

ers in view of the greatly reduced

supervisory staff and limited materials.

5. How to grasp opportunities which the

present situation affords to develop

municipal camps.

6. How to develop stronger lay support.

7. How to find the time necessary to

effect possible coordination with

other agencies.

8. How to care for certain individuals

who fall in the "no man's land" be-

tween the case work and the group
work agencies.

9. How to conduct community recreation

centers.

10. How to develop F. E. R. A. projects

involving higher skills.

Miss Fonde mentioned that the executives look

to the National Recreation Association for leader-

ship and assistance in this field and welcome re-

ports of studies. It was suggested that recreation

developments in other countries afforded a prom-

ising field for research at the present time.

Standardization of Recreation Activities

V. K. Brown of Chicago opened the discussion

of the question, "Is it time for recreation leaders

to list a series of activities that should be made

fairly general and yet leave room for individuality

and change? What are such activities?"

In Mr. Brown's opinion this is primarily a local

problem. If the recreation department has ade-

quate minimum standards and thoroughly com-

petent leaders, it may not be necessary to make

such a list. Employees in public recreation, how-

ever, are often surrounded by an atmosphere of

relaxation and they must be kept from its deaden-
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ing influence. In the South Park System it was

necessary at one time, in view of the rather un-

satisfactory staff, to outline a definite uniform

program to be carried out in order to overcome

the lack of initiative and to make sure that there

was a minimum of variety in the program. Em-

ployees are now authorized, however, to specialize

and the standardized program has been somewhat

relaxed. In Mr. Brown's opinion minimum re-

quirements in the way of prescribed activities to

be carried on are necessary in all but the very

best departments.

Changing conditions require constant variations

in program content. Old programs have been

rendered obsolete by the new conditions under

which instead of idle hours people now have idle

half days. People will do a wider variety of things

and they will do them more intensively than they

have heretofore. Tlie criteria of any list of activi-

ties are that it must be balanced, that it must

include the basic fields, such as the physical, the

recreative, the music, the dramatic, the crafts, and

also the fields of the intellectual, the exploratory

and the altruistic. Also, such a list must be season-

ally varied. It must encourage specialization and

answer the questions as to its values in discipline,

self-control and the development of proficiencies.

An activity which has proved exceedingly

worth while and popular in Reading. Pennsylvania,

and which it was suggested might well be carried

on in other cities has been t series of illu.strated

lectures by nature specialists, conservation leaders

and world travelers. A large number of the per-

.sons who have contributed to this feature have

been residents of the city.

Inter-Playground Activities and

City-Wide Events

The questions, "What are the inter-playground

activities which have proved best through the

years?" and "What is the

best program for city-wide

events in a recreation sys-

tem ?" elicited considerable

discussion and seemed to be

very closely related in the

minds of the executives who
took part. In introducing the

first question, Miss Sophie
Fishlack of T^kcwood, Ohio,

pointed out that competition

was an important factor in

"The general impression of the recrea-

tion executives' meeting was that an

earnest group of competent men and

women were thoroughly aware of the

changing demands of the new day, were

making every effort to participate co-

operatively with all the other social forces

and especially the new factors among
these new forces in an attempt to serve,

with all the available community re-

sources, the growing recreational needs

of their communities."

determining the answer. Different local conditions

and experiences influence the decision which

should be reached by an individual city. In Lake-

wood inter-playground dram.i tournaments and

inter-playground competition in handcraft have

been discontinued from the program. Soft ball

competition between playgrounds, on the other

hand, has proved satisfactory, though special at-

tention must be paid to age classifications and to

the appointment of neutral officials. .An annual

inter-playground track meet and a gj'mnasium
meet have also proved satisfactory in Lakewood.

A. E. Center of Pontiac, Michigan, in discussing

city-wide events, raised a number of questions

such as whether city-wide events were valuable,

who should participate, whether such events

should be conducted only by public departments
or jointly by public and private agencies, what age

groups should take part, and whether the values

and publicity resulting from such events are worth

the cost and effort required to conduct them.

The reported local experiences with inter-play-

ground activities and city-wide events were so

varied as to suggest that local conditions are an

important factor in determining the answers to

the questions relating to them. The distance be-

tween playgrounds, necessitating the provision of

transportation and of adult supervision in the case

of children's groups, was mentioned as an import-

ant factor in limiting inter-playground activities.

In some cities natural neighborhood di,stricts are

used as a basis for such activities. Problems of

di.scipline and sportsmanship were cited as a reason

for discontinuing them, whereas the values of

inter—playground competition in tenns of play

standards and sportmanship were emphasized as

rea.sons for such activities. .Athletic competition

can be overdone and needs careful direction, but

inter-playground competition, even in dramatics,

vas urged becau.se of its potential values.

The question as to how to

meet the contention of muni-

cipal officials and others that

only local workers, even

though not qualified, can be

employed for important posi-

tions of local leadership in

recreation was discussed by
Miss Esther Fitzgerald of

Utica. New York. Much

depends upon the individual

city, and to some extent upon
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the length of time the program has been estab-

lished, in determining whether qualified people

can be employed from outside the city. People

will be brought to realize the importance of quali-

fications when they have seen qualified people on

the job. It has been found valuable to secure the

help of parent-teacher associations, service clubs

and other citizens' groups in demanding trained

recreation leadership. One executive suggested
that the argument for the employment of local

persons might be met by pointing out that such

a ruling applied elsewhere prevents local people

from securing employment in other cities.

A definite trend was noted toward the employ-
ment of local people as playground leaders and

for other subordinate positions. Recreation ex-

ecutives must be prepared to train them for ef-

fective service. The problem of adequate training

is especially difficult in smaller communities with-

out an experienced executive and it was suggested
that larger cities should invite staff workers from

smaller nearby communities to participate in their

training courses for workers.

Backyards, Neighborhood and Vacant Lots

Present conditions make it highly important
that recreation authorities plan a program of ex-

pansion and use of all available play spaces, public

and private, in the community, in order to ade-

quately provide for the increasing numbers seek-

ing leisure time activity. Further evidence of this

need was pointed out by Allen T. Edmunds of

Amsterdam, New York. Leisure time needs are

expanding while the community provision for

leisure time services in some cities is contracting.

Equipment, instruction and all facilities connected

with sports 'n city recreation areas are generally

inadequate. Restricted financial support from both

public and private sources has caused most of the

inadequacies, and both public and private agencies
have suffered further drastic budget cuts which

have resulted in the further curtailment of services

and in the overwork of personnel.

Following are some of the methods suggested

by Mr. Edmunds in securing more effective use

of backyards : Educational campaigns, utilizing

all forms of publicity ; preparation of bulletins on

backyard games ; designing plans for homemade

apparatus ; conducting poster contests in the

schools ; using the relief workers for service in

home recreation
; conducting short institutes for

parents ; and backyard playground contests.

Emphasis was laid upon the importance of

making plans to assure adequate and proper pro-
vision for needed recreation areas. Such planning

involves the cooperation of city planning agencies,

boards of education, housing authorities, parent-

teacher associations, churches and other agencies.

Since the acquisition and development of such

areas and facilities involve considerable expendi-

ture, it was pointed out that the general education

of the public on the need for them is of primary

importance and also on the need for trained, com-

petent and continuous leadership of a high
character.

Fees and Charges

Considerable interest was evidenced in the ques-

tions relating to methods of meeting the demand

for larger income through additional fees and

charges and the possible results from such a policy.

"There is much truth in the saying that what is

free does not have the value that comes when
one has made a sacrifice. We are getting too many
things free," said E. K. Thomas of Providence,

Rhode Island. In his opinion areas and facilities

should be provided from government funds but

the operation of these facilities should be met to

a considerable extent through fees and charges
for their use. Special services should be paid for

by those who receive them. Not alone does Mr.

Thomas believe that this principle applies to the

field of recreation but he expressed the opinion

that even education beyond the grammar school

might well be paid for by the persons benefited.

Different results from levying fees for the use

of facilities were reported. In Detroit, where

tennis courts were formerly used without charge,

they tried the experiment of charging for the use

of the courts. The result was that there was a

70% decrease in the amount of tennis played. In

other words, "the amount of money collected was

just sufficient to pay the man who sat around to

see that people did not play." The advisability

of such a procedure at this time when so many
citizens are out of work and are unable to pay for

their recreation was seriously questioned.

On the other hand, experiences reported in

other cities indicated that the charging of moder-

ate fees had not decreased participation and at

the same time had made it possible to maintain

facilities in good condition. In St. Petersburg,

Florida, for example, groups have been organized

according to interest, and membership fees vary
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A Complete Success
In Every Locality

THE
AMERICAN WAVE STRIDE illut»r«fed

above has been on the market and in uie

on playgrounds for over three years, and
from every section we receive unanimous ap-

proval and enthusiastic praise of the safety
features and long wearing qualities of this

great device. Over 35 children can play at

one time on this popular device and it can't

be beat for aiarcisa.

STRENGTH. ...DURABILITY and

SAFETY IS OUR GUARANTEE
Engineering and construction advantages
make American the leader of all play equip-
ment. Every device we manufacture is safe

and practical . . . proven without questioni
This assures absolute satisfaction to all users.

SEND FOR COMPLETE CATALOGUE
Send for complete catalogue R* 18 ... it is

chuck full of items that will make your play-

grounds efficient. Our engineering staff

will help you plen and suggest best possible

arrangement and devices to fill your ra-

quiremanti.

AMERICAN
PLAYGROUND DEVICE CO.

from $3 to $io per year. Income from these

groups not only covers all operating expenses but

in some cases has built new facilities. The same

results might not be secured in other cities, how-

ever, as in St. Petersburg where facilities are

used to a large extent by tourists.

The suggestion was made that in cities where

facilities are used by large numbers of persons

living outside the city, permits might be granted
to local residents and charges be levied on the use

of facilities by non-residents.

Responsibility for Players' Injuries

James S. Stevens of Greenwich. Connecticut,

offered a number of suggestions as to the extent

to which recreation departments should be re-

sponsible for injuries to players under their super-

vision. He pointed out that this responsibility

depends upon state and local legislation. A recrea-

tion executive should find out whether recreation

in his city is considered by the courts a govern-
mental or proprietary function. He should secure

from the city attorney a definite ruling on the

question of the city's responsibility for injuries.

The public and also workers in the department
should be informed as to the department's legal

responsibility in this matter. Reference was made
to the valuable information in a report available

from the National Recreation Association. (Gov-
cnimcnta] and Proprietary Functions. Price $.50.).

Definite reports should be made of all injuries,

indicating the first aid treatment given and the

disposition of the case. Such reports should be

made available to legal authorities. Regardless

of the legal responsibility, recreation departments

have a moral responsibility which must not be

overlooked. W'orkers should be impressed with

the obligation which rests upon them for prevent-

ing accidents. Activities which are too dangerous
must be avoided. A definite program for the treat-

ment of injuries is essential. It was pointed out

that there is a danger to a recreation department
in assuming a moral responsibility in that it may
increase the demands made upon it in case of

accidents.

ANOEMSON IN Dl ANA

Recreation As a Socially Useful Field

of Employment
(Continued from pagt 374)

oe, the .steady fruition of these high aims and

iileals which are .so much needed in this country

of ours t(Klay.
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The Art of Abundant Living
(Continued from page 365)

help people to find abundant life, not in-anesthetic

recreation that opiates fatigue and worry, nor in a

superimposed program of routine physical activity,

nor in shoddy arts and crafts, nor in musical and

dramatic activities that are just time-consuming.

Recreational leadership is not, in the future, to be

confined to places
— to parks or playgrounds or

schools or community centers; nor is it to be con-

fied to agencies
—to school boards, or park or rec-

reation boards
;
or to recreation leaders. Only

those will be leaders in the recreation movement

of the future who can really help men and women
and children to find for themselves the interests

that will help them to grow, to live and to enjoy
—

who will bring them into fruitful opportunities

for development and for progress in skills, who

can make the ideals of excellence in music, in

drama, the graphic and plastic arts, games and

sports, social relations, enjoyment of nature and

all the rest, so winning and so attractive that there

shall be constant temptation to move on toward

the better and the best, who shall know that in

routine and in set programs and in schedules of

activity there are, to be sure, sometimes genuine

helps, but sometimes only obstacles, and that these

are only stepping stones and starting places from

which interesting life can begin. The challenge

to those who are today in the forefront of what

we know as the recreation movement is basic and

acute. Can they, in these new days and with the

new set of facts today, make the adjustments in

organization and service through which age-old

human nature can as never before be helped to

live abundantly?

Centers for Unemployed in Toledo— The
Division of Recreation of Toledo, Ohio, during
the past winter has operated two centers for

the unemployed. One is in a large building

with auditorium and smaller rooms formerly
used as a music conservatory, where activities

are largely dramatic, including the making of

scenery and costumes. Repairs to the building

were made through C.W.A. ; the Division of

Recreation is supplying light, heat and janitor

service. Thirteen leaders were furnished by
C. W. A. The second center is a former medi-

cal school building. Here gymnasium classes,

boxing, wrestling, tap dancing and other activi-

ties make up the program. A number of C.W.

A. workers are providing leadership.

.NOW! A

BRING

EVERWEAR SAFETY

TO YOUR SWINGS!

The New EverWear Spring-Rubber Safety Scat for

Swings. No. SR-206, (United States and Canadian
Patents Pending) cushions every blow and prevents
serious accidents. It is made of an ingenious ar-

rangement of special, EverWear-dcsigned, fabric-re-

enforccd, rough, springy, long-wearing, tubular, tire

stock rubber, which is so assembled in combination
with spring steel, as to give a soft, springy, resilient,

swing seat of remarkable safety, strength and

durability.

All outside surfaces of the seat arc springy rubber:

SAFETY! All top and bottom surfaces are corru-

gated to prevent slipping: SAFETY! All edges are

soft, springy, and resilient: SAFETY! All ends

bend easily under any blow or pressure (but im-

mediately spring back to their normal shape after

the pressure is removed) : SAFETY! No metal

parts are exposed where they can become dangerous:
SAFETY! No wood enters its construction: it can-

not warp, split nor splinter: SAFETY! Requires
no painting.

Suspension clevises are reversible, making both sides

of the seat available for use (this feature doubles the

life of the seat) : DURABILITY! Rubber tough,

long- wearing tire stock: DURABILITY! Spring
steel is painted to resist rust: DURABILITY!
Built to withstand heavy weights (tested under an
active load of 950 pounds) : STRENGTH! Edge-
ways, the seat can be sprung or bent under pressure
or blows (adding further to its SAFETY!).
Weighs 5 Yj, pounds (light for the rugged require-
ments of its service) : SAFETY! Priced within
reach of every buyer who values SAFETY on the

playground ($4.50 each, net, f, o. b. Springfield,
Ohio, U. S. A. Price subject to change without

notice) : ECONOMY!
Investigate The New EvcrWcar Spring-Rubber
Safety Seat for Swings. Buy them to replace old

swing seats. Specify them for all new swing outfits.

NOW!!
BRING EVERWEAR SAFETY

... TO YOUR SWINGS !

Manufactured by

The EverWear Manufacturing Company
Springfield, Ohio, U. S. A.

The World's oldest and largest exclusive maker of play-

ground, beach and pool apparatus; a complete line of the

SAFEST and most DURABLE recreation apparatus made.
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EATINe...VISITING...

READING...
Are Westchester County's most Important leisure

activities, reports George A. Lundberg, whose

thorough investigation of spare time pursuits

in a typical prosperous suburb is interestingly

told in:

LEISURE
A SUBURBAN STUDY. $3.00

Here is a book that shows the trend in American

leisure activities, that indicates how various

groups spend their free hours.

It throws light on what we will or could do with

increased leisure when and if the prophecies of

the optimists of the Machine Age come true.

In studying the reading habits of Westchester resi-

dents, Mr. Lundberg found that "possibly a great

many people read fiction because of the relative

inaccessibility of easily readable non-flctlon. It

has, in fact, been demonstrated that there is a

wide discrepancy between what people actually

read and what they would like to read. . . ."

"Inaccessibility ... of what they would like to read"

need hold true no longer for those interested in

Important non-flctlon. For such people there is:

COLUMBIA BOOKS
1893-1933

This dlcttonary-cataloKue Is the modem way to ^ide
serious reading. You need only know your own
requirements. Columbia Books gives you the Infor-

mation about our books completely, easily and
quickly.

The charge of tl.OO for Columbia Bookt Is refundable

by means of a coupon in each copy good for $1.00

worth of our books either from us or at your
bookstore.

C«lumbi« Univenity Prett, 29M> Broadway, New York CHy.

I eni-loaa 11.00 for which send me one copy of

COLi;MBtA BOOKS Iltl-IMS — contalnlnc the rebate

coupon good for a tl.OO credit. I understand that I will

receive all supplementary Seasonal Announcements free

of charge.

Signed . .

Address .

IU-ll-a4

The Christmas Play for Everyone
(Continued from page 376)

of games appropriate to the occasion. Womans Press.

StX.

The Pampered Darlin/i by Beatrice McN'eil. Six

men, two young boys, three women. Excellent for yoimg

people of 15 or 16. When Victor Gibbons learns that his

two older sisters are going away for Christmas, leaving

him tiehind, he writes a note stating that he has suddenly

become deaf and dumb. They are alarmed and shower

him with attention. His ills are quickly cured when

Janet's fiance, a young medical student, suggests an im-

mediate operation. Walter H. Baker Company. 35<.

Santa At Sea by Yale and Eldridge. Six principals and

extras. Santa meets with an accident and is picked up at

sea. A novel cantata for community entertainments or

Sunday School. Especially useful when the Christmas

tree is featured and small gifts are given to children ui

the audience. Eldridge Entertainment House. 40<.

1 he Christmas Jest by Frances Gillespy Wickes. From

twelve to fifteen children may participate, one small boy.

Especially recommended for 15 or 16 year old boys and

girls. A medieval play in which the king changes places

with his jester on Christmas Eve and learns a lesson

from the court fool. In A Child's Book of Holiday Plays.

The Macmillan Company, 66 Fifth Avenue, New York

City. 80*.

The Snowman by Elsa Beskow. Seven children, one

adult. A Swedish Christmas play. The story of a miser

and what happened to him when he fell asleep on the

doorstep of his neighbor's house. A delightful and au-

thentic atmosphere of Swedish fairy lore distinguishes

this play fey one of the most noted of Swedish writers.

Walter H. Baker Company. 35<.

Home for the lioliditys by .A. W. Norton. Twenty-three

characters and extras. A community Christmas play with

much humor and some pathos. Penn Publishing Com-

pany, 925 Filbert Street, Philadelphia. 25<.

For experienced groups the following plays are

recommended :

The Christmas Child Comes In by Katharine Kester.

Two acts. Large cast. Old Trail Town resolves not to

keep Christmas, as it is an unnecessary expense. But at

heart the people want to celebrate and seize on the com-

ing of a child to a neighlxjr's house as a just cause for

celebration. Walter H. Baker Company, 35*. Royalty $5.00.

The Lit/hting of the Christmas Tree by Josephine

Palmer and Annie L. Thorp. Three men, two women,
two little boys. A beautiful legendary play based on the

story by Selma I.agertof. Olga fears to take an old

musician, a friend of her husband, into her home liecause

he is a drunkard but learns to value his art and his es-

sentially fine nature. Samuel French, 25 West 45th Street,

New York City. 35<. Royalty $5.00.

A Painting for the Duchess by Marion Holbrook.

Four men, six women, six children, extras if desired.

Basil, a young painter, defies his patroness, the Duchess,

and is saved from ruin by a miracle. When the cruel

woman demands the picture he has not painted, the can-

vas it uncovered and a paiming of the Madonna is

miraculously revealed. Dramatic Publishing Company.
3S<. No royalty when ten copies are purchased.
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Summaries of Discussion

Group Meetings
(Continued from page 392)

resentatives came out of those long sessions with

clearer understanding of the strategy of the game
of team play between the home neighborhoods and

their national government agents.

Turning attention then to the techniques of

building more effective machinery for harnessing

neighborhood effort, the matter of organization

of community effort and of deeper local study and

strategy was explored. Programs were scrutinized,

activities debated, extensions to the home and the

home yard were given some attention.

A new motivation of human endeavor—being,

doing and thinking
—

leaped into the ascendant and

unconscious of its significance we switched our

allegiance from King Croesus to Prophet
Aristotle. Where shall this new youth now crowd-

ing the wings of our stage find freedom, with

the sky the limit ? Not in the regimented controls

of a career of accumulating wealth of possessions,

but rather in a career of accumulating treasure

of the spirit. The career of the Edison, the

Lindbergh, the Darwin, the Christopher Wren
or the Pasteur becomes the new field of the cloth

of gold, civilization's new arena of high adventure.

We are moving as a people in common rhythm
and straightened ranks, toward a new social con-

quest
—a conquest of the art of living.

Note : The remaining summaries will appear in the

December issue.

A Children's Christmas Party
(Continued from page 393)

only the Christmas tree lighted. The distribution

of oranges and candy concludes the program.
A troop of P)Oy Scouts aids the department

and Santa in giving out the oranges and candy.

Regretful that the party is over, yet thrilled, the

children leave for their respective homes and in-

stitutions eagerly awaiting the arrival of the next

Christmas season and what the Department of

Public Recreation has in store for them.

The whole affair is financed quietly through a

letter appeal signed by the President of the Rec-

reation Board and sent to fifty well-to-do citizens.

We always receive plenty of money to carry out

our plans each year.

Note; This is only one type of program suggested

for a children's Christmas party. Others may be secured

by writing to the author of this article and including \04

for postage and mimeographing.

IVE PITCHING
HORSESHOES IN THE

A gift all sport lovers will appreciate the

year round. Packed in brightly colored boxes.—either in pairs as Illustrated or In sets of

four with stakes In sturdy wooden boxes.

However packed—DIannond Official Pitching
Horeshoes are winners In the preference o?

both amateur and professional players.

DIAMOND
CALK HORSESHOE CO.

4610 GRAND AVENUE

DULUTH, MINN.

SWIMMING POOL DATA
AND REFERENCE ANNUAL

1934 Edition

(formttly Notable Swimming Poolt and Guide to

Equipment and SappUei)

Price $2.00

WATER GAMES, WATER STUNTS,

LEGAL DECISIONS, LIABILITY, IN-

SURANCE, POOL DESIGN, POOL SAN-

ITATION, POOL MANAGEMENT, ETC.

Hoffman-Harris, Inc.

404 Fourth Avenue New York City
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All shots are tee-shots in

TEEBALL
America's new major sport!

Offers maximum oppciiunity ior lectealion, development
and exercise of athletic ability. Fast driving game adapted
to a small playing area. For team, medal, or individual

participation. Accepted by leading schools. Quality equip-

ment at sensible prices.

Address: H. CASSEL HINCKLEY — P. O. Box 2

Belhayres, Penna.

A New Recreation Center in Rayville, Lou-

isiana — The recreation center developed in

Rayville, Louisiana, was the seat of the old

Richland Parish fair grounds^
of forty acres

which have been purchased by the Richland

Parish Public Recreation Department for

$2,400 on a self-liquidating basis, interest de-

ferred for three years and payments divided

over a twenty year period. The City of Ray-

ville contributed $250 and Richland Parish

$500 toward the initial cost of materials. The

R. F. C. provided the labor for construction.

Pontiac's Summer Play Program—Attend-

ance at the play program provided by the City
Recreation Department during the summer
months reached the highest peak since the or-

ganization of the department in 1922. During
June, July and August a total attendance of

234,924 people was reported at all the activities

conducted. This total for the summer months
showed an increase of 28% over the entire at-

tendance registered for all of last year. F.E.R.A.

funds provided thirty-one leaders, in addition to

thirty workers paid from city funds.

SAFETY EDUCATION MAGAZINE
$1.00 a Year

SPECIAL OFFER FREE!

> A set of six colored safety posters will be given
FREE with every new yearly subscription.

SAFETY EDUCATION is the only magazine
devoted entirely to child safety problems. The
material is based on seasonal activities and
consists of colored posters, graded lesson

plans, informational articles, short plays, stor-

ies, assembly programs, patrol news items, etc.

$1.00 a Year

for which ptcjM und SAFETY EDUCATION MAGAZINE b«ginning

SAFETY EDUCATION MAGAZINE
One Park Avenue. New York

EncloKd find

wiib lb«

EncloMd find $1.75 for SAFETY EDUCATION MAGAZINE and lb« SpMul Playground Packrl.

Namt

Addrtu

Ciir >ad Sutt
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Magazines and Pamphlets
\ Recently Received Containing Articles \

'

of Interest to the Recreation Worker V

MAGAZINES

The Epivocth Highroad, September 1934

A Moving Day Party, by Lynn Rohrbough

The Jou-nal of Health and Physical Education,

September 1934

A New Course on Hobbies—an Editorial

A Report on the National Study of Professional

Education in Health and Physical Education, by
N. P. Neilson

The Game of American Ball

The Journal of Health and Physical Education,

October 1934

American Country Dances from Alabama to Ar-

kansas, collected by Edythe E. Saylor
The Game of Lacrosse, by Joseph Shacter

Simbali

Faculty Recreation Committee

Physical Education, Health and Recreation Digest,

Octol>cr 1934

A Playground Health Education Program, by Floyd
A. Rowe

Adult Education for Leisure, by William W. Biddle

The Responsibility of Public Agencies in Providing
f-ir Leisure-Time Activities, by William G.

Robinson
Leisure and Small Town Youth, by Ella Gardner
Educational Uses of Play Programs, by Carrol D.

Champlin

American Forests, October 1934

Tlie Great Smoky Mountains Park, I>y Carlos C.

Campbell

The American City, October 1934

New Jobs in the Recreation Field—The Springfield
Recreation Project, by Elizabeth S. Moquin

A Country Park for City Dwellers—and Others

The National Parent-Teacher Magazine, October 1934

A Party for Hallowe'en, by Sophia Yarnall

Conservation of Recreation, by Catheryne Cooke
Oilman

PAMPHLETS

Wisconsin Reading Circle Annual I9J4-1 93 5, issued by
the State Reading Circle Board, M. H. Jackson, Sec-

retary, State Department of Public Instruction, Madi-

son, Wisconsin

Fifth Annual Report of the Recreation Commission,

Amsterdam. New York, 1933

National Negro Health Week Report

National Negro Health News, Volume 2, Number 2,

U. S. Public Health Service, Washington, D. C.

Games of Many Lands

A four page mimeographed Ijulletin issued by the Na-
tional Council for Prevention of War, S32 Seven-
teenth Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

Public Recreation—Oakland, California

A thirty-two page illustrated report of the Board of

Playground Directors for 1933-1934

Have You A Set of Guides?
Publications compiled by the RULES AND EDITORIAL COMMITTEE

WOMEN'S ATHLETIC SECTION, AMERICAN PHYSICAL

EDUCATION ASSOCIATION

Official Playing Rules for Girls' and Women's Sports

Chairman

Field Hockey No. 38-R •="' Shurmer. University of

and Lacrosse - P'"!?'".*''' Pi'J'burgb, Pa.

Betty Cadbury, Germanuowo,
Pennsylvania.

Soccer

Field Ball

Speed Ball

No. I 16-R Laura Huelster, University of

Illinois, Urbana.
Laura Huelster. University of

Illinois. Urbana.
Dorice Myers. George Washington
High School. Los Angeles, Calif.

Baslteibali and No. I2I-R Marie Simcs. Notre Dame ot

Officials' Ralinq ^,^"V^"^:
Baltimore.

' Marjonc Hillas, Teachers College,
Columbia University, N. Y. C.

Water Sports No. 125-R Marjorie Camp. University of
Iowa. Iowa City.

Winter Sports No. 124-R Harriet Aull. Smith College,

and Outing Clubs Northampton. Mass.

Baseball No. 17-R Margaret Meyer. University of

Wisconsin, Madison.

Athletic Handbook No. 1 15-R
Athletic Gannes Theresa Anderson. North High

School, Des Moines. Iowa.

Track and Field Amy Howland, Public Schools,
Mount Vernon, N. Y.

Volley Ball Mora Crossman, Playground Ath-
letic League, Baltimore, Md.

New Committees and Chairmen
(no publications)

Individual Sports Eleanor Schroeder, Wellesley Col-

Golf, Tennis, Archery
^'^'- Wellesley.

Motion Pictures Gladys Palmer, Ohio State Uni-
versity, Columbus.

Ordet Guides by number from Local Dealers in Athletic Goods or

AMERICAN SPORTS PUBLISHING CO.
105 Nassau Street, New York City

A Swimming Pool for Salem— More than

30,000 people attended the dedication of the

mammoth outdoor salt water swimming pool
in Salem, Massachusetts, known as the J. C. B.

Smith Memorial Swimming Pool. The pool,
built on unsightly mud flats, has a water sur-

face across of gyi acres, and is 700 feet long
and 600 feet wide. The average depth of water
is 8 feet with a special shallow area for little

children. Beneath the 30 foot diving tower and
10 meter diving board the water will have a

depth of 18 feet. The ocean is separated from
the pool by a dam of sheet steel piling gj4 feet

high. On the other three sides it is bounded

by beautifully landscaped terraces. Beaches

along the retaining wall of the causeway and in

front of the spacious bath house provide a large

space for spectators and bathers. The pool was
constructed at a cost of nearly $300,000 by gov-
ernment funds aided by a bequest from the

Smith estate.



New Publications in the Leisure Time Field

HomemadeGames
By Arthur H. Lawson. J. B. Lippincott Company, PhUa-

delphia, Pa., $2.00.

"lloMEMADE Games" is an especially timely book for

•' these days when we have little money and lots of

time to spend. It is the perfect recipe for the father who

likes to putter around the cellar workshop with his son,

or the crafts teacher who must turn out something useful

because his budget is limited, or for the person who wants

to make something which is his very own because he has

made every bit of it from start to finish.

Skillful drawings show step by step how the games are

made and what they look like when they are finished. The

games are well selected, including most of the better

known games, such as Table Tennis, Paddle Tennis,

Shufiieboard, Box Hockey and Tether Ball, as well as

such less known games as Buzz Ball, Cockamaroo,

Halma and Nine Men's Morris. A number of games

have unique adaptations which the author has originated.

Exo and Black Diamond are ingenious variations of the

well known game of Bull Board. Fortyniner, the object

of which is to "stake out your claim before the other fel-

low beats you to it," is an exciting board game for two

players which harks back to the gold-panning days of '49.

The book, which includes directions for building and

for playing games for both indoors and outdoors, is dis-

tinguished by the clear and informal manner in which it

is written. A glossary of wood-workers' terms defines

unfamiliar words for the amateur and a well arranged

index of games and games equipment adds greatly to its

usefulness. There is a foreword by Angelo Patri.

American City Annual— 1933-34

Edited by Harlean James. American City Association,

901 Union Trust Building, Washington, D. C, $3.00.

THE
FirrB succtssoR to the initial volume appearing in

1929, this Annual will l>e of interest to all who are

working for the preservation, protection and improve-

ment of the scenic and recreational assets of America.

Each year the Annual considers a new range of topics.

This year the summary emphasizes the scope of such

govemment enterprises as the Tennessee Valley Author-

ity, the Civilian Conservation Corps, the Publk Work*
Administration and others dealing with physkal planning.

The outstanding projects of the federal govemment for

the planned utilizatkxi of the natural resources of the

country are interpreted by experts who are close to ad-

ministrative centers. Original articles by civic workers,

landscape architects, city planners and engineering spe-

cialists are grouped under the following heads: The Na-

tion, Regional Planning, In the States and In the Cities

and Towtis.
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"Kit" 37
Edited by Lynn and Kathcrine Rohrbough. Published by
Lynn Rohrbough, Delaware, Ohio. $.25.

"IXtT" 37 is a particularly in;eresting issue devoted to
'^ traditional games and puzzle-making. There are,

too, equipment notes suggesting some homemade games.

One Act Ploys for Women
Selected by A. P. Sanford. Dodd, Mead & Company,
New York. $2.50.

Thfre has long been a need for such a compilation as
' Mr. Sanford has presented in One Act Plays for

Women. This collection contains more than a dozen one

Kt plays presenting an interesting variety from which to

choose. The costuming and scenery in each case are

simple and inexpensive.

Easy Blackouts
Fitzgerald Publishing Corporation, New York. $.50.
This collection of short comedy sketches by various
' authors will help fill the ever present need for skits

which are so popular today. .Amateur groups of all kinds

will find this collection of eighteen sketches exceedingly
valuable. Such groups may produce the sketches without

payment of royalty provided at least two copies of the

printed book have l)een purchased.

Officers and Directors of the National

Recreation Association

OFFICERS

iJo>trH

Ltc, Preiident
JoHii H. FiHLxr. First Vice-Preiident
ORK G. WiKAKT. Second Vice-Preiident
loiUT CA>tiTT. Third Vice-Pruidcoi
GuiTAVUi T. Ki»r, Treuurer
HowMw S. BtAUCHU, Scereiary

DIRECTORS

MuB. Edwa>d W. Biddli Carliilc, Pa.
WiLIAH nUTTUWOITII, Stolinc, III.

Clahixci M. Cla>k, Phil>del(ihia, Pa.
HiNiY L. CoiitTT, Portland, Ore.
Mas. AaTHua G. Cuuhu, /ackionrill*, Fla.
F. Ttuaic Davisok, Locutt Valley, L. I., N. Y.
Mat. Thomas A. EoitOH, Well Oraon, N. }.
lOHH H. FiMLir, New York, N. Y.
Koa»T GAittTT, Dallimorc, Md.
AusTiK E. GairriTiit. Seattle, Waih.
CifAaMt Haydin. New York. N. Y.
Mai. CiiAiLa* V. Iliraox, Michigan Cilr, lad.
Ma*. FaAKcii oaLAcr IIvoi, Plainfield. N. J.
CDiTAVVi T. Kiair New York. N. Y.
H. McK. Landok, Indianapolis, Ind.
Mat. CnAaLtt D. I.A«iaa, Graenwich, Ceaa.
Roaiar LAtiiTtt, Charlotte, S*. C.
JottrH Lu. Boiion, Matt.
EowAao E. Loom It. New York,^ N. Y.

J. H. McCuaoT, Sprinatield. Matt.
Otto T. MaLLttT, Philadelphia, Pa.
WaLTta A. Mat, Pilttburgh, Pa
CaaL E. MiLLiRci, Auauiia, Me.
.Mat. OcDKK U MiLU, Woodburr. K. Y.
Mai. lAMCt W. WADtwoiTH, Jt., Waahinf
J. C Waum. New York. N. Y.
FacotaiCK M. WAaauao, New York, X. Y.

ioHK
G. \Vi:<AKT. Concord, N. H.

lat. William H. Woodix, }., Tueteo. Aria.

roo. D. C



Adult Life Enrichment

WHAT
HAS HAPPENED to the Depression? Has it disappeared? Unfortunately, not yet. There

are still several millions of people out of work. Millions of others still have only part-time
or occasional employment. The plight of the former remains unsolved or at best only par-

tially solved. Industry, generally speaking, is still "in the woods." Its future is unpredictable. Never-

theless, almost to a man, we nourish great hopes. For we have seen great changes come to pass and
we anticipate still greater changes with something more than mere vain expectation. Above all, less

and less talk of depression is heard. From Maine to California the American people have ceased to

wring their hands and have set to work constructively to solve their problems of life and living.

Has the Depression taught us anything? Entirely aside from the economic lessons learned, I

believe that the experiences of the last four years have also taught many moral lessons. As an ex-

ample, let me tell you the experience of one man I know, more or less in his own words:

"I used to make," he related, "more than one hundred dollars a week. Now I am fortunate if

I can average thirty-five. Yet it seems to me that I am fundamentally just as well off. My family
and I have been taught to do without many things, really luxuries, which we formerly regarded as

necessities. Somehow we don't miss them nearly so much as we thought we should.

"Take the automobile as an example. When I lost my old job. I bad to sell my car. This
seemed like a real hardship at first but I soon found out how much genuine pleasure and good exercise

I had been missing by riding all the while instead of walking. On Sunday afternoons a long motor
ride used to be the regular program for my family. Now we walk. Occasionally we take a street car

and go off into the country. There we stroll through woods and fields 'standing at ease in Nature'

as Whitman says. We could have done this before. The fact remains, we didn't. On the contrary, we
hurried along from place to place, seeing little, observing less.

"This simple recreation has also provided me with a hobby, something I sadly lacked before.

The hobby is botany. Understand I am no Burbank nor can I lay claim to a deep scientific knowl-

edge of flora. However, in my spare time I have collected nearly one hundred different varieties of

common plants, besides three or four varieties somewhat rarer, hereabouts.

"I read much more now than I used to and there is infinitely greater purpose in my reading.
In 1931 I entered the public library of the town I live in for the first time in years. Since then,

however, I have been a regular visitor. On the other hand, and quite in contrast to past habits, I go
to the movies very rarely. One reason is the cost. Another, perhaps the more compelling one, is that

the movies no longer satisfy me as they did. My wife and I are beginning to demand something
more mentally stimulating than the average output of Hollywood. All in all, I think hard times

have benefited us. Making a living is not the all important thing it used to be. Enjoying life, in

the true sense of living it more richly, has become our aim instead."

I know this man's experience is not an unusual one. Millions of others have been likewise forced

by the turn of events to a similar reconstruction of values. These people have paused to take stock of

themselves. They have thus discovered a fresh appeal in simple pleasures. Thousands, too, have
turned to the study of some subject which may afford a new occupation or an inexpensive recrea-

tion. Their leisure time has been enriched. The Depression has taught them age-old lessons anew and
in this way has given more than it has taken away.

James A. Mover
Division of University Extension

Massachusetts Department of Education

DECEMBER 1934
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Progress in the Art of Living

By Arthur E. Morgan

THK
PAST YEAR has been a somewhat strenuous

one for our organization. The area we have

had to cover is large, the issues we have

had to deal with are many, and our entire staff

has been working pretty much to capacity,

without much opportunity for leisure or

recreation.

About a month ago I went for a few days up
to Antioch College where the faculty was just re-

turning from a ten weeks'

summer vacation. I at-

tended the first meeting
of that faculty. As I

looked them over, there

was evident a freshness.

a re-creation of energy,

and a readiness for a

year's work that was in

contrast to the somewhat

tired out group that I had

left behind in the Ten-

nessee Valley.

Seeing those people
there, I felt that I had a

very excellent illustration

of the necessity of recre-

ation. Those people are,

on the whole, ready for a year's work, full of

spirit and energy and desire for it.

Our people in the Tennessee Valley are loyal,

working regardless of hours, putting everything

they have into that job, and yet, unless we can so

arrange their program that a reasonable share of

release, of vacation and recreation can come in,

we will have managed badly, because in the course

of a year we will be losing that keen edge of in-

terest and zest which only fine physical and men-

tal condition can bring.

As I saw those faculty members fresh from

their summer's release, I was reminded of the re-

mark of a business man in New York who is

known to cover a great deal of work within the

year. Someone asked how, year after year, he was

able to sustain himself and to cover so much

In introducing Dr. Morgan, Otto T. Mallery,
President of the Playground and Recreation As-

sociation of Philadelphia, said: "After the great

Dayton flood a man arose, an engineer, to pre-
vent a similar catastrophe. The engineering may
have been difficult, but the unprecedented part-

was securing the cooperation of many counties

and many towns, many jurisdictions, many of-

ficials, and forming one district and one financial

plan to prevent the flood. After that work was

completed the engineer turned educator and de-

veloped Antioch College, which profoundly af-

fected educational theory and practice.
"Now his mind swings into the art of living and

what progress may be made there. In his present

capacity as Chairman of the Board of Directors

of the Tennessee Valley Authority, the art of

living will make progress."

ground. He said it was because he did it in ten

months.

Recreation, An Essential for Balanced Life

Recreation is not a casual thing; it is an essen-

tial for a well-balanced life. On the other hand,

it should be part of a well-balanced life and not

the main issue.

We commonly get excited over our own call-

ings. They come to seem

extremely important to

us, and we often have the

feeling that the world

cares so little for our

callings, for our interests,

that there are so many
forces driving in the other

direction •— that we need

have no concern about

other interests; we can

put our whole energy and

life into our own, and the

rest of the world will

furnish the balance and

the check and restraint

upon it.

I think that philosophy
is a false one wherever we find it. There are no

evils so bad that we can afford an unrestrained

opposition to them. There are no virtues so fine

that we can afford to give ourselves unrestrain-

edly to them. A good part of the energies of men
is used up in checking and counteracting the

streams of other men.

Most radicals will tell you that they really

would rather not be so radical, but that they must

because the conservatives are so conservative they
have to overcome that opposition. Most conserva-

tives will tell you that in their heart they are with

you, if you happen to be a liberal, but they just

can't loosen up at all because the radicals are so

strong that they must overcome that stream. That

tendency for us to give ourselves unreservedly to

one attitude or outlook because some other one

415
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will check it naturally
— that attitude is not a

sound one. It is not sound in recreation any more
than in any other field.

Psychology of Servitude Persists

Speaking of recreation and play for small chil-

dren and for adolescents, I think that is true. The
world has been a world of servitude for a long
time. The psychology of servitude is still with us.

There is no danger but that we shall have to work

enough—life will take care of that—and so we will

give our attention to recreation. That is to some
extent the psychology which has come over from

an economy of scarcity.

Some time ago I knew of a young woman, very
well to do, who yet took upon herself some fairly

heavy and strenuous work, and she was living a

life of economy and was doing everything she

could to count in the field of that work. A little

account of her work was in one of the newspapers.
1 saw a letter written about her by a young

woman, a factory worker. This factory worker

said, "Isn't she the fool—to think of having all of

that money and then working! If I had that money
I never would work for another day."

Now, that is the psychology that hangs over

from ages of servitude and from an economy of

poverty. That can have too great support. Many
a parent has said. "In my boyhood (or girlhood) I

had no pleasure, I had no play, I had no recrea-

tion, and I am going to see that my children are

protected from the life that I had to lead."

I think that there is a very decided danger to-

day among people who are well to do, especially,

that a life of recreation may come to seem im-

perative, that they will come to feel that the world

owes them recreation.

Work Discipline Valuable

During the past two years I have observed

young people, in this case young college people,

who were living on very meager resources, who

nevertheless, as a group, felt that it was impos-

sible for them to give up any opportunity for

recreation.

In one case— the case of a

young woman whose parents

were making the utmost sacri-

fices for her education — this

was drawn to her attention

when she was planning on a

rather expensive auto trip, and

she said, "I know they are

working hard, but they don't

Play is educafion. In fact, I fhink play

originated as education. Before the

schools were made, children educated

themselves. Every move that a litfle

girl makes with her doll is education

for faking care of her own babies. A
large part of the natural play of boys
is imitation of th« work of their fathers.

want me to go without." I think that as impera-
tive and as important as recreation is, we must

see it, not as a world in itself, but as a part of

well-balanced and well-proportioned living.

I have been in hearty sympathy with the spirit

of the child labor amendment to our national con-

stitution and yet I have grave doubts about the

direction which that spirit has in some of our

states, in the rather arbitrary laws against child

labor, because I am inclined to think that unless

young people get some of the fibre, some of the

vigor of living, some capacity for hardship, some

capacity for restraint and control, some capacity

for sacrifices, some stamina while they are young
in their teens, it will be too late afterwards.

Recreation is an imperative element in any nor-

mal life. It is our business to discover what that

place is. Play and recreation have various func-

tions. As I see play and recreation, in many cases

they constitute an escape from living. The last

speaker was telling you of conditions in certain

city areas, where the whole of life is so abnormal,

where there is so little of normal opportunity that

play is an effort to forget about life, to make the

days pass and leave them a blank.

Recreation Should Not Be An Opiate

That use of recreation may be necessary per-

haps as an opiate is necessary for a person who

is deathly sick, to reduce the pain, but it is a

tragic thing that it is so.

.As we have tried to work out our program in

the Tennessee Valley Authority, a program which

gets into many fields, many fields of economics,

such as power, the preservation of the soil, for-

estry, the decentralization of industry, the bal-

ancing of industry and agriculture, as we get into

those phases of economic life, and along with

them into phases of social life, we have to deal

with recreation. We see how often recreation is

no more than an escape from living.

It happens that the Tennessee Valley Author-

ity area includes among other parts a considerable

region in which there never has been a prosper-

ous economy. During pre-

Civil War days that area was

occupied by what were called

"poor whites." It was not

suitable for slaveholders to

work white men, and since the

slaveholders controlled the

economy, the white people

were left out ; they took to the
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hills; they fought for a living

in little valleys and on steep

mountain sides, wherever they

could. Life was very primitive.

There never has been prosper-

ity in many of those regions.

Play and recreation under

such conditions is not much
more than an effort to drown

out the emptiness of living. It

can be true there as well as on

the Chicago streets.

For that situation, I am not primarily interested

in providing an opiate for living. I think our fun-

damental job there is to try to re-create the con-

ditions of living, so that there can be joy in work-

ing, so that there can be joy in living, so that it

will not be necessary to flee away from living in

drunkenness or gambling or in any other of the

substitutes for normal experience. So I find my-
self here, there and almost everywhere,, not

greatly concerned over recreation as an escape

from living.

When I first knocked around London, I thought,

"What a wonderful city this is! There seem to

be more bookstores in London than there are in

the rest of the world." And then I hung around

those bookstores to see who bought books and

what kind of books they bought, and I came to

the conclusion that in no small degree the

enormous reading of books in London was partly

an escape from living, that life had become so

circumscribed, there was so little of genuine ad-

venture to have, that they escaped into the world

of books out of a world of tawdriness and mo-

notony. I am much more interested in trying to

build a world that will not need that escape than

I am in providing that escape.

TVA Recreation Builds Health

Then, too, another function of play is that of

exercise. Just building up the bodily functions, I

mean. I am one of those people who never could

do his daily dozen. Sometimes I can stick it out

for almost a week, but then the monotony of driv-

ing myself through those motions with no zest,

with no play in it, gets the better of me and I put

it off until 1 can get out where the spirit of recre-

ation can go along with building my body. And I

believe, for that reason, recreation is imperative.

We are of the opinion, down in the Tennessee

Valley, that taking our population
—and I could

take the population of other parts of America—

"The differences in levels of human
culture are primarily differences in

amplitude, inclusiveness, foresight and

thoroughness, of planning.
"The President sees the Valley Au-

thority as a means for displacing hap-
hazard, unplanned and unintegrated
social and industrial development by
introducing increasing elements of

order, design and forethought."—Dr. Arthur E. Morgan.

the development of play there

for both children and adults is

essential to the building of

good bodies, and we are work-

ing along that line.

Play is education. In fact, I

think play originated as edu-

cation. Before the schools

were made, children educated

themselves. Every move that

a little girl makes with her doll

is education for taking care of her own babies.

A large part of the natural play of boys is imi-

tation of the work of their fathers. That is espe-

cially true in primitive societies where they can

live with their fathers. I think we sometimes go

wrong when we think that it isn't play if there is

any creative residue in it.

I had a friend who taught in a high school in a

rather rough and tumble town. Instead of ordi-

nary forms of recreation, he got an old building

and in it he got some printing presses, and he got

some wood-working outfits, and he got things

that boys play with and work with, rather than

play with in the ordinary .sense of the term. He
made it an imperative condition that a boy could

not come there unless he would meet certain

standards of courtesy and decency, and he had ex-

cellent discipline because the boys were so anxious

to come there that they would behave themselves.

Now, to those boys that was just as much play

as the girl with her dolls, or the boys in a primi-

tive community playing at hunting or playing at

building houses. I think we can have all of the

zest of living and all of the joy of play along

with some creative residue, in many instances.

Man Craves the Forest

Sometimes play is an almost necessary thera-

peutic process. We are children of the forest. We
are children of nature. When you take us away
from nature too long, we are like strangers away
from home and there is a constant craving for us

to get back to our instinctive home. The craving

for hunting is such. A man may have lived in the

city, and yet that craving to get back to the home

of his ancestors is strong
— to live their lives.

Fishing is the same.

Rough games are the same where the element

of contest comes in, and I believe that it is a

wholesome thing to satisfy that rather deep emo-

tional craving for the functions of primitive men.

Rut I think over and above all those, the greatest
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tunction of play is just sheer recuperation. Play
with no aim, no object, only the joy of doing it,

has effects on us that are so deep-seated that we
dare not, we cannot leave that out of a well-

ordered living.

Now we are finding what I think America is

finding, and what we need to clearly recognize,

and that is that play must be taught. It is not

learned of itself. I could give you an illustration

that I have u.sed before of that fact. I used to

observe in my work through the southern states

how often the colored boys and girls and men and
women would sit on the porches of their houses,

would sit for hours and hours without play. I

wondered if colored people were different from
white people in the lack of an instinct of play.

Some time later I was at a colored institution in

the South, where some five or six years ago some

young women had been sent out to the coimtry
schools to teach the colored children there to play.

They had taught them traditional games and then

had gone away. In the course of six years the

personnel of the children there had changed en-

tirely. It was not more than a four or five year
school, and those in the first year had even then

passed on, and yet those games were still living.

They had passed on from the nine year old child

to the eight year old child, and from the eight to

the seven year old child, and became a continuing
tradition of those games.
A little later I was discussing the matter with a

man who is director of race relations in South

Africa. 1 asked him how it was in .Africa as to

children playing, as to colored children playing.

"Well," he said, "Of course they play ; they have

their old traditional games that apparently have

been in those tribes for centuries. Of course they

play."

Children Must Be Taught Games

And then it dawned upon me what had hap-

pened in America. In each particular case that a

Negro had been brought to America, there had

been a breaking up of the home and there had

l)cen work under slave conditions, where all of the

old traditions had l)cen broken.

Children had had to grow up
for themselves, without that

tradition, and in that clear

break the old games, the tra-

ditional games of home had

lieen lost, and there had been

no time to learn new ones.

I can take you into parts of our southern

states, in the mountains, where the white people
live. In some of those states the traditional games
are still there; in other communities there are

none. People sit. In the transition from Europe
to .America the tradition of play has been broken

and two centuries have not been enough to re-

create it.

To some extent the population of America is

dependent on the people who came here as indi-

viduals. They did not come here as communities.

To a large extent recreation and play is a com-

munity exercise, and where communities didn't

come, then the community function often disap-

peared, and in .America we must learn to play. We
will not discover it by accident.

The National Recreation Association, in its ef-

forts to revive games and recreation of all sorts,

is performing a genuine service. If that service

is well performed, recreation in America can be

on a higher cultural level than in any other coun-

try, for the reason that here we have cultural

elements from all countries. If we can select from

that great rich mass of cultural elements the ex-

cellencies, the fineness, and weax'e them into a

new art of play in this country, we can have our

recreation on a higher level than anywhere else.

It is not too high in Europe. I remember read-

ing in one of Ruskin's books— I liave forgotten

which one—a description of a holiday in a Euro-

pean town. He said he saw people stand hour

after hour shooting off horse pistols into the air,

with no skill, no art, no refinement, no culture in

play. .-\s 1 have knocked about Europe a bit I

have seen games here and there, and the games
on one side of the mountain aren't known on the

other side very often, but there isn't an undue

richness. When the hurdy-gurdy and the county

fair and the community fairs come to town, the

expressions of recreation there are about as crude

as in a county fair in America.

The art of playing is yet to be develojied. The

National Recreation Association lias before it the

problem of creating a whole element of our na-

tional life, of creating it as a fine art, as a great

element of culture.

But I think over and above all those,

the greatest function of play !s just

sheer recuperation. Play with no aim.

no object, only the joy of doing it,

has effects on ut that are so deep-

seated that we dare not, we cannot

leave that out of a well-ordered living.

TVA Plans for Recreation

That is a part of our job in

the Tennessee N'alley Author-

ity ; as we try to sec the whole

of life there we must see rec-

reation. We are trying to do*

it in a numl>er of ways.
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We are building a couple of dams. Instead of

just building dams, we have made a careful se-

lection of workmen ;
we have tried to have desira-

ble living conditions ; and then we are trying to

create in the community of the families of those

workers the conditions of a desirable community.
We have men whose business is recreation who
are trying to bring into the lives of those people
the traditions and the arts of recreation. They are

mostly young men, with their families. When the

job is done they will scatter to the four winds,

and we hope that as they scatter they will take

back with them into their local communities

knowledge of recreational facilities, actual knowl-

edge of games, of skills, of arts that were lost or

never had been possessed. That is one of our

methods.

In Ijuilding the Norris Dam, we are creating a

lake with eight hundred miles of shore line. It is

customary in such cases to ac-

quire the property just to the

water's edge and to leave the

land around the lake in private

ownership. We are acquiring

a strip a quarter of a mile

around, entirely around that

eigiit hundred miles of shore

line so that we will have ap-

proximately one hundred
square miles of public property
for forestry and for play.

On the Wheeler Dam, we are also creating a

lake with eight hundred miles of shore line—the

two of them together have sixteen hundred miles

of shore line. We are acquiring the borders with

almost limitless space for camping and for boat-

ing. There are some islands in those lakes and
we are keeping them as preserves for wild ani-

mals and we are trying to set up conditions under

which wild game can develop. We are arranging
for breeding places for fishes so that as an inci-

dent to a power development we can get some of

the by-])roducts of power in the form of

recreation.

Trails in the Wilderness

In some cases we are going somewhat further

and are taking some of these wilderness islands or

near-islands that cover a few square miles and are

making footpaths through them, with camping
places nearby, so that in these rugged ridges,

young mountains, people can come and wonder
and be clear out of civilization, where there are

"The material foundation for all living

is the land. We live on it and travel

over it. From it comes our food, the

clothes we wear, the houses we live in,

the metals we use. We work on the

land and play on the land. Land plan-

ning and land use are the basis of

human economy."—Dr. Arthur E. Morgan.

no automobiles, only footpaths through the moun-
tains and hills. We are building bridle paths
where there will be a twenty or thirty mile horse-

back trip through the woods. In these various

ways we are trying to develop the creative and

recreational facilities of that region. We are try-

ing to set the stage for future generations in which

a love of nature will be strong.

I am inclined to think that the love of nature

is a recent growth. I have traced through poetry,

trying to see how far back it begins to show. You
can go back before Wordsworth and you will

find that the people knew the name of a rose, and

an oak tree, or violet, and about there the knowl-

edge of the world about them ceased.

I think there is coming in the human race i»

sensitiveness to those fine forms of beauty that

deserve a setting, and so in our work, as an in-

cident to our work, we are here and there setting

aside savings for posterity, the

most rugged, the most finely

wooded, the most picturesque

spots, and leaving them with-

out roads, without automobile

highways, without hotels—
leaving them there so that the

future generations may have a

sensitiveness to beauty and

may find a place there that is

unspoiled.

All through this region are a large number of

people who never have had an adequate income,

and income is primary. We are undertaking there

a program that is just beginning, a program of

stimulating the home arts of these people. A very

considerable number of them have quite highly

developed craftsmanship
— in wood, in iron, in

textiles and in pottery. It is our program to bring

in people who speak with some authority, some

genius in design, to work with these people who
have the craft spirit left, to develop products that

will have a market value.

Creative Interests To Be Fostered

I hit if we can find here and there people with

that fire of creativeness who want to work in tex-

tiles, in pottery and wood and iron, if we can find

here and there people with that fire in them and

can then get them under suitable discipline, suita-

ble training, if we can get them with a sensitive-

ness and then if we can make their work eco-

nomically profitable we will have done something

(Continued on fai/c 453)
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ARK CONKKONTED today by a new problem

that a machine civilization lias forced upon
our attention and that has been intensified

by the depression. The creative instinct of the

craftsman has been replaced by the monotony of

the specialized machine for the vast majority of

us and the substitution of horse power for man

power with the pro<luction of goods in excess of

the consumption of goods has shortened the work
week and increased our free hours. This new
leisure is by no means an entirely new develop-
ment ; it has been coming in cumulative fashion

during the |>a.st hundred years, but it is only re-

cently that wc have become completely conscious

of the need for planning for this change. The
future of our civilization will depend in large

measure on the wisdom and restraint with which

we use the new leisure.
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Planning for

Recreation in

New Hampshire

By John G. Winant

In our thought for the future it would

be well for us to stop and ask what kind

of individuals we wish to develop in this

changing and highly complicated world of

ours. It would seem advisable to ask this,

both for the sake of the individuals who
are to live as members of our society and

for the sake of the society which is to

have them as its members. During the

past few years we have been asking this

question in New Hampshire. We are now

striving to answer it. Through our rec-

reational plans we hojie to answer it in

part.

New Hampshire a State of

Natural Beauty

New Hanip.-ihirc has long been known

for its natural beauty. It is a real vaca-

tion spot and the possibilities for attrac-

tive recreational developments are many and

varied. With our mountains, woods, lakes and

seashore we seem to have every op|X)rtunity to

enjoy nature at its best. The question might pos-

sibly be aske<l why any recreational (planning

should l)e necessary in a background such as New

Hampshire affords. In order that we may pre-

serve this background for all time there is need

for planning, carefully and wisely done, and I feel

that we have made a good beginning on some long-

time constructive recreational planning which will

exert a strong and happy influence ujxm the lives

of the present generation and which will mean

much for the future.

V'ou will notice that I am not commenting on or

arguing for the need for recreational facilities,

themselves. Anyone who has been close to the

misery of this depression knows that far more
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than food, shelter and clothing must be supplied

to meet the wants of people. The need for relief

from mental strain and worry no one can measure.

People in New Hampshire are interested in

recreation and the use of leisure time not only

because we are conscious that it is an increasing

means of livelihood, but because we realize that

planning for leisure time is part of our job as a

state and the way we plan for it will influence in

a large measure the way we think and the kind of

people that we mean to be. Some one once said

that character was largely a by-product of work.

Work definitely influenced character when most

waking hours were work hours. The use of lei-

sure will also make or break character. And I

think that this same use of leisure will affect our

collective thinking, whether in the spiritual field,

the social field or in the political field. Our opin-

ions are bound to be definitely influenced and the

future of this country shaped by what we now do

in our leisure time.

Recreation and conservation planning have gone
on quietly in many parts of the state for a num-

ber of years, especially in our state forest lands,

but it was not until this past year that funds were

available for us to carry on any extensive new de-

velopments. We feel now that through federal,

state and local funds which have been made avail-

able in the emergency, we have improved our

physical plant and also built up a wider and

deeper understanding of the problems.

Our funds for these recent developments have

been supplied by federal grants
— CWA and

FERA—and by PWA loans. The CCC has con-

tributed greatly to the work in our forest lands.

State funds have been made available, local funds

have been voted in some cases

and gifts of land have been

made for this work by towns

and individuals. We find

that in these depression times

the people are giving more

generously to the state than

at any previous time.

State Agencies Have

Cooperated

In solving our leisure time

problem we have used every

available state department
and service at our command.

The New Hampshire For-

estry Commissioner has given

As Governor of New Hamphire, Mr.

Winant has given outstanding leader-

ship in the pioneer movement for the

utilization of the land and water areas

of the state for the recreation of the

people. Before the organization of state

planning boards was authorized under

the Federal Planning Board, the impor-
tance of state-wide planning for recre-

ation and conservation had been recog-
nized in New Hampshire.

In addition to his work in New Hamp-
shire, Governor Winant has made a val-

uable contribution to the national recre-

ation movement as the Second Vice-

President and a member of the Board
of Directors of the National Recreation

Association.

more than twenty-four hour service. The State

Planning Board, the first to be organized under

the Federal Planning Board, was immediately

drafted into service. The Department of Educa-

tion has worked on projects for adult education.

The New Hampshire League of Arts and Crafts,

organized in 193 1, has given opportunity to hun-

dreds of New Hampshire people to make and sell

articles of unusual workmanship. This leisure

time work, as it is often known, has proved in

many instances to be the sole means of livelihood

of the maker.

We have called on the National Recreation As-

sociation for help many times and have always

received prompt and valuable help from many dif-

ferent members of their stai?. In the early days

of our recreation planning, L. H. Weir spent sev-

eral months in New Hampshire making a com-

prehensive study of the recreational needs of the

state—considering how our natural resources, in-

cluding parks, forests, rivers, streams and bathing

beaches could be improved and utilized to serve

the recreational needs of the people.

There was a great need for this because even

in the capital city in which I live, with a popula-

tion of approximately twenty-five thousand, ly-

ing along the Merrimac River, and surrounded by

lakes, with many streams close by that feed into

the Merrimac, there was hardly a single bit of

water that was not contaminated or polluted. It

was almost impossible to find a place for the rec-

reation of the young people and for the old people

to enjoy
—even hard to find a place where boys

and girls might swim.

Recreation in the State Forests

Because our recreational development origi-

nated in our state forest

lands many years ago I should

like first to speak of these.

Interest in the preservation

of these forest tracts has

long been active. Large areas

have been saved for all time

by the foresight and action

of interested individuals and

state committees and socie-

ties. For a long time the So-

ciety for the Preservation of

New Hampshire Forests has

taken a leading part in con-

servation. The Applachian
Mountain Club has added

much to the enjoyment of
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our mountains by its trails

and cabins. The Dartmouth

Outing Qub is outstanding

in its work of marking trails,

erecting cabins and further-

ing the love and regard for

the outdoors.

New Hampshire now has

about ninety state forests and reservations, large

and small, with a total acreage of about thirty-

five thousand acres, and over four hundred thou-

sand acres of federal forests. About seventeen

of the state reservations have major recreational

interests and twelve others have present or future

recreational possibilities. Names such as Craw-

ford Notch, Franconia Notch. Monadnock, Car-

digan, Kearsarge, Wentworth Lake, Forest Lake

and many more are familiar to you if you know
New Hampshire. There are eight important lake

shore reservations. Some of these developments

are for picnic and bathing facilities only, others

provide overnight camping places, sanitary pro-

visions, open air fireplaces, tables and benches

and so forth and adequate parking space for cars.

At least seventy-five miles of foot and horseback

trails are to be built and improved and eighteen

miles of ski trails are planned and partly developed.

Aside from the lands mentioned above there is

the prospect of a large area of submarginal land

l)ecoming state property, and parts of this would

be developed for recreation.

New Hampshire has not only planned to con-

serve her forest lands and lake shores, but has

also given careful attention to the short but valu-

able ocean beaches which are enjoyed by so many
people during the summer months. At Hampton
Beach, New Hampshire's largest .seaboard recrea-

tion center, the highways and buildings along this

portion of the coast have been subjected to ex-

tensive damage by seasonal storms, requiring the

expenditure of considerable sums of money by
both the state of New Hampshire and private in-

dividuals. For the protection of fhis shore a sea

wall has lx«n constructed which will halt the en-

croachment of the sea and will safeguard the rec-

reational facilities of the beach. The beach itself

ha.s been taken over by the state. Jetties have also

been constructeil to prevent tide and erosion from

breaking down the sandy shore line.

Recent Municipal Recreation Developments

A rather new undertaking along recreational

lines for New Hampshire lias been her municipal

"We shall not be content in the country
until we have leaders in every rural

comnriunity who may teach us the ways
of nature, lead us in our studies, and

bring us together in more abundant rec-

reational life and social living."
—C. B.

Smith, Chief, Extension Service, United

States Department of Agriculture.

developments. These have

been extensive, exjjensive and

have taken much planning

and a great deal of work. I

shall mention a few of the

important projects : At Dover

the state purchased forty-

three acres of land along the

P.ellamy River. Here a dam has been constructed,

creating a pond one hundred by eight hundred

feet ; bath house facilities have been provided and

a playfield has been laid out with facilities for

tennis, handball and baseball and with bleachers

seating two thousand people.

.At Hanover a concrete dam will provide an ar-

tificial lake about one-half mile long. The neces-

-sary facilities will be built for this development.

.\t Kingston near the Massachusetts line the

State purchased a tract of forty-four acres adja-

cent to the town. There is nearly one-half mile

of shore front on Great Pond. A central bath

house has been built and a beautiful park with

wonderful pine and hardwood growth has been

laid out with many different recreational activities.

In Manchester, the largest city in the state and

an industrial community, the relief load has been

very heavy and it was felt that a large proportion

of CWA money should be placed there. The park
area of the city was increased by the purchase of

four big parcels of land. Each one was made a

major recreational project. W'hittemore Flats, so-

called, is about thirty-five acres and is to be laid

out as a playfidd. The Driving Park in the south

end is a typical city- park with playing fields and

can accommodate a great many people. Rock Rim-

mon Park on the west bank of the river, formerly

owned by the city of Manchester, has liad ninety-

eight acres added to it. An attractive modem

swimming pool eighty by two hundred and eighty

feet has lieen constructed as well as a bath and

rest hou.se of stone and timlx?rs. The water in the

jXK)l is controlled by a re-circulating system with

filters and chlorinators and is supplied by the city

main. The jkxjI will acconunodate one thousand

people and has been used to its full capacity from

the first day it was opened.
The fourth project is at Dorr's Pond in the

northeast section of the city. It is a tract of one

hundred and eight acres, largely covered with

pine timber. A swimming lake supplied by city

water has been constructed near a natural boat-

ing pond. .Several shelters are already on the

land and an outdoor theatre is planned. In the
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southern part of the park a football field, baseball

field and bleachers and bowling greens are nearly

completed. Adequate parking space has been laid

out and proper control buildings are planned. In

time it is hoped that horseback trails and ski

trails can be added.

.\i Sutton a gift of fifty acres of woodland

bordering on the shore of Kezar Lake has been

made to the state, and there we have swimming

facilities.

Meeting the Needs of Rural Districts

We are trying to meet the recreation need in

our cities l)ut equally important in a state like New

Hampshire is the need in our rual districts. Sut-

ton is a rural development. For advice and help

in this matter we again called on the National

Recreation Association and Mr. Wellington has

been most helpful. In conference with Professor

J. C. Kendall of the University of New Hamp-
shire Extension Service, a plan was formulated

for Aliss Ethel Bowers, also of the Recreation

Association, to come to New Hampshire for three

months and working under the Extension Service

of the University, to organize a program for rural

recreation throughout the state. Miss Bowers

worked with speed and eiTectiveness and did a

fine piece of work. A state director was engaged

as well as ten county leaders. An institute was

held to instruct these leaders and volunteers in

the program to be carried out. Thousands of in-

dividuals were contacted and much real com-

munity work was accomplished. In several places

May and apple blossom festivals were arranged

with success.

Trained Workers Essential

I don't think one can overstress the need of

trained workers in managing these new facilities

which will be built up in New Hampshire as well

as in any other states. We will find that when the

enthusiasm for this kind of thing wears down, we

can never make recreation facilities the character

building instrument that we mean them to be un-

less those who have charge of

them are equipped by training

and by character to properly

manage them. I know that

many of you already know
Miss Worth, our state director

who has carried out the pro-

gram that Miss Bowers started,

I don't think one can overstress the

need of trained workers. . . We can

never nnake recreation facilities the

character building instrument that we
mean them to be unless those who
have charge of them are equipped

by training and by character to pro-

perly manage them.

and are happy to know of our good fortune in

having her to direct our rural recreation program.

Another loan made to New Hampshire by the

National Recreation Association for but a brief

month was A. D. Zanzig, their music director.

Mr. Zanzig came merely as a consultant, so he

said, to meet with rural and city groups to dis-

cover what musical facilities and activities already

existed and to suggest new ways of bringing

greater opportunities to the people of New Hamp-
shire for participation in community singing and

playing. But even in that short time he had a

great many of us dancing and singing and enjoy-

ing it immensely. Several community programs
have developed from his suggestions and promise
to be annual events.

Facilities for Winter Sports

As I have been telling you of New Hampshire
and its recreation, I feel quite sure you have been

thinking of the state merely as a summer play-

ground. We are learning
—and we hope you will

—that it is becoming an equally popular winter

playground. The possibilities for winter sports

and recreation are constantly developing. In the

White Mountains of New Hampshire the federal

and state forest lands are snow covered for sev-

eral months of the year
—from the last of Novem-

ber until the middle of May—and we are taking

advantage of the opportunity to open up these

areas for our own citizens and for those who
come from other states.

Under the direction of ski trail engineers who
were employed by the state and with the expert
advice of authorities long experienced in the art

of skiing and ski trail building, the boys of the

CCC camps have helped lay out eighteen ski trails

of over forty miles. These trails have been built

for the novice, the expert and the so-called inter-

mediate skier. In some places these three groups
have been accommodated by varying the pitch

on a single trail and in other locations by building

three separate trails of different grades.

New Hampshire ski trails have been built for

safety. They have been laid

out with skill and care. The
labor of constructing ski trails

is infinitely greater than is

necessary in building other
trails. The mountains of New
Hampshire are heavily wooded

(Continued on page 453)



What We Mean By Recreation

By Frederic A. Delano

SURELY

recreation means more than sports and

playgrounds. It should mean rest for those

who are weary and heavy laden. It should

mean to many a chance to take a real breath of

fresh air and to drink deep of the fountain of

eternal life. Those who live and work in great

noisy cities have need to get away occasionally

from the nervous strain and noise. They have

need of a chance to cultivate a spiritual poise, in-

deed we all need it, the old fully as much as the

young ; and yet we must never forget that differ-

ent people must necessarily get their enjoyment
and express their happiness in vastly different

ways.
I sometimes think we older ones will better ap-

preciate the full meaning of this word recreation

if we pronounce it re-creation. That carries the

thought of a more abundant life which comes to

those who yearn for rest and a change from the

drab side of life because they have learned how

to enjoy some of the many forms of nature, not

omitting let us hope what is to many the most

versatile and fascinating of all forms, human

nature.

When I listen to the babel of tongues it often

seems to me that few people realize the serious-

ness of the crisis wc, as well as tlie rest of the

world, are passing through ; more serious in many
of its implications than the World War. True, we

are not deliberately killing

men but we are involuntarily

crushing out the life and

happiness of many. Enforced

leisure, as many know to their

sorrow, is not recreation ; so

it becomes a major part of

our duty in respect to recre-

ation to win first the battle

against want and poverty
—a

duty which we should face

with the same courage, hope-

fulness and enthusiasm that

wc displayed in war time.

The philosopher Henry
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For many years Mr. Delano has been a

leader in the n^ovemenf for city plan-

ning and beautification. Among the posi-

tions of importance he has held or !n

which he is now serving are: Chairman
of the Regional Plan of New York and

Environs, Chairman of the National Capi-
tal Parks and Planning Commission and
President of the American Civic Asso-

ciation. He has been appointed by
President Roosevelt as Chairman of the

Advisory Committee of the National

Resources Board under whose direction

there is being carried on a comprehen-
sive study of the recreational use of land

in the United States.

James .said truly that war should never be abol-

ished until we discovered the moral equivalent of

war, and that seems fairly obvious. In war time

we saw the nation unified, inspired to meet a

common and definite objective. May we not ask

ourselves whether the peace time problem of the

re-creation of our civilization is not today fully

worthy of our unified support, and our hearty and

enthusiastic labor?

The development of the human race, we are

told, depends very largely on how we use our lei-

sure. Shorter hours, the great speed of commimi-

cations, the annihilation of space, and all the other

developments of this machine age, tend alike to

greatly increase our powers of accomplishment ;

but if the increased leisure which these modem
inventions give us means wasted opportunities,

the human race will have lost more than it has

gained.

Evidently education in the broadest sense must

keep pace with the advance of human knowledge.
In the same way we must plan for recreation so

as to accomplish our purposes and secure a diver-

sity adequate to our multifarious needs. Inci-

dentally, we must train our liands as well as our

minds, so that our creative instincts will help us

intelligently to use our leisure to make us useful

citizens, not drones, even after our productive

capacity has ceased. Men and women who work

in factories must get the re-

lief which comes from doing

something useful or beauti-

ful
;
and another important

(K>int is that this recreational

work must be different from

our regular work, and there-

fore restful.

These then are some of the

problems that are included in

the scope of intelligent plan-

ning. Up to the turn of the

twentieth century little

thought was given to the

(Conlinufd on fage 454)



Planning Our Cities for Abundant Living

By Jacob L. Crane, Jr.

"Satisfactory living," "good living," "the

^^ abundant life"—what beautiful and seduc-

tive and various images arise in our minds !

No two of us now alive would write precisely

the same specifications for good living.

Further, our ancestors had their own ideas;

some of them were engrossed in the pictures-

que notion that an abundant life here is entirely

incompatible with an abundant life hereafter.

And our descendants will likewise find the ac-

counts of the 1934 National Recreation

Congress quite astonishing and even amusing.
So many factors influence the satisfaction to

be derived from living
—such various forces

and such a changing balance of circumstances.

And much of the pattern of impulses and

desires is only dimly discernable. We may set

down some of the elements which most con-

cern us these days. We all want a secure

livelihood zvith self-respect. We all want op-

portunity for advancement in one direction or

another and some freedom in choosing the

direction. We crave peace of mind and affec-

tion. We demand a wide range of interests,

however casual. We are obsessed with achiev-

ing the ultimate in mobility, rapid, almost

constant motion. We are hungry for satisfying

leisure time pursuits. We are in process always
of reshaping our environment, sometimes

nearer, sometimes farther from the thing we
desire.

City planning touches the environmental

elements directly, the others only indirectly. State

planning and national planning bear more and

more directly upon the entire

fabric. All our planning ef-

forts tend to influence the

facilities for and the use of

leisure, whether it be the

summer vacation or the half-

hour street car ride to and

from work.

The big city re])resents the

In this address before the NaHonal
Recreation Congress in Washing-
ton, D. C, in October, Mr. Crane

points out some of the important
factors which should influence the

planning of cities for abundant liv-

ing. Mr. Crane, a noted city plan-
ner, Is President of the American

City Planning Institute.

greatest opportunity for the abundant life, or

at any rate it represents our seeking and striv-

ing for richer living. Much the larger part of

our national surplus, the surplus beyond

"essentials," goes into the city environment—
amusements, great public buildings, the elabor-

ation of all our urban facilities. In the great

city we manifest our pride in the civilization

we are building. For most Americans the big

city at its worst holds out the promise of most

abundant living, as witness the huge migra-
tions from country to city during the last

fifty years
—the major social phenomenon of

our times.

However, what do we find these cities, the

records of our achievement, to be at this time?

Our great cities, with very few exceptions, are

still not much more than big, overgrown in-

dustrial and commercial camps. They are not

well organized, in some part ugly, grossly un-

economic, dirty and noisy, full of confusion

and strain. They display the power and wealth

of our period, but in a very unsatisfactory way,
so far as good living goes. They are "cities"

only by virtue of their immensity.
The reorganization and major rebuilding of

these cities offers the greatest single oppor-

tunity for the utilization of our natural re-

sources and of our natural resourcefulness.

Just as the building of these metropolises has

furnished a most important outlet for industrial

and commercial enterprise, their reconstruction

constitutes the big opportunity for industry
and commerce. Billions of dollars worth of

materials and labor and tech-

nical skill will be purchased.
And likewise such rebuilding
is basic in effectuating the

economies we now demand
and in providing the setting

and the approach to living

circumstances in scale with

our desires and our wealth.
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Conflicting Theories Presented

Here we are faced with several conflicting

theories of the best way to reorganize urban

life. These theories range all the way from the

re-ruralization theory, under which most in-

dustry and most city populations would be

drawn back to rural villages, to the "megalo-

polis" theory which proposes the city with all

buildings rising a thousand feet above ground
and the streets and transit arranged in three

or four levels underground. The writer believes

that the intermediate "regional city" theory is

soundest. The regional city is one in which the

thousands of square miles of land area lying

within each of the great metropolitan districts

is utilized for a cen-

tral nucleus and A secHon of Jones Beach, a

many sub-nuclei of developed by the Long Island

areas are possible only near

industrj' and residence, interspersed with great

rings and wedges of green open space. Such an

arrangement is free from the great costs involved

in either the re-ruralization scheme or in the

megalopolis scheme ; it meets most directly the

known and "guessed" demands of commerce and

desires of people ; and it seems to be in line with

"natural" trends. It meets the two most powerful

impulses now evident—the impulse to live and

work in contact with and identified with a very

large agglomeration of all sorts of jjeople, and the

impulse to retain contact with the open country.

Planners Must Recognize the Desires of People

Now, in planning any such regional city,

ranging from 100,000 to 10,000,000 in popula-

tion, we must not

magnificenf waterfront park fail to distinguish
State Park Commission. Such between the things
large centers of population.

CmHtiy Tk* Nallmi't Sehoolt
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which we as planners might conceive as desirable

for the people and the things which the people

themselves clearly want. This principle is as valid

in the field of recreation as in any other element

of city and regional planning. We must offer new

opportunities for recreation, but our task is to pro-

vide as nearly as possible what the city dweller

needs to satisfy bis oii'ii leisure time requirements.

Except as a matter of experiment in opening up

new possibilities, we should think not in terms

of teaching people what they ought to want

to do with their leisure time, but rather in

terms of providing facilities for them to do

what we know they want to do and of teaching

them how to do those things with the greatest

satisfaction. With ready access to museums

and classes, an unknown number of people

would go in for art as a recreation. We should

try it out. But we should not assume that it is

socially essential, or even desirable, that any

great number do this instead of going fishing.

Conversely, we do know that a very large part

of all outdoor recreation time in this country

is devoted to pleasure driving. Parkways and

scenic highways constitute a major part of

any sound contemporary recreation plan.

Whatever is clearly undesirable in pleasure

driving may be largely remedied by offering

beautiful drives and interesting places to go.

Our recreation planning as a part of city

planning for the abundant life, therefore, in-

volves just the kind of thing the National

Recreation Association has been doing in its

surveys: An imaginative appraisal of what

people want to do, of the circtimstances con-

ditioning their choice of leisure time activity,

and of the things they would gladly do if op-

portunity offered.

Objectives in Urban Planning

Of course, no person would quarrel with

certain general objectives. We want our cities,

our regional cities, lo be open to the sky, green

and i)leasant, distinguished and satisfying in

their physical appearance, clean and quiet, rich

in i)arks and playgrounds and beautiful water-

fronts, in museums, concert halls, recreation

centers and public buildings, and accessible to

the open country
—to great country play

grounds. These items all fit neatly into any
well-conceived image of the rebuilt regional

city. They are elements of the structure. They

constitute the ultimate purpose of city plan-

ning.

The people of the United States seem to

have made up their minds to go after their

opportunities. Of no matter what faction, we
are all engaged now in providing a sounder

basis for economic security by one means or

another, for decent wages and decent working

hours, for a rational program of public works,

for proper housing, for a national recreation

program, ranging all the way from the little

playground or the little roadside park to the

immense natural recreation areas and recrea-

tion districts.

In this huge enterprise let us not forget that

the realest planning is that which derives out

of the local community or even the local neigh-

borhood, where the ambitions and desires of

the individual and the family can be reflected

in the plans. Our community planning must be

guided by national and state planning in the

larger problems, but all of the infinite adjust-

ment of detail and all of the detailed fulfillment

of the program rests with the community. Our

national, state and city planning, and particul-

arly our recreation planning, are dependent

upon the willing support of the community; in

fact, they derive from the local community or

they are in large measure meaningless.
In some such framework of principles, we

proceed with the planning of our cities for

abundant living.

Melrose Creates a Park—A notable ERA
project is that being carried on by Melrose,

Massachusetts, which is converting 165 acres

of woods, swamp and ledge into a beautiful

golf course and public beauty spot. There are

nine natural ponds of great beauty scattered

among the hills, and in addition, two or three

natural lakes will be made. There is a nature

trail sponsored largely by the Melrose Wo-
men's Clubs, which when completed will be a

mile and a half long. The trail winds through
woods and valleys, spans brooks and rustic

bridges, and conducts the explorer to the

memorial tower at the top of Mount Hood, 285
feet above sea level. This square stone tower,

built of boulders excavated from the golf

course construction, is 40 feet high and from

its summit a magnificent view is obtained.

Tennis courts are being laid out and there will

be bowling on the green and shufHeboard.



Abundant Living for Small Towns

and Rural Districts

By Dr. C. B. Smith

I

SHALL BE AitLE to sav little that is new on this

occasion. The most blessed thing in the world

is u.seful work. Whatever else the future holds

for humankind, it must so order its life that all

men and women everywhere shall have some con

structixe work to do each day and be permitted to

do it. Some work, some income, some leisure in

each human life is the goal we are striving for in

almost every man's philosophy. .And herein are

rural people
— the men and women who live on

farms—blessed beyond most other groups. The

farmer, with his flocks and herds, his fields,

orchards and gardens, always has work to do and

work of a constructive, creative kind—a kind that

varies with the seasons, with the weather, and

with the different hours of the day. .And the

farmer, within limits, sets his own tasks each day.

He plows or prunes, sows or cultivates, harvests

or markets, beautifies, constructs or lays waste.

The first point I want to leave with you, then,

is that the man on the land always has at hand one

of God's greatest gifts, constructive work to do.

Today, while 10,000,000 men sit or stand in idle-

ness because industry lags, 30,000,000 farm peo-

ple, engaged in agriculture, have something with

which to occupy their hands and minds and thus

keep themselves sane, nor-

mal, and abounding in

hope. That is the first step

in abundant living in rural

areas.

The Abundant Table

and Family Life

The second step in

abundant living on the

farm and in the smaller

towns, as well as else-

where, is the abundant

table. Nothing so engen-

ders satisfnrtinn in men.
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In the preceding paper Mr. Crane expressed
the opinion fhaf fhe big city represents the

greatest opportunity for the abundant life. In

the address which is published here and which

was given at the same symposium, Dr. Smith

claims that people in rural communities are

blest beyond most other groups. These di-

vergent views gave rise to a most interesting

discussion.

Or. Smith has served for many years as

Chief of the Extension Service of the U. S.

Department of Agriculture. He was largely

responsible for making possible the rural rec-

reation institutes which have been carried on

for several years with the cooperation of the

National Recreation Association.

day in and day out, as an abundant table, daintily

spread and in ample variety. We need to stress

in our teaching and in our preaching the virtues

of the abundant table in abundant living every-
where. We know how to produce this abundance.

The whole nation in its future outlook should

plan for it. A square meal, not only on Sunday,
but every day in the week, should be the nation's

goal. Here again the farmer and the villager with

his garden spot are in a strategic position to pro-

vide the abundant table.

The field, the garden, the orchard, the dairy,

the poultry yard, the streams, the woodlot, the bee

yard, the vineyard
—all help supply the abundant

table with bread, fruit, meat, milk, eggs, greens,

honey and wine. The good meal develops fellow-

ship and good cheer within the family. It assures

hospitality to the visiting neighbor or stranger. It

is around the table, where the family meets to-

gether three times a day, that integrity within the

family is inculcated, morals taught, ambition

stimulated and the good life pointed out. We
liaven't given enough emphasis to the abundant

table in abundant living. It is possible and should

be a definite part of abundant living in the coun-

try and small towns.

The third factor I would

mention in abundant liv-

ing on the farm and in the

village, as well as else-

where, is the building of a

home wherein dwell

father, mother and chil-

dren in an atmosphere of

love, duty, understanding,

consideration, tolerance

an<l righteousness. The
dwelling place of the abun-

dant life is in the home and

family life, where right

human relationships <-\i<;t.
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As educators we may well devote a substantial

part of our instruction to building up a fine family

life, conversation in the family around the table

and fireside, family games, singing together, read-

ing aloud, going to church together, planning to-

gether. The family that has learned how to live

and work, sing, read, plan and pray together is

not far from the abundant life. The good family

builds the good community and the good com-

munity is the stepping stone to the good nation.

An Understanding of Nature Important

Again, the abundant life is promoted by an in-

timate knowledge of the things in which men and

women find themselves immersed or surrounded.

And so, if we want to add to the abundant living

of the farm, let us add in fullest measure to the

farmer's understanding
—

understanding of the

soil he turns with his plow, how it is made, how

it is classified, what are its elements ; understand-

ing of the plants that grow in his fields and

marshes, the woods, and beside the streams, their

names, how they grow and propagate and their

multiple uses; understanding of insect and bird

life, their various ways and songs and habits and

names. Knowledge of these things, learned

through study and personal observation and nature

hikes with those who know, contributes to edu-

cation and learning and satisfaction and abundant

living.

To these ends, also, we have schools and classes

and agricultural colleges, but not all men can at-

tend them. We must multiply our agricultural

classes, science teaching and evening schools, our

Extension clubs and camps and nature trails, out

where the farmer is, so that every adult and youth

everywhere can walk through the fields and or-

chards and forests understandingly and having

eyes may see, may understand, and having imagi-

nation may grow.
Uncle Henry Wallace, grandfather of our

present Secretary of Agriculture and one of the

great souls of the earth, defined education as

follows :

"Education, after all, is simply the fitting of the eye
to see. of the hand to work, of the mind to perceive the

truth, of the tongue or pen to express it; and it is by the

practice of all these that we educate ourselves and be-

come strong, clear-headed men."

And this education doesn't lie so much in books

and schools as in our own observations and asso-

ciation with seeing men, and we all may well

absorb this idea and press it home in our teaching.

Again, work lightened with understanding and

imagination contributes to abundant living. Work
without understanding and imagination, the fol-

lowing of rote and custom, is drudgery and death.

What do we see as we till the soil,

Is it sweat and dirt and grime ;

Or do we see there

A picture more fair—
A vision of bud and fruitage time?

Do we see there fields of ripening grain,

Catch the breath of the clover bloom;
Or is it just soil

And unending toil

As we follow the plow at noon?

Do we see there bread for a hundred homes
As we crumble the furrow's sod,
See the teeming life

With which earth is' rife
;

Or do we see there only a clod?

It's what we see as we till the soil,

The thing beyond the clod,

That lightens our task

And leads us at last

Into closer communion with God.

Finally, men do not live by bread alone. It is

good to be alone at times in one's own room or

study, alone in the fields, in the mountains or the

hills, in the great forests, or beside the seas. You
are close to the Creator there, close to your inner

self. But there are other moods when the soul

wants companionship of family and understand-

ing friends, times when you find joy in the multi-

tudes and social life, and thrill with the applause

and approbation of the crowd.

And so the farmer and the villager, like all

other men, must be encouraged and helped in

these fields. As teachers we must put forward the

farm man or woman to give the report, make the

speech, take the lead in the games, accept the of-

fice, and we must make the social occasion where-

in they may find opportunity thus to express

themselves and grow. That is all a part of abun-

dant living. To this end men and women should

be encouraged to belong and take part in Farm

Bureaus, the Grange, gardening societies, horti-

cultural associations, a political party, the church.

The essence of religion is service to man. No
man can live the abundant life without being in

substantial measure religious
—

giving wholeheart-

edly and joyously of himself and his goods in the

service and welfare of his fellow men.

There are not many large differences between

the abundant living in rural towns and districts

and abundant living for the urban man. The
farmer always has opportunity for varied and in-

teresting work. He is in touch with elemental

things
—the soil, the rain, frost, sunshine and

wind.
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Away from the crowded city,

Alone with his flocks and his herds,
Refreshed by the winds of heaven
And the music of singing birds,
He finds growth for the soul within him,
Sees life in the o'ertumed sod,
And while tilling the crops he has planted
He humbly walks with his God.

He may, likewise, provide himself, with greater

certainty, with an abundant table. Likewise he

has greater necessity for self-developed entertain-

ment and recreation. The urban man, on the other

hand, may more easily have tiie larger social life,

larger opportunity to minister to his fellow men.
but is beset, probably, with more temptations to

riotous rather than abundant living and to con-

tent himself more largely with professional en-

tertainment.

If we would sum up this brief paper, we would

say:

The abundant living on the farm begins with

the opportunity to work there in reasonable

amount and to educate one's self by observation

and through understanding contact with lx>oks,

people, and things in one's leisure moments. The

underlying philosophy of the New Deal is to pro-

duce, not in superabundance that absorbs all our

time and makes for waste and dissatisfying re-

turns, but in abundance that meets our real needs,

increa.scs our income, and leaves us some time for

the consideration of matters that interest the mind
and exalt the soul.

The Garden a Source of Satisfaction

Where men do not have farms upon which to

work, as in the villages, they need small pieces of

land whereon they may garden and grow fruits

and vegetables and lawns and shrubliery. both for

what these may furnish toward the family living
and for the satisfaction of the artistic and beauti-

ful that is within every man and woman. Few
human cnj«)yments are more satisfying than these

things. If constructive work with jilants and the

soil does not fit the village's leisure needs, then

there arc a thousand things men may do in the

way of art and handicraft, the working in wood
or metal or fabrics that may Ix-guile them.

The abundant living on the farm and in village
home is promoted by the abundant table. Frank-
lin says: "It is hard for an empty sack to stand

upright." The abundant table promotes good
cheer an<l friendliness and is an oasis of peace in

each day. Further, the abundant life is promoted
by right family relationships and living. A phi-

losophy of family relationships might well ac-

comjiany our recreational teaching. The man with-

out a wife and family never can know the mean-

ing of abundant living.

The abundant life is promoted by knowledge—
knowledge of the things that .surround us ; knowl-

edge of science, philosophy, literature, music, his-

tory. It is promoted by the ability to express one's

self in speech, writing, music, art, with the hands

in handicraft and otherwise, in song, in rhythm.
The abundant life is promoted by the opportunity,

at times, to be alone in the hills, in the storm, be-

side the sea ; at other times to mix with the crowds

and be part of the social gathering, the conven-

tion, the organization, the camp, the recreational

games.
In this new era, we shall not be content until

all men shall liave an opportunity to have some

work, some income, some leisure, in order that

they may have a part in the abundant life con-

templated for each man from the beginning.

We shall not be content in the country until we
have leaders in every rural community who may
teach us the ways of nature, lead us in our studies,

and bring us together in more abundant recrea-

tional life and sfKial living. Education must be

brought to the door of every man who wants it

and can't bear the expense of attending institu-

tions outside his community to get it. That is

why we are training 350,CXX3 volunteer Extension

leaders in agricultural home economics and recre-

ational projects in our Cooperative Extension

work and that is why there is needed the help of

vocational schools and universities in the further

expansion of that work.

The Women's Division, National .Amateur Ath-

letic Federation will hold a Christmas Dinner

Party at The Town Hall Club, 123 West 43rd

Street, New York City, on Thurs<lay, Decemlier

27, KJ34, at seven o'clock in the evening. There

will be a few short addresses by outstanding

speakers and reix)rts of progress by the Federa-

tion. Tickets $1.50 (including tip). Make reser-

vation through the N.\.\F, 303 West 42nd Street,

New York City.

Outdoor Indiana— Under this title the Indi-

ana Division f>f .Agriculture, in cooperation
with the Department of Conservation, is pub-

lishing a monthly magazine designed to ac-

quaint the residents of the state with the

l)eauiy of its outd(x)rs and the facilities and

activities available.



Oakland's Christmas Pageant

EACE ON Earth, Good Will ^^ "ARRY E. TrOXEL

f^ to Men." John Mullens

feels it long before he has entered the Mu-

nicipal Auditorium to witness the gorgeous festi-

val—Oakland's Christmas Pageant. He pauses for

a moment in his walk about Lake Merritt. The
lake has been surrounded with a necklace of lights

in celebration of the holiday season. Ahead of him

he sees the seven huge fir trees, festooned with

myriads of lights and tinsel, set in the great

arches on the north side of the Auditorium. His

heart is filled with the warmth and joy of Christ-

mas. He loves the reflection of these glittering

trees in the placid waters. Hut he will come again

to enjoy this quiet scene for the decorations will

be there for another week.

He must rush along for he does not want to

miss one bit of the festival. Already the Audi-

torium is filled. There seems to be thousands

there. How different the great arena appears at

this time ! All the ])eo])le are seated in the balcony,

for the entire floor space has become a stage set

as a beautiful forest. Fairy magic has been at

work again ! As the lights slowly come up he sees

gilded thrones, more tinseled and lighted trees

with glistening snow at their bases.

A hush comes over the audi-

ence as the symphony orchestra,

screened from the stage with dozens of fir trees,

plays Rimsky-Korsakov's ''Christmas Eve Suite."

The entire stage is bathed in steel blue light. A
fanfare of trumpets is heard in the distance. All

eyes turn toward the main entrance of the stage.

Twenty heralds, dressed in the traditional cos-

tume, have announced that the pageant has started.

John Mullens glances at his program again as

the orchestra plays the opening number of Oak-

land's nineteenth civic Christmas celebration.

LIGHT OF THE WORLD
Theme

"We keep today a very, very, old feast. Men have

called it by many names. One of the best is the Feast of

the Birthday of the Sun. The sun has a birthday like

the rest of us, and for primitive man his was the most

important. He began life all over again at this season of

the year. Long centuries back men grew apprehensive as

the sun continued to sink lower and the nights to grow

longer, colder and darker. Therefore, every year at this

time, when the sun burned low like a candle Ijeginning to

flicker, man went forth at dawn, and rejoiced when he

saw the sun" rise and the darkness vanquished. To cele-

lirate this he made a mighty feast. In the course of time,

however, this victory of light over darkness came to

have a deeper significance, and man began to think that

light should shine

within his own

heart, dispelling
the darkness of

hate and strife.

Then it was that

this season of cele-

bration was filled

with the new light

and warmth of

kindness and good-
will. Afan brought

Three Hundred
Fairies Add
Thrills to Oak-
land's Christ-
mas Pageant.

Cottrlesy Ouklaiul Recreation Department
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into his home that most beautiful of trees, our Christ-

mas tree, green and bright even in winter, and set lights

to shine on it like stars when the night is dark. It is a

beautiful festival celebrating the banishment of dark-

ness, ignorance, selfishness and ill-will by this new light

of hope, love and kindness. Today man observes at

Christmas time, not the birth of the sun in the sky, but

of the Son of Righteousness, the Light of the World."

Overture :

"Polonaise" from "Christmas Eve Suite" (Rirasky-

Korsakov) Orchestra

PRELUDB

THE LIGHT OF THE SUN
Time, the Weaver, through countless hours reveals

to us the Christmas Spirit

The Heralds Westlake Junior High School

Father Time Mr. Harry M. Caldwell

Messengers and Hours
Bret Harte and Elmhurst Junior High Schools

The Birthday of the Sun is Celebrated:

Sun and His Rays Oakland High School,

Junior High Section

The Wind and the Rain Herald the Storm King :

Storm King and His Court
Lockwood Junior High School

Wind Lockwood Junior High School

Rain Rockridge School

Time Calls the Court of King Winter and the

Snow Queen :

The Snow Court Y. W. C. A.

The Snow Flakes Cover the Earth With a White
Blanket While Jack Frost and His Sprites Hang
Their Crystals on Every Tree and Bush :

Snow Flakes and Frost Sprites
Franklin and Bella Vista Schools

Frost Fairies Lakeview School

King Winter and the Snow Queen Call

Forth Their Sports :

Snow Frolic Woodrow Wilson Junior High
and Emerson Schools

Snow Nfen and Ladies Lafayette School
Skaters Peralta and Washington Schools

Sleighs and Toboggans
Golden Gate Junior High School

Vanquishing the Darkness, The Sun Calls the Evergreens
Which Still Carry His Warmth and Light :

Poinsettias Herbert Hoover Junior High School

Holly and Mistletoe. .Durant and Longfellow Schools

PACT I

THE LIGHT OF PEACE, LOVE AND KINDNESS
There comes the Light of Peace, Love and Kindness

to gladden the hearts of all men, Ixinishing the darkness
of hate and strife, and causing men to feast together and
give.

The New Light Appears:
Hamilton Junior High and Jefferson Schooti

The Christmas Bells Ring Out
Good Cheer :

Bells, Wreaths and Carols
Crocker Highlands School

The Christmas Elves Call The Rein-
deer to Bring Santa Claus :

Elves. .. .Clawson, Stonehurst and
Burckhalter Schools

Reindeer Garfield Junior
High School

Driver*— Mosswood Playground

The Christmas pageant described

in this article was arranged, direct-

ed and managed by Mr. Troxel,

Supervisor of Boys' Recreation and

Educational Dramatics with the

Oakland Recreation Department.
The pageant is one of the high-

lights of th» festival season.

Santa Claus Opens His Wonderful Pack:

Santa Claus Capt. William I. Day
Doll Buggies and Scooters Glenview School

Balloons E. Morris Cox School

Hciby Horses and Balls Lazear School

Soldiers and Dolls Parker School

Jacks-in- the-Box Lincoln Scliool

Hoops and Teddy Bears Maxwell Park School

Ck)wns Melro.se School

Jump Ropes John Swett School

Santa's Helpers Draw in the Most Beautiful of Trees,

Our Christmas Tree, the Tree of Light :

Santa's Helpers Claremont Junior High School

The Tree is Decorated With Popcorn, .Tinsel,

Bonbons and Stars :

Bonbons, Popcorn, Tinsel and Stars

.\lleiidale and Laurel Schools

Boys From Back of the North Wind. .Sequoia School

Pierrots and Pierrettes Bring Merriment
Hawthorne School

The Candy Stick Parade: Whittier, Chabot, Qeveland,
Manzanita Schools

PART 11

THE LIGHT OF THE EAST
A great and beautiful light blazes in the Eastern sky,

and the Christmas Star brings lasting peace.

The Spirit of Christmas Miss Louise Jorgensen

The Christmas Fairies—
Santa Fc, Markham, Piedmont Avenue, Fruitvale,

Dewey, Burbank, Grant, Horace Mann, Cole, and

McChesney Schools

Tableau—The Son of Righteousness, The Light of the

the World Is Born in Judea :

Tompkins School and Alexander Community House

"Oh, Come, All Ye Faithful," Audience and Participants

Time, the Weaver, leaning on his scj'the has

come to reveal the true Christmas Spirit, and is

seen calling forth the countless Hours. These

Hours are sixty girls dressed in graded tones of

yellows, blues, lavenders, and oranges and are

dancing to the lovely rhythm of the "Dance of

the Hours." Hardly have the Hours grouped
themselves about the throne of Father Time, when

a great processional starts. It is the Sun King and

his attendants, the Rays of Light. The colors of

their costumes radiate warmth in yellows, golds

and oranges. With great ceremony the Sun King

steps from his chariot to take his place on a

jeweled throne.

Oh, look ! Look what is coming ! There is a

rush of Wind and Rain, a great chariot thunders

in, lightning flashes—the Storm King has brought

forth the white Chri.stmas.

Snow is covering the trees and

ground. It is time for Jack

Frost with all his Sprites to pre-

pare for the Winter Sports.

John Mullens wonders at it

all. Only children have lx;cii

participants. There have been
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no pauses in the program and every little dancer

seems to know just what to do, and apparently is

enjoying it to the utmost. Not a word has been

spoken and yet the story unfolds so clearly. Music,

dancing, pantomime and costumery have done it.

As he looks down upon the stage the grouping

and dance figures have made beautiful pictures.

John Mullens had been a school principal. He
is now a Recreation Superintendent and has

come to Oakland, California, to see fifteen him-

dred children participate in a great civic festival.

While he did so want to stay and see more of the

performance, he wished even more to go back

stage and witness organizing that kept so large

a pageant moving so swiftly
—without confusion.

He soon found the pageant director who asked a

group leader to take him to the dressing rooms.

As he visited he saw the groups dressing in their

costumes and making ready for entrance calls.

The playground directors in charge were telling

stories, playing quiet games or instructing the par-

ticipants how to make simple paper toys. Won-
derment was expressed at the smartness and

freshness of the costumes. It was explained that

these costumes were all made and cared for by
the Oakland Recreation Department Costume

Division.

A call boy entered the next dressing room and

quietly spoke to the playground director in charge.

It was time for this group of ninety junior high

school girls to take their places in the entrance

wings and await the music cue. Although a Rus-

sian Christmas Story was interrupted, the girls

enthusiastically started for their stage entrance.

It was the beginning of Part I and John Mullens

wanted to witness the direction of the groups

from back-stage, to see the five property men at

work, and to learn something of how the cues

were given to the orchestra leader.

Santa Claus is about to open his pack of Toys.

One hundred and sixty-eight boys and girls, cos-

tumed to represent soldiers, dolls, balloons, hobby-

horses, bouncing balls, jacks-in-the-box, teddy-

bears and clowns are lining up in the wings. The

supervisor and his two assistants are directing

these tots—not one over ten years of age
—to their

places. Each one of the eight groups is under the

supervision of a playground director. But all

must be ready in four minutes. Five property

men are swiftly but quietly working to give out

eighty-seven properties. The signal flashes from

the pageant director to the orchestra that all is

ready. Three great doors open and the music

starts. In six minutes the dance of the Christmas

Toys is over. Not a participant had lost a step

in this character dance. Unnoticed, properties are

gathered and stored in the props room.

Preparation for the Production

But how could fifteen hundred children be so

trained that a performance could be so spontan-

eous ; that there was no trace of self-conscious-

ness ; that there was not a moment's hesitation

and that all was over in less than two hours? This

was new to John Mullens. He was told that care-

ful organization, educational methods, absence of

strain at all times and the keen interest of all

concerned were the keynotes. Preparation was

complete the day before the performance and

every one had sufficient time to relax and work

free from any stress.

The entire production was under one director

who worked with committees on organization,

properties, stage setting and lighting, costumes,

finances, dances, dressing rooms and publicity.

Through the close cooperation that exists between

the Recreation Department and the Oakland pub-
lic schools, all groups were rehearsed in the

schools during the physical education periods.

Each one of the fifty-six groups was rehearsed

but once on the festival stage. The first perform-
ance was the first mass and dress rehearsal of the

entire cast.

The lights are lowered for the closing number

of the lovely Christmas Pageant. John Mullens

has returned to his seat. Three hundred little

girls from five to seven years of age, dressed in

white fairy costumes, wearing silver crowns and

gauzy wings, and with trumpets lifted to the lips

are ready to enter. The Christmas Fairy is fin-

ishing her solo dance. The music swings into a

happy rhythm as she calls these tiny tots. Will

they never stop coming? The entire stage is filled

with these joyous Christmas Fairies. Brilliant

spot lights are centered on them as they finish

their dance and kneel. The Christmas chimes ring
out. Three hundred tiny voices sing "Silent

Night" as the curtains part on the tableau stage.

John Mullens does feel the true spirit of Christ-

mas as he watches the beautiful living picture of

the Nativity. Thousands of others feel it, too, as

they sing "Oh, Come, All Ye Faithful." The

Pageant is ended. "Peace on Earth, Good Will to

:\Ien."

John ^lullens hurries back-stage
— his eyes

(Continued on page 454)



Summaries of

Discussion 0roup Meetings at the

Recreation Congress

E!ghf minute reports of the section meetings at the Recreation

Congress were presented to the entire group each day in order

that all the delegates might have the benefit of the information

presented at and the ideas developed in these discussion

meetings. As ai previous Congresses, these summary reports
were greatly appreciated and proved a most valuable feature.

Reports of the other discussion meetings at the Congress in

Washington, D. C. appeared in the November issue.

Problems in Cooperation Arising in Community

Planning for Play and Recreation for Youth

and Other Age Groups

^3^ Oscar A. Kikkham

Deputy Regional Seoul Executive

Boy Scouts of America,

Satt Lake City, Utah

COOPERATION
by many recreation groups in

many of our cities is going forward. Wash-

ington, D. C. tells the story of its organiza-

tion of private and public agencies under a

city-wide organization, cooperating on play

days and other similar activities. In Boston,

through the activity of the recreation agencies,

the city planning board has made recreation

facilities one of its prime objectives.

Under the direction of the Institute for

Juvenile Research of Illinois and the Sociology

Department of the University of Chicago, an

extensive program of practical experimenta-

tion in the abatement of juvenile delinquency

was started in Chicago about two years ago.

It followed a study of a definite section of the

city, known as the bush, with a juvenile

population of close to a thousand boys and an

equal number of girls. It is known as the Area

Project. Churches, parks, playgrounds, schools,

graduate students of the university, local

private agencies including settlements, the Y.

M. C. A. and a number of community organiza-

tions were enlisted in the enterprise. Several

workers were employed under one of the
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foundations which lent support to the under-

taking.

The known delinquents, it was found, were

unable to fit into the existing groups and acti-

vities of the neighborhood. This situation re-

quired special attention and churches, schools,

the Y. M. C. A. and the parks have made

special arrangements for new group under-

takings, in some cases even building new
rooms and providing new equipment to carry

on such a special program. It is too early to

announce the results of this five year experi-

ment but it is cited as an example of coopera-

tion in a special undertaking on the part of

public and private agencies and of community
forces and research workers.

In Kalamazoo, Michigan, recreational agen-
cies are cooperating on leadership training,

city-wide social dancing and a special study of

recreation in their community. A number of

cities have organized on sex and age group
lines. In the western cities cooperation has

been developed for leisure education, recrea-

tion and character building.

We suggest that the magazine, "Recreation"

continue to carry stories of successful coopera-
tive projects. We are all happy to learn of a

recent national cooperative effort of many national

agencies and we recommend the careful read-

ing of their bulletins, just issued. The titles

are, "How to Tell People About Character

Building," "Leisure Time in Character," and

"New Facts About Old Friends." These may
be had through the Association of Community
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Chests and Councils, Inc.,

420 Lexington Avenue, New
York.

We must work out a

good technique of worthy

cooperation in which many
types of machinery may be

used. The selection of lead-

ership will require great

care and real strategy. We
will get together best, per-

haps, and learn our lesson

early by undertaking some-

thing, but let it be of a

general nature and not too difficult. If it is done

well, it will stimulate our enthusiasm for big-

ger and more needful work.

It might be that with the many fine sugges-

tions before us of this National Congress, we
could go home and cooperate in "putting over"

a conference with local leaders for "Recreation

and the Abundant Life."

If we keep our hearts set on high ideals, are

not seriously concerned with who will get the

credit, and conduct ourselves worthily, co-

operation will follow.

Widening Horizons Through Contact With Nature

By Dr. Berth.\ Chapman Cady

Naturalist, Girl Scouts, Inc., New York, N. Y.

HAROLD
Bryant, chairman of the session,

opened the meeting with the request that

those present consider the significance of

the wording of the subject given us to con-

sider. At no time has it been of greater im-

portance to men and women who are faced

with innumerable problems of serious import,

that they have a wide view of the world of

reality. Their horizons should not be limited

by over-specialization or myopic vision. The

great contribution a group like this represents

can make is through enlarging opportunities

for direct contact with man's environment and

illuminating that environment with fuller un-

derstanding and appreciation.

Defining the pectiliar jjart we as leaders in

fields of volunteer activity should play, it was

held that our aim should be toward opening

greater opportunities for this first-hand contact

with nature to larger numbers of people; to

stress the appreciation of the beauty and the

The first session of the recreation execu-

tives' meeting held prior to the opening
of the Congress was devoted to a dis-

cussion of questions relating to coopera-
tive thinking, planning and action on the

part of local agencies in the recreation

and leisure time field. According to one

observer this meeting "gave testimony
to the general determination that out of

our bitter experience of material want

we shall move unitedly toward a com-

pensating spiritual betterment in our

social order." The report of this meeting

appeared in the November issue.

wonder of the outdoor

world ; to refrain from too

great emphasis on the plan-

ning of programs and acti-

vities so that Nature might
have more of the individ-

ual's quiet leisure to make
her own appeal to that

inner yearning — to the

spiritual hunger if you will

—that is in every human

being. We leave to the

school and the other edu-

cational systems the speci-

fic obligations involved in the study of nature.

Many valuable suggestions were made by

men and women attending the session. Garden-

ing offers a wide variety of direct nature

contacts. Experiences with individual gardens,

the utility and large community garden,

specialized gardens such as the Indian, herb,

geographic, zonal and botanical garden were

discussed. The beautification of roadsides and

vacant property and fence gardens frequently

extend into larger community concerns.

It was urged that the emphasis be placed

on the beauty, the educational and aesthetic

values of the garden, rather than the economic.

The wonder of the sprouting seed is of

primary importance rather than the fact that

a ten cent packet of seed may produce veget-

ables which can be sold back to mother for

two dollars and a half.

Generous contributions were brought to the

group in the form of interesting experiences

and observations in other parts of the world

where nature education has become a vital

part of the life of the people, old and young.
South America with its extensive community
center in Buenos Aires, Japan with its annual

pilgrimages to Nature's beauty spots and its

rich Nature symbolism, China the "Flowery

Kingdom" to which we are so deeply indebted

for many of our most beautiful garden plants,

and Germany with its little garden movement
and its children's botanical and zoological

gardens where the close inter-relations of

plant and animal and human life are made
clear to even the youngest of the children in

the schools.

It was shown by isolated examples that here

and there in our own country similar activities

are being carried on. It was the general feeling
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that every effort should be made to extend

these tried experiments and proven successes

to a far wider area and that this be done as

rapidly as leadership can be provided.

It was demonstrated repeatedly that this

larger opportunity for direct contact with the

out of doors can best be accomplished by fuller

cooperation with existing organizations. Many
communities are already making use of such

groups as the garden clubs, museums, zoos,

trail clubs, park boards, foresters, nature clubs,

aquaria, botanical gardens and astronomy
societies as well as the various organizations
of youth such as the Boy and Girl Scouts,

Campfire Girls, Pioneer Youth and others.

More and more it is being recognized that

these groups offer excellent sources from

which trained volunteer leadership may be

drawn.

It was unanimously agreed that the weakest

place in the recreation program is in the lack

of qualified nature leadership. With this in

view it was recommended that immediate at-

tention be given to strengthening the leader

training courses both in knowledge of nature

material and in ways of presenting it to youth
and adult groups. Many more opportunities
for such training should be provided for pros-

pective leaders.

Nature activities may be carried on in con-

nection with the playground centers in practic-

ally every community. The equipment need

not be great. A plot of ground for gardens, a

few inexpensive tools, a children's zoo, an

aquarium or garden pool, leaders for nature

excursions and walks, a nature trail or a nature

treasure house are not impossible additions to

many playgrounds.

What Schools Are Doing fo Prepare Children for

Abundant Living and Give Thenn

Abundant Life Now

By Dr. William H, Holmes

SHptrinltndenI of Schools

Mount VtmoH, New York

Om:
of thk best things about the conference

was that we didn't all agree. There was
considerable difference of opinion. There

were certain things, though, on which we did

agree. First I want to tell a storj* that will

show, perhaps better than a description, wlial

I mean.

Several years ago I was taking a hike one

.Saturday afternoon with some adolescent boys
sixteen or seventeen years of age, out through
the woods near the town where I lived. As we
were going up over a hill we met a group of

what I knew to be first and second grade chil-

dren and they waved their hands to me and

said, "?Iello."

I said, "Where are you going, bovs and

girls?"

Th"ey said, "We are going to school."

Then those adolescent boys and girls gave
a merry Ha-ha, and said, "Well, going to

school on Saturday afternoon, going to school

on Saturday' afternoon!"

Yes, they were going to school on Saturday
afternoon because for them the public school

was a great adventure. Education, when it is

educating for the abundant life, is a great
adventure and I regard recreation as a part of

education for the abundant life.

Now what is the abundant life? We have

education for life—we agreed on that—but

education is the whole of life, and education

may be very dreary and drab or it may be

really abundant. We are concerned with educa-

tion for the abundant life.

Education for the abundant life means educa-

tion for health—bodily health, mental health,

and social health. So long as we send children

back into the slums to be infected with those

festering sores of ignorance, vice and crime,

they are not being educated for the abundant

life.

Then education for the abundant life is

education in the school subjects which used

to be considered nearly all of education. We
have got to have right guidance along those

lines. Then it is education for social adjust-

ment, adjustment to the different groups, the

home group, the school group, the church

group, the community group and the com-

panionship group—that is the most important

group of all. It is education for vocational ad-

justment, which is becoming more and more

important in these days when children and

youth don't know where they are going in

the end—don't know where vocation is going
to lead them.

It is education for leisure time, education for
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knowledge of the best books or a love of the

best books, the best moments of the great and

good men of the world. It is education in

music, the creation and appreciation of music,

the creative arts, handwork as a form of art—
all of those things.

And then perhaps the most important of all,

a spiritual education for spiritual and moral

adjustment, keeping in mind the big things

of life, knowing that there is a Creator, know-

ing that there is a stream of life ending in the

great ocean of opportunity and not in the

desert sands, knowing the way of life is built

by men of freedom and not by a pre-deter-

mined unit of humanity. Those things are

important; those things constitute education

for the abundant life.

Now, what are we going
to do? First, we have got

to have an intelligent com-

munity, intelligent men and

women — more especially,

intelligent parents
— and

that is why the parent edu-

cation movement is so sig-

nificant. If you can get the

parents and the intelligent

citizens back of your school

program, you can have

education for the abundant

life.

And then you have got to choose as the

administrators, boards of education. If you

have the right type of parent-teacher educa-

tion, you can develop the right type of board

member who will serve on the board of educa-

tion and see that the children get their just

deserts.

Then come the decisions in regard to money.

You can't have good schools unless you have

money. Here was the disagreement. I am sorry

in one way that James A. Garfield said that a

school was a log with a teacher on one end

and a student on the other end. We don't

need that log any longer. We must have boards

of education that will ask, of course within

reason, for adequate school funds and we must

have people intelligent enough in the com-

munity and on the boards of education who

will know what the community can stand in

the way of school expenditures and not let the

politicians and the manufacturers tell them

"We may expect that in the future the

public school system . . . will provide ex-

pert direction of social, educational and

recreational activities for people of all

ages—for children out of school hours,

for youth awaiting employment, and for

adults who will have much leisure time

at their disposal. The education of par-
ents in the proper rearing of children

and in methods of cooperation with the

school will become a responsibility of

the school." — Edwin C. Broome,
Superintendent of Schools, Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania.

what can be spent for the right kind of educa-

tion.

And then, of course, they must be ready to

build, not logs for school houses, but beautiful

edifices—and every child in these United

States deserves a beautiful school building in

which to spend his school days, not luxurious

but beautiful.

Where there is one beautiful school house

there are ten thousand office buildings and a

thousand banks and a hundred or several

hundred warships. We can afford to have

beautiful buildings for our children. In the end

we should go out from the school, back into

the homes, and eliminate the slums. So long

as there are slums and slum children no nation

has a right to hold up its head.

And then, and this is

where we sometimes dif-

fered a bit, we said that

boards of education in the

community should employ
the highest type of men
and women for teachers,

trained in the best of edu-

cational institutions, and

the compensation should

be adequate, so adequate
that it will attract the right

type of men and women to

the educational profession,

rather than to banking, business and the many
other lines. And when I am talking about educa-

tion, I am talking about recreation. A man or

woman in education has a right to have enough

money to live comfortably and not be worried all

the time about his own existence and that of his

children.

There was one point that I thought was

particularly destructive. One of the members
of the conference said that he thought in his

city there was some disagreement brought
about by the unprogressiveness of certain

teachers and that unprogressiveness was due

to the fact that the older teachers who are

on tenure weren't progressive enough—they
weren't willing to change their ideas. I say
in general that is not so. It might be so in

many cities but I know that the teachers in

my state, and I know many of them, in general
are teachers who stand for the best things in

education.
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I know that the security that tenure gives

them is one of the greatest safeguards that we
have for education. A teacher who is sure of

her position doesn't Rave to worry lest some
little politician or selfishly interested person

say, "If you don't do this, you have got to

worry about your job." A teacher who is sub-

ject to that sort of domination is no kind of a

teacher to have near my child.

Yes, my friends, education for the abundant

life is here in some places, but only in a few

places. We have got to understand this : That

education which gives a child a chance to really

express himself, to grow into life, has only

just begun. We are only in the morning of

life and the vast day stretches out before. We
must concern ourselves for the education of

our children if we want to have education for

the abundant life.

•

Problems of Board Members Responsible for

Recreation and Park Services

By Mrs. V.wi Rkvere Reynolds

Westchester County Recreation Commission

White Plains, New York

THERE
SEEMS to be a universal agreement that

somehow there must be better coordination of

all educational, recreational and cultural ser-

vices. This must come about in order that the

equipment of public schools, community cen-

ters, playgrounds, churches and park facilities

may be fully and wisely used.

The point was made that the public pays
for public buildings and that it has a right to

demand full use of these buildings; that a

school building does not belong to the school

board, the church parlors to the minister or a

community center to the manager. Insofar as

public or private funds have been given for the

erection of a plant, that plant belongs to the

people of the community. The money invested

by the community in its erection is wasted

when it is idle.

The necessity of educating the tax payers

who demand service of the public schools not

covered by their budgets must progress to the

point where we will "tell the world" not only

what we want but that we are willing to pay
for what we want through our taxes.

Several persons suggested the value of rota-

tion of officers of commissions. The question

of what standards board members might be

expected to have in carrying out the recrea-

tional projects presented a difficult problem.
But executives and board members present
seemed to feel that between the background
of local experience of the board members and
the training and experience of the executives,

standards weie developing and crystalizing.

The need for community understanding, not

only in order to secure funds either public or

private, but for getting as many people as

possible to use the resources offered, can best

be secured by a recreation board or commis-
sion which works actively and which is not

simply a group to approve work planned and

carried out by the superintendent. The view

was expressed that a superintendent, if he is

competent, has technical knowledge which the

ordinary board member does not possess. In

securing public support, however, and in help-

ing to interpret local recreation service, active

boards are indispensible.

The debt which local park and recreation

boards owe to the National Recreation Asso-

ciation for its leadership in many sections of

the country was repeatedly expressed.

The group also seemed to agree that the

word recreation was not the final term for the

work which we are doing. It seems too trivial

a word to cover the needs of people who want

to read difficult chamber music in a congenial

group ; who like making a local survey ; enjoy

studying the mechanics of writing; get fun

out of learning to build an engine or develop

a photogiaph. Wc need to find some word all-

inclusive for all the joys which we know, in

what are theoretically our hours off.

Comradeship Through Social Recreation

By E. O. Harbin-

General Board of Christian Education

Methodist Episcopal Church, South

Nashville, Tennessee

THIS
CROi-p concerned itself chiefly with social

recreation for the two sexes together. Such

questions as the following emerged in the dis-

cussion : How do you get men to attend these

social affairs? What are the activities in which

men are most interested? What are types of

activities in which women are most interested?

Is social dancing social recreation? Can such
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activities as sketching,

apple paring, and the like

provide social recreation

for large groups ? To what

extent should we use or-

ganizatons already func-

tioning? To what extent

shall the group itself par-

ticipate in the planning?
What should a program
of social recreation do for

the individual?

Several things were

evident as a result of the

discussion :

First, that even professional recreation lead-

ers are in danger of regimenting people into

stereotyped forms of recreation because it is

the simpler and more obvious thing to do.

Second, that there is great need for broaden-

ing the average leader's conception of the pos-
sibilities in social recreation for helping people
to find abundant life. Stuart Chase, in a recent

magazine article, said, "The battle is on be-

tween those people who know the values of

life and the high-pressure fraternity that would
fill life full of jumping jacks."

Third, that if we would help people find the

greatest satisfactions and benefits from social

recreation we must help them broaden, deepen
and enrich life by helping them find a great

variety of worth while interests. High-level

fellowship can only be had where the members
of the group have mutual high-level interests.

Fourth, that there is great necessity for a

well-planned program of continuing activities

in any situation where the leaders desire to

build the spirit of friendliness. Sporadic eflforts

will not suffice. Fellowship is a matter of time
—time spent in happy activities together.

Fifth, that in order to interest people in a

well-rounded program of social recreation it is

necessary to take evident and potential inter-

ests into account.

Sixth, that it is necessary to have whatever

groups you want to reach represented in the

planning of the particular activity.

Practical suggestions were made about find-

ing fellowship through such activities as

sketching, handcrafts, reading, discussions,

folk-dancing, apple parings, dramatics, table

games, parties, banquets, bonfire rallies, hikes,

There were many occasions at the Con-

gress when the delegates gave a demon-

stration of comradeship through social rec-

reation. A play hour was conducted by
Robert Murray of the Association's staff

on the opening evening and a period of

social dancing was arranged for Wednes-

day evening. Following other evening ses-

sions, however, groups of delegates as-

sembled for informal periods of social rec-

reation at which there were a free exchange
and demonstration of new games, dance

figures and other social activities.

A bulletin describing the games used at

the play hour is available on request from

the Association.

community sings, stunt

nights, roller skating, re-

creation institutes, hobby
clubs and rural-urban

choruses.

In conclusion let it be

said that social recreation

must be social. That isn't

as simple as it sounds.

Check up on your activi-

ties to see whether or not

they have achieved a high

degree of sociable spirit.

Social recreation should

build a happy spirit of

friendliness in the group so that each member

spontaneously shares his joy with all the

others.

The spirit desired is the spirit expressed in

Scout Jack Crawford's poem :

"If a bit o' sunshine hits you
After passin' of a cloud—

If a fit o' laughter gits you
And your spine is feelin' proud.

Why up agin' and fling it

At a soul that's feelin' hlue,

For the minute that you sling it

It's a boomerang to you."

How to Provide Recreation More Adequately
For Women and Girls

By Floyd Rotve

Director, Bureau of Physical Welfare,

Board of Education, Cleveland, Ohio

THE
MEETING was presided over by Mrs. Ellen

S. Woodward, Director of Women's Work,
Federal Emergency Relief Administration.

So much interest was shown in this meeting
that an overflow crowd necessitated moving
to a larger room. The program was divided

into six sections, eaph with a discussion leader.

Miss Dora Dodge, Director of the Wor-

cester (Massachusetts) Girls' Club, pointed

out some of the problems in working with

underprivileged girls. In her opinion the pro-

vision made for girls up to 15 years is the

weakest spot in the program. Little girls are

less spectacular than boys, don't "gang up"
or get into trouble; therefore they are not

provided with an adequate program of skills

instruction during their earliest years. In deal-

ing with girls 15 years and over, leaders often

fail to provide the right program, forgetting

that the girls want activities with boys.
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Miss Ruth Swezey, Director of Recreation

in Wilkes-Barre (Pennsylvania), discussed the

selection and training of women workers,

especially those provided through the F.E.R.A.

Directors must first find leaders—then build

programs around them. Through F. E. R. A.

leaders we can demonstrate the needs and

values of a wider recreation program for girls

and women. We must "sell" recreation for

girls to our community now, looking toward

the day when we will need local funds to sup-

plement money from federal sources. Lead-

ers must provide activities for girls and boys,

men and women together. F. E. R. A. leaders

show a real professional spirit and response

to training.

Mrs. H. R. Harvey, Director of Recreation

in Lansing (Michigan), opened the discussion

on activities for industrial girls and older

women. The program for girls in industry

must be an evening program, preferably out of

doors and as active as possible. Reference was

made to the phenomenal growth of softball,

with highly competitive teams playing under

flood lights before thousands of spectators.

This interest is a challenge to all women lead-

ers to proviSe adequate direction to girls'

athletics. I-.ack of such trained leaders presents

a serious problem. Although most industrial

girls prefer active games and sports, older

women want varied activities, gymnastics,

music, dramatics, handcraft and social activi-

ties.

Miss Edith Gates, Director of Health Educa-

tion, National Board of the Y. \V. C. A.,

presented the results of a two year study of

interests and participation of young employed

girls in physical activities. It was found that

girls are interested in many physical activities

but that lack of facilities and the high cost

keep them from participating. Older girls

hesitate to attempt learning new skills, there-

fore little girls should be taught skills in pre-

paration for their later pl.iy hours. Girls should

learn games where two or three may partici-

pate, such as golf and tennis, rather than place

too much emphasis on team game^ of high

organization.

Miss Ethel Worth, State Director of Recrea-

tion with the Extension Sen'ice in New Hamp-
shire, discussed recreation for rural women
from eight to eighty years of age. Activities

range from folk dancing to simple equipment

games and from motion songs to coordination

stunts. Camps from three to six days in length

give the women freedom from household cares

and provide opportunities in nature study,

games, singing, dramatics, swimming and

boating. Youth conferences for girls and boys
between the ages of fifteen and twenty-five

years train young people in recreation insti-

tutes. Requests, chiefly from women, are being
received for singing schools, play festivals and

grange programs.
Miss Ethel Perrin of the American Child

Health Association and the Women's Division,

National .\mateur .\thletic Federation, em-

phasized the importance of standards for girls'

athletics. There is a need for wider under-

standing of these standards on the part of

enthusiastic but untrained leaders on F.E.R.A.

projects.

In summarizing the discussions, Mrs. Wood-
ward called attention to the following points

which need attention :

1. More recreation for girls and women of

all ages and fuller use of all available facilities.

2. Absolute necessity for recreation leaders

to "sell" the program for women and girls to

the various communities.

3. More projects for the employment of

women under F. E. R. A. "Remember the For-

gotten Woman."

4. More imagination in the planning of pro-

grams for girls and women. "They all want

romance."

5. Most important of all—with the probable

decrease in federal funds we must see that

local communities help in providing funds to

match federal allotments.

Highlights of the Meeting

1. Teach skills to little girls.

2. Provide boy and girl programs for girls

over fifteen years of age.

3. Pick your leaders—then build your programs.

4. Provide more facilities at less cost.

5. "Sell" the girls' and women's program to

your community.
6. Get older women into the program.

7. Look out for dangers in girls' athletics.

8. Emphasize the high standards of the N. A.

A. F. in athletic competition.

9. Find ways of securing local funds to sup-

plement federal funds.
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What Services On Hobbies Should Local Recreation

Departments Be Prepared to Give?

By E. Dana Caulkins

Superintendent

Westchester County Recreation Commission

White Plains. N. Y.

AS
WE faced this subject, we were conscious

of the fact that recreation leaders are some-

what in the position of having to set their

sails to catch the breeze from a wild wind whicli is

starting but with the starting of which they had

perhaps very Httle to do. We went further than

that and considered that in addition to catching

the breeze—if a wild wind can be gotten hold of

—we should try to influence that wild wind and

give it some direction so that for the masses of

our people this hobby of wild wind may result in

not simply upsetting people but in making for

progress.

We didn't attempt a final definition of the word

hobby. However, we did recognize the fact that if

that word is going to mean something, it must be

used with more definiteness and there must be

some limitations put upon the field which it covers.

Then we had two or three suggestions to offer.

A hobby is an absorbing interest, something

which can be carried on alone, which doesn't re-

quire group organization. Most of the discussions

of hobbies have inferred that they include pri-

marily things and the collecting of things, but we

don't think that the ultimate definition of hobbies

will be limited to those fields.

A warning flag was run up that hobbies may be

vicious. We didn't decide that golf was a hobby

but at the same time we do know that there have

been many instances where interest in the game
of golf has become so absorbing that we have had

our golf widows and our golf orphans. In some

instances—in many instances, perhaps
—such a

selfish absorption in one activity lias been harmful

to the balanced development and enjoyment of the

life of the individual and has caused annoyance

to his friends and relatives.

I am reminded of a little story of the Chamber

of Commerce secretary who was "batting" for the

agricultural expert at a meeting of farmers. He
knew about business but he didn't know much

In such classes adults are being trained

in skills which may later become hobbies.

Courtesy New York State Board of Educatiou
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about farming. The subject to be discussed was,

"The Culture of the \'elvet Bean." He was able

to read the paper that the agricultural expert had

sent for him to deliver in his absence but after

he had finished, one of the farmers raised the

question, "When do you plant the velvet bean?"

He had no idea in the world as to what he

should say but he had to give some kind of an

answer so he said, "Well, you plant it early."

Then obser\ing that that didn't seem quite to

satisfy his audience, to be definite he said, "But

brother, not too early."

So hobbies should be absorbing, but not too

absorbing.

W^e decided that it is not a matter for a public

recreation department to promote or stir up inter-

est in the expensive hobbies such as yachting,

collection of antique furniture and so on.

The point was made that in this swing toward

hobbies we are really following a tendency which

is general in our movement, and that is of swing-

ing away from nents toward serz'ices. The topic

is, "What services on hobbies should local depart-

ments be prepared to give?" I will go over

briefly some of the services that are being ren-

dered and which we felt should be rendered by

public departments of recreation.

In the first place, it should provide places and

spaces where hobbies may be cultivated, to be

continued elsewhere in the home, the backyard,
the cellar and so on, and also equipment and

materials for the joint use of many. This service

may be either free, if provided from tax fundi,

or the individual using the equipment may be

expected to pay a sliare of the cost.

A second service is that of publicity, publishing

by press, radio, special printed leaflets and so on

information concerning the wide range of hobbies

and examples of great hobbies, local and world

wide.

It may also serve in the establishment of such

activities as hobby fairs. An interesting report

was given on a girls' hobby fair in Cincinnati with

an attendance of seventeen thousand. As many
of you know, the Chicago Recreation Department
has conducted a rather eIalK)ratc

demonstration of the actual making
of things at the Chicago Fair.

Another type of service which

has l)een rendered and which we
felt should be rendered, is training

children a.s well a.s adults in classes

Several of the publica-
fions on hobbies referred

to by Mr. Caulkins in hit

report of the section
mseling on this subject
are reviewed in fh!s issue.

or by other informal methods, in those skills

which may not immediately result in hobbies but

which may later become hobbies.

Of course there is no such thing as a new

hobby for an individual. Nothing becomes a hobby
with an individual unless it is old with him and

most hobbies involve some considerable degree

of skill which has to be cultivated over a con-

siderable period.

The matter of club organization for coopera-

tion and exchange between individuals having the

same hobby was referred to yesterday in an

interesting report of a survey of the hobby
services provided by sixty-eight recreation depart-

ments in cities and communities. The outstanding

services—the services most commonly rendered—
were : First, the promotion and guidance of hobby

interests; second, the provision of shops and other

places for hobby activities; third, the provision

of materials, either free or at cost, affecting a

.saving to the individual through wholesale buying.

I think that I had better just give you a final

suggestion as to sources for further information

on this subject. Mention was made of the National

Recreation Association's bulletin Number 3010;

of the very interesting and detailed diagrams and

descriptions of methods of making things which

have been prepared by the Chicago Park Depart-

ment ; and of the publications distributed at a

low price by the Leisure League of .\mcrica with

heaijiniartcrs in Rockefeller Center, New York.

Recreation That Builds Home and Family Life

By Mrs. James Humphries, Jr.

Stale Kfcrcal'wn Chairman, N. J. Congress of Parents

and Teachers. Montvale, N. J.

MRS.
iv.Mi DEERiNG expressed the need of

defining the term home in terms of present

day exi>cricnce. She said : "The home today

is not a solidified section of community life, but

a highly energized atom capable of an infinite

amount of power for growth or deterioration of

its individual memljers. It can be effective only

as a foundation upon which to build enrichments

of life for its memljers. together

with that strength which will enable

its individuals to face life and

themselves clearly and courage-

ously.
"

She stated that jKirent lead-

ership in home recreation should

take only the following forms:
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a. Setting the stage for play.

b. Exposure to opportunity for individual play

development.

c. Suggestion, without parental domination.

Mr. W. C. Batchelor suggested that a depart-

ment of recreation may assist in home play

through the development of :

a. Home play campaigns.

b. Demonstration of home play activities.

c. Stimulation of interest through publicity and

personal contact.

d. Discussion groups.

e. Leaders' training institutes.

f. Give the parent successful experience in

leadership.

Clayton Jones stated : "In congested districts a

community center is neccessary to supplement

family recreation within the house itself. A com-

munity center can furnish lubrication of family

tensions through family play nights and festivals.

The community center definitely aids in the edu-

cation and Americanization of the foreign born

parent so that a more sympathetic understanding
of the home play nee3 is developed.

"The segregation of the sexes in play activities

during adolescence results in a lack of mutual

interest and is a definite barrier to marital ad-

justment and happiness."

Frank P. Beal pointed out that any successful

family recreation must contain the element of

humor.

From the discussion was developed the opinion

that recreation for the home must enlarge the

vision, strengthen the body, counteract the over-

stimulation of the present day, normalize the

emotions, draw out individual interests, bring

happi)icss, create a spirit

of unity of purpose
and have a sense of

liumor.

Concrete suggestions

for home play activities

included puppet making,

sketching, dramatics,

ping pong, music, check-

ers, chess, card games
that are alive, work

shops, laboratories, gar-

dens, nature study in

own garden, camp fires

in rear yard, crafts, read-

ing, conversations and

children.

The general singing at the Congress was the

best ever as well as the most ever. By eight

o'clock each evening, and sometimes even before

then, a large group of people were gathered for

singing though the scheduled time for this to

begin was 8:15, and on a number of evenings

people gathered around the piano after the meet-

ing and sang and danced until past midnight.

The song leaflet issued especially for the Con-

gress, with its Generous Fiddler, the Galway
Piper and about thirty other songs, was evidently

the most attractive collection that we have yet
used. It was entitled Songs Easily Learned and

Long Remembered. Any one who was at the

Congress must have been amazed at how easily

learned the songs were. Another Congress will

be needed to show whether they have also been

long remembered.

Zestful Living Through Music

By a. D. Zanzig

Director of Music Scnnce

National Recreation School

Neti' York, N. Y.

ITHi.N'K

THAT a report on music can be rather

a burden, rather a ve-xation, because it is so

easy to make music that to talk about it is

sometimes rather tantalizing, especially among
these people here who make it so easily.

Our meeting to discuss the problems with rela-

tion to music was especially widely representative.

The public schools were represented, though not

officially, the National Federation of Settlements,

also the Young Women's Christian Association,

the churches, the Boy Scouts of America and the

Russell Sage Foundation. In addition, we had the

Director of the Professional Division lof the

Federal Emergency Relief Administration, direc-

tors of some of the largest and most important
F. E. R. A. music projects in the country, and a

good many of our own municipal recreation work-

ers. I think it especially interesting that so many
interests were represented at our meeting.

The Chairman, Henry S. Drinker, Jr., was and

is an ideal amateur. He is a prominent lawyer of

Philadelphia and I can speak of him because T

think that what I say of him presents in part

what the meeting accomplished. His acquaintance

with and love for the best music is greater even

than I have found among most professional

musicians. He sings and plays himself. He has a

family of four children. The parents and children

play and sing together just for the love of music.

Friends and neighbors gather often at his home to

sing together some of

the best music. He is a

very happy man.

One of the first points

that was brought out was

tlie scope of music in

recreation and this is best

exemplified by the

musical activities of the

chairman in his own
home—though he didn't

speak of it, someone else

did— where they sing

simple folk music and

the Bach B Minor Mass,
their tastes extending
from the very simplest
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music to the most profound and advanced—all

done for the sheer joy of it
—and from the most

modest sKill to the most advanced skill (on the

part of a few people). Despite these differences

in skill, all can sing happily together.

And another important jwint was the age range

in Mr. Drinker's own group
—his own children

and also elderly people
— childhood to old age.

Unlike the pleasures of some other recreational

activities, the pleasure of music grows deeper and

more radiant as we grow older.

The chairman opened the meeting with a de-

claration of pleasure that it was sponsored by the

National Recreation Association and not by the

National Amusement Association. He presented

at once the question as to how the most can be

made of the relief funds that are now available

for the engagement of unemployed musicians.

That is a provision which can be very fortunate,

as you know. How can these funds be made to

have the most constructive and lasting influence?

He suggested that we take a long-range view,

that there was coming a bigger field than ever for

intelligent teaching and leadership of amateurs,

or would-be amateurs, and that there was an in-

creasing desire for music as a way of life and not

as a means of display and of concerts.

The first point brought out in the discussion

of the question as to how the most could be made

of this emergency aid that we are to have was that

just as our aim in charity has changed from that

of merely giving to the needy to helping to make

them self-supporting, so our aim in recreational

music should be not merely to give music to people

through concerts, but to help them make them-

selves musically .self-supporting.

This has nothing to do with money. In other

words, the power of unemployed musicians

should to the utmost possible be directed towards

leading and teaching i)eople to make and enjoy
music themselves, rather than toward merely

giving them more concerts, though the latter, if

good, can be valuable also if good opportunities

for growth in understanding and appreciation of

music are being offered at the same time.

The first difficulty to be overcome in carry-

ing out this idea has been due to the attitude— I

suppose in many cases, perhaps in all cases, a

necessary attitude—on the part of the general

relief administration and in some cases due to

pressure from the musicians' unions. That is. the

relief administrators want to employ as many

people as possible and as promptly and easily as

possible and so have the idea of giving all of the

money to forming and maintaining orchestras

and bands. The unions like this idea also.

Two years ago in New York City, of $500,000

made available for relief through education and

other general cultural enterprises, $250,000 was

set aside for New York City and fifty per cent

of that amount was designated for music. Three

hundred and seventy-five performers were en-

gaged at once at fifteen dollars a week to play in

orchestras and bands. Fortunately, a little later,

Mrs. McFarland was put in charge and she man-

aged to get authority to employ fifty teachers.

There are now about a thousand musicians em-

ployed through the New York City project, and

496 are performers, and 496—the same number

by a coincidence—are teachers and leaders.

The next question at our meeting was "How
to choose leaders and teachers and to train them ?''

And such qualities as taste, knowledge, imagina-

tion, initiative and love of the job and of the

people, were brought out. An obstacle to such

choice of leaders is the kind of people who are

on unemployment relief.

One person brought out the difficulties of get-

ting jobs for ten drummers and five pianists.

Three of them couldn't read music; they just
"
faked'" it and that isn't a bad term in this case.

He was also given a trombone player who had a

persecution complex, and he brought out the fact

that this was easily understandable after you

heard him play.

There is a good deal of training needed for

these unemployed musicians. Among them are

unemi^loyed school music teachers, people who

have been trained to teach music in schools. They
are the most likely people but even they need

training in the approach to adults and in the re-

creational attitude.

Leaders and teachers should operate through

existing organizations as far as possible, rather

than merely start new ones.

We discussed not only the E. R.A., and the

leadership through the E. R. A., but also volunteer

leaders. A number of interesting points came up,

but since we are to have a continuation of these

in the meeting this afternoon, we invite you all

to come to hear the rest of this report.
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Is It Desirable for the Recreation Movement in the

United States to Further Special Types of Rec-

reation Which Require Less of Leadership and

Organization? How Can This Be Done?

What Are the Activities for Adults Which

Practically Run Themselves?

By Frank S. Lloyd

Associate Professor of Education

Neiv York University, New York, N. Y.

A NUMBER OF major issues were brought to

the attention of the conference. A brief

summary of these follow :

1. It is necessary that there be created a changed

concept concerning recreation. The panel and the

lloor indicated that perhaps the most important

problem confronting the recreational movement
at this time is the creation in the minds of the

people of a felt need for recreational programs.
2. The question of organization for the future

was raised. The consensus of opinion was that it

was not a question of over-organisation, but how
we might organize so that we will move into new
areas and give an indirect supervision for post-

adolescence and a direct supervision for pre-

adolescence. It is important that the organization

to be set up shall work from below upwards
rather than from above downward.

3. It was indicated that the outcomes must be

greater than the activities themselves. That the

outcomes of the promotion and programs must be

the development of a more abundant life, and that

the mere provision of facilities and activities

would not necessarily insure this. While it would

be desirable to take a leaf out of the European
book of recreation in the promotion of an attitude

and desire for recreation, we must avoid very

definitely a laisses-fairc attitude and must utilize

the opportunities presented for the promotion of

desirable citizenship.

4. The question was raised

as to what should be the

function of the professional

leadership in the newer de-

velopments of recreation.

The discussion from the floor

definitely indicated that this

leadership certainly involves

utilization more definitely of

lay leadership and an increas-

ing democratization in plans

of organization.

The widespread popularity of Softball is

indicated by the Recreation Year Book

for the year 1933 when 663 cities re-

ported this activity. Two hundred and

seventy-six of these cities indicated the

number of different individuals partici-

pating in the game which was 352,352.

This number exceeded that reported for

any other team game including baseball

in which 279,654 individuals were re-

ported as participating in 279 cities.

Softball Problems— Hearings on Present Situation

By Dr. John Brown, Jr.

Secretary, Department of Physical Education

The National Council of the >'. M. C. A.

New York, N. Y.

THE
EIGHTY DELEGATES who attended this ses-

sion reported an amazing increase in the game
of Softball during the past year. There were

more participants and more teams. Formal and

informal leagues and tournaments were organized

in all parts of the country. This increase was

beyond the fondest dreams of any advocate of

this particular game a few years ago. It was

present in all sorts of institutions, affecting all

ages and both sexes. Inter-city, district, state and

national tournaments were held.

In the national tournament held in Chicago,

promoted under the auspices of the Amateur Soft-

ball Association of America, forty-six qualifying

teams participated, representing over thirty dif-

ferent states and Canada. You can get some idea

of the local interest in that game when I tell you

that one hundred and twenty-one policemen were

assigned to handle the crowd attending it.

It may be a little beside the point, but at least

it indicates the interest from a certain point of

view that one individual donated a trophy costing

eleven hundred and twenty-three dollars to be

given to the winner after a series of competitions.

The national association which promoted this

particular tournament was the outgrowth of a

meeting held in Chicago two years ago, convened

by the National Softball Association. At this

meeting thirty-six different states and Canada

were represented and a committee was organized

which attempted to codify the existing rules.

I have referred to two different national bodies

—the National Softball Association and the

Amateur Softball Association of America. The

former is sponsored primarily

by manufacturers interested

in promoting the game be-

cause of their desire to sell

equipment. It is interested in

promoting inter-city games
between professional teams

with one team in each city.

The Amateur Softball Asso-

ciation of America, on the

other hand, is a different or-

ganization with a different
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set of officers. It is interested in all-star amateur

sports in cities on the part of all sorts of teams

representing local communities.

The Playground Baseball Committee of the

National Recreation Association has functioned

since 1923 in the promotion of the game, partic-

ularly along the lines of rules standardization. It

was recently enlarged to include representatives

of other national agencies interested in this sport

and is now known as the Joint Rules Committee

on Softball. It is continuing its efforts towards

acceptance of one standardized set of rules. This

committee is primarily interested in stimulating

interest in keeping the game recreational, amateur,

as a neighborhood event, contributing to whole-

some community play for all. It is representative

of the national organizations interested in this

sport and has formulated the rules from this point

of view.

Now, attempting to summarize some of the

things that developed in our conference, I would

say that softball is not now for softies. It has

shifted from being a game of many names, some

of which were bad names, like "kitten" ball,

implying that it had nine deaths. In passing, you

may be interested in knowing that the official rules

now call for seven rather than nine innings. It

is no longer going to be known as indoor baseball

or diamond ball or night ball, but softball. We
ho|)e instead of many there will l)e but one .set

of rules, which, of course, may be adapted to suit

local equipment conditions.

This game has not had any parent. It has been

on the doorstep of many organizations, clamoring
for admittance but no one has taken it in. It is

now l)eing taken in and it is going to be fostered

and we hope that it will grow up as a member of

the family of real play and recreative activities

in all communities.

Heretofore, this game has l)een going nowhere.

We believe now that it is really starting to go

places, with one name, one game, one set of rules,

sponsored by one joint committee representing

all of the national organizations interested in this

spfjrt, with one guide which will be the official

handl>ook.

F-rom this I think that we as recreational work-

er* can get the following suggestive points of

view. The game will no longer be classified as a

minor game; from our .stand]H)int, it will be a

major game. It will not be confined to the play-

ground but liave its place really in the neighbor-

hood. We will not think of it as a kid's game but

for all age ranges, not only for boys but also

for men and for girls and women. Not only will

it be a daytime and twilight game, but also a night

game. It is coming from obscurity into prom-

inence, from being unorganized to being organized
—not for the few but for the many. Continuing

to be informal it will also be formal.

The Joint Committee will lie enlarged to rep-

resent more of the organizations, all of which

will be unite3 in the revision of the rules which

is now in process. It is hoped the rules will be

universally accepted with a view to keeping soft-

ball a community game of the people, for the

people, by the people, as a means of adding to

their more abundant living.

Public Camping—Nafiondl, Sfate, Municipal

By Charles Lamb

Secretary, Det<arlmenl of I'hyfiroimds and Recreation

Los Angeles. California

THE
PLAYGROUND idea was started with the

sand piles in a Boston yard in order to entice

the small children off the streets and so pro-

tect them and also save the nerves of the drivers

of vehicles. It is now extended to the camp idea

the purpose of which is to entice persons to the

mountains or valleys far removed from the traffic

of the city and town and to save their nerves as

well as those of the automobile drivers.

Los Angeles was the first municipality to estab-

lish camps in the mountains on government prop-

erty which was turned over to the city for public

use as long as it was desired. Public camping is

now encouraged by national, state, county and

municipal authorities who realize the great bene-

fits enjoyed by our people. Our government offi-

cials are setting aside millions of acres for parks

and forest lands.

The chairman of our group. Miss Ruby M.

Jolliffe. SuperintcndAit. Camping Department,

Palisades Interstate Park, New York, pointed

out that there are various kinds of camps. First

there is the camp selected by the individual cam-

per who follows a trail to a spot where he can be

alone and enjoy the solitude of the valley or

mountains, among the trees or by a lake or stream.

Sometimes the individual camper sets up a tent,

clears a spot for a camp fire and remains for a

certain span of time. Another type is the camp

where the automobile camper stops for a week-

end, on a vacation trip or for a sojourn with his
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family. Still another is the camp serving groups
of congenial persons, families or organizations

from the city environment, eager for the big out-

of-doors.

Children accustomed to play on the city streets

and older people whose recreational life has been

limited to a narrow range of indoor activities often

ask, "What shall we do in the mountains ?" Public

camps are filling a very great need for those who

live in congested city areas. Public camping rep-

resents a desire to go back to the land, whether

It be a home or a ranch in the country. It is a

going back to the Indian life from which this

country has developed.

The Appalachian trail from Maine to Georgia
is an outstanding achievement towards the open
life and the enjoyment of nature, affording as it

does the opportunity to stop over night at con-

venient lodges or cabins along the trail.

Now how far can we

of living? Equipment is necessary
— the camp

must be clean and wholesome and afford proper

comfort facilities. The camp must have pure

water and tempting food. In deciding whether or

not we should keep it primitive, it is important to

remember that it is the change of environment

that best mends the tired nerves and rebuilds or

re-creates our being.

The leadership of the camp needs to be different

in each case. Plans are formed to fit the group

and to avoid interference with the leisure of the

camp life.

The question arises. "Why should we run a

cam])? Is the motive health or manners?" One

may see the health value but not the manners.

Among the reasons advanced for public camping

are that it is educational, recreational, and makes

for health and happiness. It may be heaven or

hell according to the plan.

Mr. Caulkins of West-

chester County, New^P ' 1 ' The Watchunq Reserva+!on with Its facilities for ^^ ,
. ^ . ^ ^i ^

ing, from normal forms
\,^^y,^g^ fishing, picnicking and

camping_
at-

^°'^ PO'^^ed out that

tracts thousands of people from the nearby cities.

Courlesy Union Coiinly, New Jersey, Park Commission
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they have a camp capable of taking care of 250

boys or girls. He believes the essentials to a camp
are the food, the water, the beds and hot showers.

In the group present were seven at whose camps
hot showers have been installed. At some camps
the lakes or rivers are used for swimming but in

California this is not allowed because for the most

part they are used for domestic and drinking

purposes.

The government through its transient camps

for boys and men has this year cared for more

than 240,000 persons in 201 camps in the moun-

tains. The groups range in size from 50 to 5,000.

The older men are cared for in areas apart from

those occupied by the younger groups.

Persons may stay in camp as long as they de-

sire. Those who are citizens of the state in which

the camp is located receive eight cents per day

from the state relief funds but the campers who

are from out of the state are supported from the

government allotment. The government provides

funds for the capital outlay and administration

costs. The sanitation of the transient camps and

the foods are checked by the State Health De-

partment to insure a safe condition. The general

opinion of the group was that the transient camps
should provide a place for building up the morale

of the men who are out of work and who are

away from home.

Out of the 240,000 campers, 40,000 were

transient girls or lone women. The women are

cared for through contract by appropriate agen-

cies operated for women's care.

To meet the growing need and call for camp

life, the National Recreation Association is train-

ing leaders and fitting these persons to carry out

plans to make a successful camp life.

Some municipalities are conducting two forms

of camps, one for the whole family and the other

for boys or girls. These are all under competent

leadership and are conducted at a nominal cost

per day or week. Los Angeles has conducted its

camps successfully for twenty years, largely on

a self-supporting basis. The mountain camps are

valuable parts of the California recreation pro-

gram. Mr. Robertson of Oakland pointed out that

unfortunately the citizens often do not know

about the camp facilities that are available and it

was suggested that there be more newspaper

publicity.

Changes Thai Need To Be Made in Recreation

During the Present Emergency Period —
Changes in Program, Method and Content

By Roy Smith Wallace

Sational Recreation Association

Xew York, X. }'.

THERE
WAS coMP.\RATivELY little discussiou of

recreation programs specifically for those who

are unemployed and dependent. One or two

suggestions were specifically addressed, however,

to that particular need and the suggestions were

about as follows:

That the unemployed need especially oppor-

tunity to feel that they belong and that their

personality counts. It was suggested that there

were in recreation activities opportunities for

them to exercise skills and leadership and to be-

long in ways that would give them that sense

of emotional status which is so essential. It was

further suggested that many men, dependent and

unemployed, need opportunities to get away from

home, a place where constantly they are reminded

of their inability to be economically successful. It

was suggested that many kinds of clubs with many
kinds of activities helped for both of these speci-

fic suggestions.

The problem was considered on a more general

basis in the thought that the word "emergency"

might perhaps be cast into the discard and that we

might recognize the fact tliat we are living and

svill continue to live in a changed social order in

which the fundamental needs of the people are

about the same now as they always will be, or

have been ; that with greater leisure there will be

more opportunity, more zest, more energ)', and

we believe more desire for that which we recrea-

tion folks and we educational folks have been

talking about all of these years
—

opportunities

for creative expression in all of the rich phases

of human nature.

These things have always constituted the real

interests of men and women : Games and sports,

music, drama, conversation, literature, curiosity,

service. All of these things have been the life of

people. Our task is not to do something base<l

upon a difTercnt kind of human being but to ad-

just our procedures because of the new opportuni-

ties which we are now having.

(Conlinufd on faije 4!>4)



Preparing

for

Christmas

By V. K. Brown

I\

EACH of the six districts into

which the newly consolidated

Chicago Park District field-

houses have been divided, one of the larger build-

ings has been chosen for a new sort of community

enterprise
—a community shop in which citizens

are invited in family groups to join clubs for

making handwrought Christmas gifts. Skilled

leaders are assigned under a work relief educa-

tional service grant to assist club members in mas-

tering the technical processes. Competent educa-

tional leaders are delegated to operate play groups

for the younger children of parents who attend

the working club sessions, so mothers, fathers and

older children may devote their time to making

whatever gifts they choose to work on; and game

rooms and gymnasiums are open under supervi-

sion to the intermediate aged children.

The Entire Family Cared For

Relieved by these services of immediate atten-

tion to the younger members of the family, father

may make a whole Noah's Ark of articulated toy

animals, while mother is busy making dolls,

tooled leather handbags, silk scarves or any of the

other numerous objects which appeal to her as

desirable gifts. Daughter may prepare the family

holiday greeting cards and

the elder son may either

work with Dad on the me-

nagerie or undertake on his

own initiative a sailboat or

scooter for his younger

brother or a set of papier-

tnache decorations for the

Courtesy The Architectural Record

family Christmas tree. Following the example of

the Westchester County shops, the whole series

of club groups will work in the large assembly
halls rather than in isolat'ed units each in a separ-

ate room. This aflfords an opportunity to stroll

about the hall during any lull in the worker's

program, to observe what others are doing in the

other crafts, to pick up hints as to patterns or

designs which might help solve an undecided selec-

tion and also to develop more of neighborly ac-

quaintance than would be possible if each craft

were separately housed. Under such a sociable

arrangement, if Johnny is tooling a monogrammed
brief case for father, he may find it necessary to

tell Dad to keep away from the southwest corner

of the room in any of his rambles, but this is a

purely private adjustment within the family circle

and the general neighborliness of the venture need

not suffer because of such occasional and personal

necessities of secrecy. To promote the acquain-

tance feature of the plan, name cards are being

prepared for club workers to wear during their

hours in the halls.

V. K. Brown, for many years Superintendent
of Playgrounds and Sports with the South

Park Commissioners of Chicago, has been

appointed Chief of the Recreation Division

of the newly consolidated Chicago Park

District. Mr. Brown has long been a leader

in the development of interesting, novel

and artistic handcraft projects.

Handbooks Provided for the Craftsmen

The actual teaching of

the processes to workers re-

quiring instruction is fur-

ther facilitated by the hand-

books on various crafts

which have recently been

worked out as the Leisure

Hobby Series. These book-

449
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lets on arts, crafts and me-

chanical subjects were made

possible through last winter's

C.W.A. project. In this pro-

ject the literature of each

subject was scrutinized and

indexed, experimental shops

were set up for making tools

and accessories, and for pur-

suing the several processes

of each separate craft. As fast as engineers,

workers and volunteer consulting devotees of each

hobby agreed upon the practicability of each in-

dividual step in the process, artists and drafts-

men put that step into picture rather than descrip-

tive text, photo-engravers made plates of these

pictures and printers ran the plates on the print-

ing press to be combined into the booklet series.

This series of illustrative texts now includes six

completed booklets on quilting, kite making, mak-

ing of bird houses, fashioning of cardboard lan-

terns of a decorative nature and of larger units

to be mounted on boats and illuminated as Vene-

tian Night floats, making' of model airplanes, de-

signing and making of masks and carnival cos-

tumes. The booklets on doll making, making of

games boards, on leather craft, silk painting using

the Kraftrite colors in the FicarefT process, various

metal crafts, weaving, building home made aqua-

riums and various other undertakings, including

the making of the articulated toys mentioned

below and totalling some seventy subjects, have

not yet been finished and assembled. But the pre-

paration of pages of instructive drawings for all

of these subjects has been going forward and

there are enough now printed to afford an illus-

trated text on at least the fundamental processes.

During the exhibit of the Park District at the

Century of Progress, these hobbies were also

demonstrated by volunteer enthusiasts and per-

sons interested in any one of them were invited to

register either their desire to join groups to pur-

sue these crafts as a club program, or their will-

ingness, already knowing something about the

crafts, to serve as volunteer leaders. Letters have

been mailed to all who registered their interest and

it is felt that volunteer workers will be assured in

sufficient numbers to guarantee the success of the

underuking even though the relief staff is not ade-

quate for personal instruction of the large numbers

who are expected to enroll in the six centers. The

employed relief workers and volunteers, together,

will have the booklet series and printed pages of

Copies of five of the booklets referred

to by Mr. Brown are now available at 35

cents each fronn the Chicago Park Dis-

trict, 57th Street and Cottage Grove

Avenue, Chicago, or from the National

Recreation Association. The titles of

these five booklets are: "Bird Houses of

Today," "Kites," "Quilting," "Lanterns

and Floats" and "Model Airplanes."
Other booklets are now in preparation.

instructions from booklets as

yet unassembled and uncom-

pleted. Since drawings made
after the C.W.A. booklet pro-

ject ended have been made
i)n tracing cloth, copies of

these later drawings and of

others which may still be

prepared can be blueprinted

and used as lesson sheets.

New Craft Activities Being Developed

-Among the teaching or leadership 'group as-

signed to the project there are several who have

already developed novel plans for new activities.

Some of them are artists who worketl last win-

ter on the original booklets and who meantime

have thought of additional ways to use the pro-

cesses they worked on at that time. To illustrate :

One or two artists who were assigned to work on

the booklet on making costumes and masks for

carnival "dressing-up"' devised an interesting

method of making them. The process involved

modelling a base in clay, applying hard oil to the

dried clay, putting on a layer of wet newspaper
over the greased clay surface and subsequently

applying four or five thicknesses of alternately

colored, and ordinary, newsprint pajier pasted

down firmly to fit tightly over the clay mould.

Ordinary walljiaper or flour paste was used for

this purpose. The artists conceived the notion

that by the same process a set of distinctive

Christmas tree decorations might be made up,

sandpapered smooth after drying, and painted with

cither gloss lactjuer or enamel, or even jxiinted with

cheap oil or water color paint and then varnished.

They Iwlievctl such tree decorations would be

highly original in shape, light in weight and at the

same time tough enough in construction to be

almost indestructible. They think these tree decor-

ations are esi)ecially adapted to outdoor tree decor-

ating, and have l)een designing novel and appro-

priate shapes from which to cast moulds so the

workers may themselves make sets of the chosen

patterns. They have made up patterns of modern-

istic decorative shajjcs and are planning figures,

angel forms. Chris Kringles, Santas, cherubs,

stars, and similar patterns quite differing from

the standard tree ornaments on the market.

Another idea is to use this jMipcr and mould

process to form frames or encasing patterns to

surround ( hristmas tree lights, jx^rforating these

framing patterns with cut-out ojKnings across

which translucent oiled paper or vellum may be
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gummed to make small lanterns like stained glass

windows in miniature. Such lanterns would vary
the tree lighting, reduce glare and dress up the

tree with multi-colored light patterns instead of

the traditional electric lamps dipped in dyes. Out-

door trees in particular, usually rendered almost

invisible by brilliant lights which obscure the

darker foliage, can be visualized as glowing with

subdued lamps of stained glass window effects,

the white lamps inside giving sufficient illumina-

tion to intensify the patterns, but the color en-

semble not limited to the few hues which have

heretofore served as lamp stains. The light units

them.selves, being patterned lanterns, are not all

of a single color as a dipped globe must be, but

are rather a whole color composition.

Making Dolls and Toys

The same paper building-up process has been

extensively used by our girls' groups in making
doll heads and even articulated doll bodies. One
half of the head or body unit is made in its hol-

low mould and when dried the two halves are

trimmed, fitted and pasted together to form the

completed head, body, arm, or leg. To make these

moulds, the girls have scoured the stores for doll

heads or shapes which they liked and from which

they have made ordinary plaster of paris half-

moulds. They are then able to produce as many
replicas of the original head or body as they de-

sire. We have an extensive set of such moulds as

well as numerous patterns for cloth dolls. Some
of the artists have been working out original pat-

terns for these stuffed dolls, human figures, ani-

mal figures, cute cock-eared puppies, kittens, rab-

bits, elephants, etc., likely to prove dear to the

juvenile heart.

In the articulated cut-out toy field, workers

have also been doing some original patterning and

we have engaged the services of an expert me-

chanic to carry the movement idea into new de-

velopments. Roadside stands have familiarized all

motorists with the walking figurine ; the mechanic

is working out simple connecting parts whereby
the legs will animate upper body movements, as

one example. Then there is the whole field of in-

terlocking wheel and belt mechanisms for wind-

mill, small motor, clock mechanism, shade roller

or other spring power animation, with which to

tinker. Ingenious older brothers, fathers and

friends of the small boy may experiment in mak-

ing such a gift. Carts and scooters, sleds and sail-

boats, model iceboats, skiis, snowshoes, building

blocks, doll houses, doll house furnishings, tin can

toys, bath-tub motorboats, tea party tables, chairs,

dishes of hand modeled potteries
—the list is end-

less, in which the mechanically minded or artisan

inclined adult may make things suitable for gifts

and himself revel in the making of them in his

leisure time between now and Christmas.

We have several new types of weaving. A
young marine on Fair duty near our booth at the

Century of Progress during the summer taught
our workers some new tricks in woven cord belts

and other novelties. We have picked up a num-
ber of suggestions from visitors to our Fair booths.

Honeycomb weaves, lampshades, metal craft and
leather work, batik, gesso picture frames, deco-

rated boxes, book ends, candlesticks, trays, desk

sets and the like are only a few of the things sug-

gested. Pewter hammering, jewelry making, pot-

tery, wood inlay
—the list stretches on.

Last summer a European visitor gave us a

booklet on the subject of batik processed Easter

eggs, a peasant art in middle Europe. The book-

let was printed in Czechoslovakia. I sent it out to

be translated and the mother of the translator

went back to an old country trunk in her basement

where she had kept some of the treasures of her

girlhood, and brought forth several egg shells

with the delicate traceries as fresh as when the

patterns were laboriously dyed into them in the

channels scraped in the wax coating years ago.

Getting numbers of people into a common room

doing all of the things we expect to see done in

these shops will bring forth many an additional

suggestion to further enrich the program.

Tools and Materials Made Available

The plan contemplates provision of some
machine tools such as saws, drill presses, jig-saws
and lathes for the wood working activities. We
expect that one activity which calls for coopera-
tion between a woodworking member of the

family and the family artist will prove very popu-
lar. The project is making out of hardwood, sets

consisting of bracelets, belt buckle and coat or

dress buttons to be carved with a uniform design,

stained, colored, finished and mounted on an ap-

propriate card for gift purposes. The lathes will

also be busy on making tops, parts of articulated

toys, bases for lamps, potteries and the like. The
call has gone out for gifts of unused tools or

mechanisms to supplement what equipment we

already have. We may even find socially minded

(Continued on page 455)
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z^dd to Your Christmas J^ist

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
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• This Magazine offers you twenty-

odd articles a month, condensed from fifty

leading publications in the fields of physi-

cal education, health and recreation. Here
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best thought and latest information in an
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• Every Recreation Worker should
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Editor, Charles D. Giauque
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A Contest for Children's Plays

THE
Talo Alto, California, Community Chil-

dren's Theatre, a division of the municipal
recreation department, has been actively engaged
in the production of children's plays for the past

two years. Because of the difficulty which has

been experienced in finding suitable material for

production, the advisory board is sponsoring a

contest to stimulate the writing of plays for chil-

dren. A first prize of $25, a second prize of $10
and a third prize of $5 have been offered for the

three best full-length plays for children.

Following are the conditions governing the

contest :

1. Plays must be original, not adaptations, not

hitherto produced, and must liave a playing

time not to exceed one and one-half hours.

Although operettas are not desired, inciden-

tal music for dances or songs will be acceptable.

2. All plays must be neatly typewritten on one

side of the paper and bound with a folder.

Plays must be submitted without the author's

name. The author's name and address are to

be eticlosed in an envelope bearing only the

title of the play. Stamps sufficient for the

purchase of an envelope and the return of the

manuscript must be enclosed if a return is de-

sired. While every care is taken in the han-

dling of all scripts, no responsibility is as-

sumed for loss.

3. An entrance fee of $1.00 must accompany each

and every manuscript.

4. The Palo Alto Community Cliildren's Theatre

reserves the right to prixluce, royalty free, any
of the plays submitted, the title to all plays

remaining with the author.

5. This contest is oi>en to all, excepting only mem-
bers of the Palo Alto Community Children's

Theatre staff and Advisory Board. There is no
limit to the numlwr of entries each author may
submit.

6. In making the awards the judges will take into

account the literary excellence of the play; its

dramatic quality; its suitability and pliability

as a i)roduction for children.

7. In addition to the prize awards, each play-

wright will receive criticisms from three com-

petent judges for each play submitted.

8. This contest is open from January i, 1935 to

March i, 1935. All entries to be considered

must be received liefore the closing date by
Mrs. James A. Quinby, 640 Middlelield Road,
Palo Alto. California.
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Progress in the Art of Living
(Continued from page 419)

that is at least equal, I think, to a large degree of

recreation. That is, we will have a considerable

number of people who will have joy in their work.

We are feeling our way to a program of de-

centralized industries. We are in a region that is

very much broken in topography, where there are

little valleys among the mountains, litde communi-

ties of fifty, one hundred, one thousand people,

where communities seldom can grow much larger

because of the isolation in the mountains, physical

isolation, although there are roads.

If we can stimulate industries in that region so

that instead of pulling people out of that beautiful

environment, its hills, and its autumn colors and

spring colors and beautiful climate, if instead of

pulling them out into another Pittsburgh or an-

other Detroit or Birmingham we can help to de-

velop units of industry that are natural to in-

dustry and yet can sit in those hills, we can, I

hope, save the setting of a normal life which is

very hard to replace in the environment of our

large cities.

In these various ways, we are working in the

Tennessee Valley Authority with the economic

life, I should say primarily, but we are hoping and

believing that not as a by-product but as a neces-

sary corollary to that, we are working toward a

type of living, conditions of living, a training

in living, and an inspiration in living, which is, I

think, in harmony with the aims of the National

Recreation Association.

Planning Recreation in New Hampshire
(Continued from page 423)

and it is not possible to use for skiing the exist-

ing summer trails, for the ski trails must be wider

and must be cleared of all stumps and stubble.

These trails open a new beauty for all outdoor

enthusiasts because they afford an opportunity to

go to the summits or to the tree line of several of

our mountains, which has never before been pos-

sible in the snowy days of winter. Shelters have

been built along the trails and more will be added.

"Snow trains," as we call them, take thousands

of visitors each week-end during the skiing season

from Massachusetts and other states to the .ski

trails of New Hampshire. Each week a survey is

made of the best skiing conditions and an an-

nouncement is given on Friday of the destination

of these trains. Equipment and instructors go

along with the trains.

This is the story in brief of New Hampshire's

plan for the use of the leisure time of her citizens

and her visitors.

One thing I have not mentioned, and that is the

engineering planning. The hope is that some day

we will be able to rid our lakes and streams of

pollution. It is our great hope that the adjoining

states and the federal government may cooperate

wath us in clearing up inter-state rivers. This

work should be carefully planned and approached

conservatively but its accomplishment would

mean a great deal to our generation and to those

who are to come after us. The more I study into

these problems, the more I am convinced that

planning is an essential part of the problem and

that planning in this field comes within the scope

of man's experience and knowledge.

Our objective is conservation—conservation of

our natural resources for the benefit of mankind

in order that we may be better able to conserve all

that is best in ourselves and develop all that is

finest in our children. A happy and wholesome

leisure is essential to the well-being of the human

race.

Give pitching
horseshoes in the

(Eliratmaa farkag^
A gift all sport loveri will appreciate the

year round. Paclted in brightly colored boxes.

—either in pairs as illustrated or in sets of

four with stakes in sturdy wooden boxes.

However packed—Diamond Official Pitching

Horeshoes are winners in the preference of

both annateur and professional players.

DIAMOND
CALK HORSESHOE CO.

4610 GRAND AVENUE

DULUTH, MINN.
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What We Mean By Recreation
(Cciitiniicd jroin faijf -IJ-ij

need of planning re-creational facilities. Until

that time there were vacant lots and unfenced

domain almost anywhere, and it was assumed that

that would be enough for all time. Xow, how-

ever, we begin to api)reciate that with the rapid

growth of our cities we shall have no adequate

play spaces within walking distance, no forest in

which to conmiune with nature, no beach or rocks

where we may see the breakers come in from the

ocean ; and that will continue to be the case unless

we deliberately make reserN-ations for future

needs, so it is these stern facts which compel us

to display ordinary foresight in planning for our

future needs.

In the foregoing, I have tried to summarize the

facts which emphasize, first, how many-sided and

complicated the problem is ; and second, how im-

portant it is in this time of crisis and economic

reconstruction that we should plan intelligently

to meet these needs. Without doubt it is one of

the great problems of National Planning, and yet

for reasons I have intimated, it is just as bad to

overdo our planning as not to do enough.
To many people the recreation problem seems

simple. To them, certain phases of the subject

loom most important. For example, the major

sports such as football, baseball, tennis or golf

appeal to a large majority ; hunting and fishing to

many more; but even after these are mentioned

the needs of many arc ignored.

Tlwse who see the subtler sides of the ques-

tion l)eg and implore that the l)eauties of nature

be conserved and even let alone ; and it is easy to

ace how, in our eagerness to make everything ac-

cessible to all the |)eoj)le from the crowded cities

even to the wilderness, we may lie destroying

much that is beautiful, because our most treasured

things are fre<|Uently ai)|)reciated only by few and

may be easily destroyed by the mob.

So I will close my paper by urging thorough

anrl intclligfut planning
—but |)lanning in which

the most .sfa»«)nc<l judgment and l»est t|ualitied

jK-ople shall be secured to study every branch of

the subject. Rc-crcation in its highest sense is

part nf education.

formed that this festival is a means of develop-

ing the cultural, emotional and recreational aspects

of life in the experience of its participants. Much
value derived from the pageant comes through
weeks of preparation

—
it means growth to all par-

ticipants, both individually and municipally.

It seems to John Mullens that the definition of

a pageant was really worked out perfectly in

Oakland's Christmas Pageant
— the getting to-

gether of people to work out and present joyously

a beautiful theme.

Oakland's Christmas Pageant
li Unliniifil fritin ^agr t'\'

•parkle as he watclics the groups of |>artici|>ants

de|>arting merrily for home. He sought from the

directors the values of the pageant. Me is in-

Summaries of Discussion

Group Meetings
(Continued from page 44S)

W'e need a change of attitude, a recognition of

our opportunities for the richer, more varied pro-

gram that we have been talking about. \\'e need

to recognize that the standards of perfection

which the genius, which the artist, sets for him-

self do not need to be set for those of us who

for recreational purposes wish to express our-

selves in various art forms; that the joy in the

doing is satisfactory so long as there is possibility

of progress towards the beautiful.

There is a difficulty and a serious one. There

is the need for the inspired leadership of zestful

practitioners in all of these varied human needs,

for men and women who are also social engineers.

How can we find, how can we train, how can we

utilize, how surely must we pay for men and

women who can think of the recreational leader-

ship job in terms of social engineering, the utiliza-

tion of the forces of the community, and who can

at the same time be themselves zestful practition-

ers, or at least be able to find zestful practitioners,

who can inspire and lead and guide men and

women in the things that they want to do.

We talked a bit about the imposition of pro-

grams and the desirability that programs should

arise out of the desires of the people. Mr. Russell

contributed the Boston technique of neighborhood

committees in the various interests of music,

drama and s|x>rts. To these interested groups from

among the people themselves, who are prepared

to give democratic, understanding guidance, arc

assigned specialists and organizers
—the zestful

practitioners
—in these various fields, who try to

serve the felt desires of the people as represented

bv llu-sf iirii;lilHir1iiHi<l committees.
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There was recognition of the actual shift which

is now taking place, that has taken place, in the

predominant interest of recreation leaders—I

won't say from the play of children but certainly

to the recreational needs of adults with increased

leisure.

There was some resentment at the suggestion

that we need to fear the opportunity which is now

ours because of relief funds, adequately to staflf

ourselves as best we can with men and women

who can give leadership to the various needs which

are now arising, because we may over-staf? our-

selves from the point of view of some future

time when support will be taken away. Let's take

advantage of what we have, and find out what

we need to do when the bridge comes to be

crossed.

We got ourselves almost bogged toward the

end, and didn't have time to fight our way

through, on the questions of whether or not we

should try to make our activities self-supporting

and also whether we should judge our results by

numbers served, though only as spectators, or by

participation in "worth-while" activities. We
didn't have time to work through that.

It did seem to us that the present opportunity

was a challenge to our recreational leadership ;

that we should be ready for m.any new kinds of

administration ; that we should be ready for other

new things ;
and that it is our task to keep, if we

can, the leadership which we have for the benefit

of those who can use our experience in the organ-

ization and the programming of the future.

Prepariring for Christmas

(Continued from page 451)

workers who will turn in to help make frames,

looms, tools and accessories, as need develops for

more than we have or can now provide.

Materials will be secured and sold at slightly

more than cost, to be self liquidating, and a store

booth will enable workers to get needed supplies.

We are determining the cost of all materials en-

tering into a given project so the workers will not

need to buy wastefully. If a toy is to be cut from

a ])iece of plywood, for example, the price will

include not only the cost of the wood, but also the

glue, brads or screws necessary to put it together,

a sheet of sandpaper to smooth its edges, and the

shellac, paint and varnish needed to finish it. The

worker will not have to buy a whole can of each

color paint to complete it.

(,

NOW!
A

BRING

EVERWEAR SAFETY

... TO YOUR SWINGS!

The New EvcrWcar Spring-Rubber Safety Seat for

Swings, No. SR-206, (United States and Canadian

Patents Pending) cushions every blow and prevents

serious accidents. It is made of an ingenious ar-

rangement of special, EverWear-designcd, fabric-re-

enforced, tough, springy, long-wearing, tubular, tire

stock rubber, which is so assembled in combination

with spring steel, as to give a soft, springy, resilient,

swing seat of remarkable safety, strength and,

durability.

All outside surfaces of the scat are springy rubber:

SAFETY! All top and bottom surfaces are corru-

gated to prevent slipping: SAFETY! All edges are

soft, springy, and resilient: SAFETY! All ends

bend easily under any blow or pressure (but im-

mediately spring back to their normal shape after

the pressure is removed) : SAFETY! No metal

parts are exposed where they can become dangerous:
SAFETY! No wood enters its construction: it can-

not warp, split nor splinter: SAFETY! Requires
no painting.

Suspension devises are reversible, making both sides

of the seat available for use (this feature doubles the

life of the seat) : DURABILITY! Rubber tough,

long-wearing tire stock: DURABILITY! Spring
steel is painted to resist rust: DURABILITY!
Built to withstand heavy weights (tested under an

active load of 950 pounds) : STRENGTH! Edge-

ways, the scat can be sprung or bent under pressure

or blows (adding further to its SAFETY!).
Weighs 5 Ya pounds (light for the rugged require-

ments of its service) : SAFETY! Priced within

reach of every buyer who values SAFETY on the

playground ($4.50 each, net, f. o. b. Springfield,

Ohio, U. S. A. Price subject to change without

notice): ECONOMY!
Investigate The New EverWcar Spring-Rubber
Safety Seat for Swings. Buy them to replace old

swing scats. Specify them for all new swing outfits.

NOW!!
BRING EVERWEAR SAFETY

... TO YOUR SWINGS !

Manufactured by

The EverWear Manufacturing Company
Springlield, Ohio, U. S. A.

The World's oldest and largest exclusive maker of play-

ground, beach and pool apparatus ; a complete line of the

SAFEST and most DURABLE recreation apparatus made.
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Stores and industries have been consistently co-

operative in suggestions and ideas to make the

venture successful, particularly as to materials.

We feared at first that there might be some op-

position to the plan as tending to decrease Christ-

mas shopping volume, but that lias not proved to

be the case. Materials used in this program must

be bought somewhere, and if a larger volume of

Oiristmas gift giving is stimulated by the pro-

gram, commerce stands to gain rather than lose

by it. Once the family starts on a plan for mak-

ing more of its Christmas remembrances among
its own members and to its friends, the contagion

increases. The commercial interests see nothing

but what is good for business in the undertaking.

.\nother element in the plans for Christmas

may be added. A movement is already under way
to contact all church and musical groups to plan

neighborhood carolling groups to circulate through

the residence districts with sleighbells and song on

some prearranged day during the holiday week.

Community toy parades are being worked up

through a central committee, and in the parks an

effort will be made to popularize the making of

Christmas lanterns to hang in home windows as

Jack-o-lanterns are used on Hallowe'en. A pub-

licity campaign with the press cooperating is being

planned, patterns for the lanterns will be sug-

gested, and with all of the clubs and associations

of the city joining to promote the plan, something
of a new tradition in community celebration of

the Holiday season may develop as a people's

movement in the homes of Chicago.

Among Our Folks

LH.
n.ARRKTT, formerly Sui)erintendent of Rec-

reation in Newark, New Jersey, is now

Supervisor of Recreation for the State De|)art-

mcnt of Education of Connecticut which is re-

spon-sible for the emergency recreation and edu-

cation service in that state. Frncst .Seibert suc-

ccc<lcd Mr. llarrctt in N'cwark.

G. (I. Eppley, Sui)crintendcnt of Recreation in

F.van.sville, Indiana, is devoting two-thinls of his

time in .service as Recreation Direitor of the

emergency recreation work being tlevclofied by
the (iovemor's CnnmiiMton for Unemployment
Relief in Indiana.

Charles H. F.nglish, Executive Secretary of the

iltiladrlphia llayground and Recreation Associa-

tion, is giving half his time as State Supervisor
of Recreation and leisure Time Activities for

the Pennsylvania State Emergency Education

Council.

\. \V. Thompson, formerly State Director of

Physical Education in Michigan and recently as-

sociated with the State Teachers College of West

Chester, Pennsylvania, on November 1st became

Director of Recreation and Physical Education of

the Board of Education in Grand Rapids. Michi-

gan. Mr. Thompson succeeds W. G. Morrison

in this position.

Dorothea Nelson, formerly Superintendent of

Recreation in Louisville, Kentucky, has taken a

position with the newly created Chicago Park Dis-

trict. Walter R. H. Sherman has taken Miss Nel-

son's place in Louisville.

Jeanne H. Barnes, formerly Superintendent of

Recreation in Morganto^vn, West \'irginia, is

now associated with the National Recreation .As-

sociation where she will serve as Field Secretary,

Play in Institutions. Francis J. White is Miss

Barnes' successor in Morgantown.
Arthur Miller, formerly in charge of recreation

in W'ilkes Barre, Pennsylvania, is serving as

Chief of the Technical, Professional and

Women's Work Division, Los -Angeles County.

California, S.E.R.A.

Walter Hansen, until recently Sujierintendent

of Recreation at Tacoma, Washington, has be-

come Director of Physical Education and Ath-

letics at the Oceanside High School, Oceanside,

California.

William A. Burr has succeeded H. E. Bremer

as Supervisor of School Recreation Service. Glen-

dale. California.

Leslie J. Mahoney has become General Super-

intendent, and Laura Herron Supervisor of Rec-

reation..Activities, with the new Department of

Parks, Playgrounds and Recreation at Phoenix,

Arizona.

Mrs. Helen G. Wentworth is Director of Rec-

reation at .Alhambra, California, having succeeded

Gaude Downing.
Kenneth Smith, a recent graduate of the Na-

tional Recreation School, has been appointed

Superintendent of Recreation at Pomona, Cali-

fornia.

A Playground Federation in Reading—Read-

ing, Pennsylvania, has a playground federation

which brings together all of the neighborhood
associations. Its object is to act as a clearing

house on all playground problems and to dis-

cuss future plans for the playground move-

ment.



World at Play

An Innovation in Oak-

land's Program

AN innovation in

Oakland's playground

program last summer

was a series of chil-

dren's concerts given under the direction of the

Recreation Department by the S.E.R.A. Orches-

tra, consisting of forty-five musicians, all of

whom have had professional experience. The

programs were essentially for children but

were regularly attended by hundreds of adults.

The concerts were given at different centrally

located playgrounds throughout the city.

Developments in

Wilkes Barre, Pa.

DURING the month

of July interest in

the handcraft pro-

gram conducted by
the Playground and Recreation Association of

Wyoming Valley was greatly enhanced by the

presence of Princess Chinquilla, a Cheyenne
Indian, who had charge of the bead work, cos-

tume making and tom-tom orchestras. She also

taught the play leaders the dances used in the

Indian pageant held on August 25th.

On July 2nd the state recreational project

went into effect. As a result of this the associa-

tion had the services of 125 workers in hand-

craft, drama, music and athletics and of twenty-
four supervisors and a thirty-piece band of un-

employed musicians. Each week two workers

call upon forty-five shut-ins to whom fruit,

flowers and magazines are donated by merchants

and interested citizens. A radio program is given

twice a week.

Seattle's Ski

Park

" THE first public ski

ground in the North-

west was opened last

winter by the Play-

ground Division of the Seattle, Washington,
Park Department. The ski course lies only two
hours distant by automobile from the city

limits. C.W.A. employees were used to clear the

ground. In January, 1934, the park was of-

ficially opened with a mammoth ski carnival.

Since the opening of the area from 800 to 1,000

people have visited the park every week-end.

Interest in skiing and winter sports has been

stimulated at an outdoor "ground school" for

beginners sponsored by the Park Department,
where ski experts were employed for instruc-

tion purposes.

A Playground At

No Cost

IN South Plainfield,

N. J., with the aid of

the Leisure - Time
Division of the Emer-

gency Relief Administration, a playground has

been established through volunteer effort. A
number of citizens formed a sponsoring com-

mittee, obtained the use of some vacant lots

and built a playground. From discarded tele-

phone and electric light poles and lumber from

a church which had been torn down, these am-

bitious citizens constructed swings, ping pong

tables, work benches, bleachers and a back-

stop and enclosed the entire playground with

the materials donated. There is a sand box

about 25 feet square, for which a carload of

sand was donated. The children and adults

made most of the toys used on the playground.

The four volunteer workers who are supplying

the leadership have registered at the play-

ground 500 children and adults. One of the

features is a Wednesday night community

night, when some special attraction is offered.

A boxing tournament of nine bouts drew a

group of spectators numbering over 3,000.

Block dances, band concerts and a colored

chorus of about 150 voices are among the ac-

complishments.

Inexpensive Play-

ground Awards

THE Recreation and

Playground Associa-

tion of Lancaster,

Pa., during the years
of the depression has, with the use of linoleum

blocks as a stamp, made all its playground
awards. These are stamped on ribbon and por-

tray the event for which the prizes are given.
This plan has led to an endless variety of de-

signs. Very attractive awards have been made,
which the children prize highly.
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458 MAGAZINES AND PAMPHLETS

Manual of Recreational Activities

For Young Men's Work Camps

This practical manual prepared for the

use of leaders in work camps has much

value for leaders of older boys and young
men everywhere

Because . . .

• It de*cribea tottniameni methods and qives

ditectioiu (or a number oi athletic garnet.

• It ouUinet tome of the activities invoMng

the fundamental skills of athletic qames.

• It contains directions for contests and com-

bative stunts — tor low organised games

and relays.

• It offers suggestions for social recreation,

dramatic and musical actiTities. crofts and

hobbies.

Price S.50

National Recreation Association

315 Fourth Avenue
New York City

Magazines and Pamphlets

i

Recently Received Containing Articles
j

of Interest to the Recreation Worker

SWIMMING POOL DATA
AND REFERENCE ANNUAL

1934 Edition

(totmtlf Notmbtt Swimming Pool$ and Cnid* to

t^aipmtnt and SuppiUt)

Price $2.00

WATER GAMES, WATER STUNTS,

LEGAL DECISIONS, LIABILITY, IN-

SURANCE, POOL DESIGN, POOL SAN-

ITATION, POOL MANAGEMENT. ETC.

Hoffman-Harris, Inc.

404 Fourth Av»nu« Ntw York City

A\AGAZINES

The Journal of Educational Sociology. N'ovcmlier 1934

Research As a Basis for Recreational Planning

The Journal of Health and Physical Education,

November 1934

"The Olymnia of the North"—.\ Visit to the Niels

Biikh School, by Mary E, Greenwood
Function of a State High School Athletic .^ssocia-

tion, by E. A. Thomas
The New Leisure Challenges the Schools, by Eugene

T. Lies

"America Marches On"—.\ Historical Pageant, by
Hilda Southall

National Standards of Achievement for Girls, by

.Amy Howland
A Progressive Game Party, by G. I. Kern

The Architectural Record. November 1934

.\ Music Shell in Milwaukee
St. Louis Municipal Auditorium and Community
Center

Landtcape Architecture, October 1934

National Planning, by Charles VV. Eliot, 2nd

The Research Quarterly of the American Physical Educa-

tion Auociation, October 1934

Causes of College Sport .\ccidents; Preliminary

Findings from a Study of Safety in College Phy-
sical Education, by Floyd R. Eastwood

Committee Report on Gymnasium and Athletic Field

Equipment, by Carl H. Burkhardt

Journal of Adult Education (Supplement) October 1934

Workers' Education

PAMPHLETS

Ninth Annual Report of the Department of Recreation—
Hamtramck. Michigan, 1933-1934

Radio A$ a Cultural Force, by William S. Paley

Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc., New York,

N. Y.

School Buildirtift At Public Forums
.American Civil Lil>crties Union, New York, N. Y.

Report of the Monro* County Regional Planning Board
for 19))—Rochester. New York

Program of the First Annual Recreation Exposition

Sponsored by the Westchester County Recreation

Commission, White Plains, New York

National Capital Parks

U. S. Department of the Interior, Washington, D C.

New York Stale Parks

State Council of Parks, Albany, New York

Annual Report of the Board of Park Commissioners. Los

Angeles. California. 1^33

Eleventh Annual Report of tfte City Manager of Berkeley,
California. I933-I<J.U

Recreational Use of Nt>rtftem Michigan Cut-Over Lands

Michigan State College Bulletin No. 247



The Leisure League Little Books
Leisure League of America, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New
York. Each $.25.

"T"HE Leisure League of America is performing a gen-
' uine service in publishing this comprehensive series of

little hooks on leisure time interests to sell at a nominal

cost. Ho'bhies of all kinds are treated in the booklets

which have already been published or are on the press or

in preparation. Every hobbyist, whatever his taste, is

bound to find in this series something to meet his need.

In the July issue of Recreation there appeared a re-

view of Earnest Elmo Calkins' Care and Feeding of

Hobby Horses—a delightful introduction to the series.

In addition the following are now available : You Can

Write, by F. Eraser Bond; Getting Acquainted with

Yo r Children, by James W. Howard ; Hoiv to Spend
Your Husband's Leisure, by Doris Webster; Wlwit to

Do About Your Invention, by Edward Thomas; Tropical

Fish, by Lucile Quarry Mann; Photography for Fun,

by William M. Strong ; Quilting, by Elizabeth King ;

Music for Everybody, by Sigmund Spaeth ;
A Garden

in tile House, by Helen Van Pelt Wilson ; The Life of

the Party, by Fred Menaker and Franklin Folsom ; Hotv

to Sell What You Write, by Myron M. Stearns ; How to

Design Your Oziii Clothes, by Hannah Corbett Shelton.

Lanterns and Floats

By Z. T. Egardner and James H. Lackey. Recreation

Department of the South Park Commissioners, Chicago,
Illinois. $.35.

^^NE OF THE out.standing contributions which the Rec-
^^ reation Department of the Chicago South Park

Commissioners has made to the art side of the recreation

program has been the lantern parade held for a number

of years which has involved the construction of lanterns

and floats. The result has been the development of many

original and beautiful designs. This booklet, incorporat-

ing hundreds of designs, will be welcomed with enthusi-

asm by all who care for beauty in the construction of the

articles produced in the handcraft program of play-

grounds and recreation centers. In compiling this book-

let as well as the other volumes of the Leisure Hobby
Series, draftsmen and artists have consulted to portray

as simply as possible the essentials not only of pattern

l)ut also of process.

Model Airplanes
By B. C. Friedman. Recreation Department of the South
Park Commissioners, Chicago, Illinois. $.35.

/^NE Or' THE BOOKLETS in the valuable Leisure Hobby
^^ Series being issued by the Recreation Department
of the Chicago South Park Commissioners which will be

of keenest interest to recreation workers and other lead-

ers is entitled Model Airplanes. In common with the

other booklets of the series it contains the step by step

sequence to be followed in construction and the detailed

plans and drawings which are making all of the booklets

in this series .so outstanding and practical.

Wood-Carving as a Hobby
Bv Herbert W. Faulkner, Ph.B., M.E. Harper and

Brothers, New York. $2.00.

Tarnest Elmo Calkins, who himself is opening up to
'" us through his own books new and delightful hobbies

for leisure time enjoyment, highly recommends wood-

carving as a spare time occupation in his introduction to

Mr. Faulkner's book. "Mr. Faulkner," he says, "will

lead you into pleasant hours and fresh interests and re-

store your soul ;
for intimate first-hand knowledge of a

craft opens new doors on life, and links you with one

of the noblest aspects of human endeavor, the long line

of skills and crafts by which the hand of man has added,

beauty to the world." The author's directions are ex-

plicit and understandable, and there are instructions re-

garding tools, designs and woods to be used as well as

directions for carvings of various types.

Christmas Giving
Issued by McCall's Magazine. Obtainable through Serv-

ice Editor, McCall's, Dayton, Ohio. $.10.

This booklet, based on the experience of St. Paul,

Minnesota, in sharing the spirit of Christmas has

much to offer community groups in planning their Christ-

mas celebrations. The organization for community
Christmas programs, methods of assembling the names
of families to receive gifts, toy shops and hospitals, dis-

tribution of Christmas dinners, and finances and publicity

are amojig the subjects discussed. An interesting feature

is a chart showing a plan for Christmas organization for

city, town or village.

The Chance of a Lifetime
By Walter B. Pitkin. Simon and Schuster, New York.

$2.00.

A TREMENDOUS CHALLENGE to Americans under forty is

^^ embodied in this book which carries the subtitle

"Marching Orders for the Lost Generation." Whether
or not one agrees with all Mr. Pitkin's economic theories

or with his i>olitical and social theses, there is much good
advice to Young America in his message and a vast

amount of illuminating information on present day con-

ditions and the activities of government and private

groups of various kinds. Best of all, there is a call to

service, a challenge to the use of unrecognized power of

youth which is compelling and timely.

"This book peddles no Utopia," says Mr. Pitkin in his

forward. "It champions nothing more than ingenuity,

persistence, hard work, and the high resolve to trample
under foot the wretched philosophy of scarcity which has

been gaining vogue of late."
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Naw York Walk Book

By Raymond H. Torrey, Frank Place and Robert L.

Dickinson. Dodd, Mead and Company, New York.

$2.50.

The hiker has his day in this book which represents a

valuable contribution to outdoor enjoyment and an in-

centive to leading people into country trails which the

authors have been exploring for years. The volume was
first published in 19^. Now reissued in completely re-

vised form with many illustrations, it describes excur-
sions afoot within a radius of fifty to one hundred and

fifty miles of New York, including forest trails in moun-
tain regions.

Hobbies For Everybody

Edited by Ruth Lampland. Harper and Brothers,
New York. $3.00.

Here is an anthology of a new and timely type which
should make a wide appeal. The volume had its incep-
tion in a series of radio broadcasts on Hobbies for the

Larger Leisure which the editor arranged for the

V.M.C.A. in cooperation with the National Broadcasting

Company. The response was so great that it was felt

advisable to expand the material into book form. In the

resulting volume fifty notable amateur authorities have
described their personal enjoyment of as many different

hobbies and tell how they have developed them. The list

of authors in its diversity represents a complete cross-

section of American life, while the range of hobbies is

wide enough to include a congenial avocation for every-
one. Among the activities described are fishing, soap
sculpture, yachting, antiques, astronomy, chess, music
and tennis. .\t the end of each chapter sources of more
intensive information are given for those who wish to

make further exploration of the hobbies.

Tha 8«out Circus

Edited by U)rne VV. Barclay. Boy Scouts of

America, New York. $.25.

Though intended primarily as a manual of inter-troop
demonstrations for Boy Scouts, recreation workers and
others who engage in the increasingly popular sport of

staging amateur circuses will find here much that is

practical and helpful on circus organization and pro-
gramming. The manual is the result of actual experi-
ence in the Boy Scout field.

Priias and Prasants Evary Girl Can Maka

By Edwin T. Hatnilton. Dodd, Mead and Company.
New York. $2.50.

Many recreation workers, club leaders and teachers
are familiar with Mr. Hamilton's Handicraft for Girls
and other practical books. In this, his latest ptil>lication,
he has given fifty-nine simple and practical ideas for the

girl who wants to make her own gifts and likes to make
thingt but who is not yet ready to make the more elabo-
rate crafts descrilied in his earlier book. Practically all

tools and materials for the projects outlined may be pur-
ciused at five and ten cent (tores. Directions are ex-
plicit and there are many illustrations.

How to Laad Diseussion—

A Quids For tha Uaa of Qroup Laadara

By LeRojr C. Bowtnan. The Womant Press, New
York. $i$.

The field of discussion methods is not without tools,
but many of them are so complicated that the average
person has come to believe that the science of discussion
is too technical for his grasp. In this pamphlet Mr. Bow-
man has limited the verbiage of pedagog}- and has
couched his presentation in terms of common sense. The
•n of diictission leadership has been made to seem
poasiUe skill for ordinary people to achieve.

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT,
CIRCULATION, ETC., REQUIRED BY THE ACT OF
MARCH i. 1933, of RtctiATiOK, published monthly «t New
York, N. Y., for October I, 1934.
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COUNTV o» N»w YoiK. J St.
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nexpenslve Living

LIVING

itself is not costly. Self-activity, swimming, skating, building, making, tramp-
ing are about the least expensive things there are. After all it is acquiring material

things that is costly and worrisome.

Once let us as a people learn the lesson of play and recreation, of how to have
fun in little things, and as a people we will place less emphasis on the accumulation of
material things as essential to happiness. The less of life we have within us the more
essential are material goods.

A minimum amount of safety, protection, security, certain forms of insurance for

the emergencies of life there must ever be.

In the large, however, what the man is and what he can do is far more important
than how many things he has.

What after all does a man need in addition to his job to be a man, to be himself,

to have those activities that express himself? Of course there must be land and water—often the wilder the better. There must be a few tools, but not too many. In the

early days there were The Commons and again in these times we establish land, water,
and buildings held by all the people for all the people where men can come together

—
even as animals do—to share a measure of common life.

A measure of cooperative leadership is essential to prevent conflicts, to arrange
schedules, to make sure that all have an equal opportunity. Then beginners need as-

sistance, though not too much, in acquiring fundamental sLills.

On rainy days children shut indoors, without provision for happy activity, ac-

cumulate poison within until they are ready to explode. Not different is it with men.
Men often do not know what is wrong within themselves until they have become
active, perhaps as a part of a group and then they realize that they were burning up
for lack of activity

—nothing more or less.

Many and varied are the life activities which give satisfaction—not all are called

recreation. Much free time for many can be used with pleasure in various forms of

service, in activity as laymen on school boards, park boards, on local governmental
committees, in political organizations.

We need as much ingenuity in offering attractive opportunities for living as we
have shown in the work side of life. The greatest need is not money, but to care to

provide opportunity for living, to consider living now—right here—as worth while;

to recognize the carrying on of the activities that bring happiness as just as important
as carrying on the labor that brings material goods. Several hundred cities in the United
States consider living enough importance to free one or more workers to give their entire

time to recreation problems.
Howard Braucher.

JANUARY, 1935
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What Can the Churches Do for Abundant Living?

By Joseph R. Sizoo, D.D.

Is

THKRE any relation between recreation and

reverence? Is it possible to believe that the

creative arts are in some intimate way con-

nected with the work of the Creator? Are there

spiritual implications in this enterprise of physi-

cal well-being? Has organized religion-
— the

church—a stake in those expressions of com-

munity service commonly called recreational op-

portunities?

You see at once that to ask the question is to

answer it. Xo one can doubt the interrelation or

reverence with recreation, of religion with the

creative arts. Even a most superficial considera-

tion, however grudingly given, must readily admit

it. But if all of us could once again be reassured

of that fact we would go back to our daily round

with a little more heart and courage. It is for this

reason that it is good to sit down a little while

and ask what are these implications and in what

way has religion a stake in recreation.

Let us begin by saying that the very fact there

are spiritual implications in the recreation pro-

gram should give to your profession a new dig-

nity and meaning. Those who are engaged in the

creative arts can stand before our generation

unashamed and unafraid. You do not have to

apologize for your profession. In these rather

difficult and distressing times we are compelled

to surrender many things which we can ill af-

ford to give up. There are some very vital things

slipping through our fingers. We must do with-

out things that are seemingly imperative, but of

one thing we are convinced, and that is that we

cannot do without trained leadership in the crea-

tive arts. Whatever else we may be compelled to

give up, this we cannot give up. Whatever ele-

ments our generation may be compelled to fore-

go, it cannot yield here. This is

no time for retrenchment, but it

is a time for a positive expan-

sion of recreation. Never was

there such need for it as now.

While economic experts and

political leaders fret about the

Dr. Sizoo, Minister of the New
York Avenue Presbyterian Church
of Washington, addressed one of

the meetings of the Recreation

Congress on October the fifth.

His message to recreation work-

ers was a most challenging one.

causes that underlie our troubled world, and mor-
alists are passing resolutions upon this or that flaw

or failure of the corporate life of the world, the

recreation directors are going about without ask-

ing questions or wondering who is to blame, lift-

ing the burdens, helping men to live more bravely
in untoward settings. In the near future we may
yet discover how large a part they played in

bringing us to this experience of the abundant life.

The generations of men shall yet rise up and call

them blessed.

Indeed religion itself is coming to a new appre-
ciation of the importance of physical well-being
as an aid to soul culture. The church has not

always been in the forefront of this movement,
but a new day is coming, largely through the in-

fluence of recreation leaders. One hundred years

ago churches were built upon hillsides, surrounded

by cemeteries. Whenever you came, in journey-

ing through an open country, upon some little

burying plot you would always find in the center

of it or on the edge of it, a church. We no

longer do that today. We build our churches in

settings of playgrounds, tennis courts and swim-

ming pools. The old attitude of religion was to

prepare men for death. The newer and better at-

titude of religion is to prepare men for life. It

concerns itself primarily, not with the end of our

days, but with the beginning of our days. The
church has rediscovered the method of Jesus, who
said to a group of disheartened men wearied by
the stress and strain of things, "Come ye apart
into a desert place and rest awhile."

When Sir Thomas More wrote his "Utopia" he

gave a vivid portrayal of the perfect city of the

future. In clear style and with beautiful imagery
he records that in the very center of this perfect

city there shall be a garden,
redolent with eternal spring
whose air shall be scented with

the perfume of roses, while

fountains break in spray of rain-

bow colors and the nightingale
warbles in the tree tops. In the
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center of this garden there

shall be a church whose

pointed spire -keeps men's

faces toward the sun, while

adjoining it stands a hos-

pital where all who are sick

can find healing. Surround-

ing these two are play-

grounds where children

dance and sing, building up
reserves for the perfect life.

There you have the goal

which the church has set

before itself.

Hut why should the

church Iiave a stake in that

enterprise? Through mod-

em psychology it has dis-

coveretl a clo.ser interrelation between the spiritual

and physical than it had supposed. They do not

live in water tight coniiiartnicnts. ^'ou cannot

sejiarate these two by ljarl>ed wire entanglements.

Whether you believe mind is supreme over matter

or matter is supreme over mind is largely deter-

mined by the philosophy of life you hold; but no

one can deny that you cannot have a clean soul in

an unclean l)ody. You cannot starve the body and

think it will have no effect upon the soul. It is

utterly impossible to have long a healthy mind in

a Ixwly racked with disease. The voice of an old

world jKjet has modern meaning in the. phrase,

"the beauty of holiness." You cannot carve a

\'enus de Milo out of scrap iron ; you cannot

build a Westminster Ablwy on a sawdust pile or

hang a Col<^nc Cathedral on a fog bank. You

cannot carve a rotted log. No more can you have

spiritual culture without adequate i)hysical well-

being. The abundant life involves the whole of

our being
—

body, mind and spirit.

Again, religion shares with yoii tliis ininisiry

of the abundant lite because it touches so vitally

the life of childhocKl. I asked a leading figure in

our present day political life: "What have you
men done of which you are most proud?" Me

answered at once and unhesitatingly. "The anni-

hilation of child labor." In place of one and one-

quarter million chiklrm working at gainful oc-

capatioiu we have substituted the lalx>r of two

million adults. At last tlie door of op|)ortunity

has been opetKd to childhood tliat it too may
share the abundant life. There never was a time

when childhood was given such a release from

grinding toil. But what is so tragic about it all is

"Enforced leisure Is galling men, malting
them unwittingly fhe prey of the dema-

gogue and political mountebank. . . . Ths

sudden reversals of life with their wind

shifts of poverty and need are breaking
their spirits. Men are so apt to surrender

to self-pity. ... It is hard to maintain

morale and keep sane. Something must be
done to relieve that tension and release the

strain. No group can meet that emergency
as can the trained recreation workers. You
have your work cut out for you in these be-

wildering times of transition and change. If

the future of the world depends upon an

honest, poised facing of the Issues of life

In untoward settings, then the part of the

recreation worker is not to be tossed aside

lightly. You are perhaps the most potent
force in the rebuilding of a better world."

that in the day of its oppor-

tunity doors to that abun-

dant life have been closed.

In the name of conserving

our financial structure we

have decreased the appro-

Iiriations for their recrea-

tional opportunities. Be-

cause we cannot afford it,

with one hand we have

closed the doors of the

schools and playgrounds

and with the other hand

opened the doors of saloons.

Sometimes one wonders

if we have lost our sense of

humor. Of the three bil-

lions appropriated for the

PWA the first three hundred million dollars were

set aside to build and to rebuild roads. That sum

was enough to reconstruct every one room school-

house in the whole of the United .States and its

playgrounds. Yet not one farthing was made

available for these. I suppose we need these high-

ways of travel, and so-called arteries of com-

merce, but we have seemingly forgotten that na-

tions as well as individuals may die of the hard-

ening of the arteries. There have grown up in

recent days pitiful plague spots and tragic delin-

quency areas in those seething industrial centers

where children are herded into slums and find

their only entertainment at the street curb. One

supervised playground could eliminate all that at

once. One wonders sometimes if the nation is

sincere in its desire for the abundant life for

childhood.

Not only in the realm of chiI(iliiMnl, but also in

the adult years of life has religion a stake with

recreation workers in this ministry of well-being.

Enforced lei.sure is galling men. making them un-

wittingly the prey of the demagogue and |)oliti-

cal mountebank. The sudden reversals of life

with their wind shifts of poverty and need arc

breaking their spirits. Men are so apt to sur-

render to self-pity. All manner of introsjiections

arc filling and liaunting the mind. Many are

growing morbid in their self -analysis. It is hard

to maintain morale and keep sane. Something

must be done to relieve that tension and release

the strain. No group can meet that emergency as

can the rtaincd recreation workers. You have

your work cut out for you in these bewildering

(Cnntinufd on fage S>I)



National Government Services Through Recreation

And their contribution through widely diversified

channels to enrichment of life for the individual

In Our National Parks

By Arno B. Cammerer
Director

National Park Service

One of the evening sessions of the

Twentieth National Recreation Con-

gress was devoted to an illuminating

discussion of the recreational services

offered by a number of the depart-
ments of our national government.

ALONG
WITH the other Government bureaus

^ touching the recreation field, we of the Na-

tional Park Service have felt strongly the

trend toward expanded utilization of outdoor

recreational areas resulting from increased adult

leisure time and the need of directed avocational

activity.

Until recently we lived in a pleasure-seeking

age, but nevertheless an age of discontent. The

depression had something of a purging effect.

Facing the stern necessities of life, the need of

providing .shelter and food and covering for the

body left little time for the artificialities, and even

less time for discontent over trifles. We were

fortunate to have a good job, or even a home and

three meals a day, rather than unfortunate be-

cause our neighbor had a swankier car or more

elaborate home. With this sweeping away of old

artificial values, and the need for new avocational

activities facing the country, we who deal in rec-

reation both as a vocation and an avocation are

charged with a great responsibility. We have the

opportunity to build upon the wreckage of eco-

nomic tragedies a saner mode of living, perhaps

to rejuvenate our civilization. For it has been

said that each individual civilization begins with

a striving toward artistic expression, progresses

through architecture and sculpture and painting

into music, emerges into the scientific, then be-

comes mechanical and wealthy
—and the c)'cle is

about ready to begin all over again.

Alay it not easily have been that we were ap-

proaching the end of our own particular cycle of

civilization ;
that wealth and luxury and mechani-

cal convenience of every kind were smothering

those natural impulses that, properly directed,

make a nation great ? If so, we have been given a

respite, another chance to prove our mettle and

our place in the sun of modern civilization.

Taking Stock of Assets

I Kit it is more important than ever, if we are to

maintain this place, that we pause and take stock

of our assets ; of our natural resources from the

standpoint of well-directed leisure time.

Right now, as you all know, the President's

National Resources Board is engaged upon the

preparation of a comprehensive report upon the

best possible use of all our lands for the ultimate

good of the nation. And to the National Park

Service has been assigned the privilege of prepar-

ing that section of the report bearing upon recre-

ational uses. Not just the recreational use of the

national parks and allied areas under the jurisdic-

tion of the National Park Service, but recrea-

tional use of all lands throughout the country
—

city, county, State and Federal. We have secured

recreational data from all cities with a population

of 5,000 or more, and from half the cities and

towns smaller than that ; and, of course, from all

counties and States. We are making an exhaus-

tive study of it all, to present to the main Board

and to the President a clear picture of the needs

of the Nation from the standpoint of our national

recreational life and of our future requirements

in this rapidly expanding field. For the well-

directed use of the increased leisure that faces our

people today is of the utmost importance.

465
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The assignment to the National Park Service

of the preparation of this nation-wide recreational

report was in keeping with the duties of the Na-

tional Park Service as laid down by Congress in

creating the bureau. The enabling legislation

placed upon the Service the duty of so protecting

the national parks, national monuments and other

areas consigned to its protection that they would

be available for the enjoyment of present and

future generations. Last year President Roose-

velt reaffirmed the leadership of the bureau in the

field of Federal recreation when he consolidated

all Federal park activities in the National Park

Service, and when to it he delegated the resjxjnsi-

bility of directing emergency conservation work

in State parks and similar areas—work planned

primarily to improve the recreational values of

the areas in question.

In making this statement, I do not mean to im-

ply that we have an option on the development of

outdoor recreation on all national areas. Far from

it. We are keenly interested in the expansion of

recreational use of all Federally-owned lands

where this as a secondary use is not in conflict

with their primary purposes, but where recrea-

tion and conservation for public enjoyment con-

stitute the primary use of any Federal lands, then

they logically come

under the jurisdiction

of the bureau designed

by Congress to admin-

ister them.

The function of the

National Park Service

in directing avocational

activities through park
use is manifold. By
providing the physical

comforts necessary to

life in the open, it

it makes it possible for

millions of Americans

each year to vacation in

these areas, deriving
the benefit that accrues

to all in physical, spirit-

ual, and mental stinni-

lus through life in these

supreme wilderness
areas.

Once they are in tin

parks, the next step is

to interest visitors in

some form of healthful activity. There are fish-

ing, mountain climbing, horseback riding, hiking,

swimming, and for a few months of the year some

skatitig, skiing, and other winter sports.

But all people are not inclined toward physical

exertion, and many of those who want some

definite objective toward which to direct their

energies; and so our educational staff—the nat-

uralists and historians— suggest to them ways
in which the superlative scenic and scientific fea-

tures may be enjoyed to the utmost. Guided trips

and motor caravans are furnished, and also lec-

tures and museum .service. On the hikes of vary-

ing duration the natural history and historic

objects encountered are explained. The motor

caravans lead to points of interest—in this park

to a prehistoric ruin, in that to a stupendous geo-

logical display. In Yellowstone one of the most

jjopular caravans is known as the game stalk. It

is made just before dusk, and visitors get a

mighty kick out of surprising a few deer here, a

moose there. .\nd they go to the BufTalo Ranch

and get the story of how these picturesciue ani-

mals were saved from extinction and now are

thriving, not only in Yellowstone but several other

places throughout this country and in Canada.

When a visit to the park is concluded, even the

least observing of visit-

ors goes away strength-

ened physically and with

mind swept clean of its

city cobweb by the clear

air of the mountains or

the desert. But the most

discriminating, he who
has drunk deeply of the

cup of pleasures the

park has to ofTer, has

found it an exalted

spiritual adventure, the

memory of which will

enrich all his days. To
such a one new fields of

thf)ught have l)een open-

ed. .'\n interest in the

study of wild life has

l)cen aroused, a desire

Natural beauty greets
the visitor in one of

our national paries
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born to know more about trees and flowers, the

fascinating page of history and prehistory turned

back, or the story of the earth's making spread

before him. So he goes home to study more about

the particular subject that has appealed to him.

The libraries yield books on the subject, the mu-

seums offer supplementary material, and a new

avocational activity has been born.

We need no longer worry about the worthwhile

use of that person's spare time. He will integrate

his leisure time activities into his normal life. For

most of the year he will follow his hobby in the

city, will know the joy of complete immersion in

books on subjects of absorbing interest. And in

vacation time we may be sure he again will go to

the outdoors, to some type of park or forest

whether nearby or far aWay, that offers the oppor-

tunity for further field investigation.

What I have just said does not express a wish

or an ideal, or even an isolated case. We know

from actual experience how many people have

acquired entirely new interests through their trips

afield into nature's wonderlands. There is the

New Jersey broker who spends his spare time in

photographing the beauties of one particularly

colorful portion of our country, making slides,

and lecturing during the winter. There is another

business man turned archeologist ; there are phy-

sicians of note who become naturalists, photogra-

phers and lecturers ; there are the business and

professional men and women who each year turn

mountaineers, going out on the trails with or-

ganized outdoor and mountaineering clubs for

long or short trips. These instances may be mul-

tiplying a thousand-fold.

We know, too, how the naturalist and historian

service appeals to the mass of our visitors. Last

year, when travel to many of the parks dropped,

the attendance at the field trips and lectures soar-

ed, and this year it has been in even greater de-

mand. We have an opportunity now to afford

mental stimulus to a large cross section of our

people from every part of the country, and we

must not fail. We must continue to provide rec-

reation—or perhaps I should say re-creation—so

that the masses of our people may have the op-

portunities for the development of a more abtmd-

ant life. We must plan ahead, so that the new

leisure will not find us unprepared.

In closing, I want to leave you this remark by

Viscount Grey, that "If as the years go on we can

feel the beauty of the world as Wordsworth felt

it . . .. then we have, indeed, a recreation which

would give us not merely pleasure, but strength,

refreshment, and confidence."

The National Forests

By L. F. Kneipp
Assistant Forester

Forest Service

Wi;
HAVE BEEN working feverishly for the

last quarter of a century trying to tell about

the national forests and yet . few people

know much about them. There are 148 of these

areas with 180,000,000 acres of land within their

boundaries, of which 162,000 acres actually be-

long to the United States. That is, about seven

and one-half per cent of the total land area of the

United States. The forests stretch throughout

much of the country and mark the summit of the

Cascades and the Sierras and Coast Ranges, the

Continental Divide, and the Rockies, the Appala-

chian Mountains and the White Mountains, and

then they spread out in the Lake States and

Southern Pine States and adopt the map in a

large way. So, by their very distribution they are

in very close proximity to a considerable part of

the population of the United States.

In the old days when you saw a dim blue

streak along the horizon, it meant a long trip. But

now the farmer, weary of the heat and toil of the

day, can get in his car and be over in those moun-

tains in a very few hours. Roads have been mul-

tiplying and extending throughout these areas

almost to a regrettable extent, so that there is a

very wide use of the forests.

Within these forests you find a wide variety of

natural attractions, ranging literally all the way
from palm to pine, and desert to eternal snow.

We have glaciers on some of the forests, and we

have stretches of desert on others. They contain

every kind of a national phenomena that you can

find— peaks, canyons, gorges, streams, lakes,

cliffs and caves. A large proportion of the big

game animals are within the national forests and

we have 60,000 miles of fishing streams, although

we don't guarantee that there are fish in all of

the waters!

The Need for Recreational Service

There has been some question as to the propri-

ety of allowing these public forests to be used for
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recreational purposes,
as to whether it is a

proper function. But
we in the Forest Serv-

ice feel there isn't the

slightest room for de-

bate on this subject.

There are the social

needs to be met of a

population of a 125,-

000,000 people, and lit-

erally millions of them

simply dwell in one cu-

bical and work in an-

other, shuttling back
and forth between the

two in a closed vehicle

of some kind, and never

seeing the manifesta-

tions of nature except

as the work of a land-

scape engineer. We
have also millions of

people engaged in many
monotonous occupa-

tions, so that some change in

environment is actually in-

disfx-nsablc. These people
can't be crowded into one or two or more parks.

They must have room, and with all of these nor-

mal public properties available, they should be

used for those prime purposes.

Then, too, recreation has taken on ;i viry real

economic complexion throughout the country.

There are literally hundreds of little towns out

west that formerly lived on grazing or mining or

logging, tliat liavc lost tho.se economic (Kcupa-

tions, but still are able to exist by selling gasoline

and taking care of tourists and organizing hunt-

ing parties. The markets created by these activi-

tlts are a stimulus to industry. So there is a very
definite justification for this use.

The forest service type of recreational manage-
ment is rather sketchy; it is not complex. There

is no close su|)crvision or direction of the millions

of the people who use tlie forests. There is no

charge or permanent requirement for occupancy
of the forests. The only requirements are the

proper care of fire and observance of good sani-

tary laws and practices.

In opening up the forests for recreational use

our primary objective is merely to protect public

property and public health. This use is marked

by simplicity, although

you will find, in the

same forest, Indians

having their annual
"blow-out," digging
roots, or gathering nuts

down in the Southwest ;

and you will also see

people there with Pierce

-Arrow cars and the

most elaborate kind of

equipment. You will
find tags from five dif-

'ferent states of the

Union on a single camp
ground. Over 8,000,000

j>eople a year actually

make some definite oc-

cupancy of the forests :

5,000,000 come to ob-

serve their beauty, and

about 2 1 ,000,000 pass

through them. To pro-

^jf - r^^ \ide for these people.

In our national forests , . lover t'lere have been about

will find his fondesf dreams come true 4.200 public camp grounds

designated, of which 2,600

arc improved at the present

time. By that I don't mean very elaborate im-

provements but the simple facilities necessary for

.sanitation and fire j)revention.

The CCC movement and the CWA and the

FER.\ and the PVVA have given an enormous

stimulus to that develojjment. We have made
more progress in the last year than we have made

in a decade prior to that time.

Other Facilities and Areas

Sometimes supplementing tiic grounds, or con-

tained in them, there are a number of areas that

arc now definitely recognized as of outstanding

recreational value, and their use is planned. They

may include a camp ground, a summer hotel com-

munity, sites for several resorts, or outdoor

camps of the more simple type. In other words,

they are in a way summer recreational communi-

ties, with all of the elements jiroinrrly balanced

and coordinated with one another.

Then we have definite summer home areas.

Some of them contain as many as two or three

hundred homes, and with a very high degree of

l(KaI administration by committees for water de-

velopment and things of that sort. We have
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12,200 summer homes in the national forests at

the present time.

Certain areas are dedicated for the use of out-

door camps and resorts of different types, includ-

ing boy scout and girl scout camps. In Virginia

we gave up our finest camp grounds to the Girl

Scouts and they have now a very beautiful de-

velopment there at Harrisburg. In California,

several of the municipalities, notably Los Angeles,
have taken advantage of the ability to occupy
national forest lands and have constructed low

cost resorts which are very popular and very well

conducted.

As another measure of conserving and develop-

ing the interest of the forests, there has been

established sixty-eight primitive areas with about

ten million acres for the purpose of making sure

that there shall be no needless invasion of roads

and resorts and commercial institutions. In other

words, the objective is to maintain as nearly as

practicable primitive conditions of transportation,

habitation, subsistence and environment.

Supplementing those, but dedicated more nearly

to scientific study, are eighteen natural areas in

which we are trying to maintain as nearly as pos-

sible primeval conditions, the original biological

complexities of both flower and fauns for pur-'

poses of observation. Over the years, as these ex-

amples of primitive nature are preserved, they

will have a very deep value both from an educa-

tional and inspirational standpoint. In addition

we have experimental forests.

Now the idea is rather prevalent that the use

of the national forests is only compatible with the

purposes for which they are set aside; that they

are destructive and unduly increase hazards. We
find after years of experience that is not true.

Naturally, there is some additional risk to public

health and public property when you have mil-

lions of people in an area, but that can be guarded

against.

It is true that some adjustments are necessary

in the use of these forests. For instance, there

has to be some water development. Then, again,

in other cases recreation has to be made subordi-

nate to other activities, but it can all be worked

out, and is being worked out, so that there is no

sacrifice. The advantages clearly outweigh the

disadvantages.

The Forest Service feels that it is under obli-

gation not merely to tolerate that use, but actually

to encourage it, to promote it, not to an extrava-

gant degree, but to permit of its normal develop-

ment in the use of the forests. It is a use that can

go on together with several other uses at the

same time. Trees grow, for example, in these

areas, just the same as though they were not used.

As a matter of fact, before and after the summer
season cattle and sheep can graze there without

any serious interference. So we can conceive of it

as a part of the service to carry on this process of

development.
Now the question arises, just what can the Na-

tional Recreation Association do? Your activities

have been largely in the urban areas up until this

time, and yet it seems to me that before you there

is a field in the national forests for the same type
of leadership, of direction and inspiration, that

you have in the urban areas. And through such

leadership, which I hope you will develop in time,

you can do just that much more to enrich life.

We have also appreciated the preiise and the co-

operation of the National Recreation Association,

and we have a very definite desire to cooperate
with you. We hope that over the years to come
that spirit of cooperation will come into full

flower.

Conserving Our Wild Life

By J. N. Darling
Chief

Bureau of Biological Survey

THE
Bureau of Biological Survey is the cus-

todian of all of the wild life species that exist.

Noah started it. I think he must have been

the first member of the Biological Survey! He
built the ark to save a pair of all wild life. The

only difference between Noah and my personal

experience is that he started out in a flood and I

started out in a drought. And we have had some

problems of this year with keeping even a balance

of the already depleted ranks of our game species,

our song birds and all of the interesting elements

of our natural endowment.

It isn't altogether the sportsman and the hunter

that we have to contend with in maintaining a

fair population of game. We have invaded all of

the national ranges, the homes of our wild life

species. We have evicted them and spread our-

selves out with all of our paraphernalia and our

implements, and civilization now reigns where
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game used to live. In fact, we have thrown

nature's cradle out the window and made our

home where nature used to cradle its wild life

species.

We have driven game back to the river mar-

gins, the raw ragged edges of this country. We
did the same thing to the Indians, pushing them

out on the deserts and about the only difference

between our treatment of the Indian and wild life

is that we have quit shooting the Indians. We
go on taking our ducks and geese and game sj)ecies

just as if nothing ever happened to them, and

every game commissioner and custodian of wild

life in the country is berated when people go out

for their recreation and don't get their full bag

limit of game or catch all of the fish they want

in that day! Therefore, the job which I have is

to save what we have, to make a plan to put it

back.

You may say, "wliat relation does that have to

our problem of recreation?"

Well, I don't supiwse they called it recreation

in the early pioneer days of this country. If

they didn't get their ganie, the table was empty,

and the stories they told at bed time were not the

stories of little Johnny Possum and so forth, in

those days, but they were about the narrow

escapes that father had when he went out to get

the meal for the family.

We have changed from the old period when

game was a part of our life, but the instinct still

remains with us. We have traded our old hunting

stories for bed lime stories, but there is a certain

fineness of mind, a certain fineness of coordina-

tion of the IxKly and the eye and the mind in ad-

justing oneself and pitting one's wits against wild

life. It is natural that we should have tliat in-

stinct. We arc only one generation removed

from it.

I don't advocate that you tell people to go out

and kill game but I do think that if you are going

to build trails, if you are going out on a trip

through good roads through the forests, there

ought to be some of the remnants to look at.

If you like to hunt with a camera, you must

have something worth going out to see. and if we

don't protect our wild life, there will be nothing

to photograph. As a matter of fact I Ix^lieve that

all recreational games are built on the instincts

which grew otit of our original sustenance. Kvcn

following a gold ball around lias some semblance

of the old contests of putting your wit.H against

the wild life which you had to conquer. If you

made a better bag and a better shot you stood

well in the community.
I don't like to see those old elements of natural

life pass out of the picture, and still, with the con-

stant encroachment upon nature's areas, with

agriculture pulverizing all of the natural fields

where our upland birds used to live, with the ef-

fort to drain all of the old marshes and lakes in

order that we may make more farm lands, with

the pollution of the rivers and all the careless,

thoughtless things that we do, we are gratlually

taking out of our lives this element, which 1 think

is well worth preserving. I doubt whether any

youth who goes forth will be as much interested

in any subject as in the natural life to which he is

entitled and of which we have robbed him.

We have taken it as a matter of course that

nature provided us with a free gift of all of the

ducks we wanted. We have never had to worry
about the niyraids that have gone North in the

spring, and South in the fall. Now we know that

if we don't watch out we won't have any. Some

of the very choicest species are on the verge of

extinction.

You can't control the natural enemies of game,

and the only thing you can control is man's habit

of taking it- That is why we are out of favor just

now with the huntsmen, because of the e.xtra re-

strictions we have l)een forced to ])ut on them to

keep the killing of game down. We never thought

about hatching more ducks. We have robbed

them of seventeen million acres of natural nesting

areas in the North Central States of the United

States, once the most prolific hatching ground in

all of our migratory water fowl in this country.

Seventeen million acres we have taken out to no

prime purpose.

That doesn't seem like a well-planned civiliza-

tion, docs it? Especially since we find by actual

records that the old nesting areas of ducks made

more money from the muskrat skins every year

than we have made from a farm product since.

1 think it takes something like a depression, and

a period like this to teach us our follies, and we

are commencing actually to do some planning.

We arc planning what we may do to take the

l>ollution out of the rivers and my i)articular job

right now is to get back those old marshes, to

stop up the drainage ditches, put water in where

it formerly made a pleasant picture on the land-

scape, to restore the old lake bottoms, to diver*

streams that have been hurried oflf down the river,

and impound water in those North Central areas.
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You, perhaps, that is all of you who live East

of the Mississippi, for instance, noticed a peculiar

phenomenon last summer. For several days a

great cloud appeared in the sky, moved eastward

until the lights in our buildings here in Wash-

ington, and in New York City had to be turned

on in the middle of the day that we might see.

They called it here a dust storm. It was a sign in

the sky of the folly of man in his haste to get

rich, destroying the covering of vegetation that

kept the dirt where it belonged.

Now, those problems of conservation perhaps

are not wild life, but in that great prairie area

where that dust comes from, first the grass and

the covering had been gnawed to the roots, the

wind came and blew the grass away, then it took

the top soil, and now it must be restored.

I have $8,500,000 for the Bureau's work^—not

a vast amount, but it represents the first money
that has ever been put into nesting areas to re-

store our game. I hope that some day the

$8,500,000 will produce about one million and a

quarter acres of old nesting ground. That ought

to produce about 8,000,000 extra ducks and geese

and migratory water fowl to pass backward and

forward.

That is not all. The new program of wild life

management includes the restoration of environ-

ment. We are putting on erosion control ; we are

planting the raw hillsides. We spent too much

time clearing up all of the underbrush, and we

have no place for our wild life to live.

We are not doing all this for the hunters. I

should not be here if all that I was doing was

making it possible for people to go out and kill

game. My chief interest lies in restoring America

to itself.

Agriculture and Recreation

By C. W. Warburton
Director, Extension Service

Department of Agriculture

THE
Fedkr.\l Department of Agriculture co-

operating with State agricultural colleges, is

carrying on Extension work in agriculture

and home economics with rural people throughout

the entire United States, including Hawaii, Alaska,

and Puerto Rico. The work is being conducted in

about 2,800 rural counties through technically-

trained public agents located permanently in the

counties, who work directly with rural people on

the farms and in the homes.
'

The counties help

finance the eiiterprise in each county.

The present staff for this work is made up of

about 6,500 government-paid agents and about

430,000 voluntary lay local leaders. Through these

agents and local leaders, approximately 1,380,000

men and women and 920,000 rural youth 10 to 20

years of age are aided in their work by demon-

strations showing the better ways of farming,

home making and living. Along with their numer-

ous responsibilities in teaching improved practices

in farming and home making, the 6,500 Extension

agents employed, with the cooperation of their

430,000 local leaders, are carrying out programs

designed to improve the social, the spiritual, and

the recreational life of farm people.

Recreational Phases of Extension Programs

The social and recreational phases of the Ex-

tension programs include such activities as com-

munity singing and music appreciation, plays,

games and pageants, camps, contests and exhibits,

debates and public speaking, reading, tours,

achievement days, vesper services, picnics, folk

dancing, and other ways of bringing rural peo-

ple together, both young and old, for social en-

joyment. It is the definite aim of the Extension

worker in every county to incorporate some or all

of these forms of recreation in their county pro-

pram and to promote certain activities in every

local community, depending, of course, upon the

tastes and desires of the people to be served. It

is clearly recognized that accomplishments in some

of these lines of recreation have not been up to

what might be expected, due to inadequate lead-

ership in counties and in local communities. A
comparatively small percentage of these Exten-

sion workers have had special training in recrea-

tional activities, yet we feel that under these con-

ditions much already has been accomplished in

this phase of our Extension work.

The Federal Extension Service feels deeply in-

debted to the National Recreation Association,

through the constructive services rendered by

John Bradford, W. P. Jackson, Jack Knapp, Doc-

tor Parker, and others of its staff, for assistance

in helping to train State and local leaders in the

real place and underlying philosophy of recrea-

tion in life and in methods of conducting different

recreational acjivities. Miss Ella Gardner of the

Children's Bureau also has given Extension forces
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outstanding help in training local leaders and in

promoting recreation in rural areas. The men and

women trained as local recreation leaders by

these men and women run into the thousands

annually.

Now for a few figures: In 1933, Extension

agencies promoted 22,000 events, featuring all

manner of agricultural and home exhibits. They

promoted 10,000 farm and home tours for adults

and juniors.

The local leaders trained by Extension agents

and helpers from the N. R. A. held over 150,000

meetings of various kinds with adults, at which

no paid Extension agents were present, while in

the case of juniors the local leaders, without the

assistance of paid Extension agents, held over

200,000 meetings with over 3,700,000 people in

attendance. At these meetings, music, community

singing, public speaking, plays, and games were

featured. Training local recreation leaders does

work.

There were i ,360 agricultural and home demon-

stration agents who reported 13,300 communities

which were developing and carrying out recrea-

tional programs. Closely related to the recreation

programs, and in iriany instances an essential part

of them, 1,500 agricultural and home demonstra-

tion agents reported 16,280 communities in which

4-H club members had engaged in community
activities.

Community singing and music appreciation

stand out as two of the main recreational activi-

ties in which large numbers of rural people par-

ticipate. Community singing is an old form of

rural rccreatio.n. In many rural communities

where this form of diversion had ceased to be

active the Extension Service has taken an active

hand in reviving it. Singing always has an im-

portant place in the programs of State and local

camps hold by county Extension agents. Some
counties have annual music festivals which are

sponsored by the Extension organization. Music

and drama tournaments are held in some cotmties

to provide opportunity for rural people to develop
their musical talents.

Flays, games, and pageants are other forms of

recreation which Extension workers are conduct-

ing along with their other lines of activity. The
value of plays and games in which the whole com-

munity can participate is emphasized. Practirally

all of the States publish bulletins which contain

a variety of plays, games, and pageants for the

use of Extension workers and local people in car-

rying on these forms of recreation. Extension

agents stimulated the production of over 7,500

plays and pageants in 1933.

Many annual camps are held for boys and girls

from 10 to 20 years of age who are 4-H club

members. In 1933 there were 1,770 of these

junior camps, attended by 170,000 members. These

camps sometimes held at one central point in a

State, and other times at several different points,

have extensive recreation programs. At these

camps, boys and g^^ls learn how to direct games
and plays and other such activities, so that when

they return to their communities they are quali-

fied to help instruct others in these activities. The

club camps usually are held for a period of three

days to a week. Camps are likewise held for adult

farm men and women and are growing in number

from year to year. In 1933 there were 700 camps
for rural women alone, with 84,000 women in at-

tendance. At the women's camps, there are educa-

tional, recreational, and social events. The work

of the camps is done by hired help and the rural

women in attendance get away from all forms of

household work and have a complete change of

scenery.

Contests, exhibits and tours have their place as

important recreational activities in most Exten-

sion programs. In like manner, reading, debates,

and public speaking are emphasized, particularly

with 4-H club members. Some States, however,

place emphasis on these fonns of recreation with

adult farmers and farm homemakers.

Community picnics are a form of diversion

which our Extension workers are stressing among
farm jjeople. Farmers' Week at the State agri-

cultural colleges, at which thousands of farm

families assemble annually, is a form of rural

recreation which has grown in popularity in recent

years.

In closing, may I say that we are looking for-

ward in our thinking to one or more rural recrea-

tion leaders in every State extension staff, who
will train all the Extension forces of the State,

including the agricultural home demonstration,

and club agents in counties, and help these agents

train local recreational leaders from each com-

munity in each rural county, to the end that,

wherever and whenever rural jx'oplc asscnjble,

their program may be made up in part of educa-

tional instruction, in part of music, play and rec-

reation, and in part of social enjoyment. We hope,

also, in time to develop a Federal recreational staff

that will act as a clearing house of information
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and help in recreational matters in the States, a

function now so happily and satisfactorily handled

through cooperation with the National Recrea-

tion Association. May that Association live long

and prosper!

Children's Bureau Promotes

Recreational Opportunity

By Katharine F. Lenroot
Acting Chief, Children's Bureau

U. S. Depar+ment of Labor

THfi
Children's Burkau was established by

Congress twenty-two years ago to serve the

interests of all children. Through investiga-

tions and technical reports, popular bulletins for

parents, demonstrations of methods, and coopera-

tive and advisory services to States, local com-

munities and voluntary groups, the Bureau has en-

deavored to promote more abundant life for

American childhood in terms of physical, mental

and social health and well-being. It has used all

these approaches to the extent which its resources

have permitted in promoting wholesome recrea-

tional activities.

Studies of public dance halls, of recreational

resources in Puerto Rico, and of leisure-time ac-

tivities of rural children in selected areas of one

State (West Virginia) have been made and re-

ports of the findings have been published. Popu-
lar bulletins for parents on The Child from One
to Six, of which 2,224,878 copies have been dis-

tributed without charge and an additional 560^103
have been sold, on Guiding the Adolescent, and

on Good Posture in the Little Child, contain sec-

tions on recreation. A handbook for the use of

administrators of institutions for dependent chil-

dren contains a chapter on the organization of

recreational activities, and the report of a study
of mothers' pension administration includes a sec-

tion on provision for the recreational needs of the

children in families receiving mothers' aid. Special

recreational material that has been published in-

cludes a game manual of activities adapted to

small children, a manual of games for blind chil-

dren, a folder giving suggestions for the construc-

tion of backyard playgrounds, and a mimeo-

graphed outline of suggestions for recreational

surveys in small communities.

The recreational service which has brought the

Children's Bureau into the closest personal con-

tact with recreation leaders throughout the coun-

try has been the assistance given in developing
recreation programs for rural groups, in coopera-

tion with the Extension Divisions of the Federal

and State Departments of. Agriculture. Requests
for such service have come from all parts of the

country, and assistance has been given to more
than a third of the States, in some cases through

repeated visits. The time of the Bureau worker

was often promised a year in advance. The pro-

gram has included training courses for recreation

leaders, demonstrations and special programs for

such groups as 4-H and farm women's groups,
farm bureau meetings, home demonstration agents
and groups in training at State universities and

normal schools.

During the past two years greater attention has

been given to urban areas, especially small towns.

At the request of Parent-Teacher Associations,

Federated Clubs, and Business and Professional

Women's Clubs, courses for volunteer recreation

leaders and assistance in developing community
programs have been given.

The close relationship of constructive leisure-

time opportunities and the prevention of delin-

quency has been emphasized. It is impossible to

plan for the reduction of delinquency or for the

care of delinquent children without giving careful

consideration to the development and coordination

of recreational resources. Seventy-five per cent of

the boys included in the Glueck's study of 1,000

juvenile delinquents had had no connection what-

ever with supervised clubs or recreational groups.
In contrast, two-thirds had been gainfully em-

ployed, at an average age when beginning work
of 13 years, the highest proportion in street trades.

Stimulation of community resources for whole-

some recreation is one of the principal objectives
of the Los Angeles Coordinating Councils and
similar councils in other cities organized to pre-
vent delinquency and enrich child life.

Prevention of Delinquency
The Children's Bureau is now in the third year

of a project for the prevention and treatment of

delinquency and the training of students for work
with delinquents in a mile-square area of Chicago—

adjoining the stockyard district—a project car-

ried on in cooperation with the University of

Chicago and the Cook County Juvenile Court.

The project involves services to individual chil-

dren by a psychiatrist, psychologist and social
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workers, and organization of recreational re-

sources adapted to the needs of the children and

young people as disclosed through individual

study. The Bureau's specialist in recreation was

assigned to the project during the past summer,

and a recreation worker is on the project regular

staff. A community council in the area sponsors

the recreation program, which includes baseball,

neighborhood play, and dramatic, musical and

dancing programs. Emergency relief workers

have been recruited and, under staff leadership,

are playing with the children in the streets, visit-

ing the neighbors in order to enlist their interest

and assistance in forming adult and junior groups,

and offering special help in dramatics, languages

and music.

The psychiatrist on the project is of the opin-

ion that delinquent behavior can be lessened to the

extent that recreation facilities are extended and

planned to serve the needs of individual children.

Many large-scale recreation and leisure-time move-

ments are limited in their effectiveness with re-

spect to children who from an early age have been

subjected to the over-stimulation and freedom of

street life in the crowded sections of our cities.

There is much to be worked out in the develop-

ment of recreation programs for individuals and

small groups, reaching them on their own level

and in their own streets and neighborhoods, and

closely correlated with agencies equipped to deal

on a case-work basis with families and children in

special needs.

Studies of the welfare of children in families

of dependent or marginal economic status now

being made by the Qiildrcn's Bureau in several

communities are revealing the apiwlling meager-

ness of the recreational resources in these famil-

ies. In one family of father, mother, and six chil-

dren from 8 to 1 8 years of age, living in a base-

ment dwelling, the mother said they "never went

anywhere, belong to no clubs, could afford no

movies—the children slept a lot." A boy of i8

and girl of 14 were asleep when the agent called

at tl o'clock in the morning (during the summer-

vacation jwriod). A family of six children re-

ported that their only recreation was the weekly

period of three hours when the street was closed

for play. A mother of five children

ranging from 9 to 16 years of age

said they "just played on the street ;

the older ones spent every evening

in the house: they belonged to nn

ciubt, and never went to the mov-

"Education has helped us fo

acquire leisure time for rec-

reation; if must also help to

prepare people for fhe use

of this leisure."

ies." "All we ever do is sit around and talk," com-

mented one mother. Preliminary tabulations of

2,187 unemployed boys and girls 14 to 20 years

of age in Chicago showed that nearly three-fourths

used no type of social or recreational center. Rec-

reation for mothers and fathers, as well as for

children, as a child-welfare measure, was empha-
sized recently by a group of Federal relief super-

visors. Frayed nerves and inability ever to get

away from the terrific strain and monotony which

unemployment brings have their fruit in irrita-

bility, lack of judgment, and sometimes flagrant

cruelty and abuse of children.

The Children's Bureau in all its approaches to

the problems of childhood recognizes that boys

and girls must be given opportunities for creative

experience in their formative years. Families,

under modern conditions, can afford only limited

opportunities for accomplishment and adventure.

Gainful employment increasingly is being reserved

for the mature.

Intelligent community planning, with State and

National leadership, through official and volun-

tary agencies, for the educational and social needs

of children must be recognized as an essential

part of our developing social organization.

Recreation and the Office

of Education

By Bess Goodykoontz
Aissistanf Commissioner of Education

IT

i5 THE function of the Office of Education to

promote education for persons of all ages, and

this is equivalent to saying that the Office is a

promoter of recreation in a great variety of forms.

If recreation had to do only with batting a ball or

climbing a mountain my statement would be ques-

tioned, but vastly more jKrsons find recreation in

reading than in playing golf, and the ups and

downs of a crossword puzzle occupy the leisure

moments of many more of us than do the path-

ways in the ascent to high altitudes. In our

schools we liavc always taught

those fundamental and most im-

portant means of recreation, read-

ing and spelling and writing and

the use of words and figures. It is

a commonplace, therefore, to say
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that the Office of Education collects and distri-

butes information on the most effective methods

of teaching reading and writing, spelling and

arithmetic, the means of recreation for many. We
are so accustomed to attaching to these subjects a

utilitarian purpose that we forget how highly im-

portant they are in the occupation of our leisure

moments.

Information about recreation sounds like a dull

enough subject, but actually it forms the basis of

improvements in school programs leading to the

better use of leisure time. During the past several

years publications of the Office have represented
a fairly wide range of emphasis on recreational

activities. One study completed last year sum-

marized the library facilities and promising prac-
tices in library training in elementary schools

throughout the country. There can be no doubt

that the consumption of literature is enormously
increased and we believe improved by the tasting

and sampling that even limited elementary school

libraries supply. This has not come about without

considerable direction on the part of libraries and

schools. Our continuous series on school library

practices and standards has been based on the

belief that we have not yet nearly reached the

point of adequacy in school library facilities.

Summer camps have grown remarkably in num-

ber, in enrollment, and in public esteem for edu-

cational and recreational purposes in the last few

years. Publications on the type and availability

of camps, on standards and practices, have been

issued by the Office periodically.

Still another way of promoting the leisure in-

terests of children is to give their teachers some
of them during the summer time. Recently all

sorts of exhilarating experiments have been de-

veloped in summer school programs, combining
travel and study, camping and study, field work
in natural and social sciences. We have special-

ized each spring lately in publications which en-

courage teachers to play as they study, by de-

scribing at length the opportunities waiting for

them during their summer vacations.

In quite another field we are now making a

study of the facilities for the teaching of music in

public schools. It is well known that the last four

years have seen a distinct drop in the resources

available in public schools for recreational and

cultural subjects
—music, art, physical education

and play, library service, and other elements of an

all-round program have been ruthlessly and il-

logically eliminated in the name of economy.

Fortunately there are evidences of building back

and building rather more soundly in some of these

fields. Possibly the reconstructive process may
really result in a better integrated program, with

less compartmenting of art, music, literature, and

other cultural studies. Many of these studies

bearing upon recreational problems represent, not

research, certainly, but investigations of a dis-

tinctly promotional flavor. This we recognize as

a prime responsibility of our Office.

A second major responsibility in the field of

recreation is that of administering and financing

education programs which contribute to the bet-

ter use of leisure. Through the Vocational Edu-

cation Division of the Office nearly eight million

dollars of Federal funds were distributed this past

year to the States for the promotion of State pro-

grams of vocational education. These programs

provide particularly for three groups : First, boys

and girls who are taking vocational courses in the

public schools
; second, young workers who have

dropped out of full-time day school and have en-

rolled in vocational courses for part-time instruc-

tion, and third, employed adult workers in evening

classes for training along the lines of their daily

employment. This may seem a far cry from recre-

ation, but there are two important recreational

aspects of this distinctly vocational program.

First, the part-time and evening classes represent

in themselves a worthy use of unemployed time,

contributing to better vocational efficiency to be

sure, but contributing in many aspects also to a

more all-around interest in public affairs ;
and

second, it is recognized that the line between the

vocational and recreational purposes of study is

a very hazy line indeed, indistinguishable for

many individuals. One person studies typewrit-

ing for fun, another as a vocational outlet. One

person studies millinery just in order to have an-

other hat; another studies it because it is a pos-

sible way of earning a living. This vocational

program administered in cooperation with the

States serves each year more than a million per-

sons in normal times and represents in itself a

rather large contribution to the constructive use

of leisure.

The Plight of Youth

But conditions, educational and recreational,

have not been normal the last few years, and new

occasions have taught new duties. During this

present period of unemployment opportunities for

(Continued on page 502)
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By

Clarence S. Marsh, Ph.D.

Educational Director

Civilian Conservation Corps

THE
EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM HOW being con-

ducted in the camps of the Civilian Conser-

vation Corps is a great American folk school

movement. Let nic mention some characteristics

of the folk school as I see it. It is an educational

enterprise for adults and older youths growing
out of the native culture of a people but develop-

ing and expanding that culture by helping the peo-

ple to learn the things that are of most interest or

importance to them. It is not imposed from above,

it does not prescribe an individual's curriculum, it

meets the immediate needs and interests of the

people. In the folk school one group may be

studying its social and economic problems, another

its vocational problems, while still another may be

satisfying its yearning for self expression. If you
accept this definition or its equivalent, the educa-

tional program now going on in CCC camps is a

great .American Folk School, as I shall attempt to

show you.
It is a conservative estimate to say that during

the present fourth enrollment period which began
October first and extends to March 31, 1935, •'ap-

proximately 200,000 of the 350,000 men in CCC
camps will voluntarily enroll in study groups to

meet in the evenings during their spare time, to

loam some things that they really want to know,
to take part in lively discussions. Free from tra-

ditions and taboos, this great informal, varied

adult educational enterprise in these camps gives
to nwny men a vivid intellectual awakening.
The CCC camps are operated by the United

States Army. When the

first camps were set up
in the spring of 1933.

the War Department
promptly saw the need
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of an educational program and organized one.

Before long it became obvious that the officers in

charge of camps were so heavily burdened with

other duties that it was unfair to expect them to

conduct an educational program. The present edu-

cational plan approved by President Roosevelt, by
Mr. Robert Fechner, the Director of Emergency
Conservation Work, by the United States Com-
missioner of Education, the War De])artnient. and

other Government officials, provides tliat the

United States Office of Education shall select and

appoint the teaching personnel and serve the War
Department in an advisory capacity on educa-

tional policies, materials, and procedures. .All who
arc concerned realize that effective rehabilitation

of men in camps demands not only that they be

fed and clothed and given work to do. but also

that in their spare time they be given the utmost

opportunity to learn about the world in which

they live and their relation to it.

During this present enrollment jieriiKi. there

will be in CCC camps approximately 2<p,ooo

young men between the ages of 18 and 25. and

approximately 70,000 war veterans and woods-

men. At the present time an educational program
is provided for only 1,468 camps originally au-

thorized, but it is ho]ied that the program will be

extended to the remaining camps more recently

organized for men from the twenty-two drouth

states. Enrollment is for a six months' period

with jKjssible rc-enrollment for the succeeding

period.

The present educational plan, approved by tlie

President last December, was organized immedi-

ately and put into operation during the spring. It

One of the more

Government was a

recently created services of the Federal

so described at the Recreation Congress
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has been going at full strength only during the

summer months. The plan called for an educa-

tional adviser in each camp who, under the direc-

tion of the Camp Commander, would develop an

educational program suited to the needs and in-

terests of the men in the camp. Budgetary limita-

tions have made it impossible to appoint more

than about i,ioo of these camp educational ad-

visers so that a considerable number of them have

to serve two camps.
Now these camp educational advisers are a well

trained lot of men. These figures are impressive :

92 per cent of them have college or university de-

grees; 31 per cent have Master's degrees; three

per cent have Doctor's degrees. Seventy-eight

per cent have had teaching experience; 32 per

cent had been principals, supervisors, or superin-

tendents.

In addition to a camp adviser who is, in most

instances, a trained and experiei^ced teacher, we

have in each of these 1,468 camps an enrollee

chosen to assist the educational adviser. Those

two groups of men who give their full time to the

educational program in camps, together with the

necessary administrative and supervising educa-

tional staff give us a total of 2,580 full-time per-

sons whose sole job is to teach or supervise in the

CCC educational program. Moreover, in addition

to these there are many part-time instructors such

as the Company Commander and his lieutenants,

the Company physician, the forester, technically

trained foremen, teachers, lecturers, and others

from near-by communities. A very conservative

estimate would place the number of these part-

time teachers at 5,000.

To summarize, it is con-

servatively estimated that

7,580 persons are giving

full time or part time to

the educational program
in camps.

How do we work to-

ward those aims? In

every way that the gen-

ius of educational advis-

ers can devise. Another

remarkable statement

contained in the Hand-

book reads as follows :

"There is no program

planned outside the camp
and imposed from above.

The program must be

OBJECTIVES OF THE PROGRAM
1. To develop in each man his powers of self-

expression, self-enterfainment and self-culture.

2. To develop pride and satisfaction in coopera-
tive endeavor.

3. To develop as far as practicable an under-

standing of the prevailing social and economic

conditions, to the end that each man may co-

operate intelligently in improving these con-

ditions.

4. To preserve and strengthen good habits of

health and of mental development.
5. By such vocational training as !s feasible, but

particularly by vocational counseling and ad-

justment activities, to assist each man better

to meet his employment problems when he

leaves Camp.
From "The Handbook for the Educational

Advisers in CCC Camps."

worked out for each camp separately. Individual

counseling, guidance, and stimulation are the keys

to the selection of materials. Informal study,

reading, and discussion will characterize the meth-

ods probably used most largely. Do not rely too

much upon class instruction as usually carried on

in school or college."

Do you wonder that we think of this as a great

folk school movement? The men in a given camp

study what they want to know, and the program

of study in that camp may be different from that

of any other camp in the country. I repeat again

that participating is voluntary. If a camp educa-

tional adviser cannot organize an educational pro-

gram in his camp so that a goodly number of men

enjoy participation in it, he must resign. Our as-

sumption is that learning is a pleasurable exercise

and that groups of adults under competent guid-

ance and leadership will gather together in their

spare time to study and discuss subjects of inter-

est to them. The response in the camps confirms

our assumption.

The Camp Set-Up and Program

I hope you have in your mind a picture of a

camp set-up. ^ince the work jobs of these camps

lie mostly in the forests and parks, the camps are

largely in forests and parks. Picture this set-up-

At the head of a company street perhaps two

blocks long is the camp headquarters building

housing the offices of the camp officers; near-by

is a small camp hospital building; along one side

of the company street is the camp mess hall, a

long low building ; and beyond that the recreation

hall. Beyond that is apt

to be a boxing ring, a

baseball diamond, and

other recreation facili-

ties. Across the company
street from the mess hall

and the recreation hall

are four long low bar-

racks buildings at right

angles to the street. Some

camps have put up small

buildings or tents in

which classes may be

held, but by and large,

there are no special fa-

cilities of that sort. Dis-

cussion groups and

classes meet in the mess

hall, in partitioned cor-
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ners of the recreation hall, in the offices of the

Company Commander and the educational ad-

viser, in a comer of the barracks, in fact any
where that men can sit down and talk. A few

camps, to be sure, do have what they call a camp
school house. I recall one such out in Idaho,

constructed out of lumber from an abandoned

sawmill which the Camp Commander bought for

ten dollars out of company funds. Under the

direction of the camp educational adviser the men

of the camp built this school house about 40 by
20 feet in size. From some source they secured

an old bell which mounted in the cupola was

proudly rung to call men to class. It is significant

that a school house is in that camp. It is most

significant that the men wanted it so much that

they built it in their own spare time.

The W^ar Department supplies each camp with

a library. Near-by town and city librarians,

county librarians, state librarians and university

librarians have been exceedingly helpful. The

American Library Association has taken a keen

interest in this whole educational program.
One of our major problems has been satisfac-

tory text material. Hooks are too costly ; many of

them are too dull to hold the interest of men who
have been out of school for years. Text books

seem to be written for children or else for

students at the college level. Too few books meet

camp needs of simple vocabulary, suitable pre-

sentation of materials for adults and type large

enough to be easily read by the light available in

camp buildings. Hear in mind that many camps,
far from power lines, must have their own elec-

tric light plants.

To meet this need the Ciencral Education Board

provided last June a fund of $40,000 as a grant

to the American Council on Education for the

preparation of suitable .study material in the social

sciences. Pamphlets are now in progress, written

especially for cnrollecs in CCC camps.
I cannot omit this opixirtunity to pay tribute to

school principals and su|>crintcndents who have

opened their school iniildings at night to men in

near-by camps. My truck loads men go from

camps to use the shops and lalx>ratories and class

rooms thus provided.

Typical Camp Programs

What do these men in camps want to study?
The answer is almost everything. The subjects

are a.i varied as human interests. Here are two

typical camp programs :

CCC COMPANY 769—INDIANOLA, IOWA
Ai'crage

Subject Attendance Taught By
Auto Mechanics 35 E. C. W.
General Mathematics 4 Local Teacher

HiRhway Construction 12 Eng—Res.

.\viation 18 Educ. .\dviser

Forestry IS E. C. W.
Typing 15 Selectee

Bible Study 12 Local Man
Reading and Writing 4 Educ. Adviser

Surveying 8 E. C. W.
Safety and First Aid 200 Med.-Res.

Cooking and Baking 15 FA-Res.
Church 40 Ministers

Operation and Care of

Grading Machinery 4 E. C. W. Staff

Glee Club 50 Col. Simpson
Journalism S Selectee

Carpentry 12 Local carpenter
Electricity 8 Local Electrician

Shorthand 9 Educ. .Adviser

Dramatics 20 Selectee

General Science 30 E. C. W.

CCC COMPANY 512—PUTNEY. KENTUCKY
Average

Subject Attendance

Recent World Events 18

Reading, Writing, .\rithmetic. Spelling 13

Penmanship 11

English 6
Business Arithmetic 9
Letter Writing 16
Public Speaking 11

Forestry 17

Journalism publish paper
Telegraphy 3

Typing 16
Auto Mechanics 9

Agriculture 3
Shorthand 11

Stamp Club S

String Orchestra 6

Boxing 12

Group Singing 25

Photography 10

Lettering 3

Many camps fmblish weekly newspapwrs in

mimeographed form. These are usually the

product of a class in English or journalism.

Much teaching on the job is done by foremen

who frequently are engineering graduates. In one

camp that I visited the educational adviser brings

all of these foremen together one night a weelc

for a kind of seminar discussion of ways and

means to teach on the job, so that cnroUees while

doing the day's work develop increasing skill.

You will note that the subjects may be grouped

roughly under four headings: Vocational sub-

jects ; fundamental subjects, such as reading, writ-

ing, arithmetic ; academic subjects, to be found in

the elementary, high school, and college curricu-

lums: and self-expression or recreational subjects.

.\ partial li.st of this last group is singing, dancing,

public speaking, drawing, painting, modeling, dra-

(Conlinued on fage M)JJ



The Contribution of Recreation

There are certain obligations to the

unemployed outside of relief which

the Federal Government and the com-

munities cannot escape.

I

FEEL VERY GREATEY honored to be here tonight

with Dr. Finley and with all of you people.

The last time 1 was with you at one of these

Congresses, about fifteen years ago, I had one

of the greatest thrills of my life, and I met a

lot of people then—people I have never for-

gotten, people who made a very deep impres-

sion on my life. One of those very dear spirits

was Will R. Reeves and I still honor his

memory for all that he did for Cincinnati and

for all he did for me and thousands of others.

So I feel \ery happy to be here.

I want to talk very simply about a problem
with which all of us are very much concerned.

Some of us are probably a little more con-

cerned with it than others because it is right

on our desks hour by hour and we must do

something about it. That is the problem of the

millions of our neighbors and of our people, many
of them in our own families, who are now

absolutely destitute, and of the many other

millions who are growing daily more destitute.

The topic you asked me to talk about is

"Recreation and Recovery." I suppose there

are people who will wonder why these two

things should be linked together among serious

and thoughtful people. Of course, none of you
will think that for a moment, and I am glad

I can truthfully say that the number who

question the wisdom of linking these two

things are growing fewer all the time. I think,

however, it might be profitable even for us and

for the sake of our own thinking to consider

as objectively as we can what this thing really

means.

As I see it our job is fundamentally the task

of trying to provide people with work, with an

ojjportunity to earn a living for themselves and

to

Recovery

By Aubrey Williams
Assistant Director

Federal Relief Administration

their families. That is our fundamental obliga-

tion and nothing can take its place, nothing
that we can do here no matter how fine it may
be. There is no point in not recognizing this

truth.

In this problem of unemployment I think

there are things we can do of which we as .a

people, as a nation, have been unmindful. I

think we are missing a lot of fine bets in try-

ing to be of help to those of our neighbors
who are struggling for existence. We are too

prone to think that if we cannot give them a

job there is nothing that we can do. Of course,

you know that is not true and you are all

carrying on a work which belies that idea.

And yet you are undoubtedly struggling to do

your work in the face of a community attitude

which frequently blocks what you do. It might
be beneficial for all of us if we could demon-

strate here just a little of what we can do out-

side of this main objective of trying at this

time to aid the vast population of our people

through this desperate period.

Our Spiritual Impoverishment

It might be well to recall that we were not

only poor in matters of economics when the

depression came, but we were poor in other

things as well. We were poverty stricken in

matters of habits for the constructive use of

our leisure time, and nowhere is that more

evident than it is at the present time in the

lives of those who suddenly find themselves

without any means and with all their working
hours upon their hands.
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It is a truism to say that we have grown
into the habit of buying our play and our re-

creation. Probably nothing has borne that

home to us so much as the depression. I

should take some comfort, and I am sure you

would, if I thought there was a realization

on the part of the communities of America,

borne in upon them by the experience of the

hundreds of thousands of their own people, of

the impoverished condition of our lives with

regard to habits and attitudes in the use of

leisure hours. So much a part of us had that

attitude toward leisure become that vve did not

use our time profitably even in the days when

there was hope abroad, and when there was a

feeling of zest and of ultimate triumph on the

part of all of our people in the improvement
of our skills. I well recall how proud we were

at the University of Wisconsin that we had

something like 13,000 students throughout the

state engaged in some form of educational

activity or in increasing their vocational skills.

In other words, we were then a people who
seemed to slip easily into the wasting of what

later was recognized as precious hours which

might have been used not only for personal

enjoyment but constructive improvement.
Now the experience of looking back upon

opportunities lost must be one of the bitterest

which so many of our fellow citizens are going

through.

Again, this realization of lost opportunities

brings home to us the fact that we as a nation

have been very slow in api)reciating the im-

portance of having facilities for the proper
use of our leisure hours. It is ironical and a

sad commentary of our national life that we
could take such great pride in the fact that a

few schools were open as community centers

at night throughout the length and breadth of

our great land. And here was something in the

opening of our schools for the use of the

people that every community should have wel-

comed and united in bringing about, and now
we have hundreds of thousands of people with

no place to turn today.

I shall never forget going into the splendid
four story school center in Milwaukee which
Mis.s Dorothy Endcris organized there and

feeling, "Well, here is something that seem.s

•o natural it should exist everywhere else."

And yet one could go to community after

community and never find another center

like that. I hope that is not true today
—it was

true a year and a half ago.

Another impoverished condition which the

present situation has revealed is the great

need on the part of communities as a whole

with regard to the general moral and .skilled

life, if we can put these two things together.

Four out of five of us have been and are yet

complacent about the situation. We are still

"putting up a front" and setting up obstacles

which make it very difficult to get down to

real and intrinsic values.

These are some of the things very briefly

which have come out of our experience in this

emergency.

Trying to Find the Solution

To meet this situation in part, and only in

part, the Relief Administration has at least re-

cognized that it exists. I presume there is

some value and virtue in that I want, however,

to preface anything I may say about the Relief

Administration with a statement that we
don't take very much pride in what has been

accomplished ; no one who is close to the

situation can take much pride in it. For the

most part you get from it nothing but heart-

aches and a feeling of utter discouragement,

of bewilderment and bafflement, in the face

of anything so huge, so enormous.

Today a gentleman from Atlanta came in

my office and looked over a map which shows

the counties desig^nated drought areas. There

are 1,400 counties so designated. He said, "I

sometimes wonder how you people keep up at

all ; how you can stand it."

Well, the only way you can stand it is

simply by being humble. The situation makes

you humble, and you are completely willing

by virtue of that to do the little you can, never

feeling you are riding the crest of any waves

or reaching your goal. So whatever anyone

may say about it you can put it down that

there are ten things which should be done and

perhaps nine of them were done. We recognize

this and that may be something.

Nfr. Hopkins has said that 30 per cent of

our work programs should be given over to

projects which have to do with recreation,

with the building of recreation plants, with the
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Coi4rtesy Parks and Recreation

A bandstand in

Shawnee Park,

Louisville, where

relief workers are

engaged in beau-

fifica+ion and con-

struction work.

provision of re-

creational ser-

vices of a char-

acter having to

do with the pro-

per use of leis-

ure time. I

think that this

whole program
is probably re-

ceiving more
attention pro-

po rt ionately
than any other

program we arc

carrying on,

and the reason

for that is frankly, first of all, that it is one

of Mr. Hopkins' "pets," though I don't like

that word. There is something constructive

here—something you can perhaps get some-

where with. Mr. Hopkins gives a lot of time

to it.

I am very sure as I look over this audience

that you have had a very important part in

these developments because reports come back

to us and we learn that here and there such

programs are being carried on as have been

described at this Congress. And we hear of

educational programs with a curriculum of

337 different subjects which the unemployed

may study and with 120,000 people enrolled

in these courses. Dr. Alderman, who is head of

these educational programs, is always pressing

us for more money, and after all money does

tell the story of how many teachers can be

engaged and of the number of pupils that can

be admitted.

One of the things that I like in the program
I think above everything else is that we are

building some playgrounds ; we are creating

some parks; we are draining swamps^ and

Itiiilding in place of them playgrounds for the

future. I had a real thrill in New Orleans

when I saw them building a thousand acre

park right in the middle of the town which

had for years and years, I suppose from time

immemorial, been a swamp. The director told

me of the zest and joy the men were putting
into that job.

This is the kind of thing that is going on

all over America. I asked Mr. Goldschmidt to

give me the approximate number of such pro-

jects so that I could tell you. He worked for

a couple of hours and then he said, "That's

impossible. I can't tell you." And I said,

"That's fine. I will just tell them that the

number is in the thousands."

We have done a great deal along the line

of school gymnasiums and we are all tremend-

ously interested in that. The state director

of Mississippi tells us they are now able to

say that every rural school in Mississippi has

a playground. That means tremendous things
to the children in these communities. So it

may be that along tliese lines the depression
has brought about some things that might not
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otherwise have occurred. I don't like ever to

say that the depression is a good thing
—it

couldn't possibly be—but some good things
are coming out of it

Our Obligations

I want to say just a few words about the

obligations that it seems to me rest upon us

and upon the country in connection with the

unemployed.
Inasmuch as we cannot find jobs for all

these people at the present time—and there

is no use fooling ourselves; the jobs aren't

here—then as a nation we have some pretty
clear obligations along the lines of the skills

and the morale of the unemployed.
In the first place, I feel that any Relief

Administration and any community are oblig-

ated so to order their policies that they will

do nothing which will hurt the respect and
morale of the people they are trying to help.

That is not an easy thing; it is an awfully
hard thing. One of our Washington friends

toured the country incognito. He said to us,

"You are doing a pretty good job but there is

one bad thing you are doing. A good many of

the people you are trying to help are going

away from you with the feeling that you have
done a good thing for them but with a sense

of misgiving. Some of them are even out and
out angry with you. They don't like the way
things are handed to them, etc., etc."

Our task is that of helping a person in such

a way that he will not feel you are doing
something for him because you have power,
and he has not, and you are going to be kind.

You must somehow get him into feeling that

you understand what he is going through and

that but for the grace of God you would be

where he is. Somehow you must get across

the feeling that he is just like you, that he be-

longs and will continue to belong, and that

the situation is transitory.

To get over t« the personnel an appreciation
of this relation.ship is about the

hardest thing in the world. One
of the difficulties is that a little

authority goes to people's

heads.

Mr. Hopkins keeps saying
over and over again that he

doesn't like relief. And I want
to say that I wish every one

"One of the things fh«f I like

in the progrann— I think above

everything else—is that we are

builaing sonrte playgrounds; we
ar* creating some parks; we
are draining swamps and we are

building in place of them play-

grounds for the future."

of our organizations had the same feeling of

not liking it, and wished that the position it

holds could be made unnecessary an hour from

the time the last relief is given.

And yet this is one of the rarest opportuni-
ties we have ever had to do something for the

morale of men and women.
I am told that over 50 per cent of all the

members of the American Association of Social

Workers work for us and they are "leavening

the lump" out there with a technique which

we hope will make for an understanding rela-

tionship. For certainly if there is one obhga-
tion above everything else, 'it is to see that we

do our job in such a way that the recipient

will feel everything is going to work out for

the best and he and his values will not be

impaired.
Another thing that we are obligated to do,

it seems to me, is somehow to maintain the

skills of the unemployed. We must maintain

not only their morale and self-respect
—the

things which are suffering above everything

else—we must also keep their skills sharpened
and quickened so that if and when the change
for the better comes and they go back to their

benches, their desks and their counters, they

can take their places not only with their old

skills but with these skills enriched.

We should take this as a great nation-wide

opportunity to give many of our people the

training they need. We in our hearts know
how badly trained we ourselves were ; how
much we missed in preparing for the things

we later were called on to do. Multiply that by
millions and we have a tremendous situation.

We hear so often that many of the unemployed
will never go back to work. We hear discour-

aging talk about a man forty-five years of age

being through. I suppose there is nothing you
can do to stem that tide but I think it is a

tragedy. Some of us are nearing forty-five and

somehow life seems just to have started.

We in the Administration and you in the

communities have the respon-

sibility of so ordering the work

that we shall oflTer people op-

portunities to improve their

skills. If we miss that oppor-

tunity we are failing just that

much in duty.

There are other problems
which you and I have thought

(Continutd on page fOf)



The Recreation Movement in Boston

and

Its Place in the National Emergency

My
SUI5JFXT this evening is

"The Recreation Move-

ment in Boston and Its

Place in the National Emer-

gency." May I preface my "re-

marks by a brief review of the growth of our

extensive recreational activities in Boston?

In October 1931, Governor Ely appointed

me chairman of the Massachusetts Emergency
Committee on Unemployment, and in the

natural course of events, I came into personal

touch with the objectives of the National Re-

creation Association. The other day, in look-

ing over the report of the activities of our

Committee, I was much struck by the efforts

which we then made to encourage throughout the

state the extension of recreational facilities not

only for the benefit of unemployed "white col-

lar persons," but also for the average wage
earner and his family, who, because of re-

duced hours of employment, had a surplus of

free time on their hands. It was largely owing
to Mr. A. R. Wellington of this Association,

whose services were generously loaned to us,

that our Committee came to realize the im-

portance of planned recreation and I am glad

of this opportunity to again express my grat-

itude to Mr. Wellington.

But the functions of the Massachusetts

State Committee were limited; funds were

lacking and we could not attempt to accom-

plish much more than a consolidation of efforts

of the cities and towns to provide financial

relief and employment. The only striking con-

tribution to the cause of recreation which was

made that year was the establishment in

Boston of a series of cooperative university

courses offered free during afternoons for any-

one who had the time to attend. A member of

our Committee, Mr. George P. Hamlin, Jr., of

Boston, conceived the idea, and with his

By William Phillips
Under Secretary of State

Washington, D. C.

dynamic personality and the

active assistance of virtually all

institutions of college rank in

Greater Boston, the popularity
of these courses became im-

mediately apparent.
The following autumn, that of 1932, saw a

discontinuance of the State Emergency Com-
mittee and the absence of any city or state

machinery to stimulate recreational activities

for the unemployed or part time employed.
Conditions in the city of Boston were far more
serious than in any other part of the state and

promised to be acute before the winter was at

an end. I remembered the lessons learned dur-

ing the previous year and wondered whether

something might not be done in Boston to in-

crease public recreation and so ameliorate con-

ditions throughout the city. The Governor had,

during the previous year placed at the disposal
of the Emergency Committee on Unemploy-
ment the State armories, which were to be

thrown open as shelter during the day and for

sleeping quarters during the night to those in

dire need. It occurred to me, therefore, that the'

armories in and near Boston might now be
utilized for recreational purposes.

Finding Facilities

However, before developing this idea I called

at the offices of the Community Service of Bos-

ton and made the acquaintance of its highly

efficient secretary, Mr. W. Duncan Russell,

who for years had been advocating additional

public recreation programs for the city. We
discussed the possible use of the armories and

ways and means of attracting to them persons
who had time on their hands and no place to

go. It was from Mr. Russell that I learned the

city of Boston had a large investment in muni-

cipal buildings erected a good many years ago
at a cost of about $15,000,000. It appeared that
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there were eleven of these buildings in eleven

different sections of the city, each of which

was provided with a splendidly equipped gym-
nasium, two with large swimming pools and

most of them with other rooms, large and

small, which would be ideal for recreational

activities of various types, and far superior to

armories. It also appeared that full use of these

buildings was not being made, partly because

of lack of funds, but perhaps more especially

because of a failure by the city authorities to

appreciate the importance of offering to the

public recreational activities on a much broader

scale than heretofore, especially during the

winter months. While the buildings were open
from noon until 9 p.m., only a small part of

their floor space was actually in use during
those hours.

The next step was to consult Mr. Joseph

Lee, President of the National Recreation

Association, and to form a small committee of

prominent citizens who were interested in see-

ing that the city's municipal buildings served

a wider purpose. Any change contemplated in

the plans of city governments necessitates lonj^

and arduous conferences, and so in this case

much time was lost before the authorities

found ways and means to respond to the Com-
mittee's request. But respond they did finally,

and in a spirit of cordial cooperation. The

Emergency Committee on Heafth and Recrea-

tion for the City of Boston was at last form-

ally launched by the mayor.
Boston, from the beginning of the recreation

movement, has been as conscious of its re-

sponsibility to provide playground space for

its inhabitants as any city in the country. It

has been slow in matters of organized pro-

grams and very neglectful of adult recreation

needs ; but past city administrations must cer-

tainly have been thinking further than of play

space for children when they erected the city's

eleven municipal buildings and made provi-
sion for its extensive, well-

equipped outdoor recreation

system.
It semed strange to me

that the idea of organized
recreation program in the

municipal buildings had been

so foreign to the minds of

the city authorities, but

doiiliilcss it never occurred

"For every dollar expended by our

national, state and local authorities

and by the employers of labor to

give to the public more and better

recreation facilities, we, as a nation,

will make an investment which will

Eay
tremendous dividends !n the

ealth, morale and happiness of our

citizenship. The right use of leisure

it the nation's problem."

to them that the facilities as they existed

would not be used on people's individual initi-

ative. Whtn the buildings were not so used,

the authorities felt that the city had done it-;

part in providing places for recreation and if

the people did not want to use them there was

nothing further to be done.

Something in the nature of our present ab-

normal economic situation, with its far-reach-

ing unemployment, was apparently needed to

quicken the imagination of the authorities and

awaken them to the realization that actual

recreation programs were desirable and neces-

sary. The appointment, therefore, of the

Emergency Health and Recreation Committee

in the Fall of 1932 was clearly a recognition

that city government could not rest satisfied

with providing food, shelter and clothing for

the needy, but that provision for mental relief

was almost as important.

It was resolved to house the new committee

in a neutral office independent of any city

department. Community Service of Boston

with its office and staff having long experience
in such matters and a real apprecihtion of the

job to be done, seemed to fulfill the require-

ments. Mr. Duncan Russell, its secretary, be-

came, therefore, the central pivot around

which the Committee's activities began to

develop.

Committees Organized

The problem was obviously to extend im-

mediately opjwrtunities for organized pro-

grams beyond the narrow limits to which the\

had been confined, and to make these pro

grams so stimulating and worth while that the

public would be attracted to them. The typc-^

of recreation chosen included games and read-

ing rooms, aniateur music and dramatics, arts

and crafts, popular educational courses an<l

various forms of ph>'sical activities in the

g>'mnasiums. The best advice as to how these

activities should be stimulated

was obtained from advisory

committees of experts specially

appointed for tiiis purpose, and

public spirited men and women

quickly accepted mcml)ership

on these committees. In less

than two weeks programs in

all of these activities were ready

to be put into operation.
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It was well understood that it would be

futile to set up our programs in the various

sections of the city without first inviting the

cooperation of the people of the neighborhood,

therefore, it was decided to form special

neighborhood committees throughout the city

which would have final responsibility for the

programs adopted. These committees have

more recently been improved and have be-

come the key to the success of the entire

city program. Not all of these committees,

and there are fourteen in operation now, have

precisely the same set-up, but they have a

common ])urpose
—that of improving condi-

tions in their respective communities. Neces

sarily each neighborhood committee functions

througli an executive committee and subcom-

mittees selected for each department of the

l)rogram. It is important to stress the work

of these subcommittees. They are not neces-

sarily composed of members of the original

neighborhood committee, but are chosen from

the residents of the community by virtue of

their known connection with the activity on

which they are prepared to work. Thus a sub-

committee on music in Neighborhood A vv'ould

be made up generally of musicians resident

within Neighborhood A; likewise a subcom

mittee on educational courses would be com-

posed of resident college or school teachers,

and a subcommittee on library extension

would be composed of resident librarians. As

these various neighborhood committees began
to function, each met on the average once

every two weeks, leaving to the subcommittees

the details of the work in hand.

Naturally the ways and means to provide

financially for adequate staffs and supervision

of the various activities of our city-wide move-

ment was a problem from the start. For the

first two seasons the I'mergency Campaign of

Boston contributed in sufficient amount to

staff completely the muncipal gymnasiums
with recreation leaders and to provide for

organizers for nearly all of the fourteen local

neighborhood committees. City public welfare

lecipients took charge of the game and readr

ing rooms in the municipal buildings and the

universities and colleges in and around Boston

supplied lecturers for the popular educational

courses. It is of interest that during the first

three months of operation the game and read-

ing room attendance in the municipal buildings

reached a peak of 134,000. During the second

winter, that of 1932, the programs of the pre-

vious year were followed in much the same

manner. Experience had demonstrated the

desirability of even better neighborhood or-

ganization, and so much was accomplished in

this direction that when the Federal Emer-

gency Relief Administration made its ap-

pearance in the Spring of 1934, the stage was

already set for effective work on a much

larger scale. Our Committee on Health and

Recreation at once made application of the

Federal Emergency Relief Administration for

personnel to take care of its summer needs

and in this way programs in choral, orchestr.-i,

dramatics and in young men's and young
women's activities became possible.

Some of the Accomplishments

The following figures give some idea of

last summer's accomplishments :

50 playgrounds operated for men and boys'
activities, 875.350 was the total attendance dur-

ing a ten week period.

25 playgrounds operated for older girls' activi-

ties, 61,830 was the total attendance during
a ten week period.

II amateur community orchestras rehearsed

and gave concerts during the summer, 4,400

was the total participation at rehearsals and

concerts.

8 amateur choruses rehearsed and gave con

certs during the summer, 8,800 was the total

attendance on the part of the singers.

8 amateur dramatic groups rehearsed, 4,112

was the total attendance on the part of the

actors and actresses.

192 concerts and free entertainments were

given (75 radio broadcasts by orchestra and

chorus), 76,800 (approximately) was the total

attendance at these concerts and entertain-

ments.

The Emergency Relief Administration has

given a great impetus to public recreation

throughout the nation, but it remains for com-
munities themselves to take the initiative in

planning wise projects. Fortunately, Boston
was prepared to take advantage of E. R. A.'s

cooperation because of the work which had

already been begun in the Fall of 1931. Our

City-Wide Committee on Health and Recrea-

tion continues to function energetically and
has become a powerful agency for Boston's
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future welfare. At present all of the recreation

activities have been sufficiently planned and

developed to assure their continuance during

the coming winter. The choruses, orchestras

and groups in dramatics have reached such an

excellence that they command wide attention

whenever they appear in public. Boston, it

seems, is well equipped to go forward rapidly

in developing a permanent city-wide program

of such a character that the boy or the girl,

the man or the woman, who has only suffi-

cient wage to pay for life's necessities can find

some opportunity to enjoy spare time in h

sound, sane and constructive manner.

So much for Boston, but before concludinic

my remarks, may I mention public recreation in

Massachusetts ?

Throughout the State

I have shown that Boston is doing well, but

I am glad to say also that the state is doing

well. You are aware that Mr. Hopkins, of the

Federal Administration, suggested to the

various state emergency administrators that

approximately 30 percent of the total allotment

of his funds to each state should be utiUzed

to provide qualified workers for public play-

grounds, community centers, athletics, orches-

tras and many other types of avocational work.

In the past five months, besides Boston, ap-

proximately 200 Mfissachusetts communities

have taken advantage of these suggestions and

have initiated various sorts of recreational

programs with supervisors employed and paid

from the Emergency Relief Funds. Time for-

bids my mentioning individual communities

other than Springfield, Somerville, Salem,

Norwood and Watertown, which are all mov-

ing forward exceptionally well in planning

recreational projects. I cannot help expressing

my pride, as a Massachusetts man, in the far-

sighted way which the state, as a whole, is

preparing to tackle the problem of public re-

creation. Many employers of labor have be-

come deeply interested in the problem, re-

cognizing the importance to them that em-

ployees should use their spare time advan-

tageously and should not turn to destructive

forms of "recreation" which may be fostered

by undesirable persons or agencies.

It is my humble opinion that for every dol-

lar expended by our national, state and local

authorities, and by employers of labor, to

give to the public more and better recreation

facilities, we, as a nation, will make an invest-

ment which will pay tremendous dividends in

the health, morale and happiness of our citi-

zenship. The right use of leisure is the nation's

problem. More and more we are coming to

realize that well conducted community recrea-

tion centers are necessities and not luxuries.

I believe that every community should give

thought to these matters and, if they have not

already done so, should consider the setting-up

of local committees on recreation. As soon as

the problem is presented they will realize, I feel

sure, that emphasis must be placed on obtain-

ing free services, free material, free use of

facilities^n short, upon cooperative helpful-

ness from many sources in the community.

Imagination, ingenuity and courage are called

for. And it is gratifying to find the extent to

which the exercise of these qualities will yield

results. A survey of any community, no matter

where situated, will show that it has a contrib-

ution to make to the total enrichment of life.

Cities are places in which to live, as well as to

work. The school and the university, the park,

the playground, the library, the museum, the

art gallery, the settlement house, the church

and the home all add their share to the live-

ableness of the community. Women's clubs,

parent-teacher associations, civic groups, the

chamber of commerce, the Y. M. C. A. and the

Y. W. C. A. and the Scout organizations all

have programs that are doing much to provide for

avocation interest and for the education of leisure

time. It is through the cooperation of all these

institutions, brought together and stimulated

into further activities by a central committee,

that a commnity may realize the broadest

happiness and achievement.

There should be no need to tell people what

they shall or shall not do with their leisure,

but is it not plausible to suppose that what

people actually decide to do with their free

time will depend largely upon what the com-

munities provide in the way of facilities and

opportunities?
I Ixrlicvc firmly that our Iwys and girls, our men

and women, are inherently fine and wholesome,

that given lialf a chance they will utilize their

vastly increased leisure in such manner as not

only to add to their own joy of living, but to pro-

mote the best welfare of their neighbors, their

communities, their state and the nation.



Citizens* Councils for Constructive Economy

IT

HAS BEKN too little realized

that the activities of a com-

munity are as interrelated as threads in a

fabric
;
that when we cut the costs of recreation

or libraries in a well-balanced municipal program
the cost of crime goes up, that when we abandon

the collection of garbage the cost of public health

or the private doctor bills go up, that when we

close schools we stop civilization as we know it.

The average citizen has not, until recently,

bothered to examine the fabric of government.

As long as the cover enveloped him comfortably

so that drafts did not get in, he did not worry
about whether a smaller surface perhaps might

not have been just as satisfactory, whether the

•design was not more elaborate than necessary,

whether a less costly material might not serve the

purpose, or whether the labor involved in mak-

ing the cloth was the minimum for producing a

good article.

Along came the depression! Mr. Citizen not

only began to take cursory glances at the texture

of his local government but borrowed a micro-

scope to examine its warp and woof.

It was an attitude forced upon him. The aver-

age American city last year and this has been able

to collect less than three-fourths of its anticipated

incomes. In many instances cities have been able

to collect only half their levies. In ill-considered

moments of panic state legislatures have fastened

upon cities straightjackets in the form of tax

limitation measures that have caused some munici-

palities practically to go out of business. Payment
of principal and interest on debts in some in-

stances uses such a large proportion of what the

local government is permitted to ask of citizens

that nothing is left for operating expenses.

The necessity for cutting

municipal budgets by no

means has been accoinpanied

by a decrease in demand for

the services which citizens

have come to expect of their

local governments. The po-

liceman is still expected to

keep order, the fireman must

be ready to extinguish the

By Howard P. Jones

Mr. Jones is Secretary of the National

Municipal League and Editor of the

National Municipal Review. His organi-

zation, whose headquarters are at 309

East 34th Street, New York City, will be

glad to supply plans for the organiza-
tion of citizens' councils and to give
more detailed Informaton about the

type of work that may be done by such

groups working locally.

spark on the roof, citizens are

not ready to break their car

springs in holes in the pavement, they do not plan
to burn their own garbage. Schools must not be

closed. "Should my child be cheated of an edu-

cation and handicapped for life merely because

he happened to be born in a valley rather than on

a peak of the business curve?" demands the tax-

payer, and he is' justified in assuming the right-

ness of a negative answer.

We continue to expect local government to

guard us from the ravages of epidemics. Shall we
."rave money by closing our libraries, playgrounds
and parks?

Constructive Economy the Answer

A worse suggestion could hardly be made, for

these are typical of those services of government
which should be expanded rather than contracted

during a depression period. A man with a job

can buy his own books to read ; if necessary, can

find his own recreation. A man without a job can

do neither. While in prosperous times recreation

programs were planned largely for children and

and young people, those who had most time to

take advantage of them, this class has been sud-

denly swelled by thousands upon thousands of

adults who are forced unwillingly to accept a

leisure in the use of which they are untrained.

To keep minds and bodies of the unemployed in

good condition throughout years of hardship, and

jjetter prepare them so that they will be ready to

take advantage of the new opportunities of better

times, is one of the Herculean tasks of those gov-

ernmental departments which provide what we

designate as "social" and "cultural" services.

To reiterate the problem confronting local gov-
ernmental officials and citi-

zens we must have economy
and we must have govern-
mental services. The answer

is constructive economy. We
must eliminate waste, inef-

ficiency and graft. We must

reorganize the structure and

improve the administrative

methods of government so

487
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that there will be left, in the necessarily curtailed

budget, funds for essential services. We must not

whirl the economy axe indiscriminately but we

must examine the whole structure of government

carefully, subject each service to evaluation, and

preserve that which is most essential to the gen-

eral welfare.

It is a difficult process, one that can not be left

solely to public officials but one that needs the co-

operation of the best brains of the community. It

was this realization that brought about the birth

of the citizens' council idea which has spread until

at present there are such councils in thirty-three

states and councils being organized in communi-

ties in all of the remaining states.

How the Citizens' Council Functions

A citizens' council is made up of representatives

of all of the outstanding civic groups in a com-

munity, along with other leaders, who ptKil their

civic energy and intelligence around a table to

focus on governmental problems. This small

group, through its plan of organization, is repre-

sentative of all interests in the community, pro-

vides a channel through which information may
reach citizens quickly and through which public

opinion may be mobilized, and coordinates the ef-

forts of all who are interested in bringing about

less costly and more efficient government.

We Americans are great "joiners." FVr square

mile the average American community has more

organizations than are to be

found in any other country in

the world. Most American com-

munities are over-organized.

Too many of these organiza-

tions work along in their own

pigeon-holes with little consid-

eration or thought for their

neighlwr organizations w h i c h

are doing likewise. The citi-

zens' council provides a way for

all of these groups to work to-

gether at the same time for the

tame thing.

"Shall we tave money by clos-

ing our libraries, playgrounds
and parks?" "A worse sug-

gestion could hardly be
m«d«" it Mr. Jones' reply.

Merely the opjxjrtunity for rcprest-ntatives oi

various groups to meet and talk together, to dis-

cuss problems in the light of the welfare of the

entire community rather than from the stand-

jx)int of a special group, possesses a value that is

incalculable.

Not long ago a taxpayers' organization in a

middle west city proposed that the schools' budget

be cut 50% as an expedient to give badly needed

relief to the taxpayer. The Parent-Teacher As-

.sociation campaigned against it but the measure

passed, leaving organizations and citizens alligned

against one another with a feeling of great bit-

terness. After their victory many members of the

taxpayers' association expressed regret that the

curtailment in education had been so severe.

Not long after, a meeting was called of repre-

sentatives of organizations to plan the formation

of a citizens' council. Quite by chance the presi-

dent of the taxpayers' association and the presi-

dent of the Parent-Teachers' council sat side by

side, meeting for the first time. They talked

alx)ut the school cut. .At the end of the conver-

sation the president of the taxpayers' group said

"If we had only got together at a table, we could

hive worked this thing out." His group, he said,

thinking that a compromise would be inevitable,

liad asked for an extreme which they liad not

wanted. If they had had a chance to work out

with other groups a measure accei)table to all. the

battle with its unfortunate results to the vouth of
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the city would have been averted. A citizens'

council in this city will prevent the repetition of

such action based on lack of understanding.
What are citizens' councils doing? A few exam-

ples indicate the type of problem that may be

tackled by this new vehicle for citizen action.

In Alabama, where citizens' councils were

formed in forty-two counties and where there is

a state citizens' council coordinating their work,

the emphasis has been on adequate support of

education. By united action in a state-wide cam-

paign last year, the county councils assured the

passage of four warrant and income tax amend-

ments to the state constitution which would liqui-

date the state's floating indebtedness and make

money available to the schools. The broad pro-

gram of the state council is constructive reorgani-

zation of state and local governments in order

that essential public services may be preserved.

This program embraces abolition of the fee sys-

tem of payment, setting up the county executive

plan and modernization of the taxation system.

The state citizens' council in New Jersey has

prepared six bills to be introduced at this winter's

legislature. Among other measures these provide

for revision and modernization of the accounting,

budgeting and purchasing procedure of local gov-
ernments in the state, revision of the procedure
for managing the debt service of local govern-
ments to make the debt burden less, and central-

ized financial administration in the state to secure

for the state government and its agencies the large

economies and greater efficiency that can be

achieved by this means. The council is preparing
recommendations relative to new plans for financ-

ing education and studying possible new sources

of taxation.

In New York State local citizens' councils

found a common problem in the need for reor-

ganization of local government. Before econo-

mies may be effected eliminating overlapping
units of government and pruning local govern-
ment of useless departments and officials, the state

constitution must be amended. The councils have

banded together to work toward this end.

In studying governmental services New York
citizens' councils, as councils elsewhere, found a

lamentable dearth of data on costs. The collec-

tion and dissemination of such data is therefore

one of the other immediate state-wide plans of

the councils in New York State. The citizens'

council in New York City is concentrating its at-

tention at present on charter revision. The coun-

cils in Boston, St. Louis and Detroit are typical of

those which are closely cooperating with city of-

ficials in preparation of the city budgets. Every
item is scrutinized and weighed and the recom-

mendations of the citizens' council are an im-

portant factor in these budgets as finally passed.

The activities of a local council are varied. Con-

sider, for example, those of the council in Dur-

ham, North Carolina, during the last year. This

citizens' council was largely responsible for the

recent separation of the juvenile from the superior

court
;
its work resulted in ridding the city of slot

machines
;

it held a public meeting at which can-

didates for Legislature and Judge of the Re-

corder's Court presented their platforms and an-

swered citizens' questions. A committee of the

council made a study of traffic accidents and traf-

fic congestion and submitted suggestions for their

correction, some of which have been carried out

by the city officials. The council is studying the

organization of the city government with a view

to finding ways in which to economize while pre-

serving essential services. A committee on taxa-

tion is studying the comparative merits and de-

fects of various types of taxes and the problem
of delinquent taxes. The council is cooperating

with other groups in the state in working for an

adequate educational program for the state.

The stated purpose of the Durham Council is

( I ) to coordinate the interest and activities of the

civic organizations of Durham; (2) to gather in-

formation and to formulate policies with reference

to civic problems; (3) to create public opinion in

support of such policies, and (4) to consult with

and to assist public officials in securing their en-

actment and administration.

In another southern community, Athens,

Georgia, the first task undertaken by the citizens'

council was to arouse interest in a community
center and a recreational program. The beautiful

recreation building completed recently in Alta-

dena, California, is very largely due to the activity

of Altadena's community council. Another im-

portant activity of the latter council is the de-

velopment of a plan for flood control.

The welfare of the city's children is the chief

interest of the citizens' council in Valley City,

North Dakota, where prevention of child delin-

quency, safe-guarding children against fire and ac-

cident, providing for their recreational needs and

training them in citizenship are typical of the

items considered at sessions of the council.

(Continued on page i06)



Hobbies As An Open Sesame
to

An experience of the Camp Fire ^^««#v»i ^Ij.** l^L^^^^L
Girls which has suggestions for ^^ommunity Interest

groups of all kinds everywhere

So
MfCH of the success of

what we do depends upon

engaging the interest of

other people. And when I say

"we," I mean organizations

such as the National Recreation Association,

Camp Fire Girls, Boy Scouts, and all of us whose
work is with and for the community, and who
must rely on community cooj^eration whether in

the form of sponsorship, money contributions,

taxes, or volunteer leadership. We probably have

all said dozens of times that the way to get people
interested in our work is to approach them through
their own interests. We may have been thinking
in terms of their business, professional, or home

interests, but after our exi)erience with the Camp
Fire Girls hobby shows during the past year, we
shall never make the mistake of overlooking their

hobbies !

The most gratifying and heart-warming feature

of our Hobby Project, which was our sj^ecial

national project for 1934. was the enthusiastic

community interest which it aroused. Each year
we choose some phase of our program for s|)ecial

emphasis in what we call our Birthday Project,

since its high point comes at the time of the birth-

day of the national organization
— the 17th of

March. The ch«)ice is influenced, to a great ex-

tent, by special interest in certain activities which

we see cropping up among the girls here and

there. This time there was no mistaking the in-

terest in hobbies ; it would seem that the good old

hobby horse had altandoned his rockers and Iwr-

rowed the wings of Pegasus. Me was certainly

flying across tlie country at a great rate !

We had thought that the girls would carry out

their individual hobbies in a (|uict sort of way,
for the most part unheralded and unsung (except
where a local executive Ijad a particular flare for

publicity). What we had nut anticipated was the

way in which their hobbies would involve person
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after person in the community
until practically the whole town

was included. The key to the

situation, of course, is the fact

that when it comes to hobbies

we are all great proselytizers. We not only enjoy
our hobbies ourselves, but we love to talk about

them and show them off (too many times, alas, to

those who but patiently bear with us). Xo won-

der, then, that when someone shows an awaken-

ing interest in our own particular field, we wel-

come him with delight and eagerly share with

him the benefit of our experience. Personally, I

can hardly be restrained, on the slightest provoca-

tion, from holding forth on the subject of aphides
and insecticides, and if anyone wants to know
what will grow in city window boxes against all

obstacles, it would be doing me a real favor to

let me tell him !

Certainly people everywhere were most gener-

ous with their time and help, and most hospitable

in inviting the girls to see their collections, gar-

dens, work shops, bee hives, kennels, observa-

tories, studios, cabins, boats, printing presses. You
have no idea where hobbies may lead until you

begin to hear from a couple of hundred thousand

girls who have mounted hobby horses and are

riding off in all directions!

Entertaining with Hobbies

One of the activities we suggested in connection

with the hobby project was tlwt each girl should

plan a meeting for her group at which .she would

entertain them with her hobby. S<jme of these

meetings were most interesting and original, and

many of them showed again the helpful coopera-

tion of older hobbyists. For instance, there is the

girl whose hobby is art. She invited the girls to

her home and put on an artist's smock ami a beret

to receive thenj. She had arranged a one-man

show of her work for them to see, her choicest
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bits being hung in the big hall in quite the gallery

manner. She had also invited several older guests
to assume the responsibility for the program. An
art teacher from one of the schools talked on pas-

tels and showed how pastel is used. A prominent
citizen who collects tapestries exhibited these in

the living room and told the girls about weaving.
The high spot of the afternoon was a demonstra-

tion of silhouette-cutting by a member of the local

newspaper staflf, who cut silhouettes of all the

girls. Tea was then served to her friends by this

young hobby hostess.

Virginia, whose hobby is Indian lore, invited

her group to a meeting in the basement of her

house, where she had an exhibit of Indian relics

and Indian crafts on display. She taught the girls

an Indian dance, using a kettle and dish pan for

her tom toms. (It was probably a good thing for

the family that the meeting was in the basement!)
Members of another group were invited to at-

tend a "chocolate" by an eleven-year-old, whose

hobby is—cooking. First she told the girls, in a

delightful manner, about the fun she found in

cooking and about some of her experiments, both

failures and successes. Then she demonstrated

some of her successes with refreshments of salad,

sandwiches, chocolate, cookie.s, and fudge bars.

That meeting was hugely enjoyed.

Martha Ann calls her hobby "What Not's."

Her meeting was also in the basement of her

home, where there was room enough for the girls

to give the play Virginia had written, in which

her characters were the "what not' objects.

Betty's hobby is Nature lore, so she invited the

girls to an outdoor breakfast. The decorations

were flowers from her garden which the girls had

to identify before they could have their food. For

place cards, Betty had painted paper daisies, and

under each petal had written

a Nature Honor the girls

could earn during the sum-

mer. After breakfast, they

had a Nature spelldown,

Betty asking them questions

about birds and flowers and

trees, which they might all

have answered from their

own observations if they had

been observing enough. I

wonder how many of us

would have acquitted our-

selves with credit at Betty's

spelldown !

"Historically, the importance of hobbies

and of hobby-riding is a nnatter which

has received the attention of some of

the ablest writers and thinkers. In 1865

Charles Dickens, in the magazine All the

Year 'Round, wrote as follows: 'Is there

one among you who does not keep a

hobby horse, to whom the pleasure of

parading a favorite toy, material or in-

tellectual, is unknown? If there is, I

should like to see the man, as a curiosity
not equaled even by a living specimen
of the Dodo, or a yearling Ichthyosaurus

making its first clumsy essays toward

amphibian perfection.'" George E.

Davis in Hobbies, January, 1934.

These are just a few examples of the girls'

hobby meetings, but they give a glimpse of the

variety of the girls' hobbies and the ingenuity

they showed in sharing them with their friends.

Then Came Hobby Shows

Of course, with the girls all excited about hob-

bies, and their fathers and mothers and adult

friends all busily helping them, hobby shows just

naturally developed. These ranged all the way
from very modest exhibits in libraries, schools,

and store windows, to ambitious shows in huge

auditoriums or in department stores, to which the

whole town contributed. One of the most elabo-

rate of these was held in Portland, Oregon. In

sponsoring this, the Meier and Frank Department

Store cooperated with the Camp Fire Girls, and

everyone was invited to exhibit. The show was

held in the store's auditorium and the exhibits re-

quired 10,804 square feet of floor space to display.

As with the Syracuse Hobby Show, described

in the October issue of Recreation, it was found

that the demonstrations attracted the most atten-

tion. The center section was set up as a workshop.

Here were shown finished articles, some in pro-

cess, and the tools and materials for making them.

At scheduled hours during the day, demonstra-

tions in craftsmanship were given, not only by

Camp Fire Girls but also by adult experts. Spin-

ning, weaving, bookbinding, pottery, basketry,

block printing, wood carving, leather tooling,

jewelry making, and metal work were shown.

Among the booths were additional demonstra-

tions. One Camp Fire Girl who was building her

own radio set arranged a booth to look like her

home workshop, and worked on her radio there.

Call letters decorated the walls. In connection

with the booth in which an astronomy exhibit was
'

shown, a Camp Fire Girl ex-

plained the celosphere. An-

other girl worked daily on

puppets and showed not only

how they were made but also

how they were operated on

the stage. In the photography
booth a dark room was set

up where Camp Fire Girls

developed pictures. Not the

least interesting was the

cooking demonstration in the

model kitchen where Camp
Fire Girls were making up
their favorite recipes. By
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contrast, there was a fencing demonstration by
other Camp Fire Girls. Members of the Oregon

Society of Artists made quick sketches daily in

their booth, while a Camp Fire Girl gave them

keen competition.

The participation and cooperation of all sorts

of groups throughout the city are shown in this

paragraph from the executive's report of the

exhibit :

"An effort was made to secure representation by the

leading hobby groups in the city. For instance, the

Oregon Stamp Society placed a fine stamp exhibit to

augment the girls', work. Members of the Garden
Club who were also interested in Camp Fire placed
some rare plants in the garden booth. The Oregon
Agate and Mineral Society brought choice exhibits of

agates and miner.ils and fossils which could be found
in the Oregon region. Members of the Arts and
Crafts Society assisted in arranging some of the craft

exhibits. A leading scientist brought an exhibit of alt

'the birds and mammals that can be found in Oregon.
The school department of manual training entered

samples of wood-turning and carpentry. A group of

men, who had built their own model railway, made a

fa.^cinating exhibit of rails, switches, and cars. The
Oregon Historical Society gave us a most interesting
display of an old Oregon kitchen, which we recon-
structed to represent the hobby interest of antiques.
The junior League, which has a puppet show for

money-making, loaned us their puppets to add to our
collection. The president of the leading bank loaned
his fine collection of ship models of the early river
steamen. The outstanding Indian relic collector gave
II* a most intcre.iting exhibit of things found in the

Oregon region. One lady loaned us a fascinating
collection of thimbles, gathered from all over the
world, going back to the early Roman Kmpire."

tlccause of the s|xin.sor»hip of the store pub-

licity was given the show, not only through the

ufkual Camp Fire channels but in tlie store's daily

advertisement s as well, and by means of posters

throtiglK'Ut the .store and ^nnouiuements made on

Gardening is the hobby of some

Camp Fire Girls, and theirs are

nof all flower gardens, either!

all the elevators while the show

was in progress. Thus, not only

were hundreds induced to exhibit,

but thousands came to see their

hobbies.

In the small towns, girls had

their hobby shows as well as in

the large ones. An entertaining

account was sent us of a hobby
show in Nowata, Oklahoma,

population 3,531. Evidently a

single group of Camp Fire Girls

set out with a determination to

make this town hobby-conscious.

The citizens were a little apathetic arid puzzled at

first, but soon got the idea. They realized that

they did have hobbies, though they hadn't thought
much about the other fellow's, and eventually

enough hobbies were unearthed to make a very

interesting show. First the girls went to their

sponsors, the DelpWan Gub, and got the club to

appoint a committee to sponsor the show. Then

they concentrated on the editor of the local news-

paper and he responded in fine style with edi-

torials on the value of hobbies and a series of

news stories, as plans for the show progressed.

Next they organized a speaking campaign and

arranged for talks on hobbies at all of the clubs

in town. There b^an to be a stir of interest.

School was out, so the principal of the High
School said they could have as much room in that

building as they needed. Some of the stores in

town lent them showcases, and one of the firms

(lid the hauling.

They hardly knew what to expect, so were all

the more delighted at the number and interesting

variety of exhibits tliat were sent to be shown.

.^ cotnmittee of prominent citizens acted as judges

and ribbons were given for the most extensive

collection, the most unique exhibit, the neatest,

the oldest, the most modern, the most artistic,

and the most amusing. Exhibits ranged all the

way from a coach parasol, 130 years old. to week-

old cocker spaniels; from fine old quilts and

hooked rugs to homemade radios. Boys and girls,

men and women, old and young, were among the

Hitnl iniifil (•II ^ll</< .<f>rt)



Pasadena's Municipal Exhibit

A graphic method of informing citizens

regarding local governmental services

By Cecil F. Martin

THE
City of Pasadena, California, has in-

augurated an interesting method of inform-

ing citizens and taxpayers of the services ren-

dered through the various departments of its gov-

ernment, in annual exhibits in the civic audi-

torium, two of which have been held.

The purposes of the exhibit are several in num-

ber, the primary one being to acquaint the citizens

with the inner workings of the city government
and help them secure definite knowledge of what

the tax dollar accomplishes. In the display Mr.

Citizen is taken behind the counter where the

ordinary transactions of business are operated and

given the opportunity to follow through the vari-

ous departments where he was shown scenes of

municipal life. This gives to the citizen a graphic
illustration of the functions of government, where

he formerly has had only a limited idea of the

workings and services of the twenty-six depart-
ments of the city government. A personal inspec-

tion of every department of the government is

normally impossible, but through this exhibit op-

portunity is afforded, in a compact display fea-

tured with demonstrations, interesting and infor-

mational in character, to see what the city does

for its people.

The Exhibits

All exhibits, as handled in the most recent ex-

hibit, were set up by the employees at no cost to

the city, and no taxpayer had cause for complaint

about extra expense. These em-

ployees were in attendance
throughout the duration of the

exhibit to explain the functions

of their own departments and

to serve the visitor in every way

possible. The departments ex-

hibiting included Assessor, Au-

ditorium, Building, City Clerk,

Mr. MarHn, who is Director of the

Pasadena Department of Recrea-

tion and of the Department of Phy-
sical Education, tells of a municipal
exhibit designed to show taxpayers
how their money is spent, and the

services with which it provides
them. It proved a most successful

venture.

City Farm, City Manager and Directors, Control-

ler, Employment, Engineering, Streets, Refuse

Disposal, Fire, Health and Emergency Hospital,

Legal, I-ibrary, Light and Power, Park, Planning

Commission, Police, Printing, Public Buildings,

Purchasing, Recreation, Treasurer, Water, City

Chemist, and Welfare. The exhibit was an in-

tegrated presentation of the functions of govern-

ment participated in by city official, city employee

and citizen. The growing attendance each suc-

ceeding night gave evidence of the publicity spread

abroad by the impressed visitors to their fellow

citizens.

On educational and press night. Dr. William B.

Monroe, of the California Institute of Technology,

presided, and the honored guests included the

Lieutenant Governor of California, members of

the Board of Supervisors of Los Angeles County,

educational leaders of Southern California, and

representatives of the newspapers in the vicinity.

Tuesday night was Mayor's night, and Edward

O. Nay, Chairman of the Board of City Direct-

ors of Pasadena, presided. On that evening the

officials of Pasadena took pleasure in honoring the

guests including the mayors and representatives

of the municipalities of Southern California. They

presented the Pasadena municipal program and

expressed their pleasure in cooperating witli the

government officials of neighboring cities whose

problems were mutual, giving them a vital inter-

est and a concern for the building of a happy,

healthy and busy populace. On

Wednesday night came civic

night, when Robert A. Swink,

President of the Chamber of

Commerce and Civic Associa-

tion, presided. This evening the

Chamber of Commerce and

Civic Association presented the

leaders representing scores of
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constructive organizations whose nienil)ership is

devoted to civic betterment and community build-

ing. In effect civic night was an occasion demon-

strating community cooperation, appreciation and

desire for articulate service.

The Recreation Department's Contribution

The Pasadena Department of Recreation, a co-

ordinated department of the City of Pasadena and

the City School District, made a suitable contri-

bution to the municipal exhibit. Thousands of

people visited the Department's exhibit and were

fascinated by the educational features of the pre-

sentation and the demonstration given of the tech-

niques of recreation.

Five thousand department bulletins entitled "A
Guide to Services" were issued to visiting patrons.

This bulletin included a statement of the Pasa-

dena Department of Recreation, its address, or-

ganization, means of supjwrt and services ren-

dered. It showed an attendance for the past year

of 573.^' at an hourly cost per patron of 2j4
cent.s and a |)cr capita cost of 27 cents. Under the

caption "What to Do with Leisure" information

was given under the headings : "Activity, a Char-

acter ISuilder," ami "Self- Expression Through
Dramatics." Music, dancing and siiecial activi-

ties, handcraft and hobbies, were included to-

getlicr with the objectives of the I3ej>artmcnt of

Recreation—the development of health and liappi-

ness, good character and citizciuhip of high type.

There was also included a li.st of tlie supervised

recreation centers operated during the year 1933-

34 with a total of twenty-one centers supervised

daily, after school, Saturdays and Sundays.

The personnel presenting the Department's ex-

hibit and demonstrations included the employed

staff, Reconstruction Finance Corporation work-

ers, volunteers and members of the various com-

mittees. At each exhibit booth one of these workers

l)resided costumed from the Recreation Depart-

ment's community wardrobe which now contains

eight thousand costumes. Among the volunteer

workers were the President of the Parent-Teach-

ers' Council for the City School District, mem-

bers of the Executive Council of the Pasadena

Department of Recreation and other persons hold-

ing high offices of leadership in the community.

At each booth throughout the entire exhibit

there was a person familiar with the program and

activities who gave out information not only on

the features of his particular booth but of the

Department's work in its entire scope for chil-

dren, youth and adults. .Although the exhibit

could only be at best samples of the ty|x; of pro-

gram and work, it nevertheless illustrated the

various phases of its service.

At stated intervals there were demonstrations

of jigging dolls showing clogging, folk dancing

interpretive dancing and acrobatics. These demon-

strations were presented on a miniature stage

especially lighted. The setting was artistic and

colorful and the activities most intriguing.

Members of the music, drama and art depart-

ments were in constant attendance making cos-

tumes for the wardrolx-. This gave an actual

demonstration of how the costumes were made

free of cost by the jMtrons of thr Recreation Dc-
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partiiient, the cost of materials having been earned

by making a nominal charge to the performances

given during the year. Last year 37,193 people

actually participated in the dramatic performances

given by the Department, and 5,736 were cos-

tumed for special occasions of civic character, in-

cluding such events as the annual graduation

pageant at the Rose Bowl of the Pasadena Junior

College, the circuses of the Recreation Depart-

ment, the Armistice Day parade, the costuming of

the Collenette Dancers, the presentation of "The

Dearest Wish" with 106 in the cast at the opening

of the civic auditorium, and many other events.

Mothers of the children participating in the

programs of the year gave a demonstration of

make-up including such characters as witches,

ghosts, clowns, monkeys, racial types and leading

characters in the various plays. These mothers

had been previously trained in the make-up class

meeting regularly throughout the year. Members

of the class give their services when they are

needed in connection with public demonstrations

and circuses.

Handcraft came in for its share of interest

when demonstrations were given of water-spar

painting, weaving, loom work, metal etching,

jewelry making and basket weaving. A display of

articles made from waste materials impressed most

favorably officials and individuals concerned with

budget making. The exhibit was made out of dis-

carded coffee cans, mayonnaise jars, rubber tubes,

rags, leather and butcher paper and included

lamps, purses, shopping bags, doilies, toy animals,

cactus plant holders, pot holders, rag dolls, games,

puzzles, book-ends and musical instruments. Great

interest was shown in the leather sample board

used on the playgrounds to facilitate the work.

This included projects made out of leather re-

claimed from old basketballs, footballs, and play-

ground balls. Children were shown in the pro-

cess of cleaning the raw material and making such

articles as knife sheaths, coin purses, moccasins,

key chains, wrist bands, scissor cases, comb cases,

marble pouches, book covers, whisk broom hold-

ers, harmonica cases and similar articles. This

demonstration was a revelation to many people

who had been in the habit of wasting such dis-

carded material.

A miniature playground was on exhibit de-

signed to show the best type of layout for a neigh-

borhood playground. It included the regular

equipment such as a sand box, slide, horizontal

bar, climbing tree, traveling rings, wading pool,

basketball courts, baseball back stops and other

facilities. The miniature playground showed the

proper type of surfacing and the space require-

ment for games, sports and various types of

activities.

While these exhibits demonstrated and pre-

sented layout, equipment, program and activities

at the majority of the centers, another type of

demonstration aroused much interest and elicited

considerable comment. This showed the work

done in the boys', girls' and women's hobby clubs.

The participants displayed much creative ability,

and the originality and beauty of the articles made

showed a most profitable use of leisure time in

worth while hobbies. They included advanced

basketry projects, oil paintings, Crayonex, wall

hangings, tea tiles, leather tooling projects such

as purses, belts and book marks, advanced loom

weaving in wool, cotton and linen with scarfs,

purses, linen towels, table runners and napkins,

coffee sets, silver work, bracelets, rings, belts, clay

modeling, lamp bases and shades, carved wood

book-ends and penholders.

The marionette theatre showed two types of

plays, including the manipulation of string and

hand puppets. A complete stage and many mar-

ionettes were on display
—

samples from the nine

puppet theatre characters made by the department.

In addition to the demonstrations and to per-

sonal interviews which took place when bulletins

of information were passed to inquiring citizens,

there were run periodically throughout the day
and evening slides showing feature pictures of the

activities — the general playground program,

sports, hobbies, dramatics, circuses, bands, eve-

ning recreation, recreation for Mexican groups
and for industrial workers, annual tournaments

and league events and similar activities.

Finally, placed at vantage points were signs and

pictures giving publicity to the Department's pro-

gram, service bureau, and features of a yearly

program open to all age groups based on interests,

needs and skills, and which pointed out the values

to the individual or group.

The municipal exhibit was a valuable addition

to the program of activities for the City of Pasa-

dena. It reflected great credit to every depart-

ment and was revealing to the patrons and tax-

payers. The opportunity which was afforded the

Recreation Department to present its program

proved of inestimable value to the citizens and the

Department alike as the numerous subsequent in-

quiries and calls for service have definitely proved.



Can Recreation Areas Be Made Beautiful

As Well As Useful?

By

Ernest K. Thomas

Superintendent of Parks

Providence, R. I.

Courtesy South Parti Comir.iision, Chicago

This aerial view of one of the South
Parks illustrates how beauty and utility

may be combined in a recreation area.

THIS
Qi'ESTio.v will be answered in the affirma-

tive by some, and in the negative by others.

Those who have had the experience of seeing

trees, shrubs and lawns destroyed, either wilfully
or more or less accidentally, as a result of the in-

tensive use of such areas for various athletic pur-

poses may say that any attempt to beautify play
areas is a waste of time and money.

Assuming that funds are available for the beau-

tification of playgrounds and athletic fields, we
believe tliat they should be made attractive as well

as useful.

If the fields arc large enough to provide for such

games as baselxiU, football, tennis, etc., and still

leave a section that can be

maintained as a place for

those who prefer to take their

recreation in a more passive

manner where trees, shnibs,

lawns and possibly flower

beds may be planted, then

such areas may be provided
for.

This statement was read by Mr. Thomas

before the New England Park Association

in May, 1934 and is printed here through
the courtesy of Parki and Recreation.

Because of the high standard which the

parks of Providence have attained under

the direction of Mr. Thomas, his answer

to this vexing question should be read

with interest.

These sections should provide plenty of seats

and, if possible picnic tables and possibly outdoor

fireplaces ; parents may then accompany their chil-

dren sometimes to the playgrounds and find places

where they may rest while the youngsters are par-

ticipating in games; the whole family may meet

on the grounds for picnic lunches occasionally,

and Johnny and Mary will not feel that going
home for lunch or supper is taking them away
from a game they are much interested in ; and par-

ents will not worry, as they often do, when their

offspring fail to come home on time for meals.

The idea of making recreation fields serve the

whole family and provide facilities other than the

usual games, such as baseb<ill and tennis, is one

that should lie encouraged wherever possible.

Cards, checkers and numerous other games can be

played outdoors just as well as baseball. There is

much to be said in favor .of

the whole family going to

outdoor recreational fields

where the younger people

may enjoy the more active

games, and where the older

l>cople may play cards, check-

ers, read or "just sit." In

order tliat there shall l>e no

4%
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interference between two such sections of a rec-

reational field, they must be rather definitely sepa-

rated. The active play area should be fenced in to

keep the players from using the smaller area for

games and to protect the planting from being run

over and destroyed.

Relatively small areas may be planned in this

v/av; if the field is bounded by streets, then a

fence may be placed a sufficient distance away
from the curb to provide for a sidewalk, a stretch

of grass and trees between the fence and the curb,

active play to be confined within the fenced area.

Another plan would be to put the fence on the

property line and do the planting of trees and

shrubs on the inside of the fence
;

this would

necessitate another low fence to protect the grass

strip, seats, trees and shrubs that may be provided

from the active play area.

Any planting that may be done should be pro-

tected by some such plan; otherwise, it may well

be a waste of time and money. If the area is

small, or if it is desired to do only a minimum of

planting, then a row of trees around the boundary

of the property will do much to improve the ap-

pearance ; if the small area is fenced, then vines

may be planted to climb the' fences. A good ex-

ample of this was observed at the Yale tennis

courts in New Haven. The common grape vine

was used for the most part and it was surprising

to note how much the green foliage of the vines

softened the stiff lines of the steel fences and

added a touch of beauty to the whole, area.

If no fences are used, then the area provided

for older people to rest or play their games of

cards and checkers may be marked oflf by planting

a hedge which, in time, will give this area a little

protection from the activities going on in the play

area ; an inexpensive wire fence may be needed to

protect the hedge for a while. Hedges may also

be used when the field is divided by a difference

in elevation; steps may be used to connect the

two levels, and a hedge planted along the bottom

or the top of the bank dividing the two areas.

It will not be necessary to go into a discussion

of the plant material that may be used for the

purpose of beautifying recreational areas; park

men are familiar with the plants that may be used

for the difi'erent locations. I would simply say

that there are a number of trees and shrubs which

are not new, but seldom seen in park plantings,

that might well be used in place of the common

,ones so often seen and used extensively.

The species used is not important as long as

they are adapted to the locations and purposes in

mind. It is important, however, to thoroughly

prepare the soil for planting; excavate the soil

from two to three feet deep for planting trees and

shrubs ; put a foot of old manure or leaf mold in

the bottom and two feet of good loam on top ; the

roots of trees and shrubs will then go down into

the soil, and the organic matter in the bottom will

act as a reservoir and hold plant food and

moisture.

Planting trees and shrubs in shallow holes with

no preparation of the soil is poor practice; some

rugged species may even survive this treatment,
but they would do much better if given proper
treatment.

No plant can exist without water; if possible,

always provide some means of watering lawns,

shrubs and trees.

Better not plant at all if, after planting, the

trees, shrubs and vines are going to be neglected ;

they will need attention such as pruning at the

proper time and in the proper manner, watering,

spraying and feeding. Trees and shrubs need

feeding and watering just as much as roses to

keep them in good health.

Yes, I would say recreational areas can be made
beautiful as well as useful.

"A thing of beauty is a joy forever."

One of the first pamphlets issued by the Na-
tional Recreation Association— then the Play-

ground Association—was "Landscape Gardening
for Playgrounds." In it Charles Mulford Rob-
inson said : "It is a curious thing that we makers
of playgrounds have so commonly overlooked the

flowers; have fancied that any old vacant lot,

however bare, would perform its full playground
function of giving chance for the play of the

muscles. For when we build parks, which are only

bigger playgrounds for bigger people, the flowers

and the beauty of landscape are the first things

thought of. That is, when we plan for ourselves,

we recognize that beauty is one of the things most

craved in the parks. But when we are planning
for the children, to whom nature's book has never

been opened, we tell them to run and jump, to

learn basketry and the principles of civic govern-

ment; but to look for nothing beautiful— even

though, as consequence, the seals never fall from
their eyes and the loveliness of plant life never be

revealed."
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: IN October, Alta-
A New Recreation

^,^^^ dedicated its
Center in Altadena .• , •.•

new recreation build-

ing located in Re-

creation Park. For this center $35,000 was

contributed by C. \V. A. and S. E. R. A. ; $2,500

in construction supervision was given by Los

Angeles County and $800 in materials by the

Board of Control in charge of the building.

The Board is equipping and furnishing the

building at an additional cost of $4,000, the

money to be raised by a series of special events.

The title is vested in the County Board of

Supervisors who in turn lease it to the local

Board of Control composed of representatives

from each of the twenty local organizations.

..«,.., , r„. A children s theater
A Children s Theater , ,

.... ,
IS one of the newest

for Milwaukee ^ t

ventures launched

by the Extension

Department of the Milwaukee, Wisconsin,

Public Schools. Opened in November the

theater, which is housed in the beautiful audi-

torium of one of the junior high schools, is

presenting each Saturday a play or some other

entertainment feature for children. The presen-

tations are given by adult casts. The pur|)ose

M to interest children in drama, music and
other forms of worth while entertainment

suitable to their years.
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Z I~r^ : BRANCHING out
More Singing in . ^ ^ , .

^ , , , into new fields ot
Oakland , ,.

. . .,
adult activity, the

Oakland, California,

Recreation Department announces the organ-
ization of a new department of music under the

direction of Walter H. Bundy, a leader of long

experience in choral music. The program will

be made as varied as possible so that many
people may participate. The meetings are held

in municipal club houses in various parts of

the city. On Monday evenings there is a men's

glee club; on Tuesday a mixed chorus of 150
voices ; on Wednseday an Italian choir ; on Thurs-

day a Negro chorus, and on Friday community
singing. In the months to come these groups will

present many concerts in the theater of the

municipal auditorium and will broadcast pro-

grams over local radio station*.

Recent Hobby Shows
and Expositions

DURING the week

of November 12th a

hobby show was held

in BufTalo, New
Vork, under the auspices of the Neighborhood
and Recreation Division of the Council of

Social Agencies for the purpose of focusing

public attention and interest on the "fun and

health-giving possibilities of hobby riding."

The preponderance of entrants were stamp col-

lectors. Possibly the most unusual entry was a

collection of many different species of live
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snails raised by the young woman who placed

them on exhibit. Enthusiasm over the exhibit

ran high.

In October the Department of Playground
and Recreation, of Los Angeles, California,

staged a handicraft and hobby exposition show-

ing the great variety of art activities and handi-

craft projects conducted for individuals of all

ages at the municipal playgrounds and com-

munity centers. In order to demonstrate how
the recreation classes were conducted, the most

skilful among the class members were placed
in charge of special booths at the exhibit where

they showed how the different objects were

made. Marionette shows in which the puppets
made by children of the playgrounds were used

were given during the two day exhibit as an

additional attraction.

From October 30th through November 6th

the Westchester County, New York, Recrea-

tion Commission held its first recreation ex-

position in which many hobbies were shown.

The interesting program issued contains not

only a list of the exhibits but much informa-

tion about recreation in various cities and

towns of the county. A few copies of the pro-

gram are available at the office of the National

Recreation Association. Anyone desiring a

copy may secure it by sending three cents

postage to cover the cost of mailing.

Tournaments in Oklahoma City.
—Tourna-

ments were the order of the day on Oklahoma

City's park playgrounds last summer. The
tournament method was used with great

success in the following sports : Softball,

volley ball, croquet, horseshoe pitching,

tennis, swimming, tenniquoit, checkers, mill,

shufifleboard, bicycle parade, marbles and

handcraft. Elimination events were held in

neighborhood parks. Those winning in the

local events then competed in one of the four

district tournaments and finally in the city-

wide tournament. This plan insured an op-

portunity for everyone to take part whether a

poor or good player, with the "top notchers"

to delight the spectators in the finals.

The supervisor of each park conducted the

local elimination events. The supervisors at

the large park centers where the district

tournaments were held served as chairman of

their districts and selected supervisors to serve

S^ew '^ooks for

^Recreational Speeds

HOBBIES
FOR EVERYBODY

Edited by Ruth Lampland

What will you recommend as a hobby? And what
suggestions should you make as to how to develop
it? Here is just the book to help you answer ques-
tions such as these. Recreation directors everywhere
will welcome this book, in which fifty notables

describe their personal enjoyment of as many dif-

ferent hobbies. Here is an encyclopedic manual on
how to tackle and develop new and stimulating in-

terests including every popular activity of today.
Eva Le Gallienne, Fannie Hurst, Rudy Vallee, Tony
Sarg, Ely Culbertson, Sigmund Spaeth, Johnny
Parrel are some of the hobbyists included. $3.00

WOOD-CARVING
AS A HOBBY
By Herbert W. Faulkner

"Any person who can sharpen a pencil can learn to

carve wood!" says the author of this fascinating
book, which tells in clear and exact fashion how
to master a delightful craft. The use of the tools

is explained, the selection of woods and patterns,
the creation of carved panels, ornaments, furniture.

Writes Earnest Elmo Calkins, "I know no man better

fitted to write a book about wood-carving than
Herbert Faulkner. He has taught it for years and
understands the beginner's viewpoint." Fully
illustrated. $2.00

HOW YOU CAN
GET A JOB
By Glenn L. Gardiner

And do they ask your help in getting jobs? In this

volume a successful executive who has personally in-

terviewed more than 36,000 job-seekers tells just

why some succeed and others fail. Written in specific

question-and-answer, form, it shows how to find the

right openings, write letters of application, interview

prospective employers. $1.50

FREEHAND DRAWING
SELF-TAUGHT
By Arthur L. Guptill

An unusual self-help manual on how to begin in

developing your talent for drawing in every medium.

Fully illustrated. $3.50

[Get
these books from your bookseller 1

or direct from the publisher. J

HARPER &
49 East 33rd

BROTHERS
S*., New York
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Magazines'and Pamphlets
) R»cen>ly Raceivvd Con»»ining Articlat i

'
nf Ininraif fo fhe Recreation Worker V

MAGAZINES

Thi National Parent-Teacher Magazine, December 1934

Play at School, by Lewis R. Barrett

The Retard (Girls' Friendly Society), December 1934

A Handmade Christmas

The Catholic Chatitiet Review, November 1934

Juvenile Dclin<|ucncy in Los Angeles County, by Rt.

Rev. Msgr. Thomas J. O'Dwyer.

Parkt and Recreation, November 1934

The F.E.R.A. and Reconstruction, by Colonel Joseph

Hyde Pratt
, ^,

New Trends in Park Planning, by John Noyes

County and Regional Parks—Their Social and Eco-

nomic Importance, by W. .•\. Stinchcomb

Twentieth National Recreation Congress Outstand-

ing, by L. H. Weir
Tennis Courts and Fees for Sports

The Nation'* School; December 1934

Widening the Uses of the School Plant, by Arthur

B. Moehlman

The American School Board Journal, December 1934

Recreational Planning in Relation to School-Plant

Planning, by George D. Butler

The Journal of Health and Physical Education,

Decen*er 1934

Toward Abundant Living—The Twentieth Natwnal

Recreation Congress Reviewed, by Weaver Pang-

burn
WichiU Summer Recreational School, by Frank K.

Rdd

The American City. December 1934

Design for a Municipal Recreation Center

Albany's New MuniciiwI Stadium, by E. D. Gr«enman

on the tournament committee. When the city-

wide meets were held the Recreation Depart-
ment's director of athletics and contests took

charge assisted by the supervisors who had

tournament finalists.

• Activities in Glens Falls.—Last year approx-

imately 300,000 people took part in the activities

of the Glens Falls, New York, Outing Club,

Inc., of which Ruth Sherburne is Executive

Secretary. For the third year the Club had

charge of 464 subsistence gardens for the Wel-

fare Department of the city.

Sacramento Receives A Notable Gift.—.\

$150,000 gift to the City of Sacramento,

California, for the construction of a swimming
pool and a club house in McKinley Park is

provided in the will of the late Florence Clunie,

native Sacramentan and widow of Congress-
man Thomas J. Clunie. The will reads as

follows :

"I bequeath to the City of Sacramento $150,-

000 to be expended by the City Council for the

erection of a club house, which shall be pri-

marily but not exclusively adapted for the

comfort of and use by women and children and

for the erection near it of a swimming pool for

the use of the public. These improvements
shall belong to the City of Sacramento and

shall be erected at McKinley Park, or if at the

time of my death similar improvements have

been erected at the park, they shall be erected

upon some other public park belonging to the

City of Sacramento."

The center is to be known as the Florence

Turton Clunie Memorial.

PAMPHLETS

Nature'* Plan—For Parke and Parkway*—Recreational

Land*

Regional Planning Federation of the Philadelphia

Tri- Slate District

Annual Report of Playground and Recreation Auociation

of Wyoming Valley, Pm.. 1934

Three Ytan of Publit Vntmployment Relitf in New
York State

ToBporary Emergency Relief Administration,

Afawy, N. Y.

Winter Program on Memphis' Playground; 1934-1935

The Heart Through Art

A Study of the Emotion*. School Betlennent

Studies. Vol. IV. No. 1

Westchester County Children's Theater.—
The Westchester Work.shop children's theater

in September produced "Alice in Wonderland"

in the Little Theater of the County Center in

White Plains, New York. Thirty children gave

eight scenes from the famous classic. The

costumes were made and designed by members

of the children's theater from the original

illustrations by Tcnniel. This production was

one of a series sponsored by the Workshop.

Playground Accidents in Los Angeles.—
The Department of Playground and Recrea-

tion of Los Angeles, California, has made
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a tabulation of the number of accidents

which occurred on playgrounds during the

year 1933 and the present year up to Sep-

tember 30th. It was found that the average

number of serious accidents, that is, accidents

sufficiently serious to require medical atten

tion, during the year 1933 was 16 and during
the present year 14. "This decline in the num-

ber of accidents per month," states the report,

"is of more significance when viewed in rela-

tion to attendance. The accident rate per

1,000,000 units of attendance for each month

during 1933 was 1.62, and during 1934 to

date, 1.06."

What Can the Churches Do for

Abundant Living?
(Contiiuied from page 464)

times of transition and change. If the future of

the world depends upon an honest, poised facing
of the issues of life in untoward settings, then the

part of the recreation worker is not to be tossed

aside lightly. You are perhaps the most potent
force in the rebuilding of a better world.

A defeated man comes home at the end of the

day full of disillusionment, despair and disap-

pointment. He tosses himself restlessly upon his

bed but cannot sleep. Then into the hands of that

tired man, breaking under the strain of untoward

circumstances, some one puts a bit of balsam

wood, a knife, some pigments and a tiny brush

with which he builds some tfny boat or plane.

Gradually the unpleasantness of the day fades—
his tired nerves relax ; he is a child again as with

rollicking enthusiasm he makes some simple trin-

ket ! An hour later his cares are forgotten and he

sleeps like a little child.

We have given a great deal of consideration to

the working hours of the day, surrounding them

with regulations, laws and hazards. We have

given a good deal of consideration to the sleeping

hours so that nothing may interfere with mo-
ments of rest and relaxation, but we have given

very little thought to the leisure hours of life.

That is the untouched area and perhaps the last

frontier of present day society. To the conquest
of that last frontier the leaders of the creative

arts and religion dedicate themselves.

We are at the parting of the ways. A whole

new world is being born. We are standing on the

threshold of a new era. Our likes and dislikes.

BRING

EYERWEAR SAFETY

. . . TO YOUR SWINGS!

The New EvcrWear Spring-Rubber Safety Scat for

Swings, No. SR-206, (United States and Canadian

Patents Pending) cushions every blow and prevents
serious accidents. It is made of an ingenious ar-

rangement of special, EverWcar-dcsigned, fabric-re-

enforced, rough, springy, long-wearing, tubular, tire

stock rubber, which is so assembled in combination
with spring steel, as to give a soft, springy, resilient,

swing seat of remarkable safety, strength and

durability.

All outside surfaces of the scat arc springy rubber:

SAFETY! All top and bottom surfaces arc corru-

gated to prevent slipping: SAFETY! All edges are

soft, springy, and resilient: SAFETY! All ends

bend easily under any blow or pressure (but im-

mediately spring back to their normal shape after

the pressure is removed) : SAFETY! No metal

parts are exposed where they can become dangerous:
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not warp, split nor splinter: SAFETY! Requires
no painting.

Suspension clevises arc reversible, making both sides

of the seat available for use (this feature doubles the

life of the scat) : DURABILITY! Rubber tough,

long-wearing tire stock: DURABILITY! Spring
steel is painted to resist rust: DURABILITY!
Built to withstand heavy weights (tested under an

active load of 950 pounds) : STRENGTH! Edge-
ways, the seat can be sprung or bent under pressure
or blows (adding further to its SAFETY!).
Weighs 5 J^ pounds (light for the rugged require-
ments of its service) : SAFETY! Priced within

reach of every buyer who values SAFETY on the

playground ($4.50 each, net, f. o. b. Springfield,

Ohio, U. S. A. Price subject to change without

notice): ECONOMY!
Investigate The New EvcrWear Spring-Rubber
Safety Seat for Swings. Buy them to replace old

swing seats. Specify them for all new swing outfits.

NOW!!
BRING EYERWEAR SAFETY

... TO YOUR SWINGS !

Manufactured by

The EverWear Manufacturing Company
Springfield, Ohio, U.S.A.

The Woild's oldest and largest exclusive maker of play-

ground, beach and pool apparatus ; a complete line of the

SAFEST and most DURABLE recreation apparatus made.
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our philosophies and sciences, our literature and

culture are all changing. What we do in the next

fifteen years will tell for good or ill upon the

generations of men for the next one hundred

years. The world is on the march and mankind is

seeking a new and better way of life. We do not

want the old days to come back with another red

night of woe and tears. Exploitation, greed,

suspicion are no longer adequate forces for a per-
manent civilization. Man's inhumanity to man
has made countless thousands to mourn. Looking
at the world one would suppose that we have

built our civilization upon human suffering rather

than upon human understanding. Perhaps Dosto-

yevsky was right in saying, "The only contribu-

tion which civilization has made is to increase our

capacity for pain." But a new day is coming and

the voice of religion rings across the land, "I

make all things new." The world is at spring.

New fires are playing in the heart of the earth

and civilization is becoming molten again. New
waters are gushing out of hidden springs, finding

new cliannels to new and undiscovered seas. New
seeds are pushing life through the thick subsoil,

destined to bring mankind a better harvest. In

that remaking of the world the minister of re-

ligion and the minister of the creative arts touch

hands and link hearts. They are the gardeners
of a better world

; they are the keepers of the

pathway to the eternal stars; they are comrades

in the fellowship of compassion. This generation

rises up and calls them blessed.

Recreation and the Office of Education

(Conliniicd jrom page 47^^)

youth to obtain work are meager to a degree not

experienced in previous periods of economic de-

pression. The codes of fair competition operate

properly to give jobs to adults; continuation

schools have decreased in numl»er ; apprentice-

ship opportunities are meager indeed. Two and a

quarter million of young people reach the age of

cniployability each year. Since October, 1929.

more than ten million liavc reached the employ-
able age. Other millions l)clow 21 years when the

depression began arc now between 22 and 26.

From these sixteen million young people 18 to 25

arc recruited the increasing army of transients,

the pathetic army of idlers loafing on the street

comers in every city and village in the country,

and the startingly long list of names on the ros-

ters of our penal institutions. It seems imperative
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Judge Thomas H. Darby
In the latter part of November Judge Thomas

H. Darby of Cincinnati, Ohio, passed away. Few

people play so large a part in community life as

did Judge Darby. He was an active community
chest worker, a worker for the Red Cross, Chair-

man of the Boy Scout Court of Honor, an or-

ganizer of the Negro Boy Scouts, President of the

Board of Trustees of the Hyde Park Community
Church, a member of the Y.M.C.A. and of the

Phi Delta Pi Legal Fraternity, and of a number

of gymnasium and athletic clubs. Since 192 1 he

has held the criminal law post at the University

of Cincinnati Law College.

For five years Judge Darby served as sponsor
for the National Recreation Association's letters

of appeal sent to Cincinnati residents and had

agreed to continue for 1935.

that something comprehensive be planned for

these millions of young people.

In June of this year a conference of about

seventy j)eople was called by the Commissioner

of Education to discuss the possibilities of a na-

tional program for this group. Persons from all

sections of the country interested in (a) employ-

ment, (b) education and guidance, and (c) lei-

sure time activities worked out a statement of

basic principles which should guide in the de-

velopment of a program for youth, and outlined

the activities which were thought to be essential

for such a program. Work has continued during
the summer and fall months looking toward a

comprehensive program of employment, educa-

tion and recreation for these millions of young

people, and it is hoped that additional facilities

may soon be made available.

Another emergency activity of the Office dur-

ing this past year has been the direction of the

emergency education program in cooperation with

the FERA. This has been commented upon at

length in other places so that no extended descrip-

tion of its activities is necessary here. I shall re-

port only that the program as financed by the

Federal Emergency Relief Administration last

year served nearly 1,500,000 pupils by placing

nearly 50,000 persons on teacher pay rolls and

that the teachers thus employed represented an

almost limitless range of instructional interests,

vocational and avocational, hobbies and work in-

terests, general academic education and cultural

subjects. This year's program already under way

BE READY
For the 1935 Season

with DIAMOND Official Pitching Horseshoes

and accessories. There's keen enjoyment for

everyone in the healthy exercise of horseshoe

pitching. The DIAMOND line is the favorite

of amateurs and professionals alike. Make

your plans NOW for the coming season.

Write for information

DIAMOND CALK HORSESHOE CO.
4610 Grand Avenue, Duluth, Minn.

promises even a richer assortment of education and

recreation for large numbers of the vinemployed.

In conclusion it is only fair to say that educa-

tion has helped us to acquire leisure time for rec-

reation ;
it must also help to prepare persons for

the use of this leisure.

The Educational Program in the C. C. C.
(Continued from page 478)

matics, orchestra, taxidermy, arts and crafts in

leather, metal, and wood, nature study and pho-

tography. These are within the purview of the

educational program. In addition the War De-

partment provides generously for the more robust

forms of recreation, such as boxing, baseball, bas-

ketball. Many camps have tennis courts, ping

pong tables and horseshoe pits. Inter-camp com-

petition in baseball, basketball, and football is

keen.

More than half a million young men have lived

in these camps, most of them for approximately a

year. Many, many thousands of them had spent

their lives in cities. One cannot escape the con-

viction that thousands upon thousands of them

(Continued on page 504)
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National Standards of Physical

Achievement for Girls

UKDEK
THE auspices of the National Recrea-

tion Association and with the cooperation of

the State Directors of HeaUh and Physical Edu-

cation, a committee of women has for a number

of years been at work on a study, on a large and

extensive scale, designed to establish standards of

physical achievement for girls. The performance
of about 150,000 girls, whose records were

secured from all parts of the United States repre-

senting a complete cross section of the school

jxjpulation of the country, has been measured and

scored. In states having a State Director of

Health and Physical Education the directors

selected twenty schools classified according to en-

rollment. In states having no such directors con-

tacts were made through people well known in the

field of physical education.

The women's committee selected fifty-two dif-

ferent activities which are common in the ])hysical

education program. The choice of activities in

which skills are being studied was determined by
certain considerations :

1. Activities must involve fundamental body
movements.

2. Activities must involve many different

body coordinations.

3. Activities which are usable in many types
of situations.

4. Activities suitable for areas of dense popu-
lation and for less dense areas.

5. Activities which can be used as test

elements.

6. Activities which can be treated to relatively

objective measurement.

7. Activities which are a challenge to the

girls because of their prolwhle interest.

Four classifications of activity made to facilitate

the handling of the data covered game skills, self-

testing activities, individual athletic activities and

water activities. The data has !)een divided for

statistical treatment into four ty|)es : ( i ) Those

events measured and scored in time units: (2)
Those events measured in distance units; (3)
Success or failure scores; (4) The numlx'r of

successful efforts in a given numlicr of trials.

The achievement standards when computed will

Ik on a percentile Iwsis. This will make it pos-
sible for a teacher to "place" student perfonnancc

from time to time on the basis of achievement and

progress. The standards will hel]) to furnish moti-

vation for the program in time allotment, training

the personnel, increased facilities and opportuni-
ties for participation. They will also assist the

teacher in rating her own curriculum, methods

and teaching achievements.

The study should be expected to answer the

following questions : What skills do girls at each

age between eight and eighteen years of age pos-

sess? What may be expected of girls of each of

these age groups? What shall the requirements of

national achievement standards be? Which activi-

ties are fundamentally most sound as a basis for

standards ?

Miss Amy Rowland, De])artment of Public In-

struction, Mt. \'ernon. New York, is the director

of the study. It is expected that the completed
standards will be published by the National Rec-

reation As.sociation early in 1935.

have in this camp experience gained some appre-

ciation of the beauties and the wonders of out-

door life. The educational program in many camps
stimulates this appreciation of nature. Here is a

statement from one camp educational adviser:

"The most intercstinfj group in the whole company
is made up of the "Focil Hunters.' Located among the

rolling hills of the great terminal morain, this camp
is in one of the beauty spots of the East. One of the

boys brought in a cluster of calcite crystals. Great
interest was aroused and an era of prospecting set in.

Now every one prides himself on his collection and
shows it to every visitor. Beyond this point no one

apparently, gave the matter a thought. The thousands
of years the crystals had lain in the rocky bed, the

thousands more the stream had been wearing away at

the gorge, were not realized. The fact that, but for

the great glacier there would be no falls, and the

stream would be flowing in the opposite direction, was
unknown. There is a history of a hundred thousand
years in those two hundred foot cliflFs."

To scores of thousands of these young men this

term of enrollment in the CCC will l)e the most

vivid exfwricncc of their lives. Here they have

found refuge from defeat and despair, they have

lived well ordered lives, they have gained in

strength and vigor, they have cultivatal new in-

tellectual interests, they liave acquired new skills,

they have learne<i the values and the means of rec-

reation, they have develoj)cd ca|>acities fnr sdf-

expression.

Listen to this .sonnet, a casual bit of verse writ-

ten by Woodrow (i. Strickland, an enrollee in

Company 1406, Youngstown, Florida, and printed

in last week's issue of "Happy Days," the official

VCC ncwspajier:
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TscHAiKOw'sKY— in whom Beauty was at war
With Gloom—composed symphonic strains which are

Far more intense than dull and pounding roar

Of waves upon a somber, rocky shore;

More lovely than the tinkling sound of bells,

Or fairies dancing in secluded dells.

More tender than the dreams of men inspired

By love— of sweetness, more than dreams required;

More lofty than the tall and rugged peak
That frowns alike on men both old and weak.

Tschaikowsky! O divine immortal son

Of parents—Gloom and Beauty—who opposed
Each other how did you combine, in one,

The traits they left, in songs that you composed?

In future years numbers of them will turn to

the forests in their vacations as soldiers return to

reunions. The spell of the woods is upon them.

With their families they will go into the national

and state parks and forests to relive again the ex-

periences of their CCC days, to seek refuge from

the humdrum of their daily surroundings, to find

r^ereation.

The Contribution of Recreation

to Recovery
(Continued from page 482)

about. There i.s the great problem of the youth

for whom we have been strugghng to formul-

ate a plan. I .suppose realistically we haven't

such a plan. Or maybe we have one and

haven't the money to pay for it. It must still

be said there are millions of these youths

whose lives, at least at the present time, are

going down to ruin. What is to be done for

them? They certainly would like to have the

answer!

I have during the past two or three weeks

read letter after letter from the boys and girls

all over America—intelligent, objective, realis-

tic. Several are saying, "Here I am
;
here is

what I have done. What is the future? What
is there for me?"

I don't need to press that point except to

say we do recognize the problem and hope
that before the winter has gotten very far

under way a definite plan can be sent to the

different states which will offer these boys and

girls some concrete methods for the construc-

tive use of their time.

Then there is the problem of all of the tran-

sients, I don't know where we are coming out

nn that. Fortunately we know now how many
there are. Formerly we were told there were

millions of them. We know that the number
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probably isn't over a million and I don't think

there are more than 750,000 all over America.

We think we have found a partial answer for

this problem. We are struggling with it, and

if we had made as much progress with the

youth problem as we have with that of the

transients, I for one would feel better satis-

fied in regard to it, although it is still an un-

answered problem for the older man.

I want to say to all of you that this admin-

istration does apreciate all you have done and

we probably know more about what you have

done than you think we know. We know how

in state after state you have given technical

guidance and leadership. We know how you

have brought into the picture in the local com-

munities projects which have been made a part

of the work program. The Federal Emergency
Relief Administration is deeply indebted to

you. The taxjjayers owe you a debt of grati-

tude. The communities of America are deeply

indebted to you, and somehow I think that

above all else the unemployed are grateful

to you.
I know whom you reach. Not so many

people know that. I know that by and large

the people you reach are our people
—the people

we must meet. Your work touches them and your

efforts are directed toward their welfare. I know

of no group in America working on the prob-

lems of social work that is so completely in

contact with the group that is trying to help

as is this group here. We know that and we

appreciate it, and I hope that before this year

is up we can effect some form of organic co-

operative relationship with your organization

which will further the benefits we mutually

desire to make available to those of our fel-

low citizens who are in such desperate need

at the present time.

Citizen's Councils for Constructive

Economy
(Conliniifd Irom fayf 4Sf)

The citizens' council in Little Rock, Arkansas,

tod< an important part in the recent campaign for

city manager form of government. Other items

on this council's roster are consolidation of city

and county hospitals under a non-partisan hos-

pital commission, improvement of the fire depart-

ment to lower insurance rates, river development

and a sanitary sewage system.

A number of councils are cooperating with local

ofikials in working out projects for unemploy-

ment relief. The citizens' council in Topeka, Kan-

sas, conducted a lively pre-election campaign to

bring home to citizens in the county their respon-

sibility as voters and as a result there was the

smallest slacker vote recorded in many years

This council sponsors a weekly Sunday afternoon

forum at which citizens are given an opportunity

to hear national authorities on social, economic

and political affairs. It is promoting a study group

in connection with the public night school, on

citizenship responsibilities. It brought about the

organization of a research committee in connec-

tion with the state legislature which is compiling

data to be used by legislators. The committee is

studying such subjects as state police and the

sales tax. It is organizing material, classifying it

and will have it available for legislators who may
act with the assurance that only a background of

factual material can give.

Wliile the citizens' council program was launch-

ed as an emergency measure—that is, to stem the

tide of hysterical cut-and-slash economy—it is,

through the day-to-day operation of councils in

all parts of the country, demonstrating a much

wider usefulness. Citizens, in leaping into the

breach, have discovered that there is a permanent

place for them in the successful functioning of

democratic government—a place far greater and

far more challenging than going to the polls once

or twice a year. They have found that there is

need for a continuous searchlight in local gov-

ernment. There is need for the citizen to "follow

through," to help elected officials with advice and

suggestions, for mobilizing public opinion to back

the things that are worthwhile in our local com-

munity life. The citizens' council, as such a

searchlight and providing the mechanism for ef-

fective citizen action, is becoming an increasingly

important contribution to the preservaltion of

.American democracy.

Hobbies As An Open Sesame
(Continufd jrom pagt 4'}2)

exhibitors. In conjunction with the show, they

staged a hobby program in the scliot)l auditorium.

Those whose hobbies were music and dancing en-

tertained, and there were talks on stamp-collect-

ing, gardening, and other hobbies. The hobby

show created so much interest that they liave de-

cided to make it an annual event in Nowata, and

several neighboring towns liave decided to have

hobby shows, too. The best part of this show is

that it cost practically nothing
—

only the expendi-

ture for prize ribbons and crepe paper for the

Ubies.
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At the National Hobby Show

We had not thought of having a National

Hobby Show until the sponsors of the Exposition

of Women's Arts and Industries made the sug-

gestion to us and offered us space at the Exposi-

tion which was held at the Hotel Astor last Octo-

ber. We were not sure how much of an exhibit

we would be able to get
—there are hobbies which

are difficult to exhibit, and many more that defy

shipping. We were therefore very much pleased

to receive a hundred and twelve attractive ex-

hibits, some of which came from as far away as

Texas, California, and Oregon.
It was the variety of interests shown in the

exhibits at the Camp Fire Girls' National Hobby
Show that attracted the most attention and caused

the most comment from visitors to the show. Over

eighty thousand people saw the show, and, of

these, literally hundreds lingered over them to

examine them in detail, to admire the excellent

workmanship, and to express again and again their

surprise that girls did so many and such vividly

interesting things. There were the boys who ex-

claimed at the airplane models and the sailboats;

the men whose attention was attracted to the

stamp and coin collections, the Indian totem poles,

and the sextant and star map, which were part of

an astonomy exhibit. There were the women, who

spoke with judicious praise of the fine needle-

work, and who admired the costume dolls, the

puppets, and the beadwork. And the girls them-

selves, both Camp Fire members and others, who

went from exhibit to exhibit in wonderment and

delight at the many different, fascinating sorts of

activity represented. More than one mother asked,

"Why is it my girl doesn't find such interesting

things to do?" And more than one girl said, "I

wish our bunch did things like this." To which,

of course, we had our answers ready !

Though at this show we exhibited only the

the girls' hobbies, we found the same generous

interest and helpfulness among adults as had been

shown in other towns throughout the country.

The Exposition gave us space and cooperated

with us in every way. Ruth Nichols whose own

hobby, aviation, developed into her profession,

was chairman of the show and spoke on hobbies

at a tea at the Astor when the prize winners were

announced. Mrs. Howard Chandler Christy was

chairman of the committee on prizes, and as first

prize Mr. Christy generously made a sketch of

the winner. Other prizes were donated by friends

and were given to the winners, as well as ribbons.

•Cups were given for the best city and group ex-
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Artscraft—Dancing—Stunts.

Council Fires—Story Telling.

Then read the Camping Magazine regularly

Send for a sample copy $2.00 a year.

Lane Hall* Ann Arbor, Mich.
Dept. R

hibits. Tony Sarg was chairman of the judging

committee, and announced the winners over a

national radio hook-up, through the courtesy of

Claudine McDonald, who gave us time on her

Women's Radio Review hour. Mary Margaret

McBride featured the sbow on her Martha Dean

program and in her NEA syndicated articles, and

a number of. other radio and magazine features

grew out of the show, besides a great deal of

newspaper publicity, both local and national.

We feel that the National Hobby Show was a

great success not only because it brought the

Camp Fire Girls organization the best type of

publicity
—actual presentation of the activities of

the girls, together with interpretation of their

educational value—but because it represented the

fun the girls were having with their hobbies, and

the interest they had aroused in communities

throughout the country. Where it will lead, of

course, we have no idea. Some of these hobbies

may represent only passing interests
;
some may

lead to vocations ; others to the real searching, ex-

perimenting, and adventuring that make a hobby
a lifetime joy. At least these youngsters, and a

good many of the older people, too, have had a

chance to see what infinite possibilities hobbies

represent.



Far Peoples
By Grace Darling Phillips. The L'nivcrsity of Chicago

Press, Chicago, Illinois. $1.50.

"A XYONE WHO wishes to understan-l the world in which
•* he Hves would do well to acquaint himself with the

less organized interests of other people : their songs,

their proverlw. their games," state the editors in their

preface. To help promote international understanding

Miss Phillips has assembled some of the materials which

go to make up the every-day interests of other lands.

Most of the collection has never before been published in

English and has been gathered at first hand from per-

son.s who are natives of the countries represented The

folk lore given provides material for programs repre-

senting India. China, Korea, Japan, the Philippines, Bra-

zil, .Africa and Russia. Adapted to the use of adults as

well as children, there is a rich storehouse of material or.

games, stories, poetry, music and general information for

the recreation worker, teacher and club leader. Miss

Phillips has made an exceedingly valuable contribution

in her ^lo^k.

My Child and Camp
By Matt Werner. Clark-Sprague Company, St. Louis,

Missouri. $1.75.

THFSE
i.s fortunately a growing body of literature on

the vital subject of camping. Mr. Werner's contri-

bution to this literature is important and welcome in the

appeal he makes to parents and to camp directors to

re.ilizc the true significance of camping in the lives of

children and in his insistence on the principle of learn-

ing by doing. Mr. Werner is a vigorous champion of

free choice in camp activities. His advice "To Coun-

selors" and "To ^ys" in two important chapters carry-

ing these headings is sane and pertinent.

Girl Scout Camps—AdministraMon,
Minimum Standards, Waterfront Safety
Girl .Scouts, Inc., New York. $.75.

WITH
Tiir ever growing interest in camps developed

by e<lucational-rccreational agencies and !>>• munici-

pal recreation departments and similar groups, there is a

distinct need for this practical book which though de-

signed for the use of Girl Scout local units contains

much of interefl to other group*. In Part I which deals

with administration and minimum standards for Girl

5>cotit camps such types of camps are discussed as o\-er-

night and week-end camps, troop camps, day camps,

established camns, gypsy trips, winter camps and camp-

ing for Brownie*. Part II has to do with waterfront

safety and the proMems involved in maintaining swim-

ming, boating and canoeing areas and equipping them.

Minimum standards for waterfront safety are mitlined.

The •ppendiccs cooUin much praciim ...^— ^1
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Lasker's Manual of Chess
By Emanuel Lasker. E. P. Uutton and Companv, .New
York. $4.00.

DR.
L.^SKER, who for twenty-.six years held the world's

championship in chess, in this new and completely
revised edition gives his own methods, his own rules of

play, the principles he has postulated and the conclusions

he has reached. With its 308 diagrams, the volume pre-

sents the game from the simplest beginnings to the final

grand tactics of the master.

Handicraft
—

Simplified Procedure

and Projects
By Lester Griswold. Obtainable from Lester Griswold,

Denver, Colorado. $1.00.

MORE
Til A.N 300 projects and 400 illustrations are to be

found in this book which is devoted to the follow-

ing crafts—leather, celluloid, metal, wood, batik, rope

and cordage, and primitive Indian crafts. With its con-

cise directions, illuminating pictures and diagrams, this

book should have an important place in every l-brary

featuring handicraft projects.

Officers and Directors of the National

Recreation Association
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Kidnaping Less Likely in "A Friendly Universe"

KIDNAPING

a child is almost the most cruel crime. Just now each night nearly every one in America

reads the details of one such crime as the trial of a person accused of kidnaping takes place. There

arc those who suggest the whipping post as the best means of preventing such crimes! Make

an example of the guilty and fear will deter others!

Under such conditions as are faced today recreation workers may well ask themselves the ques-

tion whether playground and recreation center activities under the government in our cities can be so

directed as to make kidnaping less likely. Is it not likely that boys and girls growing up from day to

day in recreation centers where they are thoroughly happy in learning to do the things they really

want to do. where they joyously carry on certain activities "just for fun" will think of their gov-

ernment and of society and of people not as their enemies, but as their friends?

Many of an individual's contacts with government are not particularly friendly. The

police function is essential, but much of the time not pleasant. The fire department renders great

service, but associations again are not often pleasing. Health regulations are irksome. On the other

hand, every one wants to live, every one wants a measure of comradeship, some one to talk to; oc-

casionally even there are persons who are willing to listen to others talk. Nearly every one wants

adventure, romance, a chance at friendship. If government and society in general can be associated

in the average individual's mind as friendly, as doing something positive for happy living, not merely

as negative policing
—then the individual thinks more in terms of "The Friendly Universe."

Economic security, provision for old age, for sickness, for emergencies, is important, but it is

not all. Most men cannot live happily without warm human contacts. There is much talk of one

mechanical universe, of the way the modern world substitutes machines for more personal services.

Are recreation workers in their understanding of the religious, literary, artistic history of mankind,

continuously, perhaps unconsciously, striving to create a more friendly universe, such that men can-

not so easily treat any fellow men cruelly and inconsiderately?

Many crimes could not be committed by individuals with quick imagination, with warm
human sympathy. Coldness, indifference to one's fellow men, callousness are essential, if one is to

be a kidnaper. Suppose in the municipal community recreation centers men have sung the old folk

songs together, have danced together, have themselves participated in dramatic plays requiring and

developing imagination, suppose they have learned games which they have played with their own
children, have learned what human ties can be built in happy homes, suppose they have learned the

joy of creating beautiful objects with their hands, of nurturing flowers, shrubs, suppose life to them

is full and rich and satisfying
—will it not be harder to think of kidnaping, to think of breaking up

other homes? Will not violence and greed likely be more difficult?

The world is complicated. There is no one way out for crime prevention. And yet recrea-

tion centers have their contribution to make in creating and keeping happy normal human beings.

The degree of success depends in part, of course, on the quality of leadership, the kind of person-

ality and character of the leaders themselves. Nearly all men want to live in "A Friendly But Not
Too Friendly Universe" such as recreation centers help to build.

Howard Braucher.

FEBRUARY 1935
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Leisure Time Recreation

By Frank Kingdon
President, Dana College

THi'RE

ARK AT least three

kinds of leisure that we

shall have to face. In

the first place there is the

leisure of the young people

who normally in their

school life have a certain

amount of time in which

they can do as they like.

Their problem is not parti-

cularly diflferent from the problem that faced

you and me when we were youngsters, except

that with the large concentration of population,

the children of the cities have an altogether

different kind of a situation facing them in

their leisure time from what faces a child

growing up on a farm. It isn't any less interest-

ing. I am frank to admit that I happened my-
self to be a city boy and was born and brought

up in the city, so that I spent my leisure time

on the city streets. And when I hear some-

times those who were brought up on farms

telling about all the occupations and all the

delights they had, I think they pale in some

ways into significance by comparison with the

fascinating delights that a child on the city

streets has, with all the kaleidoscopic changes
of city life going on about him, with construc-

tion work going on, with all kinds of trafific

proceeding, with the pagentry of the city's

life continually unfolding before his eyes.

Nevertheless, there is a distinct problem
there as our cities grow larger and larger, as

population becomes more and more concen-

trated, a very definite problem of handling the

leisure time of the children.

Now the second kind of leisure time is that

which belongs to those who are employed but

who have more leisure time than they used to

have. Their leisure time is pretty largely a time

for relaxation from the work which they have

Dr. Kingdon's address, published
here through the courtesy of the

New Jersey Municipalities in

which it originally appeared, was

given before the annual conven-

tion of the New Jersey State

League of Municipalities held in

November 1934.

been doing. It is the time

when they can lay aside

the normal routine of every

day work and give them-

selves over to whatever

pleases them. That is a very
distinct question of leisure.

But there is a third kind

of leisure time which I sup-

pose will be increasing in

importance in our social structure, and that

is the leisure time of those who are never to

be employed again. It is a perfectly amazing
fact how many people there are in our Ameri-
can life now who are unemployed and who will

never again be employed in the normal chan-

nels of industry. How many of them there are,

nobody knows. Suppose that we accept the

figure of the American Federation of Labor

that there are now something like 10,800,000

people unemployed. I think that it is a fair

estimate to say that of those practically eleven

million people, there are at least five million

who will never again find employment in the

normal channels of industry for various

reasons. In some instances, the shifts in in-

dustrial locations have moved an industry out

of a given region, but left the population be-

hind, a population that has been trained in

particular skills that will have no relation to

their future life, men who have been trained

so long in those skills that they can't easily

shift to another group of skills.

Then there are those who have grown old

during the depression. Remember that a man
who is 45 years of age is practically out so far

as the large industrial concerns may be con-

sidered. He will never again be able to find

the active place which he was able to find, in

the industrial structure.
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Social Dangers in Leisure

So there are these groups of various kinds

who will never be employed again, and they

represent a very large amount of leisure time

which has to be provided for. It is one of the

curiosities of our growing human life, that as

we i)rogress and when I say "progress"—I

mean by "progress" the continual mastery of

our environment, the ability to control our
world more and more effectively. As we pro-

gress along those lines and increase our power,
there does come an increase in leisure. As there

comes an increase in leisure there comes the

danger that that leisure will be used for pur-

poses that are not desirable. And so progress

always carries along with it the threat of

degeneration. I suppose that while there have

been a good many explanations of the fall of

ancient civilization, that one of the explana-
tions is unquestionably this, that civilizations

up until our time have never learned how to

use their leisure time constructively. Leisure

time has been merely a time of indolence,

merely a time of laziness, moral flabbiness has

come into the social structure because people

have been idle. And as a result of that moral

flabbiness there has been the progressive decay
of civilization itself.

Now it is one of the paradoxes of our human
life that as we gain in

mastery we continually
create new problems, and

it may well be that

leisure has a great

many dangers in it-

self for us. I think

it does have some

very definite dangers,
that if we are not

careful, the leisure

time of our people,

the increasing leisure

time, will become a

liability to the state

and to the nation.

For example, if we
treat these men who
are forced into idle

time through no fault

of their own, if we
force them to think

of themselves as be- Cmttiy Ohit SMttn' «<> StOtr^ Onlm Hom*

"There are sleeping geniuses, but even
if there are not sleeping geniuses there

are sleeping talents, sleeping delights"

ing somehow less virtuous because they have
this time to do as they like with, we shall

be wounding their personalities.

.'\nd at that point I want to say this, that

leisure time does not necessarily mean time

for loafing; it doesn't necessarily mean idle

time. What you mean by leisure time is time

which a man has and which he can use with-

out being under the compulsion of economic

pressure to do a certain thing. In other words,
leisure time is that time in any man's life when
he can do exactly as he likes. It may be. the

time when he does the thing that he does best ;

it may be the time when he discovers himself

more fully than he can discover himself at any
other time ; it may be the time when he makes
his major contribution to society. Inventors,
for example, are very likely to use their leisure

time for prosecuting the particular investiga-
tion in which they are interested, and out of

that may come something that may be of

particular value to society.

What I am trying to say is that as we think

of leisure time we must think of it not merely
as time wasted, but as time in which certain

capacities of men which cannot find expression
in the normal channels of industrial life, can

come to the surface and express themselves.

Unless we get an attitude like that toward

leisure we may work very

great damage to the per-

sonalities of the.'ie men who
are forced to idle-

ness even though

they do not them-

selves want to he

idle.

Then I think there

is a social danger
that leisure time
lends itself to, un-

critical, unintelligent

social unrest. When
men are idle their

unleashed imagina-
tions are uncontrol-

I e d imaginations ;

their social discon-

tents, unintelligent

social discontents

can come to the sur-

face and express
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themselves in a dangerous

way. I don't mean by that

that I am opposed to social

discontent. I think social dis-

content is a very excellent

thing because it is a part of

that universal human dis-

content which has made all

progress possible. If men
weren't discontented with things as they are,

they would never be any better than they are.

But there is a difference between a really

critical and intelligent discontent, and an un-

critical and unintelligent discontent, a differ-

ence between the uncontrolled emotional ap-

proach to social questions and the controlled

and persuasive critical approach. One social

danger that lies in leisure is the fact that dur-

ing leisure time there may come the unleashing
of these merely emotional discontents which

may be working against society.

I suppose I need not speak of crime. Leisure

time easily lends itself to the prosecution of

crime; and easily lends itself to the development
of certain unsocial recreation so that anybody

looking at the general question of leisure can see

immediately that if we leave it alone, if we don't

do anything about it, this increased leisure time

may become a very serious liability in the

whole social structure. Ordinarily I think when
we look at it we think of it in those terms.

I don't know how many people, when we
have been discussing social questions some-

where, have said to me, "How are you going
to deal with this new leisure; isn't this new
leisure itself dangerous?" The answer is that

if we don't d(^ anything about it, it is dangerous
and may be the very basis out of which the

destruction of society itself may come. But it

doesn't need to be that. It is only that if we
drift into this whole question of leisure and
do not really face the thing positively and
control it.

Guidance Needed

No sailor yet ever drifted into port. If you
drift you simply end in disaster and chaos.

There is only one way to save yourself from
that kind of a conclusion, and that is to set a

goal and steer for it, to set your course and then
follow that course right through to the end that

you want to reach. If society is not going to be
overwhelmed by the very leisure which the

"Leisure and human happiness
—

there is a significant and more than

casual relationship between these

two. It is only with leisure we are

able to taste happiness. It is only
with leisure we are able to measure
in any human terms at all the value

of living."
—Arthur Newton Pack

in 'The Challenge of Leisure."

mastery of society is produc-

ing then it must take thought

concerning leisure and it must
do some constructive plan-

ning for leisure. It may be

that by controlling leisure,

instead of making it a liability

we can turn it very decidedly
into an asset. But as you

know, if we are going to do that, with most

people they are going to need guidance, they
are going to need very definite guidance.
You can't expect the average man who has

been trained in a philosophy of work, who has

been taught to look upon idle time as time in

which he merely does nothing, or the nearest

thing to nothing that he can do—let us say

play bridge
—but the average man when he

thinks of leisure simply looks upon it as a time

more or less to be wasted ; and, trained in that

kind of thing, you can't expect him suddenly
to take hold of this new leisure time and make
out of it something constructive. He has got
to be guided. And that is why I think, in

response to this growing need, there has grown
up the emphasis in our communities on recrea-

tion. Now the word recreation itself is rather

a dangerous word. When we think about re-

creation we are likely to think of some kind of

game, we are likely to think of playing some-

thing that we used to play when we were chil-

dren, and probably that is a part of the process.
But that isn't all of it.

One of the most amazing things I know is

the capacity in ordinary groups of people or

individuals in whom you never expected it, to

express themselves through some kind of

creative artistic work. I told you that I was
born and brought up in the streets of a city

—
and I was—in the slums of a city, and yet I

can remember as youngsters what we used to

do. I can remember one of my pals who had
a violin, and he would work by the hour to try
and get some music out of that violin. And as

I recall it he never quite succeeded. Neverthe-

less, very few people do, as far as that is con-

cerned—but he was trying to express some-

thing in his spirit that was to come out through
that violin.

I can remember another one of those young-
sters who liked to take putty and mould that

putty into some sort of statuary, trying to

make it look like somebody he knew, or trying
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to put into that moulded putty some form that

had impressed itself on his imagination. I

remember a boy that I used to go to school

with, and we used to meet every morning to

compare how our stories were coming along—
we were both writing the "novel of the cen-

tury" at the time. What has happened to both

of them, nobody knows. But that isn't the

point. The point is that there were two little

city kids who were trying to express a creative

drive that was in them^—pitiful, of course—
but it was not only pitiful, it was magnificent
that out of the mud of the city there could come
music and statuary and creative writing, even

though it be of a very poor kind.

That is the thing that makes me have con-

fidence that in the great masses of our people
there is something more than just the mere

submissiveness, the mere indolence, the mere

worthlessness, that sometimes we allow our-

selves to see in them. There are sleeping

geniuses, but even if there are not sleeping

geniuses there are sleeping talents ; there are

sleeping delights in those peoples' lives, and as

leisure time comes along, if we can give it the

proper direction we are going to cull out some
of those talents and introduce into those lives

some of the joys that otherwise they would
not have. And that is what this whole recrea-

tional program
means. It isn't

just simply that

somebody is go-

ing to learn how
to chin a bar, or

somebody is go-

ing to learn how
to knock out a

home run, or

anything of that

kind ; it is that n

constructive pro-

gram is going tf>

be worked out in

our total com-

munity life so

that these sleep-

ing powers in

our community
may come to

some kind of ex-

pression.

Obvious!) , ..»M„, /••r». ..W Krc'fliom

when you are dealing with a new thing like

this you are bound to face a lot of mistakes,
and I presume that in your municipalities you
have sometimes found that the recreation di-

rector has not known exactly where he was

going, and that you haven't been able to decide

just exactly what the program was all about.

That is perfectly true and there is nothing
abnormal about it at all. When you are ex-

perimenting with new social forces, new social

methods, you are bound to have periods of dis-

couragement, periods when the methods that

you have tried do not seem to be the true

methods. But what I want to drive at and to

put into your minds, is this, that when you are

dealing with the right kind of direction—for

it is increasingly sure that you are not dealing

merely with some fad, merely with some frill of

municipal life, but that you are dealing with

something which has a contribution to make
to our total community spirit if it can be

worked out in terms of social vision and social

intelligence.

Sometimes when we are dealing with the

administration of finance, and I have to face it

in the administration of a school, as you have

(Continued on page 549)

Volley ball games in Chicago, played
along the beach front at Jackson Park
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The Intercollegiate Outing Club Association

COLi.KOK

STCDKNTs of the last

two decades have shown an

increasing interest in the

recreational opportunities offered by college out-

ing clubs. The activities sponsored by these or-

ganizations range from roller-skating to moun-

taineering, from winter sports to horse shows,

and the ever increasing number of participants in

these fields is a significant demonstration of the

manner in w^hich the younger generation is pre-

paring for the new leisure. These interests, de-

veloped in college, lead to lifelong enthusiasm for

the outdoors and instil a genuine appreciation of

the beauties of nature.

To help broaden the scope of the outing clubs

the Intercollegiate Outing Club Association was

formed. This association is an informal organiza-

tion of the outing clubs of twenty-two colleges,

the present membership being Antioch, Barnard,

Bates, Colby Junior, Connecticut, Dartmouth,

Jackson, Maine, Massachusetts, Middlebury,

Mount Holyoke, New Hampshire, Pembroke,

Skidmore, Smith, Swarthmore, Tusculum, Union,

Vassar, Wellesley, Williams and Yale. Its pur-

pose is too keep the different outing clubs in touch

with each other to the mutual benefit of all This

is done largely by issuing a bulletin three times a

By Leon E. Magoon
Executive Secretary

year, holding an annual confer-

ence, a mid-winter ski week-end,

and sponsoring College Week and

joint trips.

The I.O.C.A. was started in May, 1932, at an

outing club conference held under the auspices of

the widely known Dartmouth Outing Club on top

of Mt. Moosilauke in New Hampshire. The as-

sociation was conceived by Ellis B. Jump, Dart-

mouth '32, and it was due largely to his efforts

that the Dartmouth Outing Club held the first

I.C).C.A. conference at which the association was

organized, and later sponsored it through its first

trying years. The officials are an executive secre-

tary and an executive board of two, who plan and

run the annual conference.

The association, through its executive secretary,

publishes an I.O.C.A. Bulletin three times a year

containing the reports of the member clubs' ac-

tivities, conference notes, equipment suggestions,

and future plans of the association. This publi-

cation has already proved a valuable means of ex-

changing ideas and is the best way of keeping in-

formed about what is going on in other clubs.

The annual conference of the association, held

the first week-end in May of each year, is the

(Continued on page 550)
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Cities

Protect

s Bittncr, Berlin

WHEN
SNOW comes

again to make the

winter beautiful

there's an exciting tingle

in the air. Boys and girls

watch the first light flakes

anxiously. Maybe it's just

1 flurry after all. But when
it starts to snow thicker

and faster and the flakes

are as large as pennies
and of the quality that

packs into stout snowmen,

they know that it's time

to haul sleds up the cellar

stairs and lieg a piece of

mother's clothes line to re-

place last year's frayed and knotted rope.
Next morning the world is white and they start

off, their sleds bumping along companionably and
the snow cnmching pleasantly under foot. Soon
the winter festival of outdoor sports is in full

swing.

When the Coasting Season Comes
As soon as the coasting season arrives, boys and

girls claim as their own the hills that provide the

best grades and the longest slides. When the city

has made it possible for these hills to be given
over to them for certain hours of the day, coast-

ing is a safe and healthy sport. But when the

hills mu."»t Ke shared with automobiles, trucks and
street cars it would be better for coasters if snow
never fell on those particular slopes. An edi-

torial on unprotected coasting places, which ap-

peared in the Boston Transcript several years ago,
w« aptly headed "Down the Hill to Death."

E\-ery winter death continues to waylay coasters

on hills open to traflk.
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Winter

Sportsmen

By Marion Holbrook

Many cities have stop-

ped the more serious coast-

ing accidents by closing

certain hills to traffic for

six or seven hours a day,

including the late after-

noon and early evening

when most coasting is

done. Permission to close

the streets is secured from

the city council, the city

manager, or the police
commissioner, as the case

may be, but frequently the

streets are set aside by an

ordinance. The following

ordinance to regulate
coasting has been passed in Fulton, New York :

"No person shall coast ,uix)n any public street,

sidewalk, lane, alley, avenue, highway or public

walk within said city upon any handsled, bob-

sleigh, or similar device, except upon such streets

or sections of streets as shall be designated by the

mayor, who shall at the time of designating any

such streets or sections of streets also designate

the length of time, not exceeding four months,

during which such streets or sections of streets

shall be so used, and cause a notice of such desig-

nation to be published in the official papers, and

such designation may be revoked during such

period in the discretion of the mayor. . . ."

Streets selected for coasting should be com-

pletely closed to traffic if possible. In some cities

only cars driven by j)ersons living in the closed

blocks are j»en)iitted to enter. Automobile clubs

have cooperated by sending to members a notice

de^ribing the restrictcti hills. Business houses

using trucks might instruct drivers to make de-

liveries in the restricted blocks during non-coast-
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ing hours. When it is imprac-

tical to close an attractive hill,

it should be covered with ashes

to prevent coasters from risk-

ing their lives in its traffic

traps.

The hill with few intersect-

ing streets is, of course, most

desirable, and if it is a city of

many hills, safe coasting places

should be set aside in the various neighborhoods
so that no child will have to walk more than a

few blocks from his home. During coasting hours

the street should be closed at both ends and at all

intersections with unmistakable barriers. Rope or

wooden framework, on which a large stop sign is

placed in the day time and a red lantern at night,

is used as a barricade. Ashes placed at the bot-

tom of the hill and at all crossings will keep sleds

from continuing under the barriers and will pre-

vent coasters from turning their sleds into side

streets.

Any movement to safeguard boys and girls

usually wins the prompt cooperation of the com-

munity. In one city a contractor donated the bar-

ricades; the street department placed them and

kept the lanterns filled, and the officers in charge
of the hills put them in place when they came on

duty. During non-coasting hours they were turned

back. In this Pennsylvania city eight hills were

set aside for coasting and no serious accident oc-

curred, although total attendance for a season was

as high as 50,000.

Closing a hill to traffic does not solve all the

accident problems. The hill

should be supervised by a police-

man or a man sworn in as a

At the risk of being repetitious we
believe it is worth while each year to

point out some of the hazards in-

volved in winter sports and to reem-

phasize the safeguards which will go
far to remove the dangers from win-

ter fun without detracting from its

joys.
The article presented here has

been reprinted from the January
1935 issue of Safety Education.

This game known as "Eisschiessen,"

is exceedingly popular in Bavaria

special policeman. A school

boy patrolman may be assign-

ed to this duty if he has the

proper authorization from the

police department. The super-

visor should be at the hill a

few minutes before the coast-

ing hour to put up the barriers

and see that no early arrival is

tempted to coast while the

street is still open to traffic. Coasting hours are

usually from 4:00 p.m. to 10 p.m. on school days
and are frequently lengthened to include the

morning and early afternoon on Saturdays and

Sundays. At the close of the period the man in

charge removes the barriers and, if he is genu-

inely interested in his job, lingers a moment to

see that every sled is started on its homeward

journey. He knows that the clear night and the

swift track are tempting, but one stolen slide after

the street has been opened to traffic may defeat

the safety program.

The coasting supervisor's word is law when

disputes or disorderliness occur. Unless pre-
vented by some person in authority, older boys

frequently take possession, pelt coasters with

snowballs, attempt to upset sleds and indulge in

other pranks that make coasting dangerous. All

spoil-sports and rule breakers should be banished

from the hill. If a few general rules, such as the

following, are explained to the coasters and rigidly

enforced, everyone will have more fun and there

will be fewer accidents.

Small sleds should be given the right of way.

Big bob sleds should be given
a start of at least fifty feet.

Small sleds and large bob

Photo by Hans Bittner, Berlin
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Phottt by Hans Burner, Berlin

Young citizens of Ger-

many agree with young
Americans that coast-

ing is a great sport!

sletl.s should go on

scj>arate trails if pos-

sible, or the small

sleds should go down
while the bob sleds

are returning. The

greater speed' of the

bob sleds creates a

hazard for the single

coaster.

Coasters should go
down on the right

side of the street and

back on the left.

liut the big hill is

never a safe place

for little brother and

sister. Their coasting

should be done on

the home lot. A. B. Horwitz, city planning engi-

neer of Duluth, .Minnesota, says in an article en-

titled "Safe Winter Coasting Hills," which ap-

peared in Rbcreatio.v, February 1933, "A slide

as short as twenty-five feet, with a built-up snow

mound for a good start, will keep a youngster

under six ha|)py for hours daily. Where there is

some slope to the ground the home lot may afford

a .slide of considerable length. Permission for tem-

porary use of vacant lots can ordinarily be ob-

tained. Several slides can lie built on such a lot

and various age groups served separately." If

there is danger of sleds traveling into a street or

driveway, a snow Imnk or belt of sand or coarse

sawdust ran In- iiscfl ;is a stop.

Skating Safeguarded

When parks provide hills for coasting, tobog-

ganing and skiing, the beauty of the winter land-

sca|ic combines with .safety to make winter sports

inviting. Ilaygrounds, municipal golf courses and

tennis courts liave also been made to serve year

round duty as sites for slides or artificial skating

rinks during the months when they arc ordinarily

deserted. When these winter playgrounds are

under flic supervision of the recreation depart-

ment, as they frc<)ucntly are. lioys and girls will

find competent instructors to help them develop
skill in their favorite sports.

As sure as 32 degrees Fahrenheit means freez-

ing, youthful skaters will venture on thin ice this

winter with tragic results. Where no artificial

rinks are provided, skaters should wait for the

signs that are usually posted in public places, an-

nouncing that the ice on lake or river is safe for

crowds. Shelter houses are often provided at

these skating areas and equipped with ropes, lad-

ders, poles and other devices to be used in case of

emergency.
The element of security in safe hills, safe ice,

tolKjggan slides and ski jumps won't take the edge
otT the sport. It ensures good times and allows

young people to get the most benefit out of hours

of play.

One of the best ways to make safe winter sports

jxjpular with the young people of the community
is to organize carnivals which will attract large

numbers to the hills or skating rinks approved and

protected by the city. Once they have learned the

advantage of these sjwts they will want to return.

In one city a successful feature of a winter fes-

tival held on one of the safe coasting hills was a

prize offered for the most attractively decorated

sled.



A New Method of Protecting Ice Rinks

By Agnes W. Spring
Fort Collins, Colorado

WITHIN
the past three years .

'

^^P against the wire and fall

ice hockey has become an
^°''^ Collins. Colorado

j^^^,,^ j^^^^ position. This burlap

established winter sport in sack method of protecting ice is

the Rocky Mountain region in spite of tlie fact simple and inexpensive. It has proven that hockey
that there has been little natural ice on streams or can be enjoyed in Colorado, Utah, Montana,
lakes because of the exceedingly mild weather. \N'yoming, and northern New Mexico, at altitudes

Four years ago, however, hockey players at the ranging from around a mile high upwards even

University of Wyoming at Laramie discovered though temperatures are not low enough to insure

that it was possible, through the use of sacks, to lake skating.

protect their ice rink from the onslaughts of the At Fort Collins, with an altitude of some 5,000

sun. They could, they found, prolong skating feet, natural ice of excellent quality has been

even when the ice everywhere else was practically maintained because of the shade obtainable from

gone. So successful was the Wyoming experi- the burlap curtains. Using a base of sawdust the

ment that hockey teams at Fort Collins, Long- Fort Collins hockey enthusiasts created a rink

mont, and other Colorado cities immediately with about two inches of solid ice which remained

erected sack screens at their rinks. frozen for a long time. Another inch of top ice

At first the sacks were hung on straight wires. took care of the regular daily wear and was

This did not prove satisfactory, as the wind flooded each night after the players were through,

whijjped the sacks around the wire, making it The Fort Collins ice proved to be of such

necessary for the players to unwrap, almost every splendid texture that although many times water

morning, about 3,000 yards of burlap hung at each was standing on it at 6 o'clock in the evening and

rink. Now, at the municipal rink at Laramie, a the thermometer stood at 50 degrees, by 8 o'clock,

woven wire ceiling is used, the wire being similar with the temperature at 40 degrees, skaters were

to hog wire. The sacks— some 4,000 yards of able to use the rink. Last year while the natural

them — are suspended from lakes around the city were all

this ceiling in rows, and, when ^ ^-^^ ^f ^^^^ ^j^^ ^^ p^^^ Collins OP^"' ^he hockey players en-

the wind blows, they merely showing how fhe burlap is suspended (Continued on page 550)

SlU'



Suggestions for Conducting

Social

At the Essex County, N. J., Leisure

Time Institute of the ERA. Dr.

Kilander made the cheering an-

nouncement that the good old

days of informal and inexpensive
amusements are returning. He ot-

fered a number of suggestions for

making parties successful.

HUMAN"
BEINGS are very gregarious; that is,

they like to associate with others of their

own kind. It is the exceptional individual

who prefers his own exclusive company, and such

persons we call hermits and recluses. Wherever

people gather togther, some form of social enter-

tainment will inevitably be devised to help pass

the time away and to make the social relationships

more enjoyable. The average party or gathering

of today uses one or several of the following types

of diversions: conversation, music, social danc-

ing, card playing, physical games and social games.

This discussion will consider the last of these.

In recent years there has been a change back to

those informal and inexpensive forms of amuse-

ments which are readily adaptable to different

groups and situations. There has been a desire on

the part of many to get away from the type of

entertainment which is mainly limited to social

dancing and card playing, both of which are so

prevalent today. People are again finding fun in

entertaining themselves with social games like

their parents and grandparents did. Games such

as Tea Kettle, Fruit Basket Upset, Murder,

Treasure Hunts and the many others may seem

childish to many people since they are largely

phyed by children. But these games can be of

equal entertainment and fun to adults and groups

of mixed ages when and if they are played in the

right spirit.

You have undoubtedly observed that identical

garnet and other diversions go over "big" on one

occasion and not so well at another time or place.

This is not a matter of chance or coincidence, but

U influenced by the individuals who are present
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'ames

By H. F. Kilander, Ph.D.

Dean, Panzer College
East Orange, N. J.

and especially by the individuals who are in charge
of the planning and the directing of the program.
We have all noticed that a party at the Smiths'

does not go so well, that at the Jones' it is nearly

always a success, that whenever John Brown is

present things seem to go a little more smoothly
and lively, and that when the Johnson family is

along there is always an abundance of laughter.

Just what is it that makes these differences?

The following list of suggestions on how to run

or direct a program of informal social games may
be helpful in making a party full of fun, laughter

and relaxation rather than one of boredom and

disinterest. The suggestions are particularly in-

tended for the host or other person who is in

charge of the program. A good leader who is

original, resourceful and alert will sense when or

when not to apply these hints. The particular oc-

casion may be a child's birthday party, an evening

with your own circle of friends, a group of

young people at a church party, a social evening

at school or the social entertainment in connection

with a club or Parent-Teacher meeting :

1 . Plan the Program. Have all equipment such

as pai)cr, cards, pencils or games prepared before-

hand. Have more games in mind than may be

used. Know how to play the games.

2. Let All Be Participantj. Use games wherein

many or all may take part. Divide a large group
into several small ones or have several "it" at one

time. Games of elimination, even when they per-
mit many to participate, are not as desirable to

play unless they are interesting to watch. Start a

new game for those who are eliminated if the first

game lasts too long.

3. K«ep th« Garnet Moving. Be ready to change
to a new game before the present one becomes

(CoHlmmtd on pag* 551)



Quickening the Little Theatre Movement

As
A MEMBER for many

^ years of a little thea-

tre group I have often

felt a need that is not gen-

erally met by the conditions now surrounding

amateur production. That is the need of com-

petent, detailed criticism and evaluation after a

bill has been presented. During rehearsals the

players, if they have a vigorous director, generally

receive an adequate amount of critical comment.

But after the last curtain has gone down and the

production is a decaying bouquet, it is seldom that

a player is ever told by one who knows, just how

good or how rotten his work was. His friends

may shower him with compliments and he may
be mentioned by the local press. But that sort of

chatter does not usually satisfy his innermost

need.

In an art or craft the novice progresses by

making a series of tries and by modifying each

successive attempt in the light of guidance af-

forded by a master. But for this mentor the ap-

prentice would make but little progress.

The amateur producing groups connected with

colleges and high schools which possess dramatic

departments are pretty well provided with expert

guidance. But those without a dramatic faculty

and the independent groups
—and these constitute

about a half of the whole amateur theatre—are

sadly handicapped in respect to competent criti-

cism. These are mostly voluntary bodies, spread

all over the country, active only a part of the time

and generally in a bankrupt or nearly insolvent

condition. How can authoritative evaluations be

brought to bear in an acceptable way and in more

abundant volume upon their productions?

In tackling this problem it is evident at once

that there is no feasible method of carrying this

expert criticism all the way to

each hamlet and province where

these groups now live. They

must, so far as possible, be as-

sembled in sectional bodies to

receive it. That immediately

suggests the little theatre tour-

nament. This device not only

affords evaluations of a sort but

By Clarence Arthur Perry
Russell Sage Foundation

New York City

Mr. Perry, who is the author of

The Work of the Little Theatres,

presents here what he has term-

ed a "unique philanthropic oppor-

tunity." We shall be glad to re-

ceive comments on Mr. Perry's

plan which offers a number of

features that should be stimulat-

ing to Little Theatre groups.

it is in itself an efficient

quickener.

Many a quiescent ama-

teur group has been spurred
into vigorous activity through the announcement
of a dramatic tournament. The prospect of a

new audience, the itch to measure abilities, the

possibility of prize money with its aid to future

activity, the effect of publicity upon memberships
and subscriptions, the contact with other groups

during the contest, the impact merely of a definite

new goal
—considerations such as these put new

life into many hundreds of producing groups dur-

ing the years of tournament activity just preced-

ing the crash.

A Possible Plan

The effect of the plan now to be suggested
would be both to stimulate the holding of tourna-

ments and to introduce into the tournament pro-

gram those critical features which would add

greatly to its efficiency as an aid to technical and

artistic advance.

Main Features. The operation of this plan would

involve the following:

(i) The setting up of a national organization
which might be called the "American Guild of

Little Theatres" (hereafter shortened to "Guild").
This body would establish, as one of its activities,

an honorary order that would be open to little

theatre groups on the basis of excellence as

demonstrated in a tournament presentation. Mem-

bership-would take place through the award of a

diploma by the judges of a tournament.

(2) An offer by the Guild to furnish the services

of three persons of distinction in the theatrical

world to act as judges of sectional tournaments,

awarding not only the usual prizes but diplomas
of membership in the above-

mentioned honorary society.

(3) The addition to the or-

dinary tournament program of

conferences designed to afford

greater opportunities for com-

petent discussion of production

problems and the exchange of

dramatic experience.

521
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The Conferences. This last feature would be

brought alnjut tlirough the oflfer \y the Guild of

the ser\'ices of its three judges as speakers and

discussion leaders at open sessions interpolated

between the tournament presentations. That fact

being clearly understood by the local management,
it is certain that full advantage would be taken of

the knowledge and exjx:rience of the distinguished

visitors. In addition to the discussion of set topics

there would be question-bo.x hours in which the

amateur players would secure answers to their

more technical questions.

The second discussion feature that is proposed

might be called a "post-mortem" session held to

evaluate all the tournament presentations. This

would be programmed to follow the final awards

and to take place while all the tournament teams

were still in town. In this occasion each of the

pro<luctions in turn would be candidly and fully

analyzed by one of the judges. Both its virtues

and its .shortcomings would be set forth in pre-

cisely the temper and the manner employed by the

director of a college drama department after one

of its own student productions.

.Any person who has Ix-en among a group of

j)layers immediately after

their performance cannot ..

y^^ qj^^^ s^^j^j
..

fail to liave noticed in their ;„ a one act play tou

eyes a pathetic hunger for comment. Perhaps it

is the desire for recognition, but it would be a

shallow analysis of this feeling to see in it only a

wish for praise. They want praise
—

yes
—but only

for that in their work which is praiseworthy. They
have just had applause. Their friends give them

only applause—if they give them anything. What
the best of them crave is a word from someone

who knows, indicating what was good and what

was bad in their performance. They want both a

basis for hope and another target to shoot at.

An appraisal of all the productions of the tour-

nament in the presence of an assemblage which

has just witnessed or jarticipated in them would

represent an opportunity for dramatic instruction

of inestimable value. That it would most effec-

tively increase the pulling power of the tourna-

ment can hardly be doubted.

Starting the New Plan. The method for bring-

ing alxiut these im])rovements in touniament pro-
cedure is simple. The Guild would announce the

plan for the new honorary order and offer the

services of its judges to those tournament organi-

zations which met its conditions. These require-

ments might be increased

the prize winning play
^^ experience indicated

rnament in New Haven. furtlier improvements in
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tournament technique, but at first they would in-

volve mainly adapting the local contest period to

the itinerary of the Guild judges and the inclusion

of discussion periods in the tournament program

during and after the contest. Where local cir-

cumstances precluded these discussions it would

not be necessary to insist upon having them.

Qualificallons of Judges. In view of the ex-

ceptional tasks laid out in this scheme for the

judges, their qualifications become highly im-

portant. The presiding judge would be a full-

time paid officer of the Guild and his associates

would be two individuals whom he had engaged

(under a per diem compensation arrangement)
from the region of a particular tournament. Gen-

erally, he would select new associates in each

region, but special circumstances might necessi-

tate the use of one or both of his associates in

more than one region.

This full-time officer of the Guild might be its

president or its excutive secretary
—in case there

were some individual whom it was desirable to

honor as an unpaid president
—but in either case

his qualifications should be of a high order. He
should be a real personage in the dramatic world ;

he should be a first-rate play director, and he

should also have some of the distinctive qualities

o.f a practical organizer (that is, a business man)
and a teacher. He should believe in this plan and

experience an emphatic release of energy and

ability in promoting it.

The two associates he would select from the

various regions to act with him in judging pro-

ductions should not only be experienced directors

but should have the ability to state the basis of

their judgments candidly and with an authority

that would invoke the gratitude of the individuals

whose work was under discussion. The fields

from which he could pick his jury colleagues

would include the faculties of leading schools of

drama, professional directors in both little and

commercial theatres, and the active members of

boards of managers of such bodies as the Theatre

Guild of New York. All the judges should have

the ability not only to make sound dramatic judg-

ments but to analyze their impressions and state

clearly and objectively the basis of their ratings.

They should be able to agree sufficiently upon
standards and rating methods so that they could

state awards in arithmetical terms capable of sum-

mation and reduction to averages.

Before a contest is started, the presiding judge

would distribute all the plays entered in the tour-

ment among the judges, himself included, and in-

struct each one to be prepared to report publicly

upon the plays assigned to him in the session fol-

lowing the final awards. This post-mortem ses-

sion would be open to all the players, directors or

coaches, or authorities interested in the tourna-

ment.

Standard for Diploma Awards. So far as can

be foreseen now the only practicable opportunity
for judging the work of groups and awarding the

honorary diplomas would be in connection with

tournament presentations. The maintenance of

right standards in judging candidates for mem-

bership in the honorary or diploma order would

be the special concern of the presiding judge and

of the board of directors whose policy he would

strive to carry out. Obviously the best policy

would be to set the standard of performance at a

level which, though high, could be achieved by
the best of the individual groups that were not

under continuous instruction or engaged in regu-

lar occupation with the theatre. A plan for in-

terpreting and applying such a standard would

have to be worked out by the three judges, and

the person who would attemjjt to carry that stand-

ard from one region to another would be the pre-

siding judge. If there should be a national finals

tournament, that occasion would often i>ermit

valuable comparisons of the correctness with

which awards were being made in the various

regional contests.

It can be admitted at once that no system of

judging exists which would result in awards that

were universally acceptable. Charges of unfair-

ness, favoritism and insignificance would now and

then be made. The same statement is true as re-

spects the advanced degrees of universities, court

decrees and the awards of distinguished academies

in science and letters. Despite, however, the in-

evitable shortcomings in human judgments, the

stimulus to achievement afforded by an honor-

conferring body justifies its existence.

In the ordinary play tournament there are

usually only two or three chances to win an award,

but in the contest carrying the tournament feature

every contestant has a chance to win something. •

The majority of the toui'naments are now held

in the spring months. Enough have, however,

been held in the fall and winter months to demon-

strate that there is no inherent difficulty in spread-

ing out tournament activity over the whole the-

atrical season. Allotting two weeks to a region

and additional time for the Christmas holidays,
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nine regions could be covered in five or six

months. There would also be time enough for a

meeting of regional winners in a national finals if

such an event were arranged.

The Tournament As a Regional Conference.

Another attractive aspect of this plan is that its

tournaments would actually constitute highly ef-

fective regional conferences. Regions as large as

the districts mapped out, for example, by the Na-

tional Theatre Conference might not always be

fully represented, but for the groups which could

attend in any one district the meetings would be

e.xtraordinarily helpful. In the first place, the

representation from a group would include not

only the director, or its leading spirit, (usually the

only ones sent), but also its more prominent play-

ers. Again the traveling expenses of a team en-

tered in a tournament are more easily managed
than the expenses of delegates to a conference.

For the former, the group can give local money-

raising performances with greater enthusiasm, and

if they win any sort of award at the tournament

the publicity from it enables them to put on the

same play for a profitable "run" at home and

restore their depleted treasury. Thus the tourna-

ment occasion brings into the dramatic forum the

younger and more active element of a group as

well as its maturer and more experienced leaders.

Removing Academic Prejudice. Contests or-

ganized under the plan outlined would naturally
attract an unusual amount of newspaper publicity.
The high reputations of the men devoting them-
selves to judging little theatre tournaments would
come to the attention of college trustees and mem-
bers of boards of education and give them a new
realization of the importance of drama as a method
of education. Such university and high school

authorities as attended the tournament discussions

would inevitably be impressed with the value and

dignity of this work. In these ways the new
activity would help greatly in removing the aca-

demic prejudice which in certain quarters still

holds back the little theatre movement.

Worl on Clearing House Problems. During
these travels and dose contacts with little tlicatre

groups, the executive officer of the Guild would

pick up a great deal of first-hand information re-

garding their real wants and natures. With such

knowledge as a basis he would lie in an excellent

position to fonnulatc practical measures for the

dcvcldjmicnt oi central ilr.iring house services.

During his home period he could give attention to

such problems and all the various ways of pro-

moting the little theatre movement.

Manner of Support. In the beginning, and per-

Iiaps for a long time, the salary of the executive

officer and the per diem compensations of the as-

sociate judges as well as their traveling expenses,

would have to be borne by a g[rant or subsidy from

some public spirited individual or institution.

Whether or not a part of the expenses could be

borne by local groups would remain to be seen.

Certainly all the support which could be obtained

from them without detriment to the eflfectiveness

of the work should be obtained.

In thinking about the method of supporting this

plan there is a fundamental distinction which may
well be borne in mind. Society is roughly divided

into two classes—the immature and the adult. The

cost of the care and training of the first class is

usually a gift. The great bulk of the little theatre

groups of the country are in the earlier stage of

development. They cannot pay for their educa-

tion. The stimulation and the enrichment of the

tournament occasion provided for in this outline

is of a purely educational and developmental

character. It is an essentially paternalistic pro-

cedure and as such belongs properly in the class of

activities which customarily enjoy philanthropic

or public support.

Increasingly Little Theatre groups which are

genuinely community projects are springing up

throughout the country in both large and small

cities. York. Pennsylvania, whose Little Theatre

was created about three years ago under the aus-

pices of the Department of Recreation, recently ap-

pointed as Director of the theatre Carl Click, who
has had long and successful exjierience in this

field. The group is now holding its rehearsals and

giving its plays in school buildings but it looks

forward to the time when it will have its own

playhouse. Two plays have been presented thus

far this season—"Gold in the Hills" and "Out-

ward Bound." Members of the group have also

written some short plays which have been broad-

cast over a local radio station.

The Little Theatre is supported by small con-

tributions and by the sale of tickets to the per-

formances, ranging in price from $.50 to $1.50.

Anyone in the conimunity may be a member of

the Little Theatre and may take part in the plays,

provided he demonstrates his ability.



Municipal

Rose Gardens

Park departments, by creating

an environment of beauty and

peace, are helping materially

in counteracting the mental

strain of the depression.

THE
MOTTO of the American Institute

of Park Executives is "To make

more abundant, facilities for a more

expressive life for all." Park systems all

over the country have been providing

such facilities in ever increasing num-

bers, and it vifould take much space just

to name the many activities and services

of an educational or recreational nature

maintained by the average municipal park

department today for the benefit of the

public.

In these difficult times, when so many
of our people are under considerable men-

tal strain due to unemployment, it is in-

teresting to note that larger numbers than

ever before seem to get more physical, mental and

spiritual refreshment from that part of our mu-

nicipal parks which provides an environment of

peace, quiet and beauty, than from any other fa-

cility such as athletic fields, golf courses or areas

provided for active forms of recreation.

Urban communities are an unnatural environ-

ment for the genus homo anyway. As the popu-
lation of towns and cities increases, the stress and

strain of modern living conditions make it imper-

ative that ample provision shall be made in park

systems not only for active recreational areas but

for adequate retreats where the public may get

close to nature and realize that, even in congested

communities, man may, in conjunction with

mother nature and the application of sufficient

skill and energy, encourage the green grass, orna-

By Ernest K. Thomas
Superintendent of Paries

Providence, R. I.

mental trees, shrubs and beautiful flowers to grow.

In such areas all classes of people, young and old,

may realize that they, even as the roses, may
stand firmly on the friendly earth, lift their faces

to the sun, and receive physical and mental re-

freshment which helps them to meet the problems
of the day with renewed courage.

Park departments by their displays of floral

beauty have done much to encourage home gar-

dens and thus help to beautify towns and cities.

Excellent collections of trees, shrubs and flowers

of various kinds may be found in many park

systems. Rose gardens are maintained by a num-

ber of municipalities and there is no one feature

that attracts more attention or is enjoyed by so

many people as a good collection of roses, well

grown and placed in an appropriate environment.

525
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According to the secretary of the American

Rose Socrety, there are between seventy-five and

eighty municipal rose gardens in the United States

maintained by jJark departments and botanical

gardens. There should be many more, and no park

system is too small to have one. If finances are

not available, public-spiritetl citizens may often

be encouraged to bear the exj)ense of establishing

one. Horticultural societies and garden clubs may
be depended upon to help ; also such service clubs

as the Lions, Rotar)', Kiwanis and others.

Locating a Rose Garden

The location of tlie rose garden needs careful

consideration. It should be placed where those

who will come to see it can be accommodated

comfortably. There should be plenty of i>arking

space nearby, and it should be in an appropriate

environment. An open space in a woodland trail,

or where the landscape features are more or less

naturalistic, may not be desirable. A location ad-

jacent to more formal planting, or where it would

not be in such a contrast to natural beauty, would

be more desirable.

Roses need plenty of sunshine, although this

does not mean that they must have full exposure
to sunshine all day. If they get sun for at least

half the day most varieties will bloom satisfactorily.

Locations near trees or hedges are not impos-
sible if the roots of the trees and shrubs that

may get into the rose beds are cut once a year by

digging down two or three feet on the side of the

rose bed nearest to them. If trees and shrubs

with many surface roots get into the beds, they

may rob the soil of plant fcxxl and moisture to the

detriment of the roses.

A location protected from cold winds is de-

sirable, although not absolutely necessary, for

many hardy varieties; buildings, hedges and

fences may often .serve as windbreaks.

Roses of Different Types
A municipal rose garden .should Ijavc in it a

numtjcr of varieties of the different types of

roses. The following arc tlie most popular today :

Tss RoM«. The tea roses are low grgwing

liushy plants fifteen to thirty inches high; fhey
bkiom abundantly in June and less freely through-
out the sununrr and early fall. They are not

hardy in the northern .states; in the southern

stales ami in California, they do well. In other

sections whcrr thr winters arc not too severe, the

tea roses may \>e grown if given sufficient winter

protection.

Hybrid Perpetual Roses. The hybrid perpetuals

are bushy in form, from two to six or eight feet

high, more vigorous in growth and hardier than

the tea roses. They may be grown practically

everywhere, except perhaps in the very coldest

sections of the United States, with sufficient win-

ter protection. They produce good size flowers of

many different colors and most of them are fra-

grant. They flower abundantly in June and some

of them g^ve a few flowers in late summer or

early fall. As a class, they should be grown more

extensively. Hybridizers and growers are de-

veloping new hybrids and we ex|)ect that they will

soon become as popular as the following class, the

hybrid teas, are now.

Hybrid Tea Roses. This class is the result of

crossing the tea roses with the hybrid jieriJetuals.

They grow from two to four feet high, and may
be grown over the same wide territory as the

former class with some protection in the winter

season in the coldest sections. It is this class of

roses that is jierhaps most ]x>pular due to the fact

that more new hybrids and varieties have been

put on the market than of the other classes.

There are probably over three thousand varieties

listed by rose growers; many of them will pass
out of existence because they do not meet the

highest standards demanded by the public today.

New varieties are l)eing introduced every year
and there is much time and money spent in ad-

vertising them. While the popularity of this class

of roses is merited because there are scores of

very lovely varieties available to the public, other

classes are just as worthy and are much more de-

sirable for certain purposes than the hybrid teas.

The hybrid teas bkxim mo.st profusely in June
and many f)f the best varieties continue to bloom

more or less freely through the summer and early

fall months. Practically all shades of color are

represented in the flowers including one that is

almr>st black, recently introduced, and called the

"Hlack Rose of Sangerhausen."

Polyantha Reset. The [X)lyantlia roses, some-

times called liaby ramblers, bkM)m continuously

from June to late fall. They form low bushes,

many of them not over two feet in height. There

are varieties that pnxluce clusters of small flow-

ers : others have blooms similar to the hybrid teas,

and still others have sprays of single flowers. Al-
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most all colors except yellow may be found in this

class, including orange.

Climbing Roses. All of the foregoing types of

roses may be secured in climbing form ; that is,

the same types of flowers are produced on long

canes that may be trained over arches, porches or

on pillars. There are tender varieties that do not

survive the winters in northern states and can be

grown successfully only in the southern states.

The hardy climbers may be grown over a wide

area and, with a little protection in winter, most

of them will survive in sections where the winters

are quite cold. Even when severe weather kills

back the canes, as happened last winter in many
parts of the country, they will often send up new
canes from the roots to replace the ones damaged.

The climbers bloom for a few weeks in early

summer. Recently hybridizers have announced

the introduction of varieties that bloom sparingly
and more or less continuously after the first early

sumrrier display. The hardy climbers are some-

times grown as hedges, or on banks to prevent soil

erosion.

Shrub Roses. As the name suggests, this class

grows more or less like woody shrubs. They are

used just as shrubs are used, as specimen plants,

in shrub borders or as hedges ; some of the varie-

ties are excellent for planting on steep banks.

They are hardy and vigorous, and they grow from

four to ten feet high or more. They produce sin-

gle and more or less double flowers in white, pink,

red and yellow colors.

There are many other

types or classes of roses, y^g L^jy f^y^^^ Stanley in

including .species, varie- ohowing how fhe varietf

ties and hy-
brids, that are

being used by

hybridizers in

crossing with

the classes

briefly describ-

ed above. These

patient work-

ers are striving

to breed roses

that will be im-

mune to dis-

eases, perfectly

hardy, and have

a longer season

of bloom.

There is quite an interest now in making collec-

tions of old roses ; that is, varieties that were cul-

tivated many years ago and which have been for-

gotten in the avalanche of new varieties that have

been widely advertised in more recent years.

Some of the older varieties of all classes of roses

are unsurpassed by many of the more recerit

introductions.

Selecting Varieties

There are a large number of varieties of roses

in each class now available. In making a selection

for planting in the municipal rose garden, the

park executives and local or nearby nurserymen

will know best which varieties are adapted to any

locality. The secretary of the American Rose

Society can be of great assistance not only in

selecting a representative group of varieties in

each class but in making suggestions for the lay-

out of the garden. There may be private estates

in the community where roses are grown exten-

sively ;
if so, the owners or their superintendents

will help in making the selection.

Soils and Fertilizers

While roses will grow and flower in almost any

kind of soil if it is well drained, except perhaps a

very stifif heavy clay and without much prepara-

tion, they will respond to thorough preparation of

the soil. Of more importance than the kind of

soil is the question of drainage. Roses, like most

garden plants, do not like

"wet feet." If water does

Roger Williams Park— "ot drain naturally, the

es are plainly labeled soil becomes water-log-

ged, especially

in the winter

time, and there

will be much
loss through
winter killing
of the plants.

If the soil is

not well drain-

ed, put in tile

drains.

The beds
should be dug
out at least two

feet deep. If

there is any
question about
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the drainage, dig out six inches more and put in a

layer of clinkers, rough gravel or coarse ashes.

All the old books recommend the use of well

decayed cow manure for the rose beds. There is

nothing better if it can be secured. A layer of

six or eight inches of well decomposed organic

matter in the bottom of the rose beds is desirable.

It holds moisture and plant food, and encourages

the deep rooting of the roses; this enables them

to withstand hot summer weather. If none of

these are easily obtained, then use the peat and

manure sold at seed stores; put a layer three or

four inches deep in the bottom of the bed after

removing the top soil.

The best kind of soil for rose growing accord-

ing to the older gardeners and the recommenda-

tions found in old garden books and magazines is

a "clay loam soil." This means a good loam with

a little more clay in it than sand. In spite of the

advice contained in recent books and of some

modern writers who claim this is not necessary, it

will usually \ie found that, where there are some

particularly fine roses grown, the soil is of this

character.

Very satisfactory results may be secured, how-

ever, with a light sandy loam soil if it is enriched

with organic matter by placing a layer at the bot-

tom of the bed, as suggested above. If the de-

hydrated peat and manure is used and the soil is

rather light and sandy, some of it may be mixed

with the top soil also. Fine ground bone meal and

lime should also be mixed with the top soil ;
use

about five pounds of bone meal and three pounds
of lime for each one hundred square feet of bed.

If the soil for the rose beds could be prepared a

week before planting, it would be desirable. After

digging out the top soil, the bone meal, lime and

the peat and manure could be mixed with it and

the whole allowed to stand for a few days before

placing it back in the beds.

The Purchase of Roses

There arc nurserymen who specialize in grow-

ing roses and they take pride in selling good
stock true to name. Many of them are so sure of

the quality of their plants tliat they offer to re-

place any i>lant purchased from them that dies

during the first winter. Roses purchased from in-

discriminate sfMirccs at cheap prices cannot be ex-

pected to be anything but cheap. For best results,

therefore, it is advisable to secure plants from

sources that are reliable.

Three or four plants of a variety should be pur-

chased rather than one plant of several varieties.

This makes a better showing and you get a better

idea of a variety if there are at least three or four

plants of each growing in a bed.

The hybrid tea roses may be planted about

eighteen to twenty inches apart; the hybrid per-

petuals, which grow a little larger, may be planted

twenty-four to thirty inches apart.

Climbing roses will be planted where needed.

If grown on pillars, fences, posts or arbors, they

may be spaced six feet apart. Order two-year-

old, budded and field-grown stock for the most

satisfactory results.

When to Plant

The teas, hybrid teas, hybrid perpetuals and

polyantha varieties may be planted in beds by

themselves. A row of the polyanthas may be used

on the outside of the beds in which the taller

growing hybrid perpetuals are planted if desired.

A dozen bushes of each variety make a good

showing and give the public a good idea of what

each variety looks like. The beds should not be

more than five or six feet wide so that the center

of each may be readied easily when spraying or

cultivating.

The shrub roses and the species may be used

in the borders around the outside of the rose

beds, and the climbing varieties trained on arches

and pillars.

Planting may be done in the fall or very early

spring. In the South, early spring may mean

February, and the North early in April. In the

very coldest sections, spring planting may be ad-

visable. In the South, late autumn may be pre-

ferred. For a large intermediate section of the

United States, fall planting is probably advisable

for several reasons as follows :

Plants ordered for fall planting will be dug up
from the fields by the nurserymen and shipped to

the customers in a fresh condition. If roses are

not ordered until the early spring, the plants re-

ceived will probably have been stored in sheds for

the winter and they may be more or less dried out

when received. Outside of the warmer sections,

nurserymen have to dig the plants in the fall and

store them for the winter in order to be able to

make shipments to meet the rush of orders that

usually comes to them in early spring because the

ground may be frozen or too wet to enable the

grower to get plants direct from the fields for the

spring orders.
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Roses and many other plants begin to lose

some of their vigor as soon as they are removed

from the soil, due to the evaporation of moisture

from their tissues. The shorter the time, there-

fore, between lifting the plants in the nursery and

planting them in home gardens, the better for the

plants. Parts of the roots are covered with very

fine root hairs that absorb moisture and plant

food from the soil. They are soon destroyed

when removed from the moist earth and exposed
to the air. When planted in the early fall, new
root hairs soon develop, and the roots become

established with the soil particles quickly and be-

fore hard freezing weather may be expected.

When planting is delayed until spring, there

may not be time for the roots to become well

established in the soil before the buds start to

grow and there is a demand on the root system to

supply moisture and plant food to support the

new growth. If this demand cannot be met,

growth may be retarded and the result may be a

poor showing of flowers the first year.

In early spring, there may be delay in planting

due to the fact that the soil is too wet or the frost

may not be out of the ground. If plants have to

stand around waiting for a suitable time to get

the roots into the soil, the delay is not helping

them. This should not happen even if the roses

are ordered for fall planting. As soon as the

plants are received, open the package and heel

them in
;
that is, dig a trench and place the roses

in it ; cover the roots and most of the canes with

moist soil until ready to plant them in permanent

positions in the garden.

The soil is warmer in the early fall than in the

early spring; this fact is conducive to a more

rapid root growth and the plants get well estab-

lished in the soil before severe winter weather

comes. Then, just as soon as the growth starts in

the spring, the roots are ready to supply moisture

and plant food to the unfolding buds, and the

plants develop strong new growths which will

bear handsome flowers the first year.

How to Plant

If the planting cannot be done immediately as

soon as received, the roses should be "heeled in"

as explained above. Cut back any bruised roots

that may appear and shorten the largest canes to

about eighteen inches. Dig holes in the prepared
soil large enough to accommodate the roots when

spread out laterally, and firm the soil down over

the roots with the feet when planting.

The depth to place roses in the soil is indicated

by the soil line on the stems ; that is, it can be seen

just what part of the stem or cane was covered

by soil because the color of the part below the

soil will be lighter than that above.

The point on the rootstock where the buds were

inserted, or the junction of the canes and the

rootstock, is shown usually by a slight swelling.

This point should be just beneath the soil when
the planting is done; that is, not more than two

inches below the surface soil.

When the plants are all in place, cut back the

canes to six inches above the soil. In the spring,

the canes should be shortened again, if there is no

winter injury, to not more than two buds. After

planting, water the bed thoroughly to settle the

soil around the roots of the plants.

Winter Protection

In sections where hard freezing weather oc-

curs, especially in the very cold sections, winter

covering of the rose beds is necessary. The
amount of the covering needed depends on the

types of roses planted and the severity of the

winter weather. It often happens that roses may
be injured more by bright sun, cold drying winds

and alternate freezing and thawing in the winter

season than by low temperatures.

Late in the fall, mound the soil up around the

base of the canes to a depth of six inches. After

the first hard freezing weather, tie the canes up
with twine and place a foot of leaves, hay or

straw around the plants and over the soil in the

beds. Use stakes and strong twine if necessary
to keep the covering in place.

Climbing roses may be taken down from the

arches or pillars, laid on the ground and covered

with soil and leaves in the same manner, if local

experience indicates that this is necessary to keep
them through the winter months without injury.

Spring Pruning and Feeding

In early spring, remove the winter covering.

Sprinkle a little complete garden fertilizer over

the soil and, when dry enough, level off the beds,

raking the fertilizer in. Cut back the canes to not

more than two or three eyes. Three to five canes

are enough to leave on each plant. This hard

pruning of the bush roses produces strong growths
bearing large handsome flowers of good quality
and should be repeated each spring except that

(Continued on pase 552)



The Public Library in the P

A statement presented by the Board

on the Library and Adult Education

of the American Library Association

rogram

of

Leisure Time

THE
Pi'BLic LIBRARY is now much more than

the book depository which perhaps still charac-

terizes it in the minds of a portion of the

public not accustomed to using it. Many people

in this category would jjerhaps gladly use it if

they realized what a variety of specific helps it

could bring them in the costless pursuit of their

amusements, hobbies, avocations, and studies.

Library activities have so expanded in the last

quarter century that they now involve much more

than books. Emphasis on service to the recrea-

tional, cultural and educational interests of the

people is now causing libraries to deal with many
things besides Ixjoks. For example :

Starting places for leisure-time pursuits. They
liave become general information centers on

almost any topic which may happen to interest an

individual at any time. Trained personnel and a

broad range of printed material are at the service

of any one who wants to select a hobby or avoca-

tion, who wants to know the best book or pam-

phlet to buy on his already chosen hobby and

where to buy it, who wants to borrow either a

primer or an advanced discussion on this hobby.

The library is the ideal starting place for the pur-

suit of almost any hobby or avocation.

The community storehouse of avocational infor-

mation. It can also be the

guide and the coach as he

progresses in the pursuit.

Librarians Ixrgan saving in-

teresting printed matter on

each man's hobby before he

himself came upon his hobby.

They can produce in a few

minutes a few choice pieces

of informational material that

would have taken him per-

haps months or years to learn

of and acquire, including out-

S30

Inquiries and suggestions received by
the American Library Association from

recreation, education and library work-

ers indicate that a brief statement point-

ing out the various ways in which the

library^-especially the public library
—

can contribute to leisure-time programs
would be welcomed. Most of the pos-
sible library contributions mentioned in

this article are familiar and obvious, but

a reminder list may prove suggestive to

both librarians and planners of com-

munity leisure-tioM progranm.

of-print material that he could not obtain now at

any price.

Something in print on practically every hobby.
At first thought it may seem that printed matter

and libraries are remote from such leisure-time

pursuits as archery, hiking, athletic sports, pets,

linoleum lilock printing, pap>er crafts, and collect-

ing, but there are a number of full-sized books on

each of these topics, in most cases for both the

amateur and advanced practitioner. It little oc-

curs to people of action that there is anything in

book form that would be interesting or informa-

tive to them in the field of sport, or handicraft,

or amusements. They will be surprised in looking

over the comprehensive "Finding list of hobbies"

in Earnest Elmo Calkins' Care and Feeding of

Hobby Horses to see for how many of these the

author gives names of two to a dozen books which

will tell things about a hobby that the hobbyist

had not known or thought of.

Practically every game, sport, avocation, amuse-

ment, handicraft, hobby, or field of study given in

Mr. Calkins' "Finding list of hobbies" is some-

how represented in print ; if not in one of the full-

sized books which he lists, then in some other

book, pamphlet or magazine article. There are

many books that gather under one cover informa-

tion on whole groups of

hobbies or amusements—
books of entertainments, of

children's games, of floor

games, games for parties,

special occasions, special

age groups, miscellaneous

card games, books on the

several winter sports, on

miscellaneous and less fa-

miliar athletic sports, com-

prehensive books on things

to collect — encyclopedias
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ot a kind on sports, games, recreations and

other activities.

Experts talk to us at the library. There are few

fields of human knowledge or experience where

some proficient person has failed to divulge the

results of his years of practice and his advice to

beginners through the medium of a book or pam-

phlet. Most of us covet the privilege of talking

over our hobbies and avocations with an expert,

but we little realize that that expert's advice in

orderly and compact form is available to us in

some library.

information on local leisure - time activities.

Libraries are also becoming information centers

for news of all kinds of recreational, educational

and cultural opportunities available in and beyond
the community. Their bulletin boards carry pos-

ters, announcements, programs and newspaper

clippings about lectures, concerts, hiking clubs,

group meetings, evening schools, home study

courses, formal educational opportunities, civic

programs and activities, educational radio broad-

casts, outstanding magazine articles of the month,

art and museum exhibits, amateur dramatic and

choral societies and travel opportunities. In addi-

tion, many libraries keep ready reference files of

detailed information about such activities, so that

the individual inquirer after a specific kind of op-

portunity can learn quickly just what is available

to him.

A place to spend leisure hours. Libraries provide

quiet rooms where anyone with an hour or a day

of leisure may "drop in," browse among shelves

of books, magazines, or newspapers, and sit at a

table to read, write, study, look at pictures, or

simply invite his soul. The books on the open

browsing shelves of such rooms are a selected few

from the great mass of a library's book stock

which are considered most apt to be popular, in-

teresting, timely, and needed. These privileges

are free to all, whether registered borrowers and

local citizens or not, and involve no registering,

routine, or red tape.

A town hall. Library buildings are being equip-

ped with auditoriums and lecture halls which are

available—usually without charge
—to non-profit

making study groups, discussion clubs, forums,

musicales, exhibits of all kinds, radio listening

groups, lectures, educational movies.

Pure recreational reading. The library has much

to offer in the way of escapes for those whose

minds are troubled because they have either too

much or too little leisure. The great range of

available fiction can take one into almost any

imaginary world that the moment makes con-

genial.

Many travel books are now written for the

same general purpose : to carry the reader with

the Martin Johnsons to Africa, the Harry Francks

to the Andes, the Richard Halliburtons to all

kinds of places. There is also, in these times, such

a thing as exploring with scientists via books.

Biography is of a new kind today and allows

the reader temporarily to live the life not only of

soldiers, statesmen, men of letters and of promi-

nence, but of plain people, vagabonds, aviators,

courageous women, researchers and every-day

folks who did an every-day job well. Biography
affords something more than escape

—it frequently

affords inspiration as well, and gives better hints

on how to live than do the success books.

The library offers more than books in these and

similar fields. It now provides skilled personal

guidance in finding just the book needed by each

different individual.

The leisure time of children. For years children

have made the library one of their main recrea-

tion centers. They literally swarm in the chil-

dren's rooms of libraries in after-school hours

and at times almost strip the shelves of books. It

is quite certain that the attraction here is recre-

ation rather than study.

Another library offering to children is long

famed—the story hour, where skilled assistants

tell or read aloud stories to large groups of the

younger ones on Saturday mornings.

The leisure time of adolescents. Libraries have

for some years also been addressing themselves to

the leisure-time problem of the 'teen age. Some

larger libraries have special rooms, especial book

collections and specially qualified staff for this age

range, just as most libraries have for young chil-

dren. Most fair-sized libraries have at least a

special nook or set of shelves for young people.

Librarians have been studying the problem of

how to give special attention to these adolescents

without seeming to emphasize the youngness

about which some of them are sensitive. There

are a variety of experiments in how to lead the

youngster into the intelligent use of adult books

by imperceptible steps.

Learning things as a leisure pursuit. Mr. Calkins,

under the heading of "Learning things" (his

(Continued on page 553)



An Old -Fashioned Valentine Party

THE
INVITATION to this Valentine party should

be in keeping with the party. To make a

very old-fashioned invitation, like those in

vogue many years ago, take an ordinary envelope,

tear it open carefully and place it on a large sheet

of cream colored kindergarten paper. Draw
around the envelope with a pencil. Cut this out,

write the invitation on it with red ink, fold into

an envelope with the writing on the inside, and

seal with red sealing wax. Here is a little rhyme
which can be used :

We're going back.

Say, three decades or four.

Come dressed in costumes

Your grandparents wore.

Name Date

Address

A more elaborate invitation may be made in the

following manner: Take an ordinary orchid cor-

respondence card and on it write the invitation in

flowing, shaded script in lavender ink, leaving

enough space in the upper right hand corner to

place an old-fashioned bouquet. Make the bou-

quet by pasting a gathered piece of old lace

around a circle, about an inch in diameter. Then,

inside the circle, apply paste and sprinkle with

vari-colored wool which has been cut into very
fine pieces. This will give the floral effect for the

bouquet. For the stems either lines of green ink

or pieces of heavy green floss can be used. Be
certain to use lavender sealing wax on the

envelope.

Decorations

The color scheme should be carried out in

lavender and ivory to be in keeping with the

Lavender and Old Lace theme. A little thought-
ful planning will help to give the proper atmos-

phere and setting and. will do much toward the

success of the party.

Strings of different colored hearts may be

suspended diagonally from comer to comer.

Crepe paper in lavender and ivory may be cut
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into strips and draped around the lights and

lamps, fastening the paper at the top allowing
the streamers to hang free. To add a final touch,

use plenty of silhouettes and lighted candles.

Matching Partners

The Key to Your Heart. A clever way to find

partners is arranged in this manner. The hostess

prepares as many hearts as there are couples, cut-

ting the hearts out of cardboard or heavy paper.

From the center of each heart a key is cut ; all keys
are of different shapes and sizes. The keys are

given to the boys and the hearts to the girls. The

boys are told that they are to find the girl who
holds the heart which, with their key, they can

unlock.

Nofwithsfanding the fact that St. Valentine's Day
is a celebrated holiday, its origin is quite vague.
There is a theory that the martyred priest of Rome,
St. Valentine, had nothing to do with the custom,
but that it originated long before the introduction

of Christianity. Many years ago wolves were

especially dangerous, and a destroyer of them was

held in honor. And so the old Romans held a cele-

bration called the "Lupercalia," in honor of

Lupercus, the wolf destroyer. At this festival it was

customary for the young people to draw lots for

partners for all the year following. This custom con-

tinued until the third century.
Valentine was a Roman priest who lived during

the time of the persecution of the early Christians

and at the time of Emperor Claudius, commonly
called Claudius the Cruel. During this period wars

arose outside of Rome, and Claudius called all his

citizens forth to battle. The married men did not

want to leave their families, nor those who were en-

gaged, their sweethearts. On hearing this the Em-

peror became very angry and decreed there should
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Lover's Salad. This method of matching

partners was popular when our grandmoth-

ers attended this sort of gala affairs. Tissue

paper in various shades of green is cut and

crinkled to represent lettuce leaves. Slips

with famous lovers of history are pasted on

the "leaves"—the girl lovers' names on the

boys' "leaves" and the boys' names on the

girls'. (One platter is prepared for the boys

and another for the girls.) The "lettuce" is

then passed and each guest is allowed to

take one "leaf" from their respective platter.

They all then try to find their lovers. Here are

some suggestions:

John Alden and Priscilla

Romeo and Juliet

Hiawatha and Minnehaha

Napoleon and Josephine

Dante and Beatrice

Jack and Jill

Paul and Virginia

Punch and Judy

"Oft have I heard both youths and maidens say
Birds choose their mates and couples, too, this day:
But by their flight I never can divine,

When I shall couple with my valentine."

—
Herrick.

The Prince, and Cinderella Ivanhoe and Rowena

Fortunes

Grandmother, dressed as she might have been

forty or fifty years ago, is just the right person

to distribute the heart fortunes. In case some of

us are not so fortunate as to have a grandmother,

an impersonation of grandmother will answer.

These fortunes are written on hearts; red ones

with white writing for the men and white ones

with red ink for the ladies.

be no more marriages. The good priest Valentine

v^as very sad about this and quite secretly united

couple after couple in marriage. At last the nev^s

reached Claudius who ordered Valentine to be cast

into a dungeon where he died. Later the church

canonized him and a new feast was introduced in

place of the pagan Lupercalia to which the name St.

Valentine was given, because St. Valentine's day on

the church calendar occurred about the same time

in February.
An Archbishop connects the celebration with St.

Valentine and says, "he was a man of most admir-

able parts, and was so famous for his love and charity

that the custom of choosing valentines upon his

festival took its form from thence."

The most probable origin is the ancient feast in

honor of Pan and Juno which was held by the

Romans during the month of February. The Chris-

tian leaders persuaded their converts to substitute

St. Valentine for the pagan Pan and Juno, and so

they set the day of celebration on February the

fourteenth, the date of the saint's death.

For the Ladies

Don't wait for him ;

Go while 'tis day
And search him out;
Go right away I

His smiling eyes
Your charm will be.

He's looking for you
Hard as can be.

If he is homely.
Don't blame me.

I've marked his heart
With Cupid's key.

Now, my young girl.

Don't pass him by,
He's a fine young man
And rather high.

Loyal, upright
Handsome, true ;

The boy that's suited

Just for you.

His heart is waiting.
Miss, for thee,

As full of love.
As full can be.

I'm sure that 'this is

One thing I know;
A brilliant boy

Is your beau.

Run quick,
For pretty things he'll

tell

You'll want him for

He's fine and well.

For the Gentlemen

A girl with pretty
wavy hair.

Is buzzing for you
Everywhere.

She's not as young.
Perhaps, as you.

Nor pretty, either.
But you dare not sue.

She's just as crazy
As can be.

Because her heart's

Beating for thee.

Now, whatever else

You do.
Don't miss the girl
With eyes of blue

She's the pick and choice
Of the upper ten.

The finest miss.
Of all women.

She's mighty pretty.
You will see ;

She has a heart
Of gold for thee.

Your girl most sure

Is a gem,
Don't miss this one
Ah ha, ah hem I

She's charming and

handsome.
Bright and true

Her heart is calling

Just for you.

Games

Valentine Barter. Each person is supplied with

ten beans and five separate letters from the word
Valentine. The object of the game is to use the

letter given to form a word or words, and the

beans either to barter or buy additional desired

letters from your neighbors with which to form

words. At the end of a designated time the per-

son or persons with the longest word, the person
with the most words and the person with the

highest number of beans are awarded prizes.

Famous Kates. Here is a game our grandmoth-
ers loved to play. Possibly they will remember it

by the name of "Forty Famous Kates."
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Divide the group into equal teams with about

five to each team. Every person in each team is

numbered, and the captain of each team is the

scorer. The leader has cards on which is written

the question of the famous "Kates." She calls

out a number, and that number from each group

or team comes forward to the leader and tries to

identify the "Kate." The first person who does

so scores one point for his team, and all with that

number retire to their seats to be ready to be

called again. Another Kate is produced, and an-

other number is called. In the event that within

a reasonable time not any of that particular num-

ber can guess what it is, another number is called.

The "Kates" which can be used are :

1. What Kate leaves her place? (N'acate)

2. What Kate resigns? (Abdicate)

3. What Kate points out the

way; (Indicate)

4. What Kate entangles you

by her statements? (Implicate)

5. What Kate is frail? (Delicate)

6. What Kate has a twin? (Duplicate)

7. What Kate tells the news? (Communicate)
8. What Kate does not tell the

truth ? ( Prevaricate )

9. What Kate is a housewife? (Domesticate)
10. What Kate gives instruction ? ( Educate)

11. What Kate returns

courtesies ? ( Reciprocate )

1 2. What Kate drinks too much ? ( 1 ntoxicate )

Mytfery Heart Hunt. Divide the group into

couples. All the guests are instructed to hunt for

paper hearts which have been hidden by the

hostess in very obscure places. Some of the

hearts are red, some are lavender and some are

ivory. After a given length of time the group is

called together and the couples count their ap-

parent gains. They are then told that the red

hearts count five points, the ivory hearts two

points and the lavender hearts deduct three points.

Again they total their findings. An award may be

offered for the couple with the highest score.

Grandmother's Valentirie Wardrobe. The fol-

lowing arc words which were familiar to the

female sex from twenty-five to thirty years ago.

Each person is given a pencil and a slip of paper

on which is printed the following :

VVEELT (Velvet)

ANF (Fan)
LAWHS (Shawl)
ESTANAPLT (PantaleU)
NTARI (Train)

TUBELSS (Bustles)
IDIJOEC (Bodice)
NTONBE (Bonnet)
ESLUMP (Plumes)

The person to have the most correct in a given

length of time is the winner.

Memory Scrapbooks. Divide the guests into

small groups. Provide each group with a table,

chairs, scissors, a stack of old magazines, and

paste. Give each guest a small booklet made by

folding in half three SJ^" x :i" sheets of paper

and clipping them together. The front page is to

be labeled "Glimpses Into the Past." or any other

title the player wishes to use. The second page is

to be labeled "Scenes from My Babyhood," the

third, "Childhood Frolic," next "My First Sweet-

heart," and fifth "My Husband or Wife," and

last, "My Future Hopes." The guests are to cut

out pictures from the magazines and paste them

into the scrapbook on the proper page, under the

proper title. About ten or fifteen minutes are

allowed to finish, and the person with the best

scrapbook, wins.

St. Valentir>e's Mating Secret. The group is

paired off, and each couple is given a secret val-

entine which they are told to open and read

quietlv. Inside the valentine it read thus: "If a

girl wishing to marry a Scotchman wore plaid

and one desirous of catching a musician wore or-

gandie, what then should the girls wear to land

the following:"

An artist (Canvas)
A barber (Mohair)
A confectioner (Taffeta)

Financier (Cashmere)
Fisherman (Net)
Banker (Checks)
Eclitor (Prints)

Gardener (Lawn)
Milkman (Jersey)

Undertaker (Crepe)
Prisoner (Stripes)

Hunter (Duck)

Charades. This is an old, old game. Divide the

group into two or more parts. Let them put on

charades representing the names of various peo-

ple, places, words, etc. A suggestive list should

be given each group.

Shakespeare (Men shaking an impro-
vised sjxrar)

Caesar (Seize her)

Misunderstanding (A girl under a table with

someone standing on the

table)

Cupboard (A cup and a board)

Bookcase (A book and a spectede

case)

Eyelash (Strike someone with a

lash)
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New Trends

in

Park Planning

OF
THE AVERAGE person's

daily activities, it is evi-

dent that leisure time

will occupy a constantly in-

creasing proportion, and espe-

cially for the great masses in

urban sections, opportunity for

recreation must keep pace.

Parks, in the larger meaning,
should lead the way, and that

this fact is well recognized by
the present administration is

gratifying to all of us inter-

ested in park developments. This era will be

known in the history of our nation as a great Park

and Conservation period. As an immediate means

of relieving unemployment and as a future field

for recreation it perhaps surpasses anything before

attempted in this country. To date nearly all of

the great conservation projects, such as—preven-

tion of soil erosion, flood control, forestation, and

power production, have due regard for recreation

possibilities.

The principles of comprehensive planning of

park systems and their connecting thoroughfares

are so well recognized that no brief for them is

necessary in this discussion, but the present-day

need for them is more evident than ever before.

Fortunate is the political unit that has a well-

planned program for park development in this

period of adjustment.

Wliat are some of the basic trends that should

influence in new planning of parks and their con-

necting links.

Developments in Urban Districts

Let us consider urban developments and closely

built-up sections first. The necessity of sufficient
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A city planner tells

how present-day needs
are influencing the

planning of parks and

their connecting links

By

John Noyes

play areas is of first impor-
tance. Few communities have

enough of them, and their

spacing is far from ideal in

most cases. The increased lei-

sure time of adults added to

the ever present need for play

activities for children will

make more necessary than ever

play areas in the congested sec-

tions. The question of financ-

ing is of course difficult and

one for which a reasonable

found. With the present-day

a static or even a decreased

population in many of our cities, the slum clear-

ance projects and possibly the complete eradica-

tion of entire blocks of obsolete residence dis-

tricts offer the wide-awake urban communities

opportunity to create new play areas. Indeed, the

very existence of many cities as soluble political

entities will depend to a great extent on the

thoroughness with which they embrace such pro-

grams. Though they may not be fully aware of

it, most cities are in active competition with out-

lying suburbs to hold their residents. The auto-

mobile and rapid transportation facilities have

made available outer districts where there is less

noise, more fresh air and sunshine and better play

facilities. Unless the cities make their residence

zones more attractive by means of additional

parks and playgrounds, this trend will continue

to a greater degree than ever before. For ex-

ample, subsistence farming developments on the

outskirts of cities, a decided trend of the times, un-

doubtedly will take large numbers from the cities.

Unquestionably a present-day indication in

playground design is a tendency towards games

solution must be

tendency towards
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that will require less area per person. As an il-

lustration, in larger playfields, probably more soft

ball on small diamonds is being played today than

baseball with its full sized big league diamond.

Other sports with similar reduction in area per

person will inevitably be required to better utilize

minimum size playgrounds.
Increased leisure time for adults in our cities,

however, means more necessary areas, too, for

passive recreation, whether in connection with

playgrounds or separated therefrom. Pedestrian

sanctuaries, landscape and country type parks
where older people may rest and reflect on the

beauties of nature will be more desirable than

ever. Modern playground design should recognize

the older generation in creating and reserving

more play activities of a milder nature for them,

such as roque, quoits and similar sports. Too few

of our park and playground systems recognize the

need of mild physical activity for the older per-

son. That improvement in aesthetic arrangement
in all of these types is also possible, is quite

evident.

The larger country or landscape park of twenty-
five or more years ago is almost disappearing in

most of our cities. Much as we hate to face this

fact we must recognize it. Encroachments of

play activities, sites for various public buildings,

zoological collections and displays and various

other interests, many of them quite unrelated to

park purposes, are fast changing the original pur-

pose of this type of park. Many of the park

drives, originally for leisurely pleasure traffic only,

have become main thoroughfares or parts of the

main arteries in the cities. One of the big prob-
lems of the future in park planning will surely be

the modernization of these parks, through grade

separation of many of these main arteries through

parks, and the consequent re-grading and land-

scaping of the areas involved. Park commissions

should oppose vigorously further encroachments

of park areas by various unrelated public or

semi-public institutions and should make a strenu-

ous effort to remove many now existent.

Zoological collections, among the finest of our

scientific-educational projects, in

many cases have been located in

areas unfit for the purpose and

where expansion is almost im-

possible. In most cases they
would infinitely be better situated

if located in grounds set aside

exclusively for their use or, if

This address was delivered by
Mr. Noyes, Landscape Archi-

tect and City Planner, St. Louis,

Missouri, at the convention of

the Annerican Institute of Park

Executives held at Louisville,

September 17-21.

located in the large country park, in a properly

designed area, with plenty of room for expansion.

Golf courses probably retain the natural to-

pography and vegetation of the park more than

any other sport and fit into the landscape better;

but in the interest of safety to other park pa-

trons, golf courses should be isolated from main

park drives, preferably located in areas exclu-

sively for them.

Modernization of most parks is unquestionably

needed if they are to function as up-to-date recre-

ation centers based on present-day needs. In

many cases this trend will lead towards the aban-

donment of roads through them, in the case ot

many smaller parks, and the elimination of parts

of the road system in larger parks. Creation of

areas for automobile courts or so-called parking

areas along attractive lines with planted separa-

tion strips, additional lookout points and similar

traffic features, are increasingly desirable. Many
roads in older parks, designed in horse and car-

riage days, need reconstruction, with easier and

less dangerous curves.

In the opinion of many, cities not already pos-

sessing them should have at least one area in parks

devoted to an arboretum and even perhaps a

modest botanical garden. This area where various

types of plants, hardy to the locality may be

found with all plants labeled, would be of great

educational value, and also of great potential at-

tractiveness.

The architecture in many parks is fast becom-

ing obsolete and in need of modernization. Good

taste in design of structures demands our interest

more than ever before, and the type of architec-

ture and materials most suitable to the locality

obviously should be used, with preference to-

wards more or less uniformity of style. Many ex-

isting structures in parks are almost as unsuitable

in style, materials and purpose as a California

bungalow in northern New Hampshire.

Regional or County or Metropolitan Parks

The movement towards regional parks, whether

known as County, Metropolitan or by any other

name, in the environs of our

larger cities, will increase in num-

ber and use. The splendid exam-

ples of the Westchester County

system and the Metropolitan sys-

tem of Boston and others have

set an enviable record of accom-

plishment that all metropolitan
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Courtesy Ft. Worth Park Department

Many feel that at least

one area !n a park should

be devofed to such de-

velopnnents as the rose

gardens and
lily ponds In

Rock Springs Park, R.
Worth, Texas

communities are attempt-

ing to emulate to a

greater or less degree.

The opportunity to con-

nect the main park areas

and reservations of the

outer system by means of

parkways is, of course,

greater in these less con-

gested districts than in the city.

St. Louis County is now in the midst of a five

million dollar bond issue campaign for the con-

struction of sewers, and as a part of its program

eventually expects to develop many of the natural

drainage clianncls, its creeks and small rivers, into

parkways, appropriately named "Flo-ways." Other

environs of large cities will doubtless proceed

along similar lines. The possibilities of many of

the su|)er-highways now entering cities as land-

scaped {)arkways leading to large outer parks and

reservations are almost unlimited.

The large outer |)arks and reservations of the

regional system will supplant to a large extent the

fast disappearing country [jark of the city, and
their accessibility by bus and rail transportation

as well as by automobile is a most important con-

sideration. Camping grounds, nature trails, game
preserves, boating, fishing and similar activities

are generally greater in dfinand in the larger and
more distant (larks than the more active types of

recreation. Preservation of natural scenery and

native plant life, and a lan<lsca|xr treatment de-

velojHrd to fit ami accentuate the natural charac-

teristics of the site using native plant materials

exclusively, so far as fM)ssible. should dominate.

Distinction in these |Nirks, and, in fact, in all

park developments whether lity. .state or national,

should lie one of the great objectives of the de-

signer. If Jones Park in tlie south part of the city

can have cliaracteristics that distinguish it from
Smith Park in the north part, both in good taste

and well designed, certainly the citizenry of the

entire city will try to visit both at various times

during the year ; the more pride they will have in

the two and the greater will be their support of the

parks. Many times this distinction will develop
from the natural characteristics of the site. Often

it must develop from the ingenuity of the designer.

State and National Parks

Acquisition of state parks for the preservation

of points of great scenic interest and natural won-

ders have received great impetus in the past few

years. Many states have adopted the policy of

setting a maximum price limit on such properties

which means that such sites will in most cases be

far distant from and relatively inaccessible to the

large centers of population, the heaviest taxpay-

ers, hence the principal financial investors in the

park. Five dollar an acre land one hundred and

fifty miles from the center of population may be

as expensive as $100.00 an acre land within

twenty or twenty-five miles of the center in cost

of the land i)er visitor. A 10,000 acre tract at the

greater distance might have 50,000 visitors a year ;

land cost, exclusive of maintenance and develop-
ment costs, would represent $1.00 per visitor. A
tract of e(|ual size close to the large center costing

$100.00 per acre might liave 1,000,000 visitors a

year which would also rejiresent $1.00 per visitor.

My figures m.iy not even a|>pr(>ximately approach
the correct ones, but certainly this economic prob-

lem deserves im|Hjrtant consideration. When the

costs of trans|M)rtation and lo.ss of time in going
to the far distant tract arc considered, the points

in favor of the easily accessible state park are even

more pronounced.
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State water conservation programs for streams

and flood control through creation of lakes are

almost unlimited in their possibilities for recrea-

tion, providing as they will opportunities for

boating and fishing activities, tourist and week-

end camps, to say nothing of the landscape and

scenic features.

National parks selected from superlative areas

for their scenic interest and natural wonders, pre-

served in their native glory, will ever be the pride

of all Americans. Accessibility is a minor con-

sideration in their selection. The National Park

Service is to be congratulated on the selection,

development and management of these sites. Na-

tional and state forests and regional forests near

large cities, for their economic importance, as well

as their recreational possibilities, should also be

greatly encouraged, fostered and enlarged upon.

Highway Beautification

Another of the most significant trends of the

times which we may broadly consider a part of

the park program is the possibility for beautifica-

tion,- landscape development and improvement of

our state and rural highways. State highway en-

gineers have not reached the apex in design by

any means, as regards fitting the road to topogra-

phy or in grace of line and curve, but there has

been a notable improvement in the past four or

five years. The past year has seen a remarkable

impetus to the roadside improvement program
and the possibilities of many of the state high-

ways and super-highways as scenic parkways is

unbounded. Between the St. Louis city limits and

the town of Gray Summit, Missouri, a distance of

some thirty-five miles, we have a new highway of-

ficially known as Highway 66 which to date is

undoubtedly the best example of state highway

planning in the eastern part of the state. It hap-

pens that this highway connects the Missouri Bo-

tanical Garden in the city with its new Arboretum

at Gray Summit. A little over a year ago an as-

sociation was formed to work for the preservation

of natural scenery along this highway, the control

of billboards, the improvement of roadside stands

and service stations and the development of road-

side planting mainly through use of native plants.

With the assistance of this association, the

State Highway Department has planted thousands

of trees and shrubs along this highway. By popu-
lar acclaim and sanction of the two counties

through which it passes, this section of Highway
66 has been named the "Henry Shaw Garden-

way" as a memorial to the founder and donor of

the Missouri Botanical Garden. The new program
of the association is to secure ea.sements on adja-

cent property, in some cases a half mile or more

from the road, particularly on land not suitable

for cultivation, for the planting of thousands of

native redbud, wild crab, dogwood and other

native plants
—one type of forestation. This new

program has the enthusiastic support of the State

Highway Dejjartment and the Missouri Botanical

Garden. Undoubtedly our state highways have

great possibilities along similar lines. With the

gradual acquisition of "Rest-a-way" parks along

the routes, picnic grounds, and scenic overlooks,

many of them will indeed become park systems in

themselves.

This leads to consideration of "Tourways."
This movement, inaugurated at the convention of

the American Society of Civil Engineers in Van-

couver, last July, proposes the construction of

great parkways throughout the nation, reserved

exclusively for the use of passenger automobiles.

It is undoubtedly one of the foremost progressive

steps of our .generation in highway planning. The

aim of these "Tourways"—300 or more feet of

freeways
—would be to connect national, state and

local parks and other points of interest, and to

provide smaller parks along the way for camping
and sightseeing.

A few remarks about the possibilities of your
own profession are pertinent at this time. Park

executives today must be big business men. The

ability required in a good all-round park execu-

tive would probably bring in many times the in-

come he now receives if he were connected with

a large commercial enterprise. There is, however,

a large field still relatively unexplored that chal-

lenges your ability, that of building up support

through public interest in your work and your

parks. Building up public pride in the park sys-

tem pays big dividends to the city in the tour-

ist travel it helps to create and in the support of

the citizens themselves. Obviously that they have

something to be proud of is assumed. In Mis-

souri we have a Citizens' Road Committee which

has greatly assisted the State Highway Commis-

sion in the development of the State Highway
System. Why not local and state park associa-

tions of interested citizens to act in an advisory

capacity and help put over park programs? En-

courage wealthy citizens to donate and endow

parks for the public as memorials to themselves

(Continued on fatje 554)



A County Recreation Exposition

THE
FIRST Westchester County Recreation

Exposition was held at the County Cen-

ter in White Plains, N. Y., from October

31st through November 6th under the auspices
of the Westchester County Recreation Com-
mission. Forty different civic, social or educa-

cational organizations cooperated in the under-

taking; of these, sixteen were recreation boards

optrating under municipal auspices in various

communities of the county. Nearly as many
manufacturers or local dealers in equipment for

recreational activities also participated. Over a

hundred individuals worked toward the success

of the show as members or officers of commit-

tees representing twenty-five classifications of

recreation.

The main purj)oses of the Exposition, which

will be conducted annually hereafter, were de-

scribed as follows by E. Dana Caulkins, Superin-
tendent of the county's Recreation Commission:

First, to aid the citizens of the county in the

selection and cultivation of wholesome and satis-

fying recreational activities; and second, to aid

the local recreation agencies of the county by pro-

moting increased participation of citizens in locally

sponsored activities.

I'-Qr a "first performance," the results were

gratifying. The entire building was in use from

the Exhibit Halls in the basement to the Little

Theatre on the second floor. The great auditorium

was cleared and about a hundred booths were

erected with the aid of workers from the West-

chester County Transient Center in nearby Elms-

ford. Here were shown equipment for indoor and

outdoor sports of all kinds, toys and games, and

old prints and jewelry for the collector. A modem
printing press, on which a newspaper The Ex-

position Nncs was printed daily, and an airplane
were the outstanding exhibits in point of view of

size. Ten local recreation commissions arranged
attractive displays illustrating a wide variety of

recreational activity. The model of a proposed

air}>ort for Westchester County occupied a key

[wsition on iIk main floor.

Other exhibits of unusual interest on this floor

represented such activities as dramatics, camping,
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an activity so interesting and popular

that it will be made an annual event

fishing and hunting, gardenings, choral and instru-

mental music, hiking, amateur photography and
motion picture technique. The arts and crafts

were shown in the downstairs Exhibit Hall, as

were home activities, collections and models of

trains and ships. Not before, since the Center was

opened in 1930, ha\e so many and such diverse

forms of leisure time pursuits been exhibited at

the same time. Nightly demonstrations of the

various activities added to the attraction of the

Exposition.

From the hour the doors were opened each day—
I o'clock— until they closed at 10 p. m., men

and women, boys and girls came to look and ask

questions. They came in groups and individually ;

many families attended together. The first day's
attendance was about 1,500, and each day there-

after, the number grew, until on the last day it

was estimated that about 7.000 people swarmed
into the Exposition. The total attendance was

about 30,000. Local newspapers commented on

the "tremendous interest" in recreation that this

figure indicated, and expressed the hope that "the

success of the first year will lead to a permanent

program." A central committee was in charge.

The sale of a limited number of booths to com-

mercial exhibitors provided most of the income,

and the sale of admission tickets and souvenir

programs also helped to put the Exposition on a

self-supporting basis. Only the cooperation of a

large number of organizations made the affair

possible. Among those arranging exliibits or pro-

viding leadership and talent in the daily demon-

strations and entertainments at the show were the

following :

Westchester divisions of the American Red

Cross, Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, Fetlcrated Garden

Clubs of New York State, Parent-Teachers' As-

sociation, Federation of Women's Oubs, and the

(Continued on fage SS4)



And for a Backdrop

the Tyrolean Alps!

By LuciLE HoERR Charles
Director of Drama

American Peoples College in Europe

"**##j-; DROVE UP in deep night to the inn with a

1^ flourish, finding our welcoming Poconians

sitting at tables in bright color under the

trees. A glamorous introduction to the Tyrol !

Hot tea and hearty greeting waiting for us ;

then sleep under feather bed. In the early

morning I looked out to see unreal steep

mountains crowned in drifting mist. From then

to now has been a series of unreally beautiful

pictures. The unbelievably exquisite village;

white houses ; painted walls, windows and

doorways ;
embellished inscriptions, carvings

on the outside of all the houses
; the wayside

shrines, the covered bridges, the flowers
; the

band with their shiny instruments which we
met in the street getting ready to play, all in

short pants, embroidered jackets, and broad-

brimmed felt hats trimmed with cock feathers

and Alpenrosen. Beauty is overflowing. I wish

I could recapture every moment of these two

days and deliver them entire to those at home."

So reads the first entry of my journal after I

came to Oetz-in-Tyrol, the town where the

American Peoples College in Europe has its

headquarters. The first impression we all had
was one of utter charm, and we gave ourselves

up to enjoyment of the village.

Soon the drama group came together, how-

ever, and discussed plans. What would it be

appropriate to do here in this lovely valley?
How could we learn the most? What equip-
ment did we have? Where did our needs and

wishes lead us?

We had a grand feeling of freedom in this

planning. There was no set curriculum, no

course, grades, examinations or fixed text-

books. We were not obligated to produce a

play. True to the Peoples College tradition we
were here to make the most of ourselves and

B^^.
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American students climb mountains in the

Tyrol for another. This last play we "Acher-

kogl" after the tallest peak in the neighbor-

hood, and I should like to discuss it for a

moment, since the process by which it was
assembled may be interesting to recreation

leaders who create plays on playgrounds and

in camps, or in the corner of a yard or perhaps
in a club room.

Our group had just completed a careful pro-

duction of two one-act plays in the Inn. Most

of us were in the relaxed happy recoil follow-

ing a successful performance. It was a glorious

afternoon. No one felt like doing very much ;
in

fact only five felt like doing anything dramatic

at all. These five, plus the drama director, be-

took themselves over to the Freilichtbuhne,

books and blankets under their arms. They
read plays aloud for an hour or so, pausing
often to drink in the sunshine, the brilliant blue

sky, the white clouds, the noise of the mad,

crashing mountain stream a quarter of a mile

away, the amethyst heights of the encircling

mountains. .'\t tlic end of a lazy hour, a spark

flared up. Someone noticed, as we sat there

in front of the stage, how the rampart repeated
the shape of Acherkogl, leaning back up there

high and clear. Came more suggestions from

two or three who had recently climbed the

mountain. Came the decision to give a takeoff

on the Acherkogl ascent, at the Freilichtbuhne.

Next morning the six of us met again at the

theatre, plus an elderly Viennese music j)rofes-

sor who came along as an interested and

slightly scandalized observer. It was for the

learned Herr Doktor new and somewhat terri-

fying to .see the casual manner in which these

.\mericans stood
around, joking and

laughing, tossing in

suggestions, anec-

dotes, giving sweep-

ing and im|>ractical

suggestions for the

form of the play, ail

helter-skelter, hit or

miss, and everything

cheerfully recorded

on pa|)cr by the di-

rector who was as

informal as the rest

of them. Yet the di-

rector was in fact chairman, and as opportunity
arose he began suppressing some suggestions
and evoking others, helping to shape the

whole, reminding the group that the play must
be built upon a simple curve leading to a

climax and thereafter falling quickly away He
insisted upon a clean-cut beginning, climax

and end ; what hapjicned in between was less

important. Within a few minutes it was agreed
that there should be three climbers, to be played

by .Ann, Peg and Jock. Jay would be Shep, the

guide, and Alice would be the Elements. The
scenario was roughly blocked out; each

character was defined as a type; the Herr

Doktor and the director seated themselves on

the footlights box in front, and the actors

sailed in.

One side of the stage was the village of

Oetz, whence the climbers set forth at two
a. m. Very gaily, and well fortified by biscuits

and honey served even at that ungodly hour

at the home of the Director of the College (a

customary rite, by the way). In fact all the

incidents which occurred were culled directly

from life. The other side of the stage was
Bielefelder Hutte, the halfway house. The top
of the rampart was, of course, the mountain.

Back and forth the climbers tramped on a

switchback trail, across the stage on one long
board, and back along the next one. Enroute

the Elements ran forth with a sprinkling can

and the climbers were deluged, except Shep
the guide who thoughtfully carried an um-
brella ! And so on through all the excitements

and vicissitudes of the climb.

Losing one's trail (before meeting the guide)

^tiil)l)ing one's toe. eating chocolate, drinking
at a pool, being rop-

ed together, watch-

ing an avalanche go

by, seeing the moon
rise (round piece of

l>aper raised by the

l.lements with inim-

i t a b I e grandeur),

hunting for Edel-

weiss and an autumn

crocus, going through

a snowstorm, up
across one terrific

ascent after the

other, with a final
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straddling of the dangerous saddle of rock from

one peak to the highest, Peg with her huge,

unlaced shoes; Jack, good natured, inclined

to be lazy ; Ann, complaining and droUy naive;

Jay (the guide) with his beer bottles and odd

rear elevation when climbing.

It is impossible to recapture the bloom of

theatre fun in a written report. Suffice it to

say that the Herr Doktor and the director

laughed at this first rehearsal until literally

they cried. Particularly funny was the last

awful ascent; the agony of those four grown

people trying to scramble up a three-foot slide ;

the proud singing on the mountain top; the

quick descent; the takeoff on a Schulplattler

dance at Bielefelder Hutte. And finally the

triumphant procession down the switch-back

trail, all fatigue gone, and into Oetz again. It

had the sparkle of a new and happy game.

That was the only rehearsal we had, too. In

the afternoon we met again to go over the

scenario in our minds and to check on the

proi)s and signs. We spread the word about

annmg the villagers and guests of the inns that

at six o'clock that evening we would give this

show which made fun of Americans climbing

the mountains.

At performance time perhaps sixty or

seventy peojile were in the audience, many of

them speaking only German but thoroughly

understanding the spirit of the play. The

American student section of the audience first

sang folk songs and Negro spirituals, answered

by Tyrolean folk songs from the mountaineers.

Then the small but noble band of actors held

forth for perhaps a half hour. And our frankly

impromptu, flexible little play, with a suffi-

ciently sound framework for the silliness and

fun to be pegged upon, was a hit. The peasant

children sat there with th.eir buckskin shorts

and colored aprons, their long braids and crop-

ped heads, and squirmed with delight. The

village boys sat in a group together, slapping

their thighs over the antics of American

student mountaineers. The whole audience

"howled with laughter. We are not at all modest

about our success. In fact we still gloat over it.

This play that we made up was only one

of the things the drama group of the American

Peoples College in Europe did in Oetz. More

formal productions took place, play readings,

speech and pantomime study. Also during this

orientation period at the college headquarters

we were studying language, history and current

events, and coming into contact with other

American students interested primarily in

music, physical education, psychology, or

general social conditions abroad.

And then we set ofi' on a Pocono study trip

through from five to nine difTerent countries,

depending on what routing we took and how

long we stayed over. Some came to Europe

for only nine weeks and others stayed over for

a year. We made swift comparative surveys

of the theatre in various countries. We visited

many types of performances from the most

finished professional productions to those of

the most naive amateur. We watched rehear-

sals, sat in government boxes, had interviews

with the President of the Hungarian Play-

wrights' Association and the Director of the

Opera and the National Theatre in Vienna, met

Sil Vara, author of "Caprice," visited Rein-

hardt's theatre in Prague, saw performances of

O'Neill's plays in Danish, the Czech B^illet and

the current theatrical excitement of Stockholm

and London. Throughout we were seeking the

relationship of theatre and life, watching par-

ticularly for echoes of the present social and

economic confusion.

Moreover, again in accord with the Peoples

College tradition, we were travelling for the

most part simply and modestly. Oh, we

splurged once in a while ! Who will ever forget

that hotel in Paris? But for the most part we
lived in homes and inexpensive pensions and

traveled third class on the railroads and boats.

And by so doing we got really to know some-

thing of the life of the people, and we did

things literally as cheaply as they can be done.

Home again, not only with vivid memories

of the pastry piled with whipped cream we had

in Denmark, the moonlit sea, and that cow we
tried to milk in the Tyrol, but with an accumu-

lation of dramatic material and method, a

treasury of the stuff of the theatre as it occurs

in countries other than our own. We came

home with a new perspective on our theatre

jiroblems in America, and with a more specific

technique to use on that little show in our own

backyard.



A Field House lOO Percent "Play-full"

THE
CFIILDREN of One of the

Newport, Rhode Island, play-

grounds have been so persis-
tent in sliding down the roof of a

little coal shed on the playground that it has been

necessary to reshingle it everj- two years. Taking
the tip from the children, several years ago we
built a maple slide on one side of the building with

stairs on the other. This the children used until

the surface became "slivery" and unusable.

The next step was the construction of a slide

shown as part of the building pictured in the il-

lustration. The surface was of white cement and
stone aggregates ground to a polished surface that

eliminates slivers and never rusts or corrodes. A
wooden foot piece converted it into a toboggan
slide in winter. This slide, with a wooden set of

stairs and a platform, was used until two years

ago when the C.W.A. and F.E.R.A. completed the

project.

The building which resulted contains a main
room 1 6' by i6' with an oak bench around two
sides and a 4 foot fireplace giving ample heat for

spring and fall use. This room serves as a field

house dressing room, a club house for small neigh-
borhood gatherings, a shelter and workshop for

children on rainy days, and a place where indoor

By Arthur Leland
Landscape Archifecf

Newport, R. I.

bacon bats may be held. There is

a broad stairway outside leading to

the roof and across to the slide.

There are no shingles, slate, tile or

conductors to be broken. In the building are a

toilet, lavatory and cold shower bath for girls

located under the stairs, a cold shower bath, urinal

and toilet for the boys placed under the slide, and

a lavatory inside the door of the main room. The
windows are high and covered with gratings. The

height of the platform forming the roof of the

building is 9 feet. The roof can be used for a

variety of purposes
—as a bandstand, as an out-

door stage for dramatic productions and as a ring
for boxing contests, as well as a play area and a

platform for the slide and stairs. If heat should

Ix; required for winter use, a basement can be

added for the heating system and for storage

purposes.

The cost of materials was $1,081.37, for labor

and supervision, $2,428.85, making a total ex-

penditure of $3,510.22. If done by contract the

cost might be reduced. The exterior of the build-

ing is of cobblestones salvaged from the city

streets ; the interior, granite paving blocks secured

(Continued on page 554)
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World at Play

Nature Study and

Garden Clubs

THE School Garden

Association of Ameri-

ca, which has been ac-
'

lively interested in

nature study in the public schools since 1910, has

launched a campaign to bring together into a na-

tional organization the nature study and garden

clubs which exist in the schools of the United

States. A series of leaflets dealing with various

kinds of club activity, medals of award, mem-

bership pins and other aids are being prepared.

Assistance will be given in planning and organiz-

ing new clubs in elementary schools as well as in

junior and senior high schools. Anyone interested

is urged to write to the Chairman of the National

Junior Club Committee of the School Garden As-

sociation—Karl H. Blanch, East Mauch Chunk

High School, East Mauch Chunk, Pennsylvania.

Winter Sports

THE Commissioners

of the Palisades In-

terstate Park, New
York, are offering at

Bear Mountain an attractive program of winter

sports with skating, skiing, tobogganing, bob-sled-

ding, hiking, snow-shoeing and all the other ac-

tivities which make the park such an important

winter sport center. The schedule of special events

includes the following : January 5th and 6th —
Olympic speed skating try-outs for the middle

Atlantic section; January 13th
— Interstate ski

jumping tournament; January 27th
— Palisades

ski jumping tournament; February 12th— Bear

Mountain ski jumping tournament. Winter

camps are maintained for the use of winter sports

enthusiasts which may be rented at a nominal

sum. These cabins, which vary in size, are fur-

nished with the essential kitchen and dining room

utensils, as well as with pots, mattresses and blan-

kets. Winter sports equipment is also provided.

Further information may be secured from Miss

Ruby M. JoUiffe, Superintendent, Camp Depart-

ment, Palisades Interstate Park Commissioners,

141 Worth Street, New York City.

Movies, or Games
and Athletics?

THE Better Films
Committee, of Engle-

wood. New Jersey, an-

nouncing the findings

of a questionnaire answered by 1,500 grade and

junior high school pupils, states that the study

shows the majority of children preferring games
and athletics to movies. The average Englewood
child attends 4.3 times a month, some reporting

they have never been to a movie and others stat-

ing they attend as often as twenty times a month.
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PENN STATE |?s^ioSs
lntor-S*ssion, June 11 to June 28

Main Session. July 1 to Auq. 9

Post Session. Aug. 12 to Aug. 30

Coltt^t 4*9*1*1 /or Hudtntt and teathttt of

Hr^th. Phytitml Education and athlrtic coaching
Sffkrrt of dt^tftt in HriUh and Phytujl Edn-
(II ion find Pcnn Sute'f popnlir siinimrr Mttion
id<4l. Coaibin<t thotoagh aindr wiih ml Tica-

lioM (on in the hem of ihr Alltghcnirs. Unoiaal
ft<r«4iio«il oppoitunitir*. Modern grmnjiiom.
Tnifion. foon jnd board sarpnsinglr low.

Gradojlf <oarMt Iradiag co jdvanccd drgrers.

Undfrfridailr <oaTMt Iradiog to bacciburcat*

d#flr«t. Sprciii (Our»tt in jthi«lic cojching for

m«n jnd wooicb. Nationally-known cojcbing alaS.

Fot cataloq mddttu
Ditecloe of Summtt Stttioni

The PENNSYLVANIA STATE COLLEGE
State CoUeqe. Pa.

Values cf Drama Tournaments—Gimmunity
apiireciation of the activity of recreation de-

partments in organizing and promoting com-

munity dramatic tournaments is voiced in a

bulletin from the Young Men's Hebrew Asso-

ciation in Birmingham, Alabama. The Park

and Recreation Hoard of that city last spring

promoted a one-act play tournament and made
available the Sharpe Cup for the winner. This

was awarded to the Dramatic Workshop of the

y.M.H.A. for what was alleged to be a truly

professional performance of "Confessional."

The Y.M.H.A. Nncs says : "The Park and Rec-

reation Hoard has done a splendid piece of

work by sponsoring a tournament such as this.

Amateur dramatic groups are brought together
in good fellowship to comjjete among them-

selves. The experience which every member
of a cast received by appearing before an in-

terested audience is invaluable training. The
theatre is the finest means of self-expression
and for that reason many of us who have shown
no interest should realize the field there is for

development in acting. ,\s for the "Y" Dra-

matic Group, it upheld as usual those tradi-

tions of fair play, cooperation and splendid ef-

fort which have always been its motto."

American Physical Education Association

Convention— The national convention of the

American Physical Education Association and
its Eastern District Society will be held in

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, April 24-27, 1935.

The Southern District of the American

Physical Education Association convention

will be held at the Biltmorc Hotel, Atlanta,

Georgia, April 3-6, 1935.

Camps for Young Men of Great Britain—
Great Britain is one of the countries which is

seeking through the establishment of camps to

do something for counteracting "the effects of

prolonged unemployment on the younger men
in the severely depressed areas." Four physi-
cal training centers under full time instructors

were oi)ened during 1932 for the benefit of all

young men between the ages of eighteen and
thirt\- who were wholly unemployed. The ex-

l)eriment proved so popular that it was ex-

])anded in 1933 through the creation of thirteen

new centers. This is entirely a recreational

and physical conditioning undertaking except
in the case of the Edinburgh Center. There
the courses are s])ecialized for the purpose of

training men to lead physical training classes.

About 9,000 men have taken a twelve week

physical training course maintained by the

Ministry of Labor. By the close of 1933 some
of the classes had been taken over by private

welfare organizations.

A Sports Parade— On November 18, 1934,

50,000 individuals participated in a sports pa-
rade in Mexico. All the sj)ort elements within

the republic were represented. The parade ter-

minated in front of the National Palace, from

a balcony of which President Rodriguez, Presi-

dent-elect Lazaro Cardenas, the full Cabinet

and the diplomatic corps applauded the various

athletic feats which were presented. Boys on

skates led the way, followed by venison hun-

ters, crack Mexican poloists, baseball, basket-

ball, rugby, soccer and tennis i)layers, oars-

men, fencers and girl athletes of every class.

The enormous progress of sport in Mexico was

|)ortrayed.
—From the Ne7c Vork Times, No-

vember 19, 1934.

Neighborhood Clubs— In Tampa, Florida,

the Board of Public Recreation is stressing the

organization of neighborhood clubs in some of

the most neglected sections of the city. Two
clubs, the De Soto Recreation Club and. the

Jackson Heights Imjjrovenient Club, for young
men and women from sixteen to thirty-five

years, are making particularly gratifying prog-
ress and new members are joining each week.

The clubs arc meeting a real need in their com-

munities. The Jackson Heights Improvement
Club is making plans to build a playground in

Jackson Park in connection with the club

house. Basketball courts, tennis courts, dia-
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mond ball fields, horseshoe pitching courts and

play facilities for small children are included in

\
the plans. Club members are raising funds and

j
securing volunteer help for the project. The

! De Soto Recreation Club has held a dance at-

tended by 350 people. A nominal fee was

charged to defray expenses.

Gardening—Last year many gardening pro-

, jects were provided through 4-H clubs. Forty-

four thousand boys and 132,000 girls were en-

rolled in home garden projects. During the

,

same period 3,411 boys and 66,198 girls inter-

' ested themselves in beautification of home

grounds projects.

Eleventh Annual Junior High School Con-

ference—The School of Education of New
York University announces its eleventh annual

Junior High School Conference to be held at

the School of Education, New York City, on

Friday and Saturday, March 8th and 9th. The

general subject for the conference is : "Junior

high school pupils
—how can they achieve

democracy?"

Tennis Tournaments in Salt Lake City—In

August Salt Eake City completed its annual

city-wide tennis tournament, the most success-

ful in the history of the city. Approximately

1,000 individuals participated in the fourteen

different classes for a total of 820 matches and

2,390 participants. An opportunity to play was

presented to both young and old. High school

and college letter men, as well as major tennis

tournament winners, were barred from partici-

pation. This ruling proved an impetus in at-

tracting the average player and added zest to

the competition. No entry fee was required and

balls were furnished for the final matches.

Summer Emergency Classes—Education and

recreation centers developed in Pennsylvania

by the Department of Public Instruction as a

phase of the emergency education program
have enrolled 18,450 young men and women in

activities, according to the Public Education

Bulletin for August 1934. The centers have

been developed in school buildings, Y.M.C.A.'s

and other suitable public buildings having

nearby athletic fields, playgrounds and swim-

ming pools. Sixty-two supervisors at these centers

directed handcraft classes, nature study, health

education, dramatics, sewing, industrial arts,

singing, dancing and athletic activities.

BRING

EVERWEAR SAFETY

TO YOUR SWINGS!

The New EvcrWcar Spring-Rubber Safety Seat for

Swings, No. SR-206, (United States and Canadian

Patents Pending) cushions every blow and prevents
serious accidents. It is made of an ingenious ar-

rangement of special, EverWcar-designcd, fabric-re-

enforced, tough, springy, long-wearing, tubular, tire

stock rubber, which is so assembled in combination
with spring steel, as to give a soft, springy, resilient,

swing scat of remarkable safety, strength and

durability.

AH outside surfaces of the seat arc springy rubber:

SAFETY! All top and bottom surfaces are corru-

gated to prevent slipping: SAFETY! All edges arc

soft, springy, and resilient: SAFETY! All ends

bend easily under any blow or pressure (but im-

mediately spring back to their normal shape after

the pressure is removed) : SAFETY! No metal

parts are exposed where they can become dangerous:
SAFETY! No wood enters its construction: it can-

not warp, split nor splinter: SAFETY! Requires
no painting.

Suspension clevises are reversible, making both sides

of the scat available for use (this feature doubles the

life of the seat) : DURABILITY! Rubber tough,

long-wearing tire stock: DURABILITY! Spring
steel is painted to resist rust: DURABILITY!
Built to withstand heavy weights (tested under an
active load of 950 pounds) : STRENGTH! Edge-
ways, the seat can be sprung or bent under pressure
or blows (adding further to its SAFETY!).
Weighs 5 J4 pounds (light for the rugged require-
ments of its service) : SAFETY! Priced within
reach of every buyer who values SAFETY on the

playground ($4.50 each, net, f. o. b. Springfield,

Ohio, U. S. A. Price subject to change without

notice) : ECONOMY!
Investigate The New EverWear Spring-Rubber
Safety Seat for Swings. Buy them to replace old

swing seats. Specify them for all new swing outfits.

NOW!!
BRING EVERWEAR SAFETY

... TO YOUR SWINGS !

Manufactured by

The EverWear Manufacturing Company
Springfield. Ohio, U.S.A.

The World's oldest and largest exclusive maker of play-

ground, beach and pool apparatus; a complete line of th»

SAFEST and most DURABLE recreation apparatus mad*.
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Magazines and Pamphlets

\

Recently R«ctiv«d Containing ArticUl \

of Interest to the Recreation Worker
'

MAGAZINES

Stttty Education, January, 193S.

Cities Protect Winter Sportsmen, by Marion

Holbrook.

Park* and Recreation, December, 1934.

What Parks Are Doing for Abundant Living, by

Ernest K. Thomas.

Proposed National "Tourways" Plan, by A. P.

Greensfelder.

Duties of the Park Board, by Phelps Wyman.
The Value of Advance Planning in Park Develop-

ment, by Harry J. Adams.

Preparing for Christmas, by V. K. Brown.

What Shall We Do With This Leisure? by V. K.

Brown.

Some Thoughts on Recreational Planning, by
Aldo Leopold.

Ltiuue, January, 1935.

Fun in Winter, by Dickson J. Hartwell.

Snow Men and Snow Menageries.

Yes, Make Your Own Furniture, by Edwin S.

Parker.

Lay Out Your Garden by the Hearth, by
Marguerite Latta.

Soap Sculpturing, by James C. Neylon.

Patentt' Magazine, January, 1935.

Youth Speaks f Account of the Youth Conference,

a part of the program of the 1934 Mobilization

of Human Needs), by Harry A. Overstreet.

The Red Crou Courier, January, 1935.

When Winter Comes, by Carroll Bryant

International Labour Review, November, 1934.

Possibilities of International Action to Workers'

Spare Time, by G. Mequet.

Review of Review$, November 1934.

Learning How to Play, by Jo Chamberlin.

The Journal of Health and Phytical Education,

January, 1935.

A State-Wide Rural School Play Day Program,
by George F. Hendricks.

Co-Recreational Activities—an Editorial.

The Game of Ice Hockey, by Harriet M. Brown.

Home Duck Pin Bowling.

Crossball.

PAMPHLETS

Report of the Foretter. 1934.

Forest Service, U. S. Department of Agriculture,

Washington, D. C.

Leisure-Time in Millbam.

Report for 1934 of the Department of Public
Recreation of Mitlburn, N. J.

AU About Bsdmbtloei.

Cragin-Simplex Corporation, New York Gty.

Saoanth Annual Report of the Department of Public

Rttreation of Irvirtfton. N. J., 1934.

SAMUEL FRENCH'S
Catalogue of Plays

Our new 1935 complete Catalogue is now ready for dii-

tribution. Completely icvised and up-to-the-minute, it cla»-

sifies and fully describes French's plays of distinction for

every need.

Our new system of cla$si5cation is designed to enable

you to find just that Play, with the least possible cfTort.

Please send for your copy today,

SAMUEL FRENCH
DIPT. I.

25 West 45th St., New York, N. Y.

811 West 7th St., Los Angelee, Calif.

Play Streets in Philadelphia—Street play was

conducted in Philadelphia last summer through
funds for leadership provided by the local

Works Division of the State Relief Bureau.

Workers received training for a week preced-

ing the opening of the play streets. The pro-

gram consisted of games such as volley ball,

tennis with courts chalked off on the pave-

ments, and soft ball with modified rules. Each

session ended with group singing and story-

telling.

Recreational Progress in Great Britain—
During 1933 the National Playing Fields Asso-

ciation of Great Britain has been the recipient

of several gifts, which have increased to forty-

nine the number of recreation grounds which it

now holds. The Grants Committee of the Car-

negie Trustees and the National Playing Fields

Association have made grants amounting to

£29,995 in ^^^ °^ ^'2 projects for acquiring and

letting out 761 acres in different parts of Great

Britain. The practice has been to contribute

one-sixth of the approved cost of acquisition,

layout and equipment, subject to the limitation

that no combined grant shall exceed £2,000.

Music in Tampa— Music is playing an im-

portant part in the program of the Tampa
Board of Park Public Recreation. A juvenile

orchestra of twenty-three members has been

organized under the direction of a volunteer.

Over 400 boys and girls are playing in play-

ground harmonica clubs and rhythm bands

under the direction of the F.E.R.A. recreation

music director. A stringed instrument and har-

monica band has been organized for older boys

and girls. Community sings are conducted each
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week at one of the playgrounds. A F.E.R.A.

orchestra and band composed of twenty-six
musicians presents four concerts each week at

four parks. A Negro band of thirty-one musi-

cians plays twice a week.

A Citizens' Committee Organized — On
August i6th, at a mass meeting held in Min-

neapolis, a citizens' committee on public recre-

ation was organized to support the city's recre-

ational program.

A Water Pageant in Steubenville, Ohio—A
crowd of 4,000 people attended the colorful

water pageant held in Steubenville under the

auspices of the Recreation Department. There
were events of many kinds, including in addi-

tion to the pageant, a chariot race, water polo
and canoe tilting. Music was provided by the

band organized in the community recreation

center. Performers in the pageant were all swim-
mers in the three city park pools.

Leisure Time Recreation

(Continued fr'oin faye 514)

to face it in the administration of municipali-

ties, when we come to the point where we have
to cut, the easiest thing to cut usually is the

latest thing that came into the budget. The
old established things have built behind them
a tradition, have got back of them a support-

ing body in the community. The adventurous

things, the experimental things, don't have that

same measure of support. And yet the interest-

ing thing about it is this, that the new thing

maybe has come in because it is a distinct

answer to a particular problem which has

arisen. You may be carrying the old activity

simply because it is a traditional activity, but

the new activity may be a definite response to

a particular need which has dramatized itself

so spectacularly that it has to be dealt with.

In other words, when we face this question of

cutting, we have to ask ourselves not merely
which is old and which is new, but we have to

ask ourselves how far is it, whether old or new,

meeting a definite and specific need. And when
we deal with these recreational problems it

seems to me that we ought to face them on

that basis and realize that this new develop-
ment in our municipal life is not something

BE READY
For the 1935 Season

with DIAMOND Official Pitching Horseshoes

and accessories. There's keen enjoyment for

everyone in the healthy exercise of horseshoe

pitching. The DIAMOND line is the favorite

of amateurs and professionals alike. Make

your plans NOW for the coming season.

Write for information

DIAMOND CALK HORSESHOE CO.
4610 Grand Avenue, Duluth, Minn.

which has come out of the blue, but is some-

thing which has come in direct response to a

community need.

Men like you all o\er the country are in a

strategic place, to give leadership in this whole
field. We don't need to argue about leisure

time. For the masses of the people there is

going to be more leisure time than there has

ever been. Is that leisure time going to be a

social asset, or is it going to be a social liabil-

ity? And I should like to invite you to become

pioneers in your field and in the total social

structure in seeing li you cannot work out in

your municipalities some schemes for the use

of leisure time which will turn a potentially

dangerous factor into a constructive factor that

will bring joy unto the lives of your citizens.

An Error Corrected

On page 448 of the December issue of Recre-
ation the third line of the third paragraph should

read : "received eighty cents per day" instead of

"received eight cents."
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lite C^ambina

nXaaazine
If you ate interested in

The leadership of youfh.
The swiftly changing methods in organized

camping.
The sfatemenfs of leading thinkers on educa-

tion through camping.
Leadership training

—Counsellor's Education.

Camp Programming—Administration.

Outdoor Sports and Activities.

New Games, Land and Water.

Swimming—Canoeing—Sailing.

Riding—Archery
—

Riflery.
Woodcraft—Indian Lore—Nature.

Artscraft—Dancing—Stunts.

Council Fires—Story Telling.

Then read the Camping Magazine regularly

Send for a sample copy $2.00 a year.

Lane Hall, Ann Arbor, Mich.
Dfpt. R

The Intercollegiate Outing Club

Association

(Continued from page 515)

most valuable of the I.O.C.A.'s activities. Dart-

mouth held the tirst meeting on top of Mt.

Moosilauke; Yale held the second at the Yale En-

gineering Camp in East Lyme. Connecticut, and

New Hami)shirc University held the 1934 con-

ference at Swanzey Lake, New Hampshire, with

seventy-six delegates from twenty-one colleges

present. These were worth while group discus-

sions of various outing ciuh problems, such as

finance, publicity, winter s|)orts, campus support,

trips, cabins and trails, cc|uipment. etc. The an-

nual business meeting of the association takes

place on Saturday evening. I-'oIlowing it a guest

speaker of prominence addresses the delegates.

To judge by the numlier of outing clubs tliat are

reorganizing it is apparent that the older and

stronger ones are assisting materially in improv-

ing the clubs in general.

The LO.C.A. also sponsors a C njkge Week of

mountaineering and camp life Ixiforc the colleges

ojwn in Scptcmlier. In 1932 College Week was

held .If the .\pi»al.icbi.nii Mfuintain Club Shelter at

Dr. Myron T. Scudder
On December 28, 1934, Ur. .Myron Tracy

Scudder died of pneumonia at his home in New
York City. Dr. Scudder was one of the small

group of men and women who on April 12, 1906,

met with Dr. Luther Ilalsey Gulick and Dr. Henr\

S. Curtis to establish the National Recreation As-

sociation, then known as the Playground Associa-

tion of America.

While serving as principal of the State Normal

School at New Paltz, New York, Dr. Scudder

conducted a county play day which received

recognition far and wide. Dr. Scudder was one I

of a small group of educators who early recog-

nized the importance of play in education.

Throughout his long life of useful service Dr.

Scudder maintained his interest in the recreation

movement.

Great Gulf in the Presidential Range of the White

Mountains. The 1934 College Week will be held

in the same place from September 8th to 15th.

L.ast year it was held in the Mt. Marcy region of

the Adirondacks. Each club gets its own group

together with its own supplies and equipment. A
definite place is designated as a lase, but each

group is free to come and go as it pleases. This

feature furnishes opportunity for a splendid fel-

lowship without the necessity of being obliged to

move about with too large a crowd.

Joint trips are likewise a very popular innova-

tion, especially between the men's and women's

colleges. One club invites another to send some of

its members for a week-end with a few of its

group, generally held at the hosts' or hostesses'

cabins. The time is spent delightfully in activities

of the outing type, and a splendid spirit of com-

radtshii) is being developed among those who

participate.

A New Method of Protecting Ice Rinks

(I (>ntimi4-(i jrom f"!J<' ^^'^J

joyed eighteen nights and eight days of fine skat-

ing on the burlap shaded rink. In 1931-32 there

were fifty-seven days of good ice and in I933»

si.\ty-tljree days.

liusincss men. high school boys, and juniors

have formed hockey teams at many places in the

Rwky Mountains, including Golden, Moulder,

Denver, Longmont, and Fort Collins, Colorado,

and at I.aramie, Wyoming, and they all participate

in tonriiamcnts all over the region.
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In the summer team members are kept busy

mending and sewing burlap for curtains With a

simple homemade rack twenty by three feet,

equipped with nails along each side, the workers

stretch a double thickness of the burlap or a sack

that is three feet wide and then sew the ends

together with stout cord and a wool sack needle.

The sacks are lifted from the nails and moved

along as the cross-seams are completed.
Seldom has a sport furnished so much pleasure

to spectators and players at so little expense as

has the ice hockey of the Rocky Mountain Region.

Suggestions For Conducting
Social Games

(Cnntinncd fr'om page 520)

boring. When the group starts to lose interest in

a game, announce a limit to the time that it will

be continued. Render quick decisions on rules

when necessary.

4. Help Rotate the Ones Who Are "It." The
question sometimes arises as to whose turn it is

in those games where someone is "it." In such
cases the leader should quickly decide, giving the
turn preferably to someone who has not previ-
ously been chosen or who has not had the chance
to be "it."

SUBSCRIBE $1.00 YEAR
THE CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY
A Journal of Community Religion

RICHARD E. SHIELDS, Editor

How to Unite Churches
Articles by writers of

The Community Church Movement

Vital Nevk^s. Religious Digest

TWICE MONTHLY EXCEPT SUMMER
Published by

THE COMMUNITY CHURCH WORKERS.U.S.A.
77 West Washington Street, Chicago

5, Let a Change in Games Seem Spontaneous.

It is sometimes better not to have it seem as if

the whole evening has been budgeted and that the

leader is deciding all of the games. The latter

fault can be avoided by having someone primed to

suggest a game that was previously agreed upon
with the leader. Or the leader can himself say:

"Someone has suggested that we play such and

such a game," rather than directly indicate that it

was his idea. At a more informal party sugges-

tions may just as well come from the group

especially when the games are well known.

RECREATION LEADERS
DO YOU KNOW EVERYTHING

going on in your field and in the closely allied

fields of health and physical education?

There is no better way of keeping up-to-the-minute than by perusing
the leading articles of the month, condensed for easy reading in the

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
HEATH and RECREATION

DIGEST
"An article a day; a dollar a year."

Send only a dollar (or ask us to bill you) for a year's subscription.

The DIGEST
29 Exeter St.

Boston. Mass.
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NEW SONG SHEETS
AVAILABLE

Songs for Informal Singing

$.10 per copy; $7.50 per 100

• This sheet contain* words and melodies of

the songs which were sung at the Twenti-

eth National Recreation Congress.

Selected Hymns—For the Church.

Home. School. Camp. Club or

Community Gathering

$2.10 per 100

• The thirty hymns chosen for this leaflet

together offer a rich and stimulating variety

of fine feelings and ideas that can moke

hymn singing a most inspiring and enjoy-

able experience.

Notional Recreation Association

315 Fourth Avenue

New York City

L
6. Do Not Explain New Games At Length. For

a largt gatlieriiij; it is better to give a few indi-

viduals the instructions l)eforehand or while the

rest are already occupied with some other activity.
Let those who know the game start it ; the others

are likely to learn very quickly by watching.
Special points can lie explained as they come up
rather than all at the t>cginning.

7. Do Not Win Too Often. This also applies to

losing. Since the gaiiHs are for diversion, in cer-

tain games the element of winning should not
enter in too strongly. An entertaining player, and

esjxxially the leader, will endeavor to make the

game more amusing at times by permitting him-
self to be made "it," or when the game is too

easy, by pretending that it is difficult. Certain in-

dividuals can let themselves be eliminated when
it is desirable to s|>ccd up the game.

8. Avoid M«|[in9 People Feel Self-Contcioui.

-Many games derive their entertainment or fun-
value through making certain individuals the

"goat." In jitarting such games, pick for "it" those
individuals who will not take offense or Im: bash-
ful. I»lan to work in the more timid persons
gradually and casually.

•;. Select Participants Rather Than Call for Vol-
unteers. This siiKgcstion applies to games which

require only a limited numlier of the group. Many
people will not volunteer speedily or without coax-

ing and this naturally slows up the game. Also,

through selecting the participants, the bashful and
the less popular individuals are given more op-

portunity to take part, .\nnounce the name of the

game after the players have been obtained because

otherwise someone will usually refuse to play.

People are frequently reluctant to participate
when they know what is to be played, whereas

they may be more willing to try a new or an un-

announced game.

Municipal Rose Gardens
(Conti'uu-cl Ji'oiii haiic 529)

the hybrid perpetual s should not \x pruned quite

as hard as the teas and hybrid teas.

The hardy climbers that produce large flowers

are not pruned very hard. Each spring cut back

only the side growths on the canes which may be

kept three or four years if they are healthy and

in good condition. Once in a while, tie in a strong

young cane to replace an older one. Dead wood

and weak growths should be removed.

The small flowered climliers or ramblers bloom

l)est on canes which grew the previous season. As

soon as the flowering period is over, cut out the

canes which have borne flowers near the ground
or down to the place where a strong new cane is

pushing out on the older one. Tie a few of these

new canes to the supports as they grow. They
will produce flowers the following season.

The shrub roses need only to have some of the

older canes cut out occasionally to keep the plants

in good shape. Allow them to assume their nat-

ural habit of growth, removing only dead and

weak wood each spring.

Spraying

Give all roses a spray of bordeaux mixture or

lime sulphur just as soon as the pruning is com-

pleted early each spring. Just as soon as the buds

start growing a regular program of weekly spray-

ing should be started and kept up throughout the

season until fall. Use bordeaux mixture to keep
in check such disea.ses as black spot and mildew,

and nicotine sulphate to control aphis.

Pyrethrum extract sprays seem to discourage

ro.se bugs. Soot from the chimney raked into the

surface soil around the roses is also helpful in

preventing damage from rose bugs.

Labeling

Much of the value of a municipal rose garden
in encouraging the public to plant roses in their

own gardens will l)c lost if the roses are not

clearly and correctly labeled. Neat wooden labels

eight or ton inches long and two inches wide,
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painted a buff color and lettered with green paint,

make a good label. They should be attached to

strong iron rods three feet long. Place them in

the beds so that they stand eighteen inches above

the soil.

The Public Library in the Program
of Leisure Time

(Continued f>'om page 531)

fourth and last category of hobbies) says: "To

certain types of minds study is the most fascinat-

ing pursuit in the world. An education is not

necessary. By this means you can educate your-
self. Thousands of men have done it, some of

them becoming world authorities in their sub-

jects." Ten years ago libraries began to give

es])ecial attention to the self-student. Now there

are over fifty public libraries with specially quali-

fied readers' advisers on their staffs whose job

is to give unhurried, sympathetic, and confidential

hearing to any individual with a desire for a self-

study program, to help him map out such program
or reading course, and to continue to act as his

individual adviser and consultant as he goes

through the various stages of his self-study

course.

Unlimited courses of sfudy. Most of the appli-

cants to such readers' advisers want general cul-

tural background, a reading course to compen-
sate inadequate formal education, general brush-

ing up and study to keep apace with their world.

The study topics of others range from rabbit rais-

ing to the Einstein theory. A person's range of

study is not limited to the courses offered in local

classrooms if there is a good library with a read-

ers' adviser in town. Even the readers' adviser is

not a downright necessity. Most public libraries

of any size are interested and informed enough in

this broadspread emphasis on informal education

through reading to provide some readers' advisory

service with their existing trained staff, even

though their budgets do not allow the employment
of an e.xtra person for this service.

Education becomes recreation. In Section IV on

"Learning things" in Mr. Calkins' "Finding list"

he says: "After all you have two of the three

requisites of education, books and your own ob-

servation. The only other one is guidance
—that

is, a teacher. In study followed as a recreation

you supply the guidance; you educate yourself."

It is exactly here that the modern public library

may make a contribution to recreational study that

perhaps will not be made by the formal classroom ;

READ

TMt MAGAZINE- OF A THOLJAND DlVDBJIONf

For Inspiration and Ideas in Planning Yout
Leisure-Time Programs

LEISURE
appeals Individually to everyone who wants

to get the most out of life. It is packed full of

countless substitutes for boredonn. Every month Its

pages point to new and interesting things to do,

featuring pleasurable activities in season.

LEISURE is the only magazine catering to the leisure

tastes of every member of the American family. It is

educational without being scientific. It opens the way
to better living and greater happiness. You find new

introductions to Games—Sports.

Hobbies—Collections.

Photography . . . Creative Arts,

Puzzles, Dramatics, Travel, Music,

Hand Crafts, Nature Study, and

many other subjects.

INSTRUCTIVE
ENTERTAINING
STIMULATING

Clean from Cover to Cover

Parents. Educators, and Civic Leaders are

unreserved in their praise of LEISURE
"A copy of LEISURE in every home would be a Godsend to

folks who have never before had the time for recreation, not the

education for its use." R. A. Hoyer, Director, Dept. of Boy
Guidance. Graduate School, Notre Dame University.

"A magazine like yours can do much to save our young people
from finding unwholesonie outlets for their surplus energies by

putting before them in attractive and authoritative form the

many fields of activities which will satisfy their cravings for ad-

venture, for creation, for co-operation, and for leadership." Erncit

Hermann, Dean. Sargent School of Physical Education.

"We have enjoyed the magazine very much and feel that it.ii

of value in programs such as ours." Louise Goodyear, Girl Scoot

Peace House, Buffalo. N. Y.

"Your magazine has been recommended to mc by the State De-

partment of Education." F. A. Bell, Supt., Amador County
Schools, Cal.
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well as Dad." John F. Brosnan.
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the library supplies guidance to the books. From
there on "you educate yourself." That allows the

recreational element to be preserved. It is in-

formal education, a type which sustains enthusi-

asm and develops initiative in the learner.

It is hoped that this sketchy catalog of library

resources will suggest to planners in the leisure-
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New Tested Plays

for Your Drama Program:
• Contest Winning One-Act Plays

—
Not Only the Guppy. Just Till Morning.

And Sendeth Rain. Without First Aid.

Shttp

• Plays for Children's Theatres—
Th» Emptror's New Clothes. Cinderella.

The Sleeping Princess. Tb« White Peacock.

• New Non-Royalty Plays
—

Marrying Martin— 3 act Comedy

Taps—Patriotic Drama in 1 act

These and over 50 other new tested plays by

outstanding writers arc fully described in the Spring

Issae of ... .

PLAYS OF THE MONTH
Also in this issue: Articles by Dean Ralph Dennit,

Northwestern University School of Speech, and

Carl Click, Little Theatre Columnist.

Smd your name and addreit today

lor your free copy to

Frederick B. Ingram Productionsjnc.
Gansert BuilcJing Rock Island, Illinois

J

time and recreational fields that libraries should

be called on and drawn into these activities more

and more. The library is perhaps too often as-

sociated with the cloister and the task-like school

in the public mind and it will be more appreciated

and used as reading comes to be thought of as

recreation rather than a chore. The modem li-

brarian is ready and anxious now for this change,

anxious to get into the developing life of the

community. The more demands made on him in

the leisure-time and informal education fields, the

more reason and incentive he will have for ex-

panding his service in those directions.

An Old-Foshioned Valentine Party

(( i<ii/i>itt<'ii jtum payr sS5)

A Valentin* Manu:

Hearty Helping (Creamed Shrimp in

Heart Timlralcs)

Cupids Relish (Olives)
Pan's Delight (Hot Biscuits)

Juno's Hearts (Heart shaped cookies)
Love Potion (coffee)

"Backward, turn backward, O time in your flight

Take us back twenty years, just for a night.

Bring back the joys that we once used to know,

Bring back the scenes of two decades ago."

New Trends in Park Planning
(Continued ffom page 539J

while they are still alive. Why wait until a man is

dead before you honor him? University City,

.Missouri, has a park named for every one of its

former mayors, named while the man was still

alive. This movement should be encouraged.
These are only a few of the present day trends

in park planning. The discussions of the past few

days before this Institute have brought before

you many others, some of greater importance
than those mentioned here. That new tendencies

are numerous is but proof of the rapidly chang-

ing conditions of the times; the necessity for all

park men to be alert for new solutions to these

new problems is vital.

A County Recreation Exposition
(Conliiiiu-d ffom page 540)

Y.W.C.A. ; Westchester County Air Pilots Asso-

ciation, and the Animal Protective League, Arch-

ery Association, Choral Society, Camera Gub,
Drama Association, Park Commission, Recreation

Camps, Trails Association, Badminton Associa-

tion, Miniature Aircraft Association, Philatelists'

Association of Westchester County, and the West-
chester Workshop.
The following recreation commissions were

represented : Eastchester, Elmsford, Hastings,

Mount Kisco, Mount Vernon, North Tarrytown,
North Castle, New Castle, Ossining, Port Ches-

ter, Tarrytown, Valhalla, White Plains and Yon-

kers; and the Mamaroneck Adult Activities

Council.

A Field House lOO Percent "Play-full"

(Continued ffom page 544)

from the same source. The only cost for material

was that involved in hauling.

Everything on a playground should suggest the

thought of play and should contribute to it. Much
of our standard building design and construction

does not do this and often impedes play. This is

the reason for much of the rough treatment which

so many buildings receive.

Many of the most effective playgrounds must

be located where land is valuable. The type of

construction described supplies two or three story

space and keeps the building "low and inconspicu-

ous," a requirement for many buildings, among
them the recreation buildings in Central Park,

New York City.



New Publications in the Leisure Time Field

The Challenge of Leisure

By Arthur Xewton Pack. The Macmillan Company, New
York. $2.00.

AlR. pack's book is indeed a challenge, and everyone
' *

interested in the leisure time field will be grateful

to him for presenting the subject in so thought-provok-

ing and stimulating a way. Mr. Pack points out that

leisure is no mere by-product but an end in itself to be

developed fully and constructively as a creative impulse

and opportunity. He emphasizes the possibilities which

lie in increased leisure and its use in connection with

agriculture, nature, sports, the arts, literature, education

and human relationships. He takes a stand for wide

guidance and direction of leisure. "Its mere existence is

not enough." He pleads for a conception of leisure which

will give it "some undiscovered social value and economic

value in terms of human living." "Leisure," he says, "is

an indispensable part both of economics and social ex-

istence—it is the greatest of all the challenges to the

leaders of civilization."

Fun O' the Fair
By Kenneth Grahame. J. M. Dent and Sons, London.

E. P. Dutton and Company, New York. $.50.

Those who follow the wandering trails in the cara-
' vans which play so important a part in the little vil-

lage fairs of the countryside of England, are delightfully

described in this booklet. And the amusements which
make up a country fair are so alluringly enumerated that

the reader has indeed lost the spirit of youth who docs

not wish he might share in this feature of spring in

England.

The Wise Choice of Toys
By Ethel Kawin. The University of Chicago Press.

$1.00.

"T"His exceedingly informational booklet is an outgrowth
' of an exhibit of toys held last year under the auspices

of Marshall Field and Company of Chicago and the

University of Chicago. Toys were grouped in the ex-

hibit primarily on the basis of their use or function.

The exhibit was accompanied by lectures and by consul-

tation with a child psychologist. At the close of the

first exhibit numerous requests were received for copies

of Miss Kawin's lectures and to meet this demand an

arrangement was made with the University of Chicago
Press for their publication. The lectures deal with the

wise choice of toys, their classification according to

developmental powers along certain lines, play materials

for arts and crafts, and personality needs.

Nature Chats
By John Harvey Furbay, Ph.D. Science Press Printing

Co., Lancaster, Pennsylvania. $1.75.

IIERE is a chronicle of nature's year, presenting fifty-' two essays—one for each week of the year. With
its extensive appendix containing outlines and suggestions

for practical nature study during each season, it is an

excellent guide for teachers. Scout leaders, recreation

workers and all who wish to know the out-of-doors.

"Nature study is not merely the finding of facts and

learning of names. It is in the last analysis the finding

of life itself, and its true meaning."

Art Adventures with Discarded

Materials
By Evadna Kraus Perry. Wetzel Publishing Company,

Inc., Los Angeles, California. $2.00.

"In the trash box and rag bag lie thrilling adventures

and unsuspected happiness," says the author in her

preface. .And in proof of her statement she describes

many fascinating things to be made from newspapers
and wrapping paper, magazine advertisements, paper bags

and flour sacks, old stockings, cardboard boxes, tin cans,

scrap lumber, spools and other old materials. Miss

Perry's book comes at a time when it can be used to

the greatest possible advantage.

The Design of Residential Areas
By Thomas Adams. Harvard University Press, Cam-

bridge, Mass. $3.50.

This book is Volume 6 of the Harvard City Planning

Series, which deals with various phases of man's ar-

rangement and use of his environment. It is in two

sections, the first of which discusses basic considerations

. which affect developments of land for housing in all

urban areas, the other dealing with broad principles and

methods of design. Commenting on the section devoted

to basic considerations, Mr. Adams states : "I think too

much research in city planning has related to mere fact

finding regarding existing conditions and to attempts at

working out projects that accept these conditions as

inevitable without inquiring as to whether it would not

be better to ignore them because of their false founda-

tions." The section dealing with principles and methods

of design contains detailed discussions of such questions

as elements in the neighborhood plan, lot costs and home

neighborhood patterns. One of the factors discussed is

the amount, types and distribution of public open spaces.

"The total area of the general park system should not

be less than 10% of the total area of the city." In dis-

cussing the neighborhood plan, however, it is estimated

that "as an ideal arrangement not less than 15% of space

should be kept open in parks and playgrounds, 10%
being provided at the cost of the community at large

and 5% contributed by owners for local use in residen-

tial areas."

Among the various questions discussed are the relation

between open space and block planning, interior block

parks and the general park system. The many plans and

illustrations and the carefully prepared index add to the

usefulness of this volume which, in view of the nation-

wide interest in housing developments, should be of

interest to thoughtful recreation workers.
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stamp Collecting.

By Henry Renouf, Little Book No. 14. Leisure League
of America, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York. 25#

In its fourteenth publication the Leisure League of

America has taken up a subject which is close to the

hearts of many individuals. The appeal this hobby makes

to all the world, may be due to the fact that "it helps

to satisfy that yearning for the unknown, that longing

for strange and far away places which so few of us

can ever satisfy." Whatever the basis of its appeal,

stamp collecting has been going on for over ninety years,

as the author points out in a chapter entitled "In the

Beginning." which gives an interesting history of the

development of the hobby. Other chapters deal with

"The Background of Collecting." "Our Accessories."

"Specializing," "Identification," "So-Called Technicali-

ties" and "Definitions." There are a number of unique
illustrations. Every stamp collector will want this

booklet.

Achievement Scales in Physical Education Activities
—For Boys and Girls in Elementary and
Junior High Schools.

By N. P. Neilson and Frederick W. Cozens. California

State Department of Education, Sacramento.

This study represents an important addition to our

present set of measuring instruments. There is constant

need with the changes which have taken place in the

program of physk:al education, for more accurate infor-

mation about the capacities and abilities of pupils. The

study was a state-wide project in which more than 79,-

oiW boys and girls were tested in various events. Part

I is de\-oted to a discussion of the classification of

pupils and instruments for giving the tests; Part II

deals with achievement scales for boys and girls, and
Part III with suggestions on competition and techniques
used in the constriKtion of the scales.

Board Members' Manual.

Prepared l^ the National Organization for Public

Health Nursing, Inc. Published by The Macmillan

Co., New York. $1.25.

In line with the growing . interest in the education of

volunteers, including members of boards, is the "Board
Members' Manual" prepared by the National Or-

ganization for Public Health Nursing. The purpose of

this pii>)lication is to serve as a handbook of reference

for boards of directors of non-official public health

nursing organizations. .'\ feature of the publication
is the attention given to affiliated health groups such as

the Red Cross and the njedical profession. There are

chapters on the following topics : Fundamental Prin-

ciples. How to Organize, The Association, Officers—
Qualificatirins and Duties, Committees, The Board and
Finance, Board Meetings, Developing Rural Nursing,
The Board's Relation to the Staff. Regulations of Serv-

ice. Relation to Medical Profession. Relationship to

National Organizations. The appendix includes ainong
other thini{< an outline of training institutes for board
memliers. The hook contains » bibliography for reference

reading and an adequate index. The introduction wa*
written by Dr. George E. Vincent.

Call to Adventure.

Edited by Robert Spiers Benjamin. Greenberg Pi4}Iisher,

Inc., New York. $2.00.

Boys and girls from ten to eighteen and possibly
older one*, too, will find keen pleasure in these true tales

of advetitttre set down by the men who actually ex-

perirnced them. Among the tellers of the tales are such

well-known names as 7jkne Grey, I>owcll Thomas and
Comfiwnder Frank M. Hawks. In all twenty adventurers

have (Wen us stories of the fascinating things they have

Enjoy Your Museum Series.

Edited by Carl Thurston. Esto Publishing Company,
P. O. Box 46, Pasadena, California. 10^ each.

This delightful series on sale at many of the museums
of the country is rapidly growing. Fifteen books are now
available covering a variety of subjects, among them the

following : How I Make a IVoodcut. by Rockw-ell Kent :

Casts of Great Sculpture, by Lorado Taft : Indian Pot-
tery of the Rio Grande, by Mary .Austin: American
Furniture of the 18/A Century, by Walter .-X. Dyer.

Must A Nation Plan?

A Discussion of Government Programs by Benson
Y. Landis, Association Press, 347 Madison .\venue,
New York City; $2.00 cloth, $1.25 paper.

Discussion groups in our schoolhouses and in our com-
munity centers necessarily will be considering various

phases of the United States Government program; the
reason why various policies have been adopted. The
problem of recreation is so inclusive that it is fairly es-
sential that recreation workers should stick pretty close
to their own field. At the same time, as citizens in con-
tact with many other citizens, they most earnestly desire
full information as to what their government is doing
and the reasons for the courses of action taken. Dr.
Landis' book is well written, is easily read, will help each
reader to be more intelligent about the present-day world
in which he is living.

Officers and Directors of the National

Recreation Association

OFFICERS

Joi^ErM Lie, President

JoHii H. FiNLiY. First Vice-President

JoHM G. WiNANT, Second Vice-President

RosERT Ga»«itt. Third Vice-President

GVSTAVUS T. KiEir. Treasurer

HowAto S. Beadchu, Secretary

DIRECTORS

Mat. EowAan W. Biddie, Carlisle, Pa.

WiLiAM BuTTEEWOETn. Molinc, III.

Claeence M. Claek, Philadelphia, Pa.

Heney L, Coeiett, Portland. Ore.

Mas. Aetmi;e G. Cumhee. Jacksonrille, Fla.

F. Teueee Davison, Locust Valley, L. I., N. Y.

Mei. Thomai a. Edisok. West Orant«, N. J.

JoHX H. FmiET, New York. N. Y.

RoBEET Gaeeett. Baltimore. Md.
Austin E. GairriTiis, Seattle, Wash.
Chaeles Hayden, New York. N. Y.

Mes. Ciiaele* V. HtcKox, Michigan City, lad.

Mas. Feancis deLacy Hyde, Plainfield, N. J.

GuSTAVUs T. KiEEY, New York, N. Y.

H. UcK. Landon, Indianapolis, Ind.

Mai. Chaeles D. I^niee. Greenwich. Coan.

RoiEET Lassitee. Charlotte, N. C.

JosEEH Lie. Boston, Mass.

Eowaed E. Looms, New York, N. Y.

J. H. McCuEDY, Sprinftwld. Mass.

Otto T. Mallebt. Philadelphia, Ps.

Waltee a. Mat. Pittsburgh. Pa.

Cabl E. Milliken. Augusta. Me.

Mas. OootN L. MiLLi, Woodbury, N. Y.

Mil Jamu W. Wadswoeth. Je., WwhinroB, D. C.

J. C WauH, New York, N. Y.

FtEStEiCK M. Waeioeo, New York. N. Y.

John G. Wiiiant, Concord, N. H.

Mas. WitUAM R. WeoDiN. Is.. Tocsea. Arts.



We Could Eat

"
I
COULD EAT" has been said many times in many places. In our recreation centers leaders

I
sometimes forget how often the words are used "I could eat." The country over, bread is

not broken commonly in the recreation center whether the center be a school building or a

special community building.

And yet eating together is one of the earliest racial forms of recreation. Children have

always arranged their little parties together where there was a sharing of whatever food they had

been able to forage.

Think for yourself of childhood days. True there were times when you were lost in

your play and came reluctantly to meals. Yet bow clearly you remember the crackers and

cheese at an auction, the dinner under the apple tree for the threshers, the scalloped oysters at

the church supper. Perhaps all you remember of the wedding you attended as a small child is

how good the food tasted—even if the children were put off in a corner with a table to them-

selves.

Somehow awkwardness, loneliness disappeared and satisfaction and contentment and

oneness with the world came as you ate together as little children. Perhaps you men of eighty

remember the class of young men of seventeen you met with once a week to eat baked beans to-

gether. Nothing could possibly taste as good as you remember those beans to have been. Part

of the remembered joy of real camping is in the communal preparing and eating of food.

Now confess—shamefacedly if you are that way—that what stands out most in the

memory of that sail in and out of the Maine islands all day long is the smell of the clam-

bake at the end. True the lights and shadows and the live sea on that day are remembered still,

but the memory is keener because perfect peace came as you ate together at the end.

The day you slipped away at dawn and brought back enough black bass for breakfast.

The fish you caught from a rock overlooking the ocean and broiled and ate without leaving

the rock. The coffee and bacon at the top of the mountain with your little fire in the crevice

in the rocks. Be not disdainful of the simple joy of eating together. Remember always that

eating is one of the oldest forms of recreation and simple food eaten with friends is often longer

remembered than the most expensive banquets.

Twenty-eight years ago, in 1907, a young man visited the South Park Recreation Cen-

ters of Chicago and one of the things that stood out then and that stands out now in memory
is the joy of friendly groups eating together in those centers. The fireplaces we provide in our

outlying parks to give groups opportunities for picnic meals together make wise provision for a

deep human need. In the recreation systems the elemental human needs should ever be re-

membered and always men and women will be saying "I could eat."

Howard Braucher.

MARCH 1935
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So You re 'omg to Have

Well—we've had one—and this

is about what you may expect!

BOXES,

BASKKTS and bundles of all shapes, sizes

and descriptions poured into Elmwood Music

Hall in an almost endless procession. Each

package, large or small, held somebody's precious

hobby. Paper wrappings, string and excelsior lay

ankle deep in many places on the floor. Excited

exhibitors and anxious sponsors joined forces in

futile attempts to hurry deliberate, plodding car-

penters and electricians who were putting the

finishing touches on the first—allegedly annual—
Buffalo Hobby Fair.

A quick, rapid scanning of the much thumbed

typewritten sheets containing the plan of pro-

cedure was reassuring. Every detail seemed to

have been perfectly thought through. Every pos-

sible contingency, apparently, had been anticipated.

Committees formed six months before by the

Leisure Time Division of the Buffalo Council of

Social Agencies were diversely representative and

manifestly competent.

The advisory committee, composed of two hun-

dred prominent people, represented every civic,

social, religious and educational group in the city.

The executive committee was composed of men
and women who were recognized leaders and au-

thorities in their individual fields and included

social workers, merchants, teachers and industrial

leaders.

Surveys of civic recreational resources and

needs had been carefully made and studied. Re-

ports had been sifted and revised into plans

minute in every detail. Duties had been definitely

outlined and delegated. In fact, you reflected, as

you poured over your voluminous agenda, the

ground work had been surprisingly well laid. Yet

now that the Hobby Fair was actually under way,

everything was resolving into a thrilling, exhila-

rating chaos 1

The committee had set aside Sunday for the

installation of individual and organization ex-

hibits. Folks who have jobs are free on that day

a Hobby Show!

By Gertrude G. Hunt
Council of Social Agencies

Buffalo, N. Y.

to spend many hours tenderly arranging their hob-

bies for display. Folks who do not have jobs find

it a dull day anyway, and then, too, it is good to

work shoulder to shoulder with those who still

draw pay envelopes. Obviously the two classes do
not meet on week days. But there was another

advantage, still, in working on Sunday. On that

day, capable, trained workers from organization
offices were available as volunteers for almost any
type of work involved in setting up such an ex-

hibition. So, on Sunday we worked— and a

memorable day it was, moreover.

Mr. and Mrs. Exhibitor, their sisters, their

cousins and their aunts, worked like beavers from

sun-up to sun-down, hanging stamp frames, coin

cases, erecting doll houses, unpacking airplane

models, sorting out match box labels and playing
cards or arranging in dress parade china ele-

phants and miniature figures.

Monday had been reserved for the installation

of commercial exhibits. Because money is still

our only medium of exchange, despite our at-

tempts to revive the barter market, and because

some medium of exchange is just as necessary to

the success of a social project as it is to a com-

mercial enterprise, seventeen booths had been sold

to leading merchants. However, all booth contracts

stipulated that displays were to be used for ad-

vertising purposes only. Price marks and floor

sales were entirely taboo. Nor did this ruling

dampen one whit the enthusiasm of the merchants.

More than one assured the energetic commercial

chairman that whether he benefited financially or

not he was glad to lend his moral and financial

support to any project which might help to dispel

the chronic depression gloom which seemed to

cloak our city.
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560 SO YOU'RE GOING TO HAIE A HOBBY SHOW!

A pre-view for the press and the friends of the

exhibitors was scheduled for seven o'clock Mon-

day night. Sleep was snatched at fleetingly, some

time after midnight Sunday. Back on the job

bright and early Monday morning, the exhibits

chairman and the diminutive executive secretary,

with the publicity agent dogging their heels, flew

furiously about the dim cavern, popularly mis-

named the -Music Hall. Lights must be held in

reserve for the sake of economy, it had been

decided.

Procrastinating amateurs and organizations were

still tacking up crocheted bed-spreads, polishing

copper trays and "rubbing down" wood inlays,

when the commercial exhibits arrived. Fears be-

gan to beset everj'one that all would not be in

readiness for the appointed hour. The air was full

of noise and confusion.

"Mr. Mosher," someone wailed, "you promised
me a locked show case— "

"Yes, yes
—what number is your booth ?" Then

you heard a despairing masculine voice, "Guard !

Guard! Where in Sam Hill is a guard? Thirty-

five men on a job should mean at least five in

every aisle. Never can find one when you—Here

Peters ! Bring a show case to number 57. Move

tliat screen out first."

Then quickly the voice moved on. "Sorry, Mr.

Baker. Tliat back wall in your booth still looks

like a second-hand variety shop. Move that por-

trait into the center. Mount those two large trays

on each side. There! That's better. Study for

balance, proixjrtion and artistic effect."

An exhibits chairman must be an organizer and

an artist, but above all he

must be a diplomat I

Everywhere one sen-

ed a silent, yet vibrant,

urge to hurry
— hurry.

You glanced up at the

clock on the l»alcony. It

was four o'clock, only

three hours to go! The

sporting gfHKls dealer was

still arranging golf l>alls

in little triangle frames.

For the fourth time

little I^ura Salisbury was

rearranging her match

folders. They were on

cards in series from res-

taurants, railroads, steam-

ship lines, summer re-

sorts, beauty parlors, and drug stores. One

precious lot had come from airplane companies.

Miss Heberiein plunged a testing finger into the

water in the jars which held her snails. The hall

is cold, but not too cold for those queer, spineless

mollusks which she raises from spawn. For years

she has studied their ways and habits and she

knows just which varieties can live compatibly

with her j'oung nephew's goldfish.

Old Mr. Cainehl lovingly holds to the light an

old N'enetian glass wine jug and rubs off an

imaginary finger print. The Neighborhood House

is still working on the intricate wiring on its

marionette stage. Feminine friends of the Boys'

Club have come to their rescue at the last minute.

They are industriously stitching away on lace cur-

tains for the workmanlike doll house with which

the boys hope to attract their sisters' attendance

at the club this winter.

Will anyone ever be ready, you wonder. Weary
and anxious you pass the ship model booth. That

huge sailboat oversliadows the little clipper ship.

Must tell Mr. Mosher about it. but you can't find

him. You speak to the old sailor who is still put-

tering over his model of the Morro Castle, which

he has hurried to finish in time for the Fair. It is

made from orange crates that the grocer gave him

and from bits of old wire and nails which he

picked up along the street. He agrees with you

about the misplaced sailboat and awkwardly but

cautiously he maneuvers the offending top-heavy

craft into the liackground.

You pass the Iwokbinding booth. There is

kindly Mr. I>onnigan with his equally amiable

I wv» ' .
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vvife sitting with folded hands

beside the amateur bindery

which they have made for the

Fair. They are ready. They
have been ready for days and

now they are waiting patiently

to capture the fancy of some

groping mind that restlessly

seeks an outlet for pent-up
creative energies and a release

from pressure either of too

much work or too little.

Years ago Mr. Donnigan suffered from too

much work. He remedied the evil by taking on

still more. Rut the new work was play
—at least

that is what he calls his bookbinding. He owes his

life to it, he says, and now he wants to pay his

debt. He is glad to come to the Hobby Fair even

if it is the busiest season of the year in his busi-

ness. Perhaps, he says, he can catch another man
who is about to crash against a wall of futility

and turn him back to the road of peace and

serenity via the bookbinding route.

Then you remember that you have promised to

see Mrs. Howard and persuade her to attach

identifying stickers to every piece of furniture in

the doll house she has made. Patiently you ex-

plain again and again that the insurance company
insists upon an itemized list of every article dis-

played by each exhibitor. And each piece must

carry the exhibitor's number on a sticker, if it

cannot be numbered otherwise. Mrs. Howard still

does not see how she can put a sticker on the lit-

tle silk coverlid on the miniature bed. You take

time out to show her how easily it can be done.

Satisfied — or exhausted, you scarcely know
which—she accepts the .small gummed labels from

you and resignedly starts to work.

"Mr. Murphy of the Nezvs is here, Mrs. Hunt,"

says the guard who has just located you in aisle

four. Heavens ! He shouldn't be here for two

hours. You haven't yet divided, even mentally,

the dramatic news notes which should be allotted

to each paper. Well, first come, first served and

^Ir. Murphy is here! You meet him in front of

the Ukrainian booth. He has spied those altar

linens arranged on a miniature altar, surmounted

by glowing brass candlesticks. In his eyes, as you

watch, skepticism born of long experience with

advance publicity prophecies, slowly gives way to

credulity. He darts across to the woodworking
booth. Fourteen different kinds of wood, all in

natural finish, combine in elaborate designs of

"
'I quarrel with no man's hobby,'

said Sir Walter Scott to his con-

temporaries, and more than once

does he speak of 'the pleasure of be-

ing allowed to ride one's hobby in

peace and quiet.' That hobby-riding
is no modern sport we do well to re-

member In this day and age. 'I never

pretend to be above having and in-

dulging a Hobby Horse,' confided

Madame d'Arblay to her diary in

1768." Anne Carroll Moore.

national emblems and heavenly
bodies to form a remarkable

table top.

Suddenly he sees Rose Cur-

ran's soap carvings. She spent

hours yesterday and today,

trying to rig up a light which

shines from behind them,

bringing out their delicately

carved outlines until they re-

semble ivories from some royal

cabinet or art gallery. Next to

these are the painted soap models young Jimmy
Hansen has made. They look like the quaint Bre-

ton wood carvings that summer tourists bring
back from France.

Across the aisle Ralph Dodds is still trying to

achieve a western reservation effect with his

vividly startling Indian war bonnets. His mother

is helping him. As a boy, she has told you, Ralph
was fascinated by all Indian lore. When he re-

belled against a higher education, after his high
school days were over, she wisely encouraged him

to go west. There he lived with the Hopis and

the Pueblos for two summers. He studied their

tribal customs, legends and traditions. He learned

the significance of each part of the native cos-

tume and became skilled in the art of making
them. Now, many years later, he is a salesman

for a wholesale hardware merchant but he still

spends his leisure time making Indian war bon-

nets and accoutrement. He sends to the far

Northwest for the feathers of the white eagle, the

only plumage that will withstand strong bleaching

processes and retain the pliancy so necessary for

these primitive head-dressings.

The veteran reporter looks at you in amaze-

ment. "I didn't know it would be anything like

this. Thought I would just stop in on my way
home to dinner." You feel a guilty sense of in-

adequacy about the advance publicity. Appar-

ently you have failed to give even the papers an

idea of the magnitude and beauty of your imder-

taking.

"Where is the phone?" and in silent chagrin

you lead Mr. Murphy of the News to the tele-

phone. He sends in a hurry call to the desk for a

photographer. Perhaps you should warn the other

papers of this premature call from the Nezvs.

They, too, have been loyal contributors of space

for three months. You loiter hesitantly near the

telephone while ]\Ir. Alurphy returns to the still

provokingly dimly lighted hall.
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It's nearly six o'clock. The guards are sweep-

ing up the last vestiges of litter. If only the

lights could be turned on now before the sched-

»iled hour for the pre-view. Strangely, seven

o'clock now seems such a long time to wait. One

extra hour of illumination can't run up the electric

light bill so very much. But seven o'clock, you

stoically reflect, was the time agreed upon and the

special invitations assured the recipients that they

should be the first to view the spectacle in all its

glory.

It's still an hour to go. Things seem very quiet.

An hour is sixty long minutes, you rationalize a

bit, and guests will probably straggle in anyway.

Just one good, satisfying look around before the

crowds arrive would be heavenly.

Suddenly and opportunely the little dark-haired

dynamic secretary literally flies into your line of

vision, and you know you are not going to wait

another minute for the longed-for glimpse. Fran-

tically you hail her. "Mrs. Block—could we—oh,

wait just a minute—I must ask you—the lights,

could we—"
you jumble out the words unintel-

ligibly. But as she scoots around the comer you
realize she is' headed for the custodian's office,

determination throwing sparks from her tiny

heels. Over her shoulder she shouts back at you.
"You don't think I'm going to wait either, do

you, to see this show?" Together, on her return

trip from giving the necessary order, you rush

into the auditorium. You face the main aisle.

There is a blur. Someone shouts, "Lights!" and

a greater achievement than anyone on the com-
mittee had dared to hope for stands brilliantly

revealed before your eyes.

Presently a flashlight bulb lets go in the west

aisle. You rush over to discover the Courier-

Express photographer inserting a fresh plate in

his camera. He sees you and asks to be directed

to some more good takes. .As you lead him to a

miniature stage-coach, delicately perfect to the

smallest detail, another flash occurs nearby. Some-
one explains that the Times photographer is

working.

Good old grapevine I It's on the job again and

your publicity worries arc over. The papers, like

all naturally curious human beings, have come

early, they have seen, and they are completely con-

quered. In other words, from that instant the first

annual Buffalo Hobby Fair was officially "on."

Relaxing, finally, you realize that what had

•eemed to be confusion and chaos had been merely
plans materializing into order and completeness.

Ideas and ideals that had motivated the entire pro-

ject were in actual fruition before your eyes. Any
doubts you may have had about the practicality,

the expediency and the soundness of the great

effort were instantly dispelled when you saw the

pride glowing from the face of every single ex-

hibitor. The possibilities of inspiring and stimu-

lating a civic interest in constructive leisure-time

activities seemed limitless when you viewed the

art, the skill and the workmanship displayed in

the exhibition.

That there is everywhere a searching hunger
for "something interesting to do" was bountifully

demonstrated by the milling thousands who came

every day and lingered for hours over each ex-

hibit. That this hunger was immeasurably ap-

peased was evidenced by the exhaustive questions

flung at the information booth, set up for the ex-

press purpose of giving every possible aid to em-

brjonic or potential hobbyists.

That there is a rare bond of fellowship exist-

ing between people of kindred interests has been

proven by the noticeable growth of membership
in every organization that participated in the

Hobby Fair. On every hand one saw concrete

sig^s of a new born or revived sense of dignity

in labor. Craftsman acknowledged craftsman. The

neophyte in one booth humbly deferred to the

superior skill of the master in the next. In-

stantly a mutual exchange of ideas, suggestions
and knowledge took place.

But more gratifying still was the fact that

among the tired, exhausted committee members,

fatigue, disappointments, discouragements and

petty frictions dissolved into a unifying nothing-
ness. The social worker said, "thank you" to the

merchant. The merchant said, "Be sure to invite

me to serve again next year." The industrialist

said, "I've learned a lot about workmanship." The
educator said, "Teaching is a thrilling job, after

all." The Junior League member who manned the

information booth during the entire week of the

Fair said, "I've learned a lot alx)ut people and I

like them, too." And the exhibits chairman said,

"My feet ache horribly, but now next year
— "

So you are going to have a hobby show. Well—
why delay?

"Significant words and creative ideas can always
be trusted to make their own way in the world.

Let no one then presume to choose for another

the hobby he sliall ride whether for a season or a

lifetime
"—Anne Carroll Moore.



Correlation of Public

and

Private Agencies
in the

Recreation Field

By
William G. Robinson

WHAT
I have to say to you today is not an ar-

raignment of public versus private agen-

cies. There is just as much evidence of

need for the correlation of agencies in the private

field and in the public field as there is between

the two fields. Moreover the whole problem of

relationships between adult education and re-

creation should be worked out in the public

field. In the private field there is certainly com-

petition between agencies for the loyalty of

certain grou])s, and there is a lack of under-

standing or agreement as to ideals, objectives

and methods. So I believe we can to advantage
think for a large part of the time about cor-

relation in general.

In the field of recreation the problem of cor-

relation is not one which is concerned with the

present emergency alone. Of all forms of social

work the one that seems surest of increasing
in importance is that which has to do with

the field of off duty hours. Every indication

points to the increase of these hours for all

elements of our population and to the increas-

ing recognition of their vital relation to case

work, health and delinquency, and to normal

growth and the attainment of a life worth liv-

ing. What the present depression has done is

tcreveal the common ground of all recreation

programs as a necessary supplement to relief,

as a weapon against mental disintegration, and

as a builder of courage and morale. It has made

imperative a mutual understanding among recre-

ation agencies if the most advantage is to be

gained for future service.

Someone must worry about problems
of correlation, but not this young

patron of Oklahoma City's parks!

Lack of Understanding Natural

What lack of understanding there is between

the public and private field is perfectly logical

both from the standpoint of human nature and

of social development. It parallels the history

of other fields of social work—health, relief,

even education. Some public provision for re-

creation is found far back in history. The

peasantry had their commons for games and

dances when the nobles had their tournaments

and troubadours. But for a long time it was

the rich who in their homes, their schools, col-

leges and their clubs, found the facilities and

leadership which money couTd give and leisure

could enjoy. Then came the development by
which those not so wealthy could have some

of these advantages in the semi-public or

]jri\ately supported organization with some

membership fee. When I grew up in Williams-

port, Pa., the only gymnasiums in the town

were at the Turn Verein and the Y. M. C. A.

and the only swimming pool and director of

physical education in the Y. M. C. A. Now the

public schools provide those facilities and that

leadership in Williamsport for every boy and

girl, supplemented by summer playgrounds.
There was the stage, too, of providing for the

most needy in the community, we see this in

the sand piles in the Boston church yard, the

playground apparatus at Hull House. As the

advantages of these proxisions in the physical,

mental and social life became more and more

apparent, they were demanded for all. They
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have been secured to a greater or less extent

for the large majority of children in our school

systems and for an ever increasing number in

the playground and recreation systems. Since

the war there has been a steady growth of

similar provisions for the adult in his unem-

ployed hours with the variety of activities

steadily increasing from the physical to include

the multitudinous interests of the arts and

crafts, music, dramatics, social and informative.

The process of transition, I think, is exem-

plified just now more in the camping field than

any other. There have been many camps for

the wealthy boy, some for the boy who could

afford to pay most of the cost, a few for the

children of the poor. As the appreciation of the

value of a return to the ancestral environment

and of education in nature lore and the social

quality of camp life has become more general,

we are hearing a growing chorus of educators

advocating camps as j)art of school equipment
and an increasing number of cities and states

adding them as part of their recreational facili-

ties. The report of the Hoover Committee on

Social Trends has emphasized this movement
toward increasing public responsibility for

social welfare functions as for instance, "The

general trend is undoubtedly in the direction

of a recognition of the school as society's

chief agency for the care and protection of

children. The definition of public education is

being broadened every year."

Now in such a transition as this there is

bound to be some difficulty in adjustment—
difficulties from the point of view of agency

loyalty, from problems of "personality, lay and

professional, from lack of understanding of ob-

jectives and procedure. It is not easy for a

Y. M.C. A. to give up an industrial league or a

settlement house to turn over a playground ;

but it is not easy for a public recreation board

to sec why the Y. M. C. '.A. or the settlement

house should not l>e glad to turn its money and

attention to other needs not yet sufficiently

demonstrated to warrant public operation.
There in mutual criticism and jealousy a.s these

problems of transition Cf)me to

be worke<l out in given l«H:ali-

ties. In such instances the

worker* in the private field are

apt to call the workers in the

public field ignorant and poli-

ticians; the latter retort with

Mr. Robinson, who !s a district

representative of the National

Recreation Association, present-
ed this paper before the dele-

gates to the Ohio State WeKare
Conference on October 1 2, 1934

"hot air artists" and "high hat ;" while each ob-

jects to the exaggerated claims of the others.

And there is enough truth in some localities

for all the charges! For the public field all I

can say is that there is a growing number of

cities where professionally trained workers are

carrying on independent of political control.

I shall not enlarge on these differences. I

mentioned them in order to let you know I

realize they are there and to make sure that

this discussion shall not be all in the clouds. I

speak of them, too, in order to assure you that

I think these differences are trivial, local and

transient. There is too much that concerns us

as one field of work to spend our time on what

divides us into public and private or into a

dozen or more agencies.

Facing Facts Together

In the first place I believe we should face to-

gether the fact of transition and meet it to-

gether. We should accept the principle that

when the nation or the community as a whole

is convinced that all of its members need a

certain service, whether it is police, garbage

collection, education or recreation, the econo-

mical and effective way to furnish that service

is through our local, state and national gov-
ernments. As long as we believe in democracy
we must accept that principle. But the principle

is not simple of application. There can be no

definite drawing of lines of demarcation in the

field, conditions vary from city to city.

Nowhere is the leisure time field being covered

by all the existing agencies, public and private

together.

That is the first big broad fact we must unite

in firing back at those groups talking about

duplication, overlapping, etc. These charges

are the result df our over-claiming of fields,

not of our over-working them. You know the

figures secured on the Cincinnati playgrounds,

that 94 percent of the children attending be-

long to no private organization ; the figures

from the Welfare Council Study of 87,000

Rrooklyn boys showing only 18,000 reached by

boys work agencies : the state-

ment of Dr. Sheldon Cilueck

on the study of delinquent

boys in Boston to the effect

that nine tenths of these boys,

upon careful examination into

their life histories, were shown
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to have spent their leisure time definitely harm-

fully, and three fourths of the group had never

once in their lives been associated with any or-

ganized recreation group, boys club or any
such organization for the wholesome use of

leisure. A recent survey in Roanoke showed

only 20 percent of school age, 30 percent of

age 18 to 24 and 8.6 percent of adults reached

by any leisure time agency and noted that the

services were most meager in the submarginal
areas. None of us need fear being crowded out

of a job in the near future, and this applies to

the field of activities as well as to participants.

The extent of the field of interest to which

boys and girls, youth and adults, will respond
has hardly been explored in most of our

programs.
With this view of the vastness of the op-

portunity and the wide variation of local situa-

tions, let us tentatively examine some other

possible questions of relation between public

and private agencies. A comparatively recent

survey in Flint stated "private recreation acti-

vities have for some time made claim to two

qualities, namely, that they were experimental
and that they were character building. There

is a diminishing place for private recreation

activities, just as activities. Progressively

public taxes and cooperative finance may be

expected to furnish more and more of this

type."

This is one way of expressing the idea that

the large group activities, particularly the

physical, are now too widespread in their de-

mand for facilities and leadership to be oper-
ated by any one but the government. The
minimum that can be expected of a public re-

creation organization is the place for, and

proper conduct of athletics, sports, large group
games and facilities for golf, skating, swim-

ming, picnicking and similar activities. The
maximum of a community recreation program
is summed up by Eugene T. Lies in his The New
Leisure Challenges the Schools as follows :

"It should be the aim to serve the people of all ages—children, j'outh and adults. The service should run

throughout the year, not during the summer or some
other season only. Many doors should be opened

leading to self fulfilment through physical, dramatic,

musical, art, handcraft, social, nature and literary

activities. Much effort should be made to ascertain the

varied desires of people as to the types of things they

deeply long to engage in rather than setting before

everybody a cut and dried program which they can

take or leave. Self participation should be greatly

stressed as over against sitting and watching the other

fellow do his stuff, although appreciation and enjoy-
ment of things done by others is not to be ruled out

of the picture. The program should have an appeal to

individuals and groups, to whole neighborhoods and
the whole community itself for occasional affairs like

pageants. May Days, Holidays Celebration, etc. The
program should comprehend special advisory service

to homes in reference to play and recreation in families

and to charitable institutions, parent teacher, fraternal

and civic organizations in the furnishing of ideas, pro-

grams and possibly at times also leaders."

Does this leave anything for the private

agency? In the first place there are few places

where Mr. Lies' pro-

gram approached real-

ization. In all but the

physical field, generally

speaking, the com-

munity has not been

convinced of the pos-
sibilities of the recrea-

tion program. In many
communities the priv-

ate agencies have the

fields of music, drama,
arts and crafts as fields

What all agencies, whether

public or private, have in

common—the happiness and
welfare of American youth

Courtesy Dallas, Te.ras, Perk Department
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for demonstration and experimentation. Even
where the public department has developed
such fields there will always be the need for

the smaller, more highly skilled or specialized

group to which the public agency cannot afford

to give the leadership. In addition there will

always be the groups drawn together by mutual

ties of religion, social status, racial background
or tradition, for whom the public program
open to everyone, will afford neither the at-

mosphere nor the inspiration they demand.

The whole field of individual adjustment or

case work in recreation is open and almost

unexplored, as well as that of the social adjust-

ment of the newcomers to the city and the

provision of social and recreation activities for

boys and girls together un-

der non-commercial auspices.

The Roanoke study re-

commended to the private

agencies the finding and

training of leaders for them-

selves and the stimulation

of public agencies to an ap-

preciation of and the public

to a support of trained lead-

ership and the discovery and

use of unused facilities and
services. A tentative distinc-

tion between public and

private agencies along these

lines is not an admission of

fewer qualities of leadership or value in the

public field, but a recognition of lack of resour-

ces in general for the individual, small group
and experimental field.

Such general ideas as to relative fields are

recognized to a considerable extent. The first

plank of a statement by the National Council

of Y. M. C. A's on what can Y. M. C. A. direc-

tors do about the New Leisure Time says:
"They can put whatever influence they exercise on

the tide of adequate public proviiion of educational

and recreational facilities. The kind of society toward

which we should work is one that would do this as

a matter of course. Influence is also needed now to

see that developing public enterprises are led and

•upcrviscd by competent, tocially-minded persons.

"They can exercise influence in their own com-
munities in the direction of a reconstructed school

education and a program of adult education that helps

people to live richly and creatively, both at work and
in free time.

"They can join with other societiet and organized

groups in discovering- -the best means of develop-

"The problem of the recreational use

of leisure time is so serious and so

huge that we cannot hope to meet it

unless private and public agencies

pool their thinking, studying and plan-

ning. In communities where this is

being done through leisure-time and
recreation councils or subcommittees
of the councils of social agencies and

being done with a spirit of selfless

service, the individual organization

gains in strength, and the results are

greater than the sum total of the

agencies cooperating."—J. W. Faust

in The Womans Press.

ing standards as to the significance and use of leisure."

Mr. Howard Braucher adds in his bulletin to Na-
tional Recreation Association members the following:

"The recreation movement everywhere can receive

great help if the private agencies will throw their

influence squarely for helping to keep politics out of

the governmental recreation programs and for trying

to secure the highest possible standards in the muni-
cial tax-supported program."

Common Problems

Recognizing these general principles of

distinction, let us return to the vastly greater
and more important mass of common problems
-—those of cooperation—a word which includes,

but is much more then, correlation.

In the first place we need

to join in educating the pub-
lic to the support of recrea-

tion and not playgrounds or

Girl Scouts or Christ Church

Mission. We stand or fall

together. The same taxpayer
who objects to having any

public funds spent for play-

grounds objects to having

any community fund money
go to character building

agencies.

Jackson, Michigan closed

its Y. W. C. A. two years

ago, dismissed its Girl Scout

secretary the same year, closed its summer

playgrounds and cut its library budget in half.

It was lack of appreciation of the whole field,

not of any agency. Kalamazoo a city of about

the same size has every one of its agencies not

only going but growing with more playgrounds
last year than ever before and wider apprecia-

tion of its leisure time agencies. In this city

representatives of the recreation agencies, pub-
lic and j)rivate, including two colleges, have

been meeting for three years as members of a

recreation council, coming to an understanding
of each others program, conducting a sur\'ey

of conditions and presenting the situation to

the community. They did this in an unusual

way by conducting a trial of their city on

charges of neglect brought by the youth of

Kalamazoo. The trial was held in the court

room ; a prominent clergyman acted as judge,

and those who conducted the survey were the

main witnesses. Many citizens were given
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parts in the trial and the attendance was large.

The city was found guilty on definite points
and plans for improvements proposed.

This is one example of how the lack of un-

derstanding as to philosophy, program and

objectives is being cleared up between agencies
in many cities under group work councils,

character building councils or Education-Recre-

ation Councils.

Cooperation is not being talked about only.
It is being practiced. In the national field an

Education-Recreation Council including some

twenty organizations meets regularly in New
York City. In a number of instances all the

national agencies in the leisure time field have

pooled their services to a city for an experi-
mental period of time. Mr. Lies of the National

Recreation Association has represented them
all at Erie and at the Oranges; Mr. R. K.

Atkinson of the Boys Clubs at certain other

cities.

In many cities there are instances of mutual

helpfulness. The work of the Los Angeles
Councils in connection with juvenile delin-

quency have been described. At the National

Recreation Congress I heard described an ex-

periment in a congested district of Chicago
where a study of conditions made by the Uni-

versity had startled existing groups into united

action and where a group program of the

churches, parks, schools and private agencies,

starting with athletics, had grown to meet the

needs of varied groups and activities. Among
results are standard record keeping, altered

procedures, new facilities and an adjustment
and cooperation brought about by the specific

job to be done.

In Hartford all services of recreation agen-
cies in one section of the city is being directed

through the channel of one director of a settle-

ment house.

In Wheeling the Y. M. C. A. and the Y. W.
C. A. turned their swimming pools over to the

Recreation Department for the use of children

from the playgrounds during the summer

mornings. In Flint the four private agencies

conducting summer camps issued a joint an-

nouncement. In Dayton the Recreation Council

published a directory of centers of activity with

a spot map showing where each was located.

Cleveland furnishes an outstanding example
of cooperation between a public and a private

agency as well as of the method of transition

in the relationship between Hiram House and

the Division of Playgrounds and School

Centers of the Board of Education. The latter

has a budget providing for an evening director

and for activities for children beyond school

age. Hiram House from its budget supple-

ments this enough to provide a salary for a

full-time, year-round director, who lives in the

neighborhood, has headquarters in the school

building and conducts a continuous year-round

program. The settlement house conducts

group activities after school hours for the

school age groups which are continued by the

Board of Education as the groups become

eligible for the adult center activities.

After these examples, need I tabulate the

possibilities of cooperation and correlation ! Let

me read again from Mr. Lies, this time regard-

ing the functions of a Leisure Time Division

of a Council of Social Agencies.
"Functions—In general the Division should exist for

cooperative thinking, cooperative planning, cooperative

action. Through close contacts in general and sub-

group meetings, the members would become better

acquainted with each other's fields and methods of

work, with the problems common to all as well as the

individual problems of the different agencies. The

group would try to see the leisure time situation of

the community as a whole also. It would make special

studies through committees on important subjects

arising from time to time.

"During my study of the leisure time situation in

Reading, Pa., early in the year I culled from the

minutes of the meeting of the Leisure Time Division

of the Community Chest and its boys' and girls' work

committees the following important subjects which

had been discussed:

1. Distinctive work and provinces of the various

agencies.

2. Unfilled leisure time needs of the community.
3. Recreation for problem boys and girls.

4. Neighborhood recreation organization.

5. Qualities of effective recreation leadership.

6. Summer camp problems, including possibility of

establishment of a municipal camp and joint use

of a summer camp by Y. W. C. A. and Girl Scouts.

7. Provision of Leisure Time opportunities for unem-

ployed youth and adults.

8. Home play.

9. Church recreation.

10. Leisure Time Leaders' training courses.

11. Methods of appeal by different agencies for enlist-

ing participation.

12. Creation of connecting links between prospective

high school graduates and community leisure

time opportunities.

13. Correlation of work of leisure time agencies with

home, school and church.

(Continued on page 594)



"Teach a Man to Live"

I

WISH we might begin to

direct our educational ob-

jective .along the line of

training richer emotions in

life. After all, I think it is

more important to teach a man

to live than it is to teach him

to make a living. I think it is

more important to enrich his emotional life than

it is to enable him to make a living under the

routine occupations of the day. For after all the

making of a living is only a means to an end, the

enlargement of the abundant life.

I think all sociologists and anthropologists are

in agreement that the real destiny of a democracy

and of a people and of a civilization is more to be

determined by the emotional life of its people

than it is by its political dogma and its constitu-

tional form. And why is that true? Because

about ninety-five per cent of our behavior is dic-

tated by emotion and about five per cent by in-

tellectual judgment.
Yet in our school program ninety-nine per cent

of our effort is consecrated to the so-called mind

and only one per cent for a little art appreciation,

or something to try to enrich the joy of living.

And after all if I understand what patriotism is,

if I understand the dynamic forces of human life,

if I understand what is the basis of a rich culture

of a great people, its spiritual plane, it is its

capacity for emotional appreciation of the in-

tangible things of life, it is the love of beauty, the

love of romance, of loyalty, of patriotism; it is

the great emotional factor that makes a people

what they arc, or dwarfs them into human

pygmies, if such be their blighted destiny.

1 think the time has come when education must

accept as one of its fundamental objectives the

taking of the fine splendid emotional capacity of

youth, guiding them along the lines of cultural

suggestion, enriching their emotional life, teaching

them the importance of subjecting it to the self-

imposed restraints of artistry, but at the same time

fanning it until it becomes a great passion of pa-

triotism, of culture, of love of the spiritual values

of life. That can be done. But it requires a new

objective, a new technique and a new approach.
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Exfracfs from an address "Trends

in the Reorganizafion of Govern-
ment" by Arnold Bennett Hall,

Director of Brookings Institute in

Washington, at the Citizens' Con-
ference on School Recovery in

Pennsylvania, October 10-11, 1934

And when our people are

motivated by such a point of

view, by a real love of great

spiritual value, by a real desire

to see them survive in the life

of America, I don't think we
need to worry so much then

about our people being willing

to drive out the Army of Occupation ; we need

not worry about our people being willing, then, to

make the adjustment in our government that is

necessary, if the American people are to have a

fuller and a more abundant life.

"Out of a machine age has come leisure, and

leisure to a greater or less degree we shall always

liave, as a boon and as a problem. And so now as

a nation we are trying to develop a philosophy

toward leisure, we are trying to create programs

for use in leisure time ; out of it is coming a de-

mand for leaders of leisure-time activities, a

demand for play space. An imjietus has been

given to the manufacture of all kinds of equip-

ment for use in lei sure-time activities. As a na-

tion we are becoming leisure-conscious and as

such we shall surely be exploited. Are we going

to allow our leisure time to be exploited and cap-

italized by those who -are self-seeking? Are we

as a nation going to depend upon commercial

amusements and again develop spectatoritis ?

"It has been said that 'leisure should not be

used to prepare us for harder work but for the

average man it should be the time in which he

really lives. In an hour of leisure we pass from

necessity to desire!' It is in this leisure time that

we should have the opportunity to do the things

which we desire to do ; time in which to express

ourselves, time in which to do creative work, time

in which to re-create, in which to play, to practice

skills and perfect skills, time in which to make

friends, time in which to read and reflect, and

time in which to be just lazy."—-^^mm R. IFoy-

man in The Journal of Health and Physical Edu-

cation. January, i935-



On the Play Streets of New York

VisuArjzE

a street in the congested area of one

of America's large cities with tenement

houses lining both sides. In these houses are

children and adults who go no further than their

own doorsteps or beyond the limits of the street

on which they live for their recreation. If they
are to have a play program it must in many in-

stances be brought to their doorsteps.

The objectives of a play street program go far

beyond the mere provision of safe play for the

children of congested areas. There is the develop-

ment of latent talents along the lines of crafts,

music and drama
;
of skills and abilities through

games and sports. There is, too, the provision of

activities which will have a valuable socializing

effect and will help in building up community

spirit. And there is the creation of educational in-

terests through visits to libraries, talk on foreign

countries and their craft activities, and the making
of objects to exemplify the countries the children

have been told about.

Organization

Leadership

The most important consideration in a play

street program is leadership. The supervisor in

charge must have an outstanding personality, as

well as training and experience in recreation. The

assistant supervisors must

also have had training and

experience, a pleasing per-

sonality and an interest in

children. Where possible

it is an advantage to have

leaders who are versatile

in all types of recreation

to specialize in some given

field. Each leader should

have a fundamental knowl-

edge of first aid.

For a program involv-

ing twelve play streets it

is desirable to have five as-

sistant supervisors and ap-

proximately three to five

workers on a street, de-

pending upon the number

The summer of 1934 saw inaugurafed in New
York City a twenty week program of super-
vised street play. Twelve streets in densely

populated districts were set aside for the ex-

periment which was carried on by the Recrea-

tion Department, Works Division, Department
of Public Welfare, in cooperation with the

East Harlem Council of Social Agencies and

in conjunction with the Crime Prevention

Bureau. Out of the project has come much
valuable information on methods of procedure
and technique. This material has been made
available in a mimeographed "Play Street

Manual" prepared by four assistant super-
visors of the Recreation Department—Edward

Norton, Walter Thurber, Charles Ward and
Carl Schmitt. It is through their courtesy that

we are presenting extracts from the Manual,
which represents a real contribution to a phase
of recreation on which so little practical
material has been thus far available.

of j>eople participating in the program. Although
the setup is elastic, no more than one worker

should be off the street at any one time. For a

project of this size a secretary, two clerks, a time-

keeper and a doctor are desirable.

It is advisable at the beginning to have a two

day institute for the workers. Speakers may be

invited who are leaders in the recreation field.

Community Contacts

It is essential at the beginning to make con-

tacts with all clubs, social agencies, churches, civic

organizations, public libraries and similar groups
and to obtain their good-will if the program is to

succeed. Such cooperation is a necessity.

Choice and Layout of Streets

A number of factors enter into the considera-

tion of choice of play streets. Among these are

such physical considerations as minimum number

of business arrangements ; the smoothness of

pavements, which should be level if possible;

whether there are walls convenient for handball,

and whether there is an adjacent school without a

playground. Among the social considerations are

the density of population of the area; whether it

is a section having no other play or recreational

facilities, or a section where criminal or delin-

quency tendencies exist.

The following is a sam-

ple of a survey of a typi-

cal play street :

Pavements in fair con-

dition; few business es-

tablishments; no commer-

cial traffic ; no other recre-

ational facilities ;
few

walls; good play center.

In making a survey of

the street every opportun-

ity should be seized to

make contacts with the

parents and the children

on the chosen street. Their

attitudes and response will

have much to do with the

success or failure of the

plan.
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Office Equipmenf. Aside from the general office

equipment such as typewriters, filing cabinets and

stationery suppHes, it is well to have the follow-

ing- articles :

A file of copies of all bulletins, which should be

dated

A bulletin board in the office subdivided for

special office announcements and each supervis-

or's type of activity

A scrap book of all publicity clippings

An office question or suggestion box, and a mail

box for each supervisor so that notices may be left

for him when he is away from the office.

The Program
A well rounded program of street play should

include such activities as :

Exhibitions

Hikes and field trips
Athletic games
Tournaments
Low organized games
Swimming and showers

The following program was found successful

on the New York play streets :

Dramatics
Blook parties

Special events

Special activities

Arts and crafts

Clubs

Time
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monthly report should be written from the com-

bined data of the supervisor and his assistants.

\^'herever possible an individual experienced in

dealing with newspapers should be recruited to

help in this project. Only human interest stories

approved by the supervisors should be offered to

the papers.

Activities

Games and Athletics

Only such athletic tournaments should be con-

ducted as can be confined to the street itself with-

out endangering windows and property. A rules

committee consisting of the athletic supervisor

and a number of the workers should be formed to

liandle all rules, questions and protests.

The elimination tournament is most successful

in many cases as it prevents tournaments from

becoming too long-drawn out. The round robin

tournament or league system may be used in some

games such as box ball, soccer and touch football.

For a sport in which there is a great deal of inter-

est tournaments can be run over a period of

months. The games which adapt themselves well

to tournaments include paddle tennis, box ball,

punch ball, soccer, touch football, handball, volley

ball, quoits, shuffleboard, marbles and jacks.

Before a tournament is set up the game should

be practiced so that the participants will know it

well and their interest will be sustained. The rules

of all tournaments should be simplified as far as

possible. Tournament classifications should in-

clude all groups interested. It is far better to run

short tournaments to include many classifications

than long-drawn out tournaments which will in-

clude very few. Age divisions should be very

definite to avoid conflicts. The time and place of

all games should tie stated on the schedules and

the supervisors must be made resiKjnsible for hav-

ing all games played off-

Only tournaments requiring a

small amount of c(|uipment or

equipment on hand should l)e at-

tempted, for the acquisition and

care of equipment arc one of the

greatest problems of street play.

Although each leader is resixinsi-

blc (or the equipment he uses, it

is im[>ortant to have one indi-

vidual rrs|>onsible for storing it

each night.

Athletic meets with a wide va-

riety of events an<l novelty races

H has not been possible in this

arflcle, based on the "Play
Street Manual," to go into great
detail regarding the program
and activities. We have at-

tempted, however, to give our

readers as comprehensive a

rrsume as possible in the space
available. It Is suggested that

anyone wishing further informa-

tion communicate with Edward

Norton, 517 East Ninth Street,

Brooklyn, New York.

may be conducted. Popular events include dashes,

relays, jumps, obstacle races, baseball throws, tug
of war, and novelty races.

The atWetic leaders should be on the alert for

new games, and they thmeselves should partici-

pate in the games as little as possible, getting the

game well started and turning it over to a respon-
sible older boy or girl.

Low organized games should be made an im-

portant part of the program as they include large

numbers of children and all ages and groups.
If a swimming pool is available, it is highly de-

sirable to make water sports a part of the pro-

gram. If at all possible street showers should be

provided as they are both popular and beneficial

and tend to bring children to the street.

The Crafts Program

Arts and crafts should be an integral part of

the prograiTi. They are valuable not only in de-

veloping latent talent and creating interest in hob-

bies, but in helping to stress other activities, in aid-

ing in the making of costumes, street decorations,

stage settings and properties, rhythmic band in-

struments, and in the formation of clubs. Hand-

craft activities provide material for exhibits and

special days. Crafts clubs may be made responsi-

ble for bulletin boards and athletic awards and

prizes.

Care should be taken in the selection of pro-

jects. Paper mosaic work, for example, is im-

practicable as the tiny paper punchings are liable to

blow away. Shellac must be thinned considerably

l)efore application in the open air. There should

be a craft deiwrtment in charge of the program
with a com|>etent all round arts and crafts man

in charge. One of the responsibilities of this

sjxjcialist should be to train the street play leader

through craft lectures and through the laboratory

and project methods which will provide instruc-

tion once a week in projects to be

jjiven the children the following

week.

.\mong the projects which arc

iippropriate for the street play

program arc the following:

\arious kinds of sewing and

needlework ; bead pendants, rings,

loom made bracelets; pajicr

streamer Ixjwls; crocheted crepe

pa|>er objects ;
artificial flowers ;

Iwsketry projects; sponge rubber

projects ; art stone work ; tin can
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Shuffleboard is a

itself readily to

flowers ; stippled tin pro-

jects; appollometal ash-

trays ; paper bead necklaces ;

crayonexing; cartooning,

drawing and painting; dec-

orated vases
; square knot

projects ; mantlepiece boat

and airplane models; berry

box furniture; whittled

wood objects ; doll making ;

oil cloth projects ; three-ply

veneer carving; soap sculp-

turing ; small clothespin and

spool novelties
;

miscellan-

eous wood projects.

Materials. To conduct the

crafts program suggested
the following materials are

necessary :

A large supply of cotton,

silk and woolen remnants,

as well as some muslin
;
as-

sorted beads and seed beads
;

picture frame wire; paper

streamers ; paste, glue and rub-

ber cement ; shellac and alcohol ; sponge rubber ;

art stone and natural trimmings ; crepe paper of

all colors ; a large supply of J4" and yi" white

wood, three-ply veneer, and balsa wood rippings ;

appollometal sheets ; wall paper ; paints, crayons

and newsprints; Belfast cord; oilcloth, soap; as-

sorted lacquers, brushes, etc.

The children themselves can provide such mis-

cellaneous materials as old discarded necklaces,

needle and thread, clothespins, cardboard, meat

skewers, hairpins, colored magazine pages and

string.

The handcraft instructors should have their

own kits. The boys' worker, for example, will

want a pair of tin snips, scissors, several small

pickle jars with tops, several cigar boxes, a few

large paper bags, a good jack-knife, a ruler, pen-

cils, a supply of cardboard and other materials he

feels are necessary. For the girls' handcraft pro-

gram the leader will require scissors, several small

pickle jars with tops, a number of cigar boxes,

paper bags, a ruler, jjencils, needles and thread,

and similar supplies.

Hints for Conducting the Program. The play

leaders must use their ingenuity in finding places

for the craft program. If a vacant store is avail-

able it is ideal for the purpose. Front porches

game which lends

tournament uses

may be uoed or if chairs

and two tables are available

the work may go on on the

sidewalk I

The best way for a leader

to start his work is to ar-

range his craft layout on

the street with a few fin-

ished articles in front of

him and then begin work-

ing. The children will soon

gather around and start ask-

ing questions. The rest is

easy. The instructor should

make inquiries among the

children about the things

they have made and would

like to make. A crafts cliib

may soon be formed.

It is well to carry on all

arts and crafts clubs during

the heat of the day at

periods of not more than an

hour and a half each and with

groups not exceeding twelve or

fifteen children. End a period at the height of

enthusiasm and endeavor with the suggestions of

the leader to "stop and play a game now."

The children should be allowed to keep one of

every two articles they make, one marked with the

child's name and play street being turned in to

the crafts department for exhibition purposes or

other use. The finished articles should be col-

lected at the same time each week. When the

articles have served their purpose as e.xhibits they

may be donated to the children's wards of nearby

hospitals, to day nurseries, orphan homes and

shut-ins.

The leader should be on the lookout for excep-

tional talent and should report "discoveries" to

the head of his department. He will want in many
instances to arrange for the further training of

children with unusual skill.

A method should be devised for having equip-

ment and material delivered to the instructors once

a week. They will be delivered at the same time

the finished projects are collected. If the distance

from the central office is not too great the in-

structors may call for their own material. A place

should be arranged beforehand for the storing of

raw materials and finished objects. These may be

stored either according to classification or play

streets.
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Hikes and Field Trips
Occasional outings are a desirable part of the

program but to be fully appreciated they should

be limited. One trip a week is sufficient. Trips may
be. taken to museums, jxirks, bathing beaches,

newspaper and other industrial plants, and to

police headquarters.

There should be an adult leader for every fif-

teen children. Enlist adult residents of the street

to help. Tell the children beforehand where they
arc going and what the object of the trip is. This

helps create interest. Field trips may be made by

bus, trolley car, train, subway or auto. The great

difficulty lies in securing free transjx)rtation. It

has been found that although free bus transporta-

tion is rare in the

summer season,

railway transit

lines such as the

trolley and sub-

way are very lib-

eral in granting

free rides.

Play Street Clubs

Play street
clubs are very

important be-

cause they help

to give each child

at least one ma-

jor interest in

street play. Among the clubs which may be or-

ganized are general boys' clubs and girls' clubs,

crochet clubs, stamp clubs and postmark clubs.

On the New York play streets night "Owl" clubs

were organized consisting of lx)ys who helped the

leaders rope off streets, put equipment away and

do other odd jobs. Corres|X)nding clubs for girls

were known as "bu.sy liees." .\n interesting

hobby club was one called the "Headline Hunt-

ers." The children made a scrap book of half

sheets of newspapers laced together with shoe-

strings in which club mcnil)frs pasted in chrono-

logical order the most im|K>rtant headlines of each

day's news. This eventually resulted in a com-

plete record of current events in short concise

phrases. It proved of genuine educational value

to the children.

Dramalics

The dramatics program rojuircs a su|i«-t\i.siir

in direct charge of a worker from each street

wIh>v duties inclwlc the provision of suitable ma-

terial for the street play leaders, the securing of

talent for special presentations, and the coaching
and supervising of productions arranged for

special occasions.

Pantomime, story-telling, dramatic stums and

dancing may be introduced into the program, all

carried on informally in front of an adjacent
school or church. On rainy days it may be pos-

sible to secure a room in the headquarters of a

local social organization or in an empty store.

A portable or temporary stage is essential.

Sometimes the front of an institution offers a

natural stage requiring only settings. Where this

is not available it may be possible to secure a truck

lettmg the sides down.

The most pop-
ular forms of

special entertain-

ment have prov-

ed to be movies,

pantomime, pup-

pet shows, plays

jiresented by the

children them-

selves, magi-
cians, acrobats

.'ind clowns.

Music

Informal
group singing us-

ing familiar old

time favorites, popular songs and school songs

may l)c very successful under a good leader. If

the leader starts a .song the children will readily

follow. Unfamiliar songs will not usually be so

successful. If a capable harmonica instructor is

available he may lie put on schedule in the various

streets and clubs may be organized.

Dancing

Simple dances such as the Irish jig and Dutch

dances are usually jMcked up quickly. In this ac-

tivity, as in singing, it is well to adhere to the

familiar, .\iiything requiring more than the ele-

nuiitary steps will Ik; unsuccessful in the street

play |)rogram.

Hlock Panics

I'lock |x>rtics arc valuaiiie in proiiuiiuig coni-

nnmity spirit, in bringing adults into the program
and in giving publicity to the street play project.

.Such iwrties .should not Ik? given, however, until

the progranj has Inren running long enough to win

the confidence and coo|>erati«)n of the residents.
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Where there are rival factions or organizations in

a street it is inadvisable to attempt block parties.

Plans for a party should be made at least three

weeks ahead of time by a local committee with

subcommittees, the supervisors serving only in an

advisory capacity. Necessary arrangements in-

clude securing permission from the police depart-

ment to close off the street, the roping off of suf-

ficient space for dancing, the securing of a band,

and the mimeographing of a program to be given
adults. Local residents should be called upon with

a request to hang out flags and appropriate decora-

tions. An exhibit of the craft work of the chil-

dren may be displayed in local store windows.

Equipment for block parties consists of a stage,

microphone, rope, lights, decorations and a piano.

The following general plan for a block party
has been found successful :

1 to 5 p. M.—Children's games, tournaments, contests.

(A special event may be included such as kite flying
contests.) Awards and prizes.

8 to 8:15—Costume parade. Children parade in costumes
made by themselves or by craft department.

8 :20 to 9 :20—Entertainment—prepared by the children
on block. A good professional may be included, but
should not play too large a part in the program.

9:20 to 11—Dancing on the street.

The financing of block parties is always a prob-
lem. Methods suggested for raising funds include

package parties, the solicitation of local people,

community club dues, sales, etc. It is essential

that none of the employed workers take an active

part in raising funds, merely serving in an ad-

visory capacity.

Special Actkities and Events

One period each day, preferably during the hot

period, should be devoted to story-telling. Chil-

dren like to retail stories they have heard, and this

should be encouraged. A library period each week

may be arranged for at the nearest branch library

where the children may be taken in a group. Many
libraries have a special staff for handling the chil-

dren's program.

Special events which have proved successful in-

clude wheel day, doll day, pet shows, hobby shows,

kite days and stunt nights. Club or group parties

may be held in the house or yard of one of the

residents.

Exhibitions

Exhibitions of craft work are important for the

play street program. As has been suggested, they

may be made an attractive adjunct to a block

party. In addition, there may be general, grand
exhibitions competitive in nature, street exhibits

—occasional short time exhibits exclusively of the

craft club on a play street—and a permanent ex-

hibit at headquarters.

DIAGRAM OF BLOCK PARTY IN OPERATION



Taking Play Into the Highways and Byways

By Elizabeth Hines Hanley

L^sT

si-MMKR the Philadel-

^ phia Playground and

Recreation Association

literally went out into the

streets and hyways to give

everyone, old as well as

young, a chance to play. This

was done by opening up

twenty street playgrounds,
four vacant lots, and one day

camp in areas where they

would do the most good. In addition, the usual

three standard playgrounds were operated. The

necessary personnel for all these play places was
obtained through the LWD, which supplied

twenty- four workers under the leadership of four

regularly employed playground supervisors.

It would be hard to say which of all these types
was the most worth while, but without doubt the

street playgrounds were the most interesting and

exciting. This was because the entire neighbor-
hood was in one way or another actively con-

nected with the project, either as participants in

the program, as helpers and leaders, or as pro-
viders of materials and moral lacking.

-The workers assigned to these playgrounds
found them much more "thrilling" tlian the con-

venti«)nal ones and gave their main reasons for

their j)reference as "the opportunity for all ages
to partici|iate ; protection as well as recreation for

the children by keeping them out of the street

dangers and mischief, and a more definite spirit

of cooperation and interdependence between par-

ents, children and leaders."

The director of one of these playgrounds ex

presses this opinion very clearly in his final repcjrt.

He says: "In my opinion, this work is without

|>arallel. It creates a feeling of friendship and

good-will in the neighborhood, for all unite in a

common cau.<«c — namely, the enjoyment of the

children." Another director says: "There is no

doubt u to the worthwhilencss of this work. The

neighl)orho(Hl takes an interest in the work Iw-

causf the playground furnislies an outlet for the

576

Philadelphia as well as New York

had \ii play sfreefs lasf summer,
and the story of the activities con-

ducted on these street playgrounds
and on a number of vacant lots is

told by Mrs. Hanley, Director of

the Recreation Arts Department,

Philadelphia Playground and Rec-

reation Association.

])Iay interests of the children,

])rovides safety from per-

sonal and property damage,
and thus lightens the burdens

of the section or groups."

Still other workers give

testimony : "The children and

the parents of those in the

streets attended by the travel-

ing play leaders actually feel

that you are honoring them

by coming there, and nothing is too much trouble

for them." Again, "Adults have a chance to join

in the fun and enjoy looking on, something they

do not get a chance to do in regular playgrounds

except on special occasions because they cannot

leave their homes for such long periods. 1 believe

they await the coming of the workers almost as

eagerly as the youngsters."

Such reports as these are better appreciated

when it is understood that street playgrounds were

established only in districts at least a niile away
from the nearest standard playground and impos-

sible for the children to reach because of transpor-

tation and traffic handica])s. The districts were

also of the "jX)or" type in neighliorhoods con-

gested both by traffic and humanity, and far re-

luoved from any other center providing recrea-

tional opjiortniiities.

The Program

The program was ])ractically the same in all the

streets, with ada])tations to particular situations.

It In-gan with a "theme song" set to the tune of

"Hail, Hail, the Gang's All Here," with words

suitable for the occasion. The first note brought

all the children running, if they were not already

assemble<l and waiting for the leaders to start the

fun. A parade accom|)anied the singing of the

rallying song, atid when the gathering was com-

plete there was a half hour of general singing,

with solos now and then for variety, and some

songs given with pantomime or draniatizetl action.

1 iicn the voUev Iwll net was hung across the
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street and the players lined up for a game. Other

ball games, such as dodge ball, baseball, if there

was space, and sponge ball were also in great

favor. Then there were races, relays, tag games,

quoits, checkers, jacks, dominoes, singing and

ring games, handcraft, songfests and story-tell-

ing, with pantomime and dramatization incidental

to both, to bring the play period to a happy ending.

Somewhat surprisingly, stories were in great

demand on all these playgrounds, and adults en-

joyed them as much as the children. Rather sur-

prisingly, too, the old fairy tales were strong

favorites, although mystery, adventure and ghost

stories were probably the most generally popular.

But, as one director expressed it : "All stories are

acceptable if they have a hero, heroine and a

'tough guy.'
"

Handcraft, also, was remarkably popular, and

was quite evenly divided between boys and girls,

although there was a difference in the type of

work. The boys preferred making pinwheels and

"flying birds" that gave them an opportunity for

running in operating them,

but they, too, were inter-

ested in making paper vil- Story-telling has been one of the most popular
activifies on the play streets of Philadelphia

lages. One leader found that "there is hardly any

distinction between boys and girls in crafts as

both enjoy working with their hands."

Among games, volley ball seems to have been

most popular with both boys and girls, although

baseball ranked a close second with the older ones.

Checkers and jacks were first in quiet games, but

quoits had a strong appeal for older boys and

men. The general expression by all leaders was:

"The- children love games, but always demand

new ones. They are more fond of the games that

require the most physical action. The youngest

children like singing games best, and The Farmer

in the Dell was averagely their favorite."

Besides these daily programs, there were weekly

special events such as doll shows and parties ; pet

shows; baby shows; grotesque parades; exhibits

of handcraft; paper villages and circuses; story

dramatizations ; game contests of various kinds,

and track and field meets.

On the Vacant Lots

The vacant lots had about the same program,

except that two of them

were equipped with swings,

(Continued on page 595)



Reading for Fun in Rural Mississippi

By Beatrice Sawyer Rossell

Editor, Bulletin

American Library Association

It is thrilling to hear of such ven-

tures in cooperation as Mrs. Ros-

sell describes in her article. We
are fortunately coming to realize

more clearly than ever before, that

recreation, whether in rural dis-

tricts or in our cities, has much to

gain by working more closely with

the library, and that these two civic

movements can be mutually helpful.

DOWN
IN the cut-over pine lands of Hancock

County in southern Mississippi I recently

spent a memorable day with a county recre-

ation director and a county Hbrarian, both work-

ing under the Emergency Relief Administration.

I had gone to Mississippi simply to see what was

happening in connection with a unique library

project operating throughout the state under the

Mississippi Library Commission and the Women's
Division of the ERA. I found, however, that

library service was only one of sixteen projects

which the women's division was responsible for,

one of the other fifteen being a state-wide pro-

gram of recreation. How the two undertakings

go hand in hand in a county where they are just

beginning and how much the library can con-

tribute to the success of a recreation program in a

county where the former has been long estab-

lished, were shown first in Hancock and later in

Coahoma County.
"We cover the whole county together," said the

recreation director in Hancock. "Our community
centers are thirty-five or forty miles apart in iso-

lated sections of the county and we like not only

to share the traveling expenses of gas and oil but

also to have companionship." When the stop is at

a community center, the county librarian drops
her books and teaches pine needle basketry or

flower making. When at a library station where

there are children, the recreation director holds a

story hour.

Hancock, it should be noted, is almost at the

bottom of the economic ladder now that lumber-

ing is no longer its major industry. Books are

read by people who have practically no other form

of pleasure in between visits of the librarian and

recreation director. Even reading is denied some

people who can neither read nor write, but talks

on news of the day are in such cases substituted

for reading matter.

It is difficult, of course, to do much either with

l)ook service or with recreation in a county where

you have no publicly supported library and almost

no money to sp)end for recreation. Friendly peo-

ple in Bay St.* Louis, however, have contributed

900 books and numerous magazines
—many of

them excellent—to launch the library ; a banker

has supplied rooms to house it ; a tag day has

provided a small amount of cash for book pur-

chases, and local musicians and artists have given

their talent to provide additional revenue. Glanc-

ing over the library collection that has resulted,

one finds among books for children such titles as

"Heidi," "Hans Brinker," "Bambi." "Invincible

Louisa." In a rental collection of recent fiction

for adults are the best of the best sellers now

popular throughout the country. Better Homes
and Gardens, National Geographic, Collier's and

Good Housekeeping are prominent among the

magazines.
No books on quilting arc yet to lie found in the

slim collection, but that does not mean that the

county librarian can do nothing about it when the

recreation director starts a group of women mak-

ing quilts. Since the women who are to make the

quilts in some instances lack even the. needle and
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thread with which to sew them, they naturally

have not much in the way of pieces. "If you have

any pieces which could be used for quilts, please

leave them at the library," requests the county
librarian. Boxes resulting from such requests

thereafter accompany books in the back of the car

and soon eighty quilts, the first one finished to

recei\'e a prize, will be displayed at a county
exhibit.

A slender but precious stream of plays, poems,
books of travel and other reading matter has

flowed steadily in and out of the Hancock library

from ths Mississippi Library Commission whose

secretary, Miss Elizabeth Robinson, presented the

library project to the Women's Division of the

ERA the day work projects were acceptable. Wel-

come ideas for the recreation program come from

the state recreation director in Jackson, Miss Lil-

lian Tucker, and also from the National Recrea-

tion Association in New York.

"We just couldn't live without 'Recreational

Games and Programs'
"
was the grateful comment

on that N.R.A. publication. And the lectures of

Mr. and Mrs. John Bradford, who were sent to

Mississippi by the Recreation Association, were

declared to be "just marvelous." Games, group
dances and many parties which were popular at a

CCC camp in the county were the result of Mr.

and Mrs. Bradford's suggestions.

The long view which both the librarian and the

recreation director are taking in their work was

apparent from their conver-

sation. Possible support of

every kind is being developed
^°°^^ ^"'^ magazi
to many of the

by the librarian so that the book service begun

may be extended and made permanent. "What
we are doing in recreation is of course useful in

keeping up people's morale in a county which is

almost if not entirely without a payroll," said the

recreation director, "but what we must find is

some way to restore these people to financial in-

dependence."

Outright relief for the many needy people in

the county was deplored as having a deteriorating

elTect upon character. The possibility of coopera-
tive undertakings similar to those which have

raised the economic status of rural communities

in Deiunark, England, Japan and elsewhere, which

could perhaps use the community groups now or-

ganized as their nucleus, seems to be one of the

ideas now receiving consideration.

\Miat the Hancock County Library may some

day contribute to organized recreation and the

sheer enjoyment of people's free time, if the pres-

ent library can be developed and made permanent,
is being demonstrated in Coahoma County at the

other end of the state. Here, too, the beginning
of the headquarters' library at Clarksdale was

modest, but that was twenty years ago and county-
wide service has now been given for ten years.

Not by the librarian, but by the county recrea-

tion director, was the value of the library in rela-

tion to organized recreation made evident.

Quilting is popular in Coahoma as in Hancock

County, and ideas for patterns come from library

books. Rug-making, smock-

ing, faggoting, bound button-
nes are brought in cars holes and bedspreads also
solated county schools
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occupy the sewing classes and the library fosters

their interests. A community shop will be held in

Qarksdale before Christmas at which these sew-

ing clubs can sell their articles and purchasers

may secure inexpensive toys as well as fancy work.

So well have Coahoma women done their sew-

ing that three of their liandmade shades were

exhibited at the National Recreation Association

meeting in Washington, and a bedspread made of

197 tobacco sacks, briar-stitched in pink on a

cream ground, was also shown at Washington.
A women's baseball team has been successfully

organized as another feature of the recreation

program, and the library has furnished the rules.

Get-together parties attract 60 to 200 old people

and young, and books suggest folk dances or sup-

ply words and tunes for community sings.

A "kiddie band" leads a Tom Thumb parade

during the Cotton Festival, and the library helped
in the training of the bandsmen and in costuming
the paraders.

Story hours draw overflow audiences of as

many as 350 children, and the story teller gathers
material for her stories at the library.

Playground supervisors keep five playgrounds
in the county open daily and turn to the library

for games and books on handicrafts. Last winter

much work was done with little children in con-

solidated rural schools, where the younger chil-

dren leave school about two o'clock and the bus

is not ready to take them and the older children

home until four. Games and stories in the gym-
nasium on bad days or supervised play in the sun-

shine on good days, kept everybody so happy and

out of mischief that it is hoped the work can be

continued this year.

Not all that the Coahoma library does to in-

crease people's enjoyment of their leisure is done

through the medium of the county recreational

director. Mississippi is rich in bird life, and study
of the birds is begun in the kindergarten. It is

roughly estimated that 75 books on birds are kept

in almost constant circulation among bird lovers,

young and old, throughout the county.

Handsome trees arc another asset in Missis-

sippi, and books on trees, flowers and other na-

tional beauties arc also in constant use.

Depending on your point of view, Mississippi's

snakes may be regarded as an asset or a liability,

but a subject of fascinating study at a regional

scout camp near Clarksdale they certainly are.

Ditmar's "Reptile Book" helps to identify the dif-

ferent specimens caught and caged by young sci-

entists who study their characteristics. Books on

handicrafts such as leather and woodwork are

popular with both Girl and Boy Scouts, as are

many other library volumes. In fact so much did

the .Scouts use the library this year that the Rotan.-

Club which sjx)n.sors the camp is giving the library

money for books to extend their camp service

next summer.

Radio plays an increasing part in the life of

Clarksdale readers, especially among the members
of an Opera Study Club who keep two copies of

the "\ ictrola Book of the Opera" from getting

dusty on the shelves. A fine music teacher in the

local high school contributes her enthusiasm to-

ward keeping this opera study group far from

being superficial. Radio also brings current book

reviews and the number of books purchased to

meet individual listener's demands is constantly

increasing.

If the Mississippi Library Commission and the

far-seeing director of the Women's Division of

the ERA have their way, library service as useful

to recreation and other community interests as

that in Coahoma will some day be provided on a

state-wide basis. An FERA librarian is now serv-

ing in every county of the state, with two li-

brarians in some of the larger counties. Recrea-

tion directors, too, are in almost every county. As
is to be expected m undertakings less than a year
old and started as work relief projects, there is

much unevenness in progress reported, but in

every county visited there was surprising local

support and enthusiasm for the work that is be-

ing attempted. Five hundred dollars a year from

a board of sui^ervisors here, a five-year lease on

a county library headquarters there, a new log-

house library built with community effort some-

where else, testify to the genuineness of local

backing. The limited resources of the state library

commission make it difficult for a state book col-

lection of 4,500 volumes to supplement adequately

county-wide service in eighty or more counties,

but looking over the records of titles in circula-

tion one realizes how valiantly many books in the

state collection are doing service.

Mathews' "Book of Wild Flowers for Young
People," for example, has circulated this year to

two principals in small town high schools, a high
school teacher, the caretaker of a reading center,

a county librarian and a rural mother, all in dif-

ferent parts of the state. Wolcott's "Book of

Games and Parties" has gone to a parent-teacher

(CoHlinurd on page 596)



For a Good Time—a "Ridiculous Party"

By Ruth M. Luther

Supervisor of Physical Education

Public Schools

Huntington, Indiana

Why shouldn't teachers forget their

dignity occasionally and have a good
time? They should and can, is Miss
Luther's answer, and she tells just

how ridiculous a party can be made!

THIS
year when a committee was appointed

for a teachers' party we racked our brains

trying to think of some way to entertain a

large 'crowd that would ensure an entertain-

ment in which all would participate and have

a good time.

We decided to have a ridiculous party, and

mimeographed invitations went out instructing

the guests to appear attired in a ridiculous way
on penalty of having to stunt if they failed

to wear costumes. The teachers dropped their

dignity for the time, and the men appeared in

every conceivable kind of costume, ranging

from the fireman just off duty with streaks of

soot still on his face, swinging his lantern as

he came in, to the dude or "dandy" in full

dress wearing spats and derby, carrying a gold-

headed cane, and with a large chrysanthemum
fastened in his buttonhole. The women's

costumes were equally unique. We had a

colored Topsy with us, her hair in short braids

tied with rags all over her head. We had a

dainty bride dressed in white satin of the gay
nineties. We even had a pair of red-headed

Siamese twins! Everyone had so much fun

looking over the other felUow's costume that

it was some time before we could start our

program.

Unique Dance Variations

Each guest was given a dance program. Be-

fore the programs were filled a set of foolish

rules and regulations governing the dances

was read. There were five so-called dances on

the program. When the guests had their pro-

grams filled they were instructed to skip to

their first partner and ask him to tell the fun-

niest joke he knew. In the second dance every-

one did a two-step to his partner and the

women were asked to tell about their first love

affair. In number three dance partners waltzed

to each other and exchanged their most inter-

esting trip experiences. The fourth dance was
a gallop, and when the partners met they were
asked to solve a proverb which was written

in a most absurd manner. These proverbs and
answers were typed on slips of paper and
handed to the group. In the fifth number

partners joined in the grand march while

judges made their selection for the prize to be

awarded for the most ridiculous costume. The

grand march proceeded to the hallway and up
the stairs to another room where a baby
picture show contest formed the second part
of the entertainment.

The Baby Shozv Contest. We had secured

the baby pictures of fifteen principals and

supervisors. One at a time these interesting

specimens of humanity were thrown on the

screen with a lantern while the group tried

to guess and write down the name of the

individual on their score cards. A few "bright
remarks" were

'

made as each picture was
thrown on the screen. The pictures were given
a second time and the name also as each person
checked his score card. The funny part of the

baby show was that some individuals failed to

recognize their own pictures !

An Impromptu Program. The third part of

the program was given in the gymnasium.
Group singing of ridiculous songs was led by
one of the members. One person who just

began to take piano lessons as her latest hobby
was asked to play a number. She responded by
calling four others to sing as she accompanied

(Continued on page 597)
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The Farm Woodlot as a Playground

The beauty which the pioneer had

so little time to contemplate is

being rediscovered and conserved

By

Henry S. Curtis, Ph.D.

THE
FORKST was oncc the dominant feature in

the landscape of America. In the time of

Columbus more than half of our entire coun-

try was covered with a vast woods. It harbored

hostile savages and predatory animals that

preyed upon the stock of the pioneer. It was

out of it that he must carve his home and win

the land for his crop. It was the great enemy
to be destroyed.

From it he chose the logs for his house and

split the rails for his fence, until the saw mill

came; but the forest itself he felled, logged

into heaps and burned, leaving the stumps for

yet another generation to struggle with. This

ruthless destruction has gone on steadily from

the beginning, and the area of forest has

decreased with every year. But as the area has

grown less timber has grown more valuable.

Our forest acreage is still decreasing, but

with the present administration has come a

movement for reforestation. The forests were

first an enemy to be destroyed, then prospec-

tive lumber.

Now they are becoming in addition the play-

ground of the nation, the place for hunting,

camping, summer cottages, picnicking and the

simple life. We are discovering in great trees

a beauty that the pioneer did not have time to

contemplate. It is becoming almost a sacrilege

to fell one of these monarchs of the centuries.

Many Beautiful Trees

Washtenaw County has many beautiful trees,

but they are not well distributed. The dogwood
and redbud are found in general only in the

woods, though they are well suited for the door

yards as well. The hawthorn and crabapple are

beautiful in their .spring blossoms, and they
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Camping in the woods is always so much
more fun when water sports are possible

are much preferred by most song birds for

nesting because the thorns are not pleasing to

bats or hawks or bluejays. The mountain ash

is a beautiful tree and its orange red berries

usually hold on until they arc eaten by the

birds. The juniper makes many hillsides so at-

tractive they are worth going far to see.

It is beautiful alike in summer against the

background of the forest floor and in winter

against the snow. The County contains many
beautiful clumps of tamarack also, which stand

out in striking contrast from the surrounding
trees.

The tropical forest is always much the same,

but the seasons offer an everchanging pano-
rama to the temperature climes from the open-

ing buds of spring through the light and dark

greens of summer to the red and yellow leaves

of autumn. Then the storm king brings them

whirling down to decorate our lawns, and the

trees stand bare against the wintry sky, in the

delicate lacework of the elm, the trailing

beauty of the willow and the sturdy strength
of the oak. Through their branches the stars

seem to gleam more brightly, and the electric

lights throw against our house a fretwork of

shadows, which suggest a land of fairies.

Then the winter storms coat these bare

branches with snow and ice "until every pine
and fir and hemlock wears emerald too dear for
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an earl." What may not this cycle of change
have meant in arousing the evolving human
spirit ?

Three University Forests

There are three forests, the Saginaw Forest

of 80 acres, the Stinchfield Woods of 312 acres,

and the Eber White Woods of 43 acres where
scientific forestry is being carried on by the

University of Michigan, but this seems to

have influenced the practice of the County sur-

prisingly little. There is practically no attempt

by private indi\iduals to do anything in the

way of forest management. Perhaps this is not

unnatural when we consider that it takes 60

or 70 years to grow a tree to saw log size.

Contrasted with the long deferred and un-

certain crop of lumber that may be ruined at

any time by fire or uprooted by a tornado are

the recreation values of the forest where the

dividends may be had at any time at the desire

of the user. They represent a value which is

sure to be increaseed by the new leisure and

that can not readily be cancelled or depreciated.

The forest is usually a chief feature in all

state and national parks, as well as in outlying

metropolitan parks. It is also at least one fea-

ture in all city parks if any considerable size.

This can only mean that it has a deep intrinsic

appeal, that in some way and for some deep
reason it stands for relief from worry and the

strains of life. It is estimated that four million

people camped out in our state and national

forests last year. Probably nearly all of the

camp sites were in the woods. People do not

camp in the open fields. The place that is

sought is always a forest on the side of a body
of water.

From the time I was six vmtil I was twelve

or thereabouts, the play life of the children of

our neighborhood centered around the creeks

that crossed my father's farm and the play
houses which we built from

discarded railroad ties in the

woods. There were two rival

cabins among the children and

each group aspired to have

the best decorated and most

convenient cabin. We man-

aged to make roofs from old

boards and filled the cracks

between the logs with moss.

We had farms adjacent, which

In the findings of a recreation sur-

vey of Washtenaw County, Mich-

igan, Dr. Curtis, Director of the

study, reporting on natural re-

sources, makes some suggestions
for the recreational use of these

resources. His suggestions are so

universally applicable that we

quote from sections of the report

appearing in the Ann Arbor

Daily News, December 18, 1934.

we plowed with crooked sticks in true prima-
tive fashion and planted a variety of wild

things. Most farm children would appreciate
such a retreat.

Woodcraft

Every country child ought to practice some-

thing of the woodcraft of the Scouts. It is not

difficult to make a brush leanto that will serve

for a shelter on a summer night if any shelter

is desired. If there is a considerable variety of

trees and anywhere to go through the woods,
most children would enjoy making a nature

trail and marking the trees or a treasure hunt
or trailing game. With a little encouragement
and showing, they will make fairly good bows
and arrows, and find much fun in playing
Indians.

The forest at night is an enchantment to one
who has learned to know it. Many little sounds

that are lost in the hum of the day now come
to the surface, and faint noises perhaps a mile

away are distinctly heard which would scarcely

carry a hundred yards at noon time. The snap-

ping of a twig may come almost like a pistol

shot, while the scampering of the flying squir-
rels along the branches, their flight from
branch to branch and the flitting of bats help
to make up the general impression. In most

places one is aware of rabbits moving about,
often at a considerable distance. There will

often be the call of some night bird, an owl,

whippoorwill or goatsucker, and on moonlight
nights, Titania and all the fairies seem to be

dancing in every open glade with each flutter-

ing leaf.

The federal government is proposing to

plant a wind break a hundred miles wide from
the Canadian to the Mexican border. A tree

breaks the wind in its lee for a distance about
ten times its height. The forest quells the

storm. Often one may hear it roaring through
the tree tops while there is

scarcely a flurry in the aisles

below. But there is scarcely
ever a day so calm in a pine
forest that one may not hear
the . murmuring in the branches

overhead. The forest is cooler

by day and warmer by night
than the lands outside. This
efifect in a large forest goes
three feet down into the earth
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Sections which were once woodlots now

often provide winter sports facilities

below and five thousand feet up into the sky

above. The forest humidifies its atmosphere

so it is never as dry as the air outside. It has

its own distinctive smells, and there is a feel-

ing in the air that seems to come through the

skin or some general sense. We should know

where we were if we were blindfolded and

deposited in a forest without warning.

Recreational Uses of Forests

The great forest and especially the wilder-

ness is a place of meditation where the

thoughtful naturally retire to be alone with

their deepest life problems. There is something
almost religious in its solitude. "The trees were

God's first temples." To the serious minded it

has always been.

Apparently the largest recreative use of our

forests is coming to be for picnicking and

camping, but their original use all over the

world was for hunting. These hunting forests

are still preserved pretty largely in England
and Scotland and parts of the continent as

private parks or hunting preserves. Hunting
takes first place among the outdoor recreations

of the rural people of Washtenaw County,
who were interviewed, as i68 out of 434 gave

hunting as one of their favorite forms of recrea-

tion. For many it seems to be the only form.

There were 4,758 hunter's licenses taken out

last year, but as farmers often hunt on their

own farms without licenses, and boys are still

more apt to do so, the number of licenses must

be considerable less than the numbers who are

hunting.
There are several elements in the pleasure

of the hunt. One of which is the appeal of the

out of doors and the forest. Man's nervous

responses have been built up through many
thousands of years of human and prehuman

history. The forest awakes old racial memories

that are untouched by the noises and sights

of the city.

However, hunting wiicrc tiicrc is no game
is not very exciting. A farmer who enjoys

hunting or who wishes a profitable forest

should keep his stock out of the woods. Stock

destroys the undergrowth and cover for nesting

places of quail and pheasants. Planting a few

cedars, junipers or spruces will help by offering

protection from the blizzards of winter and

general roosting places. Brush heaps are also

appreciated. The pastured woods looses most of

its recreative as well as its commercial values.

One of the pleasant experiences of winter

is to go Tnto the woods after a recent snow and

find where all its wild people live, to observe

the tracks of the mice, squirrels, rabbits, quail

and pheasants, to see how they are spending
the nights and what food they are securing,

when apparently there is no food and what

protection they have found against a temper-
ature often below zero, in which they must go
barefooted through the snow.

. Most game animals and birds retire to the

swamps, where the undergrowth is more dense

and there is a greater variety of food during
the severe weather. Where there is a small lake

in the center, as is often the case, such a swamp
forms a natural game sanctuary and should be

preserved. Altogether too many of them have

been cleared and partially drained.

Every child should spend a night in the
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woods occasionally during the summer. One

who has only seen the woods by day knows

only half the story. To sit around a camp fire

at nig-ht, to see the stars and the moon through

the tree tops, to tell and hear stories, to listen

to the myriad sounds that come through the

stillness, the rustling of the leaves, the lowing

of cattle, the bleating of sheep, the hooting of

an owl perhaps a mile away. These effects are

intensified by the stillness and the strangeness

so that they are difficult to forget. One's bed is

apt to be hard, and the mosquitoes are not al-

ways considerate. He may not sleep much, but

the experience is one that should be packed

away somewhere in the memory cabinet of

every child.

The love of the out-of-doors enters into the

pleasure of golf, of walking, of driving, of hunt-

ing and fishing and farm work itself. It is a

pleasure that is not confined to either sex or to

any age. It has no narrow cycle of years like

fo()t1)all and baseball. It is not limited to a few

minutes or hours a day like basketball. It enhan-

ces the pleasure of a canoe trip, an auto trip,

a chair on the back porch, or a hammock under

a tree. It adds its own charm to the romance

of courtship. It is so vital a phase of life itself

that all education should encourage and pre-

pare for it. Nature study offers dozens of

projects to the country child, for week ends

and summer vacations, which the school should

at least suggest if not organize. Its funda-

mental virtue is truthfulness, which nature and

science alike demand of all their worshippers.

The same measures that will improve the

woods for game will also increase the song
birds and insect eaters. A woods with a large

and varied bird population is much more at-

tractive than one with only a few such inhabit-

ants, and the birds labor like paid workmen in

keeping down the insect pests. Not all children

are naturalists, but at least nine out of ten are

interested in birds and like to watch them.

Every country child should have a small pocket

guide to the common birds and should come

to know at least forty or fifty \arieties and

something of their habits.

Another book that every farm family should

own is a book of the common wild flowers in

colors. Most children love flowers. At the rural

school that I attended as a boy, a good share of

the children would go to a woods nearly half

a mile away at noon for wild flowers once or

twice a week in spring, though they would

have to run a good share of the way back in

order to reach the school in time. Children

should be encouraged to collect and press all

the common varieties.

Another trip that children always enjoy is a

nutting party for walnuts and hickory nuts in

the fall. It is quite as much fun to gather them

as it is to eat them afterwards. In my experi-

ence, climbing the trees and shaking off the

nuts was often the most interesting part of the

whole adventure. There are not many good

sugar bushes in Washtenaw, and so far as our

survey discovered, no large ones, but where

one can go to a sugar house in March when

the snow is still on the ground for a candy pull,

it is an adventure to be remembered.

A steak fry, a bacon or marshmallow roast—
the country child who has missed these has

missed half his birthright. It is always more at-

tractive if the shadows of evening are closing

in. Even a shade of fear that draws the circle

close about the fire does not detract from the

enjoyment. The forest offers dozens of delight-

ful experiences to country children, which are

more difficult for city children. But in all these

great caution should be observed against

spreading fire, the devouring demon of the

forest. I am reminded of a motto that I saw

recently in a rural cabin : ".A. match has a head,

but it ha.sn't any brains. Don't let it go out in

the woods alone."

Hunting, watching the birds, picking and

collecting wild flowers, a nutting trip, a sugar

party, a night in the woods, these are experi-

ences that every country child should have,

but the work of a woodsman also has a con-

siderable appeal. The chopping or sawing down

a tree, deciding where it is to fall, to see it come

down and listen to its crash, all these linger in

the memory. Such work uses about every

muscle in the trunk, arms and legs under the

best of conditions. It offers a variety that is

lacking from most of the work in industry.

No woods exploit or adventure has been sug-

gested that has net been proved by ample ex-

perience. There is no doubt that children like

to do these things. Probably all country chil-

dren have done some of them, but few perhaps

have done them all. Parents may well suggest

the others.



Musical Arts

A plea for giving music an

important place in the com-

munity's recreation program

By Marie V. Foster
Supervisor of Music

Recreotion Commission

San Francisco, California

Courtesy San Francisco Rccrcaticn Commission

M'SiC
AS A PART of the recreation program is

a comparatively new thing. I do not need

to defend its position on that program. I

would like to discuss, however, how we may best

present this activity to the community for the

greatest lasting good. By way of discussion I

might philosophize and discuss at some length the

benefit of actual particiiiation in music rather than

the mere listening to it. I might debate the ques-

tion whether it was l)etter to present an informal

tyj)e of program or one in which intensive study

was the ultimate aim. I could raise the question

whether the music presented should 1 c on a level

with the artistic development already achieved in

our group or whether the levels should be raised

by the presentation of the highest type of music.

I will, however, instead of talking theoretically,

give you San Francisco's answer to all these

questions.

It has been the wish of San Francisco's Recre-

ation Commission tliat music should \k a very real

experience to as large a numlx-r as possible. We
had long felt tliat our country was liecoming one

of "listeners" and that the real

joy of music was being lost

when it was not actively \ar-

ticipate<l in. For tliat reason we

have encouraged the formation

of singing groups in as many of

our city playgrounds as were

equinictl to handle them. From
a small lirginning six years ago
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This accounf of music develop-
ments in San Francisco was pre-
sonlcd by Mrs. Foster at the Re-

gional Conference of the National

Recreation Association in Santa

Barbara, California, in April 1934.

Similar results may be attained,

under competent leadership, in

other cities.

we now have eighteen organized groups of little

children and nine groups of adults. Singing has

been developed most extensively since the voice

is an instrument common to us all. For the very

small child we have offered the rhythm band or

toy symphony. It is only necessary to watch these

little ones to know the joy they have in actually

playing in an orchestra. Harmonica bands and

small orchestras exist on many of our play-

grounds. For the advanced music student we have

the Junior Civic Symphony. Here the best of

symphonic music may be enjoyed by actual par-

ticipation. Just now our orchestra is working on

a I'eethoven Symphony, some dances by Edward

German, and they liave a personal knowledge of

fine nuisic.

I should like to tell you of our group of moth-

ers organized for singing. They come from un-

derprivileged homes where a first-hand knowledge

or actual i)artici]iation in good music would never

have l)een their experience unless offered them by

the Recreation Commission or some such organi-

zation. Some of these women have attended re-

hear.sals regularly for over two

\ears and have taken part in

many programs both on their

i>wn grounds and in city-wide

• vents. They love to sing and

have expressed their gratitude

-<) many times for the privilege

«if choral study. One woman
made the remark tliat she lived
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from one rehearsal to the next. She, and others

like her, have been starved for some form of

musical expression, and it is our privilege to be

able to furnish a worthy means.

In San Francisco many of our glee clubs have

been singing together three and four years. The

majority of them are between the ages of four-

teen to twenty. If they were not able to make a

good appearance by singing well, if they were not

continually striving to improve, I am very certain

they would not continue to come for a period of

years to our singing groups. One group of Rus-

sian boys met regularly last year under the direc-

tion of a very able musician. They were given

good music to sing and their repertoire included a

number of folk songs in their own tongue. They

sang with a great joy and virility of tone. It be-

came necessary to change directors, and the young
man who took charge was interested in a different

manner of presentation and in a different class of

music. The boys lost interest, and from a large

enthusiastic group they stopped coming entirely.

They were interested only in learning good music

under able direction.

Our eighteen groups of little children are worthy

of mention. These children come to sing because

they really love it, and they are taught to sing well.

They learn to sing with a clear, sweet tone that is

not forced ; they are taught to interpret the poem

they are singing; great emphasis is placed on the

correct and distinct pronunciation of words;

phrasing and artistic interpretation are a part of

the study, and they learn the discipline of singing

under a director.

San Francisco feels very proud of its newest

highly intensified branches of musical study.

These are the boys' choir and a group of madrigal

singers. The choir has a membership of about

twenty boys chosen not for their means or social

background, but because they love to sing, are

willing to work hard, are to be relied upon for

rehearsal attendance, and have good natural voices.

These boys are young boys, ages eight to twelve

years; they meet twice a week for rehearsal and

are most earnest. During the opera season last

fall they took part in several of the operas, learn-

ing Italian and singing under the stern direction of

the opera conductor.

The madrigal group is, of course, small and is

composed of some high school students who were

anxious to have that intensive study called for by

madrigal singing. They also meet twice a week.

This past year, through the CWA, we have been

able to offer a very special form of intensive

study. We have had a piano teacher who has been

able to give class work on a number of our play-

grounds. When we hear the expressions of grati-

tude coming from those who might otherwise

never have been able to learn to play the piano, it

makes us wish our hands were not so tied by lack

of funds.

Yet with all this study we know we are pre-

senting real recreation, for there is real joy in the

study of music ; the children are doing the thing

they love to do, and the attendance figures bear

out the statement.

In regard to the music to be presented in San

Francisco, the folk tunes are used almost exclu-

sively with the younger children, and the larger

ones sing two and three part arrangements of folk

music. An interesting group on one of our play-

grounds is a club of Italian young men. These

boys have been singing together for almost three

years and have a repertoire of a great many lovely

Italian songs. Many of these are Italian publica-

tions little known in our country. Just now they

are singing an unpublished song one of the boys'

father sings, arranged by one of our very able

pianists. Groups the same age all over the city

learn the same songs and for programs gain a

great inspiration singing together. About forty

girls of high school age, many of whom have been

singing in their playground glee clubs for three

and four years, recently sang very beautifully

"Greeting" by Mendelssohn and "Romance" by
Rubinstein in two parts.

We have one center in San Francisco, organized

primarily to take care of a delinquency situation.

One club of boys, ages eighteen to twenty-five

years, felt they had a fairly well rounded program
but would like to meet once a week for singing.

For singing I have said purposely, not for glee

club. They wanted to sing the latest popular songs

and nothing else, and they did not care whether

they even sang them well or not. We met their

request but also gave them "On the Road toMan-

dalay," "Ol' Man River," Oley Speak's "Sylvia,"

"Soldier's Chorus'' from Faust and other songs

of like nature. Just now they are preparing to

sing for their open house. For that they have

needed to think of tone, attack, diction, interpre-

tation. You will be most interested to know that

one number on their program is Beethoven's

"Adoration of Nature." We have most certainly

raised the level of their appreciation. I could tell

(Continued on- pa<je 597)



Service of Hon. John Barton Payne

to the

Recreation Movement

REPRESENTATIVE

of the highest

type of cultivated legal

mind, John Barton Payne

brought to the office with his zp-

(Kjintinent as Commissioner on

the Board of South Park Commissioners in Chi-

cago, that freedom from bias and capacity for fine

discrimination which made him a distinguished

member of the bar. He became ahnost at once

President of tlie Board of Commissioners and

continued to hold that relation to the Board for

thirteen years.

His administration was characterized by a

judicially maintained balance. He insisted that

standards of maintenance of park properties be

observed no less than standards of park serv-

ice. Cjroups pleading for enlargement of space

for play found their recjuests balanced against

the plea of other groups whose pleasure in the

parks was to be derived from beauties of land-

scape. Active recreation claimed his sup|)<)rt

and received it, but himself sensitive to the

bare appearance of the recreation buildings as

he found them on taking

office, he set aside the

salary to which he was
entitled as President,
and which he would not

accej»t, allowing that un-

claimed salary to accumu-

late and form an art fund

used to purchase etchings,

mural paintings and othci

w<»rks of art for the ficM

houses, in order that thc

art consciousness of the

park communities might
be cultivated, no less than

the play consciousness in

5i«

By V. K. Brown
Chief of Recreafion Division

Chicago Parit District

On January 24, 1935, John Barton Payne,
former Secretary of the interior, an active

worker in the National Conference of State

Parks, and Chairman of the American Red

Cross, died in Washington, D. C. Judge
Payne, from 1909 to 1934, was a member
of the Chicago South Park Board, and for

the
years

1911 to 1924 he was chairman of

the Doard. The work done by the Chicago
South Park Board in the recreation field has

been known throughout the world. The

board has been fortunate in having the

leadership of such men as George T.

Donoghue and V. K. Brown and the execu-

tive staff, and the leadership of Judge Payne
in standing back of the extensive recrea-

tion program in Chicago was outstanding.

recreation programs. Never un-

sympathetic toward anyone

presenting a plea for the values

of leisure activity in the serv-

ice which was coming to be

traditional in the park system, he guarded both

himself and the staff of the Playgrounds De-

partment against any possibility of being

swept from their moorings by sentiment or

emotionalism.

Public office was to him a responsibility and

a trust, rather than an honor and a commis-

sion. Disciplined intellectually himself, he ex-

l)ected of those under his command evidence

of the same sort of discipline to which he held

his own dispassionate mind. There was room

in his view of life for any enthusiasm, place for

any sport or avocation, provided only that it

did not transgress the code of a gentleman by
which he lived and to which he ex])ected others

to adhere.

Under this austere code, his administration

was perhaps best epitomized by the observa-

tion of the well known
mural painter, W. B. Van

Ingcn, who attended one

of the meetings of the

Board of South Park

Commissioners, and

after seeing its orderly

procedures with Judge

Payne in the chair, stated

that if any city really de-

sired to put its park serv-

ice on a superior plane of

excellence, it could do no

better than turn the job

over to the Sontli P.irk

Bojird.
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^ , ^, A BAND shell of the
Beaver Dams New , . .^ ,_ , o, ,, latest scientihc de-

Band Shell
sign has been com-

pleted by the city of

Beaver Dam, Wisconsin, the entire project

having been financed by the Park Committee
from funds received through park activities and

other benefits. The shell is of the sounding

plane type constructed of steel and concrete

and amplifies the music in full brilliancy and

without echo. By means of special control the

music director may change the interior color

of the shell to harmonize with the music

played. There is space for fifty musicians each

of whom is furnished with an illuminated port-

able music rack. A platform lo' by 42' is

provided at the front for special feature acts.

The combination of music and light has attrac-

ted large crowds to the concerts.

Building Play Sites on

Health Centers

A JOINT play and

health center pro-

gram involving the

construction of com-

munity playgrounds on top of health center

buildings has been announced by the Health

Department and Park Department of New
York City, according to the November 23rd
issue of the Nezu York Times. The first com-

bination development will be built on the upper
East Side and others, possibly as many as five,

will be erected later. The first center will be

built on city owned property taken over by the

Park Department and will be a two story

structure giving access to the roof by a separ-

ate entrance and a stairway. The area avail-

able for play will be the same as though the

playground had been built on the street level.

It will contain a swimming pool, outdoor g>'m-

nasium apparatus and swings. Shrubs and trees

will be planted in pots.

Skiing in New
Hampshire

THE New Hamp-
shire State Develop-
ment Commission of

Concord, New
Hampshire, has prepared a most interesting

map of the state's skiing trails classifying them

according to the degrees of difficulty and giv-

ing information regarding the location of each

trail, its length, width, maximum grade, vert-

ical descent and exposure. Following the list

of trails mention is made of a number of other

localities affording good skiing.

In Celebration of an

Important Event

ON December 25th

the fiftieth anniver-

sary of the founding
of the first settle-

ment house, Toynbee Hall, London, was cele-

brated. In honor of the annix'crsary an interna-

tional broa.dcast was arranged through the

courtesy of the National 1 broadcasting Com-

pany. Groups of settlement children in England
and America sang Christmas carols. Helen

Hall, President of the National Federation of

589
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PENN STATE IessS
Inter-S«iftion. June II to June 28

Main S«tsion. July 1 to Auq. 9

Poet Session, Aug. 12 to Aug. 30

Cotltgr 4tift94» tor Hudtntt and tta<h*tt of

Htallh. Pby$itml Education and athlttlc coaching
S<fkcrt ot d«grrfi in Hrjlth and Phyiical Eda-
caiioa ftad P«nii Stjir'i popolir lamiiKr ifiiion

id<al. CombiDfi tbotoagh itody with ttal vaca-

lioa f«a ia thf h«art of the Alirshfnici. UnaiD^l
rttmtioaal oppottanitiei. Modrrn gyraaaiiam.
Taiiioa. room and board carpciiiaglf low.

Cradoatr coartci leading to advancrd drgtcrt.

Undergradoaif coar»*> leading to baccalaorvate

degree. Special toartet in athletic coaching for

men and wocnen. Nationillf-known coaching itaff.

Foe (miaiog addtut
Dirfctot of Summrr 5e(iton>

The PENNSYLVANIA STATE COLLEGE
State CoUeqa, Pa.

Settlements, introduced Jane Addams who

gave the greetings of the settlements from the

United States to Toynbee Hall. James J. Mal-

lon. Warden of Toynbee Hall, introduced

Margaret Bondfield, formerly Secretary of

I-abor, who replied for England.
In connection with this anniversary it is

interesting to recall that two years later (1886)

the American Settlement Neighborhood Guild,

now the University Settlement, was founded.

There are now 151 settlements in active mem-

bership in the National Federation of Settle-

ments, 48 affiliated through individual mem-

bership of the head worker, and probably 300
church houses, social centers and other organ-
izations which grew out of the same impulse.

The recreation movement owes much to the

inspiration and experimentation of the settle-

ments.

A City-Wide Ping Pong Tournament—The
Recreational Leaders' Association of New
York City, whose members are composed of

workers associated with the Works Division,

on December 27, 28 and 29 sponsored a city-

wide ping pong tournament held at The
Church of All Nations. 'Iliere were five divi-

sions—three for boys, two for girls. The boys'

classifications were 8 to 12 years, 13 to 16, 17

to 21 ; the girls' 8 to 12 and 13 to 16. An en-

trance fee of 25^ for a team of ten was charged.

Medals were awarded the winners and runners-

up in each division and a trophy was awarded

the club, institution or troup attaining the

highest number of points.

Planning the Recreation Center—One of the

projects ofTcred by the Beaux .Arts Institute

of Design, 304 East 44th Street, New York

City, was the planning of a recreation center

on a plot 200' by 400'. Seventy drawings were
submitted. The eight plans for which awards

were offered were reproduced in the October,

1934 issue of the Bulletin of the Beaux Arts

Institute of Design, copies of which may be

secured for 35 cents apiece.

A New Community Center for Lexington—
In 1933 the i)eoi)le of Lexington, Kentucky,
voted favorably on a $45,000 bond issue for a

combined auditorium-gymnasium, this struc-

ture to be added to Loudoun House in Castle-

wood Park, bought by the city in 1931 for

$85,000. Loudoun House has been completely
remodelled by CWA labor at an approximate
cost of $10,000. A caretaker has been installed

in three rooms of the House, and the remaining
rooms will be used as a music room, a library,

a dining room, a kitchen, a room for small com-

munity gatherings, and a woodshop on the first

floor. The second floor will house Girl Scout

and Boy Scout headquarters, a check room,

toilet facilities, and rest rooms. Lexington will

have a complete community center in 1935.

Other improvements include the grading and

lighting of Castlewood Park diamond, which

resulted in the scheduling of daily games for a

period of five months. A specially made and

lighted croquet court for adults and two stone

picnic ovens have been added to other facilities

at Castlewood Park.

A Recreation Room in a Police Station—The
Public Recreation Commission of Cincinnati,

Ohio, has established a boys' recreation room

in the third district police station. The room

used is one which formerly housed police

patrols for that district. Its use in no way inter-

feres with the regular police routine, which is

still rnrried on in the same building as it has an

entirely separate entrance to the street. In this

room about 80 boys play ping pong, basketball,

quoits and similar games under the leadership

of two play leaders working on the FERA
program and assigned from the oflfice of the

Commission. The Commission plans to use a

room on the second floor for quiet games and

hobbies.

New Facilities in Cincinnati—Two and a

half years ago, according to ,1 rci>ort snbfuitted
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to the City Manager of Cincinnati, Ohio, by
Tarn Deering, Director of Recreation, an out-

standing problem of the city was, "How shall

we acquire the additional recreational areas

we need?" The addition of 600 acres to the

recreational plant in the thirty month period

covered by the report has met this need in

part. Next the question arose, "How shall we
finance the necessary improvements?" This

problem has been solved by the application of

local and federal relief funds. $2,500,000 has

been used to pay the wages of unemployed men
on recreational projects. $355,500 for materials

and equipment rental has been supplied as

follows : Recreation Improvement Bonds $76,-

500; City Council Relief Bonds $164,000;

Federal Funds $40,000; Private Gifts and

Salvaged Materials $75,000.

The recreation improvement program since

May II, 1932 has afforded continuous employ-
ment to a crew ranging from 500 to 5,000 of

the unemployed. This work program produced
results. Had the same work been done by

private contract on competitive bidding, an

expenditure of more than $1,000,000 would have

been required. Working on this program men
have been observed regaining their physical

and mental health.

Recreation in Union County's Parks — An
attendance totaling 5,731,974 was recorded for

18 Union County, New Jersey, parks in 1934
—

a slight increase over 1933. The report lists 42

different recreational activities covering a wide

range from trap shooting to horseback riding

and a horse show.

A Recreation Center for Children—One of

the leading attorneys of Springfield, Massachu-

setts, has put at the disposal of the Division

of Recreation a large barn which has been con-

verted into a children's recreation center. The

lower floor has been turned into a menagerie,

and dogs, white rats, rabbits, cats, frogs,

turtles, birds and rodents take one back to the

days of childhood in the old red barn. Mr. King,

the attorney, has given the playground super-

visor an old automobile with free gasoline to

take playground crowds swimming and to out-

Ij'ing woods and camps.

Boston Common Tercentenary—On Decem-

ber 1 8th a program was held in Boston, Massa-

Tennis Courts
• Improve your clay or dirt courts with

Har-Clay De Luxe Top Dressing.

Two attractive colors—deep green or

dark red.

Dustless— eliminates glare—improves

footing and general playing qualities

of any clay court.

The cost is low. Literature and com-

plete information furnished upon re-

quest.

Inquire about the famous HAR-TRU
Fast Drying Tennis Court

HAR-TRU CORPORATION
Recreational Construction Engineers

17 East 45th Street New York. N. Y.

chusetts, inaugurating the observance of the

300th anniversary of Boston Common. The

program was preceded by the "perambulation"

of the Common—a procession of historic

characterizations including the town crier ; the

marshal of the procession with his aids ; pike-

men—soldier police of 1634; the Reverend

William Blackstone, the first white settler and

owner of the Common, 1634; Governor John

Winthrop, chief executive of the Bay Colony,

with soldier escort and Puritans of 1634, and

the police of 300 years ago—pikemen, 1634
—

town watch, 1834
—state police 1934. Several

other events have been planned, and an indoor

exhibit of historic and other significant articles

is being prepared. Events are being arranged
for the late spring and summer months of 1935.

Archery to the Fore!—At the Second Annual

Recreation Congress to be held at Massachusetts

State College, Amherst, Massachusetts, March 15,

16 and 17, devotees of tlie ancient sport of archery

will have a special program at the meeting of the

archery section on March 16. Russell Hoogerhyde,

American champion target shooter, will give a
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if "A richly freighted addition to the
literature of recreational organi-
zation."—Dr. Charles S. Bernheimer

if "What I've been looking for."—E. C. LiNDEMAN

if "An invaluable aid."

—Arthur L. Swift, Jr.

LEADERSHIP
IN GROUP M ORK

By HENRY M. BUSCH

A new type of handbook, filled with practi-
cal advice to leaders of recreational groups—

probably the most thorough treatment
of the subject of group work ever pub-
lished. Helpful in the development of in-

dividual character and social insight, this
book is as vigorous and original as the per-
sonality of the author. Every leader en-

gaged in club, camp, school, church, or
other organization work will find this book
constantly useful. Cloth $2.25.

ASSOCIATION PRESS
347 Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y.

series of exliibition.s and will discuss shooting and

equipment. A display of etjuipment is planned. On
March i6 there will be practice and instruction
in making tackle. In the evening movies will

be shown of last year's tournament and a num-
ber of talks given on the promotion and prog-
ress of archery throughout the country.

A Fortieth Anniversary—In 1895, the Coun-
cil of Jewish Women in Pittsburgh organized
the first activity of what has since developed
into the Irene Kaufman Settlement. From one
.small room on the third floor of a house, the

movement has steadily expanded until it is

now one of the largest settlements in the coun-

try, occupying one of the most beautiful plants
to be found in America. Its expenditures— a
few dollars in 1895 and less than $2,000 in 1909
- exceeded $80,000 in 1934. 'ITiis year the set-

tlement is celebrating its fortieth anniversary.
A list of its activities would represent a com-

plete roster of activities in which no phase of

recreation and of the arts has been neglected.
Recreation workers everywhere will wish the

settlement and it.s director, Sidney Teller, for

many years a devoted friend of the recreation

m<>\cmrnt. confinticfl success and usefulness.

George D. Pratt

In the death of George D. Pratt the .Association

has lost one of its true and loyal friends. Mr. Pratt

was one of the first to assist through a contribu-

tion and through moral support and through his

own practical suggestions in helping to build up
the field work of the National Recreation Associa-

tion. Through the last twenty-five years he con-

tinued his interest in the work and his financial

support. The strength of the National Recreation

.Association has been built upon the loyal supiwrt
of (jeorgc D. Pratt and other men and woincn

like him.

Mr. Pratt gave trcciy of liis own time to the

problems of jKirks, forestry, art, recreation. He
was pre-eminently a lover of Nature's out-of-

doors. He was greatly concerned for the forests

throughout the country and sjjcnt from his own

private fortune to protect them. He devoted the

Iwst years of his life to making his country a more

habitable place for others and particularly for

youth. From the beginning of the Boy Scout

movement in .America he served as one of its

leaders. He was active in promoting the "Covered

Wagon" celebration which pai<l tribute to the

.American pioneers who crossed the plains in the

early days. He hel|)ed to mark the old trails and

historic shrines associated with the development
of the West.
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Magazines and Pamphlets
\ Recently Received Containing Articles

)

of Interest to the Recreation Worker (

MAGAZINES
Childhood Interests, January 1935

Busy Time for Children, by Floy Little Bartlett
The Rhythm Band, by Ruth Lampland
The Do-As-You-Please Room, by Hilda Richmond

Mind and Body, December 1934 - January 1935

Physical Education in Germany, by Elizabeth Hoffa
Recreation in Scandinavian Countries, by J. Sigrid
Edstrom

An American Student at the Deutsche Hochschule
fuer Liebesuebungen, Berlin, by Mildred McGee

Mimatic Games, by Grover U. Mueller
The Game of "Siege," by Karl Kuehne

Parks and Recreation, January 1935

Chicago Park Systems Consolidated
Park and Recreation Organization Charts — Provi-

dence, R. I.

Public Recreation in Portland, Oregon, by C. P.

Keyser
Curling, an International Sport, by Irwin R. Dunnell

Better Times, January 1935

Recreation for the Young Job-Hunter, by Herbert J.

Seligmann

Scholastic Coach, January 1935

Care of an Outdoor Ice Hockey Rink, by Westcott
E. S. Aloulton

The National Parent-Teacher Magazine, February 1935
Hobbies for Boys, by Carolyn M. Heller
The Social Life of the School Child, by Ernest R.
Groves

PAMPHLETS

Annual Report of the Community Council of Branfoid,
Conn., 1934

Valentine Bulletin

Department of Public Playgrounds and Recreation,
Reading, Pa., 1935

Handcraft Manual, Prepared by Mildred Gilmore
State of Indiana, Emergency Education Division, 217
North Senate Avenue, Indianapolis, Ind.

The Junior Caravan (A section of the New History
Society)

132 East 65th Street, New York City

Annual Report of the Memorial Community Building—
Goldsboro, N. C, 1934

Youth Today
Proceedings of the Hearing and Conference Called

by the 1934 Mobilization for Human Needs. Com-
munity Chests and Councils, Inc., 1810 Graybar
Building, New York City. Price $.25.

Glimpses of Our National Parks
Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C.

American Peoples Schools—Bulletin Number Four
Van Cortland Park Center, 67 Stevenson Place, New
York City

A Child in the Midst of Democracy, by Frank S. Hickman
The Duke Endowment, Charlotte, N. C.

Annual Report of the Bureau of Recreation of Philadel-

phia, Pa., 1934

Annual Report of the Recreation Department of Austin,

Texas, 1934

EverWear Offers the Safest

Merry -Wave -Stride

Fully covered by patents which in-

clude the many exclusive safety fea-

tures, this Merry-Wave-Stride insures

complete safety to the children in your
parks and recreation grounds. Ever-
Wear Merry-Wave-Stride gives more
action and exercise than any piece of

equipment ever made.

Before you make the selection of any
new equipment, you owe it to your
children to install the safest equip-
ment . . . your choice can be no other
than EverWear's Patented Stride. Ask
us for complete details.

Use Spring Rubber Safety

Seats For Your Swings
An ingenious ar-

rangement of rub-
bet and steel, pat-
ented by EverWear.
which eliminates

all the hazards of

former type swing
seats. This EverWear seat is soft, springy,

resilient, has remarkable safety features,

strength and durability. Priced low enough
to meet your budgets. Write us for details.

Our complete new catalog is

available without obligation.
Ask for it.

The EverWear Mfg. Co.
Springfield, Ohio, U. S. A.

The World's oldest and largest exclusive maker
of playground, beach and pool apparatus; a

complete line of the SAFEST and most DURA-
BLE recreation apparatus made.
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ike Uamblna

Ulacazine
If you are interested in

Jhe leadership of youth.
The swiftly changing methods in organized

camping.
The statements of leading thinkers on educa-

tion through camping.

Leadership training
—Counsellor's Education.

Camp Programming—Administration.

Outdoor Sports and Activities.

New Games, Land and Water.

Swimming—Canoeing—Sailing.

Riding—Archery
—

Riflery.

Woodcraft—Indian Lore—Nature.

Artscraft—Dancing—Stunts.

Council Fires—Story Telling.

Then read the Camping Magazine regularly

Send for a sample copy $2.00 a year.

Lane Hall, Ann Arbor, Mich.
Dtpt. R

EDUCATIONAL METHOD
for MARCH

Special Editor: Bess GoodykooNTZ
AuiilanI Unittd Slatti Commiuionii of Education

EDUCATION FOR LEISURE

I. Tb< Importance of Developing Leiiure-Timc
InterMli

Ariiclrs by JOHN W. STUDEBAKER and
Katharine Lenroot

II. What th< Scbooli Art Doing
Articlti by HELEN K. MACKINTOSH, JANE A.

White, Ben h. Darrow, Angela M.
Broening, a. Adele Rudolph, and
Mary Harden

III. H(lp> in Dtvcloping a Scbool'i Rtcrtalion

Program
Ariidf by EUGENE T. LIES
Rf<rnl Rtfcrrncft. compiird by EDITH A.
Wright

This ittua, 50 cents $3.00 a year

Membership dues, $4.00

DEPARTMENT OF SUPERVISORS AND
DIRECTORS OF INSTRUCTION

S2S Wat* l2(Xh S«r*««

Htm York

George Pierce Baker

In the death of Professor (iCMri^e Pierce

Baker on January 6, 1935 the cuimnunity rec-

reation movement lost a good friend. In the

course of Professor Baker's career of thirty-six

years at Harvard and eight at Yale he had

among his students many who became famous

playwrights. He was not too busy, however, to

give up his time to Community Service of

Boston in connection with the dramatic pro-

gram of that organization. Undoubtedly men
of Professor Baker's type are to play a larger
and larger part in building the civilization of

the future.

Correlation of Public and Private

Agencies
(Continued from fo^ ^^')

14. Joint buying by summer camp managers.
15. Summer day camps.
16. Spot mapping of members of girls* and boys' work

agencies to show geographical distribution and
therefore untouched or poorly touched sections of

the city.

17. Relation of existing agencies to the problem of

prevention of delinquency."

The possibilities for joint study and action

are limited only by the vision and team pl^y
of agency leaders.

Do we need to cooperate? Those who are

raising the money for our programs, whether

public or private, tell us we do. The public
must be awakened to our field as a whole as

they are to relief or health or education. The
scholars tell us the same thing. One of the

conclusions of a conference called by the De-

partment of Public Instruction of the State of

Michigan to consider the relation of the

schools to other character forming influences

in the community was "Executives have been

too much absorbed in promoting the programs
of their respective organizations. The child

participates as a member of many groups but

these groups function independently without

being conscious of the total of influences on

the child, or of the unmet needs in the child's

experience."
Prof. Lundl)erg of Columbia University is

quoted as saying, "The problem of leisure has

not. as yet, received serious consideration in

the social sciences. Recreation and the use of

leisure is at best regarded as a superficial in-

terest of the social dilettante, and not a subject
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for serious philosophic thought or scientific

investigation. In its applied aspects, likewise,

we find recreation workers regarded at best

with amused toleration by social workers. This

attitude is not entirely unjustified, for recrea-

tion workers have their principles, techniques,
and procedures even less adequately formula-

ted and standardized than the other social

workers."

These are challenges in practice and theory
that must be met together.

What we have in common—city recreation

departments, school departments, settlements,

Y's, Scouts, Camp Fire and others—is so much

greater and deeper than any of the distinctions;

what we have to interpret is so much more
vital to our civilization as a whole than in sec-

tions, that my plea is all for understanding,

cooperation and mutual ideals and objectives.

With such correlation we may indeed lead

toward a more abundant life for every citizen

of our country.

Taking Play Into the Highways
and Byways

(Continued from fiagc 577)

slides, sand piles, and had more space for putting

on field events, baseball and mass games. These

lots had the same advantages in location as did

the street playgrounds as far as direct connection

with all the people of the neighborhood Was con-

cerned, with a wider range, as they were centers

of a community and not of a street or two. They
were also favored by having space for organized

team games and even leagues, with scheduled in-

terplayground contests, which gave the partici-

pants a feeling of being as important as the

"regulars."

The lots were better adapted, too, for quiet

games and handcraft, as folding tables and benches

could be used and stored in convenient buildings

which were gladly offered for that purpose. On
one lot the director reports : "I believe handcraft

was the most popular project with children of all

ages, from 5 to 14 in particular. They would will-

ingly spend the whole day at it, and it attracted

the attention of parents after objects made were

taken home. Quite a number of parents came to

see the work and made donations of materials. We
received numerous comments from the parents

and neighbors about the value of the playground

in giving the children a place to play and keeping

them from running about the streets and getting

BE READY
For the 1935 Season

with DIAMOND Official Pitching Horseshoes

and accessories. There's keen enjoyment for

everyone in the healihy exercise of horseshoe

pitching. The DIAMOND line is the favorite

of amateurs and professionals alike. Make

your plans NOW for the coming season.

Write foe information

DIAMOND CALK HORSESHOE CO.
4610 Grand Avenue, Duluth, Minn.

into mischief. ^lany of the mothers bring their

little ones to the sand-pile and either stay or some

of the older girls look after them. The children

are happy and enjoy the games. A great number

have not missed a day since we began, and are

already asking about next summer's program.

Their greatest fear is there will be no playground
here next year."

But the values of these vacant lot playgrounds

were not restricted to parents and children. A
concrete proof of this is given by one of the super-

visors. He says ; "When I first came here, I

noticed a group of from ten to twenty boys and

men from 17 to 30 years old, who hung around

the corners near the playground, and at times an-

noyed some of the neighbors by their roughness.

Several people approached me and wondered if I

could do something about it. I tried allowing

them to use the basketball for an hour at a time.

Sometimes they played among themselves. Other

times against a younger team. They quieted down

considerably, and soon were helping instead of

hindering. They caused no trouble, and would

go peaceably when their time was up."

This lot was sponsored by the rector of a church

across the street, and on rainy days a large meet-
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ing room attached to the church was provided for

the groups, when crafts, singing, stories and quiet

games were carried on. So, "no matter what the

weather, the good fellows were all together," and

equally good times were had "in sunshine or in

rain."

Reading for Fun in Rural Mississippi
(Conliitucd from faiji^ f'SO)

association leader, three teachers, a recreation

worker, three county reading rooms, one girl re-

serve leader, a man giving a Hallowe'en party,

and two general readers. Already this year bor-

rowers have made use of the state book collection

15,000 times and calls for books have been an-

swered from 250 different communities.

What the future of the library and recreation

projects in Mississippi will be, it is impossible to

foretell. Not enough recreation directors were

interviewed to know how they feel about the work

they are doing, but the librarians encountered are

definitely aiming at permanent book service. Lest

this should be regarded as purely in their own in-

terest, it should be noted that they are giving

hours of time which are not required and more

than they can afford from their slender resources

to develop the work they have undertaken.

Increased support for the state library commis-

sion at the next session of the state legislature

seems a definite possibility in view of the state-

wide response to the commission's undertakings
and the friendliness of individual members of the

legislature. Corresponding local support seems

also probable in view of what is now being given.

The immediate need, of course, is for books to
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hold and strengthen the popular interest which

has been aroused until the gains which have been

made under this useful and desirable work relief

project can be permanently consolidated.

served at the end of the program, and the

party was voted, by the ninety teachers who
attended, a great success !

For a Good Time—a "Ridiculous

Party"
(Continued from page 581)

them with "I've Been Working on the Levee."

One of the men was called to jump the rope.

Two others were opponents in a scooter race.

Ten others responded to a plea for an orchestra

and as they came forward each person was
handed an instrument from the first grade

rhythm orchestra equipment. They actually

played an encore. Two or three stunts had been

prepared the night before. Eight high school

teachers did a square dance and then invited

eight others to join and be their partners as

they repeated it. Seven others gave a "Hill

Billy" number and we called on Topsy and

Eva to sing the popular number by the same
name. They responded by trying to do a tap

dance to it.

Hot dogs, pumpkin pie and coffee were

Musical Arts
(Continued from page 587)

you any number of incidents where the children

have learned to love the good music which at first

did not appeal to them. Our manner of presenta-

tion must then be relied upon to hold our groups,

but the effort we know is worth while for we are

giving them music that will permanently enrich

their lives. H you do not leave people with some-

thing more than you found them with, of what

avail is the contact ?

And so we in San Francisco are trying to teach

the gospel of good music until we have reached as

many people as our facilities will permit. We are

trying to make music a real democratic art ex-

pression and not one for the favored class alone.

And as we offer a musical experience in our rec-

reational program it is one that can actually be

participated in ; it is one that is educational as

well as recreational, and it is one that adds to the

character and enriches the lives of those with

whom we come in contact.



Children of the New Day

By Katheriiie Glover and Evelyn Dewey. D. Appleton-
Century Company, New York. $2.25.

^BiS study began as an effort "to present some of the
' trends and to interpret some of the thoughts and

facts brought together by the experts" of the Committees

for the White House Conference on Child Health and

Protection, held in Washington in November, 1930, and

the Medical Section Conference of the following Feb-

ruary. But the selection of facts and trends to be pre-

sented depends upon an educational point of view and a

discrimination which make of the book a basic philosophy

for the rearing of the whole child according to liberal

and progressive ideals. From the forward-looking title

to the last paragraph with its vision of "builders of a new

kind of world, bringing order out of confusion, and

beauty out of chaos," the authors have shown a poignant

sympathy with children and a decided creed for the

building of environment for the utmost development.

Beginning with a presentation of the changing world

which faces the oncoming generation, the authors by

quotation, abstract, and analysis show the pattern of

growth and give principles for mental, physical, and

emotional development. Chapters on the Home, the Com-

munity, the School, and Recreational Needs and Oppor-
tunities round out the discussion. Readers of Recreation

will find in the chapter called "On Their Own : Play and

Adventure" a warm, almost indignant, challenge of a

world so organized that even play is intruded upon.

The Choice of a Hobby
Compiled by Anne Carroll .Moore for Comi>ton's Pictured

Knc>'clopedia. F. E. Compton and Company, Chicago,
Illinois. Free.

A PTtY named "A Springboard for Personal Adventure,"
'*

this catalogue of books on hobbies gives a unique

descriptive list of books offering inspiration and guidance

to hobby riders and hobby hunters. Many types of

bobbies are lifted from stamps to camping.

Good Reading
National Council of Teachers of English, 211 West 68th

Street. Chicago, Illinois. $.15.

^HtM are listed in this pamphlet and briefly described
' 900 books significant for present day readers. Most

of them are obtainable for one dollar or less. There are

three interesting special lists: (1) 100 outstanding books

of workl literature ; (2) SO books most often recom-

mended on the reading lists of 55 colleges; (3) 50 books

most frequently mentioned on lists of favorite books from

1.638 students in 53 colleges.

The Art of Walking
Edited by Edwin Valentine Mitchell. Loring and Mussey,
New York. $1.75.

An anthology on walking, this little volume contains
'*

essays on walking by such authorities as Charles

Dickens, Christopher Morley, William Hazlitt, George

Gissing, and Dr. John Finley. It is a delightful compila-

tion of opinions and experiences about walking real and

imaginary, and walks in city and country, hills and plains.

Try Something New
The Girls' Friendly Society, 386 Fourth Avenue, New
York.

This attractive series of program suggestions is de-
'
signed primarily for Girls' Friendly members and

other groups of girls but it will be helpful for all rec-

reation workers. There are four pamphlets in this "Try

Something New" series: Have a Dramatic Workshof;
Make Reading Your Hobby; Inexpensive Handcrafts;

Games for Grown-Ups. The cost of each section is 10

cents; the four sections together may be secured for

35 cents.

Hiker's Guide

By Ben Solomon. Leisure League Little Book Number IS.

Leisure League of America, 30 Rockefeller Plaza,

New York. $.25.

IN the 96 pages of this illustrated booklet has been
'
packed a vast amount of practical knowledge of hiking.

The subject headings tell just how practical the sugges-

tions offered are: Before IVe Start; IVhat Do We WeatT;

On the Trail; When Do We Eat; Special Hikes; TraH

Safety and Health. The appendix contains map sources

and food check lists. Every recreation library should

have this booklet, which is, in every sense of the word,

a real guide.

Ten Plays from O. Henry
Dramatized bv .^ddison Gecry Smith. Samuel French,
New York. $1.50.

IN
dramatizing these plays for amateur theatricals, Mr.

Smith has tried in every way to retain to the fullest

the spirit of O. Henry. The characters are delineated as

O. Henry desribed them and much of the dialogue is that

of the original, although the requirements of stage pre-

sentation made it necessary to alter some of the situations

and settings. The staging of the plays, Mr. Smith points

out, should not be difficult. Simplicity is the keynote and

a cyctorama, screens or a neutral background will suffice.

y»
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Diversions and Pastimes.

Compiled by R. M. Abraham. E. P. Dutton & Com-
pany, New York. $1.75.

Many recreation workers are doubtless familiar with
the author's previous book, Winter Nights Entertain-

ments, published in 1932. The second ibook on the subject
of entertainments comes in response to a demand for

"more of the same kind." So here are baffling card tricks,

paper folding puzzles, coin and match tricks, string tricks,

knots and splices, games of knack and agility, problems
and a variety of entertaining diversions.

Modern Housing.

By Catherine Bauer. Houghton Mifflin Company,
Boston, Massachusetts. $5.00.

"Modern Housing," states the author in her introduc-

tion, "provides certain minimum amenities for every
dwelling; cross ventilation for one thing; sunlight, quiet
and a pleasant outlook from every window ; adequate
privacy, space and sanitary faciljties ; children's play
space adjacent. And finally it will be available at a price
which citizens of average income or less can afford."

That the United States is almost totally lacking in dwell-

ings which answer this description while Europe since the
war has erected at least 6,000,000 dwellings which by and
large constitute modern housing is a sad commentary
on our failure to plan. With the assistance of the Car-
negie Corporation, Miss Bauer has studied the finest

examples of European housing in the light of their ap-
plication to the United States, prefacing her study with
a detailed survey of the failures and accomplishments
of the nineteenth century and the pre-war era. The book
is particularly timely in view of the important low price
housing projects being considered by the government.
Over 200 illustrations accompany the text.

Living and Learning.

American Association for Adult Education, 60 East
42nd Street, New York City.

This "brief aid to the seeker after adult education"
is designed for the use of the individual who wishes
to continue his education and for club leaders. It tells in

concise form where to go for help in planning working
programs, outlines the aids offered by national agencies
and gives briefly the information everyone should have
about the American Association for .'Kdult Education,
together with excerpts from a few articles which have
appeared in the Journal of Adult Education. A single
copy of this booklet mav be obtained free. Prices on
quantity orders are—2 to 24, $.10 ; 25, $2.00 ; 50, $4.00.

Linoleum Art.

By John E. Williams. New Jersey State Home Print

Shop, Jamesburg, New Jersey. $.25.

This booklet was printed as a project lesson in printing
and gives the procedure used by the class on the cutting
and printing of linoleum blocks. It has been written
with the idea of placing in the hands of instructors and
students simple material on this new art. It suggests the
tools and materials to be used and describes the step by
step processes involved.

Volunteer Values.

By Ruth M. Dodd. Family Welfare Association of

America, 1,30 East 22nd Street, New York. $.30.

While this booklet has to do with volunteer service in

the family welfare field, there are suggestions on the
contribution of the volunteer and ways in which he may
be recruited and serve which will be of help to the
recreation field.

Christmas and the New Year.

By Nina B. Lamkin. Samuel French, 25 West 45th

Street, New York City. $.50.

In compiling this program material from many dif-

ferent lands, Miss Lamkin has had two things in mind—
first, that the material shall be worth while from a cul-

tural standpoint, and second, that it will have large

enough variety to satisfy the many program needs of the

holiday season. In this small book she has brought
together a wealth of material, including quotations,

customs, music, folk lore, stories, poems and definite

programs. A number of very valuable bibliographies
are given.

Arbor Day—Bird Day.

Bulletin 82. Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, De-
partment of Public Instruction, Harrisburg.

Many of our states have set aside one day a year
to celebrate as Arbor Day or Bird Day. To aid school
and community groups in arranging programs the De-
partment of Public Instruction at Harrisburg, Penn-

sylvania, has issued an attractive pamphlet suggesting
activities, programs and source materials. The program
suggestions have been adapted to the various grades.

The Younger Set.

Issued by McCall's Magazine, Dayton, Ohio. $.10.

This attractive booklet contains suggestions for parties
which young people in their teens will enjoy. Six parties,
most of them dress-up ones, are described.
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Our Cities for Abund-

ant Living, Jacob L. Cran*. Jr. December

1934 149

1934 425

Community Cantars and Racraation Buildings

Center for Youth. A, Sopki* Fish-
back September 1934- 297

Developing the Community Cen-
ter Program, Jacob W. Feldman October 1934 331

Field House 100 Percent "Play-
full." A. Arthur Leiamt February 1935 544

Planning the Recreation Building,
Raymond E. Hoyt August 1934 221

Pontiac Schools As Community
Centers. James H. Harris September 1934 294

Drama, Fastivalt and Pagaanta

And (or a Backdrop the Tyrolean
Alps I LmeU* Hoerr Chartts. . . . February 1935 541

Month
Boston Revives the Medie\-al

Pageant Wagon, Margaret Cas-
u-all July

Community Children's Theatre, A
Beatrice Arline Jones September

Contest for Children's Plays, A . December
How to Produce a Play, Jack
Stuart Knapp April

June
July

Plays for the Little Actor, Mabel
Foote Hobbs June

Quickening the Little Theatre
Movement. Clarence Arthur
Perry February

Theatre Workshop for Children,
A October

Games and Athletics

Dawn of a New Era for Tennis,

The, Ian Eisenhardt June
Intercollegiate Outing Club As-

sociation, The, Leon E. Magoon February
Municipal Tennis in Oakland,
Rod Overton October

Tennis Technique, H. D. Edgren,
Ph.B, MJ'£ October

Hobbles

Hobbies As an Open Sesame to

Community Interest, C. Frances
Loomis January

Hobby Show in Syracuse, A,
Frank E. Miller. October

Hobby Workshop in a Museum,
A, Russell Newcomb August

Like Spring—It's in the Air I

Erna D. Bunke June
So You're Going to Have a

Hobby Showl Gertrude G.
Hunt March

Holidays and Special Days

Children's Christmas Party, A,
Thomas W. Ijuiti November

Christmas Play for Everyone,
The November

Oakland's Christmas Pageant.
Horry E. Troxel December

Old-Fashioned Valentine Party,
An, Marion Shelmardine February

Preparing for Christmas, K. K.
Brown December

Home Play

Play Together and Stay Together
in Your Own Backyard I Glen
O. Grant and Samuel Friedman October

Layout and Equipment

Can Recreation Areas Be Made
Beautiful As Well A* Useful?
Ernest K. Thomas January

Space Requirements for the Chil-

dren's Playground, Prepared by
George D. Butler Part I August

Part II September
Swimming Pool t)esign and Coa-

ttructioo, IV. A. Kearns October

Year Pag*

1934 204

1934 269
1934 452

19.M 29
1934 151

1934 202

1934 144

1935 521

1934 327

1934 148

1935 SIS

1934 340

1934 347

193S 490

1934 328

1934 224

1934 141

1935 559

1934
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Month Year Page
Leadership

How Volunteers Helped in Phila-

delphia, Elizabeth Hines Hanley July 1934 198

That Ever Present Problem—
Leadership! June 1934 131

Volunteer Opportunities in the

Public Recreation Program,
Corinne Fonde April 1934 3

Volunteer Recreation Leadership June 1934 137

Wandering Sport Teacher in Ger-

many, The September 1934 300

Leisure— (Philosophy of)

Education for Leisure, R. V.

Jordan September 1934 295

Leisure and Its Use, Nicholas

Murray Butler, Ph. D August 1934 219

Leisure Time Recreation, Frank

Kingdon February 1935 511

Living and Preparation for Life

Through Recreation, Mrs.
Franklin D. Roosevelt November 1934 366

Modern Principles of Education
for Leisure Time, Daniel P.

Eginton September 1934 274

New Leisure, The—A Curse or a

Blessing ? Earnest Elmo Calkins April 1934 23

Power of Play, The, Thomas A.

Storey, M.D September 1934 267

Progress in the Art of Living,
Arthur E. Morgan December 1934 415

"Teach a Man to Live" March 1935 568

What Can the Churches Do for

Abundant Living? Joseph R.

Sizoo, D.D January 1935 463

What We Mean by Recreation,
Frederic A. Delano December 1934 424

Libraries and Recreation

Century of Progress Through
Books, A, Jane Kitchell ...... July 1934 188

Libraries in Community Build-

ings, Susan T. Smith September 1934 280

Public Library in the Program of

Leisure Time, The February 1935 530

Reading for Fun in Rural Missis-

sippi, Beatrice Sawyer Rossell. March 1935 578

Month
IVIusIc

Important Need and Opportunity,
An, Augustus D. Zanzig June

Musical Arts, Marie V. F'oster.. March
Neglected Language, A, Henry

S. Drinker, Jr July

Nature Activities

Adventures in Star Gazing, John
W. Hdndlan August

Getting Acquainted with the Trees August
Nature for Leisure, Settie Hirsch June
On New Haven's Nature Trail,

IValter L. Wirth July
Seeing Nature in Glacier National

Park, Carroll Lane Fenton.... June

Year Page

1934 130
1935 586

1934 171

1934 225
1934 253
1934 146

1934 195

1934 138

Parks

County Grounds for Recreation,

Henry S. Curtis, Ph.D June 1934 153

Municipal Rose Gardens, Ernest
K. Thomas February 1935 525

New Trends in Par<k Planning,
John Noyes February 1935 536

Values of Parks and Playgrounds,
The, John W. Kernan September 1934 298

Recreation and Unemployment

At a Civilian Conservation Corps
Camp, Kenneth Smith August 1934 248

Contribution of Recreation to Re-

covery, The, Aubrey Williams. January 1935 479
Educational Program in the Ci-

vilian Conservation Corps, The,
Clarence S. Marsh, Ph. D January 1935 476

German Youth and Work Camps,
Mildred McGee

_.
August 1934 247

Indian Conservation Camps, Louis
C. Schroeder August 1934 249

Municipal Recreation Programs
and Enforced Leisure, V. K.
Brown August 1934 245

Recreation As a Socially Useful
Field of Employment, John Colt November 1934 370

Unwelcome Leisure Put to Wel-
come Use, Helen Center October 1934 350

Miscellaneous

Citizens on Trial I William G.
Robinson October 1934 318

Correlation of Public and Private

Agencies in the Recreation

Field, William G. Robinson.... March 1935 563

County Recreation Ebcposition, A February 1935 540

Fletcher Farm Invites You I

Abbie Graham April 1934 28

From Game Room to Neighbor-
hood Center, Joseph Adler .... July 1934 200

Pasadena's Municipal Exhibit,
Cecil F. Martin January 1935 493

Planning Summer Playground
Programs July 1934 174

Farm Woodlot As a Playground,
The, Henry S. Curtis, Ph.D.... March 1935 582

Toy Shop for Children of Dayton,
A, Dorothy J. MacLean October 1934 345

What Are Education Frills?

Marvin S. Pittman, Ph. D September 1934 270

Play Streets

On the Play Streets of New York March 1935 569

Taking Play Into the Highways
and Byways, Elizabeth Hines

Hanley March 1935 576

Recreation for Men and Boys

Leisure Time Activities for men
and Boys, Edgar Fauver, M.D. August 1934 229

Playground Teams from Neigh-
borhood Gangs, Richard James
Hurley August 1934 233

Recreation Congress Proceedings

Abundant Living for Small Towns
and Rural Districts, Dr. C. B.
Smith December 1934 428
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Month

Art of Abundant Living, The,

Roy Smith Wallace November
Citizens' Councils for Construc-

rive Economy, Howard P. Jones January
Contribution of Recreation to Re-

covery. The, Aubrey lyilliams. January
Educational Program in the Ci-

vilian Conservation Corps, The,
Clarence S. Marsh, Ph.D January

Living and Preparation for Life

Through Recreation, Mrs.
Franklin D. Roosevelt November

National Government Services

Through Recreation January
Agnculture and Recreation,

C. H'. H'orburton January
Children's Bureau Promotes Rec-

creational Opportunity,
Katharine F. Lenroot January

Conserving Our Wild Life,

/. X. Darling January
In Our National Parks, Amo
B. Cammerer January

National Forests, The,
L. F. Kneipp January

Recreation and the Office of

Education, Bess Goodykoonis January
Plaiming for Recreation in New
Hampshire, John G. Winant... December

Planning Our Cities for Abund-
and Living, Jacob L. Crane, Jr. December

Progress in the Art of Living,
Arthur E. Morgan December

Recreation As a Socially Useful
Field of Employment, John Colt November

Recreation Elxecutives Discuss
Vital Problems, The November

Recreation Movement in Boston
and Its Place in the National

Emergency, The, William Phil-

lips January
Summaries of Discussion Group
Meetings Part I November

Part II December
Twentieth National Recreation

Congress, The August
What Can the Churches Do for

Abtmdant Living? Joseph R.
Sisoo, D.D January

Year I'atic

1934 363

1935 487

1935 479

1935 476

1934 366

1935 465-475

1935 471

1935 473

1935 469

1935 465

1935 467

1935 474

1934 420

1934 425

1934 415

1934 370

1934 394

1935 483

1934 377
1934 434

1934 227

1935 463

Month Year Page
What We Mean by Recreation,
Frederic A. Delano December 1934 424

Recreation for Girli and Women

National Standards of Physical
Achievement for Girls January 1935 504

Why Not Give the Girl a Chance?
Dora Dodge October 1934 319

Recreation for the Handicapped

Crippled Children at Play,
Eleanor Boykin October 1934 343

Orthopedic Pla>-ground, An,
James A. Scott April 1934 17

Social Recreation

Achieving Satisfactory Compan-
ionship, Clarence Arthur Perry April 1934 12

For a Good Time—A "Ridiculous

Party," Ruth M. Luther March 1935 581
How to Succeed at Parties October 1934 346
Old-Fashioned Valentine Party,
An, Marion Shelmerdine February 1935 532

Suggestions for Conducting Social

Games, H. F. Kilander, Ph.D.. February 1935 520

Winter Sports

Cities Protect Winter Sportsmen,
Marion Holbrook February 1935 516

New Method of Protecting Ice

Rinks, A, Agnes W. Spring... February 1935 519

Year Book

Year Book for 1933 May 1934 53

Community Recreation Leadership
and Facilities in 1,036 Cities... May 1934 S3

Tables of Playground and Com-
miuiity Recreation Statistics for
1933 May 1934 65

/














